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REPORT. "•-"•

The Committee's Eeport falls into five sections. 1. The
Assembly Schools and Teachers. 2. Inspection of, and grants

for, Eeligious Instruction. 3. Tlie Training Colleges, and the

training of Teachers generally. 4. The Higher Instruction in

,Public Schools. 5. Finance.

1. THE ASSEMBLY SCHOOLS AND TEACHEES.

In accordance with the instructions of the Assembly, the

Committee have, since May 1873, kept steadily in view the

gradual reduction of their school establishment. It was neces-

sarj^, however, to proceed with caution, for a sudden withdrawal
of their aid would have led to great local embarrassments.

In May last they were in a position to report that only forty

schools remained on their list, and many of these were re-

ceiving a diminished amount of assistance. There are at this

moment thirty-five still partially dependent on the Committee
for the means of support, the majority of these being female

schools (App. XII.) The total cost of maintaining these during

the year now begun will be little short of £800. Speaking gene-

rally, these schools still remain on the Committee's list chiefly

because the buildings belong to the Church ; they cannot be
alienated or used for other than educational purposes. Strong

representations have been made to the Committee that it

would be in various instances injurious to the local interests of
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the Church to transfer the buildings to school-boards, even if

this were practicable; and the congregations in connection

with which they exist would be unable, without aid from the

Committee, to maintain the schools in efficiency.

The Committee are, however, of opinion that from some of these

stations aid may now be safely withdrawn. The Scotch Code

for 1877 contains a provision whereby 17s. 6d. may be obtained

per scholar, calculated on the average attendance, without regard

to the amount derived by the managers from other sources

than the grants. The Committee accordingly propose to give

three months' notice of withdrawal to all schools where the sum

claimable from Government and fees may, taken together, be

expected to reach, in the case of female schools, £45 per annum,

and of male schools £55, exclusive of a dwelling-house. The

schools thus struck off the list will still be eligible for the

Eeligious Knowledge grant of £5, if these grants are continued

by the Assembly ; and any further sums required for their

maintenance may be locally provided.

As to the teachers, the Committee have to report that the

process of reduction in the school establishment has been so

carried out as to leave only twenty old teachers to be provided

for, and this at the moderate annual outlay of £250. The total

cost of the original Scheme, accordingly, after Martinmas 1877,

wiU be, the Committee expect, only about £500 per annum

;

and this along with all future superannuation burdens the Com-

mittee hope to defray by private subscriptions and the interest

of the Eeserve fund and of moneys invested in buildings con-

nected with the various Training Colleges. JS^o part, there-

fore, of any annual Church collection will he applied to the

maintenance of Assembly Schools, under the proposed arrange-

ments, after the current

2. INSPECTION OF, AND GEANTS FOE, EELIGIOUS

INSTEUCTION.

Mr Macquarrie has discharged the duty of Inspector of

religious instruction during the past year with his usual

energy, fidelity, and success. Notwithstanding this, the number
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of schools taking advantage of his services, and eligible for

grants for excellence, has, from various causes, not increased. The

Committee would call the special attention of the Assembly to

Mr Macquarrie's report in the Appendix. (App. I.)

The Assembly had two objects in view in instituting this new

dei)artment of the Committee's work. In the first place, when

the State had directed that its Inspectors should cease to take

cognisance of the religious instruction in schools, it was deemed

desirable that the National Church should make adequate pro-

vision whereby such instruction given in schools connected

with the Church might continue to be tested and reported on

with reference to a definite standard ; and it was resolved also

to place the services of the Inspector gratuitously at the dis-

posal of such managers of Public Schools as might ask the aid

of his judgment. Secondly, it was deemed proper that, when the

labours of the teacher were stimulated and rewarded in all

other branches of his work by grants for the excellence of its

results, similar encouragement and rewards should be provided

by the Church in the field which it has justly regarded as of

paramount importance; and accordingly to schools connected

with the Church of Scotland the Committee offered not only

inspection, but graduated grants, dependent on the Inspec-

tor's report. Of these there are on their list 260, comprising

Sessional Schools, Public Works' Schools, Society Schools, Pro-

prietary Schools, and Assembly Schools. At this date last year

there were 294. The decline has been solely caused by the trans-

ference of schools to the Boards. 85 public schools under 38

Boards have sought the services of the inspector.

The total amount distributed in the form of grants during

the year ended 31st December last, irrespectively of direct pay-

ments to the amount of £370, made by the Society for Propa-

gating Christian Knowledge in its own schools, was £1164, and

the cost of inspection was £753. An equal sum will be required

during the current year. The Committee have received with

gratitude a grant of £800 from the Baird Trustees towards this

department of their work, and they are also indebted for sub-

stantial aid to the cost of inspection from the Society for Pro-

pagating Christian Knowledge. But even with a continuance
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of help from these quarters it is not possible for the Committee

to carry on this part of their work without an annual collection.

The Committee are prepared to meet in the manner already

indicated the cost of maintaining what may remain of the

original scheme and also their superannuation list ; but they

cannot undertake the inspection of religious instruction or the

rewardiufT of excellence in it unless their operations rest on the

basis ofan annual collection.

The Committee believe that the action hitherto taken by them

has been, both directly and indirectly, of great service to the

country. It has directed attention to the most marked defect

of the Government Code ; it has stimulated increased vigilance

on the part of local authorities as to religious instruction ; and it

has set an example— in a limited field—of the mode in which,

imder the altered circumstances of the case, this important

department of school work may be sustained and fostered. The

Committee have no direct information on the subject of the

attention paid to religious instruction more recent than that

which they tabulated and laid before the Assembly in 1875.

But there can be no doubt that the tendency of the Code is to

depress the religious instruction. The inherent defect of the

Act and the Code, whereby all reference to religion, even in

the form of allusion, is confined to a certain period of each day,

is not one which the Committee could remedy by any action

which the Assembly might instruct them to take. But they

have endeavoured, so far as their opportunities and means

allowed, to counteract the tendency of the Code by offering

to inspect the religious instruction in Public Schools, and to

stimulate it by grants in those schools which are still con-

nected with the Church.

It is a fact of much significance that in 1874-75, when the

Committee first instituted their system of inspection, only 61

per cent of the schools were reported to be " Good " or above it,

while this year upwards of 85 per cent are so classed. Mr
Macquarrie reports that since the scheme was instituted the

influence of the Committee "has been brought to bear directly,

more or less, on 605 individual schools, representing, in round

numbers, an average daily attendance of 45,000 children."
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The question now to be determined by the Assembly is—Is

this department of the Committee's work to be continued? If

tlie answer is in the affirmative, the Committee would propose

to intimate to School Boards that they are willing gratuitously

to provide inspection of the religious instruction which is given,

in the hope that a payment will be made from some local

source to those teachers who attain excellence. In the opinion

of the Committee, the provision 'of such an inspection is an

object in which all interested in the religious instruction of the

young might fairly co-operate.

3. THE TEAINING COLLEGES, AND THE TRAINING

OF TEACHERS.

There are at present 477 students under training to be teachers

in the Normal Schools of the Church, distributed as follows :

—
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At the Government examination in December last the follow-

ing results were attained :

—

Male Students. Female Students.

First Division,
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during the second year of their course. It is difficult to under-

stand why such a concession should not be made to the circum-

stances and wants of Scotland.

It is true that the Committee are permitted by the Education

Department to send any students whom they may select to

attend the junior classes at the Universities during the currency

of their residence at the Training Colleges ; but they have

liitherto taken very small advantage of this permission, and

they think it right to state the nature and grounds of the course

which they have adopted. As the Committee conceive it to be

the aim of such an arrangement to send out to the country as large

a number as possible of teachers qualified to give instruction in

University subjects in the public schools, they have thought it

specially important to secure that those sent to the Universities

should be. qualified to profit by the opportunities given to them.

So far is the object from being promoted by sending insufficiently

prepared students to attend the large junior classes in the Uni-

versities, that it is probably retarded. Young men are thereby

sent forth with a certain University stamp, but without that ex-

tensive and exact knowledge of Latin and Greek which is abso-

lutely essential in the case of those who have to instruct others.

With the view of stimulating and testing an adequate prepar-

ation for pursuing University studies, the Committee have

adopted the following course :

—

They have intimated (now for several years) that they will

examine all entrants in a Book of Caesar, and in the translation

of simple sentences into Latin—attaching, of course, special

value to this" latter exercise ; and that to all who write good

papers an additional bursary of £4 (formerly £2) will be

given. Then, towards the end of the second year's attend-

ance they again examine the students, with a view to their

entering the University classes. Those found qualified receive

from the Committee a bursary of £15, 15s. (formerly £10) for

one year. This last examination the Committee purpose in

future to make similar in standard to the three years' curriculum

examination at the Universities, in the case at least of the two

subjects of Latin and Mathematics. By holding forth University

attendance as the reward of superior attainment, an object of
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honourable ambition is placed before the students, and much

higher results are attained than by dividing their attendance

between the Normal School and the University, while they are

still unfit for the latter save in a very qualified sense. Those

who obtain the Committee's bursaries would become thence-

forth University men, and cease their attendance at the Training

Colleges.

Further, the Committee now offer the above privileges to

all former students who, after leaving the Training Colleges,

have served their probationary period, provided they come up

with good recommendations and pass the " three years' curri-

culum examination " for entering the Universities.

The Committee are persuaded that those who are not pro-

perly qualified, in their view, for the Universities will receive,

at the Normal schools, instruction better adapted to,, and more

beneficial for, them, than if they were allowed to attend the

University junior classes. The advantage of the arrangements

now described would be placed beyond all doubt, were the

Education Department to concede higher marks for Latin in the

Normal schools, so as to justify masters and pupils in devoting

more time to this subject without endangering the position of

the latter in the class-list at the end of the year.

The question naturally suggests itself, whether it would not

be desirable to offer the above University privilege to such stu-

dents as could pass the three years' curriculum at the end of

their first year's attendance at the Training Colleges as well as

to those competent to pass it at the end of their second year.

This, however, is an ulterior question, which will fall to be con-

sidered by the Committee, should the Department recognise

the Curriculum for teachers proposed on the part of the Univer-

sities. Only they deem it essential that the qualification for

taking any such curriculum along with, or in lieu of, that of the

Training Colleges, should be kept sufficiently high to secure the

attainment of the object which they have indicated.

The accommodation of the Edinburgh Training College is so

defective as to have called forth complaints from Her Majesty's

Inspector. The Committee have long felt the need of additional

space, and they propose, as reported to last Assembly, to devote
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a portion of their capital fund to the erection of the required

buildings.

The cost of the proposed extension of the buildings will be

not less than £7000. Tlie Committee entertain the hope that

an arrangement may be made with the Trustees of Dr Bell

whereby a sum of £5000 formerly advanced by them to the

Committee for other purposes, but now repayable to them, may
be available for the expense of building, at a moderate rate of

interest. The rent will be met by that portion of the Eeserve

Fund which belongs to the Edinburgh Training College. It

will be necessary that the General Assembly authorise the

Committee to complete the proposed arrangement with l)r

Bell's Trustees, if this can be done on terms satisfactory to

those Trustees and advantageous to the Church.

4. THE HIGHER INSTEUCTIOX IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The Assembly in their deliverance of last May instructed the

Committee " to promote, in so far as within their sphere, the

higher education of teachers, and such advanced instruction in

schools as will qualify pupils for entering the Universities."

As the Assembly are well aware, an agitation arose during

the past winter for the continuance of the Board of Education

for Scotland, which expires in August next in terms of the

Education (Scotland) Act. Although the Assembly of 1871

had made it an instruction to their Committee of that date to

take steps for procuring the rejection of the Education Bill then

before Parliament, unless amendments w^ere made " securing the

superintendence of schools by a Board intimately connected with,

and having its headquarters in, Scotland," the Committee did not

conceive it to be their duty to express any opinion on the pro-

priety of the continuance of the existing Board. The Board

was appointed for a specific time, and for the discharge of a

specific duty ; and the question whether an extension of time

was required for the proper discharge of that duty was one of

a purely administrative kind, respecting which the Government

had necessarily every available means of information, while the

Committee had none,—at least of an authoritative character.
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It occurred to them, however, that a much graver question-

one not of administration, but of public policy—was suggested

by the approaching demise of the existing Board, and that it

was desirable to embrace the opportunity of representing to

Government the importance of intrusting the superintendence

of Scottish education to a permanent Board, composed of per-

sons familiar with the circumstances and wants of Scotland.

Accordingly the Committee resolved (Dr Scott and Dr IMasson

dissenting) to lay before the Lord Advocate the following

Memokandum on a Board of Education for Scotland.

The Education Committee have had their attention directed to the

fact that the powers in the Education (Scotland) Act, under which the

Board of Education for Scotland subsists, expire in the course of the

present year, and they would respectfully submit their opinion, that it

is desirable that there should be a permanent Board for the supervision

and control of Scottish Education.

They do not rest this opinion solely or chiefly on the ground that the

work which the present Board was appointed to do is, from various

causes, not yet accomplished—a point on which the Government, from
the means of information at their command, are best able to form a

judgment. They would take leave, in the interests of Scottish Educa-
tion generally, to urge the formation of a Board of a more permanent
character and with larger powers than those which the present Board
possesses. They are satisfied from practical experience that the various

peculiarities of the Scottish Educational system, which the people of

Scotland generally desire to retain, cannot receive the special considera-

tion which they merit, if left to be dealt with solely, or even chiefly, by
a department in London, and by officials mainly occupied in the ad-

ministration of another, and in important respects different, system for

England.
The manner in which the Scottish Education Department has failed

to meet the requirements of Scotland—more especially in respect of

provisions designed to maintain the standard of Education in Public

Schools, in terms of the 67th clause of the Education (Scotland) Act,

1872, and to give facilities for the supply of a class of teachers qualified

to maintain the said standard—affords sufficient evidence of this, the

representations addressed to it on the subject having remained without
eff"ect.

Along with the other duties to be discharged by such a Board, the
Committee would suggest that they should be required to prepare a
Code, adapted to the special circumstances of Scotland, to be laid an-

nually on the table of the House of Commons by some responsible

member of the Government ; to report annually on the mode in which
the Local Boards are discharging their obligations under the Act ; to

settle authoritatively all local disputes and difficulties ; and to decide

finally on all questions affecting the tenure of Schoolmasters.

William P. Dickson, D.D.
Edinburgh, January 12, 1877. Convener.
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The Memorandum was submitted to the Lord Advocate by
the Convener, Vice-Convener, and Secretary; and, in accordance
with a suggestion that the grounds on which it proceeded
might be stated more fully, the Memorandum was afterwards

extended into the Minute which will be found in Appendix V.
Some time afterwards a meeting of the Committee was called,

at the request of one of its members, to consider the propriety

of sending a deputation to London on the subject; but the

Committee resolved that, as the only question on which they
had expressed an opinion was one of public policy, which
ought to be determined apart from pressure, and as they had
already embodied their views in a Minute which had been
forwarded to the Lord President of the Council and other Mem-
bers of the Government, and as there was no reason to doubt
that the subject would receive due consideration at their hands,

no further steps should be taken in the matter.

The Committee expressed on this subject the opinion held

by the majority of their number. It is for the Assembly, if it

shall see fit, to express the mind of the Church.

5. FINANCE.

The Training Colleges cost £21,200 per annum, but no direct

contribution is at present required from Church collections to-

wards their maintenance.

The Capital and Reserve fund seems to be larger than it really

is. For example, the sum of. £4700 invested in Government se-

curities does not belong to the Committee, but is a loan from the
Bell Trustees. £800 invested in the Schemes Office and in

Glasgow Normal School is money wholly sunk, while the
Normal School balances belong exclusively to these institutions,

and cannot be touched for general purposes.

The total capital fund, over which the Committee have any
control, is £12,519, of which £6400 is already invested in

buildings connected with the Training Colleges. The total cash

therefore available w £6119. A portion of this sum the Com-
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mittee propose to devote to the extension and improvement of

the Edinburgh Training College, the least satisfactory, in respect

of buildings, of all the Training Colleges in Scotland.

As already stated, the interest accruing from the capital

fund will be devoted after Martinmas next to the maintenance

of the remaining schools on the Scheme, and to the defrayal of

superannuation charges.

The ordinary revenue of the Committee is not in a satisfac-

tory state. In January 1876 they started with a balance against

them of £457, 1 5s. 6d. With the income of the year they managed,

to meet all their expenses and to reduce the unfavourable bal-

ance to £381, 4s. 3d., with which they began the current finan-

cial year on 1st January last. The collection due last March

has yielded, up to this date, only £809, 6s. 2d.

The Committee leave their case in the hands of the As-

sembly. If their present important work is to be carried on, they

must be supported in it. They feel that it is scarcely reasonable

that, when the Assembly imposes a specific duty on them, the

ministers of the Church should decline to obey the injunctions

of the Assembly, and should withhold from their people any

opportunity of answering its appeal. Last year 506 parishes

sent nothing—a state of tilings which the Committee believe

to be due, not to the refusal of the members of the Church

to contribute, but to the fact that in most of these cases no

collection was ever asked. All that the Committee urge—and

this they think they are entitled to urge strongly—is, that the

ministers of the Church give to their people the opportunity

which the Assembly enjoins. If this be done, they look for-

ward with confidence to the result.

More detailed information respecting the finances, and the

various departments of the Committee's work, will be found in

the Appendix.

In name and hy appointment of Committee,

WILLIAM P. DICKSON, D.D.

Convener.
Edikburgh, May 1877.
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APPENDIX I.

INSPECTION OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN

SCBOOLS.

GENERAL REPORT FOR YEAR 1876-77.

BY ALEXANDER J. MACQUARRIE, Esq., A.M., INSPECTOR.

I HAVE to present my Report for the year now ended, being the

fourth since the institution of the Scheme of Inspection.

Position of the Scheme.

This year opens with 345 schools registered for inspection during

the ensuing year, or 22 fewer than last year. A list of these,

with details as to their locality, staff, and attendance, is given in

the Appendix, distinguished broadly into two classes, private or

voluntarily-supported schools, and public or rate-supported schools.

To that list, which will be found at p. 32, I have to refer those in-

terested in individual schools. It will be well, however, to exhibit

here the totals, distributed further under heads more closely de-

scriptive of the source from which the schools derive their support.

The corresponding numbers as at May 1876 are given for the sake

of comparison in a parallel column.

1876-77, 187i

44
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for schools withdrawn from inspection during the same period. This

margin of fluctuation, which is of course the measure of the diffi-

culty attending the working of the Scheme, though still large, is

becoming very sensibly less ; and the stable character of most of

the schools that remain (which may be approximately inferred

from the fact that uncertificated teaching is still employed in only

14 per cent of the private schools), gives gratifying promise of

increased smoothness of working in future years.

The number of schools to be inspected next year thus shows a

decrease as compared with last year under nearly every head.

The original General Assembly schools now comprise only one-

eighth, and with the Society schools only one-third of the whole.

Even of the denominational schools for which inspection is sought,

the proportion in receipt of salaries from these two bodies is only

two-fifths. One-fourth of the schools in which the religious teach-

ing is examined by the Committee are Board schools.

Prospects of the Scheme.

Among the results to be gathered from a comparison of last

year's list of schools with this year's, there are two so significant

in their bearing on the future of our Scheme of Inspection as to be

worthy of separate statement under this heading. In the first

place, I find that no sensible addition has been made during the

year to the number of public schools registered for inspection.

Secondly, the number of Church of Scotland schools continues to

show a considerable falling off. I shall offer a few remarks on

each of these facts.

For the decrease, from year to year, in the number of denomina-

tional schools seeking inspection, the Church was from the first pre-

pared. It was seen that few schools would remain for any length

of time in isolation from the national system established by Act of

Parliament in 1872. And, as a matter of fact, the process of absorp-

tion is already well-nigh complete. In any estimate of the number
of schools that are still maintained from sources outside the rates,

such as are not under Government inspection may be practically

disregarded. They serve a temporary purpose only, and belong,

as a rule, to a class of school which the Church would be betray-

ing her educational traditions by now encouraging. Turning
then to the Blue-books, I find from the returns made by H. M.
Inspectors for the year ending 31st August 1875—the second year
after the passing of the Act—that there were then in Scotland 319
schools recognised by the Education Department as in connection

with the Church.* Our list shows 221 such schools. If we allow,

* From the abstract furnished in the Government Returns it would appear that
the number was 476 ; but an analysis of the List of Schools, printed as an appen-
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tlioreforo, for transferencos subsequent to the date of these returns,

we may conclude that our list already includes nearly every deno-

minational school eligible for inspection by the Church. This source

of supply is therefore now nearly exhausted ; and we may look in

each succeeding year for further though probably less accelerated

diminution.

Nor need it be matter of surprise that so few school-boards have
as yet taken advantage of the ofter of the Church to examine and
report on the extent and character of the religious instruction given
in their schools. Our register shows only 85 public schools,

representing 38 boards. Various causes contribute to this un-
satisfactory result. There is in the first place what may be called

the sectarian difficulty, which, although it has its roots in senti-

ment, not in reason—or rather, perhaps, because of that feature of

it—is found insurmountable where it exists. Objection is taken

not to inspection, but to inspection by an official appointed by the

Church of Scotland. There is, again, the fact that teachers of

public schools are made ineligible to share in the grants which the

Committee bestows for excellence. This last fact undoubtedly
goes further than anything else to explain the indifference mani-

fested by Boards to the offer of the Church. Indeed until the

Churc'h shall see her way to remove this restriction, nothing is

more certain than that the Scheme can never attain dimensions

in any way commensurate with the occasion that called it into

existence. Teachers cannot well be expected to clamour for an
inspection that is to bring them at the best but empty praise

;

and there are unthinking Boards, too, whose motto is, " No grant,

no inspection."

The success of the Scheme then is conditioned both by its limited

aim and by the auspices under which it has been established.

But, it may be asked, making every allowance for these restric-

tions, has the Scheme reached its natural limit of expansion ? I

am far from beheving that it has. There are, I am persuaded,

Boards by whom your offer would be accepted as a welcome relief

from what is no doubt being felt by thinking men to be a pressing

difficulty in the working of schools. But no step has yet been talcen

hy the Church calculated to lay that offer fairly and adequately before

those with whom it rests to accept or reject it. Throughout the

country, school-boards either don't know of the existence of a

Scheme of Inspection, or, left as they are to gather their impres-

sions from the newspapers, they are imperfectly acquainted with

its scope and its relation to the requirements of the Education

dix to the Minutes of Committee, shows that the principle of division adopted
in constructing the abstract vitiates the calculations for our present purpose.
The estimate adopted in the text includes schools marked ' C. of S. ' (Church of
Scotland), those marked 'S.' (Sessional), and, of those undistinguished by any
mark, such as are knovm to have been in connection with the Church.
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Department. As I put it on a former occasion, the Scheme
is before the Church, but it cannot be said to be before the

country.

The Scheme has indeed been very fully ventilated within the

hounds of the Church. The whole question has been raised repeat-

edly in the General Assembly and thoroughly discussed ; and

everything has been done by the Committee from time to time to

keep the individual ministers of the Church fully informed on

the subject. But, it seems to me, that is not enough. It may
be assumed that our ministers are fully acquainted with the work-

ing of the Scheme ; and it is true, besides, that they are almost

always members of the local school boards. But it is not fitting

that the whole responsibility of laying the proposal before school

boards should be made to rest with the parish minister. And, now
especially when most preliminary questions have been settled and

schools are so generally in full operation, I would respectfully

suggest that a direct offer of inspection be made to school boards

by Circular addressed to the Clerks, setting forth the nature of

the action the Church has taken, and of the circumstances that,

in her opinion, have imperatively called for some such action.

The friends of a religious common-school education have, per-

haps, been too long silent. They have everything to hope from

a full, open discussion of the question. The Secularist party

do not read rightly the signs of the times. If they did, they

would maintain a profound silence. The mind of the nation, I

believe, is thoroughly sound on the question, and agitation, there-

fore, would but defeat their object. But religious teaching, there

is much reason to fear, is meanwhile becoming a lifeless thing

in our schools ; a very few years more of neglect would in many
places almost effectually destroy it. Indeed, few out of the teaching

profession can realise how very little the routine of a school would

nowadays be disturbed by its immediate suppression. For this state

of matters, of course, recent legislation is largely responsible. The
way has doubtless been paved by the introduction of a Compulsory

Clause, that triumph of our day, followed as that was of necessity by
the concession of a Time-table Clause. But the main impulse has

been given by the system of payment by results for secular, to the

exclusion of religious, teaching, and by an Instruction issued by the

t Education Department forbidding H.M. Inspectors to take any

cognisance of the presence of a religious element in the school

curriculum, further than to secure its exclusion from ordinary

school hours. Under these discouragements, if nothing is done to

counteract them, the religious teaching must of necessity languish.

Last year the Committee addressed a Memorandum to the

Education Department, urging the expediency of permitting the

Government officials to examine this subject and to report on it to

school boards, when specially asked by boards to do so. It was
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generally felt that this concession would guarantee efficient

teaching where advantage was taken of it. At any rate, if

it were found advisable to restore equilibrium among the sub-

jects taught in the school by making special payment for reli-

gious teaching proportioned to efficiency, we might, it was
thought, with reason look for such payments to the Boards
themselves. That Memorandum (which is still under the consi-

deration of the Department) is in effect a request to relieve the

Church of her self-imposed task. For it is precisely here, where
the action of Government falls short, that the Church steps in.

She supplies, m the meantime, the first desideratum—professional

inspection,—leaving Boards to act in the matter of rewards as

they see fit. Unquestionably, then, the Church has something
substantial, so far as it goes, to offer ; and she would best

evince the sincerity of that offer by pressing it on the attention

of the parties interested. Her action in approaching the Edu-
cation Department ought of itself to disarm criticism. But the

course of study proposed for schools is recommended merely,

not made a sine qua non for the inspection of a school, while the

examination itself is open to the public. Further, Boards may of

course withdraw their schools at a moment's notice. There can be,

therefore, no infringement of the independence of the local man-
aging body. Local, unprofessional inspection is open to many
obvious objections ; and landward Boards can hardly procure any
other. In making the offer, therefore, the Church cannot fairly

be met with the charge of self-seeking. She consults only the good
of the people, when she takes steps to place within their reach what
they themselves, wanting the necessary organisation, cannot well
procure.

If a discussion of the subject were in this way forced on school
boards, I have little doubt that inspection would be much more
generally sought for. But the accession to our list of schools,

however considerable, would be no measure of the success that
would foUow such a step. The indirect influence we already exert,
and which in present circumstances must be looked on as the main
raison d'etre of our scheme, Avould receive a large and legitimate
impetus. The existence of the scheme would become more widely
known as a standing protest against the present order of things.
Even where boards felt themselves precluded by the circumstances
of their parishes from seeking inspection at our hands, they might
be prompted to do something at least for the encouragement of
the religious teaching in their schools. They might adopt our
syllabus, or some similar course of instruction (as many have
already done), and they might appoint a committee of their num-
ber to examine. The School Board of Edinburgh has within the
past year set an example that might bo followed with advantage
at least by the larger Boards.
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Of one thing I am satisfied ; it cannot be said that the

scheme has received a full andj fair trial until the Committee

has formally drawn the attention of Boards to its existence.

And the result of that trial, whatever it may be, it were surely

well to face. Even if it prove unsatisfactory—if it should appear

that the plan devised by the Church to solve existing difficulties

in the way of giving efficient religious instruction in schools did

not commend itself to the country, it would be well, at least,

that she should obtain unequivocal evidence of the existence

of such a feeling, as a basis for future action. For she cannot

rest with any safety on things as they are ; and it may perhaps fall to

her as a body charged with the spiritual care of the people to

establish in the last resort an independent organisation of some

kind, to deal effectively with the problem of the religious training

of the young. The Sabbath-school has done good service in the

past, and under the stimulus of a certain feeling of uneasiness at

present abroad, its efficiency is greatly on the increase. I am glad

to learn that the number of such schools is increasing, that their

attendance is improving, and that the instruction given in them is

being reduced to system. But the pi'ovince of the Sabbath-school

is to produce and deepen religious impression rather than to convey

systematic instruction in the facts and principles of revealed

religion ; and, however valuable it is as an auxiliary, it can never

take the place of the day-school, with its regular attendance, its

atmosphere of discipline, and its trained teaching.

But while I am satisfied that the usefulness of the scheme

would be promoted by giving it greater publicity, I am far from

undervaluing the direct good actually accomplished since its

establishment. That has been by no means inconsiderable.

In October 1873 we began with applications for inspection from

349 schools. By the 1st May 1874, the date of my first General

Report, 70 schools had been added to our list; in May 1875 this

immber was reported as further increased by 82 ; in May 1876

by 67 more ; and, this session, the list shows an addition of 37.

Our influence has thus been brought directly to bear more or less on

605 individual schools, representing, in round numbers., an average

daily attendance of 45,000 children. Further, in no fewer than 496

of these the work of a year has already been exanwied, in most

cases twice, and in many, three times.

Schools Inspected.

The working of the scheme is now thoroughly systematised.

A visit is paid to every school on the list once a-ycar, and in the

same month each year. Our year commences i;t Whitsunday.

Applications from schools received during the year are held
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over till 1st May, when tlie schools are included in the arrange-
ments made for the ensuing year.

Last May there were 367 schools on our list, and for these I was
able to arrange, with the promised help, for two months, of an
Assistant. The months selected for Mr Stewart were January and
February—two of the most suitable in the year for visiting schools

—

and, speaking generally, no school was set aside for him that I

had not visited myself the previous session.

I have said that arrangements were made in May for visit-
ing 367 schools. To this number there falls to be added 8 new
schools which were not entitled to a visit this year, but to which,
as occasion served, "preliminary visits" were paid.* And, oii

the other hand, 21 schools were withdrawn from the list in time
to render arrangements for visiting them unnecessary. The num-
ber for which a day was actually set apart was thus 354. I my-
self undertook 287, and Mr Stewart 67 ; and of these I examined
261 and Mr Stewart 60 ; or 321 in all.f

The examination of these schools occupied 224 days, giving a
general average of 1.5 per day

; or, reckoning nine full months to the
year (which makes altogether eleven months' work), 32 per month.

Exclusive of Saturdays, | 23 days were entirely taken up by
Mr Stewart or myself in travelling; and 10,273 miles were tra-
versed, of which nearly a third was by private hire. The con-
sequent inroad on your Inspector's time and energies—small as
he beHeves it in the circumstances to be—continues thus to be
very serious

;
and the most careful management is required to keep

this unavoidable loss down to a minimum. The fact that during
the year I was myself obliged to spend 216 and Mr Stewart 47
nights from home supplies one illustration

; and for another I shall
ask you to glance for a moment at a section of the country where
great natural difficulties are, as it happens, intensified by the fact
that the district in question contains but a small number of our
schools. I refer to the Western Isles, which I visit in the spring of
the year. On our list last year there were in Jura 2 schools; Colon-
say, 1; Mull, 4; Eigg, 1; Skye, 9 ; Lewis, 2 ; Harris, 1; North Uist,
1 ;

South Uist, 1 ; Barra, 1. To visit these twenty-three schools,

These comprise part of the schools returned on p. 26 as "unclassed."
t Where a school is not examined after a day has been set apart for it, the rea-

son is given in the individual report, of which an extract is invariably sent to the
correspondent of the school under the hand of the Secretary. Several disap-
pointments were occasioned by the extreme severity of the weather last winter.
The attendance was sometimes so greatly reduced from this circumstance as to
force me to defer the examination of a school, and in one or two instances I was
myself unable to reach the school.

t Except when occupied in inspecting schools, Saturday is looked on as a
blank day, and is not taken account of in the table which follows on p. 2(i.

-As a matter of fact, both the travelUng and the office-work are for obvious
reasons concentrated as far as pcssible on that day of the week.

D
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and six more scattered over the adjacent shores of the mainland, I

had to undertake a journey extending over five weeks.

I shall now give, in a tabular form, the distribution of my own

time and of Mr Stewart's over the various duties of the Inspector-

ship, and the number of miles traversed in the discharge of these

duties.

Days.
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on their average daily attendance, making 85.80 per cent in all, as

compared with 82.15 per cent last year. These figures supply

the most satisfactory data for an estimate of the progress made
during the year over the wliole body of schools. The compara-

tive grading for the two years of individual schools, however, is

not without interest. Of the 321 schools examined, 51 were
' classed ' higher than last year, 37 were degraded, and 25 were

not classed, while 58 were examined this year for the first time,

or for some reason not 'classed' last year, leaving 150 schools

stationary.*

The year has therefore been one of steady progress. The
improvement over the results of the year previous, it is true, is not

so marked this year as last ; but that was not expected. The
grant for excellence, it will be remembered, was offered last year

for the first time ; and a stimulus was in consequence given to the

teaching, to whicli there is this year, and can be, no parallel.t As
a body, indeed, our schools are now in a condition which may be

fairly described as very healthy, and which succeeding years can

hardly be expected materially to improve. We may, indeed, look

with confidence for a larger proportion in future of * Excellent

'

schools, and perhaps for the entire disappearance of the 'Imperfect'

residuum. For the schools are classed on the absolute principle,

not relatively to one another ; and there is therefore no reason, as

I observed last year, why every one of them, for that matter, may
not reach the highest mark. But, bearing in mind the basis on

which grants are given, in virtue of which these are to be regarded

not in the light of payment for work done, but of rewards for work

specially well done, the Committee cannot fail to be gratified to

learn the very large proportion of schools which I have been able

to recommend this year for a grant.

The method of examination continues unaltered. As explained

last year, it is mainly oral ; but papers are set to the three highest

standards. These papers are marked first, second, and third class.

Third class implies failure ; and while first and second class both
' pass,' a paper is marked ' first class ' only where full value is re-

ceived for the answer in respect of the accuracy and fulness of the

* This calculation leaves out of account schools raised from ' Good ' to ' Very
Good '—a mark which was not in use last year. A change of teacher, too, ex-

plains away some of the cases of degradation.

t The percentages for the two years previous to the introduction of grants

were :

—

1874-75. 1873-74.

Schools marked Excellent, . . . 3.80 2.30

Very Good, 10.48 13.85

Good 44.29 45.38

Under Goorf 41.43 38.47
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information, and of the insight shown into the spirit of the ques-

tions. The presentation in these three standards was 4116 (or

6.6 per cent of the total number of children presented) ; and these

were divided as follows :

—
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the teaching of Standards II. and III. be not exclusively oral.

The pupils in these Standards should be minutely acquainted with

the period assigned them ; and they must therefore be made to read

over the chapters prescribed. Reading without oral examination is

no doubt very unsatisfactory ; but oral teaching vpithout reading—in

a subject like this—is to be earnestly dej^jrecated as apt to degene-

rate into cram. In one or two inferior schools this year I saw in-

stances of this, even iu the highest class : a favourite text-book

had been used " not wisely but too well," with the result that the

class could run along a well-defined track, while the field beyond
was a terra incognita. Much of the influence of the teaching on
the formation of character—the end of all teaching worthy the name
—is thus inevitably lost. Familiarity with the ipslssima verba of

Scripture is of the first importance.

The repetition of the memory work—except in the very best

schools— is still faulty. The work set down in tlie syllabus is very

limited, the intention being that the words and their meaning
should be thoroughly mastered, and that an expressive rendering

should be assiduously cultivated. The preparation, however, is

evidently sometimes put off to the last moment, and then slurred

over—mere mechanical correctness being apparently with many
teachers their sole aim.

Statistics of Schools inspected.

Full statistical details are given in the Appendix. I shall here

confine myself to reproducing one or two figures from the Abstract

(p. 41).

13,735 boys and 13,327 girls were presented for examination.

This number is 80 per cent of the total number on the roll, and is

nearly equal to the average daily attendance dm-ing the year,

which was 28,818. The time fixed for the Inspector's visit seems

therefore to have been, in the great majority of cases, well-chosen.

The average daily attendance constitutes the basis on which

grants are awarded. Some details on this head may therefore be

interesting. Of the 321 schools examined, 30 were over 250,

and therefore eligible for the highest grant—£15 or £20. In 103

cases, the average attendance was between 60 and 250, which

entitles a school to the medium grant—£9 or £12,—leaving 166

schools of 60 or under entitled to £5 or £7.

The staff employed is made up in very nearly the same propor-

tions as last year, of certificated teachers, male and female, and

of pupil-teachers. Where pupil-teachers are employed at all in

giving religious instruction, the principle of giving the younger

classes to the more experienced among them should ahvays be
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acted on. There is perhaps no task more trying to a young teacher

than to adapt religious truth to childish understandings. The

influence of the head master, too, should, by a systematic exchange

of classes, make itself felt over the whole school.

The time devoted to the subject—from half an hour to an hour

—is generally sufficient, and it is as a rule placed, rightly and

most naturally, at the beginning of the day's duties.

As a rule, every consideration has been show^n me in the dis-

charge of my duties both by teachers and by the gentlemen that

act as correspondents of schools, who are, in most cases, either

the parish minister or the clerk of the School Board. And for that

I owe both my best thanks. But there remain some correspon-

dents by whom their relation to the school is but imperfectly appre-

hended. Not to speak of disappointments personal to myself, I

found that in some instances where a change had taken place in

the staff since my last visit, the new teacher had been allowed to

remain in entire ignorance of the connection formed with the

Committee till notice was received of my intention shortly to

examine his school. And that notwithstanding the fact that a

month has been fixed for the examination, /rorn year to year till

further notice, of every school on our list. Again, although in all

our Circulars we are at pains to direct the attention of managers of

schools to the necessity of keeping open the channel of communica-

tion between the schools and the Committee, I have come to a school

more than once and found that, owing to the death of the former

correspondent, or his removal from the locality, no notice of my
visit had been received by the teacher. In such circumstances,

if the school is examined at all, it is not ' classed,' and there is

generally no alternative before the Committee but to cause it to

forfeit the grant for the year.

The Committee have again been fortunate in their selection of

an Assistant-Inspector. Mr Stewart has shown singular energy

and enthusiasm in the discharge of his duties ; and our brief con-

nection has been to me a source of very great pleasure.

I shall close with a single suggestion for the consideration of

the Committee. I find among our teachers a very general desire

for detailed information as to the working of the scheme ; and I

cannot help thinking that we would greatly improve the character

of their work, as well as foster among them an intelligent interest

in our operations, were we to circulate among them annually

copies of the Committee's Report, with a list of the schools

inspected.

Alexander J. Macquarrie.

22 Queen Street, Edinburgh,
May 10, 1877.
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APPENDIX III.

INSPECTION OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN

SCHOOLS.

COURSE OF STUDY.

Note 5. The Classification is identical ivith that remiired for the Secular Subjects by
'

the Education Department; but the three highest, as well as any two con-

secutive Standards, may (for a reason satisfactory to the Inspector) be com-

bined for teaching purposes. Where this is done, the subjects of the several

Standards combined to form the united class should be studied in successive

years.

Infants.

1. The Creation and the Fall—The Deluge—Story of the Life of

Joseph.

2. The Birth and early Life of Jesus Christ.

3. To be committed to memory :

(a.) Psalm xxiii. or Paraphrase ii.

(b.) The Lord's Prayer.

Standard L

1. Lives of the Patriarchs, in Outline (Genesis i.-xxxv.)

2. Outline of the life of Jesus Christ.

3. To be committed to memory:

(a.) Psalms cxxi. or Ixvii. ; and Paraphrase liv. or Hymn
184.*

(b.) The Ten Commandments,

Standard II.

1. Life of Joseph : Israel in Egypt (Genesis xxxvii.-l. : Exodus i.-

XV.)

2. Outline of the Life of Jesus Christ (more fully than in Stan-

dard I.)

3. To be committed to memory:

(a.) Psalms c. or xix. 7-14; and Paraphrase Ixvi. or Hymn
161.*

ib.) Birth of Jesus (Luke ii. 8-14) or Sermon on the Mount
(Matt. V. 1-10).

(c.) Shorter Catechism—Questions 1-15.
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Standard III.

1. Israel in the Wilderness : Conquest of Canaan (Exodus xv.-xx.

:

xxxii.-xxxiv. ; Chapters from Numbers, Deuteronomy, and

Joshua).

2. The Life of Jesus Christ, with the principal miracles.

3. To be committed to memory:

(a.) Psalm xlvi. or xxxiv. 8-22 ; and Paraphrase Ix. or

Hymn 171 *

(b.) Parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke xv. 11-32) or The
Good Samaritan (Luke x. 25-37).

(c.) Shorter Catechism—Questions 1-29.

Standard IV.

1. Israel under the Judges (general outline): Lives of Gideon and

Samuel : Eeign of Saul (Judges ii. ; vi.-viii. ; 1 Samuel).

2. The Life of Jesus Christ, with the principal Parables.

3. To be committed to memory:
(a.) Psalm li. or xc. ; and Paraphrase xxx. or Hymn 82.*

(6.) The Kisen Lord (Luke xxiv. 1-12), or Parable of the

Talents (Matthew xxv. 14-30).

(c.) Shorter Catechism—Questions 39-81.

Standard V.

1. The Reigns of David and Solomon (2 Samuel; 1 Kings i-vi.)

2. Gospel of St Matthew or St Luke (geographically as well as

historically).

3. To be committed to memory

:

(a.) Psalm ciii. or cxlv. ; and Paraphrase Iviii. or Hymn 8.*

\b.) The Great Salvation (Romans v. 1-1 1), or Fruits of

the Spirit (Gal. v. 16-26).

(c.) Shorter Catechism—Questions 1-38, 82-107.

Standard VI.

1. Separation of the Kingdoms : Israel under Ahab and Jehoram :

Judah from the beginning of the reign of Hezekiah to the

Captivity (1 Kings xii.-xxii. ; 2 Kings i.-ix. ; xviii.-xxv.)

2. Acts of the Apostles (geographically as well as historically).

3. To be committed to memory:

(a.) Psalm civ. or cvii. ; and Paraphrase xlviii. or Hymn
1.*

(b.) Doctrine of the Resurrection (1 Corinthians xv. 1-26)

or The Praise of Wisdom (Proverbs ii. 1-18), or The

Praise of Charity (1 Corinthians xiii.)

(c.) Shorter Catechism.

* Scottish Hymnal.
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XoTE—1. The above Course of Study is proposed to Managers of

Schools and Teachers as a minimum. Additional sub-

jects should be restricted to memory work {No. 3 of each

Standard), and chosen eitherfrom the alternative subjects

given for the Standard, or from subjects entirely outside

the Course.

2. The pupil must show a fair understanding of the meaning

of all passages committed to memory.

3. The pupils in each Standard must show a satisfactory

knowledge of subjects previously studied.

4. The examination shall be either written or oral, or both, at

the discretion of the Inspector.
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APPENDIX IV.

LIST OF SCHOOLS referred to by the Committee's Ixspectou

(v. p. 26 of his Eeport) as Examined during the Year 187G-77,

AND placed in THE TwO HiGHEST CLASSES.

I. SCHOOLS CLASSED EXCELLENT.

Aberdeen Normal S., Middle De-
partment.

Do., Infant Department.
Ardnamurchan, Achosnich Soc. S.

Auchinleck Prop. S.

5 Auchinleck, Lugar P. W. S.

Beith, Gateside End. S.

Brodick Prop. S.

Caddonfoot Pub. S.

Caputh West, G. A. S.

10 Carron P. W. S.

Coatbridge Sess. S.

Colonsay, Kilchattan Soc. S.

Dairy Sess. S.

Dumfries (Landward), Catherinefield
Pub. S.

15 Dumfries, Kelton Pub. S.

Dunkeld Prop. S.

Dunoon, Sandbank Sess. S.

Edinburgh Normal S., Henior Depart-
ment.

Do., Middle Department.
20 Do., Infant Department.

Edinburgh, St Stephen's Sess. S.,

Girls' Department.
Edinburgh, New Greyfriar's Sess. S.

Edinburgh, Greenside Sess. S.

Edinkillie, Relugas (Maidenrow) Soc.

S.

25 Elie Sess. S.

Ford of Clatt G. A. S.

Fraserburgh, Broadsea G. A. S.

Fraserburgh, High Street Sess. S.

Gartly G. A. S.

30 Glasgow Normal S., Juvenile Depart-
ment.

Do., Infant Departme>\t.

Glasgow, Barony Sess. S., Rae St.,

Port-Dunda.s.
Glasgow, St John's Sess., David St.

Glenmuick, Kinord G. A. S.

35 Graemsay Soc. S.

Grantown End. S.

Humbie, Leaston Soc. S.

Huntly Prop. S.

Inverary, Creggans Soc. S.

40 Inversnaid G. A. S.

Kilninian, Dervaig Assoc. S.

Kilwinning, Eglinton P. W. S.

Knockando G. A. S.

Knockando, Archiestown Soc. S.

45 Logierait, Tulloch of Pitnacree Soc.

Lochinver Pub. S.

Old Monkland, Bargeddie Sess. S.

Ordiquhill, Cornhill of Park Soc. S.

Pencaitland, Newton Prop. S.

50 Pencaitland, New Wintou Prop. S.

Portree, Braes End. S.

Kendall Soc. S.

Sanquhar, Mennockbridge Prop. S.

Skelmorlie, Meigle Subs. S.

55 St Fillan's Pub. S.

Stornoway, Keith Street Prop. S.

Stomoway, Francis St. End. S.

Tywonkirk Soc. S.

Walls (Shetland), Sandness Soc. S.
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II. SCHOOLS CLASSED VERY GOOD.

*Abercorn, Bluegate Prop. S.

Aberdeen Normal S., Senior Depart-

ment.
Airth Subs. S.

Ardclach, Little Mill End. S.

5*Ardnamurcban, Polnisb Soc. S.

Assynt, Drumbaig Pub. S.

Assynt, Stoer Pub. S.

Auchinleck, Cronberry P. W. S.

Ballater Prop. S.

10 Balqubidder, Strathyre Soc. S.

Caimrvan Sess. S.

Dairy P. W. S.

Duirinish, Edinbain G. A. S.

Dumfries (Landward), Trohoughton
Pub. S.

15 Dunfermline, Golfdrum St. End. S.

Dunkeld End. S.

Eddrachillis, Badcall Inchard Pub. S.

Edinburg-h, Buccleuch Sess. S.

Edinburgh, St George's Sess. S.

20 Evie Pub. S.

Fraserburgh Pub. S.

Fyvie, St Katharine's Prop. S.

Garturk, Rosehall P. W. S.

Glasgow Normal S., Senior Depart-

ineiit.

25 Glasgow, Barony Sess. S., Barony St.

Glasgow, Barony Sess. S. , Parkhead.

Glasgow, Calton Sess. S.

Glasgow, St Enoch's Sess. S.

Glasgow, St John's Sess. S., Gallow-

gate.

30 Glasgow, St John's Sess. S., Macfar-

lane Street.

Glasgow, St Matthew's Sess. S.

Hurlford P. W. S.

Kintore, Leylodge Soc. S.

*Kirkpatrick-Fleming, Under-Newton
Prop. S.

35 Middlebie. Eaglesfield G. A. S.

Millbrex, Muirs of Fyvie Soc. S.

Morton, Carronbridge Prop. S.

Newhaven Sess. S., Infant Depart-
ment.

Ormsary G. A. S.

40 Paxton Prop. S., Infant School.

Paxton Prop. S., Mixed School.

Scourie Pub. S.

Shapinshay North, Soc. S.

ALEXANDER J. MACQUARRIE,
Inspector.

22 Queen Street,
Edinburgh, \Qth May 1877.

Schools marked thus are not under Government inspection.
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APPENDIX V

BOARD OF EDUCATION FOR SCOTLAND.

Minute of a Meeting of the Education Committee of the

Church of Scotland.

At a meeting of the Education Committee of the Church of

Scotland, held on Tuesday, 13th February 1877, inter alia, refer-

ence having been made to the Report of the deputation appointed

to wait on the Lord Advocate, to suggest the formation of a

permanent Board of Education for Scotland, the Committee re-

solved to make the following record of the grounds on which they

desired to see such a permanent Board, with ample powers, estab-

lished :

—

1. The educational system of Scotland is unlike that of Eng-
land in many respects. The aim of the public schools is higher.

They have been in times past the means of educating the children

of all classes ; they have enabled the promising sons of poor men
to advance themselves ; and have sustained a high estimate of

education, and a strong appreciation of it, among the people.

Instruction of an advanced kind has been given in the only way
in which it can ever effectually reach the mass of the people

—

that is to say, in the various parishes of the country ; and this

without the institution of new educational machinery and at no
additional cost to the State. The Committee by no means desire

to see any system in operation which would not adequately and

effectually provide for the interests of elementary education ; but

they believe that a watchful Scottish administration could and

would preserve all that is most valuable in the past history of

the national education, in entire consistency with the due secur-

ing of those rights and claims which all admit to be of primary

necessity. The Committee are persuaded that the Scottish people

conceive that the system to which they have been accustomed is

well adapted to their circumstances and wants : they greatly

prize its possession ; and, while they cannot recognise the rea-

sonableness of sacrificing its distinctive features for the sake of

theoretical uniformity or of administrative convenience, they
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desire aa adequate guarantee for its mainteuauce, in its being

managed and conducted by a Scottish Board composed of men
familiar with its working and sympatliising with its aims. The

Committee are satisfied, from practical experience, that the vari-

ous peculiarities of the Scottish Educational system which the

people of Scotland generally desire to retain, and which have

been recognised by the Legislature in Section 67 of the Educa-

tion (Scotland) Act, 1872, have not received, and cannot receive,

the special consideration which they merit, if left to be dealt

with solely, or even chiefly, by a Department in London, and by

officials mainly conversant with the administration of another, and

in important respects different, system for England.

The subject of the direct relation of the Schools to the Universities is not

in question. Should it be found desirable that a boy should spend a

year at a Grammar School before entering a University, it would still

be necessary that he should receive an adequate preparation in his

own pariah for the higher classes of the Grammar School.

2. The training of teachers, including pupil-teachers, so as to

fit them for the kind of work which ought to be aimed at in the

Public School, is also a subject of vital importance, and one which

can be adequately regulated only by a body substantially indepen-

dent, and free to take into special consideration the peculiar wants

of Scotland.

3. The relation which has always subsisted between Elementary,

Secondary, and University instruction in Scotland demands much
attention at the present time. The delicate questions which must

arise in the adjustment of the relations of Elementary and Second-

ary Schools, and in the revival of the High Schools on a better

footing than of old, demand for their settlement a combination of

local knowledge with an understanding of the national wants

and interests, which can be possessed only by a Scottish Board

appointed specially to discharge the duty of educational adminis-

tration.

4. The Trustees of Educational Endowments in Scotland

might find in such a Board an adviser as to new schemes of

administration.

5. The Board should, in the opinion of the Committee, prepare

the Annual Code to be submitted by the President of the Council,

or the Vice-President, to Parliament ; and by this Code, which
would become operative only after obtaining the approval of the

Legislature, the Scottish educational estimates would, as a matter

of course, be regulated.

6. It would be the duty of the Board to administer the Parlia-

mentary grant in terras of the Act and Code, the actual pay-

ments being made (if necessary) by the Treasury.
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7. It would be essential to tlie efEciency of the Board that it

should control the inspection of all Public Schools in Scotland, and
report annually to the President of Council, who would submit the

report to Parliament.

8. The Board should have power authoritatively to settle the

local disputes of School Boards—at least, in all questions not in-

volvin.2: points of law.

9. The Committee see no constitutional difficulty in the way of

giving such a Board the necessary powers ; and they believe that

a Scottish educational administration, while it would relieve the
pressure of work in London, would be kept in its due position

of responsibility to Parliament, by being required to submit its

Annual Code and Estimates to Parliament through the President
or Vice-President of the Privy Council.

Extracted hy me, lAth February 1877.

Edinburgh.

S. S. LAUEIE,

Secretary.
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APPENDIX VI.

EEPORT ON THE EDINBUEGH TEAINING COLLEGE.

May 1877.

The Government Examination with a view to Certificates of Com-

petency, with which the Training College session closes, was held

by H.M. Inspector of Schools on Tuesday, December 12, and four

following days. The result, so far as this College is concerned,

appears from the following table :

—

Male Students.

Passed in First Class,

„ Second „
Third „
Fourth „

Failed, .

1st Year.

16

25
8

1

Total presented.

Female Students.

52

Passed in First Class,

„ Second „
Third „
Fourth „

Failed, .

1st Year.

18

27
4

2d Yes

15

24
11

50

d Year.

22
16
3

Total.

31

49
19

1

2

102

Total.

40
43

Total presented, 41 90

There were thus presented for examination in all 192 Students,

102 male and 90 female—of whom collectively there passed, in the

first class, 37 per cent ; in the second, 48 per cent ; and in the third

13 per cent. The number of Gaelic-speaking Students who held

Church Bursaries during the past Session was 4. It was, as usual,

exclusively amongst them that any failures occurred : two of them
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in the tliirJ and fourth classes respectively, and two

The contribution made by the College at the end of 1876 to the
teaching staff of the country is represented by 99, including both
Male and Female Students, of whom 91 had been in trainfng for
two years. Of the Male Students all were appointed to schools
before the close of the year except three, who found situations in
January Of the Female Students four-fifths were appointed
before he close of the year; of the remainder one alone remains
available for work. I believe that over the Training Colleges as awho e a considerable number of the Female Students who passed
the ast Christmas Examination for Certificate still remain without
employment

;
from which it may be inferred that the supply is evennow equal to, if it does not somewhat go beyond, the demand.

Ihe Examination m Religious Knowledge was held on the 27th
June .-that of the first year's Students by Professor Dickson, and
that ot the second year's Students by Professor Milligan Of 87
papers given in by the former, there were ranked as excellent 6
as good 41, as fair 32, and as less than fair 8 ; and, as may be seen
by reference to the Examiners' Report, the general result was
spoken of as satisfactory. Of the 89 papers given in by the latter
there were ranked as excellent 10, as good 28, as fair 29, as less
than iair (which means below 55 per cent in value of marks) 22—
a result which falls somewhat below that obtained by the same
students in their examination of the previous year. Allowing for
inevitable variations in the quality of successive classes, T have no
reason to express myself as otherwise than satisfied on the whole
with the attention paid by the Students to this part of their work

Tlie usual Science Examination, conducted by the Science and
Art Department, was held in the month of May. The subjects
were Electricity and Magnetism, and Physical Geography. Of 52
first year's Male Students examined in the elementary stage of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism, 51 passed, 31 of them in the first class. Of
50 second year's Male Students examined in the advanced stage
34 passed, all of them in the second class. Of 48 second year's
Male Students examined in the advanced stage of Physical Geo-
graphy 39 passed, one of these in the first class. The Female
Students took no part in the examination. The syllabus of 1876
made Language and Science alternative subjects in their study,
and, with the sanction of the Committee, we have given the pre-
ference to the former—the result being that all the Female Stu-
dents are engaged systematically in the study of French during
the entire period of their attendance at College.

At the Drawing Examination held in November, there were
awarded 12 fuU Certificates (D.) and 26 prizes. I have to repeat
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my Statement of last year, tliat it would be very desirable if the

attention of Pupil-Teachers and other Candidates (females especi-

ally) were more directed to this subject in their preparatory course

of study. In Drawing, as in Singing, the pupil who has to begin

the subject as an adult labours under very great disadvantage;

there is hardly time to form that habit of observation, and to im-

part that degree of technical facility, without which no satisfactory

measure of success can be reached.

Two second-year Students have attended the University during

Session 1876-77, in terms of Art. 102 (b) Scotch Code. But I find

that there were in attendance in all 18 Students of former years,

who have completed their probationary period of teaching. With

the view of encouraging and facilitating University attendance on

the part of such Students—and these are the Students who may
be relied on fully to profit by such a course—the Committee have

during the year resolved that " within three years after passing

the Government Examination at the Training College, any second-

year Student recommended by the Eectors, being in possession

of his parchment certificate, shall be entitled to a University

Bursary of £15, 15s., on furnishing evidence to them of having

passed the University Examination for a three years' curriculum."

The Bursary will be tenable only by those who do not already

hold a University Bursary of greater value.

The attendance at th^ College for the present Session (1877) is

set forth in the following table :

—

First- Tea r St u dents.

Queen's Scholars—
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The entire number of Students in training during tlie present

Session is therefore 194, of whom 94 are male and 100 are female.

The programme of study for the Male Students lias been

strengthened this year by the addition of French. Plenceforth all

the Male Students will study that language regularly during their

two years' course ; and that without any interference with the

time devoted to Latin.

I may advert to the results of the instruction given in some of

the higher branches during the past year—selecting Latin from

the programme for the Male Students, and French and Music from

that of the Female Students.

The time given to classical instruction in the College is five

hom-s weekly—the students being divided into three stages for

the purpose. The Juniors study the Grammar, with exercises in

elementary Composition, and Sallust ; the Seniors, elementary Com-
position, with Sallust and Virgil. At the examination in December
(close of session 1876) there passed—of Junior students, good (60

per cent value and over), 78 ; fair (40 per cent and over), 12 : of

Senior students, good, 58 ; fair, 15. I may add that, apart from

the Christmas examination, there has been held, for some years

past, among the Senior students, an elementary (beginners') Greek
class ; and this year, in addition, a private class of three has been

reading Xenophon.

As already noticed, the Female Students now regularly study

the French language during two years. During last Session the

course of study was—for the Juniors, the Grammar and a historical

naiTative of Madame de Witt's (' Derriere les Haies ') ; and for the

Seniors, in addition, Eacine's ' Athalie.' Of the Juniors, there

passed at the examination, as good (60 per cent value and over),

54 ; as fair (40 per cent and over), 23 : of the Seniors, as good,

39 ; as fair, 29. The French examination at Christmas was the

first of its kind ; so I hope for better results, in the case of the

Seniors at least, this year.

The other branch of the higher female instruction to which I

shall advert at present is Music. It is now some five years since

the Education Committee gave their sanction to the systematic

teaching of instrumental music (piano) to the Female Students.

That the step was a judicious one is shown by the demand there is

at the end of eacli session for the services of those Students as

teachers who, in addition to other qualifications, are competent to

give instruction in pianoforte-playing. That it has been appreciated

by the Students themselves appears from the numerous applications

made by them to be allowed to receive such instruction. That the

instruction itself is of high quality and effectively given has been

repeatedly attested by the official examiner, Professor Hullah. In
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his last report lie says, " I have already on two occasions called

attention to the teaching of the pianoforte in the Church of Scot-

land at Edinburgh. The exceptional method employed there, and
the equally exceptional results obtained, must be my excuse for

doing so again. Between 40 and 50 of the Female Students of this

Institution are distributed into six classes, in eacli of which not

fewer than seven or more than eight receive instruction from Mr
M'Kenzie, assisted by a governess. (Then follows a detailed

account of the method pursued, and of its results.) I have re-

turned at some length to this subject from an earnest desire to see

the example of Edinburgh imitated in regard to it."

The Practising- School, judged of from any point of view, con-

tinues to be thoroughly successful and (what is better) thoroughly

efficient. Owing to the great pressure for admission into all the

classes, the work of the teachers and assistant-teachers is laborious

and arduous ; it is, however, discharged in a way that calls for

most cordial acknowledgment.

The hopes of additional accommodation which I expressed in my
last Report have not yet been realised. But the subject has not

been lost sight of; so it may be anticipated that the urgent wants
of both the College and the Practising-School will be met with all

convenient speed.

JAMES CUREIE.
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APPENDIX VII.

REPORT ON THE GLASGOW TRAINING COLLEGE.

3Ia!/ 1877.

In presenting my tenth annual report, I am happy to state that

the present sessioM has opened under very favourable auspices.

The number of students in attendance is quite equal to the accom-
modation ; and the competition for admission, especially on the

female side, has never been exceeded. At the entrance examina-
tion in July, the number of candidates was 75 males and 112 fe-

males, as against 72 males and 96 females in the previous year.

Of the male candidates 17 failed to pass, and 58 succeeded, of

whom 31 were ranked in the first class and 27 in the second. Of
these, the 50 first in order on the list were admitted to this College,

and the remaining 8 were off'ered places at the Edinburgh Train-

ing College. Of the female candidates 10 failed and 102 passed,

52 in the first class and 50 in the second. All the 52 were ad-

mitted into training, and, in addition, places were offered to eveiy
one in the second class whose paper had been marked " good " at

the Bible Knowledge examination. The number in this position,

however, was only 6.

The total number of students in attendance is 98 males and
107 females, viz.

—
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parishes of Lesmahagow and Strathaven, and to candidates of the

names Simpson and Paterson. Payment of this bequest has re-

cently been obtained tinder deduction of £125 of legacy duty, and
the proceeds, being £1125, are now awaiting a suitable investment.

Of the students who completed their period of training at

Christmas last a very satisfactory account falls to be given, the

majority having now been appointed to suitable places as assistant-

teachers.

The demand for male assistant-teachers has not slackened, but

that for females has not been quite so great as last year. The
following is a summary of appointments as far as they have

gone :

—

Males.

To Schools in Scotland, . . 47
Do. England, . .

Females.

To Schools in Scotland, . . 47
Do. England, . . 1

The average salary of those appointed is, males £79, females

£68. One male student attending the University is only now
open for a situation ; while seven of the female students are not

yet appointed.

The results of the Christmas examination for certificates of

merit, which afford an unfailing test of the year's work, both as

regards teaching and study, came to hand on 19th February, and
are very satisfactory. Of 206 students examined, 93 passed in

the first class, 95 in the second, and 17 in the third ; as against

80 in the first class, 104 in the second, and 24 in the third of the

previous year.

The following is a vidimus of the whole :

—
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Subjects.
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the introduction of Greek, and an extension of time for Latin for

the male students of both years. The Greek taught is neces-

sarily, in the meantime, of a very elementary character. As may

be observed from the Time-Table, the mid-day hour for dinner

is now dispensed with—a considerable boon to such students, and

they are not few in number, as reside at a distance. Ten minutes'

space is given for relaxation at the end of each hour,' and a quarter

of an hour for lunch at twelve.

Glasgow Church of Scotland Normal School.

Time-TaUe of Training Dcjiartment

1877.

': 9-10.
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1
9-10.
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Established Church Tkainino College, Uundas Vale.

Glasgow, 1th November 1876.

Of the health of the students attending the College this year,

I have to report—of the females, one died, another was invalided
;

of the males, two were invalided, another was off for a few

weeks, having ruptured a blood-vessel ; the others have all enjoyed

as good health as in any previous year. No case of illness could

be attributed to connection with the College.

The situation of the , schools and College is open, airy, and

healthy ; the rooms are spacious, well lighted and ventilated

;

the play-grounds and students' quadrangle are large, well kept

;

and all sanitary measures are carefully and promptly attended to.

None of the students reside in the buildings.

The situation of the boarding-house is very healthy, with a

south-western exposure and excellent drainage. It has been fitted

up with all modern appliances as to health, and every attention is

paid to the diet and comfort of the inmates. The public rooms are

large, the bedroom accommodation is ample and good. All the

apartments are well lighted and ventilated.

{Signed) J. K, Dickson, M.D., Edin. Reg.,

Medical Officer of the Institution.

The Boarding-House mentioned in this Report is now quite full

;

and the general health of the students this session is quite satis-

factory.

Under the great pressure of secular subjects, I hope the Bible-

studies will not receive less attention than they have received in

previous years. As far as my own experience goes, however, the

male students are not taking the same interest in this subject—the

results in the second year's male class of last year being under my
expectation. Nor do the attainments of the new students, male
and female, give hope of much improvement for the future. In an

examination in Bible knowledge, by Professor Dickson, by no
means of a difficult character, the candidates for admission were
thus rated :

—

Good. Fair. Deficient.

Males, ... 12 42 18

Females, . . 21 54 32

33 96 50

In the list of " Fair," also, a considerable proportion were placed

there with some hesitation. Though the Bible - studies are not

without encouragement in the shape of prizes, the fact that they

have no bearing on the attainment of a certificate of merit seems
to operate unfavourably.
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A due amount of time and attention is still given to the profes-

sional training of the students. Lectures are given on organisa-

tion, discipline, the art of teaching, and other details of school-

management. Special attention is devoted to principles of teach-

ing, in connection with the systems of "Practical Educationists."

The art of teaching is practically illustrated in criticism-lessons

under my own supervision, in which every student takes a part

;

the students go day by day into the Practising Schools, where the

females teach one hour per day, and the males three houis per

week throughout the whole session. The students also pay visits

to various elementary schools in the city, in each of which they

spend half a day—" the object of such visits being to enlarge their

experience in practical teaching, and to familiarise them with the

general details of school-keeping, as exhibited in the working of a

variety of well-conducted schools." The schools visited by the

male students in 1876 were Anderston Burgh, Rockvilla Board,

Debbie's Loan, Parkhead Sessional, Grove Street Board, St

Mungo's Freeland, St Enoch's Sessional, St John's David Street,

Oatlands Board, Springburn Board, Springbank and Kennedy
Street Board ; and by the female students, Milton Sessional, Port

Dundas, Rose Street Board, St Enoch's Sessional, St Paul's Bal-

four, St RoUox Board, Bridgeton Parish, St John's Macfarlane

Street, St John's David Street, Milton Sessional, St Andrew's

Sessional, Parkhead Sessional, Debbie's Loan, and Rockvilla Board

—to all of which access was cordially granted by the teachers, to

w^hom I am much indebted for the pains they took in showing to

their visitors everything likely to prove interesting to them as

students and teachers.

The Practising Schools afford a most ample and attractive field

for the practical training of the students. To quote the words of

Dr Wilson, Inspector of Scotch Training Colleges, " these schools

are the largest in Scotland, and are conducted with much spirit,

skill, and success." For some years they have been full to over-

flowing ; but steps are now being taken to bring the numbers in

attendance within the requirements of the Education Department.

The average attendance of children for the year ending 31st March

last, was 1251. The grant last received, and which w^as for

the 14 months ending 3lst March 1876, was £1386, 10s. 4d.

;

and the following is a copy of the latest Report by H.M. In-

spector :

—

" The whole of this large Institution is in excellent order, and

makes a remarkably good pass, both in the Standards and the

higher subjects of examination. All the departments are taught

with much ability and success, and reflect great credit on those

in charge of them. The Singing and Sewing are excellent. A
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large number of tlie pupils in the Senior Department were pre-

sented in special subjects—English Literature, Physical Geography,

Animal Physiology, Latin and French—and nearly all passed. A
large, well-furnished infant-room is much needed,"

At Mr M'Quarrie's Bible examination in October, the various de-

partments were thus rated :

—
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APPENDIX VIII.

REPORT ON THE ABERDEEN TRAINING COLLEGE.

May 1877.

The Session for 187G closed with tlie xisnal examination for

certificates, which commenced on Tuesday, Dec, 12, and ended on
Saturday, Dec. 17 ; and the following are the results of that exa-
mination :

—
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nual visit to the Institution on the 1st of November, when he sub-

jected the classes to the usual examination, with the results of

which he expressed himself satisfied.

The examination in Drawing was held towards the close of

November. Of the Senior Students, only four left with the " D "

certificate, while the grant earned for passes in individual subjects

amounted to a little over £'20. It is to be regretted that so little

progress is usually made in this important branch by students

before they enter the Training College.

The attendance for the present year may be classified as

follows :—

:

First- Year Stwlents.

1. Bursars

—

(o) Pupil-Teachers, . . . 10

(6) Non-Pupil-Teachers, . . 10

2. Self-supporting

—

{a) Pupil-Teachers, ... 5

(6) Non-Pupil-Teachers, . . 15

Total, .... 40

Second- Year Students.

1. Bursars—
(a) Pupil-Teachers, . . .5
{b) Non-Pupil-Teachers, . . 14

2. Self-supporting

—

(a) Pupil-Teachers, ... 6

{h) Non-Pupil-Teachers, . . 13

Total 38

It may be again observed that the non-pupil-teachers form

nearly three-fourths of the new class, which makes it apparent that

many pupil-teachers are diverted from the Training College, the

continued demand for teachers enabling them readily to find ap-

pointments.

As mentioned in last Keport, the Boarding-House was last

session not quite full, because none of the Senior Class applied for

admission, owing to their having made previous arrangements.

This session, however, it is fully occupied, there being in it 16

students, 8 of each class. The great number of applicants that

could not be received suggests the advisability of enlarging the

Boarding-House accommodation at no distant date. Miss Andrew,
who was last year appointed Lady Superintendent, most carefully

and faithfully fulfils the duties of that office, by attending to the

comfort and conduct of both boarders and out-door students.
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In addition to the practical illustrations of Cookery given in the

Boarding-House, both classes were privileged to attend the lectures

given by Miss Middleton, from Edinburgli. The Juniors attended

three of those lectures, the Seniors the whole course (12 lessons).

The Preparatory Class, which was considered a very important if

not indispensable adjunct to the Institution, continues to be well

attended, and to be very successfully conducted by Miss Wattie,

who acts as its principal teacher. The number at present in

attendance is not far short of 50.

With the increased accommodation noticed below, the Practising

School is now fully developed, and better proportioned with regard

to classification. The attendance has at the same time steadily

increased, the number at present on the roll being 691.

In testimony of the efficiency of the instruction in the several

departments, I need only subjoin the following extracts from

H.M. Inspector's report :

—

Mr Kerr's Department. — "This department has profited in

respect of accommodation by the transference of the Infant Depart-

ment to separate premises. The whole of the Second and part of

the Third Standard have been transferred to the Junior Department.

The Standard work is throughout very satisfactory, the Reading and
Grammar of the third being particularly good. The exercises

throughout are very neatly done. Geography, History, and
Grammar of the higher standards are full, ready, and practical.

Map-drawing is well taught. Sound instruction is given in ele-

mentary Latin. A very good appearance was made in Physical

Geography, botli orally and in writing. The repetition and
explanation in Literature were very satisfactory, the .few failures

being due to deficient paraphrase. An elementary French class

was examined, but not entered in the schedule. It had made
good progress for the time. Very good Singing, Discipline, and
Industrial work. The school generally has made very gratifying

progress during the year."

Miss Webster's Department.—" The vigour and intelligence of

the instruction in this department are well sustained. A portion

of the Third Standard has been transferred to this department

since last visit, and excellent new premises have been furnished.

Arithmetic and Dictation are generally very accurate. The
Reading-books are considerably in advance of those usually found

in the Second and Third Standards. For the Third Standard an

easier prose book would be an improvement. The reading of

both prose and poetry is, however, good, and the intelligence very

satisfactory. Grammar is considerably in advance of the require-

ments; and much useful information in Geography and Practical

Botany is given to the higher class. The tone of the school is

1
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hearty and good ; and the discipline, though not perfect in respect

of method, is efficient enough to warrant the higher payment.

Very good Singing and Industrial work. A log-book should be

supplied for each department."

Miss Ross's Department.—" This department has since last visit

been transferred to new and most suitable premises. A large

proportion of the infants had been but a short time at school, and

their reading was accordingly somewhat halting. The reading of

those qualified, and the whole work of the First Standard, was

excellent—with the exception of oral spelling, to which, as a pre-

paration for the Second and Third, a httle more attention might be

given. Object-lessons are given with very satisfactory skill. The

instruction is very intelligent, and the discipline and tone are re-

markably good. Very good Singing. A separate log-book should

be supplied for each department."

Mr John Moncur, the assistant in the Senior Department, left at

the end of his probationary period, and his place has been filled by

Mr James Robertson from the Edinburgh Training College, who
has entered on his duties, and gives evidence of being well quali-

fied for the situation. To strengthen the staff and avoid the

necessity of increasing the number of pupil-teachers, it was

deemed advisable to add a female certificated teacher to the

Senior Department, and another to the Infant Department. For

the former appointment. Miss Margaret Laing was selected ; and

for the latter, Miss Jane Milne—both first-class students and skilful

teachers. Miss Robina Reid, who had completed her apprentice-

ship as a pupil-teacher, was also retained as an assistant in the

Junior Department.

It is gratifying to be able to state that the new buildings were

completed and ready for use at the close of the midsummer
holidays. Desks and appliances of the most improved description

have been introduced; and though the old furniture of the Senior

Department has not yet been fully replaced, it is hoped that dur-

ing the present session this, the only remaining inconvenience,

will be removed.
JOSEPH OGILVIE, M.A.,

Hector.

Aberdeen, 11th April 1877.—The above Report was read and ap-

proved of by the Sub-Committee, and directed to be transmitted

to the Secretary of the Education Committee of the Church of

Scotland.

JOHN BLACK, M.A.,

Convener.
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APPENDIX IX.

EErORT ON TRAINING COLLEGES BY EXAMINERS
IN RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE, 1876.

A. SENIOR STUDENTS.

1. EDINBURGH TRAINING COLLEGE.

The University, Aberdeen, lith August 1S76.

A VERY important step has this year been taken in connection with

the examination in religious knowledge of the pupils of the Normal
Colleges. I refer to the fact that for the first time it has been

found possible to hold that examination for all the Colleges on the

same day, and by means of the same papers. This arrangement,

it may be hoped, will be continued in future years.

It fell to me this year to examine the senior students in the

Edinburgh Institution. The following are the results :

—

In the class of senior male students, 49 presented themselves

for examination ; and, keeping by the same standard as that adopted,

last year, I find that they stand as follows :

—

Excellent (75 per cent and upwards), . 6
Good (65 per cent to 75 per cent), . . 11

Fair (55 per cent to 65 per cent), . . 18
Under Fair (below 55 per cent), . . 14

In the class of senior female students, 40 presented themselves

for examination ; and, keeping by the same standard as that em-
ployed for the males, they stand as follows :

—

Excellent, ..... 4
Good, ..... 17

Fair,...... 11 '

Under Fair, ..... 8

These results are not quite so satisfactory as in former years.

It is possible that this may be in part owing to the fact that I had

endeavoured to frame one or two of the questions in a way that

should test not simply what the students had learned from text-

books and lectures, but whether they had so appropriated what
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they had learned as to make it their own, and to be able to give it

forth iu forms different from what they had been accustomed to.

As they failed to some extent in this, the marks assigned were

necessarily less than they would otherwise have been. The same
careful preparation was indeed to be traced in their exercises as

I have noticed with approval on previous occasions. But the stu-

dents cannot feel too strongly that this carefulness of preparation

is not enough. They must learn to digest their knowledge, and to

make it as far as possible a living possession of their own minds,

or they will only have the dry bones of knowledge, instead of vivid

pictures of it, which they shall be able to adapt to the particular

circumstances with which they deah Until they accomplish this

they cannot hope to be teachers, in the best and higliest sense of

the word. They must not only learn carefully what is put before

them ; they must try to group their facts in their own way, and
to exercise the imagination as well as the memory.

The papers marked "excellent" and "good" deserve some
special recognition of their merit.

Wm. Milligan.

2. GLASGOW TRAINING COLLEGE.

By arrangement with Professor Dickson, it fell tome this year to

examine the papers of the Senior Students of the Training College
at Glasgow, and I have now to leport the results.

Of male students 49 presented themselves for examination ; and,

taking the same standard of examination as that of last year, I

have to divide these as follows :

—

Excellent (75 per cent and upwards), ... 5

Good (65 per cent to 75 per cent), . . . 11
Fair (55 per cent to 65 per cent), .... 14
Under Fair (under 55 per cent), . . . . 19

Of female students 55 presented themselves for examination
;

and, keeping by the same standard as that employed for the males,

they stand as follows :

—

Excellent, 7

Good, 17
Fair, 21
Under Fair, 10

In the case of the female students these results appear to me
to be very satisfactory. They are even better than they were last

year ; and I am perfectly sure that, with a little more precision of

thought, and of calmly considering what is asked, instead of
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liasteninf^ to answer upon a first reading of the question, they will

soon be better than they are now.

In the case of the male Students tliere is less cause for satis-

faction, although it is only right to say tliat of those returned as
" under fair " no fewer than 5 are, as will appear from the sepa-

rate marks herewith sent, on the very verge of the next highest

division. Still I am somewhat disappointed with the numbers
that I have been compelled to put into the two lowest divisions

both here and in the Edinburgh lists. What has been said in par-

tial explanation of this in my report on Edinburgh applies, of course,

equally to Glasgow.

I ought to say that the preparation of the Shorter Catechism,

which was somewhat defective last yeai, has improved.

I have to add, according to custom, that the papers marked
" excellent " and " good" deserve some special recognition of their

merit.

Wm. MiLLlGAN.

3. ABERDEEN TRAINING COLLEGE.

It has fallen to me to examine this year the papers of the senior

students in the Normal College at Aberdeen. Of 31 students

attending the senior class only 29 were able to be present on the

day of examination. Applying to their papers the same standard

as that applied in the case of Edinburgh and Glasgow, we have
the following results :

—

Excellent (75 per cent and upwards), . . . 12
Good (65 per cent to 75 per cent), ... 10
Fair (55 per cent to 65 per cent), .... 6
Under Fair (under 55 per cent), .... 1

It is needless to say that these results are highly creditable,

both to the ability and the perseverance of the Aberdeen students,

and I do not know that anything that I can say will add force to

what the figures themselves proclaim. I shall take the opportunity,

therefore, of again pointing out a frequent source of failure in all

the colleges—viz., answering in the particular form in which it may
happen that they have been taught and well taught, instead of

answering in a form suitable to the question asked. Thus, not a

few students replied to the question—" What was the chief ciTor

of the Galatian Church to which St Paul addresses himself? Give
a brief outline of the argument by which he meets it," by giving a

complete analysis of the whole Epistle to the Galatians, chapter by
chapter, almost verse by verse. That analysis may be excellent.
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may even excite surprise at the accuracy with which the contents

of the Epistle have been mastered. But if the students will look

again at the question for a moment, they will see that such an

analysis was not wanted. The question spoke of the "chief" error

of the Galatian Church, and of the apostle's argument meeting it.

By attending to this, students in many cases would both have

saved themselves a good deal of writing, and got higher marks for

less work.

The papers marked "excellent" and "good" deserve some

special recognition of their merit.

Wm. Milligan.

B. JUNIOR STUDENTS.

Arrangements were this year made for having the examination in

religious knowledge held at the same time in the three Training

Colleges at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. It took place at

the end of June. In judging of the papers given in by the first

year's students, male and female, I have adopted the same mode of

marking as on former occasions, believing that, though my method

of indicating the value of the papers may be somewhat different

from that followed by Dr Milligan, the general results, as regards

the classes into which the papers are distributed, and their com-

parative merits, will be found substantially to accord with those

given by him. The papers from all the Training Colleges exhibit

a high general average of attainment, and afford very satisfactory

evidence of the continued attention bestowed on the religious in-

struction of the students. It is specially pleasing to observe that,

while there is still in many instances a tendency to reproduce the

instruction conveyed very much in the form in which it has been

received, there are in numerous other cases indications of its being

subjected to fresh thought and reflection, and given forth with cor-

responding variety. The eighth question—as to the subdivision of

the second portion of the Catechism—has been answered in many
cases as though it related merely to the Decalogue ; but in a large

proportion of the papers, especially from Edinburgh, it is dealt

with more comprehensively.

The lists herewith transmitted exhibit the results in detail.

The following summary presents the general results in the several

Training Colleges.
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1. Edinburgh.

Tn the Junior Male Class 51 students j^^ave in papers (I was
inarked absent). Thev are classified as follows :—9 as " excel-

lent" (above 90 per cent), 21 as "good" (between 84 and 90
inclusive), 15 as "fair" (between 75 and 83 inclusive), and 6 as
" less than fair " (under 75 per cent).

Tn the Junior Female Class papers were given up by 47 students

(3 being absent from illness). Of these, 8 are classed as "excel-

lent" (as above), 20 as "good," 17 as "fair," and 2 as "less than

fair."

The papers marked "excellent" and "good" deserve special

recognition of their merit.

2. Glasgow.

In the Junior Male Class 50 students presented themselves for

examination. Of these, 5 are marked as "excellent" (above 90

per cent), 25 as " good " (between 84 and 90 inclusive), 16 as

"fair" (between 75 and 83 inclusive), and 4 as "less than fair"

(under 75 per cent).

In the Junior Female Class the nnmber of papers given in was
53. Of these, 11 are classed as "excellent" (as above), 30 as
" good," and 12 as " fair."

The papers marked " excellent '' and " good " deserve special

commendation.

3. Aberdeen,

From the Junior Students (Female) in Aberdeen 40 papers were
sent in. Of these, 3 are marked as " excellent " (above 90 per

cent), 12 as "good" (between 84 and 90 per cent), 19 as "fair"

(between 75 and 83 inclusive), and 6 as " less than fair " (under 75

per cent).

Tlie papers marked " excellent " and " good " merit some special

acknowledgment of their quality.

William P. Dickso.v.

University, Glasgow, October 1876.
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APPENDIX X.

CLASS LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES IN THE CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND TRAINING COLLEGES, YEAR ENDING 31sT DEC. 1876.

Note.—The Students in the First and Second Divisions are placed in order of merit. Brackets
denote equal merit. " D " indicates that the Student has obtained a Certificate of Com-
petency as a Teacher of Drawing.

Students of the Second Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Campbell, James (D.)

Gow, James G. (D.)
Melville, David S. (D.)

M'Donald, James W.
Robson, John B.
Robertson, Robert.
Morrison, James.
Williamson, David J.

Moir, William.
Scott. Alexander.
Hudgston, David.
Peters, James S.

Rawlinson, Francis W.
( Oliver, Andrew.
\Wm, James (D.)

SECOND DIVISION.

Dickie, Hugh(D.)
M'Kay, William.
Anderson, Matthew.

I Howie, Alexander.

\ Robertson, James.
Scott, Ebenezer.
Halliday, Charles.

Moyes, William.
M'Pherson, John.
Stephen, Robert B.

( Cooper, James H.
I M' Donald, Ranald G.

Foggie, Edmund L.

Taylor, Joseph H.
Edwards, Robert (D.)

Christie, David.
Little, Francis.
Hamilton, William.
Hewit, James C.

I.—EDINBURGH.

(1.)—MALE STUDENTS.

( Cruikshank, James.
J

( Hill, Alexander. '

Macpherson, Duncan.
Mitchell, Andrew.

THIRD DIVISION.

Crerar, James G.
Dundas, William.
Fergusson, James S.

Hanton, Thomas.
Hunter, Andrew.
Lomie, Peter (D.)
M'Callum, Alexander.
Milne, John.
Ross, William T.

Smith, Thomas M'A.
Thomson, George.
Tough, George.

Students of the First Year.

FIKST DIVISION.

Brown, David (D.)

Crombie, John.
Glasspnole, William (D )

( Blair, Charles P.

\ Marshall, Robert T.

King, Edward (D.)

Phease, David.
Nelson, George.
Elder, Peter.

M'Bain, Simon F.

Mackenzie, John.
Brown, John.
Fisher, Peter.
King, John.
Kandicb, John.
Campbell, John.

SECOND DIVISION.

Ogg, Alexander A.

/ Godson, William.
\ Purdie, Peter.
Forrest, Robert.
Rutherford, William.
M'Vean, Robert.
Couston, Thomas.

( Dale, George.
\ Downie, John.
Dobbie, Thomas.
Thomson, Daniel.
Kean, Alfred.

M'Lachlan, William.

f Ferguson, William.
1. Miles, John.
M'CoU, John.
Paterson, James.
Gibson. James B.
Bett, William R.
Hastie, John.
Braidwood, William.
Gilmour, William
Volume, Robert H.
Turnbull, James.
Wilson, Alexander.

THIRD DIVISION.

Cameron, Robert.
Court, Charles.
M'Lennan, John.
Melvin, William T.

Morgan, John.
Muir, James.
Smith, James.
Watt, Robert A.

FOURTH DIVISI0.^^

Mackay, William.

Students of the Second Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Traill, Maggie D.
Mackinlay. Wilhelm'na B.

Pullar, Elizabeth.

(2.)-FEMALE STUDENTS.
M'Gregor, Janet E. (D.) I

Peace, Maggie.
|

Booth, Margaret A. I

Macdonald, Annie S. t

Hunter, Mary A.
[

Buchanan, Margaret.
'

Reid, Mary. I

Aitchison, Elizabeth.

Cossar, Jessie W.
Riach, Mary.
Comrie, Margaret K.
Young, Jemima A. B.
White, Ellen H.
Taylor, Janet W.
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Krskine, Anne.
.Siiiitli, Agnes H.
Uarclay, Jane L.
Galloway, Jcanie.
Wilson, "Margaret D.

SECOND DIVISION.

Clark, Isabella D.

Henderson, Mary.
Ciovan, Margaret.
Lyall, Mary.
Ironside, Jane A.
M'Arthur, Janet.
Leitch, Annie.
Woodbridge, Mary
Mackay, Margaret K.

j Cruickshank, Mary
"( Halliburton, Isabella.

( Grieve, Susan G.
1 TiirnbuU, Eujiliemia
Swan, Robina A.
Matthews, Jessie M.
Drabner, Maggie.

THIRD DIVISION.

Houston, Jane.
Mackintosh, Mary,
bjience, Eliza.

FEMALE STVDESTS-continued.

Students of the First Vear.

FIRST DIVISION.

Thomson, Frances C.
Morrison, Agnes.
Croal, Isabella M.

( Cowan, Euphemia W.
( Smart, Jessie M.
Ferguson, Euphemia.
Watson, Elizabeth C.
Le Comte, Hobertina 0.

( Crawford, Mary H. (D )

( Watson, Jane.
Macgregor, Betsy B.

i

t Drummond, Agnes B.
"( Sharp, Christina

.

Smith, Annie.
Simpson, Annie B.

< M'Math, Minnie.
/ Smith, Jessie.

Sibbald, Wilhelmina C.

SECOND DIVI.SION.

Burgess, Janet.
( Fyfe, Mary.
\ M'Lacblan, Jane. I

Taylor, Mai^aret A.
I Calver, Louisa J. !

Alexander, Mary.
Munro, Margaret J.

Neilson, Margaret A.
Falconer, Jane.
Smith, Agnes D.
Brown, Margaret.
Brydon, Alison 8.

Ironside, Elspeth.
Calder, Mary H. L.
Smith, Margaret F.
Dalhng, Jessie D.
Symington, Marion E.
M'Culloch, Bessie M
Graliam, Roberta W.
Geddes, Robina.
Scott, Lilias.

Halcrow, Laurina.
Ayre, Elizabeth.
Duffus, Mary S.

Brown, Margaret D.

M'Dougall, Margan-t.
Kelly, Annie.

THIRD DIVISION.

Alexander, Margaret.
Simpson, Margaret.
Tavlor. Catherine J.

Watt, Helen.

Stvdp.nts of the Second Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Struthers, John (D.)
Fleming, William (D.)
Andrew, William S. (D.)
Murray, Samuel McC. (D.)
Uavies, Alexander (D.)
Lothian, David B.
Rankine, Alexander (D.)
Scott, John (D.)
Dewar, Daniel McK. (D.)
Oswald, James H.
McCallum, John D. (D.)
Powell, James (D.)
Robertson. William (D.)
Drummond, William (D.)
Dunlop, Thomas.

I Brough, David (D.)
"JMcDougall, John T. (D.)
Dewar, Charles D. (D.)
McLaren, Alexander (D.)
Williamson, James.
Dow, Peter.

Brown, Crawford (D.)
Anderson, Alexander (D.)

( Hally, George.
"( Whyte, Robert P. (D.

Morgan, Rees.

.SECOND DIVISION.

Gilfillan, William (D )

McMaster, Alexander.
McAdam, William (D.)
Cameron, Archibald.
Campbell, William (D.)
Kirkl.in.l, Hugh (D.)

II.—GLASGOW.
(1.)—MALES.

Nelson, James (D.)
Ross, Archibald.
Dale, John.
McDougall, John C.
Marshall, William.
Moyes, John.

THIRD DIVISION.

Bannerman, James M.
Brown, James.
Craig, James.
Glen, John.
Gourlay, William.
Horn, David.
Leitch, John K.
McMurray, Andrew B.
Thexton, Robert.
Wood, John.

Students of the First Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Murdoch, George.
Noble, John (D.)

( Gentles, James.
^ Stevenson, Thomas.
Dempster, Walter.
Grieve, Alexander.
Vallance, David.
Kincaid, Robert.
Cross, John K. (D.)
Orr, Duncan (D.)
Hutchison, Robert.
Oswald, John M.
Gait, Alexander.
Stewart, George.
McFarlane, Archibald.

Benzies, George G.
( Muir, Hugh.
1 Stewart Charles.
I Brodie, Duncan.
\ Davidson, John.
j Stalker, Peter.
( Walker, Andrew.
Connor, James L.
Crow, James M.
Craig, Andrew M.

) Ferguson, John H.
I Hyslop, Thomas.

SECOND DIVISION.

Smith, William.
Drummond, James.
ICirkpatrick, David.
Sanderson, William.
Stewart, Duncan.
Jones, John.
Arthur, James.
McKim, Thomas.
Duff, John B.
Rankin, John B.
Cook, Archibald.
Marr, James.
Carson, James.
CuUen, John.
Allan, James.
MeWhirter, James.
Waddell, Edward.
PatersoD, Andrew R.
Dinwoodie, Samuel.

THIRD DIVISION.

Gibson, Robert.
Kennedy, John.
Mclntyre, John.
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StudenU of the Secoiiil Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

M'Donakl, Maggie J. 'D.)

Gray, Helen (D.)

Neill, Mary (D.)

Fergusson, Jessie.

Smith. Eliza G. (D.)

M'Keand, Isabella.

Duncan, Isabella.

Forbes, Jane.
Gray, Jessie M.
Davie, Christina.

Weaver, Maggie A. (D.)

Vallance, Lydia W. (D.)

) Beattie, Kate (D.)

\ Cunningham, Isabella.

Simpson, Janet.
Sibbald, Euphemia E. (D.)

Brj'son, Sarali.

Bennett, Maggie.

( Forrest, Joan M
I Jack, Catherine E.

Henderson, Catherine T.

(D.)

Barr, Barbara R.
Service, Jane.
Mackie, Ellen.

Stevenson, Margaret F.

f Donaldson, Agnes S. (D.)

ISpreull, Maggie.
Muldoon, Maggie.

SECOND DIVISION.

M'AUan, Agnes.
Sheddon, Elizabeth.

Main, Janet.
( Barnes, Agnes H.

t Jackson, Annabella G.

Runciman, Mary A.
Barclay, Jane S.

Slndentg of the Second Year

FIRST DIVISION-.

Dale, Eliza S (D.)

Clark, Mary (D.)

Laing, Maggie (D.)

Arthur, Jane M.
Nisbet, Elizabeth.

Duguid, Elsie J.

Anderson, Marg*ret.
Leith, Julia M'K.
Milne, Jane.

f Nicol, Anne E.

\ Smith, Jeannie.
Leslie, Helen (D.)

Cooper, Barbara
Ganson, Barbara,
Booth, Maggie.
Spence, Jessie M.
Smith, Margaret F.
Milne, Sarah F.

Middletou, Isabella.

SFXOND DIVISION.

Sim, Agnes.
Taylor, Jane.
Divorty, Maria C.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

(2.)-FEMALES.
Jardine, Nellie.

;

M' Donald, Agnes.
Henderson, Isabella.

|

M'Farlane, Maggie G.
,

( Chambers, Annie.

\ Reid, Ellen. I

Whytock, Mary A. :

Baird, Mary.
!

Jack, Maggie R.

Clark, Nelly A.

Dalglish, Andrea B. (D.)

Dow, Isabella S.

Barclay, Mary.
j

Anderson, Elizabeth S.

Kerr, Martha.
Dick, Janet P.

Ashforth, Elizabeth G.

Dougan, Anne M.
Hardie, Agnes J.

THIRD DIVISION.

Comrie, Elizabeth.

Students of the First Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Arbuckle, Eliza W.(D.,
Burt, Isabella D.
Brown, Agnes.
Hamilton, Isabella C.

j Lyle, Fanny (D.)

I M'Gibbon, Christina.

Maconochie, Jane.
Clark, Jeanie.

Sprott, Mary.
Geminell, Marion S.

Stewart, Jeanie.

SECOND DIVISION.

Knox, Elizabeth.
Hancock, Catherine.

M' William, Maggie J.

III.—ABERDEEN.
FEMALES.

Merson, Helen.
Findlay, Agnes.
Rodger, May.
Ganson, Mary C.

Hall, Jane.
Grant, Christina.

Tavlor, Margaret A
Bruce, Maggie B.

Durno, Isabel M.

Students of the Frst Year.

FIRST DIVISION.

Cleland, Elizabeth.

Aunand, Mary.
Stei)hen, Isabella.

( Garrow, Mary.
1 Taylor, Georgina G.
Ewen, Annie.
Grant, Joanna.
Gray, Mary.
Burnett, Jane.
Birnie, Helen.
M'Gregor, Mary A. B. C.

SECOND DIVISION

Joass, Elizabeth.

/ Brown, Annabella.
I Gall, Isabella.

( Gillespie, Margaret.
'( Sieven, Frances I.

( M'Gillivray, Isabella.
"( Tliomson, Jane.
Waterston, Mary.
Tennant, Marion.
M'Donald, Mary M.

1 ( Ferguson, Florence.
',

i Millar, Bessie C.

Ritchie, Jane R.

( Campbell, ilaigaret K.
J Leislinian, Jane.
(.Young, Isa M.

]

Salmon, Mary G.
Dalziell, Helen.

1
( Coke, Janet.

I

\ Kitchie, Annie.

( Fleming, Janet L.

\ Hamilton, Jane.
! Stewart, Ellen C.

( Bell, Helen J.

I

"( M'Call, Maggie.
I

M'Lellan, Jane.

I

Robb, Margaret.

I

Cullen, Mary.

I

Meikle, Jessie.

Ross, Jessie R.

I

Wilson, Helen.

I

King, Annie.
( Morton, Eliza H.

I \ Porterfleld, Margaret.
Spence, Agnes.

]

Jones, Emma.
Anderson, Jane.

!
Valentine, Jane.
Ross, Georgina A.

I

THIRD DIVISION.

Craig, Jessie.

Hay, Magffie S. B.

Moodie, Ellen.

Crockett, Helen B.
Chapman, Annie.

[

Easton, Mary.
Nicol, Alexandrina.
Grant, Annabella.
Mackie, Anna.
FuUarton, Margaret.
Mackie, Margaret.

I Ogilvie, Sarah.
1 dimming, Annie A.

j I
Groundwater, Maggie P.

]

< M'Gregor, Isabella E.
y Michie, Maggie.
Imray, Mary M.

,

Cameron, Ann.
Allan, Mary W.
Alexander, Jane.
Reid, Agnes.
Mackie, Jemima.
Forbes, Eliza H.
Duncan, Eleanor K.

THIRD DIVISION.

Allan, Barbara.
Roy, Mary.
Shand, Wilhelmina S.

Trail, Mary A.
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APPENDIX XI.

PROSPECTUS OF

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND TRAINING COLLEGES.

Under the Control and Management of the Education Committee of

the Church of Scotland.—Rev. Professor Dickson, D.D., Convener.

General Secretary and Superintendent—Professor Laurie, A.M., F.R.S.E.

. „ ,. . -. , , \ Key. Professor Dickson, D.D.
Lxaimners in Religions Knowledye—

|
j^^.^ Professor Milligan, D.D.

The Church of Scotland has three Training Colleges ;—these

are situated in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. Those in

Edinburgh and Glasgow are double Colleges ; that is to say, they

train both Masters and Mistresses, Accordingly, the number of

single Training Colleges may be set down as five.

The Students at present in training in these Colleges are dis-

tributed thus :

—

Male Students. Female Students.

Edinburgh, .... 100 100

Glasgow, .... 100 109

Aberdeen, .... ... 75

The total number of Students in training under the super-

intendence of the Church is thus 484, which may be regarded as

about the full complement of the Training Colleges.

The course of training extends over two years, and none are

admitted as Students except those who have passed an Entrance

Examination, conducted by the Scotch Education Department.

From among those who pass the Entrance Government Examina-

tion the Committee select as many as they can accommodate and

train, after giving due consideration to an examination in Religious

Knowledge and Singing. The male Students have also to undergo

an examination in Latin, which, however, is voluntary.

The Programme of Instruction is prescribed by the Education

Department, but the Education Committee of the Churcli are not

limited by this Programme. They give instruction in Religion, on

the basis of the Bible and Shorter Catechism, and they i)rc)mote the

study of Latin and elementary Science.
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The Students do not enter tmtil they are eigliteen years of age at

least, and are thus sufficiently advanced to make rapid progress

under the direction and tuition of the Masters.

Among the subjects of instruction, the principles and practice of

teaching have a prominent place assigned to them. The lectures

of the Rectors on methods of instruction and school organisation

are exemplified in the Elementary Schools, which form an integral

part of the Training Colleges. In these Schools 2400 children, from

the age of four to fifteen, are in regular attendance.

Bursaries of the average value of £23 per annum, in addition to

free education, ai-e given to all the Male Students ; a considerable

number of Bursaries, of the average value of £12, is given to Female

Students. A fee for Education is exacted from Female Bursars

only.

These Bursaries, as well as all other expenditure connected with

the Training Colleges (including the Practising Schools), amount-

ing in all to about £18,000 a-year, are paid by the Education

Committee, and for the means of paying them they are depen-

dent : Firsts and mainly, on Grants from Government, which are

calculated on the attendance at the Colleges, but are always limited

by the number of Teachers who have been successfully trained

and have held schools for a period of about two years. Secondly,

the fees of the children attending the Elementary or Practising

Schools, and the Parliamentary Grants in terms of the Code.

A list of the Staff of each Training College is given below, and

it is followed by a Prospectus showing the terms of admission,

which are the same for all the Training Colleges, these being all

alike superintended by the Education Committee in Edinburgh,

who directly manage the Training College there, and are assisted by

Sub-Committees in Glasgow and Aberdeen appointed by them.

GLASGOW SUB-COMMITTEE.

Rev. Dr Jamieson, Convener.
\

J. A. Campbell, Esq., LL.D.
Rev. Prof. Lee. ' D. Forbes, Esq.

Rev. Dr Gumming. D. Wallace, Esq.
Rev. Dr Marshall Lang. J. King, Esq.
Rev. J. DoDDS.

i

J. N. Cuthbertson, Esq.
Rev. D. Millar.

|

Andrew Laugh lex, Esq.

Rev. J. Brownlee. Montgomery Paterson, Esq.
Rev. T. SoMERViLLE. I G. W. Snodgrass, Esq., Treasurer.

ABERDEEN SUB-COMMITTEE.

Rev. Professor Black, Convener. Rev. A. Irvine Robertson.
Rev. Dr Pikie.

j
William Yeats, Esq.

Rev. Dr Milligan.
| Alex. Simpson, Esq., Treasurer

Rev. H. Cowan, B.D. I
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1.—EDINBURGH TllAIXIXC; COLLEGE, JOHNSTONE TERRACE.
(FOR MALE AND FEMALE STUDENTS.)

Rector—The Rev. James Curuie, A.M.

Religious Knowledye and Principles

of Teaching,
The Recto k.

Rev. Andrew Taylor.

Peter Mackinlay, M.A.

Edward Kirkpatrick, M.A. Oxou.
Alexander Gilmour,
Victor Richon, B.A. (Paris.)

Joseph Geoghegan.
A. C. Mackenzie.
Miss Mackenzie.

James M'N. Steele.

Miss Ross.

Mrs Harrower.

English Literature and History,

Mathematics, Physics, and Geo-

graphy,

Latin and Draidny,
Writing,

French,....
Singing,

Pianoforte,

Music Governess,

Senior Master of (he Practising
School,

Supe?intendent and Teacher of the
\

Female Industrial Department,
\

Matron of Boarding House,

2.—GLASGOW TRAINING COLLEGE, DUNDAS VALE.
(FOR MALE AND FEMALE STUDENTS.)
Rector and Correspondent—James Leitch, Estj.

Religious Knowledge and Principles ) rp p
of Teaching, . . , )

Mathematics and Physical Science,

Grammar, Geography, Botany, d-c,

History, Geography, Geology, d;c.,

French,

German,
Music, ....
Latin, ....
Drawing,
Needlework,

Pianoforte, , * .

Senior Master of Practising School,

Matron of Boarding House,

3.—ABERDEEN TRAINING COLLEGE, GEORGE STREET.
(FOR FEMALE STUDENTS ONLY.)

Rector—Joseph Ogilvie, M.A.
Religious Knowledge and Principles

of Teaching, .

English History, Geography, Arith-
metic, cfcc.

E. M. Dixon, B.Sc.

J. Robertson.
J. Stevenson.
J. Stevenson and Miss Dickson.
Herr Widmer.
W. MOODIE.
J. Robertson and J. Stevenson.
D. Forsyth, M.A.
Misses E. Foulis and Dickson.
Misses Nisbet and Oatt,
W. Young.
Mrs Nairne.

The Rectok.

R. M'WiLLIAM, IM.A.

Industrial Teacher,

Drawing,
Music {Singing),

Senior Master (f tin

School,

French,

Pianoforte,
Music Governess,

Superintendent and Matron ofBoard
ing House, .

Lady Superintendent.
Joseph Kennedy.
James Wilson.

Practising
|
j^^^^^ j^^^^^ ^^j^^

Mdlle. Boudin.
W. Adlington
Miss Newsam.

Miss Andrew.
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Pr.OSPEGTUS FOE MALE STUDENTS.

Terms of Admission.

N.B. The next Entrance Examination will be held at the Edinhunjh,

Glasgoio, and Aberdeen Training Colleges in the month of July

1877, by the Government Education Department, London.

All intending Students, whether Candidates for Bursaries or not,

vmst X)resent themselves at the Entrance Examination {on the Sd

July 1877), and intimate their intention to do so on or before \st

June*
Tlie Session does not begin till \st February 1878.

Along with the intimation, a Certificate from the Minister of the

Church to tchich the Candidates belong, or from the Correspondent of

the School in which they have served their ajyprenticeship, must be sent.

The Bursaries are now thrown open to all young ijersons, whether

they have been Pupil- Teachers or not, who are i^repared to accept the

instruction and submit to the discipline of the School. Candidates

loho have not been Pupil-Teachers must be above 18 years of age on

\st January 1878, and send a certificate of their age.

From among those returned by the Privy Council as having passed

the Examination successfully, not fewer than 50 Male Candidates will

be selected by the Committee for admission to each Training College,

and will receive (during the pleasure of the Committee) a Bursary

which will amount to £20. Students who can pass satisfactorily

an examination in Latin will receive £i in addition for the first

year. (Subject of Examination, Cees. De Bell. Gall., B. i., and

translation of sentences of English into Latin, to which exercise much
importance will be attached.) All second year's Students receive

£22, but if Latin Bursars, £24. The Education is free to all tliose

admitted.

All Students are required to pay £2 each as a contribution to the Book Fund of

the Training Colleges, in return for which all the books they require will be given

to them by the Committee. This payment must be made by all, whether the

books are taken or not.

Successful Candidates, to the number specified above, will be admitted only on
their being certified to be in vigorous health, and on their signing a stringent obhga-
tion by which they will undertake to complete a two years' course at the Training
College (should the Committee see fit to prolong then- attendance for two years),

and immediately thereafter to serve in an Elementary School under inspection,

untU they have received from the Education Department, London, their parch-

ment certificates, which are issued after two years' probation in a school under
inspection. Those second year's Students who are allowed to attend the Uni-
versity are required to take a school after the close of the College Session.

Students breaking this obligation will, besides incurring other penalties, be re-

quired to repay the full amount of the Bursaries paid to them by the Committee.
In the event of a Student's health failing, or of his not having made progress

satisfactory to the Committee during his first year, or of misconduct of any kind,

his Bursary may be suspended or withdrawn.

* Apply for Forms of Application to Professor Laurie, 22 Queen Street, for the Edin-
burgh College ; Mr Leitch, New City Road, for Glasgow.
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GAELIC-SPEAKING STUDENTS.

Mdle.—In addition to the Bursars to be admitted on the terms

specilied above, Gaelic-speaking Candidates (not exceeding 2 in number)
may be admitted to the Edmhur(jh Training College,* and receive

Bursaries of £20 a-year, they paying £2 to the Book Fund as above.

SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION.t

Candidates are specially requested to practise a neat clean stijle of Handwriting.
This has an important bearing on their clmnces of success.

The subjecta of Examination are the same as those entered in the Pupil-

Teacher's broadsheet for the fifth year, First Schedule, Scotch Code, viz. :

—

(1.) Heading with good articulation and expression. Dictation, and Penmanshi)).

(2.) Engliah Grammar, with the Elements of the Analysis of Sentences, and

a knowledge of the Latin Prepositions. Questions on the sources and growth of

the English language.

(3.) Composition (on some simple subject).

(4.) Arithmetic—Proportion, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions, and Simple

Interest; three Books of Euclid, and Algebra to Quadratic Equations inclu-

sive.

(5.) The general Geography of the Earth, especially that of the British Isles

and Colonies. Maps to be drawn.

(6.) Outlines of British History.

(7.) Music—The elements of Notation and Transposition—Singing.

(8.) School Management—Elementary Questions.

(9.) Latin or some other language.

The Authorities of tlie Traiyiing Colleges will also examine Candi-

dates in the Outlines of Scripttire History, the Parables, and the Shorter

Catechism {iv ifh proofs); in Singing ; in Latin, and as to their general

fitness for the work of a Public School. Ability to sing is an

important qualification. Candidates will be expected to be able {at

least) to sing and to sol-fa an ordinary Psalm-Tune.X

The Examination will begin on Tuesday the 3d July 1877, at 9.30 a.m.

"With reference to University Instruction, the Education Committee of the

Church of Scotland have resolved as follows :

—
(1.) The Rectors shall, in July of each year, recommend to the Committee

those Second year's Students who should be permitted to attend the University

during the following Session.

(2.) Those who stand sufficiently well at the Committee's Examination will

receive from the Committee a Bursary of £15, ISs., tenable for one year.

(3.) Within three years after passing the Government Examination at the

Training College, any Second year Student recommended by the Pectors, being

in possession of his parchment Certificate, shall be entitled to the above Bursary

* No Gaelic-speaking Students are admitted to the Glasgow Training College.

t A list of the questions (price 7d.) proposed to Candidates last year may be pro-

cured from the Messrs Longman, Paternoster Row, London, through any bookseller,

and should be purchased by all intending Candidates.
+ Government allow additional marks to those who pass the following examina-

tion :—(1.) Sounding single notes or passages of two or more notes in a given scale

from dictation; or naming such notes sounded by the Examiner. (2.) Sol-fa-ing

or reading without musical intonation a unison passage of one or more niea.sures in

time ; or giving the time, names of such meaaure or measures, recited by the Ex-
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on furnisliing evidence to the Committee of having passed the University Exami-

nation for a three years' curricnlum. This Bursary will be tenable only by

those who do not akeady hold a University Bursary exceeding £ir..

SIMON S. LAURIE,
Secretary.

Educvtion Committfe of thr Church of Scotland,

22 Queen Stbekt, Edinburch,
24<A January 1877.

PROSPECTUS FOE FEMALE STUDENTS.

Terms of Admission.

N.E.

—

The next Entrance Examination will he held at the Edinhinyh,

Glasgow, and Aberdeen Training Colleges in the month of

Jidy 1877, bfj the Government Education Department, London.

All intending Students, whether Candidates for Bursaries or not,

must presert^ themselves at the Entrance Examination {on the 3d

July 1877), and intimate their intention to do so on or before \st

June.*

The Session does not begin till \st February 1878.

Along loith the intimation, a Certificate from the Minister of the

Church to which the Candidates belong, or from the Correspondent of

the School in lohich they have served their apprenticeship), must he

sent.

The Bursaries are noio thrown open to all young jjersons, whether

they have been Pupil- Teachers or not, who are prepared to accept the

instruction and submit to the discipline of the Colleges. Candidates

who have not been Pupil-Teachers must he above 18 years of age

on \st January 1878, and send a certificate of their age.

From among those returned by the Privy Council as having passed

the Examination successfully, 20 Female Candidates will be selected

by the Committee for admission to each Training College, and
will receive (during the pleasure of the Committee) Bursaries as

follows :

—

(1.) One of £18.
)

(2.) Five of £15. \ Fee for Education, £d.

(3.) Fourteen of £10. J

These Bursars will be allowed the fuU equivalent of the above
sum in the form of board and lodging in the Boarding-Houses, 12
Picardy Place, Fkiinburgh, 442 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, and 12

Charlotte Street, Aberdeen—that is to say, they will be boarded,

lodged, &c., for £2, £5, and £10 per annum respectively. Non-hur-
sars in the Boarding-House pay £20 per annum.

* Apply for Forms of Application to Professor Laurie, 22 Queen Street, for the
Edinburgh College ; Mr Leitch, New City Road, for Glasgow ; and Mr Ogilvie,
George Street, Aberdeen, for the Aberdeen Training College.
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Bursars who fail to pass higher tlian tlie third division at the end
of the first year will forfeit their Bursaries for the second year.

In addition to the Bursars, a certain numher of Students who have
passed the Entrance Examination will be admitted at their own
charges to all the Training Colleges, but subject to the same condi-

tions as the Bursars. The Education is free to all non-hursars.

All Students are required to paj' £2 each as a contribution to the Book Fund
of the Training Colleges, in return for which all the books they require will be
given to them by the Committee. This payment must be made by all, whether
the books are taken or not.

Successful Candidates, to the number specified above, will be admitted only
on their being certified to be in vigorous health, and on their signing a stringent

obligation by which they will undertake to complete a two years' course at the

Training Colleges (should the Committee see fit to prolong their attendance for

two years), and immediately thereafter to serve in an Elementary School under
inspection, until they have received from the Education Department, London,
their parchment certificates, which are issued after two years' probation in a
school under inspection. Students breaking this obligation will, besides incur-

ring other penalties, be required to return the full amount of the Bursaries paid
to them by the Committee. In the event of a Student's health failing, or

of her not having made progress satisfactory to the Committee during her first

year, or of misconduct of any kind, her Bursary may be suspended or withdrawn.

SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION.*

Candidates are specially requested to practise a neat clean style of Handwriting.

This has an important bearing on their chances of success.

The subjects of Examination are the same as those entered in the Pupil
Teacher's broadsheet for the fifth year. First Schedule, Scotch Code, viz. :

—

(1.) Reading with good articulation and expression, Dictation, and Penman-
ship. '

(2.) English Grammar, with the Elements of the Analysis of Sentences.
Questions on the sources and growth of the English language.

(3.) Composition (on some simple subject).

(4.) Arithmetic—Proportion, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions, and Simple
Interest.

(5.) The general Geography of the Earth, especially that of the British Isles

and Colonies, ilaps to be drawn from memory.
(6. ) Outlines of British History.

(7.) Music—The elements of Notation and Transposition, Singing.

(8. ) School Management—Elementary Questions.

(9.) Domestic Economy, including Needlework and Shaping.
(10.) French (Voluntary.)

The Authorities of the Training Colleges will also examine Candi-

dates in the Outlines of Scripture History, the Parables, and the

Shorter Catechism {icith jjroofs) ; also in Singing, and as to their general

fitness for the work of an Elementary School. Ability to sing is an
important qualification in the case of Female Candidates, and will

* A list of the questions (price 7d. ) proposed to Candidates last year may be pro-
cured from the Messrs Longrman, Paternoster Row, London, through any bookseller
and should be purchased by all intending Candidates.

L
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he regarded as indispensable to the oUaining of a Bursary. All Candi-

dates will he expected to he ahle at least to sing and to sol-fa a

few ordinary Psalm-Tunes.

The Examination will begin on Tuesday the 3d July, 1877, at 9.30 a.m.

Education Committee of the Church of Scotlakd,

22 Queen Street, Edinburgh,

2ith January 1S77.

Pianoforte Instruction is provided for those who have already some

knowledge of the instrument, A fee of three guineas will be the entire

charge for Lessons, use of Instruments, and Music.
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APPENDIX XII.

LIST OF SCHOOLS ON THE GENEEAL ASSEMBLY'S

SCHEME AT WHITSUiN^DAY 1877.

N.B.—The Grants of the Education Committee are made from year to year, and
may be discontinued at any time on due notice being given to the Correspondent.
The Committee hold the right of appointment to all Schools aided by them.

The Te
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FEMALE SCHOOLS.

COUNTY.
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APPENDIX XIII.

EDUCATIOX SCHEME.

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS

For the Tear to Z\st December 1876.

I.—GENERAL FUNDS.

CHARGE.
I. Income of the Scheme for Year 1876

—

1. Collections and Contributions

—

From Parishes and Chapels, .... £2204 9 3
A'ote.—From 506 Parishes no contributions have been

received.

From Associations

—

Baird Trustees, .... £800
Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge, 200
Lay Association, . . . . .32 12 8
Other Associations, . , . 15 19 8

104S 12
From Individuals, ...... 262 15

£.3515 16 9
Legacies, . . . . . . . 153-i 13 6
Dividends, &c., received under deduction of Interest paid

—

Dividends on £4705, 17s. 8d., Govern-
ment Stock (Dr Bell's Legacy), . £139 14 2

Interest on late Alex. Davidson's Bequest, 7

£140 1

Less Interest charged for overdrafts on
Bank Accounts, . . . 31 S

108 13

Total Income, £5159 3 5

Balance due hy the General Scheme at 31s< December 1876

—

Due to Union Bank, . . . £334 11 6

Add amount of drafts issued but not cashed
prior to the close of the Accounts, . 49 1 8

Carry forward, £383 13 2 £5159 3 5
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Less

:

Balance due by Secretary, .

Balance due by British Linen

Co.'s Bank on Female School

Account, .

EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

Brought forward, £383 13

£1 18 11

10

Sum of the Chakge,

DISCHARGE.
I. Balance due hy the Scheme at Z\st December 1875, as per last

Account ......
II. Expenditure during 1876

—

1. Salaries to Teachers (male), . . £815 19 6
Deduct advance on account thereof last

year, now repaid, . . . 10

, Salaries to Female Teachers, £346 13
Deduct advance on account
thereof last year, now re-

paid, . . . 2

£814 19 6

3. Grants for Religious Instruction,

4. Salary to Mr Macquarrie, Inspector of

Religious Instruction in Schools, from
Slst December 1875 to 30th September
1876

Note.—Mr Macqnarrie's salary for the last quarter was
not drawn till after the close of the Accounts.

5 Salary to Mr Allan, Assistant- Inspector

of Religious Instruction, from 1st Jan-
uary to 11th April,

0. Donations to Schools, .

7. Allowances to retired Teachers,

8. Price of Books purchased for Schools,

under deduction of proceeds of Books
sold,

9. Expense of purchasing and distributing
' Missionary Record ' . .

10. Printing, advertising, and Stationery

—

1. Report to General Assembly in-

cluding copies for annual volume
of Reports and proportion of

expense of binding and distri-

buting volume, . £97 1 2
2. Expenses of printing and

despatching Collection

Notices, . . 44 13 6
3. General Expenses—Print-

ing Circulars, Sched-
ules, Religious Inspec-

tion Forms, &c., and
Stationery, &c. . 52 13 6

344 13

1164

-194 8

55 II

22 10
196

12 10 1

24 7 5

£5159 3

381 4 3

£5540 7

£457 15 6

Carry forward, £3091 9 3 £457 15 6
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Brought forward, £3091 3

Travellingexpenscsincurredasfollows

—

By Mr Macquarrie, In-

spector of Religious
Instruction in Schools, . £27G 12 5

1, Mr A. .S. Allan, as

Assistant Inspector of

Religious Instruction, . 35
II Mr A. S. Allan, as

Assistant Inspector of

374 IG

£457

Religious Instruction, .
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STATE OF PROPERTY AND FUNDS AS AT 31st DECEMBER 187G.

I £4705 17s 8d. Government Stock (Dr BelVs Legacy), value,

say as before, £93, lOs. per cent, . . . £4,400

II. East and West India Reserve-Fund—
1. Amount invested in Schemes' Office and in

Glasgow Normal School Buildings, . £800

2. Value of House No. 12 Picardy Place, and

Furniture therein, and Stable behind do., 3000

3. Value of Aberdeen Training College Board-

ing-house, say . . . 2500

4. Value of ground adjoining Normal School,

recently purchased by the Education Com-
mittee, say . . . . 900

5. Sums invested in Railway Debentures—

1. In North British Railway Debenture,

No. a/2919, repayable at Whit. 1877,

interest at 4 per cent, £1000
2. In do.. No. a/3132, repay-

able Whit. 1878, at do., 2000

3. In do., No. a/355G, repay-

able at Whit. 1878, at

do., . . . 2000

3. Balance due by Union Bank on Account

current,..... 5000

1119 6

-13,319 6

III. Balance in favour of the Normal School—
Training Department, . . . £431 10 4

Practising Department,

.

. . 415 11 10
847

£18,566 2 8

Less Balance against the General Scheme, . . 376 4 11

Net amount of Education Committee's Pro-

perty and Funds at 31st December 1876, . . £18.189 17 9

II.—EAST AND WEST INDIA FUND.

CHAEGE.

Balance due by Union Bank on Account current at 31st

December 1875, per last Account, . . . £43 9 11

Income during the Year 1876

—

1. Interest on Investments :

—

1. On £1000 N.B. Railway Debenture, No a/2919—
For year to Martinmas, at 4 per cent, less

tax, £39 11 8
2. On £2000 do., No. a/3132—
For year to Martinmas, at 4 per cent, less

tax, . . . . . 79 3 4

3. On £2000 do. , No. a/3556—
For year to Martinmas, at 4 per cent, less

tax, 79 3 4

Carry forward, £197 18 4 £43
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Brought forward, £197 18 4 £43 9 11

4. On £2000 in Union Bank on Deposit Re-
ceipt, dated 13th November 1875, from
that date to 16th May 1876 when uplifted, 26 13 6

£•224 11 10

Add interest on account current kept with
tlie Union Bank, for year to 31st Decem-
ber 1876, . . . . .215

£226 13 3
2. Rents—

1. For Boarding - House, No.
12 Picardy Place, payable by
the Edinburgh Normal School,

foryearto31stDecemberl876, £270
2. For Stable behind do., for

half-year to Whitsunday 1876, 11

3. For Boarding- House con-

nected with Aberdeen Train-
ing College, for year to 3l8t

December 1876, less Poor-
Rates, . . 117 12 5

398 12 5

3. Feu duty of Aberdeen Training College, for

year to 20th December 1876, . . 10
635 5 8

III. Sum in Union Bank on Deposit Receipt, dated IZth November
\875. uplifted Idth May me, .... 2000

IV. Sum trajisferred from General Account, . . . 1000

Sum of the Charge, £3678157

DISCHABGE.
I. Feu-duty, Taxes, <L-c., affecting House No. 12 Picardy Place—

1. Feu-duty

—

For year to Martinmas 1876, less tax, . £30 1 3

2. Taxes, . . . . . .229
3. Insurance

—

'

For year to Whitsunday 1877, . . 1 14 6

II. Cost of Extemion of Premises at 12 Picardy Place, and of He-

pairs and Furnishings—
Account to Laidlaw, builder, .

. . £189 5 11

Do. to Stewart and Rae, plumbers, . 40 12 8
Furaishings, . . . . 26 12

33 18

256 10

III. Grants to Aberdeen Normal School—
For Erection of additional School Buildings, £1000
For Furniture, Repairs, and proportion of Ex-

pense of Reljuilding small Offices for Board-

ing-House, . . . 330

lY. Cost of Ground adjoining Normal School purchased by the

Education CommilUe, . . . • . 939 6

V. Balance due by Union Bank on Account current, at 31s/ De-

cember \?>1Q, ...... 1119 ^ *>

Sum of the Discharge, equal to the Charge, £3678 15 7

M

1330
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III.—EDINBURGH NORMAL SCHOOL FUNDS.

I._TRAixtNf; DF.rAKTMENT FOR THE Year TO 31.?< Dcccmhcr 1876.

CHAEGE.

I. Balance in favour of the Normal School at 3lst December 1875

—

Per last Account,' . . . . . £40 10 2

II. Receipts during 1876

—

1. Grants from the Committee of Council on
Education, .... £5426 19 G

2. Grants from Glasgow Sub-Committee of

Education Committee,
3. Fees received from Students,

4. Sums received from Students for Books sold
to them, .....

5. Grants from Science and Art Department,
6. Fees for Instruction in Music,
7. Education Fees, ....
8. Grants from Aberdeen Training College, .

9. Interest on Bank Account,
7040 17

142
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11.—I'jiACTisiXG Dei'AKTMF.nt fok Ykai; to 31*/ Mail 1870.

CHARGE.
I. Balance in favour of the Practiniug Department al 'Md Mm/

1875—
'

Per last Account, ..... .^.145 2 C

II. Receipts during year to SLst May IS70—
1. School Fees received, . I'll 28 11 '

2. Grants received

—

From Privy Council for aug-
mentation of Teachers'
Salaries and gratuities on
accountof Pupil-Teachers, £503 8 G

From Science and Art De-
partment, 22 9— 525 17 G

;>. Interest on Bank Account, . 2 1

Sum of t

DISCHARGE.
I. Expenditure during year to 3lst Mai/ 1876

—

1. Salaries to Teachers,

2. Books, Stationery, and Advertising,
3. Prizes, ....
4. Auditor's Fee,

5. Incidents, ....
II. Grant to Trainiiuj College Department, Edinburgh Normal

School, . . . . . . . 300 (» ti

III. Balance in favour of the Practisifig Department at 'Slst May
1876, being amount due by the British Linen Company'x
Bank on Account kept loith tliem, . . . . 415 11 10

Sum of the Discharge, equal to the Chaeue, .£1801 11 7
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XNCOBXE. -

To Grants from the Committee of Council on Education, .

,, Studeuts' Fees,

„ Amount received from Students for Books sold to them,

„ Grants from the Privy Council, Science Department, .

„ „ Art „

„ Female Boarding House, Board received from Students,

„ Interest on Bank Account,

GLASGOW CHURCH OF
ABSTEACT of Accounts from

TRAINING

£5850 15

174 17

422

333 15

23

664

28 6

£7496 14 3

PRACTISING
To Balance on 1st January 1876 £396 15 9

„ Grant from the Committee of Council on Education, . . . 1386 10 4

„ School Fees, 1835 14 3

„ Books, Apparatus, and Stationery, 107 2 7

„ Grants from the Privy Council, Science Department, . . . 65

Art ,, ... 2 19 3

,, Interest on Bank Account, 14 2 7

£3808 4 9

Training Department.— Excess of Income over Expenditure,
Practiswig Department.—Excess of Income over Expenditure,

Balance in Royal Bank at 31st December 1876,
Less owing Treasurer,
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SCOTLAND NORMAL SCHOOLS.
1st January to 31st December 1876.

department.
XIZPENDXTUaS.

By Balance on 1st January 1876, . £284 8

„ Salaries of Teachers, 1845 12 6

,, Books, Apparatus, and Stationery, 555 14 6

,, Printing, Postages, and other OflSce Charges, . . . 34 3 1

„ Board of Students, 2933 8 6

,, Board of Servants, 55 14

,, Washing, 41 7 4

„ Servants' Wages, 127 8

„ Fuel and Lights, 61 19 3

„ Medical attendance, 67 9 8

,, Replacement of Furniture and Repairs to Building, . . . 279 4 4

,, Rents, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance, 294 12 2

„ Cost of Garden, 35 13 6

„ Salaries of Teachers, Science Department, 169 10 fl

„ Art „ 11 10

„ Books, Apparatus, and Stationery, Science and Art Department, 34 13 10

„ Fee to Examiner in Religious Knowledge, 42

,, Religious Knowledge Prizes, 75 15

„ Church Seats, 23 4

,, Household Expenses, 31 19 8

„ Expenses of Management, 61 11 6

„ Contribution to Edinburgh Training College, .... 100

„ Female Boarding House—Additions to Original Furniture, . 30 17

„ Balance, 299 15 9

£7496 14 3

DEPARTMENT. ^"^^^^"'^^^^

By Teachers' Salaries . . £1740 4 2

,, „ „ Science Department, 19 7

„ Art „ 32 10

,, Pupil-Teachers' Stipends, 443 14 4

„ Books, Apparatus, and Stationery, 198 16 5

„ „ ,, ,, Science and Art Department, . 10 1 8

„ Fuel and Lights, 58 15 3

„ Replacement of Furniture and Repairs to Building, . . . 287 8 10

,, Servants' Wages, 115 12 4

„ Household Expenses, 30 11 9

,, Printing, Postages, and other Office Charges, . . . . 25 16 11

,, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance, 32 13 3

,, Science and Art Scholarships, 30

,, Expenses of Management, 69 8

,, Retiring Gratuity— Miss Herbert, Mistress, Senior Department, 5

,, Balance, 736 2 3

4 9

£299 15 9
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ACCOUNT OF THE INCOME and EXPENDITURE of the

SCHOOL, FOR THE Year

The number of Students resident throughout

zsrcoMi:.

To Balance from last Account, ....
,, Grants from the Committee of Council on Education,

,, Students' Fees, .....
,, Penalty paid for Breach of Engagement,
,, Amount received from Students for Books sold to them,
,, Science and Art Department, . . £1

A'ote.—A. farther sum of £20, 10s. received after the accounts
for this year were closed.

,, Board of Students .... 222
,, Interest from Royal Bank, ... 7

£103 14
2029 1

180 17
27 10

144

231 8

./

X

£2716 3 11
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ABERDEEN CHURCH OF SCOTLAND TRAINING
ENDING 3 1st December 1876.

the year, admitted pursuant to Art. 95, was 65.

EZPSSTDXTnaE.
By Salaries of Teacliers,....
,, Books, Apparatus, and Stationery, .

,, Printing, Posting, and other office charges, .

,, I>oard of Students and Servants,

,, Washing, .....
,, Servants' Wages, ....
,, Fuel and Lights, ....
,, Medical Attendance,....
,, Replacement of Furniture and repairs to Build-

ings, .....
,, Kent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance, .

,, Bursaries to Students, . £430
,, Prizes in Religious Knowledge, 14

,, Church Seats, . . 7 2 6

Proportion of General Expenses,
Proportion of Fee to Examiners in Religious

Knowledge, ....
Casual Expenditure, ....
Balance on 31st December 1876 (if in hand).

£999 12
170
87 17
142 7

18

76 8

41 15

7 7
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Extract Deliverance of the General Assemhlij of the Church of Scotland

on tlie foregoing Report of tlie Education Committee.

At Edinburgh, the First day of June, Eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven.

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The Assembly called for the Report of the Education Committee,
which was given in and read by Dr Dickson, Convener.

it was moved by Dr Stevenson, and seconded,

—

The General Assembly approve of the Report, and record their

thanks to the Rev. Professor Dickson and the Committee, reserving

for further consideration the action of the Committee with respect to a

Board of Education for Scotland.

The Assembly approve of the proposal of the Committee to defray

out of private subscriptions, and the interest of their Reserve or Capital

Fund, the cost of maintaining the schools which may remain on their

list after Martinmas next, and also all claims which have emerged, or

may in future emerge, for superannuation allowances in connection

with the Committee's operations.

The Assembly regard with much satisfaction the continued prosperity

of the Training Colleges in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen, and
authorise them to negotiate with the Bell Trustees for a continuance

of their loan of £5000, to be applied to the extension of the Edinburgh
Training College. They further authorise and instruct the Committee
to do what in them lies for the advancement of the higher instruction

in public schools, and to take steps, by the extension of the Training

College system, or otherwise, to facilitate access to University training

on the part of such students from the Training Colleges as shall be
reported to be specially fitted to profit by it. In view of the extension

and increasing importance of the Training College system, they direct

that care be taken that the various institutions be administered on the

same principles, and work together as parts of one system.

With respect to the inspection of religious instruction in schools, and
grants for excellence in it, the Assembly are of opinion that the example
set by the Committee has directed public attention to the great defect

in the existing system of educational administration. They instruct

the Committee, now that the great majority of public schools may be
presumed to be in operation, to take such means as may seem to them
wise and expedient to acquaint School Boards with the fact that they
are prepared to give the services of an experienced Inspector to examine
the religious instruction given in the schools. Further, they direct the

Committee to continue the present system of grants to Church of Scot-

land schools for excellence in religious knowledge, and to report the

results to next General Assembly.
The Assembly, learning that a sum equal to that obtained last year

is necessary for these operations, authorise the usual collection to be
made for this portion of the work of the Committee, and enjoin

.Ministers to give their congregations an opportunity of contributing.

N
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They reappoint the Committee—the Rev. Professor Dickson, D.D., to

be Convener.
After reasoning, it was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—That the

General Assembly approve of the first three paragraphs of the deliver-

ance moved by Dr Stevenson, and in order to enable the discussion to

proceed, with reference to the concluding paragraphs of the deliverance

bearing respectively on Religious Inspection and a Collection for the

Scheme, resolve to take up in connection with these paragraphs the

Overtures on these subjects.

The Overture on Religious Inspection in combination with other

Churches, transmitted by various members of Assembly, was accord-

ingly read, and Lord Balfour was heard in its support, who concluded

by moving,—That the General Assembly further instruct the Committee
to communicate with the Committees of other religious denominations,

in order to obtain a joint-inspection of the religious instruction in the

public schools, according to the use and wont of Scotland. The motion

was duly seconded.

A second motion was made and seconded,—That the above motion
be not adopted.

A third motion was made and seconded,—That the General Assembly,

being aware that religious instruction is being taught in all the common
schools of the country, instruct the Education Committee to impress

upon the country the advisableness of the Government Inspectors

inspecting the religious instruction taught when asked by School

Boards.

After reasoning, it was agreed, and with consent of the Assembly, to

withdraw the third motion. And a vote having been called for betwixt

the first and second motions, and the vote having been taken numeratim,

there voted,—First motion, including tellers, 66 ; second motion, includ-

ing tellers, 86 ; whereupon the second motion became the judgment of

the Assembly.
The Assembly proceeded to take up the overtures anent a collection

for the small livings of the Church in place of the collection for the

Education Scheme. The overture from the Presbytery of Perth was
read, and Mr Milroy of Moneydie was heard in its support, and he

concluded by moving—That the overture be adopted, and that the

Assembly find in terms thereof.

Another motion was made and seconded—That the overture be dis-

missed. A vote having been called for and the vote taken numeratim,

there voted—First motion, including tellers, 89 ; second motion, in-

cluding tellers, 68 ; whereupon the first motion became the judgment
of the Assembly.
The Assembly resumed consideration of the original deliverance

moved by Dr Stevenson, when Mr Steel proposed as an amendment to

this deliverance, the motion of which he had formerly given notice

—

That the General Assembly thank the Committee for pressing upon
the Government the permanent claims of secondary education, but

object to the creation in Edinburgh of a permanent Board of Educa-

tion with additional powers, because such a Board of Supervision is

not necessary for obtaining the desired improvement in the teaching

of the higher subjects, and is calculated to diminish the authority

vested in the School Board by the Act 1872.
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The motion was duly seconded.
A third motion was made and seconded—that the Assembly thank

the Committee for their diligence, and appoint the Committee to watch
over any legislative action taken in connection with education, so as to
secure that the principles approved by the Church be ensured. Fur-
ther, that the Assembly deem it unnecessary to express at present an
opinion as to the maintenance of a permanent Board of Education in
Scotland till the work committed to the present Board be completed

;

but desire that in future educational arrangements, Scotland be secured
in the control and supervision of her own schools.

There being three motions before the Assembly, it was agreed
according to the standing orders, that the state of the vote should, in
the first instance, be second and third motions, and the vote having
been taken nmneratim, the third motion was carried by a majority of
46 ; 23, including tellers, having voted for the second motion ;' and 69,
including tellers, for the third.

It fell thereupon to put the third motion against the first or leading
motion, when the mover of the motion, Dr Stevenson, agreed, with
consent of the Assembly, to accept the third motion as a part of his
deliverance. And accordingly this deliverance, with this addition, and
the omission of the concluding clause regarding the appointment of
the usual collection for the Education Scheme, became the deliverance
of the Assembly.

In the view of the two last deliverances, it was agreed to resume
consideration of the Report of the Education Committee at a subse-
quent diet of Assembly.

Extracted from the Eecorch of the General Assemhhj of tlw

Church of Scotland hi/

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. En-l. Scot.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY EXTRACT.

At Edinburgh, the Second day of June, Eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven.

Which day, the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being
met and constituted, inter alia,—

The Assembly resumed consideration of the Report of the Educa-
tion Committee, when it was moved and seconded. That the Gene-
ral Assembly authorise a Special Collection for the Inspection of
Religious Instruction in Schools and for grants in reward of excellency
in It

;
and enjoin all the ministers of the Church to give their people

in the circumstances of the case, an opportunity of making this col-
lection.

Another motion was made and seconded—That the General Assem-
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bly authorise and recommend a Special Collection to be made for the

Inspection of Eeligious Instruction in Schools.

A vote having been called for, it was agreed that the state of the

vote should be first and second motion, and the vote having been

taken numeratim, there voted— first motion, 91 ; second motion, 39;
whereupon the first motion became the judgment of the House.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assemhhj of the

Church of Scotland hy

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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Extract Deliverance of tltz General Assemhhj of the Church of Scotland

on the following Report.

At Edinburgh, the Thirty-first day of May, One thousand

eight hundred and seventy-seven :

The which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia, the Assembly called for the Eeport of the

Committee on Foreign Missions, which was given in and read by Dr Herd-

man, the Convener.
It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,

—

The General Assembly approve of the Report, and record their thanks

to the Convener, Correspondents, and other Members of Committee, the

Corresponding Boards, and the Missionaries. They re-appoint the Com-
mittee with all the usual powers. Dr Herdman, Convener.

The General Assembly rejoice to learn that the work of imparting in-

struction in the truths of the Gospel has been steadily carried on at the

various stations ; they record their deep thankfulness to the Lord for tokens

of His favour in conversions to Christ, and their warm appreciation of the

zeal, faithfulness, and assiduity, displayed by their Missionaries in circvim-

stances of a trying character. They regret to hear that so many stations

in India stUl remain very insufficiently manned, and that no ordained mis-

sionary has yet been procured for Africa ; and they authorise the Com-
mittee in such cases as they may see fit to make a direct official call upon
ministers and licentiates who may be judged suitable for either country.

The General Assembly approve of the Revised Regulations for the Sal-

aries and Allowances of IMissionaries in India, and confirm the arrange-

ments for the financial work of the scheme consequent on the retire-

ment from active duty of Mr Thomas Scott, C.A., after fifty years of faithful

work in connection with the Mission.

The Assembly cordially approve of the proposed confederation of Presby-

terians in India, so far as concerns periodical meetings and friendly con-

sultations for the advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom in that land,

and they recommend adhesion to the proposed alliance on the part of

ministers and members of the Church of Scotland. The question, however,

of conferring upon the confederation powers of either a judicial or legis-

lative kind must remain in abeyance until a distinct scheme is submitted
for consideration.

The General Assembly have heard with much gratification of the offer

made by a member of the Church for the commencement of missionary

operations in China. They remit the subject to the Committee with in-

structions to place the proposal before the Church, and with powers to

take such action as they see fit, if furnished with adequate means and
suitable men.

Finally the Assembly commit the whole work of evangelising the
heathen world to the earnest prayers, the hearty sympathy, and the
liberal support of the members of the Church, and they recommend the
observance of Friday, 30th November next, as a day of special intercession

with Almighty God for His abundant blessing on the labours of His
servants, for His support and comfort to them in the midst of their trials

and discouragements, and for the raising up of faithful men to go forth to

the dark places of the earth, there, in the power of the Spirit of grace, to

spread abroad the light of the glorious Gospel of the blessed God.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the Cliurch of
Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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GENERAL COMMITTEE.

Rev. J. C. Herdman, D.D., Melrose, Convener.

The Moderator of the General Assembly.

The ministers of the PRESBYTERIES of EDINBURGH,
GLASGOW, and ABERDEEN.

Very Rev. Principal C.viHD, D.D., Glas-
|

gov/
Edin-Rev. Professor Charteris, D.D

burgh.
... Professor Crombie, D.D., St An-

drews.
... Professor Lee, D.D., Glasgow.

... Professor Millioan, D.D., Aberdeen.

... Professor Mitchell, D.D., St An-

drews.
Geo. Alexander, D.D., Stirling.

. Alex. Brander, D.D., Dufleus.

. Jas. Chrystal, D.D., Auchinleck.

... George Cook, D.D., Borgue.

Robert Gillan, D.D., Inchinnan.

Paton J. Gloag, D.D., Galashiels.

... Robert Graha.m, D.D., KUbarchan

.. Robert Jardine, D.Sc.

. Jas. S. Johnson, D.D., Cambuslang,

Thos. Liddell, D.D., Lochmabeu.

J. M. M'Cdlloch, D.D., Greenock.

John MacRae, D.D., Hawick.

J. G. M'ViCAR, D.D., Moffat.

K. M. Phin, D.D., Edinburgh.

Geo. Ritchie, D.D., Edinburgh.

Wm. Ritchie, D.D., Longforgan.

Archibald Watson, D.D., Dundee.

Robert Wright, D.D.

James Bryce, Glasgow.
". Geo. Campbell, Eastwood.

John Campbell, Airdrie.

Alex. Clark, M.A., Wick.

R. F. COLVIN, Edinburgh.
'". Geo. Cook, B.D., Longformacus.

Henry Duncan, Crichton.

William Dunn, Cardross.

William Findlay, Stirhng.

James French, Dunfermline.

Andrew Gray, M.A., Dalkeith.

Henry M. Hamilton, Hamilton.

David Jardine, Keir.
'"

J. W. Kino, M.A., New Kilpatnck.

Thomas Little, B.D., Lanark.

... John Mackintosh, B.D., Udding-

stone.

WlLLLAM Mair, M.A., Earlstoun.

Thomas Miller, Neilston.

R. H. Muir, Dalmeny.

T. B. W. NrvEN, Glasgow.
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Pi E P K T.

In laying before the Assembly another Report of the Church's

endeavours to spread the Gospel in heathen lands, the Committee

would, in the first place, draw attention to that which must ever

be the most vital part of the scheme—the number and efficiency

of the actual labourers. The Church of Scotland has cause to

bless the Lord for tit men and faithful—alas that they should be

so few ! The Committee have recently sent deputations to the

Divinity Halls, and private appeals have been addressed to several

individuals, with little apparent result as yet. They are not dis-

posed to take a despondent view of this matter. The known
difficulty in meeting home-demands on the ministry must be kept

in mind ; also the want in our colleges of anything like a training

missionary institute, or even lectures on comparative theology, to

prepare for the foreign field. Still it is startling to observe the

disproportion between the hundreds of preachers employed in

little Scotland and the units whom we send "hence unto the

Gentiles." They feel that expansion at home ought to lead to

greater sacrifices for the winning of the countless strangers to

grace afar off. They are sure that the proper attitude of Christ's

ambassadors is that of entire devotion to His call wherever He
has need of them—holding themselves in readiness to stay or to

go just as they are required. And they are convinced that vastly

more would be done for the lands to this day covered by gross dark-

ness were the members of the Church in general, and the parentage

in particular, alive to the paramount duty of seeking to win the

world to the Saviour.

Much prayer is needed on this head, and an increased spirit of
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consecration in all believers, with a truer sense of Missions as the

chief end of the Christian Church and of all her prosperity.

Would that the fact were realised, that a Church which pays

slight heed to the distant and dark regions will not long flourish

in her own borders ; while that Church which so regards the

Master's commission, and enters into His world-wide yearnings,

as comparatively to forget her father's house in order to bring

sons and daughters from afar, will assuredly reap a double benefit

in showers of blessing on all her branches.

It has more than once been suggested that the Church should

take some more active formal steps for the procuring of suitable

men, in place of relying on general addresses to the students of

theology, or on private appeals to licentiates and ordained minis-

ters. The final decision must be left with the individuals, but it

is a matter for consideration whether the Committee should not

make careful search for the most qualified men, and give to them

a direct oflBcial call to the work of the Church abroad. There

may be many who do not feel constrained to offer themselves for

missionary work who would yet feel a direct appeal of this kind

to be a call not from the Church only, but from the Church's

Lord and Head.

The most afflictive event of the year has been the death of the

Eev. Peter Mathison. On the 6th of December he arrived at

Madras in good health ; he was preparing—as a subsequent part

of this report will show—to undertake his full duties in a charac-

teristic spirit of quiet pious hopefulness ; on January 20th, after a

few hours' illness of cholera, it pleased the Lord to take him.

The blow is a heavy one to the mission, and to his relatives and

friends. The stricken widow, with her two children, has returned

to this country. Brief though the service of her husband was, he

feU on the battlefield, and in terms of the new Eegulations she

becomes entitled to a pension of £40. The good God care for

her and the fatherless !

Mr Mathison's place has been supplied by the Eev. Andrew
Dowsley, B.A., who, with Mrs Dowsley, sailed from London on

20th February last, arriving at their destination at the beginning

of April.

One other appointment has been made, of a highly promising
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young licentiate of the Presbytery of Aberdeen, Mr George Cock-
burn, M.A., whose particular sphere has not yet been fixed.

As none of our labourers in India has resigned, there is an
increase of one in the European stafl'—their number now being,

at Calcutta, 3 ; Madras, 2 ; Bombay, 2 ; I'unjab, 2 ; Darjeeling, 3
;

and Chumba, 2. But even these small figures do not tell the

straits to which we are reduced ; for Dr Jardine, Mr Hutcheson,

and Mr Sinclair are absent from their stations on furlough, and
Mr Anderson has been obliged, by an affection of the throat, to

leave Darjeeling, where INIr Macfarlane is now the only minister.

• With untiring devotion and self-denial have all our missionaries

continued to labour ; but the strain is great, and their plans are

necessarily hampered by want of strength. Happily, God has

been cheering most of them by signal tokens of the working of

His Spirit in the conversion of not a few, as shall be detailed in

the sequel.

The Committee have spent much time lately in revising the

terms of engagement, leave, &c. A copy of the new rules, in force

from the beginning of 1877, is appended. The alterations aim
chiefly at the relief of a missionary's anxiety in reference to future

and family contingencies. They therefore (1) Provide an ascend-

ing scale of salary to meet the likelihood of heavier expenses as

children come to require education, &c.
; (2) Increase the furlough

allowances
; (3) Guarantee pension to widows

; (4) Promise a

retiring annuity after twenty-five years' service. The whole regu-

lations have been framed with care, and after no small trouble,

for which special thanks are due to Dr Watson, Convener of the

Sub-committee. Admitted on all hands to be extremely liberal,

they ought not to be without effect in attracting volunteers, as

well as in adding to the comfort of those already in the field.
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FUNDS.
The receipts have been as follows :

—

Collections,..... ,£7,091

Ordinary Donations and Subscriptions, . 2,916

Lay and other Associations, . . 299

Legacies, ..... 4,490

£14,796

Mr Buist's Donation mentioned in last

year's Report, .... 4,500

£19,296

In these suras are included £4040 on account of the East

African Mission.

The expenditure has been £13,880, of which £3548 was for

Africa.

It is matter of deep thankfulness that through the liberality of

many individuals more than enough has thus been received for

the year's need. But such a list of donations and bequests cannot

ordinarily be reckoned on ; and it will be seen that, excluding Mr
Buist's exceptional gift, part of which is destined for special ob-

jects, the receipts are only about £900 in excess of the expendi-

ture, and it is obvious that in numerous instances the parochial

collections might be much larger. From 130 parishes and chapels

no collection has been received.

For upwards of four years Mr Maclagan has laboured as he

could find opportunity to diffuse intelligence, inspire zeal, and

stimulate systematic and generous giving. Everywhere his public

statements have been listened to with interest, and he has been

personally a favourite as an amiable and cultured Christian gentle-

man familiar with the cause which he advocated, and zealous for its

promotion. The indirect fruit of his work cannot be tabulated
;

certainly his pleadings among old and young, in town and country,

have not been without effect, and they have told in the annually

increasing income. But the specific object aimed at in his appoint-

ment as home agent, the organising of associations, may be said

to have failed ; and the Committee have now, at his own request,

relieved him of the home agency, the duties of which he can no

longer discharge in consequence of a great domestic bereavement

which must prevent him leaving his home Sabbath after Sabbath.
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In connection with this, they have been reviewing their finan-

cial arrangements, and in view of the extreme length of time
during which Mr Thomas Scott has been officially connected with

the Mission (since its commencement in 1827), and of the valuable

services he has rendered and may yet render to it, they have

made him henceforth " Honorary and Consulting Treasurer," with

an allowance while he lives of 100 guineas per annum payable

from the Retiring Fund ; and appointed Mr Maclagan to be both

Secretary and Treasurer at £150 a-year. These arrangements

have not been completed without anxious consideration ; they

will take effect from 1st July next; they are considered as

economical as is consistent with propriety and efficiency, and the

best practicable in all the circumstances of the case.

A separate account will now be given of the principal stations.

The work, it will be observed, is comprehensive and varied—alike

as regards the objects of solicitude and the means employed for

imparting the truth. Everywhere the missionary sees and owns

the difficulties of his position, but there is no trace of faintheart-

edness. Let us sympathise, and, without ceasing, wait on the

Lord with all supplication and thanksgiving

!

CALCUTTA

Correspondent—Eev. Dr Herdman, Melrose;"—.., ^^-^

Ordained ( Kev. Dr Jardine (on leave).

Missionaries— ( Rev. James Edwards, M.A.

Officiating Principal of Institution—Mv Jajvies Wilson.
Pastor of Native Church—Rev. B. C. Chuckerbutty.
Licentiate—Rev. Gopaul Chunder Laha.

' WooMA Churn Banerjea.

Licensed Catcchists- .
^^^^^ ^- ^' S^^^"' ^^^

Shristy Dhar Ghose.

^
Baddan Chandra Sarkar.

Christian Teachers- \
^hRIKANTA Bisswass, and

I
Jadu Nath Bannerjea.

Dr Jardine, in the following sentences, describes the evangelistic

work of the year carried on by the Bengali brethren, and narrates

some of its results :

—

p
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" Preaching in the Bazaar chapel, in important thoroughfares, and at

the corners of the streets, is the means made use of by them for the

spread of the Gospel. Discussion about religious questions is thus

excited, some information is conveyed, and a leavening influence is

continually exerted. But it may be questioned if the good resulting

from public bazaar preaching is equal to that which is the result of

other modes of missionary labour. The bazaar preacher labours at a

great disadvantage in consequence of the fragmentary character of the

instructions which he communicates, and in consequence of the want of

sympathy which usually exists between him and his audience. Occa-

sionally those who listen at a street corner may, however, be impressed ;

and if, in their case, the public preaching is followed up by private

friendly intercourse and discussion with the missionary, there is a pro-

bability of genuine and lasting good being accomplished.

During the past year three young men publicly professed their faith in

Christ by submitting to the rite of baptism. The first of these^Jadu

Nath Banerjea—is a native of Orissa, and was brought to the knowledge

of the Saviour chiefly through the efforts of one of our valued catechists,

Wooma Churn Banerjea. We hope and pray that he may be a living

and useful member of the Church of Christ. The second is called

Kishta Dhan Mukerjea. He has been for several years a pupil of the

General Assembly's Institution, and has been under the systematic

religious instruction which we endeavour to impart to all our pupils.

For a good while previous to his baptism he showed a more than usual

interest in religious matters, and regularly sought advice and instruction

from his religious teachers. At length he saw his way to make a public

profession of his faith in Christ, and did not fear to do so, although

knowing well the terrible social penalty of his action. May God grant

to him grace and wisdom to be a worthy member of the body of Christ

!

The third of these young men is somewhat lower in station than the

previous two, being a domestic servant, but possessed of unusual intelli-

^^ce and trustworthiness for his position in life. For several years

we know him. to have been a sincere inquirer after the truth, and, having

become convinced in his own mind, he at last publicly declared his belief

that Jesus is the Way, the Truth, and the Life, May he too continue

to adorn the doctrine of the Cross !

" These are some of the open and manifest results which we have been

privileged to witness of the holding forth of the Gospel of Christ among
the people of this country. I might refer to some cases in addition in

which the knowledge of Clirist has produced a deep and, I believe,

permanent influence upon the heart. But I do not think it proper that

these cases should be publicly referred to until there has been a public

declaration of faith. God grant that those who have been led to see

that Jesus is the only Saviour of man may have courage and earnestness

of purpose given to them, so that they may not fear to take their stand

upon the Lord's side."

In the midst of all his educational and other toils, Dr Jardine

adopted a new expedient for spreading Christian thought far and

wide among the educated. He thus tells the story of his admir-
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able ' What to Believe,' of which a few copies may be had from
our Secretary :

—

" During the past year I conceived the scheme of addressing a series
of letters upon important religious questions to the P^nglish-speaking
natives of India. In undertaking this scheme I first addressed a circu-
lar letter to the friends of Christian missions throughout India, asking
them to assist me (1) by subscribing money towards defraying the ex-
penses of printing and publishing the letters, and (2) by undertaking
to distribute copies of the letters to such of their native acquaintances
as they should think would be likely to profit by them. My appeal
met with a very generous and widespread response. From all parts of
India subscriptions were sent and copies of the series of letters asked
for. I printed an edition of five thousand copies of the letters, and now
there are less than one hundred of them to be disposed of The follow-
ing extracts from some of the letters which I have received from dis-
tributors of the series will give you an idea of the eflect likely to be
produced. From Azamgarh a distributor writes— ' They have been of
great use to me with one man, a well-educated native gentleman, who
came asking me for some book which would give him a good general
idea of the Christian religion. He has read all your letters most care-
fully, bringing them to me to explain any word or phrase he could not
quite understand.' Another distributor from Dehra writes — ' We
have been much gratified at the reception that these letters have met
with at our station. A Mohammedan gentleman, to whom I have sent
a copy of each pamphlet, called to thank me for it, and told me that a
young Hindu gentleman goes to his house and reads every letter as it

comes. He told me also that he sends the letters to several of his
friends at the station. . . . Allow nie to express my own satisfac-

tion with the letters that have been published. I feel truly grateful to
you, and I think every missionary in the country will do so too, for the
full, clear statement you have made so far of religious truth.'

" It has been a source of great thankfulness to me that I have been
permitted to carry through a work which may be of some service to the
cause of Christ in India."

This month's ' Eecord ' tells of Dr Jardine's quitting Cal-

cutta, and the marks of esteem and regret with which his de-

parture was attended. He is expected at the Assembly, where

he will be received with the gratitude and confidence which his

great services to the Mission deserve.

The report of the Institution is furnished by Mr Wilson, and

will be found in the Appendix. It is of the most gratifying

character as respects attendance, progress, successful examinations,

and financial results. Later tidings tell of yet greater prosperity.

1200 pupils crowd our rooms, of whom more than 200 are in the

college department. The fact is unprecedented. How grand the

opportunity ! We long for more labourers. May the quickening
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grace of God's Holy Spirit open and prepare those young hearts,

and nourish the seed unto a glorious harvest

!

Mr Wilson reports favourably also on the Allan Vernacular

School, with its 100 boys, and most of them Mohammedans ! re-

ceiving Christian instruction in their own tongue.

The native pastor, Bipro, has, as usual, addressed his annual

statement to the Rev. J. Macalister Thomson, our chaplain at Cal-

cutta, and Secretary to the Corresponding Board. It is given in

the Appendix, and will repay perusal.

Ill health has of late prevented Mr Laha from that preaching

of Christ's Gospel to his countrymen which for many years he

carried on as truly a labour of love. The Lord restore him—use

him yet again—and own the word he has spoken in days past

!

MADEAS.

Correspondent—Rev. Stewart Wright, Blantyre.

Mission Stations—Madras, Vellore, Arconum, Secunderabad.

Ordained Missionary—Rev. Andrew Dowsley, B.A.

PrincipalofEducational Institution—'^lvT>k'ViT>^mchMB,,'M..k.

(on leave).

Native Pastors—Rev. Daniel Jacob, Madras ; Rev. D. Coom-

erappen, Yellore ; Rev. W. Samuel, Secunderabad.

During the year 1876, and even until now, the Presidency of

Madras has been passing through a fiery trial. The famine has

been great in the land, and, as a natural consequence, pestilence

has been working a terrible destruction. Never since the year

1781, when Hyder Ali invaded the Carnatic, and burnt all the

granaries and destroyed all the tank-bunds, has Madras experi-

enced such a widespread and devastating famine. The 'death-

rate of the city, at the present moment, is so high, that if it were

to continue for six years, its four hundred thousand inhabitants

would be entirely swept away. It could scarcely be expected that
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our Mission Institution, situated as it is in the midst of Black

Town, would escape the scourge. Nor, alas ! has it. Let Mr
Sinclair tell his talc of sorrow :

—

" The year has been an eventful and a very sad one. During the
first half of it everything went well. The utmost harmony prevailed
in every branch of the Mission, the Institution had a larger and more
steady attendance than it had had for some years, and there were not
wanting signs that God was blessing our labours. But with the second
half of the year, came the beginning of the famine, and the pestilence,

which are now raging over the greater part of this Presidency ; and in
the pestilence God's hand has been heavy upon us. In September last,

immediately after the opening of the School, and when I went to ex-

amine one of the lower classes, a boy dropt down dead at my feet.

Poor little fellow ! his heart would seem to have been affected ; and it

was quite evident from his emaciated frame, he had been but badly
fed. Three days after this sad event, the master of that very class

was cut off by cholera. He was at his work as usual at five o'clock at

night, and was dead the next morning. You can easily understand
how events such as those would throw a gloom and sadness over our
work, and how, from the superstitious fear of the Hindu, the Institu-

tion would be immediately affected both as to the number and the

regularity of attendance. The numbers fell at once, the percentage

of absentees daily increased ; and while we felt sure that we could not
regain our numbers during the year, we hoped and felt rather confident

that with the new session all appearance of the heavy cloud that hung
over us would disappear ; and with the new strength that was soon to

be on its way from England to help us, the Mission would go on
stronger than before, doing and achieving far more than it had hitherto

done. But there was yet a darker cloud to set in over us, and a heavier

sorrow yet to fall upon us. Our dear friend and colleague, the Rev. P,

Mathison, arrived here on the 6th December, eager to do the work of

the Lord. The Institution was to be closed a few days thereafter for

the Christmas holidays ; and Mr Mathison, without taking much active

part in the work going on, had a good opportunity of seeing what was
being done, and what was to be the nature of the work that lay before

him. His report on the Bible examination of the 5th class, the papers

of which he examined, will be read with considerable interest. Often

did he express to me the agreeable surprise he had got as to the nature

of the work, and as often did he assure me of the confidence he had
that he would enjoy it. Long before the holidays were at an end did

he weary for the reopening of the Institution, that he might put on his

harness to do the work of the Lord. But such a privilege was not to be

granted to him. The Lord had need of him, and took him, ere yet he

had an opportunity to begin His work. On Friday the 19th January

he was attacked by a severe illness, and he died on Saturday. The

Institution was to have been reopened on the Monday following. How
unsearchable, truly, are God's judgments ! To the Mission, humanly

speaking, Mr Mathison's death is an incalculable loss. Of scholarly

attainments, of a quiet, gentle disposition, yet withal possessing great

firmness and decision, having broad and liberal views, and great charity,

Mr Mathison was a man that was likely to have proved very successful
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in the work he had come here to do. He has been taken from us, and

we must calmly submit to God's will, believing and knowing that

whatever He doeth, He doeth wisely and well."

One duty, and only one, was performed by Mr Mathison in his

very short missionary career. It was the examination of the senior

class of the Institution upon their knowledge of Scripture, and

the report he has left us is peculiarly interesting now, as the

testimony of one who, "though dead, still speaketh." It is as

follows :

—

" As a new comer I was much interested in examining the Bible

papers of the 5th, or second-highest class of the Institution. It cannot

be expected that the pupils had learnt anything of the Bible in their own
homes, so that all the knowledge they now have of the sacred Scriptures

has in nearly every case been acquired here. By the time the boys reach

the 5th class, they are able to read and write English with considerable

fluency, and in some instances it is not easy to discover from their

style of composition that English is to them a foreign tongue. Out of

some forty papers there was only one to which I could not with justice

give any marks at all. The cause of the writer's backwardness, how-

ever, was very evident, when it was afterwards explained to me that he

had joined the school only some two or three months ago. The boys

who have been under regular instruction here for two or three years

made a very different appearance indeed. Any ordinary school at

home might weU be proud to show similar papers written in answer to

similar questions. Many of the boys exhibit a minute acquaintance

with the portion of Old Testament History which had been prescribed,

and are also able to quote very correctly the New Testament parables

upon which they were questioned. In several papers the parable of
" The Sower " was quoted fully, and was very well explained. The
pupils are also quite familiar with our Saviour's miracles, and have

evidently been made to understand the bearing that these have upon the

general teaching and mission of our Lord.
" It is almost needless to remark upon the immense importance of

the work that is here being carried on. Having had as yet no hand in

the work myself, I can only speak as an onlooker ; but it requires no
great amount of observatien to perceive that the education imparted
here is of a high order. So much is being done in the secular depart-

ment that at first sight one is apt to conclude that religious instruction

is thrust into a corner ; but a brief glance at the Bible papers I have
been examining for the last two days very quickly leads one to a dif-

ferent conclusion. The religious and the secular have been going
hand-in-hand, and it is to be hoped that, when the young men leave

this Institution, influences may be brought to bear upon them which
will tend to deepen the good impressions which have been made here.

Many of these young men will go to government offices, banks, and
other important posts, and it is very much to be desired that they
carry with them, and exert upon those aronnd them, a genuine Chris-

tian influence. God grant that they may do so, that thus they may in
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their turn help to scatter abroad the good seed which has not been
withheld from them."

For further particulars about the Central Institution at ^Madras,

and its varions Branches, we must refer to the full Report con-

tained in the Appendix.

As stated already, ]\[r Sinclair is now at home on furlough,

having earned a well-merited repose after many years of laborious

and successful work, and his place is occupied by Mr Dowsley

BOMBAY.

Correspondent—Rev. G. Cook, D.D., Borgue.

Ordained Missionary—Rev. A. Boukquin.

Superintendent of the Institiition—Mr W. F. Melvin.

Native Cateehists-i^^^''''''
^^'^^^-

(. Tattia Vital.

From Mr Melvin's full and carefully drawn Report it will be

seen that the favourable state of matters as to attendance at the

Institution continues to some extent. Mr Melvin, however, does

not contemplate an attendance so large- as was reached in 1871-2,

and for reasons that seem to point to an employment of our

/ means somewhat more in the direction of strict Evangelical effort

V than was, perhaps, practicable in time past—at least, not with the

I facilities that seem now daily opening through the much increased

^ — diffusion of education.

The annexed extracts from Mr Melvin's Report on the religious

instruction imparted in the Institution will be read with interest,

and are, so far, of an encouraging character :

—

" This, by far the most important work, and for which we are pre-

pared to sacrifice all else, has been most carefully attended to ; and I

can with confidence say, that it has never been better given during the

ten years with which I have been connected with the Mission. With
regard to the three classes taught by myself, I can speak best; and it is

with heartfelt thanks I can report that I have never failed to secure

attention to all that was read and spoken in the class ; and as a result,

in the monthly written examinations, the papers given in showed that

the facts were stored up in the memories of the pupils, and could be

written out, often with remarks quite unexpected. I also prescribed
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passat^es from the Gospels to be committed to memory, and thus the

boys know many of Christ's most impressive sayings, which they may

never forget. In the highest class are two lads, members of our native

congregation, and of St Andrew's Church, and as they always do well

in the examinations, it is interesting to compare their answers with

those of the Hindus, and to see that in originality it often takes them

to hold their own."

Mr Melvin gives the followiiig interesting account of his own

work in this department :
—

" With the highest class I read Dr Jardine's Letters on ' What to

Believe,' and they were published at a very opportune time, just before

many of the boys had finished their school course. As each was pre-

sented with a copy of the series, it is to be hoped they may be led to

give up their apathy, and earnestly seek to know Him who alone can

give pardon and peace."

The second portion of Mr Melvin's Eeport, referring to secular

instruction, will be found in the Appendix. On the whole, and

in spite of certain unfavourable circumstances, the Institution

maintains that position attained by it under Mr Melvin's able and

energetic supervision. From the late period to which the visit of

the Government Inspector was deferred, the Government grant

has this year fallen considerably short of Mr Melvin's expecta-

tions. In other respects the Institution is fairly prosperous.

Since the publication of last year's Eeport, the Eev. J. Edwards

has been removed from Bombay to Calcutta, in prospect of the

return of Dr Jardine to Europe. The Eev. A. Bourquin, whose

reception into the Mission of Bombay was noticed in that Eeport,

is at present the only ordained missionary in connection with the

Church of Scotland in Bombay.

Mr Bourquin has hitherto fully justified the favourable antici-

pations formed of his character and fitness for the important work

on which he has entered in connection with the Mission, His

Eeport, which will be found in the Appendix, although presenting

no features of exceptional interest, is clear, moderate, and, on the

whole, encouraging. He touches on the threefold manner in which

our Mission attempts carrying on evangelistic work—viz., " By
bazaar-preaching ; Christian education in schools ; and gathering

those who have been gained, and are gained, to the cause of Christ,

into a congregation, for the furtherance of their edification."
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j\Ir Bourquin shortly reports on what is being done under these

three modes of operation, and although, evidently, it is but " a day

of small things," still, in Bombay, his report is not devoid of

hopeful signs for the future. It is interesting to meet, in connec-

tion with congregational work in tlie Mission, with the following,

which Mr B. communicates:—"We have forty-eight souls con-

nected witli us. ]\Ir Bhevaji and myself see the people often in

their own houses. I am glad to be able to mention that in Sep-

tember we had, for the first time, a communion service for the

Native Church. The two small congregations were gathered in

one, and the number of native communicants was twenty. It is

but a small beginning, but we have the promise of the Lord that

in the course of time the mustard-seed will grow to be a tree."

It is to be hoped that another ordained missionary may soon be

found to assist Mr Bourquin in his important field of labour.

POONA.

Full and interesting Reports have been received from Poona,

both from the Picv. T. li. Greig, Church of Scotland Chaplain at

that station, and Eamchundra Krishna, the Catechist. Your

Committee are under great obligations to Mr Greig for the deep

interest he has evinced in Mr Eamchundra 's work, and for the

encouragement and assistance he has extended to him in carrying

it on. Mr Pamchundra's Pieport, which embraces preaching in

Poona and some neighbouring villages, calls attention to several

points of much interest, and is far from devoid of encouragement

for the future. He writes :
" To all appearance the present evan-

gelical efforts in Poona are but the beginnings of a seed-time.

The patient, quiet hearing of the Gospel by the lower classes is

an advantage by no means inconsiderable, inasnmch as it indicates

a desire to know what the new religion is, and the classes to

whom it is preached are not incapable of seeing its superiority to

the creed which they, from generation to generation, have been

following without ever questioning its merits." Again he reports :

" While preaching in one of the streets of Poona, a Brahmin, who

Q
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had been all the time a quiet hearer of a discussion between the

Catechist and some other Brahmius, and who, noticing that there

was more of cavil and of sneer than argument in what they said,

remarked, ' The labours of you Christians have already made a

oreat change in the notions of the people, and in the course of

twenty-five years more you shall see that most of this city shall

be Christianised, and if not these very Brahmins, their children at

least will join the Christian Church.'"

Eamchundra's reception in the villages visited by him was,

on the whole, of a friendly character, and calculated to support his

concluding remarks relative to the work in Poona :
" Tiiese changes

only show that the Gospel seed is just beginning to germinate in

Poona." And he might have added— elsewhere. His report

encourages continued efforts. Your Committee trust that he may,

himself, be spared to see at least some first-fruits of the harvest

he anticipates.

PUNJAB MISSION.

Correspondent—PtEV. Donald Macleod, D.D., Glasgow.

The Punjab Mission is practically divided into two sections

—

(1) Sealkote, including Duska, under the charge of the Ptev. Mr
Harper; and (2) Goojrat and Wazirabad, under the Rev. Mr
Youngson.

I.—SEALKOTE.
Ordained Missionary—Rev. William Harper, I\I.A., B.D.

Head- Master of City Schools—Hezekiah David, B.A., with Two
Christian and Seven other subordinate Teachers, and Three
Monitors.

Head-Master of Cantonment School—Palu Mall, with Four Assistant

Teachers.

^ ^ , _ f KiSHAN Chand.
Catechists— < -r,

( Ramol.

DUSKA DISTRICT.
Catechist—Nathu Mall.

Education.—There are two schools in Sealkote— viz., The
Branch School and Main School—the formei- being elementary,
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and the latter now officically recognised as affording an education

sufficient to prepare candidates for the C'alcutta and Punjab Uni-
versity entrance examinations. There are of! boys at the element-

ary school, and in spite of the deterring effects which the preva-

lence of cholera always exercises on attendance, there are no less

than 226 boys on the roll of the Main School. Mr Harper writes

in strong terms of the efficiency of the head-master, Mr Hezekiah
David, and of the excellent tone which characterises the school.

Two boys have gone up for university examination, and four for

the middle-class examination, but the results are not yet known.
The class books which are employed are of the INI^dras Series, and
have a strong Christian element mingling with the secular. Mr
Harper takes the greater part of the direct religious instruction

into his own hands, and owing to the great interest he throws

into it, the boys seem to consider this part of their school work
the most enjoyable in the day.

" It is wonderful," he says, " how precocious boys of even ] 3

and 14 years of age are in this country. Boys of similar years

would stand dumb with amazement could they see and hear how
eagerly and acutely they reason on the great mysteries of nature

and grace. Why there is so little fruit among such youths I

cannot comprehend." But if there has apparently been little

fruit commensurate to such expectations, there has been some
fruit, and that of a very decided character.

" On the 27th Februarj'," writes Mr Harper, " we had a very inter-

esting and important baptism. It was that of a young ]Mohammedan,
by name Imam ud Deen. He was a student in our school, reading in

the highest class in the middle school, and is a young man of far more
than ordinary intelligence and ability. For some time a marked change
in his life and character had been observed, and to me it was abun-
dantly evident, during my daily Gospel instructions to his class, that
his interest in divine instruction was a heart interest. After a time he
began to seek the society of the Christians, and opened up the state of

his heart, and his wishes to confess Christ. On the 27th three mar-
riages were to be celebrated in our little church, and all Christians were
invited to be present, so he chose that day for baptism. A number of

young men belonging to the school also came to witness the marriages,

so that the Hunter ^Memorial Church was quite full, and in the pre-

sence of all he solemnly received baptism, and took up the Cross of

Christ. We resolved to keep him in our own house for some time to pre-

vent violence, but yet so as to be present to face the storm. The young
men from the city carried back tidings at once of what had happened.
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His father is the chief jMohammedan goldsmith in the city, and is said

to be very wealthy ; and certainly the family holds no mean position

amonf^ their co-religionists, so that the tidings moved the whole city.

Very early next morning three of his brothers came asking an interview

with him, and the scene that followed is not easily described. As soon

as he appeared one brother burst into a flood of tears. The elder bro-

ther, who represented his father, reasoned with him. He oflfered him

money, as much as he could wish, and unbounded licence in sin. He
tried all sorts of persuasions and threats in vain. The young man
stood firm, and so far as his emotions would allow him, reasoned with

them. At length, when every artifice failed, his elder brother took up

a handful of earth and threw it ovef him (symbolical of burying), and

said that henceforth he would be dead to them and to his family. On
this, another brother, who had been weeping loudly and bitterly all the

time, broke into an uncontrollable passion, and wanted to kill him.

I, however, hurried the young man aw^ay, and his brother was restrained

from violence."

Several other interviews took place with friends and relatives,

who used every means to shake the young man's loyalty to

Christian conviction ; at last his old father came.

" The meeting," Mr Harper proceeds, " was inexpressibly painful.

The poor old father was like a maniac, weeping and wailing and beat-

ing his face with his hands so violently that I was greatly concerned
for him. When the meeting was over, I pointed out to the young man
that passage of the Saviour, where he says, ' I came not to send peace

on earth, but a sword,' kc, and we all felt the truth of the Gospel. On
every occasion the behaviour of Iman ud Deen has been most wise and
admirable. I have great hopes of this boy. He is about 16 years of

age."

The Cantonment School.—There are 86 boys on the roll of this

school, which is under the care of Palu Mall. Two boys have

gone up for middle - class examinations. The catechist, Eamol,

takes charge of the religious instruction.

The Native Church.—With the full consent of your Committee,

Mr Harper spent the hot season at Dalhousie, in order to enjoy a

little rest after the incessant labour which had fallen on him

duriug the two previous years, and also to give him an opportu-

nity of perfecting himself in the native language, which he had

some difficulty in studying systematically among his many en-

gagements at Sealkote. The native church was in that way left

without his superintendence for five months ; but during that time

these services were voluntarily and most satisfactorily conducted

by some of the native members of the congregation, and the at-
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tendance at ordinances continued regular. There are 56 adher-

ents of the church in Sealkote, including children and girls from

the orphanage. And Mr Harper is glad to report that several

members of the church are engaged in voluntary efforts for the

Christian instruction of their countrymen.

Baptisms.—There have been four baptisms in addition to that

of Imam ud Deen. One was that of an infant, and three of adults.

Two of the adults were girls from the orphanage, who had ear-

nestly requested to be admitted to the membership of the Chris-

tian Church. The case of the third adult was very interesting.

His name is Karm Chand, and Mr Harper thus writes of his con-

version :
" He is the first real citizen of Sealkote who has been

converted to Christianity. "When a few conversions occur among

the lowest and most despised of the people, they attract but little

attention among the heathen themselves ; but when defections

occur among the rich and esteemed, the commotion is great. The

significance of this young man's conversion arises from two

things—viz., his peculiar caste, and the wealth and position of his

family. He belonged to the Sekir caste. Next to the Brahmans,

this is the highest of all castes, but the conversion of a Brahman

would have been a small matter to this. The caste is an ex-

tremely rare one, at least in the north of India, there being only

a few families belonging to it in the whole of the Punjab. From

the Brahmans downwards all regard them with feelings of respect

and reverence. For a member of this caste to become a Christian

was a thing unknown, in that province at least, and has accord-

ingly been a cause of great alarm. His is the only family of the

caste in Sealkote, and in addition to caste influence they add the

influence of wealth. This young man was also married to the only

child of a wealthy family. She has left him and gone back to her

own place and her own family. This young man's sincerity could

not well be more strongly attested to than it has been. He has

given up father and mother, and brothers and sisters, wealth and

honour, and his name is now cast out as evil. The Hindoos in

the city have recently given us a very practical proof of how

deeply they feel in this matter, by starting a Hindoo school in

opposition to ours. ... As catechist Nathu Mall, to whom

chiefly belongs, under God, the honour of Karm Chund's conver-
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sion, was about to start for Ainritsar, to spend his Christmas

holidays, I sent him off with him. I did this that he might be

out of the way of the storm of trial he knew was in store for him,

and that he might enjoy a little season's fellowship with his

brethren at Amritsar, and benefit by seeing the Lord's work

there. His friends, however, soon found him out, and seemed

determined not to give him finally up without a struggle. But I

rejoice to know that he meets all their eftbrts with entreaties for

them also to become His disciples."

Bazaar Preaching.—The catechist, Kishan Chund, is regularly

engaged in this work.

Duska District.—Duska is a large town situated in the midst

of a populous district. The efficient and earnest catechist, Nathu

Mall, makes Duska his headquarters, but itinerates among at least

seventeen villages in the neighbourhood. He has many inquirers,

and among these two have shown a certain amount of decided

conviction. One was a fakir in Duska, who came the length of

asking baptism, but, frightened by the prospect of inevitable per-

secution at the hands of his co-religionists, he suddenly left the

place, and has not been heard of since. The other was a native

of Wazirabad, and had been an inquirer for two years ; but he

also for a time was so afraid of the trials which a convert must

endure, that he went to Amritsar. He is now, however, so fully

prepared for the final step, that it is expected he will soon return

to receive the initiatory rite of the Christian faith.

II.—GOOJRAT AND WAZIRABAD.

Euroyean Missionary—Kev. John W. Youngson, M.A.

1. GoojRAT School.

Head-Master—Abinash Chundra Mookerjea, with Six sub-

ordinate Teachers.

Catechid—Baldeo.

Colporteur—Khadim Masih.

The school attendance has been considerably afiected by the

cholera epidemic, so that instead of 287 being on the roll, as
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before the vacation, there are now 22G. The class-books employed
are those of the Christian Vernacular Education Society, along

with Lethbridge's Selection for the sixth class in the Middle

School, and the excellent Lodiana series of under class-books in

his Lowest School. In this manner the secular teaching is im-

bued with a religious and Christian tone. Seven boys have been

examined for the Government Middle School examination, and
the Government Inspector's Eeport indicates improvement in the

general character and discipline of the school.

The catechist gives half an hour of religious teaching to each

class from the fourth class of the Middle School down through the

Lower School, and Mr Youngson takes the fifth and sixth classes.

2. Wazirabad School Eeport.

Head-Master.—Beij Lall, with Seven subordinate Teachers,

There are 133 boys at the Main School, and 87 at the Branch

School—being a smaller number at each than was enrolled pre-

vious to the outbreak of cholera. The education is inferior to that

at Goojrat, and the boys do not display the same anxiety to get

on. Two of them were sent up for middle-class examination.

Bazaar 2^rcaching is conducted at Goojrat and Wazirabad, some-

times by Mr Youngson accompanied by the catechist, but more

frequently by Baldeo alone. The treatment they receive is kind
;

but beyond provoking discussion, and sometimes leading to

inquiry, there have been few if any results. Mr Youngson has

begun to itinerate in the villages, having visited Jalalpoor and

about fifteen villages in the very neighbourhood of Goojrat ; and

he speaks strongly of the interest with which his declaration of the

Gospel was received.

Native Christians.—In Goojrat there are 9 adults and G chil-

dren, and 2 adults living in the neighbourhood. At Wazirabad

there are 4 adults and 9 children. Including Mr and Mrs Young-

son, 12 communicants partook of the Holy Sacrament of the

Supper.
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DAEJEELING.

Correspondent—Rqw. J. M':Murtrie, :M.A., Edinburgh.

, ,^. . . f Eev. Wm. Macfarlane, M.A.
Ordamecl M^ss^onar^es-

\ ^^^^ ^^^^ Anderson {on have).

Superintendent of Ori^hanage, c£-c.—Miss Macfarlane.

The progress of this branch of the Mission should be studied in

the Appendices. It is a mission carried on, to use Miss Macfar-

lane's words, among the Highlanders of India. Since last Report

was presented to the Assembly, there have been eleven baptisms,

—almost every case having a history full of interest.

A terrible visitation of cholera severely tried the endurance of

the missionaries, and was overruled by God to produce several of

the conversions. An attack of ulcerated sore throat compelled the

Rev. John Anderson to return to this country, after only twenty

months spent in India. He has the deepest sympathy of the

Committee, who are happy to be able to report that his general

health has greatly, improved since his return. Mr Macfarlane

remains the sole ordained missionary, blessed with much success,

and strengthened by the co-operation of his much-valued sister,

but overwhelmed with labours, and needing a furlough, which

is long overdue. The bare statement of the facts should be a suf-

ficient appeal to those who might go to his aid. A Christian

Church, full of promise, consisting entirely of converts from

heathenism, is rising on the slopes of the Himalayas ; and one

hard-tasked missionary and his sister are left alone to guide its

interesting but perilous course.
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CHUMBA.

Correspondent—Mv J. T. Maclagax, Edinburgh.

Medical Missionary—Mr John Hutciieson, L.R.C.P. & S.E.

(on leave).

Evangelist—Mr Wellesley C. Bailey.

Native Assistants—Sohun Lal and Aram.

This is the only one of our Indian Missions not carried on
within British territory. Chumba is a protected native state, the

present rajah of which is a minor. Colonel lieid, who has for some
years been the British Resident, has now left, and the members of

our mission record their regret at the loss of a Ptesident who has

always exhibited to them the greatest kindness, has afforded them
much help in their arrangement, and at all times displayed the

greatest courtesy in his dealings with them. The mission was

founded by the Rev. Wra. Ferguson, M.A., and after being carried

on by him for some years, was transferred to the Church of Scot-

land in ] 873 on his return to this country. Its distinctive prin-

ciple—the separation of the mission and the Church—remains

unaltered.

I. the mission.

(a) Medical Work.

During the past year medical work has been carried on in con-

nection with the dispensary, the medical expenses of which are

borne by the State, and in the hospital. About 2600 new patients

have been registered in tbe former—a slight falling off as compared

with last year—and 115 in the latter—a considerable increase,

indicating a growing appreciation of the benefit of a hospital in

cases of serious illness. 25 lepers have applied for treatment, and

the incipient cases treated as out-patients at the dispensary,

while the more advanced are sent to the Leper Asylum. Several

major and minor operations have been performed, and the hospital

and dispensary have done much to alleviate suffering, cure bodily

disease, and save life that would otherwise have certainly been

sacrificed. As showing the bearing of this on mission work, Dr
Hutcheson writes :

—

" We have had many tokens during tbe year that our labours for the
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good of the people are in a measure appreciated by them, and this

knowledge has been a source of much joy and thankfulness When

they learn that our endeavours on their behalf are disinterested, because

done for Christ's sake, they will be the more ready to listen to and

receive the message of love which we preach to them.

The medical assistant, Aram, a young man of much firmness of

character and Christian zeal and earnestness, who has been under

medical instruction for three years, is proceeding to Lahore to

undergo a course of training in the medical college there.

(h) Missionary Work.

This has been carried on by both missionaries and the assist-

ants (the senior of whom, Sohun Lai, is also pastor of the native

church) in various parts of the State, and in different manners.

In the hospital, the work has chiefly been by conversations, as

opportunity offered, without any settled mode of procedure and in a

quiet way, yet not without affording hope of good results. Bazaar

preaching has been regularly carried on, and in this work Sohun

Lai has borne a leading part, for which his thorough knowledge

of the dialect and customs of the people peculiarly fit him. Mr

Bailey has spent a considerable time in itineration, visiting a num-

ber of villages. In some of his journeys Sohun Lai accompanied

him, and in one of them he had the society of a missionary of the

Church Missionary Society travelling for health. Mr Bailey has

also given regular religious instruction in the different schools, in

which there is an average attendance of about 70 children, and

continues his labours among the lepers, a service being conducted for

them on Sunday and a visit paid them once a-week. This work is

recognised by the Committee, but the expenses of it are borne by

private subscription, in aid of which the Correspondent has received

during the past year subscriptions to the extent of £21, and for

which he will be glad to receive further contributions. Sohun

Lai is at present employed in a translation of the Gospels into the

Chumba dialect, which it is hoped the Punjab Bible Society may

be induced to print. The book shop, which till September had

been open daily for a few hours only, is now open all day long,

and this has been followed by an increase in the sale of books and

tracts, which are disposed of at a very low price. The preaching

station in the Bazaar is not yet in working order.
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II. THE CHURCH.

The following report of the missionaries will be read with in-

terest. While on the one hand there is cause for sorrow in the

cases that have called for the exercise of discipline, there is

on the other hand cause for gratitude and joy at the progress that

is being made—a progress likely to prove all the more real that it

is slow\ Especially gratifying is the work of the women noticed

in the Keport, a work which may be regarded as a token for good,

and which is aftbrding our labourers much encouragement for

hope that this day of small things may be but the herald of great

blessings to the whole Chumba State.

" The native Christian community in Chumba consists of 35 adults

and 10 children. These, with only one or two exceptions, all live in

the immediate neighbourhood of the city, and are more or less in

the habit of attending the Sabbath services. Of the men, five are in

mission employ and the rest earn their own livelihood.
" The condition of the Church during the past year has been on the

whole matter for thankfulness and encouragement. We think there

has been a decided growth in unity and steadfastness in the body

generally, and some of the members have been enabled to take a bolder

stand than heretofore on the side of Christ. This improvement is

specially shown by the fact that the numbers coming forward at the

communion have steadily increased, till on the last celebration 1 7 were

present. When we call to mind that three years ago only about six

were willing to partake on such occasions, we cannot but feel thankful

for this changed state of things, which, while falling far short of what

we could wish, yet makes us hopeful for the future. We have to trace

this pleasing change to God's blessing on the labours of Sohun Lai, one

of the ordained elders, who now acts as pastor of the congregation ; and

we trust and pray that he may be yet more blessed in his endeavours

for the promotion of spiritual life in the Church. The sacrament of

the Supper has been celebrated four times during the year.

" The case of the ordained elder guilty of allowing idolatrous practices

at his daughter's marriage came up for decision in the early part of the

year. After very mature deliberation the Peer-punch resolved to re-

move him from the eldership, as having by his own act ceased to fulfil

the apostolic condition of oflice—that an elder should be " blameless
"

and an " example to the flock." But there was not felt to be sufficient

warrant for more extreme measures, and he therefore still continues a

member of the Church. The elder deposed last year for immorahty

baa returned to his home, but as yet he has given no evidence of true

repentance, and therefore still remains under suspension from Church

communion. These two cases have been a great grief to us, especially

the last, as Dilawar was much respected by the heathen for his honesty

and upright Christian walk, and his fall has not only been grievous to

himself, but a sad blot on the Christian name in Chumba. We very

earnestly desire and long for the restoration of both.
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" It is pleasin'^ to have to record an independent eflfort on the part of

one of the native Christian women-the first of its kind in Churaba-

to reach the heathen women and girls in the city. This effort is noticed

here because we think it ought to be regarded as the beginning of the

missionary life of the Church, and it is all the more praiseworthy that

unpaid labour is by no means common in the Churches of India. In

coni unction with Miss Andrews from Lodiana, who was here during

the hot weather, Sohun Lai's wife opened a school in her own house for

heathen women and girls. The most of the teaching has been done by

herself, and the branches taught have been reading, singing, and knit-

ting. We believe her labours have been very fairly successful, many of

the girls having learnt to read, knit, and sing some of our pretty Chris-

tian hymns in their own language, and they sing them not only in

school, but also outside and in their own homes. It is something new

when walking through a heathen city to be startled as we have been by

hearing a company of heathen girls suddenly strike up the beautiful

hymn, ' There is a happy land.' It involuntarily carries one's thoughts

away back on life's journey to childhood in a more favoured land, and

for a moment the present is forgotten and self-identity lost in the re-

collection of the past. We trust that many of these little ones may
learn to sing the praises of Jesus, not with the lips only, but with the

heart ; and that many who have learnt to sing o/the happy land here

below, may be privileged to sing in it above. The Ladies' Association,

on application, have kindly given a grant for the erection of a School

building, and also a small monthly allowance for current expenses, and

we hope that one more of the better educated of the Christian women
may join Sohun Lai's wife in her labour of love.

"We have yet another instance to record of unsuggested voluntary

labour on the part of one of the Christian women. Devia, the Chris-

tian teacher in the Darogh school, fell ill with inflammation of the

lungs, and during his confinement to the house his wife—a girl from

the Sealkote orphanage—carried on his work with great efficiency, the

boys and girls continuing to come as usual. These and other signs of

encouragement jnake us hope that there are yet bright times in store

for the Church in Chumba. Let those who think of us pray continually

that these times may soon come, that the spirit of God may be poured

out on every Christian here, and that the Church, awaking to a sense

of her duties and responsibilities, may become a centre of spiritual

light and life to the whole Chumba State."

OTHER CHURCH OF SCOTLAND AGENCIES.

Two branches remain to be noticed. The one is the very

important sphere of the Scottish Ladies' Association. This Com-

mittee have always recognised its work as cognate with, and supple-

mentary to, their own ; but not until two years ago did they render

it direct pecuniary aid. Anxious to stimulate it at a time of depres-

sion and difficulty, they promised to add 25 per cent to whatever

the Association should raise above the average income of £1800.
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The influence of this appears in the fact that last year a sum of

£330 has, in accordance with said promise, been claimed from

your funds. It is gladly paid. The cause is one—the enlightenment,

the winning to Christ of our benighted fellow-subjects in the East

:

only, the ladies appropriately, and with equal zeal and wisdom,

look after their sisters there ; and in INIiss Pigot, ISIrs Drury, and

Miss Bernard, they are favoured with agents of singular capacity,

both of head and heart. They are preparing to- send out a female

medical missionary ; and with a growing interest at home, and a

freer opening of the zenana, and here and there an inquirer and

a believer, they have reason to thank God and take courage.

The other undertaking is that conducted by St Stephen's, Edin-

burgh, at Nyehatty, formerly Ghospara. To the grief of the

congregation, their excellent missionary, Krishna Lall Moonshee,

an alumnus and convert of the General Assembly's Institution, has

been taken from them. He fell asleep in Jesus on 16th March,

after six days' fever, saying, " I am happy to go to my Lord."

May a successor be provided as full of zeal and love !

CONFEDEEATION OF PRESBYTEEIAN MISSIONS.

The subject of confederation and common action among Pres-

byterians, in mission matters, has for several years been occupy-

ing the minds of many in India; and, as represented by a council

held at Allahabad, in December 1875, it was by last Assembly re-

ferred to this Committee for consideration and report. There need

be no hesitation in pronouncing the object good, and the means of

attaining it hitherto followed or sketched, judicious and worthy of

approbation. To the extent of coming together periodically as

brethren, meeting on a common platform with office-bearers of

other Presbyterian Churches, European and American, who hold the

same standards—to consult for the interests of Christ's kingdom in

those vast territories, to cherish sympathy and the sense of unity,

to arrange for co-operation and mutual help, to promote the

stability and self-support of indigenous Christians, and to cheer

them on in their labours, and even to prepare the way towards an

organic union of all the native Presbyterian Churches in that land,
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to this extent, for counsel, and edification, and expansion, the

General Assembly may well hail the movement, and exhort their

ministers and evangelists to give it countenance. But before pro-

ceedino- to erect an alliance into a judicatory to which appeals

shall lie from our Presbyterial bodies, or to invest it with either

legislative or judicial functions, a distinct scheme should be ela-

borated and sent home for examination.

EAST AFRICAN MISSION.

Blantyre, Shire.

Convener of Sah-Committee—Eev. Dr MacRae, Hawick.

Medical Missionary—Dr Thomas Thornton Macklin.

. . J Messrs James Allan, John Buchanan, George

\ Fenwick, John Mackay, and John Walker,

Reports of the past movements of the Mission have from time to

time appeared in the ' Mssionary Record.' Accompanied by Dr

Stewart of Lovedale, and the members of the Free Church Mis-

sion, they sailed from Port-Elizabeth at the end of July last, in a

steamship chartered for the purpose by both Missions, and arrived

at Quillimane on the 9 th August. It was arranged that Dr

Stewart should act as the leader of both on the voyage and in their

navigation inland towards their respective destinations, until our

party were joined by Mr Henderson, who had been for some

time engaged in the selection of a suitable mission station. Some

necessary delay occurred at Quillimane in the adjustment of

import duties with the Portuguese authorities, and in procur-

ing the number of canoes and carriers required for the transport

of the large quantity of stores and goods. At Quillimane they

were treated with much consideration by the Governor, and when

there, they entered into a joint arrangement with Senhor Jose

Nunes, a respectable merchant, well known to our countrymen,

for the reception and transmission of the mails of both Missions.

They encountered many difficulties in the ascent of the Quillimane
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river, it being the dry season and the water shallow, and in their

course to Mazaro on the Zambezi, which is here separated from

the Quillimane river by a narrow neck of land. Mr Henderson

joined the party here and took charge. Part of the goods was

stored and preparations were made for sailing up the Lower Shire.

The course was tedious and difficult, and during the three weeks

which it took to reach the foot of the Cataracts, the members of

the Mission were, with one exception, subject to severe attacks of

fever. On their arrival there, they were kindly received and

lodged by the JNIakololo chief, Ramakukane, who did his best to

supply the party with food. In a few days, having procured a

large number of carriers, they started for the highlands, over a

road exceedingly rugged and broken. They got to their destina-

tion on the 23d October, all more or less in ill health from suc-

cessive attacks of fever, but thankful they had been enabled to

surmount so many difficulties, and were now breathing in the

elevated region a clear and bracing air, and at a place which, both

by name and configuration, recalled to them the old country.

It may be proper to explain the change of the Mission site.

The original intention was to place the Mission on Lake Nyassa

at a considerable distance from that of the Free Church,—but

great changes had taken place among the people on the shores of

the lake in consequence of the raids of slavers, which had left large

tracts of country desolate. Mr Henderson was of opinion that a

more suitable locality could be found in the highlands above the

Shire, and Mr E. D. Young, the leader of the Free Church Mis-

sion, and Dr Laws, the ordained missionary, concurred. Accord-

ingly Mr Henderson left the lake and made a tour of inspection in

the highland country, stretching inland, parallel to the cataracts,

a part of Africa which Dr Livingstone had repeatedly and

strongly declared was most suitable for missionary occupation.

The site selected with such judgment by Mr Henderson has re-

ceived the warm approval of Mr Waller and Mr E. D. Young,

who were in the country at the time when Dr Livingstone was

carrying on his explorations.

Mr Henderson not deeming himself qualified to act as resident

head of the Mission, had expressed his intention to return home

after seeing the party placed at their destination. In his letter
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dated Blantyre, 21st December last, he stated that he could not

well leave without endeavouring to make some provision for Chris-

tian teaching and ministerial superintendence,and had applied to Dr

Stewart and Dr Laws to see whether, as they had three ordained

missionaries at the lake, it could be arranged that Dr Laws should

come to Blantyre and take the ministerial charge until an ordained

minister should be sent out. By both, Mr Henderson's request

was most cordially entertained. They came to Blantyre and re-

mained some days, and as the result of the conference, the foUow-

ino- minute was adopted, so honourable to them as Christian

ministers, so favourable to the Blantyre Mission in present cir-

cumstances, and so suggestive of the spirit of mutual alliance and

co-operation which ought to animate both Missions in all their

future relations.

Minute of Meeting held at Blantyre Mission Station, Shire Hills,

East Africa, 18th Dec. 1876. Frese7it—M.T Henderson, Dr Mac-
klin, Dr Laws, Dr Stewart.

The occasion of the meeting was as follows :—Mr Henderson having
written Dr Laws in reference to the general work and future arrange-

ments on the station of Blantyre, and this letter having been received

on board the steamer at Pembe, Dr Laws and Dr Stewart resolved to

proceed to Blantyre to meet Mr Henderson and Dr Macklin on this

matter.

As explaining the object of the meeting, and the reason of his having
written, Mr Henderson then made the following statement :

—

That he was extremely anxious to see the evangelistic and teaching
work of the station begun as speedUy as possible ; that he wished cer-

tain other general arrangements carried out ; that he regarded his own
work as finished now that he had selected a site and conducted the
Mission party to its destination ; that he further thought that by pro-

ceeding home to Scotland now to advise with the committee on certain

points he could forward the interests of the Mission much more effici-

ently than by remaining in this country. On these grounds he asked
whether Dr Laws or Dr Black, from the Livingstonia Station, could be
released from work there to take up the work for a time at Blantyre.

Dr Macklin concurred in all this, and stated that there were certain

portions of the work he did not feel able to undertake, and that the
state of his health at present prevented him from doing many things
which otherwise he would have been glad to have performed.
Dr Laws stated that, personally, he had no choice in this question.

That he was willing to do whatever might be thought best for the in-

terests of both Missions, and for the advancement of Christ's cause in
the country ; that he did not consider the question could be dealt with
as a private or personal one, and that he did not think that in circum-
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stances such as the present the one Mission would be justified in holding
aloof from the other.

•Dr Stewart then said he believed it would be in accordance with the
views and wishes of the Livingstonia Committee that any temporary
assistance needed by the Mission at Blantyre should be given willingly,
and as early as possible ; that the cause of Christianity in this country
was one, and that whatever was success or failure to one Mission was
success or failure indirectly to all ; and that on this understanding and
belief he was willing that assistance should be given by the stafl' of the
Livingstonia Mission for a year, or more or less, or until Mr Hender-
son's committee should be able to send out some one to take the general
charge, or until either committee should express their approval or dis-

approval of the course that had been followed ; that at the same time
he could not agree to Dr Laws being placed for a year at Blantyre for

several reasons—one of which was, that the steamer Ilala had for the
present been given in charge to Dr Laws, who had most experience in

its management. Mr Young had already left, and Baker, the only able
seaman with some experience in the country, would require to leave in

two months, and that any misfortune befalling the ship would be a
great calamity to the Livingstonia Mission. And second, that no defi-

nite instructions from Dr Macgill or the United Presbyterian Commit-
tee had been received as to the termination of Dr Laws's period of ser-

vice. But he (Dr Stewart) thought an arrangement could be made
such as to meet the wishes of Mr Henderson, and probably also the
approval of both committees at home, and yet prevent either Mission
from suffering. He would propose that for a year, or more or less, as

before mentioned

—

First, That one of the ordained missionaries from Livingstonia should
be placed at Blantyre for general management and evangelistic work.

Second, That one of the native assistants from Lovedale—probably
William Koyi—should be sent up to open a school, if it be found that

the natives are at present willing to send their children.

Third, That an interpreter, Thomas Baquito, or one of the others,

should be sent up for general work, and for interpreting in connection
with the Sunday and other services.

He stated also that while he had no wish for the work either per-

sonally or for the sake of the station at Livingstonia, he would be
willing to come for a short time at first, to be followed by Dr Laws and
Dr Black, if the latter should be willing to come. His views, on ac-

count of the distance, had not yet been ascertained. This arrangement,

if agreed to, to commence early in February next.

Mr Henderson wished that one ordained missionary should be ap-

pointed for twelve months consecutively, but for various reasons it was
stated that this was not practicable.

• Jn reference to the question of salaries, it was agreed that this ar-

rangement could only be carried out on the understanding that the

usual payments for these should be made by the Established Church
East African Committee to the Livingstonia Committee in Edinburgh

—

namely, at the rate per annum, for such time as the arrangement may
continue, of .£300 for the ordained missionary, of i-'45 for the native

teacher, and of £30 for the native interpreter.

In reference to the workmen, it was agreed that Mr Henderson
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should speak to them, and inform them of the contemplated changes,

and that they pledge themselves to obey the directions of the temporary

head of the Mission till further arrangements are made.

December 21, 1876.—This minute having been read over, and fully

considered, was agreed to to-day, and is signed by
James Stewaet.
Henry Henderson.

At a meeting of the Acting Committee held on 17th April, Mr

Henderson's letter and the minute were considered, when it was

unanimously agreed to approve of the course adopted by Mr

Henderson, and to record their thanks to Drs Stewart and Laws

for so readily rendering their services for the furtherance of the

Blantyre Mission.

It is with pain and regret that the Committee have to report

that, notwithstanding many and sustained efforts, they have

not succeeded in obtaining an ordained minister to the Mission.

The staff at Blantyre were sent out to prepare the way for a

minister, and, indeed, it was plain some time would elapse before

the services peculiarly called for at a minister's hands would

be needed. But it is felt the Mission is the nucleus of a Church,

with the minister as the proper head—the instrument and director

of the Christian agency among the people. It was scarcely

dreamed of that a year would elapse, and yet, notwithstand-

ing many calls, see. the Mission without its spiritual leader.

The want, indeed, is temporarily supplied by the charity of the

sister ISIission, but is it not matter of humiliation that no one

has come forth from the ordained ranks of the Church to go to

Blantyre in the spirit of their Master's love, and to gather into His

gentle fold the thousands of poor and crushed, but docile and

willing natives, who are day and night crying inarticulately for

the day of their redemption ?

Meanwhile the Committee are confident that the members of

the Mission at Blantyre will each in his own way endeavour to

lead the people among whom they are into the way of peace. The
people are numerous and well-disposed over all that great high-

land country. By looking at the sketch-map it will be seen that

Blantyre is in the country to the east of the cataracts, and almost

midway between "Mount Soche " and " Magomero." The land

there rises from the river "in three terraces of different heights;

the lower or valley of the Shiru is 1200 feet above the sea ; the
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second terrace is over 2000 feet, and two or three miles broad
;

while the third is over 3000 at its western edge, and twelve

or fifteen miles broad." It is on this third terrace that the

Blantyre Mission is placed. Livingstone in his ' Zambesi and its

Tributaries,' speaks of the country with delight. He says "it

abounds in clear, cool, gushing springs and brooks, in fine wood-

lands, with varieties of large and beautiful trees, and in fine pictur-

esque scenery. The soil is fertile, and produces the richest crops

of all the species of grain, as maize, dura, millet; also yams,

pumpkins, sweet-potatoes, beans, ground-nuts, hemp, and tobacco
;

while the finest cotton is found in abundance in the Shir^ valley."

Mr Buchanan, the active gardener of the Mission, has already

several acres under cultivation, and in addition to native products

is raising wheat, sugar, coff"ee, &c. There are numerous villages

on all sides ; the chiefs and natives are friendly, and willing to

receive instruction for themselves and their children. The Mis-

sion will begin and carry on its work by promoting peace, by repro-

bating slavery, by instruction in industry, by the communication

of useful knowledge, by opening the minds of the people to

Divine truth, by inculcating a Christian spirit, and by establishing

Christian manners and sentiments. May we pray that the Holy

Spirit will lead them to fulfil their Christian calling, and pour in

His influence of light and love into the hearts of the people, that

they may be transformed, and be made the planting of the Lord,

in whom He may be glorified.

Conclusion.

With our Mission to Africa still in its infancy, and in the

absence of an ordained head for that, it may be deemed premature

to entertain the proposal of yet another enterprise to a wholly

different portion of the globe. The Committee would not spon-

taneously have thought of such, and they are of opinion that any

extension of their work is to be deprecated which threatens to

weaken operations already undertaken. But the case of China is

peculiar. Ought we not to have entered there long ago ? when,

in 1859, by a marvellous providence, the dominions which for

thousands of years had been hermetically sealed against foreigners

were thro\vn open, and it was given to Britain, under the sanction
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of a treaty, to send not only Bibles, but preachers of the Cross, into

any part of that mighty country ?

As to funds, many feel a special interest in China, and will give

specially on its behalf The origin of the present overture has

been narrated in the April ' Record,' and is reproduced in the Ap-

pendix, p. 164. A gentleman offers £1000 to help in starting a

mission to China. The publication of the fact elicits promises of

£700 more. This response is disappointing in amount ; but it

comes from manifold quarters ; and certain sums have unusual in-

terest and meaning-^e.^., a promise of aid from the young men of

the South Church, Aberdeen ; several anonymous donations ; and a

pound "From a servant
!

" Then it is known that many wait for

the views of the Assembly, and until agents are found. This is

the real difficulty, respecting which let it be noted, that failure

hitherto in the case of Africa is scarcely a discouragement, the

required qualifications being so diverse. Indeed one of the

inducements held forth to undertake the mission is the offer made

by a medical missionary to be one of its agents. God \s, faithful,

and He is able ; and " continuing in prayer," we should " abound

in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost." It is humbly

suggested that the Assembly should approve of the placing of this

project before the Church, and remit to the Committee to take

action on it if they are furnished with adequate means and suit-

able men.

In conclusion, the respectful request is renewed that 30th No-
vember next be appointed as a day of intercession for Foreign

Missions. Urgent is the need of waiting on the Lord, both in

supplication and thanksgiving. His preservation of our mission-

aries, and His blessing on their labours, call for grateful praise.

But in the absence of still more abundant blessing, and in the

paucity of labourers, there is surely great cause also to humble
ourselves in importunate prayer, mourning the weakness of

our faith, and the indifference of multitudes to His cause.

" Bring ye all the tithes into the store-house, that there may be

meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith the Lord
of hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour

you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive

it." Amen.
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A V r E N 1) 1 X.

CALCUTTA.

Report by Mr Wilson.

Owing to the departure of Dr Jardine from Calcutta at an earlier

date than he at first contemplated, it becomes my plea.sing duty to re-

port to you the successful progress of the Institution during the past

year. In some respects the prosperity of the General Assembly's In-

stitution during 1S76 may be said to have been greater than in any

previous year. This gratifying result, I need not say, has in a great

measure been brought about by the efforts of Dr Jardine, by his great

ability as a teacher of philosophy, aud by his unwearied attention to

the general interests of the Institution. His departure is a loss which

will not easily be made up, and all who wish well to the Institution

will pray that he may soon return to it.

I. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY'S INSTITUTION.

1. Attendance.—Although the previous year was in this respect a

very favourable one, yet it has been surpassed by the year just closed.

The highest number on the roll in any one month of the year was 1019,

against 956 in the previous year. The greater part of this increase was

in the college department ; and as the fees there are high, this has

told very favourably upon our finances. The average monthly number
on the roll was 908, made up of 780 in the school department, and 128

in the college. The actual daily attendance although a little less than

this, was well kept up during the year. With regard to caste, there is

no change of importance to report. We have pupils of all castes, but

those of the higher castes predominate.

2. Examinations.—These form a very important part of our regular

work. We have no public examinations,—I mean, for display,—such

examinations are frequently very deceptive ; but we hold periodical

examinations of a very searching character in all the classes and in all

subjects. In all the higher classes they are conducted in writing ; the

questions are printed, and no books are allowed. The answer-papers

are afterwards gone over by the professors and masters, and carefully

valued. In this way a pretty accurate idea is obtained of the profi-

ciency of each boy in every subject. This entails a very great amount

of labour, but nothing else would so efficiently serve our purpose. In

the school department the examinations are held twice a-year ;
but in
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all the classes preparing for the University examinations they are held

three times, and as nearly as possible in the same manner as the Uni-

versity examinations themselves.

To the University entrance (or matriculation) examination we sent

42 candidates ; of these 26 were successful : 6 passed in the first (or

highest) division, 17 in the second, and 3 in the third. One of them

succeeded in obtaining a government junior scholarship of Rs. 15 a-

month.
To the first examination in arts, 56 candidates were sent, of whom

27 succeeded in passing— I in the first division, 7 in the second, and

19 in the third. One of these also obtained a Government senior

scholarship of Rs. 20 a -month. Besides these candidates, two ex-

students of ours, who had not joined any other college after leaving us,

went up to this examination, and one of them succeeded in passing.

To the examination for the degree of Bachelor of Arts we sent 25

candidates. Of these, 12 succeeded in passing ; one was placed in the

first division, 5 in the second, and 6 in the third. Besides these, there

went up also 5 ex-students, of whom 2 were successful.

To -the examination for the degree of Master of Arts we sent 6 can-

didates, of whom, however, only 2 were successful—one in history, and
one in philosophy.

At all these examinations you will observe that we have had a very

fair measure of success. But at the B.A. examination, in particular,

our college stood second, as regards the number of successful candi-

dates among all the colleges, whether connected with Government or

not, affiliated to the University of Calcutta.

On a comparison of the results of this year's examinations with those

of last year, not only in our own case, but over the whole University, it

appears that the examinations have this year been as exceptionally easy

as they were last year exceptionally difficult. So long as the examiners

are not permanent, but appointed year by year, and frequently changed,

we must expect a considerable want of uniformity in the results of the

examinations. It is not improbable that the next examinations will be
more difficult, and a larger proportion of candidates unsuccessful.

3. Scholarships and Frizes.—Some years ago this Institution, in com-
mon with other non-government colleges in Calcutta, was placed at a

considerable disadvantage by the fact that our best students, when they

had succeeded in obtaining Government scholarships, were in the habit

of leaving us and joining the Presidency College. This they were
induced to do, not only by the great name of that college, but still,

further, by the fact that scholarship-holders v, ere admitted there at a

reduced rate. At that time we had in our classes very few scholarship-

holders—that is to say, very few students of superior merit. Of late

yearg, however, the privilege formerly enjoyed by such students at the

Presidency College lias been withdrawn, and consequently the number
of scholarship-holders in our classes has i;-en gradually increasing. In
1876 we had 16 students of this description drawing Government
scholarships of the aggregate value of Rs. 23U a-mouth. In addition to

these there were 10 holders of private scholarships amounting to about

Rs. 60 a-month. From the college funds we also awarded the sum of

Rs. 42 a-month in scholarships to those students who stood highest in

our periodical examinations. The Ogilvie Memorial Scholarship, ten-

able for two years, has been awarded this year to Babu Purnachandra
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Datta, who, like the last holder of the scholarship, has received the
whole of his education in this Institution.

As in former years, by far the larger proportion of our prizes have
been awarded for Scripture knowledge. Only a few prizes have been
given in the college for special vacation exercises, and in the school
classes for reading and penmanship. Instead of prizes for general pro-

ficiency, we have again given elegantly printed certificates of merit,

which are highly valued. Through the kindness of Messrs George
Smith cfe Sons, we have received, free of freight, from England, a large
box of books, partly intended for our library, but chiefly for prizes.

These we were able to buy much more cheaply at home than we could
have done in Calcutta.

4. Finances.—In last year's report it was stated that in a financial

point of view the Institution had, during 1875, been very prosperous.

We have a still more favourable report to make this year. The receipts

and disbursements are as follows :

—

College Department.

Receipts-
Students' Fees, .

Government Grant, .
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vacation. These repairs have included the laying of a new asphalt floor

throughout the whole of the Institution, except the central hall, where

a floor of artificial stone was laid down a few years ago. I am not able

at present to state the exact cost of these repairs ; but when you re-

member that seven years have elapsed since the previous repairs, you

will believe that it is something very considerable. We are able, how-

ever, to meet it ; and we shall have something over towards other ex-

traordinary expenses to which we are looking forward.

5. Eeligious Instruction.—The work of religious instruction has gone
on in much the same way as in former years. This subject, of course,

lies under a certain disadvantage as compared with other subjects of

study. Our pupils think that little or no advantage of a worthy kind

is to be gained by proficiency in it. They manifest very little direct

opposition to it ; but they seem to think that it is of much less im-

portance than their secular studies. While this is their prevailing

attitude, there are, of course, not a few exceptions ; and you have
already heard from Dr Jardine that one of our pupils, a young man
who has been from the first educated in the Institution, and who
is still one of our students, was brought during the course of the

year to make a public declaration of his faith in Christ. Since then he
has continued steadfast, manifesting a patient spirit under the heavy
burden which his renunciation of Hindooism of necessity brought upon
him. Of course he was disowned by all his friends and relatives—

a

calamity which no one, unless destitute of natural aff"ection and worse
than a heathen, can regard as light. Our agency for imparting Scrip-

ture knowledge continues the same as before. We, ourselves, have
taught in the higher classes ; and in all the others Scripture knowledge
has been regularly communicated by our native Christian brethren.

The Rev. B. C. Chuckerbutty, who has now been for so many years

identified with the Institution, continues to labour in it for three days
in the week, in addition to his other labours as pastor of the Bengali
congregation.

I may here be permitted to refer to certain statements which have
occasionally been made at home, to the efi'ectthat the progress of Chris-

tianity in India has been retarded by the presentation to the Hin-
doos of a dogmatic and metaphysical Christianity, as exhibited in the
Westminster Confession and in the Catechisms. Whether it would be
retarded by this, I cannot say. Perhaps the metaphysical mind of

the Hindoo would be charmed by the logical consistency of the
Calvinistic system. But as a matter of fact this is not the way in
which the religion of our Lord Jesus Christ is presented to the pupils
of this, or of any other Institution with which I am acquainted. In
all but the lowest classes, where simple catechisms of Scripture his-

tory"arg-^mployed, the Bible alone is the text-book. We endeavour,
if I may so'^speak^ to teach the Christianity of Christ, by allowing our
blessed Lord to speak for Hiniself to the hearts and consciences of

our students. This method, we believe, is quietly difi'using through-
out the community an admiration for the personal character of Christ,

which we trust will be a good foundation for a warmer and higher feel-

ing. Meanwhile it is ours to labour and to wait.

6. Miscellaneous.—As two months of the session 1877 have now
passed, I am in a position to tell you a little of our prospects for the
year. The very marked success of our students at the recent Uni-
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versity Examinations has bad the effect of filling our class-rooms to

the door. We have now in the college department over 190 students
;

in the entrance class over 180 ; and in the whole institution over 1040.

These numbers, I need not say, are unprecedentedly large in the

history of missionary colleges. I fear they are more than we can do

justice to. Mr Edwards, who takes up the subjects that Dr Jardine

taught, is labouring with great zeal and with great acceptance to the

students. We are all doing our best. But still I fear the work is too

heavy for us. It is not improbable that some of the students, perceiv-

ing this, may leave us and go elsewhere. What I would suggest is,

that the permanent European staff of the Institution should consist

of three men. It is not necessary that more than one of them should

be ordained. Up to this time we have, as you know, been working

with a minimum of European power : by the blessing of God we have

enjoyed almost uninterrupted good health, and have been able fairly

to get through our work. But we are running a great risk. If one of

us were to fall seriously ill, it would cause a complete collapse of the

college department.
As regards accommodation we are much hampered. Not only are

our class-rooms filled to the door, but we have not enough of class-

rooms. We have been obliged to turn to this use two of the rooms in

I^Ir Edward's house. This is some inconvenience to him, and yet does

not adequately meet our wants. The rooms are too small for class-

rooms. It would have been a great advantage to us, if the new premises

that were projected last year had now been ready for use. We cannot

abandon the idea of having them yet. I trust that at the end of this

year we shall have such a surplus as will justify us in incurring the

expense of an additional building. Dr Jardine will explain to you in

detail, if need be, what it is that we require ; and I trust your Com-

mittee will be able and willing to assist us with a considerable grant.

With the approbation of the Corresponding Board, a Provident

Fund has been established for the benefit of the professors and teachers.

I have sent you some printed copies of the rules of the Fund
;
from

which you will see that the teachers are to contribute some portion of

their salary, and that this is to be supplemented by a contribution from

the surplus balance of the Institution, provided that surplus exceeds

a certain amount—viz., Ks.1800 a-year. As this is virtually an addi-

tion to the pay of the teachers, it was thought right to connect with

this fund a fixed scale of salaries. Accordingly, you will find such a

scale attached to the copy of rules. We hope that this fund wiU not

only prove useful ultimately to the families of our teachers, but that it

will in the meantime be a stimulus to urge them on to industrious and

provident habit.=i. z.

11. THE ALLAN VERNACULAR SCHOOL.

As more than a year has elapsed since this school was taken over

by our mission, it is right that I should now furnish you with some

account of its working. The school has been in existence for about

ten years ; it was established by the late Ur James Allan, a much-

esteemed elder of the Scotch Kirk here, for the benefit of the children

of domestic servants and others in humble circumstances. The edu-

T
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cation was to be wholly in the vernacular, and the masters to be without

exception Christians. The only alteration made in this plan is that a

little English is now taught in the highest class. The average number

of pupils on the roll during 1876 was 98, the maximum being 105

in August. Fees are exacted as far as practicable. The highest fee is

eight annas (a shilling) a-month. But there are eleven pupils who pay

nothing. During the year, the sum of R3.I79 was obtained from fees ;

while the total expenditure was E,s.566. There are in the school two
masters, assisted by two pupil-teachers. At the close of the year an

examination was held by the Rev. B. C. Chuckerbutty, assisted by
Baboo Wooma Churn Banerjea, and others. The result of this examina-

tion, which was very thorough, and lasted for several days, was on the

whole satisfactory. There is a good deal of irregularity of attendance

upon the part of the pupils, owing to the fact that their parents are

not always in employment and not always able to pay the fees. Still

it is very encouraging to find that so large a number of people in

this humble position are willing to pay what is for them a considerable

sum for the education of their children.

Dr Jardine has already sent you a report of the Evangelistic work
carried on outside of the Institution. It is therefore unnecessary for

me to say anything upon that subject. I have only to add that we shall

endeavour, with the blessing of God, to carry on the work given us
to do, in the sure faith and hope that our labour shall not be in vain

in the Lord. ' We cannot doubt that there lies before this country a

great future very different from the past, and very different too from
the past or present of Europe. Changes are taking place all around.
Some of these changes are undoubtedly such as we deplore. But we
believe that good will come at last ; that though " the bud may have
a bitter taste," yet " sweet will be the flower." To the Christian

Missionary is given the noble privilege of being an honoured instru-

ment in the hand of the great Master in working out his glorious

designs. May we have the true spirit of our office, and be strength-

ened with all might to labour diligently and successfully in bringing
our fellow-men to the knowledge and obedience of the Lord Jesus
Christ

!

Report by Eev. Bipro C. Chuckerbutty.

GOSPEL TEACHING.

During the past year, I was employed three days every week in im-
parting Scripture knowledge to a large number of Hindoo youth, that
attend the General Assembly's Institution. Bible knowledge is ap-—^.pr^ciated by some, while others seem to be quite indifferent about it.

The najority of the students come to our school for cheapness of good
education. They car^ not for religious knowledge. Their sole aim is

to obtain marks sufficient lur passing the University examination.
Notwithstanding their dead unconcern about the religion of God, and
the momentous realities of eternity, we use the appointed means to
bring them to light and knowledge of divine truth, that they may be
set free by it from the power and shackles of sin and Satan. Our
labour in the justification is purely a work of hope. We firmly believe
that the Lord will effectually apply His truth by His Spirit to the
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hearts and consciences of all such as have been preordained to life

eternal ; and that He will bless our labours for His own glory and the

salvation of souls. May the Lord graciously crown our efforts in this

direction with abundant success !

GOSPEL PREACHING.

Whenever I had an opportunity I published the truth as it is in

Jesus to large audiences of people in several places of this large city, as

in bazaars, streets, and houses. 1 went occasionally to villages and
proclaimed the glad tidings of joy and salvation to hundreds of poor
and illiterate people, and to many of the middle class as well. The
people generally heard me with attention. The Mohammedans and
other infidels would at times manifest their disregard towards the

gospel message, and betray such prejudices as it is not possible for

human persuasion or human power to eradicate. The Brahmin priests

and the Pundits very often express their contempt of the religion of

Christ, and appear tenacious of their ancestral faith, though not able to

maintain that it has God for its author. The Hindoos, on the whole,

are better hearers of the Gospel truths than the Mohammedans, who
will not believe in most of the essential doctrines inculcated in the

New Testament. The preaching of the Gospel to all classes of unbe-
lievers is another work of faith and hope. May the truths thus de-

clared set the hearers free from the power of sin and Satan, and make
them heirs of everlasting glory.

INQUIRERS,

The minds of many young men, it seems, have been stirred up. The
spirit of inquiry has been roused. People here and there are now per-

ceiving that mere intellectual belief in the Brahmo dogmas, which
have been most sedulously propagated in almost all the principal places

in India by Brahmo Somaj, and which have been rapidly imbibed by
very large numbers of people, does not, and cannot, touch the heart and
move the feelings. Some of them openly declare that neither Brahrnism,

nor any other form of anti-Christian religion, can meet their spiritual

wants and satisfy the cravings of their souls. Such being the state of

feelings among some educated, sincere, and sober-minded youth of

Calcutta, several young men have of late begun to visit me and the

head catechist. Baboo Wooma Churn Banerjea. They come to us in the

capacity of inquirers of the true religion of God. We give them a

warm welcome and treat them respectfully. We do our best to help

them to obtain a correct knowledge of various points bearing upon the

subject of religion in general, and of various doctrines revealed in the

Bible of God in particular. They take some interest in their inquiry,

and express commendable zeal in the attainment of a knowledge of the

precious truths of God. Some of them—those men who have been

coming to us for a considerable time—have already expressed their en-

tire approbation of the religion of the Lord Jesus. I am now watching

their conduct, and carefully waiting to assure myself of their sincerity.

Day by day I am led to believe that the good work of real enlighten-

ment and of conviction of heart is going on in them. I anticipate that

soon or late they will finally make up their minds to cast their lot with
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the people of God. When they do so, they will at once be homeless,

penniless, and breadless. And as we have neither means to help them

with nor accommodation for their shelter, and as the mission has

given up all concern for the necessary temporal matters of converts, I

find myself in peculiar predicament, and my anxiety on this account

becomes a real trouble to my mind. I leave this matter to your better

and superior judgment, sanguinely expecting that you will do all in

your power to remove this anxiety.

PASTORAL WORK.

By God's blessing we were permitted during the past year to conduct

regular divine service or worship in our Bengali church, both morning

and evening on every Lord's-day, without any interruption. On every

Thursday evening I had regular prayer-meetings throughout the year.

In these meetings I made it my duty to give a systematic exposition of

portions of the Old and New Testaments. All these services were

attended by a good number of Bengali Christians, and some Hindoos
and Mohammedans. All the girls of our Orphanage come twice on
every Sabbath-day to attend divine worship. Since the church has

been built, and men have come to know we have a convenient place for

divine worship, some interest is taken by people here and there, both
among believers and unbelievers, to come to this place. Men that have
no relation with us in any way, are now and then found present among
my hearers. This is encouraging indeed. The church, in this respect,

serves as the place for declaring the Gospel truths to the heathen.

Its good situation does much to attract outsiders. My ministerial

labours, I must joyfuUy and thankfully acknowledge, have been blessed

by God to a certain extent. From all that is visible in men, women,
and children, that come to hear me, I am led to believe that a decided

change for the better in spiritual matters is observable in some, in whom
the Word of God is working silently and surely, and who, I believe,

are under the converting grace of God. May the Lord Jesus bless my
labours for His own glory and the edification and salvation of souls !

My very worthy fellow-missionary. Rev. G. C. Laha, who rendered
material help to me in conducting divine worship in the church during
other years, was, owing to some difi'erent complaints and consequent
debility, incapacitated to take any part in the year past. My heart's

desire is to see him restored to sound health and strength.

The number of professing believers at present actually connected
with our church is about one hundred, including the girls of the
Orphanage.
Though our congregation is very poor, yet I am glad to say they

contributed towards different objects for the cause of Christ the sum of

Rs.130 during the past year.

BAPTISM.

The number of baptisms we had in our Bengali church in the past

year was 18. Of these, 3 infants and 15 adults were the subjects to

whom the holy ordinance was administered. Among these 15, there

were 3 adult believers from direct heathenism, regarding whom I

wrote to Dr Herdman some time ago. From the Orphanage, 1 1 girls
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declared their faith in the Lord, and were admitted into the Cliurch
by baptism. The wife of our head catechist Baboo Wooma Churn
Banerjea, was another, who, on avowal of her faith in Christ, received
baptism from me. She is now no more in the land of the living. The
Lord has been pleased to call her to everlasting rest and glory. She
was the daughter of respectable Brahmin parents, was, according to the
evil custom of the country, wedded to Baboo Wooma Churn in her girl-

hood, gave birth to several children, proved an excellent person in all

her relations as wife, mother, and neighbour, joined her husband after
he had publicly embraced the Christian faith, suffered many a trouble,
many a hardship, from this junction, was a faithful and sympathising
companion to him in all his difficulties and trials, obtained regular
instruction from her husband on religion, and clear light regarding the
doctrines of faith and practice, embraced cordially the gospel religion
of Christ, joyfully declared her faith in Jesus, and received the ordi-
nance of baptism after such declaration. She fell ill, and her illness
was unto death, for the glory of God. Brother Wooma Churn is

mourning for so good a wife. He has some little children, whose care
has devolved upon him. He is really in a very trying predicament, and
justly deserves our sympathy,

COMMUNION.

According to the good old custom of our Church, the sacrament of
the Lord's Supper was administered in our Bengali church every third
rnonth, or four times a-year. A preparatory address was delivered pre-
vious to the administration. The number of communicants was on an
average about thirty.

SABBATH-SCHOOL.

We have a Sabbath-school in connection with our church. The chil-
dren of people connected with our church, as well as the girls of the
Orphanage, compose the inmates of this school. It was during the last
year regularly conducted according to my direction by some zealous
members of our congregation on every Lord's Day. The children were
very happy in coming to us for instruction. We always keep it in our
view to make instruction pleasing. These children have made some
definite progress in religious knowledge. May the Lord bless them,
and make them grow in reality in the nurture and admonition of Jesus,
in divine life and converting grace !

This is the statement of the work in which I was engaged for the
cause of Christ during the last year. May the Lord accept of my ser-
vices, and bless them for His glory !

B. C. Chuckerbutty.
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MADRAS.

Report by Mr Sinclair.

(The first portion of this Report has already been quoted at p. 113.)

INSTITUTION.

Religious Instruction.—Religious instruction has as usual been given

daily in every class in the school, and not without manifestations of

God's blessing. Several young lads are at present earnest seekers after

truth, and come daily, both to myself and to Mr Campbell, to know more
of the things contained in that Book, which is able to make them wise

unto salvation through faith which is in Jesus Christ. The following

report by Mr Mathison, as giving the first impressions of a stranger to

the work aod to the country, is valuable, and will now be read with
more than usual interest. (See p. 114.)

Secular Instrvxtion. Attendance.—The attendance during the earlier

part of the year was higher than what it has been for several years,

—

the numbers having reached a total of 470 on the roll, with an attendance

of 420. For reasons mentioned above, the numbers at the close of the
session were lower than those of the preceding year.

Inspector's Examination.—The school was examined by the Govern-
ment Inspector in July last, but no report of that examination has yet

reached me. In the last report to hand, however, the Inspector re-

marks, " The Church of Scotland Institution has made steady and con-

siderable progress for the last three or four years. The advance in the

matriculation list is very creditable." I would call the attention of the
Committee to what follows in this same report, as it contains the ex-

pression of an opinion at one with my own, and which I have more
than once made known to the Committee. " The school is, however, a
heavy one for one European to work; and while, by personal teaching,

and care in admission to the matriculation class, he may there secure

fair results, it is very difficult for him at the same time to secure the
eflficiency of the school as a whole."

University Examination.—The sixth class is of the standard of. the
matriculation examination of the Madras University; and by the results

in this examination the efficiency of our schools is largely judged. The
average strength of this class during the year was 35 boys ; of these, 25
were recommended by me to appear for the examination. The list of

those who have passed has just been published ; and the result, so far

as this institution is concerned, is more favourable, both as to position
on the list, and as to the number passed, than in any previous year

—

22 of our students having been successful, 4 of whom have taken places
in the first class.

The fifth class was not quite such a good one as its predecessor, and
the probability therefore is, that the results of the matriculation exam-
ination may not be so high next year. The fourth class was very strong
at the beginning of the year, but probably from the comparatively high
fee charged in it, it suff"ered a good deal more than the others towards
the close of the session. The other classes kept well up throughout
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the year, and in the examination in December, acquitted themselves

very creditably.

Income and Expenditure.—The amount of fees received during the

year was Rs.4796. 15., which is an increase of Rs.256. 3. over 1875,

and of R3.903. 11. over 1873. The grant-in-aid from Government was

R3.6IO8. 14., making the total income of the Institution Rs. 10905. 13.

The expenditure, including Rs.600 for new books for the library,

was Rs.9881. 4. 4., so that, notwithstanding this extra item, the Insti-

tution has not only paid all its own expenses, but there is actually a

balance of R.1024. 8. 8. to be put to the credit of the Mission.

Washermanpettah Branch iSchool.—The attendance at this school has

been much the same as in the previous year. It was examined on the

Payment by Results System in December last.

Native Church.—This congregation still continues to meet in the

chancel of St Andrew's Kirk. Owing to the breaking up of the

Orphanage in connection with the Scottish Ladies' Association, and to

the transfer of several members who were employed in the railway to

other stations, the strength of the congregation has considerably fallen

during the year. Mr Samuel reports the present number in connection

with this church to be 382, of whom 150 are communicants. During

the year four families, converts from heathenism, were admitted into

the Church, and nine persons were received as communicants for the

first time. The average number attending the Communion was 77.

The prayer-meetings have been kept up, and preaching in the streets

and bazaars has been carried on as in previous years. The amount
subscribed by the members during the year has been Rs.448. 13.,

the greater portion (Rs.270. 4.) of which is devoted to the support

of the poor of the congregation. Through the liberality of George B.

Bruce, Esq., London, formerly Chief Engineer of the Madras Railway,

who kindly presented the Church with a donation of £20 sterling, and

to whom the minister and congregation return their hearty thanks for

his gift, the Session have been able to provide a set of communion ser-

vice for their own use.

Arconum.—The school at this station continues much in the same

condition as when last reported on. The amount of fees received dur-

ing the year shows an increase of Rs.20. over last year. The amount of

Government grant, received on the Payment by Results System, was

Rs.286. 6. The cost to the Mission of this little school, coritaining 50

little children, who are only receiving the most elementary instruction,

has been Rs.852. 6., a sum in my opinion altogether out of proportion

to the work done for it. Were the Mission to contemplate having

nothing more at this station than a school, I would without hesitation

recommend that we give it up at once. But I believe Arconum to be

an excellent station for mission work, and up to this time it has been

left entirely to ourselves to do the work there. Whether we shall long

have the field to ourselves I do not know, but unless more is done there

by us, we can hardly expect to be left in undisturbed possession. My
opinion as to what should be done at this station remains unchanged,

and again I would recommend that arrangements should be made
whereby Benjamin -lohn, who has just been licensed by the presbytery,

should be sent to take the place of the present head-master. No addi-

tion to the staff of teachers would require to be made, and consequently

no additional expense would be incurred by the Mission, while in addi-
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tion to the educational work at present being carried on, we should

have a licentiate of our Church engaged in direct missionary work,

preaching the Gospel in Arconum and the surrounding districts.*

Vellore Native Church.—During the past year 13 persons have left

the station, and 3 have died. Exclusive of these, there are now on the

roll 45, of whom 24 are full communicants. Divine services are held

every Sabbath, both morning and evening. The monthly special Mon-

day prayer-meeting, and the bi-weekly meetings on Wednesdays and

Thursdays, have all been kept up. The Sunday-school for the mem-
bers of the Church, though not numerically strong, is also being con-

tinued. Two families are under instruction, one of which is soon to be

admitted into the membership of the Church. The sacrament of the

Lord's Supper has been administered once every three months.

School.—Notwithstanding the number of schools opened by the local

authorities, our school continues to prosper. It was opened with 121

at the commencement of the year, and has now 145 on the roll. The
highest number on the roll during the year was 161, and the highest

attendance 145. The fees realised during the year amount to about

Rs.1178.
The school is opened with prayer and reading a portion of the Word

of God. Scripture is taught to all the classes. Boys who are not able

to understand this lesson in English are taught in the vernacular.

Secunderabctd.—The services have been regularly conducted twice

every Sabbath-day, the average attendance at the morning service being

about one hundred, and at the evening service about one-half that num-
ber. The present number of communicants on the roll is seventy-two,

and to these the sacrament has been administered quarterly. Five

adults and six children of Christian parents have been baptised during

the year.

BOMBAY.

Report by Mr Melvin.

I have again the pleasure to send you a brief report of the work
carried on in the General Assembly's Institution here during another

year.

As usual, it will be but a record of much work, faithfully and hope-

fully performed, amid occasional difficulties and discouragements, such

as one must always meet when engaged in missionary work, and in

teaching those whose religion is different from his own.

I. REUGIOUS INSTRUCTION.

(The first portion of this has already been quoted at p. 115.)

During the year, there was a long and very able controversy carried

on by several correspondents in one of our daily papers, for and against

Christianity, and indeed against religion as we understand it ; and I

* Effect has now been given to this recommendation.
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fear the sneers of the " philosophers/' chief of whom was the Principal
of the Government College, did considerable harm, as I found that
their arguments were often referred to by some advanced pupils. One
actually declared himself an atheist, chiefly, I believe, to show his
superiority to what they are pleased to call "superstition." But in help-
ing to break down the walls of the Hindoo citadel, we do not leave the
inmates deists and atheists, lest infidelity make their last state worse
than the first ; but we prayerfully strive to teach them the truth, and
lead them to a realisation of what it is our privilege to make known.
As an exercise in English composition, I often ask the boys to de-

scribe a Hindoo festival, and then I have an opportunity to contrast
Hindoo legends with the pure and beautiful accounts of Christ's work
on earth. The festival called Sivratri, kept here the other day, com-
memorates the reward of a wicked archer, who, benighted in a forest,
climbed a bil-tree, sacred to Siva, and to amuse himself, he plucked
leaves and threw them towards the ground. As they fell upon a sym-
bol of the god below, Siva was so pleased that he sent a heavenly
chariot and carried the hunter to his own abode. Faith there was
none ; works, though done unconsciously, were rewarded !

Mr Edwards for a time taught two classes in Marathi, and his work
was afterwards taken up by Mr Bourquin, who now teaches three
classes daily. The others are under the care of the two catechists,
Bhevaji and Tatia, who in simple language endeavour to rouse even
the youngest to consider the life and mission of the Saviour of the
world.

II. SECULAR INSTRUCTION.

As regards numbers, I am again able to report a little improvement
upon those of the previous year. Up to the middle of August, the
attendance steadily increased, until a difficulty arose in one of the
classes, which resulted in the expulsion of two boys, and a subsequent
loss of fifteen others. However, at the end of the year, the average
attendance was twenty-six higher than at the end of last year, and
very little less than at the end of 1873. I do not expect that we shall

ever again have such high numbers as we had in 1871-72, as there are

still many rival schools, which at one time sprang up like mushrooms,
anxious to share in the large grants then given by Government. Some
teachers promised, from the expected grant, large sums to induce boys
to join their schools ; and Government, having discovered this, refused

one school a matriculation grant of E,s.l700 for 17 boys who had joined
it from the High School.

The Government Inspector ought to have examined our school at the

beginning of August, when I estimated the probable grant at Rs.2920

;

but he postponed it to September, and 14 boys having left, my esti-

mate was reduced to Rs.2640. He then postponed it indefinitely,

—

afterwards fixed it for the beginning of November,—postponed it a

third time,—and at last came in the middle of the same month, when
the highest class was at the matriculation examination, and a great

number of boys from the other classes were absent at marriage cere-

monies, or had finished their school course. The result was, that the

grant could not possibly exceed E,s.l480 ; but even this sum was cut

U
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down, by Government having, from want of funds, refused to give any

grant for teachers, although I had, in accordance with the rules, written

agreements with five of them. Since the close of the year, I have

received a certificate from the Inspector declaring a grant of Rs.ll83.

This sum has been gained by examination only, and, though the inspec-

tion was the strictest I have yet seen, the results are very satisfactory.

I have appealed to the Director of Public Instruction, and given him
particulars of our case, showing that, but for the lateness of the ex-

amination, for which his undermanned department was to blame, our

grant would have been at least Ils.2000.*

The Public Service Examination was a great success to us, as only

thirty candidates passed from the many schools in Bombay, and of

these seven were from our school. One of the examiners told me that

it was most creditable to us to have passed so many. The last matri-

culation examination was, however, a great failure, as we succeeded in

passing only one candidate. This result I attribute to various causes :

the candidates were not so good as usual, chiefly because most of our

raw material was worked up the previous year when so many were

successful ; and for two months previous to the examination, or after

they had received their certificates permitting them to present them-

selves, most stayed at home to study privately, and so I could not be

responsible for their preparation. Besides, the three postponements

of the Inspector's examination had a very bad efi'ect through all the

classes, which were kept at the same work for sixteen months instead of

twelve, and particularly in the highest class, in which the pupils were
at one time preparing for the matriculation examination, and at another

for the Inspector, who, after all, never examined them. Of 69 high
schools, 28 disappeared from the list ; and of 10 mission schools, 4 ; and
the six passed only 15 candidates. In all, 1100 were examined, and
only 203 were successful, a result worse by seventeen per cent than that

for 1875. From our school, 5 passed in English, and 3 failed for 1, 3,

and 4 marks respectively ; 2 failed in Sanskrit ; 1 in mathematics ; and
1 in general knowledge, which includes history, geography, mechanics,

chemistry, and astronomy.
In addition to the Anglo-Vernacular school we have a small Marathi

class in the Institution, and five of the pupils belong to the native
congregation.

With one exception, aU the teachers received their earlier education
in the Institution, and, as was to be hoped, all have taken great interest

in their work, and have performed it to my entire satisfaction.

I may state, in conclusion, that every effort has been made to
keep the expenses of the Institution as low as possible, consistent
with that efficiency which so many rules and examinations demand
of us here.

W. F. Melvin.
Bombay, 7th March 1877.

* He has at last decided to give us the same grant as in 1875-76—viz.,
Rs.2280, and to examine the school again this year.
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Report by Rev. A. Bourquin.

Through the departure of Mr Edwards, it is now incumbent upon
me to make and send you a report of our work in this station for the
year 1876.

Our mission, like other missionary societies, endeavours to evangelise

the people in a threefold manner—viz., by bazaar-preaching, Christian
education in schools, and by gathering those who have been gained
and are gained to the cause of Christ into a congregation for tbe fur-

therance of their edification. A separate report of school work being
sent by Mr Melvin, I shall but slightly touch this part of the work only
as far as the native Christian agents of the mission and myself have to

do with it.

Of the six classes, where, from want of suflacient knowledge of the
English language, the medium of the religious teaching must be the
vernacular, Mr Tatia, Bible-teacher, has the two lower standards ; his

brother, Mr Bhevaji, catechist, the next higher ; and myself, the three

others. Besides, there has been now for a short time an elementary
Marathi class where Bible-teaching has been commenced, but is not yet

quite regulated. However, it will be by-and-by, and Mr Tatia will

take that class as well as the two classes he has already. He is not a
man of great attainments, but is regular in his work, and kind, and
manages pretty well to make himself understood by the little ones. In
the two classes he teaches now, he takes Matthew and Luke respec-

tively. I think that for such little boys it would be of greater advan-
tage to have Earth's Bible Stories. Particularly for Hindoo boys, who
so early suck in the poison of their people's erroneous notions on
creation, origin, and orginator (God Himself), of sin and its nature,

I am sure it would be good, previous to the teaching of the New
Testament, to lay a good foundation by teaching of the Old Testar

ment as much as is really needful for the comprehension of the New.
To the attainment of this I think there is not a book better adapted

than Barth's Bible Stories. As this book gives after each chapter the

necessary application of the spoken matter to the work of salvation in

the New Testament, it would make it easier to Mr Tatia to teach,

while one would at the same time be surer that something substantial

is done among the children. The same applies to Mr Bhevaji's class,

where, during the past year, a part of the Gospel of Luke was read

and explained. Catechist Bhevaji had only one class, because we
wished him to be free for preaching both in the town and in surround-

ing villages. When absent on preaching tours, his brother or myself

step in for the Bible lessons of his class. In the next higher class,

where I teach myself, I have been able to introduce the above

manual, and it answers very well. This class is as a whole a

good one, and many of the boys seem to be quite interested in the

little book. One of them has attended during the past weeks regularly

our Sunday services with our Christians. I have at the same time

taught them, as well as the boys of the next two classes, the geography

of Palestine, to make the matter taught more a reality to them. The
other two classes have as manual, Luke's Gospel ; but they are far

behind the younger class in their willingness to hear and learn God's

Word. Through special circumstances, when I took, about seven
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months ago, charge of these classes, it was next to an impossibility to

do any good work, or any work at all, among the boys. It is much
better now, but not yet quite as it might be. The higher class chiefly

was much dissatisfied not to have the Bible taught in English, as it

would have helped them to pick up some few words and sentences of

that language. However, Bible lessons in English for them would be
useless, as they do not understand enough of it to comprehend the
Gospel, much less a spoken explanation of it. In all the classes, I have
introduced the committing to memory of some Bible verses (both Eng-
lish and Marathi), containing the essential truths of our Christian reli-

gion, and the ten commandments.
The preaching to the heathen, I am sorry to say, has not been at-

tended to as we could have wished. The language has been for many
months an obstacle to my doing anything in that line. Since I have
become somewhat surer in the way of expressing my thoughts, I have
tried several times to preach in the streets, but at each trial, a mob
gathering about me, discussing, abusing, shouting, pushing, fighting,

has convinced me that it is only a waste of strength and time. The
best opportunity I found to be listened to, is that which one has at some
railway stations before the arrival of the trains, for which sometimes
large numbers of natives are waiting. They are then often glad to have
a Padre helping them to pass the time away. I think the best way to

have an effectual street-preaching would be to have a hall or a shed in
a mission compound, with a free entrance from the street, well lighted
up in the evening, when the streets are comparatively quiet, to attract

the people by some singing, to invite them in, and to address them
there. One could thus avoid the mob, as the people would be under a
certain restraint in a house belonging to the mission. Mr Bhevaji, our
catechist, has been often prevented to go to the neighbouring villages

on account of severe cases of sickness and death in his family. During
the past year one of his two children died ; and his wife, after a long,

very long sickness, died of consumption to-day, and I have laid aside
my report at the beginning of this page about two hours ago, to go to
Mr Bhevaji's house to comfort him and pray with him. Mrs Bhevaji
had known for a long time that the end was approaching, but she was
trusting in her Saviour, and was not afraid of death. She died in the
Lord, with the full assurance of being accepted by God. Their second
child has been for a long time very sick too, and I am afraid he will
soon follow his mother,

Eegarding the congregational work, I may mention that I have had
a service for Malayalim and Tamil people every Sunday morning. The
attendance has been varying between 12 and 20, but there have not
been more than 13 really belonging to us. We have now 48 souls con-
nected with us, and a small number of Christians, unconnected with
any church, visiting our services. Mr Bhevaji and myself see the people
often in their own houses. I am glad to be able to mention that in
September we had for the first time a communion-service for the native
church. The two small congregations were gathered in one, and the
number of native communicants was 20. It is but a small beginning,
but we have the promises of the Lord that in the course of time the
mustard-seed will grow to be a tree.
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IV. DAPJEELING.

Abridged Report by Rev. Willieim Macfarlane, M.A.

ADDITIONS MADE BY BAPTISM TO THE CHURCU DURING THE YEAR :

AND VISITATION OF CHOLERA,

Readers of last year's abridged report (page 154 of volume for

187C) are reminded that the latest convert at that date was a Nepaulese
cultivator, living in the neighbourhood of Kalimpoong. This man,
whose name was llaghubir, and who was baptised on the 12th of March
1876, led a consistent life till he died of cholera in the epidemic that
occurred in the district in the month of June. He used always to

come to worship with Sukhman and Jangabir on the Lord's Day, and
to spend the greater part of that day with them. Then he went home,
and worked on his fields during the other six days—Sukhman visiting

him when he could, and instructing and counselling him. I was very
much interested in this man. He lived altogether outside of the
Mission. If our Mission is to obtain a deep, permanent hold in the
district, it is by work of this sort that it must be done.

For some months after Raghubir was baptised, there were no converts
coming out from among the heathen, and I was beginning to fear that
this state of matters might continue for an indefinite period. Then
occurred the fearful visitation of cholera which befell the district, and
which, it is supposed, carried away some 5000 persons from the dis-

trict. Cholera had been in the Terai during the whole of the cold
weather in the end of 1875 and beginning of 1876. As the hot weather
began to come on, the cholera commenced to creep up the hills, attack-

ing first the tea-gardens farthest down, and then gradually coming up.

The gardens on the lower elevations all round Darjeeling were attacked

in May ; but the station for a time escaped. The first case that occurred
in the station was in our own compound, and was that of our own cook.

I went over to Kalimpoong one Saturday morning in the end of May on
my usual monthly visit. The man gave me my breakfast before I left,

and made his salaam as I went away. On my return the following Mon-
day morning the first thing I heard on entering the station was that

he was dead. Another case occurred two days afterwards amongst the
students of our Normal School. The Civil Surgeon 'thereupon im-
mediately ordered all our schools to be shut, and we did not get them
reopened for six weeks, during which time the cholera was raging on
the tea-plantations, though only a few isolated cases occurred in the

station. On the 6th of June the first case of cholera occurred in the

Kalimpoong subdivision, in a village some three miles from the mission-

house. After that it broke out violently, and from four to ten deaths

occurred in the villages every day. Sukhman sent to me for medicines,

and forwarded a report of the state of matters almost daily. At last

he sent word that Raghubir had been attacked, and he asked me to

come over, as he did not know what to do. The man who brought his

letter reported that it was with the utmost difficulty he had been able

to come over the cane bridge crossing the Teesta, a large river, then in
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flood, between Kalimpoong and Darjeeling, and that he did not think

I could go over it. On my going down to the Teesta, I found that

crossing the river was a most diflicult business. Sukhman came down
to meet me. He crossed over the bridge, holding on to the top by his

hands, as the sides were gone in spaces of two and three feet every here

and there, and there was nothing to support one's feet but a bamboo
stretched lengthwise at the bottom. If one's feet slipped, or one's hold
gave way, down one would go plump right through the bridge into the

roaring river below, and that would be certain death. Sukhman gave

me a very sad account of the state of matters at Kalimpoong. He told

me that Raghubir was dead ; that all in the house where he lived had
fled as soon as he died ; that Jangabir and himself had dug his grave

and buried him, but that before they had got the grave covered in,

Jangabir himself had been taken ill, and was then in a very critical

state in Kalimpoong. Committing ourselves and all to God we went to

cross the bridge. I had to take off my shoes and stockings to prevent
my feet slipping on the round slippery bamboo at the bottom of the

bridge. Sukhman was coming behind me, carrying the bag containing

the medicines I had brought with me. He somehow stumbled, and
the bag fell off his back, and went right through the bridge into the

river below and was lost. I was thankful that Sukhman himself did
not go through after it. When we reached the end of the bridge he
was very disconsolate. He said that there were only three of them in

Kalimpoong, that God had taken one, that another had been seized by
the fatal malady, and that we had lost the medicines which were being
brought to give him. Had God cast them ofi" 1 I encouraged him
by reminding him of the record of Paul's sufferings recorded in the
11th chapter of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians ; and told him
that very much worse things had befallen the apostle than had befallen

us, but yet that it never struck the apostle that on account of them
God had either forsaken him or abandoned the Gospel. On reaching
Kalimpoong I found Jangabir suffering from all the usual choleraic

symptoms. We prayed for him to God, and gave him such medicines
as we had till a new supply reached us from Darjeeling. Through the
mercy of God, his life was spared and he recovered.

After Jangabir was out of danger I remained for about a fortnight
in Kalimpoong visiting the villagers. Their sentiments towards the
Mission at this time underwent a complete change. At first it was
viewed with deep suspicion. Now they began to come daily in twenties
and thirties for medicines. We were welcome to their homes, and
allowed to read and pray, where no one would previously have per-
mitted us to enter. It is a fearful thing to be in the midst of an attack
of cholera. A thick gloom settled down over the whole place. Persons
who were quite well in the morning were dead by the evening ; and
those who went to bed in good health at night were corpses in the
morning. The living were occupied in burying the dead. Their fields

were neglected ; and, through the uncertainty of life, all walked about
with a disconsolate, spiritless look, no one knowing how soon his turn
might come. In some families as many as eight persons were carried
away out of one household. I saw by no means the worst of it. On
several plantations, when the attack became severe, the coolies were
seized with panic, and left their houses and fled to the jungles, leaving
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the dying unburied and the sick uncared for ; and in several instances

the planters had to dig the graves themselves, and to bury them with
their own hands.

But the Lord's people have the promise that " all things work together

for good to them that love God, to them who are the called according
to His purpose ; " and we have had ample experience of the fulfilment of

this promise in this very matter. At a short distance from Kalimpoong
there were two families living together. The cholera attacked them,
and carried off the majority of the members of both families. Tho.se

who escaped, seized with panic, fled, leaving the mother of one family

who had also been attacked, but who had survived, in an utterly help-

less state with a young daughter, her only surviving child. None of

the neighbours, in fear for their lives, would go near this woman and
her daughter ; and, I believe, she would certainly have died of neglect,

had not Sukhman heard of her case. He visited her, and gave her

medicine and food. He also spoke to her of Christ and prayed with
her. The result was that, at Sukhman's persuasion, she resolved to be

a Christian. She was baptised in Kalimpoong along with her daughter

on the 25th of August. At the same time a Fakir was baptised, with

whom Sukhman had been conversing since the beginning of the year,

and who also resolved to follow Christ. This man has since gone to

Nepaul to fetch his family to settle in Kalimpoong, and I hope he will

be able to persuade all his household to follow his example.

The cholera visitation brought forth fruit in Darjeeling as well as in

Kalimpoong. The cook of whose death I have already written was a

Lepcha, and a most excellent servant, and a man of very great influence

with the other Lepchas about the place. He had paid no attention,

however, to religion, and when he was dying he was in a very disconso-

late state. He said to those around him, " If I die, where shall I go ?

"What will become of me ? " They were all heathen Lepchas, and could

give him no comfort ; but his questions sank into their hearts. One of

those who were present and heard him was Namthak, the first teacher

in the Darjeeling School. He had been a regular attender at the even-

ing Bible-class I had before Sukhman was baptised. When the class

was broken up by that event Namthak drew back with the others, and
for many months it seemed as if the instruction he had got had been

all in vain. When the cholera came, however, and he was brought face

to face with death, and he saw from the case of the cook what a fear-

fully gloomy thing it is for a soul to pass into eternity in utter darkness

without hope, he was made to think about religion as he had never

thought before. The result was that he resolved to give himself to

Christ. In a letter which he wrote to me announcing his decision, he

stated that he had felt for long that the Christian Scriptures were true,

but that he had put off, and put off, complying with their demands.

Now, however, he said, he had been brought face to face with eternity,

and he felt that he must delay no longer. He therefore asked me to

baptise him, which I did on the 6th of August. He is one of our best

men, one who follows the Lord, as far as I can judge, with his whole

heart.

The same circumstances which led Namthak to decide to follow Christ

led also another Lepcha to the same decision. This was Tyaptuk, a

brother of Pusring the Christian teacher at Hom, and a servant in my
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private employment. He also had been greatly influenced by the cook

who died ; and he was deeply impressed by the spiritual loneliness and

desolateness which marked his death. On account of his brother being

a Christian, particular interest was taken in him ; but for a good while

he seemed to be quite indifi'erent to religion. At last he got ill himself,

and as he lay on his sick-bed, the cook's questions, " If I die, where

shall I go 1 What will become of me 1 " kept ringing in his ears. The
result was that he felt he must lay hold of life eternal. He also resolved

to follow Christ. At his own earnest request he was baptised on the

19th of November.
On the same day on which Tyaptuk was baptised, another Nepaulese

of the name of Sri Lall was also baptised. He had been a student

in the Normal School some four or five years ago. He then left and

became a Sardar, or something of that sort, in the Terai, where he con-

tinued till last year, when he returned to the hills. Since his return he

had come in contact with Lachman, one of our converts, who came and
told me that he wished to become a Christian. Sri Lall himself stated

that when in school he had read Earth's * Scripture History,' and that

that had ever stuck to him, and that he felt from the simple and
orderly and consistent account it gave of things, that it must be true.

He said that he wished to be baptised, and to join the Christians. As
he was a man of good character, and as there was no reason for ques-

tioning his sincerity, he was received into the church. He is proving
himself to be a quiet, steady, consistent man.

In addition to the above, the wife of George, a Christian in the

service of the Maharajah of Burdwan, and his two children were bap-

tised. This man was baptised in his infancy, his parents having been
Christians, in some Mission in the North-West Provinces. When he
grew up he entered European service, and in this employment he seems
to have travelled over a good part of India. He has now been for

a considerable number of years in the service of the Maharajah of

Burdwan, Like most Christians, whether Indian or European, who lead

such a life, George was living in anything but a Christian way. He
never used to attend worship on the Lord's Day ; and he was living

with a Lepcha woman to whom he was not married, and who was not
baptised, and by whom he had two children. This year we felt that

we were not doing what we ought for such lapsed Christians, and for

others who were scattered about, and it was resolved that Anta, the
blind preacher, should be appointed specially to look after them. He
was instructed to visit them all, if possible, once every week, and to
speak to them, and to remind them of the commandments of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, and to exhort them to live in accordance
with them. Anta has taken heartily to this work. He goes round
them every week, reads to them, prays with them, and instructs the
ignorant amongst them. The effect of this steady, persistent work is

now manifesting itself. George commenced to attend divine service

every Lord's Day. He brought the woman with whom he was living
to be baptised, and they were married together in the church. His two
children were also baptised along with their mother. George, who is

unable to read, is now learning at nights to read, so that he may be
able to read the Scriptures for himself ; and he is making such pro-

gress that he will soon be able to accomplish his end. Another Lepcha
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woman, who has been married to Ingu, the Christian teacher at Mong-
poo, was also baptised.
The last baptism of the year was that of Hlomo, the sister of Pusring

and Tyaptuk. She was taught at first by her brother at Sidyang and
Hom, and then she came to Darjeeling to be taught more fully than
he could teach her. She has been for a long time acquainted with
Christian truth. After Tyaptuk was baptised, she wrote, without either
Miss Macfarlane or myself knowing of it, to her father, telling him that
she wished like her two brothers to become a Christian, and asking
his permission to allow her to be baptised. As he gave his consent,
she was baptised on the 17th of December. She is an exceedingly nice
girl. She is the fifth person, including young and old, who has been
baptised in connection with this family; and 1 am sure that all who
read this report with interest and sympathy will join in the prayer that
her father and mother, and another brother and sister, who still remain
without, may be brought into the fold of Christ.

Let us heartily thank God for what He has done, for the work has
been His and not man's ; and let us earnestly pray that this may be
only the first-fruits of an abundant harvest yet to be reaped in the
district.

LATEST INTELLIGENCE.

Mr Macfarlane writes to the Correspondent on 28th ]\Iarch 1877 :

—

We had another baptism on Sunday the 18th of March, that of Budhi-
man, one of the students in the Normal School. Some of the other
heathen Normal School students have begun to attend the Christian
meetings for worship ; and the relatives of some of the Lepcha converts
show symptoms of a desire to follow those who have been baptised.

OUR WORK DURING THE YEAR IN ENDEAVOURING TO SECURE THE
GROWTH OF PROFESSED BELIEVERS IN FAITH, KNOWLEDGE, HOLI-

NESS, AND ALL THE OTHER CHRISTIAN GRACES.

Baptism is but the entrance to the Christian life. After the heathen
are baptised, they require to be instructed more fully regarding the
duties imposed upon them by the religion which they have professed.

They need to be watched over, guided, directed, counselled, exhorted,
warned, and comforted in numberless ways. Every missionary in this

land to whom it has been given to see converts from amongst the
heathen joining the Church, feels the crying need there is of having
them instructed fully regarding the truths of the Bible. It is a com-
paratively easy matter to do this in the case of such converts as our
Normal School students who have been for years in school, and who
have read considerable parts of the Bible, and who are well acquainted
with its general contents ; but it is a very different matter when one
has to deal with converts who cannot read a word of any language,

who can only learn by hearing, and to whom everything in the Bible is

perfectly strange. In such cases, one has to instruct them as one does
children, and to seek to impress upon their minds the first principles of

the doctrine of Christ by a constant repetition of them in the simplest

language. For this end, a practice has been introduced in all our ser-

X
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vices on the Lord's day of repeating in the middle of the service the

Ten Commandments, the Nicene Creed, and a short form of prayer

along with the Lord's Prayer. It was first begun by the Christians

amongst themselves through a desire to learn something that would

stick to them; and I thought it such a good thing that I gave it my
hearty approval. The most ignorant by the constant repetition of these

simple forms learn something which remains in their minds. In every

other respect we have the usual simple, Presbyterian form of service

;

and I do not think any one coming amongst us and seeing us would

charge us with destroying the spirit of prayer through introducing the

form we use.

Nund Lall Roy, the head-master of the Normal School, always assists

me in conducting the services in the church. He always takes my place

in my absence. I have to speak highly of the hearty manner in which

he has taken part in this work during the year.

I began the practice in the early part of last year of going round and

seeing all the Christians scattered through the district once a-month.

The illness and death of Mr Peters, the manager of the printing press,

has prevented me from doing this now for many months. I hope,

however, to be able almost immediately to resume doing so again.

Anta, our blind preacher, goes about visiting the Christians scattered

in service round about Darjeeling. This is a most excellent plan, and
brings forth good fruit. Anta himself takes to it heartily. At first,

when he was visiting only the heathen, he became after a time rather

disheartened; and, in truth, it is a most trying thing to go round visit-

ing the heathen day after day, speaking the same truths to them, and
hearing the same objections, and meeting with the same indifterence,

and finding that not one soul comes out from among them. Now, how-
ever, that Anta meets with one Christian household which he visits

every day, a new light has come upon his path, and he is far more
happy and hearty in his work.
Another matter which is of the greatest consequence to the well-being

of the Church, is that of the maintenance of proper discipline. A large

proportion of our converts have been young men in the prime of life.

Many of them were unmarried. We had not Christian young women
from amongst whom they could get wives . They therefore naturally

looked for wives in the circle of their old non- Christian companions and
acquaintances. This raised some most perplexing questions, in regard
to which I was often at a loss as to what should be done. Then the
example of many European tea-planters tended to lead some astray. I
had no idea of the lives many Europeans were living in this district till

converts began to come in ; and then almost every month the subject
was brought before me by them in some form or other, by their asking
such questions as, " Is it right to do this? May a Christian live in such
a way?" Other difficult questions also arose; and it was therefore
resolved that a PancJidyat should be formed of members of the Church
for dealing with all such questions. This system has now been work-
ing for some time, and answers, on the whole, very well. When any
matter involving questions of discipline arises, the Panchdyat is assem-
bled, and the matter is laid before it and considered. Hitherto, the
meetings of the Panchdyat have been held at irregular intervals ; but we
are now thinking of a meeting held on a fixed day once every month
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for considering all matters pertaining to tbe well-being of the Church.
In the meantime the ranchdi/at is composed of all the adult male
members of the church.
Another matter to which we have begun to give special attention is

that of the members of the CJhurch supporting the Lord's work by
their contributions. Indian Christians are generally not very liberal

;

and missionaries, from their position, feel it to be rather a delicate
matter to urge liberality upon them, and hence the contributions from
many congregations in this country for the Lord's work are nothing.
I believe, however, that missionaries ought everywhere to exhort the
Christians to abound in this grace as in every other. With these feelings
I brought the matter before the Church last August, and exhorted them
all to show their love and gratitude to Christ by giving of their means
every month for His work. A number of them began from that time
to give a regular contribution every month for the support of the
Mission. Some give regularly the tenth part of their income to the
Lord. One man, who had given nothing before, paid the tenth part of all
he had got since he became a Christian. He said that it had been the
old custom to give the tenth to the Lord, and that he thought it was a
very good custom, and he would therefore follow it. A good number
still do not give anything ; but I bring the subject before them once
every month, and I hope that gradually they will all be led to give
something to the Lord. From August to December, both months
inclusive, those connected with the Church contributed towards the
support of the Mission the sum of Es. 145 2 = £\A, 10s. 3d.
At the end of the year there were in connection with the Church 55

persons, of whom 20 were communicants, 17 were adults above 14 years
of age not in full communion, and 18 were children.

THE SCHOOLS.

Since the end of 1875 we have begun binding the students in the
Normal School by formal agreements, by which they engage to read
two years in the Normal School, and afterwards to teach two years in
one of the District Schools ; otherwise they will repay us all that they
got for scholarships in the Normal School. Since this plan was adopt-
ed, they have become, with one or two exceptions, far more steady and
regular in their attendance than they were before. We were obliged
to adopt this system in self-protection, as we found that after all the
labour and expense of training them, just when they were fit to be
teachers, the most of them left us and took some situation on the tea-

])lantations.

The Female Department of the Normal School is getting on as well
as young babies, and the backwardness of the women of the place in

learning, and the aversion of the people to have their women educated,
will let it. Two of those who were taught in it are now helping their

husbands in District Schools in teaching.

The District Schools have been carried on amid many difficulties.

Some of the schools are pretty satisfactory ; others are not so. Teach-
ing in this district is trying work at best. The parents as a rule are
indifferent whether their boys go to school or not, and the boys them-
selves have certainly no zeal or love for learning. Unless the teachers
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go for them every morning, the school attendance will be very small

indeed. It is no joke going every morning up and down the sides of

the Himalayas in search of boys who come from all parts of the com-

pass, and who are adepts at hiding themselves in every piece of jungle

by the way, so that they may get playing instead of going to school. It

is little wonder that men seek for some other work rather than be

doing that all the year round. On that account we find it difficult to

keep our teachers for any length of time ; and the Nepaulese are natur-

ally rather fickle, and unsteady, and the whole state of society in the

district is in rather an unsettled state. This is felt in every relation of

life. Most Europeans have generally more changes among their ser-

vants here in six months than they have in the plains in five years.

Where teachers are constantly changing it is almost impossible to have

an efficient school. Some of the teachers, however, are very steady

men, and their schools are by far the most efficient. I am thankful to

be able to say that the Christian teachers have hitherto been very

steady, and I hope they will all continue so. I have divided the

schools into five subdivisions according to the manner in which I think

the district should be divided for evangelistic work, my idea being to

make education and evangelistic labour work together as far as possible.

In the month of December there were in all the schools, on the rolls, 524

boys and 105 girls, and in average daily attendance, 326 boys and 60

girls.

THE PRINTING PRESS.

This department was a cause of much anxiety to me during the

past year. Mr Peters, the late manager, fell into bad health in the be-

ginning of the year, and left for Calcutta on the 26th of September.

Instead of getting better, however, he got worse, and died about the

middle of December. He was an excellent servant, and gave me the

utmost satisfaction during the three and a-half years he was connected

with the Mission.

From the 26th of September, the day Mr Peters left, till the 10th of

January, the day the new manager, Mr Armstead, arrived, I had to

take charge of everything, and to be in the printing-office every day,

and all day long, myself. The other work suffered in consequence.

However, there was no help for it but to turn printer till a new man
could be got. And here I must give expression to the deep obligation

under which this Mission lies to the Rev. J. M. Thomson, senior

chaplain of our church in Calcutta, and to C. Longhurst, Esq., of

St Andrew's Church, Calcutta, for the assistance rendered by them
in securing the services of a new manager. And in this connection I

must also mention the great obligations under which this Mission lies

to Octavius Steel, Esq., the Treasurer of our Mission in Calcutta.

School-books in Hindi, and tracts both in Hindi and Nepaulese, have

been issuing from the press during the whole year. We are now print-

ing an edition of 1000 copies of Genesis and the first 20 chapters of

Exodus in Nepaulese. The first 36 chapters of Genesis have been

printed off. We shall get on more quickly with this work when the

new Nagri type comes. This was translated by Ganga Parshad, the

Nepaulese translator. He has also translated Matthew and Mark, and
revised the old translation of Luke. He is now translating John, and
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has got as far as the 6th chapter. The Gospels will be printed as soon
as we have got Genesis out of the press.

I am thinking of establishing a monthly semi-religious paper in

Hindi for the sake of the Christians through the district. It will give

them something to read, and it will tend to form a bond of connection
between them.

BAZAR PREACHING, AND DISTRIBUTION OF SCRIPTURES AND TRACTS.

These have been carried on steadily during every Sunday of the year
in the bazars in Darjeeling and Kalimpoong. They call, however, for

no particular remark, as they have been the same as in previous years.

This is the most trying work we are engaged in, as we have had no vis-

ible fruit from it to encourage us ; but still we go on with it steadfastly.

ORPHANS AND BOARDERS.

Our orphans, as one after another of them gets married and settled

in life, are gradually diminishing in number. We have now only four,

and two of these are apprentices in the printing press. If things go on
as they have been doing now for some years, the orphanage will gradu-
ally become extinct ; and it is not to be regretted.

As the orphanage is disappearing we are gradually setting up in its

place a boarding-school for the children of Christians who are scattered

•through the district, and who have no means of getting their children

properly educated at home. We have two such children, a brother and
a sister, with us at present. Along with these we have three Lepcha
girls. One of them is Hlomo ; another is her sister ; and the third is

a near relative. We have them, because their parents wished to have
them educated ; and we are anxious for many reasons to have girls

properly taught.

LOSSES AND SUFFERINGS OF THE MISSION.

It will be seen that Miss Macfarlane's Report and my own this year

stand alone, and are unaccompanied, as they were in the two previous

years, by a report from Mr Anderson. He went down with me one
day, I think in the month of March, to preach in a bazar held at the

bottom of a deep valley some five or six miles from the station. It was
very hot down at the bazar, but towards the afternoon it began to

rain, and when we came up to the station it seemed as if we had entered

the Arctic regions. Mr Anderson caught cold, which resulted in an
ulcerated sore throat. All the civil surgeon's skill failed to cure it, and
at last he had to order him home. It was a very sad thing for both
Mr and Mrs Anderson to leave Darjeeling after having been so short a

time in it ; and their departure was made all the more sad by their hav-

ing lost their only child only a week before they had to leave.

The past year has been a sad one to us for sickness and death. In
the beginning of it measles broke out, and the compound was like an
hospital for several weeks. An infant child of Lachman's, one of the

Christians, died. Afterwards, Lachmaniya, the teacher of the girls'

school, died. Subsequently we had the cholera amongst us in Darjee-

ling and Kalimpoong. Then Mr Anderson's child died, and he him-

self was ordered away ; and as he and Mrs Anderson were going
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down the hills, Hukami, their Christian servant, who was to have ac-

companied them to Calcutta, was seized with cholera and died within

a few hours of the commencement of the attack. And lastly, Mr

Peters had to leave, and he died in Calcutta. These are sore trials

;

but amid them all the Lord is with us. His kingdom is coming

amongst us. Whatever changes may occur amongst men, He ever re-

maineth the same. Therefore, amidst all, we can bless, and praise, and

honour " Him that liveth for ever, whose dominion is an everlasting

dominion, and His kingdom is from generation to generation."

We need for this Mission two other ordained missionaries of our

Church. Will those who read this report make it a matter of special

prayer that God would be pleased to raise up for His work here two

such men, men full of the Holy Ghost and of faith, wisdom, and power?

W. Macfarlane,

3Iissionari/.

Abridged Report by Miss Macfarlane.

The New Year of 1876 found measles sweeping the compound, from

the effects of which we had no sooner recovered than a blank was left

in our midst by the death of Lachmaniya. Her name will be familiar

to the readers of our annual report as having been long in connection

with the Mission, first in the Orphanage, and latterly as the faithful

teacher in the girls' school. Her death was very sudden. It took

place in the middle of March, after a painful illness of three weeks ; but

it was not until some three days before her death that any danger was

apprehended. She died in peace, realising that all her sins had been

washed away in the blood of Christ, knowing that there is " now no

condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after

the flesh but after the Spirit," and "persuaded that neither life nor

death, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present,

nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, would

be able to separate her from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus

our Lord." She left behind her a little fragile baby-girl too young to

know the loss she had sustained in her mother's death ; and how fond

the mother was of that little mite of womanhood—never tired of telling

what she would do for her if God would be pleased to spare her to

grow up. But it was otherwise ordained. The mother was taken, and

the thin delicate little child is now as well and healthy as any girl of

her age could be. Lachmaniya's death left a blank in our midst which

time has not yet healed.

Daring the cholera epidemic the head-teacher in the boys' school, a

Lepcha of the name of Namthak, acted very nobly, as did also one of

the Normal School students of the name of Raktu Man. Both of them

attended to the sick at the risk of their own lives. Namthak escaped,

but the other young man was attacked. How earnestly we prayed that

God would be pleased to remember his kindness to others and to spare

his life. God heard the prayers that were offered up, and the young
man recovered, and is now a teacher in one of the Mission schools.

Though a heathen, he has many noble qualities. May God, by the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, bring him into His own fold.
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THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

Here we have at present seventeen male students.
Last year at this time we had the names of twenty students on the

roll. Of these, two had to be dismissed, two left of their own accord,
one is at home in ill health, six are still with us, and seven have gone
out as teachers.

In addition to the male students we have seven female students on
the roll, against nine of last year. Of the nine, two have become
teachers, three are still with us, one has been appointed to look after
the orphan children and boarders, one is at present at her home, one
died, and one had to be dismissed. The difficulty is not to get suitable
ones, but to get any at all, and when we have got them, to try and get
them to learn. As they bring their little babies with them to school,
learning is very up-hill work to the poor mothers. In reading they all

niake pretty fair progress, but when it comes to the multiplication-table
it is a struggle.

They all take naturally to sewing, and some of them sew very well
indeed. The baby element makes the school very noisy ; and between
cooing, and screaming, and hushing, it is a marvel that the mothers
learn as well as they do.

THE DAII.TEELING BOYS' AND GIRLS' SCHOOLS.

In the boys' school there are fifty-two names on the roll, in addition
to which there is a night-school, taught by the first teacher, with nine
pupils, making sixty-one in all. This year the attendance has kept up
all throughout the cold weather, which hitherto has never been the
case, and, taken as a whole, the people in the neighbourhood seem
much more anxious that their children should be able to read and write.
In looking back over a number of years a marked change has come
over the people. Formerly there was the most general apathy regard-
ing education. The children had no inclination to be taught, nor the
parents any desire that they should be. It was altogether very dishearten-
ing work. Now the parents are in many cases most anxious to have
their children taught, and instead of the old patronising tone, we are
generally asked if they may send them.

In the girls' school we have the same difficulty in getting pupils as
we have in getting female students. The attendance varies greatly.

This month we have only eight on the roll. In September we had
twenty-two, but ten and twelve are the common numbers. I wish I
saw the same desire on the part of the parents of the children for the
education of their girls as they are now having for their boys. We are

working amongst a class of people who have to earn their bread by the
sweat of their brow, and no doubt the girls have a good deal of work
to do. Still, there are many who only spend their time in play, and
might come to school with the utmost regularity if their parents would
only send them. M. A. Macfarlane.
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PKOPOSED MISSION TO CHINA.

I. It has long been a subject of remark and complaint, that the

Church of Scotland, -while devoting much attention to missionary work

at home, has done comparatively little for the heathen world. How
true this is may be seen from the figures given in the last Report to the

General Assembly by the Committee on the Liberality of the Church,

where, out of a total of £350,621, only £25,357, or less than one-

thirteenth, is given for Heathen and Jewish Missions. Up to last year

the Church's whole missionary agency for the heathen was confined to

India. For a year she has had one small mission in the centre of

Africa. Her work at home has been large, though not too large.

Surely " these things ought ye to have done, but nut to leave tJie other

undone."
II. Along with this limited agency have gone the comparative apathy

and want of interest shown by the Church at large in the work. Six

years ago it was difficult to get sufficient money to carry it on, and it is

still difficult to obtain men to go as missionaries. It is a serious

question how far the one fact is dependent on the other. The missions

of the Church being on a small scale, have not been deeply interesting

to her people, and have not roused the enthusiasm, nor touched the

hearts, of her students and preachers. Already the extension of the

field to Africa has awakened additional attention and interest, nearly

£5000 having been raised for that Mission. The revenue for last year

(apart from a large sum for Africa) is £2000 more than the previous

year, and by some hundreds of pounds sterling the largest revenue ever

received in a single year. ,Seven labourers have also gone to Africa.

Is there not indication in these facts that courage to advance will bring

its blessing 1

III. The circumstances and condition of China are such as to make
a strong claim on a Missionary Church. (] ) First of all, her population

is enormous—nearly a third of that of the whole earth ! The Chinese
Empire contains 464 millions. (2) It is closely connected with Great
Britain by means of extensive commerce. In the year 1875 the im-
ports from China to this country were in value nearly fifteen millions

sterling. Nearly two million pounds of tea, representing incredible

labour and care on the part of cultivators, were imported in that year
;

while the exports exchanged from this country were nearly six millions

sterling. How many of our countrymen must owe their wealth, and
how many others much of their daily comfort and enjoyment, to China!

(3) A great part of the country is now open to the settlement of Euro-
peans and the teaching of Christians. In addition to many open ports

obtained under former treaties, four new treaty ports and six places of

trade have been opened in 1876. (4) We have been, and are stiU,

guilty of forcing upon China, for our own purposes, the curse of opium.
How long that may be continued we know not ; but surely it is a
strange anomaly for a Christian nation to insist on sending opium and
not to send the Gospel ! (5) The prospects of farther commerce are

very great. The value of British manufactures is now felt through the

whole empire ; and it is difficult to set limits to the openings for trade
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in the future. (6) In point of education China is not second to any
country

; the power of reading is, among the men, almost universal.
All kinds of books are eagerly bought up and read. There is hardly
any limit to the possible distribution of liibles. In a three months'
journey, one missionary sold at fair prices 47 6G portions of the Bible,
20U0 other books, 3G()0 tracts, making 10,0()() volumes and leaflets in
all. A steady sale of such books has been going on for years. (7)
Missions have already made considerable progress, direct and indirect.
The Buddhist religion in China was itself the result of Buddhist Mis-
sions in former days. Medical missionaries above all have great in-
fluence. "AH foreigners," says the lamented Mr Margary, "are
physicians in their eyes, and missionary doctors are especially success-
ful." One excellent Scotch physician resident at Pekin can count
many of the leading mandarins and viceroys as his patients and friends.
Presbyterian missions have been very useful. The United Presby-
terian Church (the only Scottish Church already in the field) has a
good Mission, with excellent agents ; the Irish Presbyterian Church
has three stations and two European labourers ; and the English Pres-
byterian Church has four stations, with 2172 members, and an average
attendance at 07ie station of 1240 people,

IV. Impressed by these and other facts, a member of the Church has
oflFered to the Foreign Mission Committee to guarantee £1000 if the
Church will institute a Mission to China ; and a young medical man
has volunteered for service as a medical missionary. The question is

under consideration, whether the Church is to accept these offers of
inoney and service. The answer will depend much on the amount of
aid promised in response to the present appeal.

Y. It is proposed to begin in one of the new treaty ports, where
there has been no mission as yet, with two leading agents, an ordained
and a medical missionary. Under these, it is proposed to have two
colporteurs. A hospital and a book-store will be required. The money
requisite for the yearly support of the Mission is not great. It is ex-
pected that one of the Bible Societies will, as is customary, provide
part of the salaries of the colporteurs. The salaries of two missionaries
will amount to £600._ The rent of house and of premises will not
exceed £350 ; and, with extra expenses, it is believed that £1000 a-year
will be sufficient to carry on the Mission on the scale proposed for a
beginning. This estimate has been tested by a missionary of many
years' experience in China, and has been approved by him.
A sum of £1200 or £1500 will be required for outfit and passage-

money, &c. But it is thought desirable that a sum of from £3000 to
£5000 be provided before the Mission be recommended to the adoption
of the General Assembly. Of that sum £1000 has been already
guaranteed. This paper is issued for the purpose of ascertaining what
support such a proposal will obtain from wealthy friends connected
with China, and from members of the Church at large.

" Behold, these shall come from far ; and, lo, these from the north
and from the west ; and time from the land of Siiiim " (Isaiah, xlix. 12).

Such is the olden promise, which has not yet been fulfilled, but in
fulfilling which, so long after the prophet's day, it seems now possible
that the Church of Scotland may be permitted to take part. Can it be
said by any of her friends that she is yet doing for the evangelisation

Y
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of the world what her numbers and wealth might enable her to do,

and what might reasonably be expected from her activity and useful-

ness at home 1 May the Lord pour out upon her ministers and mem-
bers the spirit of faith, self-denial, and liberality, so that she may take

her share in carrying the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the ends of the

earth !

Offers of aid to such a Mission will be gratefully received by the

subscribers ; and it is earnestly desired that these be made without

delay. James C. Herdman, D.D.,
Melrose.

J. Elder Gumming, D.D.,
Sandyford, Glasgow.

21th February 1877.

REGULATIONS of the FOREIGN MISSION COMMITTEE
OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND in reference to the

EMPLOYMENT OF EUROPEAN MISSIONARIES IN INDIA,
as from 1st January 1877.

I.—ORDAINED MISSIONARIES.

Period and Terms of Engagement.

1. Twenty-five years shall be taken as the full period of a Missionary's

service, at the expiry of which time his engagement ends without notice

on either side. All further engagements shaU be matter of special

arrangement between the Committee and the Missionary.

2. A Missionary may resign at any time, by giving six months' notice

;

but if he resign within the first five years he shall, if called upon, refund

the outfit and passage money paid on his account, and shall not be
entitled to a passage home. Notice of resignation by a Missionary shall

count from the date of his letter addressed to the Home Committee.
3. The Committee may dispense with the services of a Missionary at

any time, by giving six months' notice, and paying his passage if he
wishes to return to this country at the close of that period.

4. In case of immorality, or other gross misdemeanour, the Committee
shall have power of summary dismissal. The Committee shall be sole

judges of the merits of any case coming under this and the preceding
rule, and their decision shall be final.

5. The Committee reserve the right of determining the place at which,

and the work in which, a Missionary is to be employed.

Outfit and Salaries.

6. On first leaving for India, every Missionary shall receive .£50 for

outfit, and, if married, £25 towards outfit of his wife. The outfit

allowance of a lady proceeding from this country to be married to a

Missionary shall be paid.

7. On returning to India after furlough, half of the above will be

allowed.
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8. The following is the scale of salaries—(all salaries to be paid in

sterling money, irrespective of the rate of exchange, and to commence
from date of arrival in India)—

*

First two years, £'.ibO per annum.
Next five ,, 4l)0 „

,, seven „ 450 „
„ seven ,, 500 „

„ four „ 600 „
9. An additional allowance will be made for stations where the cost

of living is high. These extra allowances are :

—

For Calcutta, £60 a-year.

„ Madras, 50 ,,

,, Bombay, 60 „

„ ^Mofussil Stations, where Missionary itinerates on duty, £'S0

a-year.

10. Every Missionary shall receive a house rent-free, occupier's taxes

being in all cases paid by the Missionaries.

11. An allowance for Moonshee or Pundit, at a rate to be hereafter

fixed for each district, will be made for two years after a ]\Iissionary's

arrival in the country or removal to a district where a new language is

required. At the end of every six months the Missionary will satisfy

the Committee of the progress he is making in the language.

Leave to Europe.

12. Of twenty-five years' service three years' furlough shall count as

service.

13. Furlough may be taken twice, and not oftener. AVhen taken in

excess of two years at one time, such excess shall not count as service

;

and not less than seven years shall intervene between the close of the

first and the commencement of the second furlough. Furlough shall

in no case count for service until after a service of seven years. The
period of furlough shall be reckoned from the date when a Missionary
leaves India until the date of his return.

14. Salary during furlough shall be, when it is taken for the first

time, at the rate of £275 per annum, and for the second time at the

rate of £325.
15. Sick-leave must be only on medical certificate, and, if to Europe,

it shall not count as service. In the latter case, salary shall be at the

rate of £275 per annum.
16. If sick-leave is extended beyond four months, the Committee

may order the Missionary home, and may judge whether it is advisable

to send him back to India.

17. During leave to Europe, the Missionary shall be at the disposal

of the Committee.

Passages.

18. The Committee will pay the passage of a Missionary to and from
his station in India when he travels on the service of the Committee,
or when ordered to this country on sick-leave.

* ^Vo/?.—Salaries are to be paid monthly in arrear. In tlie case of newly-appointed

Missionaries, an advance, if required, will be given on arrival in India of a quarter's

salary, repayable by equal monthly instalments during the first year of service.
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19. Passage will be paid for a Missionary's wife when her husband is

entitled to a passage by the Rules, and such passage shall be payable

whether the Missionary and his wife travel together or separately. The

passage of a lady proceeding from this country to be married to a

Missionary shall be paid.
_ . ^ . i.-

20. An allowance will also be made to a Missionary oi £10 tor him-

self, and £5 for his wife, for expenses during the voyage.

21. The Committee will pay the passage of all children who are sent

home under the age of ten years, but not oftener than once for the

same child ; and likewise the passage to India for children returning to

their parents between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, but also once

only.

Life Insur.vnces.

22. Every Missionary appointed after 1st January 1877 shall be

required to effect insurance on his life in an approved office to the

extent (including previous insurance, if any) of at least i.'500. The

extra premium charged during residence in India for insurance to the

extent of £500 shall be paid by the Committee.

23. The premiums of insurance shall be paid by the Committee, and

the proportion payable by him deducted from the Missionary's salary.

Retiring Allowances.

24. If a Missionary retires from the mission after 25 years' service,

he shall receive a pension of =£150 for life.

25. If after 12 years' service and under 25 a Missionary is compelled

through bad health to resign, the Committee may make a temporary

allowance according to the circumstances of each case.

Annuities to Widoavs and Oephans.

26-. The widow of a Missionary who dies in the service of the Com-
mittee, or after having completed 25 years' service, shall be entitled to

an annuity of £40 per annum, which shall cease on remarriage. But
she shall not be entitled to such amount if the Missionary, having

retired after 25 years' service, shall have received an appointment as a

Parish Minister or Professor, under which he becomes a contributor to

the Ministers' Widows' Fund.
27. The Committee may make such provision for the children of

Missionaries under 18 years of age, bereft of both parents, as may seem
expedient in each case, but not exceeding the amount (£40 per annum)
to which their mother, had she survived, would have been entitled.

28. As these Annuities are entirely gratuitous, the Committee reserve

power to withold them if they shall in any case see cause so to do.

II.—EUROPEAN MISSIONARY TEACHERS.

1. Professors in affiliated Colleges, Superintendents of Institutions in

Presidency Towns, and Medical Missionaries, shall be on the same foot-

ing as Ordained Missionaries.
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2. The rules for European Missionary Teachers shall be the same as
the above rules lor Ordained Missionaries, with the following ex-
ceptions :

—

(1.) That the salaries be regulated by the periods fixed for Ordained
Missionaries, and at the following rates, viz. :

—

First two years' service,

Next five „
„ seven „
,, seven

,,

» four „

(2.) Their pay on leave-

First furlough.

Second „

£300
350
400
450
500

£250 per annum.
300

(3.) Their retiring allowance, i'lOO per annum.

3. The additional allowances shall be the same as for Ordained
Missionaries. (Rule 9.)

4. The Regulations (26-28) regarding Widows' and Orphans' Allow-
ances shall be the same as in the case of Ordained Missionaries.
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ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS.

18 7 6.

FOPtEIGI^I" MISSION.

CHARGE.

I. Funds due to the Scheme at 31st December 1875—
1. Sum in Deposit Receipt with British Liueii

Company, ..... £10,000
2. Balance in Bank, .... 1,641 15 3
3. Balance due by Secretary, . . .13

£11.642 18 11

II. Collections, Contributions, and Legacies receh-ed
DURING the Ye.IR TO 31ST DECEMBER 1876—

1. For India Mission

—

1. Parochial Collections from Churches and
Chapels, £6324 3 3

2. Donations and Subscriptions

—

James Buist, Esq., . . £2500
Other Subscriptions,

. 838 13 9

„ . 3338 13 9
3. Associations and Sunday schools, . . 78 13 3
4. Lay As.sociation, . . . '>4 19 8
5. Legacies, . . . '. 4490 3 4

£14 256 13 3
For East African Mission

—

'

1. Parochial Collections, . . £7G7 3 5
2. Donations and Subscriptions-

James Buist, Esq., £1000
Other Subscriptions, 2077 10 10

3077 10 10
3. Associations and Sunday Schools, 195 12 7

4040 6 10
3. Donation to encourage Preachers to become

Missionaries

—

James Buist, Esq., .... 500 q
4. Donation for Vernacular Eilucation

—

James Buist, Esq., .... 500

19,297 1

Carry forward, . £30,939 19
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Brontrht forward,
rnviDKNDs—

1. On tlie Murrnv Fund

—

1. On £G45 koval Bank Stook-
Ilalf a year to Midsummer, 187G, . £30 12
Do. to Chri.stmu.s, . . . . 30 1 "2

2. On £300 Britisli Linen Stock—
Half a vear to Midsum-
mer 1S7G, . . .fl9 10 n

Do. to Christmas, . lit 10

£;in,9:;9 111

2. On Affleck Fun<l—
On £450 Royal Bank Stock-
Half a vear to Midsum-
mer 187G.

Do. to Christmas;.

£•21

21

14;;

[.VTEREST--
1. On Crichton and Wilson Fiuid

—

£1.500 Bond by Leith Corn E.\-chan£?e—
Half a year to Whitsunday 1876, when
principal sum paid up,

2. On Deposit Receipts,....
3. On Loan to Endowment Committee, £14,000-

From Whitsunday to Mariinmas 1S7G, less

tax, .....
4. On Scot Mortification Fund

—

Two-tbirds of annual Interest, to Martin-
mas 1876, . . . .

5. On Bank Account, at 31st December 1S7<)

(net), .....
6. Incidental Interest, ....

276 10

26 13

8

V. Balance of Funds of thf. Aboriginal Mission Reckived-
Amount as audited, ..... 518 15 7

880 14 5

Sum of the CHARGE. £32,482 9

DISCHARGE.

I. General Annual Expenditure during the Year ending 31st
December 1876—

1. Expenses of Missionary Establishments

—

I. Calcutta—
1. Drafts by the Corresponding Board on the Home

Committee, .....
Less reco-vered from the Ghospara Mission,

2. Payments at home of sums paid by Mr Wil.son to

Treasurer at Calcxitta,

3. Do. to Mrs Wilson at Home, .

4. Payments at home of sums paid by the Rev. Dr
Jardiue to Treasurer at Calcutta,

£2363 12 6
193 10

£2170 2

105
200

C'arrv forward.

58 8 9

£2533 10 9
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Bombay—
1. Drafts on Home Committee,

2. Payment in this country to Mr ^lelvin,

3. Payments to Mr Edwards,

Madras-
Drafts on Home Committee,

Darjeeling

—

1. Payments on account of the Rev. W.
Macfarlane, . . . .

2. Payments on account of Rev. J. Ander-

5. Piinjaub

—

1. Payments at home on account of tlie Rev. William
Harper

—

1. Salary to 31st March 1877, . . £424 8 4

2. Towards Expenses of the Mission, . 650

orward.
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Brought forward, . £12,r)74 13
5. Expenses conneetod with Annual Collection

—

1. Printing and Despatching Notices of

Collection,..... £77 1

2. Advertising, . . . 19 12 6
3. Postages, &c., . . . . 21 1 2

117 13 9
6. Printing Reports, Circulars, . . . . . 80 8 3
7. Postages, Parcels, and Incidents

—

1. Allowance to Financial Secretary for

Postages, &c , . . . . £12 12
2. Allowance to Mr M'Calluni, Glasgow, for

use of rooms (two years), .

3. Sundries, ....
8. E.xpenses of Management

—

1. Allowance to Financial Secretary,
2. Do. to Secretary and Home Agent,
3. Fee to Auditor and Accountant for year

to 31st December 1875,

Total Gkneral Expenditure for the Year to 31st December
187(5, £13,227 10

II. Extra Expendittjre—
1. Grant to Ladies' Association, . . £330
2. Outfits and Passage Moneys, . . 322 11 8

652 11 8

£13,880 1 8
III. Funds due to the Scheme at 31st December 1876—

1. Loan to the Endowment Committee, . £14,000
2. Deposit Receipt with British Linen Companj', 2,500
3. Balance in Bank, .... 2,080 4 9
4. Balance due by Secretary, . . 22 8 1

18,602 7 10

10
7 11 8
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REPORT.

Some hearty supporters of the Home Mission Sclicmc hav-

ing expressed a desire for a brief narrative of its origin and

progress, the Committee begin their present Report by com-

plying with that desire.

In 1828, the General Assembly appointed a Committee on

Church Accommodation, with the view of " providing the

means of religious instruction for those quarters of the coun-

try where the increasing population had entirely overgroAvn

the provision for this purpose within the Establishment.'.'

After being re-appointed by several successive Assemblies,

without much progress being made, the Committee were, in

1833, directed " Again to take the subject of more extended

Church accommodation into mature consideration, with power

to proceed with the necessary arrangements, to open a sub-

scription, if found expedient, and to report to next Assembly."

Hitherto, the Committee, as they themselves state, had " en-

deavoured to discharge the duty committed to them by mak-

ing repeated and urgent applications to the Government

"

for grants of money from the public funds ; but their efforts

having been entirely ineffectual, they, in 1834, " came to the

unanimous resolution that looking to the facts which their

inquiries had disclosed, and to the existing state of the times,

the Church should not wait longer, l)ut should resolve at

once to throw herself on the Christian public, and to put into

instant operation every means at her command for the per-

formance of so great, so urgent, and so Christian a work."

In accordance with the opinion of the Committee thus ex-

pressed, the General Assembly of 1834 resolved that " a

permanent Committee be formed on the model of £he Com-

mittee for propagating the Gospel in foreig-n parts, and en-

joined all ministers of parishes and all ministers of chapels

of ease throughout the Church to recommend the subject from

the pulpit, and take measures for collecting at the church
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doors, and furthering subscriptions for carrying the wishes of

the Assembly into effect, and instructed the Committee to

act on this injunction, to ascertain precisely, by communicating

with the different Presbyteries, the state of church accommo-

dation throughout the country, and to mature a plan for the

most beneficial distribution of the funds which may be so

collected."

From this deliverance sprung the " Church Extension
"

Committee, of which Dr Chalmers was made convener, and

to which, for several years, he devoted all the energies of his

great mind. Speedily, additional churches were erected in

all parts of Scotland ; and, though the "CHURCH Extension"
Committee failed as completely as the " Church Accommo-
dation " Committee in their persevering attempts to procure

Government aid for the object entrusted to them, they raised

large sums of money by voluntary contribution. The Church
Extension Report to the Assembly of 1836 records a fact

to which subsequent events give peculiar interest
—

" The
Messrs. Baird of Gartsherrie, the extensive proprietors of

ironworks in the parish of Old Monkland, have begun a sub-

scription for a new church at Coatbridge in that parish vrith

a noble offering from themselves of £500."

Baffled in their unwearied exertions to procure the endow-
ment by Government of the newly erected churches, in which
exertions Dr Chalmers, who never ceased to denounce the " im-
potence of the voluntary principle " to meet the spiritual wants
of a nation, took the lead, the General Assembly found it neces-

sary to organise plans for (1) aiding weak congregations in

recently built churches to support their ministers, (2) em-
ploying probationers in mission work, and (3) encouraging
young men to study for the ministry. In the first instance,

each of these enterprises was entrusted to a separate com-
mittee, but in 184)2 they were all, together with " Church
Extension," placed under the management of what was then
called " The Home Mission Committee."

In 1844 and in many succeeding years, almost nothing was
done for Church Extension, the events of 1843 having ren-

dered that for a time unnecessary. The total expenditure of

the Ho'me Mission Committee, for the preceding year, was
reported to the Assembly of 1845 as £1865, of which £360
were spent in Church Extension, £645 in aiding weak con-

gregations, £830 in the employment of licentiates as mis-
sionaries, and £30 in the encouragement of promising young
men. In 1846, the expenditure had risen to £2205, of which
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only £535 was for churcli building. In 184-7 the Committee
sustained but one application for Cliurch Extension, and
reported to the General Assembly as follows .•

—
" Although

the Committee's table is still open to applications under tliis

branch of the Scheme, it is only, as stated in former Reports,

in very peculiar cases that any portion of the Home Mission

funds is now applied to building operations." Similar ex-

pressions are contained in subsequent reports ; and a hantl-

somc and well-timed legacy of £2000 for church building in

the Highlands, by Miss Lucy Campbell,—productive of a

vast amount of good, and only lately exhausted,—constituted

the chief support of Church Extension, which, as the Com-
mittee repeatedly said, was then "in abeyance." Gradually,

under the able and active convenerships of the late I))'

Simpson of Kirknewton and Dr Crawford, matters changed,

and the demand for additional places of worship as centres

of endowed territorial Avork rendered Church building more
and more prominent among the objects of the Home Mission

Scheme, till, at length, the Committee's grants under that

head in the course of the previous year were reported to the

Assembly of 1872 as £2795, and to the Assembly of 1874

as £7520 ; while the Committee now announce votes for

Church Extension during 1876 to the unprecedented amount
of £15,247, 10s. There could not be a more striking proof of

the marvellously increased strength of the Church of Scot-

land within a recent period, than is furnished by this slight

sketch of the history of her Home Mission Scheme.

On the funds of last year, as compared with those of the

year 1875, the Committee can report much more favonr-

bly, than, till recently, they had ventured to anticipate. Their

receipts in 1875 amounted to £11,857, 17s. 7d., being £1208,

15s. 7d. in excess of the highest annual revenue to which

they had ever before attained. The largeness of this excess

was, however, explained by the General Assembly of 1874-

having entrusted to the Committee Mrs Williams' splendid

bequest of £5000 for the payment of Missionaries and Scrip-

ture Readers in the Highlands and Islands. The Committee

apprehended a considerable falling off in last year's income,

as no such great legacy Avas paid to them. Nevertheless, at

the closing of the accounts for 1876, the gratifying and highly

encouraging discovery was made that the total revenue had

reached £11,780, Os. 8d., to which may be added several

collections, avowedly for 1876, received too late for acknow-

ledgment in the present Report.
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£6555 19 9

14G 7 8

129 15 9

671 12 11

Do,

Do,

Do.

Do.

Do.

1000

1000

The sum thus attained was composed of the following

items :

—

Church - door Collections and Parochial

Associations, . - - - -

Donations, ------
Lay Association, &c., _ - - -

Interest,
---"""

Lecracy (additional) by the late Mrs Williams

ofEarnock, - - £1300

Do., Sir James Campbell of

Stracathro, -

Mrs Janet Young or

Black, 'Glasgow, -

James Simson, Esq.,

M.D., 3 Gleniinlas St.,

Edinburgh, -

Wm. Patersou, Esq.,

Writer, Dumbarton,
Mrs Agnes Scott, Man-
sion House Road,

Edinburgh, -

Miss Margaret Mac-

Gibbon, Inveraray,

Do., John Pitcairn, Esq. of

Pitcullo,

Do., James Donaldson, Esq.

of Keppoch,
Smaller Legacies,

182 10

178 17

100 9 8

100

90

89 19 1

234 8 4

4276 4

£11,780 8

The Committee arrange their statement of work in the

same way as in former years

—

I.

—

Mission Stations.

There are now 77 of this class, with a certified attendance

of about 9000, and 2740 communicants. Of the agents em-

ployed at these stations, 36 are either ministers or licentiates,

and 41 either students of Divinity or church members whose

qualifications for mission work are attested by the ministers

in whose Parishes they labour, and by the Presbyteries of the
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bounds. Tlio ministers and licentiates are required to per-
form the duties wliicli constitutionally belong to them, and
the other missionaries to keep within the limits prescribed by
the Church to those in their position. It is particularly de-
sired that the service demanded of the students should not
interfere with their professional studies, the grants to them
being in some degree intended to aid in defraying the expense
of their education for the ministry. After the full exposition
of this department of the Scheme contained in previous
Reports, it is only necessary to add that the Committee regard
it as the preliminary stage of the enterprise with which they
are charged, and expect that the missionaries at their Sta-
tions shall have distinct districts assigned to them, and shall

endeavour, by house to house visitation and public addresses,

to bring the people of these districts to attendance on reli-

gious ordinances, and to a conversation becoming the Gospel,
with a view to their being formed as speedily as possible into
Christian congregations, enjoying all the benefits of the
Parochial economy of the Church of Scotland. The Com-
mittee's grants to Mission Stations last year amounted to

£2390, voted to meet a revenue from other sources of £4615.
Several specimens of well served Stations are given under

head III.

II.—Mission Churches.

These, in 1876, numbered 93, Avith 22,037 worshippers, and
11,762 communicants. The Committee's grants were £4035,
and the revenue otherwise provided .£8826. It has been the
aim of the Committee throughout the past year to have all

these churches served with invariable regularity and made
the centres of real Mission work. If, in any instance, these

objects have not been attained, it has been through no fault

of the Committee, as all their grants are voted in response to

applications certified by Parish ministers and Presbyteries.

The Committee earnestly trust that the greatest care will

be taken in ascertaining the facts attested to them
and that Parish ministers and Presbyteries will not shrink

from exposing any irregularity or neglect of duty connected

with a mission church, as, in that case, their grant will be
withheld till matters are put right. With every desire to be
scrupulous in their dispensation of the Church's Home Mis-
sion Funds, the Committee may spend some of them unpro-

fitably if deprived of the local guidance upon which the
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constitution of the Church authorises them to calculate.

One other point noticed in many previous Reports the Com-
mittee must again mention, viz., that a mission church with

a territorial district, however well served, is but a preparation

for an endowed Parish Church, and that all their grants

towards the maintenance of ordinances are designed to pre

pare for endowment.
Some striking illustrations of successful mission churches

are furnished under the next head.

Ill—Church Building.

For several years, the Church's operations in this depart-

ment have been considerable; but last year they suddenly

attained a magnitude previously unknown. In 1876, as

compared with 1875, the number and pecuniary extent

of the Committee's Church Building grants, the addi-

tional church accommodation for which these grants

were voted, and the cost of that accommodation, were

nearly trebled. The churches erected or enlarged num-
bered 33, with 21,638 sittings. Towards this vast extension

of the National Church which will cost, it is estimated, nearly

£100,000, the Committee voted £15,247, 10s.

The details of the Church Building grants are now given :

—

(1.) Abhotsford Church, Glasgoiv.—While this church was
in process of erection, the congregation for whose use it was
designed, along with the minister, elders, and deacons, joined

the Church of Scotland. The district in which the building

is situated contains a large number of persons in the humbler
classes of society, who go to no place of worship, and the

congregation already collected is almost exclusively composed
of those who have have been brought out of the non-church-

going population. They have done what they could in con-

tributing towards the building, their means being very limited.

The church, which cost upwards of £7000, contains 850
sittings, and there are two adjoining halls, one accommodating
400 and the other 100. The Committee having voted their

viaximuni grant of 15s. a sitting, which realised £637, 10s.,

the church was almost immediately afterwards endowed, with

a territorial district containing a population of 6500.

(2.) Bellshill, Bothwell.—This church has been built at a

cost of £5250, in the midst of a population of 2250, principally

composed of miners and ironworkers. The number of

inhabitants is rapidly advancing, and most of them reside at
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a distance of between 2 and 4 miles from tlie parish clmrcli.

The building is seated for 850, and the Committee's grant is

£G37, 10s., being at the maximum rate. It is intended to

press forward endowment and, from the energy of the pro-
moters, there can be little doubt that this will be speedily
accomplished.

(3.) Bonnyhr'idge, Denny.—Within the last twelve years
the population of the village of Bonnybridge has increased
three-fold, and is still increasing. It is about three miles dis-

tant from the parish churches of Denny, Haggs, Camelon, and
Larbert, to one or other of which the members of the Church
of Scotland in Bonnybridge must repair for public worship.
Having long felt the necessity for a church among themselves,
these members held a meeting in December 1875, and started
a subscription which speedily realized £915. They then re-

solved to erect a church with GIO sittings, at a co.st of £2630.
Being satisfied that this movement was deserving of encourage-
ment, the Committee assigned to it their maximum grant,

amounting to £457, 10s. Early endowment is contemplated,
and it is not anticipated that the Committee will have to con-
tribute for the support of a Missionary.

(4.) Buckie, Rathven.—A small and by no means com-
modious church was erected at Buckie more than forty years

ago. It gradually fell into great disrepair and was found un-

suitable for the locality. For a long while the church attend-

ance was very inadequate, and the Committee had great

difficulty in continuing their grant towards the maintenance
of ordinances. About the beginning of lS7C, new life was
infused into the congregation, and it was determined to set

agoing a movement for endowment. It was discovered, how-
ever, that, to secure the support of friends of the church
Avithout whose aid the sum requisite for endowment could

not be raised, a larger and better place of worship must be
provided. Those locally interested, therefore, undertook the

pecuniary responsibility involved in erecting a new church,

to contain 800 sittings, and to cost about £2500. On their

applying to the Committee for aid and promising to retain

the old building as a Mission Hall, the Committee, after

maturely Aveighing all the circumstances of this very peculiar

case, made a grant of £600, being their largest allowance per

sitting. The church has since been endowed and the

Committee relieved of a long continued annual pavment of

£40.

(5.) Cleland, Shotts.—Missionary operations were main-
2 B
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taiued in the district of Cleland, for many years, under the

supervision of the parish minister of Shotts, and at the sole

expense of the late Mr Stewart of Murdostoun and Omoa.

After his death, his executors continued to defray the charges

of the Mission, till, through a temporary stagnation of trade

and stoppage of works, the population became dispersed.

The opening up of new works having afterwards attracted a

large and increasing number of workmen, the Mission was

resumed, and was adopted by the Home Mission Committee

as one of their stations. The population, which is almost

exclusively composed of miners and other labourers, exceeds

2100, and is more than five miles from the parish church, and

about two from the neighbouring parish churches of Cam-
busnethan and Wishaw. At the noon-day service, the

Missionary has an attendance of 300, and, at the evening

service, which is sometimes held in Cleland and at other times

in another village, his congregation is about 150. The
Missionary being unordained, the Communion has been twice

dispensed by the parish minister, and, at the last dispensation,

95, out of a Communion roll of 120, sat down at the Lord's

Table, 14 of them communicating for the first time. There
is a Bible Class of 24, and two Sabbath Schools, the one with

140 and the other with 60 scholars, the teachers, though of

various denominations, all working harmoniously with the

Missionary. Prayer meetings are held once a week. The
collections for the ordinary purposes of the mission last year

re^lize4ni'i5§' ^^- ^d., and £2 was likewise collected for the

JJckmgt!?^^/'^^? ^?^^°^®' ^^"^ ^^ ^o^ ^^6 Sabbath school.

^timylf-ti^JIfite^tlie^^U/CGess of the mission, the people have
comin9p,q^d(^subscription ^91:, the erection of a church, and a

qi-^9 (ha? t^fnj /(?bj;aimedi in ,t% ^^ijW^e, ,Qf Cleland. The build-

ing,i^ ^,,cpp/t?i5ini50p,pitsi^ngSp,i^n4iitfee .?siiii[i9.ted cost is about

^25jQ(pt.^,, T^p, Po,ma;Tfiiitee 'h§.ye yo^ed. their largest^ grant, the

amoi^nt: b^i?;^,£375,, ,,^fi, .,„., .,,.^,;, ,;;,;,; .^,_„:t' A^.A.noiq
AX^^)l.pg,lxxiarnQGk,. Calton, Qlq^goiv.-^This. \s, , a. wpqd^iL

(^i.y,r9i^j (and (^as_been ,plac^ )]5y .t-l^P iQlasg^w/ChfJ^di^jB^i^i^j
Assoqia;^n,flnj a wieli-selec^d.jgite,of.s^9lji, .extent ^^ to^j^^^int.

o^.tjae.,Infection .of,. a stqnp |f:^hurch jwilhou,1f.!^,,^ny:,;w.^,'

interJE^^^pg with ^he .use. of ,t,be,.temporary ^(iiffi,ce.wh^e,,t|ip,

other,. ^s.'.fwildipg,^ , The poguUtjon.iof ti^e,.4i^j&'jct,d^,jab)qut',

5000,
j

^d j is ;maJ£ing, rapid
,

progress. T^e;. inhabitants,
,

^i;e^

iT>pstoiP/fj ;th.e iAvoi;kijPg. cla^Sj.and cannQt;,l?e.,^pec,te4jli9,j4o)

much for themselves in providing the urgently needed accqi^n
ip9jda^iop[ip, connexion .with the Church \Q;^.^ot^^ij(i.,\' Jt was^
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tlicicfoie deemed expedient to put up a comfortable wooden
church in which a congregation might be formed. Hitherto
the success has been all that could have been anticipated, and
it is hoped that the worshippers who are assembling in the
wooden church will by-and-by contribute for the intended
stone church. The temporary place of meeting contains 420
sittings, and has cost about £580. When the Committee
were asked for a grant, 182 sittings had been either let or
allocated, and there was a Communion roll of 132, of whom
7G communicated in October 187-3, and 94 in April 1870.
The church being duly served by an ordained minister, the
Committee not only supplemented his salary with a grant of

£40, but, on the usual conditions for wooden and iron churches
(which include a provision for the Committee's repayment
out of the proceeds of the sale of the temporary building
when superseded by one that is to be permanent) voted £210
for Dalmarnock church, being at the rate of 10s. a sitting.

(7.) East Park, Maryhill, Glasgow.—In this instance, the

Glasgow Church Building Association, instead of erecting a
temporary church with a view to the gathering of a congrega-
tion, deemed it expedient to build a commodious hall to be
permanently used in connexion with the intended church.

The estimated cost of the church and hall is upwards of £6500,
and, while the entire work is in progress, the completion of

the hall is being pushed forward with all practicable speed,

that it may be utilized as a place of worship till the church

is ready for occupation. The hall, which can comfortably

accommodate upwards of 250 sitters, will then be employed
for mission purposes. The church will contain 947 sittings

;

and after a licentiate has for a time officiated in the hall,

endowment will be carried out. Having a firm conviction

that another place of worship should be established by the

Church of Scotland among the inhabitants of Maryhill parish

(who, in 1871 numbered 14,858, and are now much more
numerous), the Committee voted their iruiximuvi grant to-

wards the proposed church at East Park, thus incurring an
expenditure of £710, 5s.

(8.) Elgin Neiv Church.—The present parish church of

Elgin, built 49 years ago, is seated for 1828, while the

adherents of the Church of Scotland in the parish are upwards
of 3000, to whom should be added several hundreds of

churchmen residing in Bishopmill, which, though in the

parish of Spynie, is within the parliamentary boundaries of

the burgh of Elgin. For several years the church of Elgin
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has been so full that many who have desired to worship in it

have failed in obtaining accommodation, and have thus been

constrained to alienate themselves from the National Church.

The kirk session of Elgin lately received a memorial from

persons connected with the church, stating that they re-

quired upwards of 200 sittings for their accommodation, but

had wholly failed in their attempts to obtain what they

needed. Having reason to believe that there are many in

similar circumstances who had not an opportunity of signing

the memorial, the kirk session of Elgin resolved to erect an

additional church, and, with the recommendation of the

Presbytery, applied to the Home Mission Committee for aid.

The response was a vote of £075, being at the rate of 15s. a

sitting for a church to accommodate 900 people.

(9.) Ferryhill, Holhurn, Aberdeen.—The Committee have
been asked for a grant in aid of the erection of a stone

structure, by which the iron church at Ferryhill will be super-

seded. The intended edifice is to cost upwards of £4000, and
to contain 800 sittings. Having respect to the success of the

iron church, which has shown the necessity of church building

at Ferryhill, the Committee have voted, towards the expense
of the stone church, £600. It is hoped that the new church
will be speedily endowed, and" the Committee thus set free

from their annual payment of £50 for the support of ordi-

nances in the iron church. That church will be sold as soon
as the stone one is ready for use, and the Committee will

be recouped in their expenditure on the temporary place of

worship.

(10.) Oovan West Church, Glasgow.—This is an iron

church placed in the midst of a population of 15,000. A
suitable district, with a manageable number of inhabitants,

will be assigned to it, and a stone church will be built on a
site which has been secured adjacent to that of the iron

church. A considerable sum has been already subscribed
towards the expense of the stone church, and the estimated
c^st of the iron one, which is to contain 500 sittings, is

£1091, 5s. The Committee's grant, at 10s. a sitting, amounts
to £250.

(11.) Govanhill Church, Gorhals, Glasgow.—This wooden
building has been erected by the Church Extension Com-
mittee in Glasgow, and is seated for 554. It occupies a
very suitable site in the centre of a large and growing popu-
lation. As all the neighbouring places of worship in connexion
with the Church of Scotland are full, the accommodation
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supplied by Govanhill church is greatly needed. Since

June 1875, an ordained minister has been employed, and

the congregation has steadily increased. The attendance

was reported to the meeting of the Home Mission Com-
mittee in July 1S7G as 300, and the communicants as 225.

The number of sittings now let is about 380; the Com-
munion roll has risen to 322 ; and, when the sacrament

of the Lord's Supper was dispensed in October last, 273 sat

down at the Table. The Sabbath School has a roll of 190,

and an average attendance of 150. Prayer meetings were

held in the district last winter with considerable success, and

the Minister conducted an adult Bible Class in the church'

on the Sunday Evenings As a gootl congregation has been

collected, it is hoped that a stone church will soon be built.

The Committee's grant for the temporary church is £277,

which Avill be repaid to them out of the price of the old

materials, if they realize as much, when the permanent church

is ready for use.

(12.) HaUside, Cambudainj.—The parish of Cambuslang

at present contains GOOO inhabitants, and is daily becoming

more populous. In the district of Hallside, there are nine

coal pits cither recently opened or in the course of prepara-

tion for working, and there is thus the immediate prospect

of the people m that district numbering at least 2250. To

meet their spiritual wants, it is proposed to rear a stone

church containing 865 sittings, and costing about £5000. The

Committee have voted their maximum grant of 15s. a sitting,

which, if the entire edifice be at once completed, will amount

to £648, 15s., and, if the gallery be not at first introduced,

will be proportionally less.

(13.) Harthill, Shotts.—The Committee have had a suc-

cessful Mission here for several years, and a commodious church

and manse have now been erected, with a view to endowment,

for which the local sum has been contributed. The popula-

tion of the district is 2783, and the church, which contains

632 sittings, was contracted for at £2400. Being thoroughly

satisfied that this church is greatly required, as upwards of

1300 of the surrounding population belong to the Church of

Scotland, and as there is an ample field for mission work among

those with no church connexion, theCommittee cheerfully voted

their maximum building grant, which amounted to £474.

(14.) West Church, Helensburgh.—The church accommoda-

tion for the members and adherents of the Church of Scot-

land in Helensburgh is quite inadequate. The parish church
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has been fully let for many years; and the feu on -which an

additional church of iron was erected will soon expire, and has

been bouo^ht for other purposes. In these circumstances, a

suitable site for an additional stone church has been secured in

the western part of the town. The number of sittings is to be

800, and the estimated cost, including the price of the site, is

£4825. The district to be attached to the West Church con-

tains about 2500 inhabitants. The Committee had the pleasure

of reporting to the General Assembly of 1871 that the West
Church, Helensburgh, which was opened in 1868, had become

self-supporting, and had, in one year, remitted £84 to the Mis-

sionary schemes of tlie Church. Since that report, no grant-

in-aid of the minister's stipend has been applied for, and it is

expected that endowment will speedily follow upon the

erection of the stone church. The Committee's building

grant is at the rate of 15s. a sitting, making a sum of £600,

which will be so far met by the price o'f the materials of the

iron church, on which the committee have a claim to the ex-

tent of their contribution for it, viz., £175.

(15.) East Church, Haivick.—The Committee have been

asked to aid in providing an additional church in the east

end of the flourishing town of Hawick, which is annually be-

coming more and more populous. The estimated cost of

the edifice is £3500, but the Committee fear that the actual

expenditure will be larger, as there is to be accommodation for

900 sitters. On condition of their being satisfied that a

suitable district is attached to the new church, and that all

their other requirements are complied with, the Committee
have voted a Building Grant of £675. That there should

be another place of worship belonging to the Church of

Scotland in Hawick, the Committee have no doubt.

(16.) Kilry, Glenisla.—A local bequest and the liberality

of some friends of the church in the neighbourhood having

prompted the erection of a church and manse at Kilry, in the

parish of Glenisla, for a population of about 400 residing at

an inconvenient distance from the parish church, the Commit-
tee, in compliance with an urgent application, attested by the

Presbytery of the bounds, voted £150 for a church to contain

200 sittings.

(17.) Mayfield, Liherton.—The Committee adduced to last

General Assembly Mayfield iron church as a specimen of a

temporary place of worship which was thoroughly successful,

and the success has since been continuous. The sittings let

at Martinmas 1875 were 125, now they are* 268. The com-
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municants in October 1S75 were 45, and, in October last, 66.
As the district is gradually filling up with houses, still more
marked progress may be anticipated in future years. The
congregation have contributed handsomely for the erection
of a stone church to contain 1000 sittings, and the Com-
mittee have promised to aid them with the maximum grant
of 15s. a sitting, amounting to £750. There is no doubt" that
the opening of the stone church for worship will be accom-
panied by the endowment of Mayfield as a parish. The new
parish may be expected to be as beneficial at once to its in-

habitants and to the Church of Scotland as the lately formed
parishes of Newington, Robertson Memorial, and Morning-
side, have proved.

(18.) Newerair/hall, North Esl:—In this case also, the
Committee reported to last General Assembly marked effi-

ciency, Newcraighall being served by a student missionary,
who has now obtained license. The average attendance is

reported by the Missionary as having doubled within the last

year. The communicants numbered 50 in November 1876, and
in December 1876 the communion roll had 100 names, and
upwards of 60 sat down at the Lord's Table. A move-
ment for a church, instead of the school hitherto used for

public worship, has been vigorously prosecuted, and a suitable

permanent edifice, to accommodate 450 sitters, is ready for use.

The Committee's grant (being the maxim^um) is £337, 10s.

(19.) Newlands, Calton, Glasgow.—This church has just

been built in a district of Glasgow with 476 1 inhabitants,

and without any other place of worship. The population is

almost entirely composed of the working classes, of whom
a large proportion have either lapsed or are lapsing from
Divine ordinances. The minister and congregation must be
kept as free as possible from financial burdens connected
with the building, if they are to prosecute actively and suc-

cessfully the great spiritual work which is before them.

Those residing in the locality having done their utmost to

procure church-building funds, but having failed to raise

the large sum of £4750 which was required, the Committee
contributed their inaximura grant for a church with 1000
sittinigs, amounting to £750 ; and Newlands was erected

into .an,^e^dy^yed pPvrish. It is proper to add that the

minis|ier./,ah(] ^congregation lately belonged to the Free

Chiirch. :
,

,

{20.) Oatlahds, Govan, Glasgow.— The kirk-session of

Govan have acquired at a co.st of .£1900, with an annual
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feu-duty of £96, 3s. lOd., a large site on which they propose

to erect a stone church, and on a portion of which they have

placed a wooden fabric, accommodating 500 sitters. The

attendance is reported as 300, and the communicants as 86.

There are three services each Sabbath, that in the evening

being designed for those destitute of good clothing. The

population of the district of Oatlands exceeds 20,000, and the

number of non-church-goers is very great. As there is an ad-

mirable field for Home Mission enterprise in Oatlands, the

Committee have not merely made an annual grant towards

the support of the minister who labours there, but voted in

behalf of the church-building funds £250, being at the rate

of 10s. a sitting, and subject to the condition of re-payment

when the building is no longer necessary, and the materials

are sold.

(21.) Portobello Neiv Church, Dmldingston.—On an appli-

cation from the kirk-session of Duddingston, certified by the

presbytery of Edinburgh, the Committee have made a grant

of £600 towards the building of a church with 800 sittings, in

that part of the populous and growing town of Portobello

which is in the parish of Duddingston, and which already has

upwards of 2000 inhabitants. The intended edifice will ac-

commodate a congregation which, for some time past, has been

worshipping in the Town Hall of Portobello, and which has

been self-supporting. Early endowment may be reckoned

upon.

(22.) Rapness, Westray.—The Committee have encouraged

with a promise of £75 a movement to provide a small place

of worship for about 800 inhabitants of the parish of West-
ray, who are at an inconvenient distance from the parish

church. The accommodation contemplated is 150 sittings,

and the Committee's grant at the 10s. rate.

(23.) Restalrig, South Leith.—^The ancient church of Res-

talrig having proved too small for the congregation, the Com-
mittee had much pleasure in voting £60 in behalf of the

expense incurred in providing 80 additional sittings.

(24.) Rosemount, Old Machar, Aberdeen.—For this new
church, which is to contain 800 sittings, and which forms part

of the great Church Extension Scheme lately started in Aber-
deen, the Committee have made a building grant of £600, the

rate being tXiQ-riiaximuin. The estimated cost is £4350, and
the site is in the midst of a large population which may be
conveniently formed into a new parish.

(25.) St Leonard's, Neu'lngton, Edinburgh.—The district
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proposed to be connected with the new church at St Leonard's
consists of portions of the parishes of Ncwington, Lady Tester's,
and St Cuthbert's, where there is urgent need of additional
church accommodation and territorial work. The neighbour-
ing parish churches have been for some time so full that ap-
plicants for sittings have been disappointed. The credit of
originating St Leonard's Church belongs to the kirk-session
of Newington, whose place of worship, though now filled to
overflowing by a most prosperous congregation, was, a few
years ago, almost deserted, and dependent on the Home
Mission Committee for an annual grant to the minister. The
kirk-session of Lady Tester's have cordially co-operated with
that of Newington, and some members of these congregations
are responsible as trustees for the site which has been secured.
It is highly desirable that St Leonard's Church should be
built without delay, and that another church should be
erected in a detached part of St Cuthbert's, to the north of
the St Leonard's district, with a population of 17,000. The
estimated cost of St Leonard's Church was reported to the
Committee as £5500, but it has since beeii found that a much
larger expense will be incurred. The Committee have voted
their maximum grant, amounting to £675, for a place of wor-
ship with 900 sittings. The locality is one in which another
parish church is absolutely requisite.

(26.) St Vincent's, Barony, Glasgow.—The minister and
congregation of St Vincent's were lately in connexion with
the Reformed Presbyterian Church, but have now been ad-
mitted into the Church of Scotland. Their place of worship
is situated in the midst of a dense population, affording

ample scope for Home Mission work. The estimated cost

of the church, which has 750 sittings, exceeds £8000. The
Committee have voted their maximum grant, amounting to

£562, 10s.

(27.) Stanley, Eedgorton.-^The imposing church of Stan-
ley which, with its handsome tower, attracts the notice of

travellers by rail from Perth to Inverness and Aberdeen, was,

until last year, in this peculiar position that, while it could

not be used as a place of worship by any other denomination
than the Church of Scotland, the proprietors of the lands and
mills of Stanley were entitled, at any time, to discontinue the

employment of it for religious services. Though this was never

attempted, but a missionary, partially supported by the Home
Mission Committee, always officiated, yet endowment was
impracticable so long as the edifice was not inalienably at-

2c
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tached to the National Church. In these circumstances, the

building was purchased by generous churchmen, at the

very moderate price of £1250, for which, with a further ex-

penditure of about £290, they procured a large piece of ground

with an elegant structure, accommodating 1200 sitters, which

could not now be reared for less than £6000. In relief of the

obligations thus contracted, the Committee granted £600, and

Stanley, almost immediately on this money being paid, was

converted into an endowed parish church, which relieved the

Committee of an annual payment of £4-5.

(28.) Strathbungo, Govan, Glasgow.—Though the Com-
mittee reported to last General Assembly that they had com-

plied with an application for aid in the enlargement of this

church, they could not append the particulars. They
are now able to announce that the number of sittings in the

gallery which has been inserted is 360, and their grant, at the

15s. rate, is £270. They have the pleasure of adding that

Strathbungo Church, which, for many years, was in a torpid

state, is now in a very satisfactory condition, that the attend-

ance is increasing, and that strenuous efforts for endowment
have been commenced.

(29.) Stroma, Canishay.—The island of Stroma, with 330
inhabitants, is separated from the mainland by a dangerous

strait of about three miles, and the weather is often so stormy

as to prevent the people—of whom a large majority belong

to the Church of Scotland—from crossing to their parish

church. The Committee were requested to assist in rearing

a church on the island, to accommodate 160 sitters, and
voted their maximum building grant, which amounted
to £120.

(30.) Tighnabruaich, Kyles of Bute.—The Committee
exhibited this church as a specimen of a successful Mission
Church in their Report to the Assembly of 1875. They have
now the gratification of intimaling that the building has
been found too small for the congregation in the visitors'

season, and that they have been asked to contribute towards
an addition of 170 sittings, at an estimated cost of £344.
Believing that, when thiis enlarged, Tighnabruaich church
will soon be endowed, the Committee have responded to the
application made to them with a vote of £127, 10s.

(31.) Trinity Church, Aberdeen.—Few things have afforded

the Committee so much pleasure as the history of this new
church. It having been found necessary, a few years ago, to

sell the old Trinity Church, it was bought for a theatre.
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Circumstances are now so entirely changed that a neighbour-
ing building which was formerly a theatre has been purchased,
and converted into an exceedingly comfortable church, with

540 sittings, in the midst of a dense and poor population
of about 13,170, for whom the entire church accommoda-
tion previously provided by all denominations was 4150
sittings. The Committee have most cordially assigned to the
Aberdeen Cliurch Extension Association, for the erection of

Trinity church, a grant at the maximum rate, amounting to

£405. The church has now been opened for public Avorship,

and, before this Report is submitted to the General Assem-
bly, will, it is probable, be endowed with a stipend of £150,
and a manageable territory and population.

(82.) Wellj^ark, Greenock.—This church originated in a

Mission Station, started in October 1875 by a number of

people connected with the Free Church in Greenock, who,
being strongly attached to the principle of national religion,

applied to the Greenock Presbytery for admission into the

National Church. Having obtained a hall in which they

could meet for public worship, they were recognised as a

congregation of the Church of Scotland, and placed under the

charge of a minister whom they called from the Irish Pres-

byterian Church. The result has been most encouraging,

good work having been done in a poor and populous part

of the town. In March 187G, 210 communicants sat down
at the Lord's table, 55 of them for the first time. At the

following October communion, there was an increase of 48,

though G5 of those who communicated in March had left

Greenock in search of employment. There are at present

on the roll of the congregation about 800 persons, exclusive

of children under ten years of age. The Sabbath school has

150 scholars, with an average attendance of 120. A very

fine site was procured in July last for a church, now nearly

completed, which will contain 1050 sittings, cost £5000, and
be an ornament to the chief seaport in the West of Scotland.

Ten-itorial boundaries have been assigned by the presbytery

to the Wellpark ecclesiastical district, and vigorous efforts

will be made for endowment. In addition to a grant of

£50 towards the support of the minister, the Committee

have voted their maxhnum building grant for the new
church, being £787, 10s.

(33.) Woodside, The Park, Glasgoir.—A large and sub-

stantial iron church has been placed here under the auspices

of the Glasgow Church Extension Association, acting in
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concert with a local committee. The situation is one where

a permanent church is greatly needed. The object in erecting

the iron church is to gather a congregation, as was done a few

years ago at Hill head, where a very handsome stone church

has been opened for worship, and is full to the door. A site

for a stone church at ^Voodside has been secured adjacent to

the site of the iron church, and in an admirable position.

The temporary building, which contains COO sittings and

has cost £1400, will be occupied by an ordained minister,

and will certainly, like Hillhead iron church, prove self-

supporting, as more than half the sittings had been let when

this Report was prepared. The population of the district

around Woodside church is at lea.st 5000. The Committee

have voted £800, or 10s. a sitting, for the iron church, on

the usual condition of their being repaid out of the money

realized by its sale, when the permanent structure is ready

for use.

IV.—Mrs Williams' Bequest.

The Committee have set themselves to administer, in the

way appointed by last General Assembly, the interest of Mrs

Williams' munificent Bequest of £5000, " for the payment

of Missionaries and Scripture Readers of the Church of Scot-

land, to be employed in promoting Religious Instruction and

Education in the Highlands and Islands." To several Scrip-

ture readers recommended b}'^ Parish Ministers and Presby-

teries in the Highlands and Islands, grants have been assigned

out of Mrs Williams' fund, and the whole of its annual pro-

ceeds will be thus expended when the system of administra-

tion has been further developed. As, however, the period

now reported upon does not include any payments made to

missionaries or Scripture readers after the 15th October 1876

(the Committee's grants to them being payable half-yearly, on

the 15th of April and October, while all financial transactions

submitted to each General Assembly must be completed

before the 81st of December), and as the Committee could

not commence the course prescribed by last General Assembly
till their meeting in the following July, it is thought advisable

to defer a full statement of the distribution of Mrs Williams'

bounty, since its management was intrusted to the Com-
mittee. The interest received by them until the 81st of

December last, and for Avhich, with subsequent receipts, they

must account in their Report to next General Assembly,

was £297 Is. 4d.
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The endowment of the undernoted churches liris, during

the past year, relieved the Committee from the appended
grants, several of which had been often renewed :

—

1. Buchlyvie, Kippen, . . _ £40
2. Buckie, Rathven, - - - - 40
3. Clvdebauk, Old Kilpatrick, - - 40
4. Fairlie, Largs, - - - - 25
5. Lenzie, Cadder, - - - - 50
G. Methil, Wemvss, - - - - 50

7. Milton, Markinch, . - - - 35

8. Newlands, Caltou, Glasgow, - - 50

9. Overtown, Wishaw, - - - 50
10. St. Luke's, Lochcc, Dundee, - - 50
11. Sandbank, Dunoon, - - - 35

12. Stanley, Redgorton, - - . 45

13. Whiteinch, Govau, - - - 40

£550

Having devoted an unusually large space to the details of

the casesin which they last year aided Church Building, the

Committee must content themselves with a very brief appeal

for the great addition to their resources which is absolutely

indispensable if they are to persevere in the grand career

that lies before them. The facts they have recorded should

suffice to evoke the Christian liberality of the Church, with-

out being enforced by any argument. It needs only the

continuance of such Church Extension as they are now re-

porting to demonstrate that the Church of Scotland is indeed

the Church of the nation, not merely through constitutional

right but through providing the requisite supply of the means

of grace for the Scottish people. In order to that, however,

the Committee's pecuniary resources must be much augmented,

for their liahilities are already far in excess of the money
held in reserve to meet emergencies, and, though some time

must elapse ere all the churches for which they have pro-

mised building grants are completed without any burden of

debt, and these grants thus become payable, they cannot duly

respond to the further applications for such grants which
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tbey know await them,* unless their annual income be above

£20,000. The Committee said, in their Report to last

General Assembly,—" Progressive expenditure on Church

Building must be reckoned upon in successive years, and that

too in a greater ratio than has yet been reached." The result

has justified these prognostications, the Church Building

grants having, in a single year, risen from £5,576 to £15,247.

So deep, and strong, and rapid is the current of religious

activity which, in God's good providence, is at present flowing

towards the Church of Scotland, that the Committee can

scarcely overestimate the demands that will be made upon
them for aid in her extension. It is therefore not a small

contribution (dependent on the accident of a fine collection

Sabbath), that the Committee need, but as LARGE a

contribution from every Parish as can possibly be made.
If the members of the Church of Scotland would but say,

with one accord, " The God of Heaven, He will prosper us
;

therefore we His servants will arise and build ;" and if,

praying fervently for a blessing from on High, they would
SYSTEMATICALLY carry out this resolution, the Committee
would be enabled to improve to the full the marvellous op-

portunity for erecting additional places of worship as centres

of endowed territorial work which the Divine Head of the

Church has been graciously pleased to afibrd.

Death has made two grievous blanks in the Committee
since their last Report. They have no longer on their roll

the name of James Baird of Cambusdoon, who enjoyed the

proud distinction of having given during his life so large a
proportion of his worldly substance to the extension of the

Church of Scotland, that if his example were but imitated by
all her members, according to their means, she would have
no difficulty in meeting the requirements of the increasing

population, with whose spiritual interests she is charged.

Not merely in those districts where he had property, but
throughout the whole of Scotland, Mr Baird pressed forward
Home Mission enterprise by bountiful aid. Rendering thanks
to Him who put such extraordinary liberality into the heart

of one whom He enriched, the Committee humbly implore
Him to raise up men who, in deeds of beneficence to the
Church and people of Scotland, shall resemble their distin-

guished and deeply lamented colleague.

• The meeting on the 8tb of March 1877, which adopted this Report, voted
£2027 10s. additional for Church Building. The particulars will be reported to
the General ABsembly of 1878.
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The other loss b}'^ death which the Committee have to

deplore is that of Dr William Smith, late minister of North

Leith, whom neither the assiduous discharge of the duties of

an immense parish and congregation, nor the enormous labour

involved in the convenership of the Endowment Committee,

nor a vast amount of other church business, prevented from

most regularly attending the meetings of the Home Mission

Committee, and from taking an exceedingly active and intel-

ligent part in all their deliberations. His removal is one of

the heaviest blows which the Committee have ever sustained,

and the absence from their Board of so wise and able a coun-

sellor and so zealous a Church extensionist would have

overwhelmed them with dismay if they had not felt that the

work in which they are engaged is that of " the Living One"

who hath said " Lo I am with you alway, even unto the end

of the world."

In name and by appointment of the Committee,

K. M. PHIN, Convener.

EXTRACT DELIVERANCE OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND ON THE

FOREGOING REPORT.

At Edmburgh, the Twenty-ninth day of May, Eighteen

Hundred and Seventy-seven.

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

bemg met and constituted, inter alia, the Assembly called for the

Report of the Home Mission Committee, which was given in and

read by the Moderator, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to—That the General Assem-

bly approve of the Report, and re-appoint the Committee with

power to sub-commit and add to their number, and with aU other

usual powers—Dr Phin to be Convener.

The Assembly have read with gratification the interestmg narra-

tive of the Home Mission Scheme, as contained in the Report,

from it commencement, nearly half a century ago, down to the

present time ; and they rejoice at the decided progress which has

been made during that period.

The General Assembly, cannot but regard with pleasure the very

marked extension of the Committee's operations duruig the past

twelve months, more particularly under the important branch of

• Church Building, the Committee's liabilities for this purpose alone

amountin-^ for the vear noAV reported on to nearly three tunes those

of any previous vear in the history of the Scheme. Whde the
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Assembly are of opinion that the utmost encouragement should

still be afforded to parties promoting Church Extension in necessi-

tous districts, they cannot too strongly impress upon all congrega-

tions how essential it is for this purpose that the Eevenue of the

Committee should be so increased as to enable them to comply

with the numerous applications for aid which continue to be made

to them ; and they Avould aft'ectionately exhort all the members of

the National Church to recognise their responsibility in the present

juncture.

Lar^e though the income of the Committee was during the past

year, it was not nearly commensurate Avith the sums voted in the

several departments of the Scheme, and the Assembly venture to

express a hope that next year's income will be such as to relieve the

Committee from all anxiety as to their financial position. The

Assembly would, therefore, earnestly exhort the members of the

C'hurch not only to give more liberally than in the past, but also

to be more fervent in their prayers for the advancement of this

important enterprise.

The Convener further reported—That in terms of the remit of

last General Assembly, the Home Mission Committee, in con

junction with the Procurator and with the Principal Clerk,

iiad revised, adjusted, and approved of Constitutions for the

following Mission Churches, \iz. :— 1, "Woodside ; 2, Eastpark
;

and 3, Oatlands, all in the Presbytery of Glasgow ; 4, Hart-

hill, in the Presbytery of Hamilton ; o, Heatherlie, in the

Presbytery of Selkirk ; 6, Freuchie, in the Presbytery of Cupar
;

7, Maud, in the Presbytery of Deer ; and 8, St Columba, Oban, in

the Presbytery of Lom ; and he now specially reported these

Constitutions to the General Assembly in order that the same may
be inserted in the records of the Church. The Convener also

reported that there we«e several Mission Churches now being built,

for which Constitutions, erecting them into Chapels of Ease, would

be desired before the meeting of next General Assembly, and he

accordingly craved a remit to the Home Mission Committee, in

conjunction as aforesaid, to revise, adjust, and approve of the drafts

of such Constitutions in conformity -with the Model Deed sanctioned

by the Assembly ; and, on such Constitutions being approved of, to

authorise the Principal, whom failing, the Depute Clerk of Assem-

bly, to give out certified copies thereof, provided always that such

Constitutions have been previously submitted to the Presbyteries

concerned.

The General Assembly approve of the Report, and agree to remit

and authorise as craved.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland, by

JOHN TULLOCH. CI. Ecd. Scot
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APPENDIX.—No. I.

YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER 1876.

I. Mission Churches.
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I, Mission Churches—Continued.
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II. MissiOxX Stations.

1. STATIONS SUPPLIED BY LICENTIATES.
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II, Mission Stations—Continued.

2. stations supplied by non-licentiates.
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III. Church Building Grants.

__
Chapel.



APPENDIX —No. II.

Hcon^vdiE nycissioi^ i^evehsttjes.

Date.
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APPENDIX.—No. HI.

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS,
For the year ending 31st December 1876.

CHAEGE.
I.

—

Funds on hand at 31st Decf.mber 1875.

Per last Abstract, ^17,840 19

II.

—

Income of the Scheme for the Year 1876.

I. Collections and Contributions

—

From Churches and Chapels, - - ^6,555 19 9
From Associations,

—

Lay Association, - - £$8 6 8

Other Associations, - 71 9 i

129 15

From Individuals, .... 146 7

^6,832 3 2

2. Legacies, 4.276 4 7

3. Interest,

—

1. On Caledonian Railway

Debenture Bond p. ;[^4000,

For year to 15th July 1876,

less tax, - - - /iis^ '3 4

2. On G. and S. W. Railway

Debenture Bond p. ;[C4000>

F'or year to Martinmas

1S76, less tax, - - 158 6 8

3. On Highland Railway

Debenture Bond p. ;^iooo,

for do. do. 39 1 1 4

4. On Mersey Dock Bonds,

p. ;^2000,—

Haifa year to ist January

1876, less tax, - - 42 2 II

Note.— These Bo?iJs were

paid up on 3rd Jan. 1876.

Carryforward, ^39814 3 ;f 1 1, 108 7 9 / 1 7, 840 19 4
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Brought forward, £39^ H 3 ;^".io8 7 9 ;^I7,840 19 4

5. On Deposit Receipts, &c., 310 ii 8

^^709 5 "
Deduct interest charged by the

British Linen Co. Bank for

overdrafts on account current, 37 13 o

671

Total Income, 11,780 o

Sum of the CHARGE, - ;;^29,62i o o

DISCHARGE.

I.

—

Expenditure during the Year 1876.

I,—Grants paid by the Committee in aid of 166 Chapels and

Mission Stations, ^5,630 19 8

2.—Payments towards the Building, Enlarging or Acquiring

of 21 Churches, 7.999 2 4

3.—Casual Grants, - 203 4 5

4.—Donations towards Expense of Supplies during Vacancies

at Stations, 74 14 o

5.—Travelling Expenses incurred by Convener in visiting

Stations, 7 7 i

6.—Travelling Expenses of Missionaries, .... 856
7.—Expense of distributing " Missionary Record," - - 24 7 3

8.—Printing, Advertising, and Stationery,

—

1. Printing Report to General Assembly, including copies

for volume of Reports, and proportion of expense of

binding volume, ^^24 14 7

2. Expense of printing and despatching

annual Collection Notices, - - - 100 11 3

3. General Printing, Advertising, and

Stationery, 39 '5 2

165 I o

9.—Share of Expenses of Schemes' Office,

—

1. Salaries of Collector, Clerk and Officer, ^46 14 5

2. Taxes, Coals, Gas, &c., - - - 11 6 5

3. Books, Printing and Advertising, - 260
4. Postages and Incidents, - - - 7132

68

Carry forward, ^14, iJ
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Jiiouglil forward, /l4,lSl i 3

10.—MibCellancous and incicicnlal Expenses,

—

1. Convener's and Secretary's Postages, iScc,

2. Miscellaneous expenses,

1 1. —Expenses of Management,

—

1. Salary to Secretary, ....
2. Expenses incurred to Law Agent,

3. Auditor and Accountant's Fee, -

^19 5
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THE VEXEEABLE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND,

THE

KEPOET OF THE COLONIAL COMMITTEE

FOIJ THE YEAR ENDING MAY 1877.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA

largely shared the attention of the General Assembly at their last

meeting. Influential deputations, representing the Presbyterian-

ism of the Colony, appeared on the floor of the House, and elo-

quently expounded the claims on the sympathy and aid of the

Church, which the religious interests of Scottish emigrants to

Canada present.

The Assembly cordially welcomed the Deputies who appeared

on behalf of their respective constituencies, reaffirming " their

resolution to cultivate friendly relations and to co-operate with

the Presbyterian Churches in these, as in all the other Colonies,

who are willing to work with them."

In particular, referring with "regret" to the "division," which

had " to some extent become a reality," on the subject of the

incorporation of the Presbyterian Churches in Canada, the Assem-

bly renewed, in the following express terms, the declaration of that

policy which, ever since the subject was submitted for their con-
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sideration, the Supreme Court has prescribed for the guidance of

the Colonial Committee :

—

" As to differing views of duty in regard to accepting or

rejecting the union, this Assembly, like all former Assemblies,

express no opinion ; but being persuaded that those brethren who
have declined to enter the imited church, not less than those who

.have accepted the union, have acted under a strong sense of duty,

the Assembly assure them of their continued regard and desire for

their prosperity and usefulness ; and while the Assembly will not

cease to pray, and use such means as may be within their power,

and entreat their brethren in Canada to unite in the same prayer

.and efforts, that all heats may be allayed, and any remaining

division may be healed, they will cordially continue to co-operate in

any possible way with both parties^ in promoting the religious inter-

ests of their Colonial brethren."

The lines of a clearly prescribed policy of cordial co-operation

" with both parties " in Canada were thus firmly traced, by the

deliverance of last General Assembly, for directing the procedure of

the Colonial Committee during the past year ; and it has beeu the

endeavour of the Committee to fulfil these instructions, in the

spirit as well as in the letter of them, by grants in aid, the result

of which may be generally stated in the following summary of

the Abstract of Accounts from 1st January to 31st December

1876, now on the table of the Assembly :

—

To the Presbyteries of Pictou and British Columbia, in con-

nection with the Church of Scotland, grants during that period

have been paid amounting to £1583, 13s. 4d. ; and for the same

period, £1974, 17s. 8d. have been remitted to the Presbyterian

Church in Canada.

Acting on the resolution, approved by last General Assembly,

to await the proposals for co-operation with the home churches

which might be made by the Presbyterian Church in Canada after

their General Assembly had consulted in regard to them, it was

not till their meeting on the 15th of November last that, by the

receipt of the interesting statement which they now lay before the

Assembly at No. I. 1 of the Appendix of this Eeport, the Com-
mittee were in a position to consider the course which they ought

to take in this matter. They had anxiously looked for the appeal

week after week for four months. The Committee felt that the
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delay was embarrassing. An impression had got abroad, and

was growing apace, that the now united Church in Canada had

suddenly become independent of aid from the churches at

home—union being supposed somehow to make all aid at once

unnecessary in the Colonies where union has been accomplished.

The Committee were well aware, from experience of Colonies

where unions are much older than in Canada, how groundless

was the impression. They anxiously looked, therefore, for the

means of correcting it in such a statement of the needs of the

work of the Church in Canada, as should set them before the

people of Scotland with an authority which no appeal from

the Committee could claim ; and, with as little delay as pos-

sible after its receipt, the statement was laid before the Church

by its publication in the ' Missionary Eecord.' Meanwhile

the Committee proceeded to consider the whole subject brought

before them by its able and eloquent representations. Pro-

foundly impressed by the magnitude and importance of the

work laid to the hands of the Presbyterian Churcli in Canada,

and no less profoundly feeling with them in the difficulties which

must, at least for some time, attend the work of providing for

the religious interests of Scottish emigrants throughout so vast

a territory, the Colonial Committee readily united in a resolution

to recommend to the Assembly to approve generally of the pro-

posals for co-operation with the Presbyterian Church in Canada

in their home missionary enterprises ; and in particular, to sanc-

tion the renewal of those grants whereby the Church of Scotland

has been so long seeking to aid in the nurture of a native Presby-

terian ministry in the Canadian Dominion. Less than that, in

view of such an appeal as is now before the Church, the Com-
mitttee felt they could not do ; more is meanwhile impossible,

with a due regard to present liabilities in other fields of their

Colonial mission work. Acknowledgments of the grants thus

voted, including one for French evangelisation, sanctioned by last

General Assembly, will be found at No. I. of the Appendix, sec-

tions 2, 3, and 4.

The remainder of the Committee's grants to Canada has been

shared by the Presbyteries of PiCTOU and Bkitisii Columbia in

connection with the Church of Scotland—no application for aid
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havino- been made by their brethren in Ontario and Quebec

within the period embraced by the statement of accounts to which

this Report refers. An explanation of their position will be found

at Appendix I. 5, in a letter from the Eev. Gavin Lang, Con-

vener of the Committee of Correspondence of the Synod of

Ontario and Quebec in connection with the Church of Scotland.

It is gratifying to be able to report, that on both sides strenuous

exertions are being made to reduce the charge on the Assembly's

funds for Canada. On the one hand the Pictou Presbytery have set

on foot a subscription to raise a capital sum, the interest of which

is to enable them to dispense with the Assembly's supplements of

salaries. And on the other hand a vigorous effort is prosecuted

by the Synod of the Presbyterian Church in the maritime pro-

vinces to endow the Hall in Halifax, and so relieve the Colonial

Committee from the charge for the Chair of Church History and

Pastoral Theology which they undertook till it could be provided

for in Canada. Professor Pollok's report will be found at No. I.

6 of the Appendix.

The Assembly will receive with interest and thankfulness the

following narratives illustrating the progress of the mission in

BKITISH COLUMBIA.

The first is from the pen of the Rev. S. M'Gregoe, Victoria,

Vancouver Island, whose efforts for the spiritual welfare of Pres-

byterians in that remote dependency of the empire have been so

abundant and successful :

—

" It was my privilege to visit the greater number of the people

of Comox at their homes, as well as to liold service on Sabbath.

Everywhere I received a very hearty welcome. There being no
Church where the people could meet for worship, service was
held in a house recently built and still unfinished. The number
present was about 120—small, it is true, but far too many we
felt to live Sabbath after Sabbath, and from year to year, without

the ordinances of the Gospel. It is scarcely possible to overstate

the measure of joy with which a devout people, placed in such cir-

cumstances, hail an opportunity of meeting for public worship. It

was certainly to all of us a season of much joy and interest at

Comox. On the Monday evening following we held a meeting to
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take into consideration the spiritual wants of the district, and to

devise naeans for their relief The season was a very busy one,

and yet every one who could be present was found at his post. It

was resolved to commence the building of a church as soon as

possible. Two acres of land in the most eligible place in the dis-

trict, and commanding one of the most lovely views we ever wit-

nessed, were cordially and promptly offered, and accepted as a site

for a church and a cemetery, and about |l350 subscribed by those

present, for Church erection. Small as the amount may seem to

those who possess a greater share of the world's wealth, to the
people of Comox (for the most part new settlers and but compara-
tively few in number) the amount we considered highly creditable,

and a good proof of their earnestness. The people earnestly be-

sought the Presbytery to send them such a measure of supply as

circumstances would permit ; and better still, if possible, to secure

for them the regular services of a minister to labour at Comox
and at other points on Bayne's Sound.

" The accompanying minute of Presbytery makes reference to

the church at Nicola Valley as well as the church at Comox. With
reference to the former district I have written so fully to the Com-
mittee that any further reference seems unnecessary. I may say that,

through the energy of Mr Murray and the friends in Nicola Valley,

the church, if not already completed, is now very nearly finished.

They are, however, resolved to enter, if possible, free from debt

;

and if they can, through the kindness and liberality of the Com-
mittee, procure the grant now solicited, will be in that condition. I

may further add that the people of Nicola have, I consider, exerted

themselves and contributed to the extent of their ability in the

erection of their church. A letter from Mr Murray (who was unable

to attend our meeting) having been read, in which the Presbytery

was requested to petition the Colonial Committee for a grant of

£50 to aid in the erection of the church in Nicola, anent which,

and in connection with the report upon Comox, it was moved,
seconded, and unanimously agreed to :

—

" ' That considering the necessity and importance to the cause in

which we are engaged, of having places for public worship erected

in the newly settled districts of this province, and knowing the

circumstances of our new settlers and their inability, when unaided,

to erect such churches as are necessary, it is therefore resolved

—

That Mr M'Cregor be instructed to communicate with the Colonial

Committee, submit the matter for their kind consideration, and

solicit their aid ; that as £100 of the sum of £1000 granted by the

Committee for Mission work in this province shall remain as not

drawn on the 1st January 1877, owing to the resignation of Mr
Nicholson on the 1st of July last, permission be asked of the

2g
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Committee to draw upon them for said £100 to aid in finishii)g

the churches at Nicola and at Comox.'

" I may be permitted to say that the grant asked for would tend

to further greatly our Mission work in both of the districts men-

tioned. In the mean time public worship is conducted in the

houses of the settlers ; but they are too small, and in many ways

unsuitable for such gatherings. The churches must of course be

plain and by no means large, but as suitable as possible to the

wants of the districts. Certainly the Presbytery, as well as the

people more immediately interested, would feel themselves still

further indebted to your Committee should our request be granted.

" I may mention, in conclusion, a very pleasing incident at our last

meeting of Presbytery—viz., the union of the Rev. Mr Jamieson

of New Westminster and his congregation with our Presbytery.

Mr Jamieson was one of the first Presbyterian ministers that found

his way to British Columbia. He came here under the auspices

of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, and has been labouring

diligently and constantly in this country for the last fifteen or six-

teen years. He made application at the last meeting of the -General

Assembly of his Church for permission to join our Presbytery; and

not only has the Assembly allowed the act, but continued their

grant of $1200 per annum to Mr Jamieson as before. We all feel

that it is well that the act makes Presbyterianism a unit in this

province, and that the experience as well as the ability of our

brother thus received will be of great service to the Church in

British Columbia. We have every reason for gratitude to God for

continued health to all of us in this mission field, and for many
other blessings.

" I have just been informed by the secretary to the Bayne's Sound
Coal Company that two lots of land have been granted as a site

for a church, for which I am thankful."

More recent intelligence from Nicola Valley will be found in

the following sentences from the Eev. Geo. Mukeay's last letter :

" It is again my duty to write to you from this remote mission-

field. My labours still extend to the districts mentioned in my
former report. And as some of these are over a hundred miles

apart, and sparsely inhabited, it is hard to carry on the work, and
there is but little to be seen for what has been done. Where the

people are so scattered it is difficult to excite interest and eflfect

organisation. Besides, this part of the province being until re-

cently destitute of the ordinances of the Gospel, some have become
indifierent to the claims of religion, and others have ceased to

respect even the appearance of morality. Save in one district of
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those I visit, there is no distinction made between the Sabbath
and other days of the week. There are, however, indications that
a better condition of things will soon exist. A greater interest is
taken in divine worship

; and recently, at some of the stations,
the attendance has been very good.

" It can hardly be expected that those who for a long time have
not heard the Gospel preached, will at once listen to its precious
invitations, and joyfully receive the message of life which it
discloses.

" Parties have come to me after service, and said that for years,
even as many as twenty, they had not heard a sermon.

" The Presbyterians of Nicola Valley, although few and scattered,
as soon as a central site for a church was selected, resolved to
begin building with as little delay as possible.

" The church is now about completed, and will be opened on the
first Sunday of February. It is a very neat and substantial build-
ing

;
and although not large, has sufiScient accommodation to meet

the wants of the district for some time. Elders have been elected
;

and the sacrament of the Lord's Supper will be dispensed on the
Sunday on which the church is dedicated. Here, at least, a little
progress can be observed. There are other two stations where,
if mission work is to prove successful, small churches are
necessary.

'* If our adherents were now in a position to commence building,
I think they would be liberally assisted by those of other Churches.
But when the number of people directly interested is small, it

seems a formidable undertaking ; and unless help can be got from
the outside, there is no immediate prospect of having churches
where their want is much felt.

" If your Committee could aid both districts to the amount of
£45 each, I think I could get those whose sympathy is with us
early to proceed with church erection.

" As money is scarce, and building material and workmanship
expensive, the above sums in cash would be a gi-eat assistance.
And I am sure that such an expenditure will greatly aid the
eflForts now being made to lead those who have long lived in for-
getfulness of God to a saving knowledge of Him and the Lord
Jesus Christ, whom He gave to redeem a world lying in sin."

An interesting communication has also been received from the

Rev. Alexandee Dunn, Langley, B.C., encouraging the assur-

ance that the Lord has owned and blessed his work, and com-
mending him to the earnest sympathy and prayers of those who
are looking for the coming of the day of God.
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WEST INDIA ISLANDS.

Jamaica.—The Eev. John Eadcliffe reports from Kingston

as to the interesting department of his congregational work among

the Cuban refugees, seeking Protestant teaching from the Church

of Scotland :

—

" Mr Montsalvatge is still going on faithfully, amid consider-

able opposition (quiet and underhand). His congregation is not so

large as some time ago, by reason of the departure of several of his

best people, who have gone to better their condition in America

and in some of our neighbouring islands. I still feel, however,

that it is a great testimony to the truth, and to the character of the

Church of Scotland, that he is here holding up Gospel truth to

those who would not otherwise have had an opportunity of hearing

it; and what strikes me, and always struck me, is, that many a

one, when leaving its here, may be a centre of influence in the place

of his residence and adoption. The school (female school) which
is kept up under his superintendence and exertion, is to my view

a most valuable auxiliary. At the last examination every one as

well as myself was delighted at the intelligence, progress, and
sound evangelical education of the pupils,

—

my only drawback
being that I cannot come into direct contact with their minds, in-

asmuch as though they, the pupils, are learning English, their

language is chiefly, if not indeed exclusively, Spanish. I cannot

convey to you the interest I feel in those young Spanish girls, not

only on account of their adverse circumstances as regards wealth

and position, but because I see in them the future possibility, when
becoming mothers, of doing so much good in another generation."

The Eev. John Stuaet reports most satisfactorily of the min-

isterial work he so willingly performs in the superintendence of

the Sabbath-school and visiting, in addition to his pulpit minis-

trations ; and of the prospect he had when he wrote of form-

ing an advanced Bible-class to keep the young attached to the

church.

From Accompong the Eev. John Kinnison writes :

—

" I am happy now to be able to confirm all that your Committee
may have been led to expect relative to the progress of this

Mission, and the welfare of the two congregations which they com-
mitted to my charge in 1875.
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" I. Tho congregation at MOUNT TRINITY, Eetirement, has

increased in stability and in numbers. The communion is admin-

istered four times a-year ; and the solemnity on that occasion is

very impressive, reminding one as much as possible of a com-

munion Sabbath in Scotland."

The letter details most interesting proofs of the hearty good-

will with which the people have worked in the erection of a

schoolroom which can be used as a church.

2. Congregation (of Maroons) at Accompong :

—

" The church and school here have also made steady progress.

The Maroons remain steadfast to the Church of Scotland, and

highly prize the ministrations of the Word of God through her

agency. Here also I have to report most favourably of their

endeavours in the direction of building a new church."

Many trying difficulties incident to their position, and the

exceptionally wet season, had to be overcome, and were met with

most commendable fortitude and perseverance, establishing on

behalf of the self-denied members of Mr Kinnison's flock a strong

claim on the sympathy of the Church, for the grant of a hundred

pounds which is asked to aid the efforts to be made in Jamaica

to collect what is needed to cover the remaining expenditure.

After referring to farther extension of his work in the more

immediate neighbourhood of Accompong, Mr Kinnison pro-

ceeds :

—

" About six hours' ride from my present residence there is an

estate called Medina, owned by a lady (whose husband is an

invalid, which prevents him from taking an active part in these

matters, but in which he feels equally interested with his wife)

—Mrs Strachan—who has taken a very deep interest in all that

concerns the Maroons, and especially in their union with the

Church of Scotland. Her estate (for it is her own by purchase)

lies in the very centre of a dark and neglected district, sur-

rounded by some four or six hamlets, some of them very populous,

the mass of whose inhabitants visit no church, and their children

go to no school. The only church is some miles distant, with no

school in operation, and the nearest.chapel (a Moravian one) stands

on a hill some six or seven miles distant. This lady has expressed

a most earnest desire to have a church of Scotland built for herself

and her people at Medina, as well as for the whole district. She

has offered us land, as much as we require for church and school,
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and dwelling, and will no doubt make every effort to assist in

building.
" When first the subject was brought before me some months

ago, I was much afraid of giving any countenance hastily to a

project that might possibly be antagonistic to the interests of this

district, which was my principal charge,

" But, as I read my appointment at your hands, and considered

that the full debt of my duty to the Church was not discharged

when I had literally done what was required for the two congre-

gations at Accompong and Mount Trinity, nor until I had done all

within the compass of my power for the interests of religion in this

whole region, I had no hesitation, so far as I was concerned, as

to undertaking the work, if assured that it was one that ought to

be done. After anxious consultation with Mr Radcliffe, and find-

ing that it had his most cordial support, I gave my consent,

and promised to undertake the duties of that new district. I

looked upon this call as one not to be resisted, especially when
I saw my way to discharge the new duties in addition to the

old, without abating any of the latter. By keeping two horses

additional, I shall be able to combine the duties of Accompong
and Mount Trinity, which at present are on alternate Sundays,

Bo as to give service at both on the same Sunday, commencing
at Accompong at 8 a.m., and at Mount Trinity at noon. I trust

that, having obtained the sanction of the Rev. Mr Radcliffe to this

arrangement, you may see no cause to withhold yours. The
week-day duties can also be performed the one week at this end,

the other at Medina. Assuming your consent and concurrence,

we have given encouragement to Mrs Strachan's request, and she

has converted a range of cottages on Medina into a neat little tem-

porary chapel, which is to be opened for public worship by the

Rev. Mr RadcHffe on the same occasion when he comes up from
Kingston to Accompong. This building will contain about 80
or 90 people, for whom benches have been provided. But I

expect there will be a congregation on the opening day of from
300 to 400 people, and a regular one afterwards of 150 or more.

" A teacher has been employed and set to work. The school-

room is to be built yet—a house of the same dimensions as the

chapel, built side by side with it, so as to form one."

Farther communications on this subject, received while the

Report was passing through the press, will be found at No. II. of

the Appendix.

St Vincent.—The Committee have been in correspondence

with Wm. Smith, Esq., Kingston, St Vincent, as to the Scotch
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Church there, and hope soon to be able to make an arrangement

for the efficient pastoral superintendence of the Presbyterians on

the island.

SOUTH AMERICAN CONTINENT.

British Guiana is once more in all its Presbyterian parishes

fully provided for ; the latest vacancy in St Mark's having been

supplied by the liev. George Robb.

On the recommendation of the Presbytery of the bounds, the

Colonial Committee have voted a grant towards the expense of

removing the church of the parish of St Catherine to a new
site more suitable for the parishioners—two-thirds of the sum
voted to be paid when the frame is completed, and the remainder

when all claims against the building have been settled, excepting

such a sum as the balance will meet. A small additional grant

was also promised on similar terms, to aid in the erection of a

chapel schoolhouse on the site of the old church.

From Buenos Ayres the Colonial Committee have again grate-

fully to acknowledge the receipt of £11, 18s., another collection

from the congregation of the Rev. James Smith, added to the

many annual tokens of kind sympathy with the General Assem-

bly in their Colonial missions.
^ A representation from the kirk-session of St Andrew's Scotch

Presbyterian Church of Chascomus, intimating the clearing off of

all the debt that remained on the building, and proposing that the

grant which had been voted to aid in its erection should be given

in three yearly instalments to increase the stipend of the minister,

was acceded to by the Colonial Committee with great pleasure, in

view of the faithful services which the Rev. Mr Ferguson for

fourteen years has rendered to the Presbyterian community of the

town and neighbourhood.

AFRICA.

Natal and the Dutch South African States, considered as

important fields for Presbyterian Church extension and evangelisa-

tion, were pressed upon the attention of the Colonial Committee
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by an interesting statement addi-essed to them in person by the

Rev. J. E. Carlyle, minister of the First Presbyterian church,

Maritzburg, and by his laying before them an extract-minute of

the Presbytery of Natal. Mr Carlyle subsequently printed an

appeal, which, with the extract-minute of Presbytery, will be found

at No. III. of the Appendix to this Report. The appeal will

repay careful perusal. It urges with great power upon all the

home Presbyterian Churches, contributing nothing as yet on

behalf of Colonial Missions in Natal, the claims on their sym-

pathy of many Presbyterian families in the country districts of

the colony who are deeply deploring the want of ordinances,

—

especially the utterly neglected Presbyterian population of the

vast outlying fields of the Orange State and the diamond dig-

gings, " where we know not that the voice of a Presbyterian

pastor has ever been lifted up among its thousands of diggers,

many from Scotland, pointing them from earthly gain to the true

Riches, and warning them of the dangers of the dissipation and

gambling which unhappily too much prevail." "At the gold

fields," in the Transvaal, " again, where the English and Scottish

population is large, especially the latter, amid the harrowing

scenes that are passing there at present, with many of our fellow-

countrymen and fellow-Presbyterians exposed to peril of life and

property, there are no counsels of a Presbyterian pastor to cheer,

direct, and console them. I have had various applications," says

Mr Carlyle, " from our fellow-countrymen in the past ; but in

Natal we had neither a man nor the means."

In circumstances such as these it was matter to the Committee

of thankful congratulation that, by an offer of service from the

Rev. J. G. Smith, late assistant in the Tolbooth, Edinburgh, and

by his acceptance of their proposals to him to go to Natal, they

were enabled without delay to respond to the appeal of the Pres-

bytery, and, by the mission of a minister of the Church of Scot-

land amid so great a lack of labourers in,South Africa, to testify

her sympathy with the spiritual destitution of our fellow-country-

men there.
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MAURITIUS.

The important extension of the Colonial missionary work of the

Church of Scotland in the IMaueitius, which has during the past

year resulted from the union of the Independents with the Pres-

byterians on the island, will be best explained by the following

sentences from a letter written in the prospect of the union by

John Andeksox, Esq., of the Civil Service, and addressed to the

Secretary of the Colonial Committee :

—

" Having resided in Mauritius for about thirty-seven years, and
taken a deep interest in the Presbyterians of the island, long

before I first wrote to get out a minister and establish a mission for

their benefit, now that a proposal is made by the Independents in

the colony to unite with tlie Church of Scotland, so as for the

future to be but one Mission, it occurs to me that a few details in

relation to the labours and usefulness of that body among a large

and important part of the Mauritian population may not be uuac-

ceptable to you. I enter upon the task the more readily because
I feel assured that Mauritius will soon be looked upon by the

Church of Scotland as one of her most important colonial stations,

and by her fostering care become at no distant period a bright

jewel in her missionary crown.

"The population of the island on the 31st Dec. 1875, was
344,602 souls. These, official documents divide into two great

classes as follows :—Indian population, 236,335
;
general, 108,267.

By the Indian population is to be understood the immigrant
coolie classes introduced from Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, for

the cultivation of the land, the planting of the sugar-cane, and
the making of sugar. The general population comprises all

others, including the Creole population, about eighty thousand
strong. The remainder is made up of the natives of nearly every

country on the globe, French, English, and Scotch, with their

families, a few Irish, also manv Indian merchants, Arabs, Chinese,

«S:c.

" Amongst the Creoles is every shade of complexion. Most of

those of colour may be traced through mixed marriages to the

descendants of the emancipated slave population ; they all speak

French or a patois of bad French, termed here creole, and the

more intelligent of them write and speak English as well as French.

The majority profess to be Romanists.
'* The labours of the Independents in the island are entirely

amongst them. They were commenced some sixty years ago by

2 H
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the late Eev. J. Le Brun, in the period of slavery, amidst much
opposition, and the indefatigable zeal and devotion of that good
man placed the mission on a steady footing before he was called

to his rest. For some years previous to his death in 1865, he had
been assisted by his two sons, both ordained ministers, but the

younger of them dying about the same time as the father, the

responsibility of carrying on the work devolved on the elder, who
is still in the field. This state of things continued until the year

1870, at the close of which year the Rev, Samuel H. Anderson,

who had been studying for the ministry in England and France,

arrived as co-pastor with Mr Le Brun, and a blessing came with

him. The work had been too great for one missionary, and now
that two were in the field a fresh impetus was given, new stations

were soon opened up and additional members, in larger numbers
than before, particularly in Port Louis, were added to the church.

With respect to these two ministers it may truly be said that

the island is fortunate in possessing such men.
" Mr Le Brun is an able and very eloquent preacher in French,

and during the absence ofMr M'Irvine in Scotland, some years since,

conducted in an acceptable manner the English services in St

Andrew's Church. His young coadjutor, Mr Anderson, is equally

at home with French and English, and his earnest, eloquent

appeals go straight to the heart whenever he rises to speak. To
allow such men to leave a missionary field like this, simply be-

cause the Colonial Government is withdrawing their support from

them, would indeed be a mistake. The Church of Scotland must
prevent it.

" As to the work itself. The preaching stations of the Indepen-
dents in Mauritius are ten in number. The services are con-

ducted in French. The chapel St Jean, in Port Louis, is seated

for 400, and on Sunday mornings is generally well filled. The
afternoon service is not so well attended. There is also a service

on Wednesday evenings ; and, in a school-room in the eastern

suburb, another, on Friday evenings.
" The Sunday-school in the chapel on Sunday mornings is en-

couraging. There are 10 teachers. The number of children on
the roll is 100, the number in attendance varying from 60 to 80.

" As it is impossible for two missionaries only, however able

and willing they may be, personally to supply ten stations, even

allowing that in many of the country districts service is held only

on every alternate Sunday, to meet the case lay agency is em-
ployed, and is found to work admirably well. The congregation

in town and one in the country furnish four lay preachers, whose
services are voluntary. One of them is a native Creole,, and, sin-

gular enough, the other three are of Scottish origin. They, as
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also the pastors, proceed to their stations in accordance with a

printed plan. Their travelling expenses are defrayed from a col-

lection made at the close of each service,

*' The country stations are, Rosehill, Mahebourg, Flacq, Moka,

Plaines Wilhems, Pointe aux Piments, Riche Terre, Savanne, and

Grand River ; and, with the exception of the three first named, all

of them possess modest places of worship.
*' Rosehill is about nine miles from Port Louis, and is fast

assuming the appearance of a town. It is a railway station on the

way to Mahebourg, and, as it occupies an agreeable site in a

healthy position, is the chosen residence of numerous families,

French, English, and Creole. The Protestant Creoles here, as

everywhere else throughout the island, are amongst the poorest

of the population. Mr M'Irvine contemplates building a church

at this place—which will be a boon to the inhabitants—and in

the mean time holds an English service on Sundays in the court

house.
" Mahebourg is a town on the sea coast, the next in size to

Port Louis, from which it is thirty-one miles distant. It is a mili-

tary station, and has a commodious barracks. It possesses a large

Creole population, but only a few English inhabitants. The latter

remark applies also to Flacq, another large and important village.

At both Mahebourg and Flacq the Independents have services in

the court houses of the district, which are most encouragingly

attended. Frequently the benches are insufficient for the numbers

present.
" But I find that I am extending my letter to an unreasonable

length, and shall therefore now close. In doing so, I cannot but

again allude to the desirableness of the Church of Scotland's in-

cluding the Creole population of this island, even at a little sacri-

fice, amongst her missionary fields of labour. In doing so, she will

emphatically be maintaining the Gospel amongst the poor, and

sending the Gospel to the poor ; and the blessing of Him who
said to the messengers of John, when they came to ask Him ' Art

Thou the Christ?' 'Tell John that the Gospel is preached unto

the poor,' will rest upon her for so doing. There are earnest pray-

ing souls amongst the Creoles of Mauritius, A cloud has lately

been gathering over them ; and it is pleasing to think that it may
be dispelled by our national Church, herself lightened by the

Sun of Righteousness."

It is gratifying to know that a union from which so much

blessing is expected by the fridTids of the Church in Mauritius,

has been happily consummated.
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" After unanimous decisions in favour of union in all the con-

gregations, and a general invitation having been issued to all the

members of both Churches to attend in St Andrew's Church on the

i50th of November last, the ministers and office-bearers of the

Independent body presented themselves and signed the Formula

and Confession of Faith of our Church, received the right hand of

fellowship, and, in the presence of a crowded assembly, declared

that it was the wish of themselves and those whom they repre-

sented, to be received into the communion of the Church of

Scotland."
" I am devoutly thankful to say," writes the Eev. George

M'Irvine, on the 5th January, " that the new year has come fraught

-with blessings to the Presbyterian Church in Mauritius. Every-

where there are manifestations of holy rivalry, harmony, and hope.

On the 2d inst., we opened a new Presbyterian Church

at Mah^Sbourg. Crowds attended, more than could find sitting-

room. The building is neat and substantial, and can contain

about 200. It has been erected chiefly through the exertions of

.Mr William Anderson (brother of my colleague), who is a Govern-

ment teacher near Mahebourg. The town of Mahebourg is next

in size to Port Louis, from which it is distant 30 miles. Mr Wm.
Anderson is the mainspring of a great work there among the

Creoles chiefly, but also among the military and police."

NEW ZEALAND.

The Committee's correspondence with New Zealand during the

past year was opened by the receipt of a letter from the Eev, D.

IjRUCE, of Auckland, inviting their co-operation with the other

Presbyterian Churches in Scotland and Ireland, in sending out

young ministers or probationers to take up the work of the Church

Extension Committee of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand,

in some of the destitute districts under that Committee's care. It

so happened, that while the letter from Mr Bruce was on its way

to them, the Eev. James Lindsay, whose appointment was

announced in last year's Eeport, had sailed, and the Eev. P. S.

Hay had received his commission to proceed to New Zealand. In

announcing Mr Lindsay's safe arrival at Wellington, Mr Ogg

writes :
—" I must convey to the Committee our warm and hearty

thanks for the promptitude and generosity with which they have

met our application on behalf of a very important and rising dis-

trict of the country." Mr Lindsay has been ordained to the
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pastoral charge of the congregations at Lower Yallcy, Featherston,
and Greytown. " The Rev. Mr Hay arrived," says Mr Bruce at
a subsequent date, " during the time of the Assembly's sessions.

He has proved himself to be a very superior and acceptable

preacher, and I think it likely he will be settled at Tauranga."
In the letter which began the past year's correspondence with

New Zealand, to which these appointments were the best re-

sponse, Mr Bruce had written, in name of the Church Extension
Committee :

—

" We should esteem it a great help to our enterprise, if you
could send out now, and from time to time hereafter, one or two
devoted young men of sound education, who would be qualified to
conduct services in country districts, and at the same time carry
on their studies with a view to the ruinistry. As you are aware,
we have resolved on establishing a Divinity Hall, and the arrange-
ments would be such in connection with it that young men may
be engaged in such work as the Church Extension Coinmittee has
charge of, and also be able to attend the Hall at a stated period
each year. Indeed, there are such a number of districts where we
need to have service, and where we cannot settle an ordained
minister, that the Committee, having these facts in view, would
consider that a great advance had been made in providing both for
the present and future necessities of the Church, if you could send
us say two of these missionary students at once. You have, I am
glad to see, acted successfully on the idea in Canada, and I am
certain equal success would attend your application of it to the
case of New Zealand. Both of the above proposals were before
the Committee, and I am requested to press them contemporane-
ously on your notice, and to ask you to bring one or other, or both
of them, into immediate operation. Let me hope to hear soon of
your having cordially complied with the request. Probationers, as
you know, are paid at the rate of £200 per annum for two years,
or till settled, if settled before that time

; and the missionary
students would be paid at the rate of £100 per annum."

Encouraged by these proposals, the Colonial Committee pro-
ceeded without delay to endeavour to meet them ; and after careful

inquiry as to the qualifications of the candidates who offered them-
selves for the appointment, the Committee resolved to send Mr
Weight, a Master of Arts of the University of Aberdeen, and to

invite farther explanation of the views of the New Zealand Church
as to their proposed arrangements for the education and training
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for the ministry of young men, who had not had the advantage

of collegiate instruction. In reply to the inquiries thus raised by

the Committee, the Eev. D. Bruce entered fully into detail, and

concluded in the following terms :—

" You will see, then, that our arrangements are such as to

carry forward, in their respective studies, students who have either

completed, or only partially completed, their college course at home,

or catechists who may have had no collegiate training, but whose

devotedness and usefulness are such as make it desirable to train

them for admission to the ministry.

" As a rule we should prefer, of course, young men of the stand-

ing of Mr Wright, or at all events who have had the benefit of

a university training to some extent ; but we are too sensible of the

advantage which the experience, prudence, and developed piety of

catechists would render to the Church, to lay any restriction on

your action ; and send whom you may, we will, you may rest

assured, do our best to train them, so as to be not only useful, but

an honour to their church and country."

The invitation thus given them, the Committee have cordially

complied with, by commissions as student evangelists given to

Mr George Gkant and Mr David Eodgek, who will soon be on

their way to the scene of their future labours for the Lord.

Votes of former years have been renewed to the Church Exten-

sion Committee, to Waipukurau, to Gisborne, to Taranaki,

and to Wellington.

The Eev. D. W. Eunciman of Leslie, at present in Auckland,

with health much restored, is proving himself, during his temporary

residence in New Zealand, so welcome an addition to the minis-

terial staffof the Presbyterian Church there, as to be recommended

to the consideration of the Committee for some aid to the due

recognition of his services.

The appointment of the Eev. D. Bruce as travelling agent has

been made a permanent one ; and by a letter from the moderator

of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New
Zealand (which will be found at No. IV. of the Appendix), a pro-

posal is made for the continuance, for three or four years, of the

contributions from the home churches in support of this agency.

The Committee recommend that the proposal be favourably

entertained.
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FIJI.

The hope expressed by the Committee in their last Pieport,

that the work of founding the Mission in Fiji was to be entered

upon without delay by the temporary services of the Eev. George

M'Irvine, of Mauritius, was sadly disappointed by the change in Mr
M'lrvine's plans, imposed by the necessities of his work at Port

Louis.

In the absence of any direct communication from the resident

promoters of the Presbyterian Mission in Fiji, the Committee

have not been able to put forth any definite proposals to be

relied upon for inducing suitable candidates to offer themselves

for this important opening. It is only indirectly through the visit

to Fiji of a commissioner sent by the Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church of New Zealand, that the Committee has been informed

of the state of matters in the colony. The latest contribution to

their intelligence on the subject has just been received in the copy

of the Keport which the Rev. C. Stuaet Ross presented at the

meeting of the Assembly, held in Auckland in December.

" I proceeded to Fiji in April last," Mr Ross reports, " at the

request of the Synod of Ota^o, to make inquires regarding the

spiritual wants of the Presbyterian settlers there, and the best

means of supplying them. On my arrival at Levuka, I received a

hearty welcome from the leading Presbyterians, who had observed

with much satisfaction that the two branches of the Presbyterian

Church in this country had looked to them with a Christian in-

terest and sympathy which seemed to imply a readiness to help

them in case of need. Dr Macgregor, I found, had written to a

friend of his in the ministry in Scotland, urging upon his atten-

tion the spiritual necessities of the Presbyterian colonists in Fiji.

His friend caused the matter to be brought under the notice of the

Colonial Committee of the Established Church, and that Com-

mittee generoasly voted £200 towards the stipend of a minister

in Levuka. They also ofifered the appointment to the Rev. Mr
M'Irvine, of Mauritius, who, I have since learned, has declined to

relinquish his present charge.
" The Rev. ]\Ir Wylie, Wesleyan missionary, in a kindly and

generous spirit, gave me the use of his church in Levuka, and I

preached to a large congregation, consisting mainly, I believe,

of Presbyterians, and of those who are interested in the establish-

ment of a Presbyterian church there. And at a public meeting,
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called by advertisement and presided over by the Hon J. B. Thurs-

ton, a large and influential committee was elected to take immediate

steps for the settlement of a Presbyterian minister in Fiji. That

Committee entered upon their work with an enthusiasm and energy

that ensured success, and before many weeks had passed away

they held in their hands a list of names against which stood sums

amounting in their totality to £200, guaranteed annually, towards

the support of a minister among them.
" I visited Kandavu, Taviuni, and some of the smaller islands,

as well as some of the points of settlement on Vanua Levu, the

second-largest island in the group, and everywhere met with a

kind reception from the Presbyterian planters, and from others

who, although not at present connected with our Church, yet

expressed their entire sympathy with the movement and their

willingness to do what they can to help it onward. I had

arrano-ed to hold services at one of the sugar mills on the Rewa,

but my plans were defeated through roughness of weather, which

prevented me visiting that important district. I met some of the

sugar planters, however, as well as some of the settlers, along

the coast of Viti Levu, and they stated that a Presbyterian mini-

ster would be warmly welcomed everywhere throughout the

group. The sum guaranteed at Levuka, supplemented by the

vote of the Colonial Committee of the Established Church of Scot-

land, will not be suflScient to meet all the requirements of the

case.

" The cost of living in Fiji is considerably greater than what it

is in this country, and the minister there will require to travel

about a good deal in order to visit the different Presbyterian fami-

lies, who are widely scattered—sometimes hundreds of miles apart

—over all the group. The present is a time of great commercial

depression there. The decline in the cotton trade has proved a

ruinous thing to many, and has emptied the colony of nearly two-

thirds of its white population. But energy and enterprise are

being forced out now in other directions, and such are the

fertility and vastly productive power of the country that, I am
persuaded, it will not be long ere it recover from its present

dull and languishing state, and, in point of enterprise and pros-

perity, stand second to none of its sister colonies. Meanwhile,

the Presbyterian Church there needs help in order that her work

may be well and efficiently done, and the action of your Assembly

in directing attention to Fiji (of which, I believe, the overture to

our Synod and my mission to Fiji were the outcome) has inspired

the Presbyterian colonists there with the hope that your sym-

pathy and interest in the planting of a Presbyterian minister

among them will now take some generous and substantial form."
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AUSTRALIA.

Queensland.—The deeply interesting communications with

which the Committee have been favoured from the liev. Colin

M'CuLLOCii, of Brisbane, bear delightful evidence of the anima-

tion with which fervid zeal inspires the efforts of the Church to

provide a native ministry for Queensland. Speaking of the

Divinity Hall, Mr M'Culloch writes :

—

" The students, five in number, are all we could possibly wish
for in regard to character, devotedness, self-denial, and studious-

ness. Two of them are able now to read the Greek New Testa-

ment ad aperturam, and with a fair amount of critical skill. In

theology they are making equally satisfactory progress, and will

be well able to grapple with the blighting Rationalism which is

unfortunately diffusing its poison among the young men of this

colony. A Hebrew class has just been added by the Rev. D.

F. Mitchell, of South Brisbane, and promises well. The Hebrew
manuals which you sent out formerly are admirably selected, and

seem to make Mr Mitchell very happy. The only thing we regret

is that we did not obtain from home a goodly supply of copies of

those initiatory books which are needed for starting the students

and laying the foundation of thorough study. We have opened

evening classes, theological and classical, for young men engaged
in their secular callings during the day. Our object was twofold

;

first, to foster and draw out a select few of them for the sacred

ministry ; and, next, to equip aU for Christian service, as leaders

at prayer-meetings or Sabbath-school teachers. In this direction,

also, the Lord has wonderfully countenanced our humble efforts.

Close upon two dozen have joined the theological class, and about

a dozen and a half the classical department, and four the Hebrew.
The exercises which they are now giving in are surprising, con-

sidering the disadvantages under which they labour. The earnest-

ness of purpose and energy of application shown by these inter-

esting young men, I regard as a token of good from the Lord.
" Tlie handsome donation, again, of £200, for which I am directed

to return the Committee our warmest acknowledgments, enables us at

once to extend our evangelistic activities and multiply our agencies.

I hope and pray that this generous gift will return in showers of

blessing to the donors, and that they will have the inexpressible

satisfaction of being assured that thereby they are extending to

those who are bereaved of Gospel privileges the welcome and

much-prized blessing. I cannot express the pain which I suffer

daily at receiving pressing requests from outlying districts where

2i
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groups of pioneer families have begun to settle, when I cannot

respond as I would like by sending the living men to keep alive

amono- them, by the ministrations of God's holy Word, the faith

and h^pe of our fathers. Our prospects, however, are brighten-

ing."

In a subsequent letter Mr M'Culloch adds :

—

" Altogether we are filled with gratitude to our heavenly

Father for what, in my judgment (knowing all the circumstances),

is to be regarded as a very wonderful success. The Divinity Hall

itself and its valuable library are facts which were pronounced

impossible till actually realised, and even after seeing them, the

same timid Christians predicted that there would be no students.

Yet the same blessed Lord who gave us the former is raising up
the latter. It must appear to you indeed a day of small things,

but seeing, as I have done, the hand of the Lord at each turn and

stage, put forth to work for us, I can only say, with devout wonder,
' What hath God wrought !

'
"

The reply to the questions put by the Colonial Committee to

elicit the mind of the Queensland Church on the subject of their

receiving young men as student evangelists to be trained for the

ministry in the colony will be found at No. V. of the Appendix

to this Eeport.

New South Wales and Victoria were, during the past year,

well represented, and their claims personally advocated, by the

visits to the Committee of the Eev. Dr M'Gibbon of Sydney and

the Eev. Dr Macdonald of Melbourne. The statement laid

before the Church by Dr Macdonald will be found at No. VI. of

the Appendix. The efforts of the Committee to respond to their

appeal for labourers resulted in their sending the Eev. Eobert
Eobertson to New South Wales and the Eev. W. C. Macdonald
to Victoria.

CEYLON.

Most satisfactory signs appear of growing life in the Ceylon

Society for procuring additional Scotch Clergymen and for pro-

moting Church Extension. "A review of the work done by the

Society during the eight months " closing when the report was
written "is much more satisfactory than anything they have been
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able to offer for years past." The necessity is faced "for each

group of districts providing the clergyman with a comfortable

residence." Moreover, " it is proposed to raise, say £5000, to form

a fund for investment, from the interest of which the clergymen

serving under the Society may be entitled to receive an allowance,

on leave of absence, after certain periods of service, to visit home,

or aid in the event of sickness overtaking them or any member of

their families." The text of these proposals will be found at 'No.

VII. of the Appendix.

The following reports are submitted to the Assembly with great

thankfulness.

The Rev. John Crawford writes :

—

'

" I beg again to express the pleasure which I have in my min-

istry in Ceylon ; and I thank God that I have been permitted to

carry on my work with increased facilities for conducting public

worship.
" Divine service has been held in Gampola or Nawalapitiya

and Kotmale on the first Sunday in the month, in Dimbula on the

second and fourth Sundays, and in Dikoya and Maskeliya on the

third Sunday. The sacraments have also been dispensed by me.

As Dimula has had peculiar claims on me during the last few

months, I have given several additional services, on fifth Sundays

and at other times when I was relieved at my ordinary place of

service, to that district, along with Kotmale. The numbers pre-

sent at most of my services have been very gratifying.

" On the 18th November last I had the honour and the very

great pleasure of taking part in the opening of a church at Lin-

dula, worthy of the purpose for which it is set apart, and sym-

bolical, as an open church, of the good feeling which prevails

among all classes of Christians in the district. Although Kotmale

does not seem to have given the same proof, as before, of interest

in the work of the Society, it has really contributed more for church

purposes generally than in any former year of my ministry there.

Elsewhere those over whom I am set in the Lord are contributing

to the work of church building. The Dimbula congregations have

provided themselves witli a suitable set of communion plate, to be

used throughout my district.

" In December last I exchanged with the Kev. Joseph Burnet,

an arrangement which turned out to the great advantage of my
districts, as I should probably have been detained in Colombo in

any case. Mr Burnet kindly took two Sundays for me at different

times in January, when I could not have left Colombo without
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great anxiety ; and Mr Watt kindly went up to Dimbula on one

Sunday when it was more convenient for me to take the Kandy

services. I regret that my enforced absence kept me from any

regular visiting for two months. I acknowledge the consideration

shown me on all hands, and I hope to overtake all my visiting

before dispensing the Lord's Supper in April.

"Members of Committee have done me the great service of

relieving me of all concern in regard to funds. The amount of

interest shown and trouble taken by all of them has been a great

encouragement to me. During all the time I have been in Ceylon,

I have never been in any serious difficulty in the discharge of my
duty as a minister of Christ, without having my anxiety relieved

by some member of the community well fitted to take action ; and

the last few months have furnished a new illustration of the same

generous support. It will always be necessary for ministers to

remind those associated with them in committee of certain times

when certain things have to be done ; but it is a great relief to

one who ought to make his thought and manner of life a means of

helping others in their spiritual endeavours, to have no care which

hinders him in his own endeavour to seek first the kingdom of

God and His righteousness, believing that all things will be added

thereunto.
" I may be permitted, in passing, to bear my humble testimony

to the usefulness of the Society. If it has failed in conveying

benefits, which it is fitted, under God, to convey to those to whom
I have been sent, the fault is mine. I do not claim any weight for

my opinions except for these reasons—that I am the senior min-

ister, EpiscopaKan or Presbyterian, whose work lies entirely among
planters ; that I have observed in a friendly spirit the settlement

of Church of England clergymen alongside of me ; and that I did

so for long with anxious interest, arising out of the knowledge that

across the ridge between Dimbula and Uva lay large stretches of

coflFee estates utterly unprovided with services. I have not found,

however, that the presence of clergymen of the English and Scotch

churches, with a courteous regard for each other's position, is at

aU detrimental to oneness in Christ. I have learned that any
church or society which undertakes to provide services will have
the whole work thrown on it for months at a time ; that it is easy

to avoid having services which clash with each other; that in

cases where there are at present two services at the sariie place

on the same Lord's-day (and it does not follow that this is to be
objected to in all cases), the arrangements for service might be

varied so as to benefit outlying estates ; and that even when the

attendance is lessened, people are likely to come out to the one

service who would not be so likely to come to the other. Nor is
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visiting ever overdone. I have had fully as much pleasure in

spending evenings which evidently awakened old associations for

good, more especially with young men, as in any other part of my
work ; and I believe that I could not have spent my time more

profitably for myself as well as for them. These visits are oppor-

tunities on which our people may find out that they are in our

thoughts when we go to the throne of grace. The Lord Jesus

enable us to strengthen each other for good, that we may become
like Him !

"

From the Rev. John M'Laren we receive as follows :

—

"I have now had a year's experience of jungle w^ork, and I am
fonder of it than ever. The bracing climate of Uva, and the genial

welcome one everywhere receives, tend to make life happy. Out-

ward diflSculties are almost entirely smoothed over by those to

whom I minister. At the same time, there are several things

which cause regret and sorrow, clouds in everyday life. Amongst
these it is to be regretted that Uva is not sufficiently supplied with

clergymen. Could not the Society use endeavours to have another

one or even two appointed ? There would be work for all. In

this way a sufficient number of services could be maintained. As
it is at present, with only one service a-month, their Sunday duty

cannot be kept prominently enough before the people, so that many
become careless. We should try as much as possible to keep up

home Sabbath ideas and usages, to make the day a delight, the

holy of the Lord, honourable.
" Several things have been done which show there is some

religious life left among us. First of all money has been sub-

scribed to enclose a portion of ground at Haputale Church for pur-

poses of burial. Again, a sum, nearly £100, has been given towards

erecting a Church for the BaduUa estates, and only two Sundays

ago after service in Madulsima, a grant of land was offered as a

site for a district church, and money almost sufficient to build it

subscribed. Other buildings I hope will follow. They are wanted.
" I regret much that through want of timely warning of the

close of the Society's financial year, all the subscriptions promised

to the funds have not been realised. The fault is mine. When
they have been collected I am sure they will compare favourably

with thosefrom other districts. My thanks are due to the collectors

in the several districts, who, at the cost of considerable personal

inconvenience and trouble, have looked after subscriptions. Days

and places of service are the same as already reported, excepting

that I hold service once in three months in Uda-Pussellawa,"

The Eev. Chaeles M'Lean writes :

—

" Since July last I have done duty in the districts allotted
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to me by the Church Extension Society, at their last annual meet-

ing ; and I take this opportunity of expressing my thanks for the

kind reception I have met with from members of all denominations

who attend the services. The following is the order in which I

take my districts :

—

*' On the first Sunday of the month I hold morning service in

All Saints' Church, Elkaduwa, and afternoon service in St Mary's

Church, Kelebokka. On the second Sunday, morning service in

Pryde's Gap Church, Matale East, and afternoon service in the

Court-House, Matale. On the third Sunday, morning service in

Kangalla, and afternoon service in the Knuckles.
" In both of these districts the services are held in bungalows,

but it is hoped that soon a church will be built, as a movement is

going on to recover the money subscribed for that purpose many
years ago. On the fourth Sunday, morning service in the Church
at Deltotta, and afternoon service in Upper Warriagalla store,

Nilambe. The latter district I substituted for Hantane, because

I could get a larger congregation there, and Hantane is so near

Kandy that the inhabitants can easily attend service in the town.

When there is a fifth Sunday in a month, I hold morning

service in a bungalow in Mademahanuwara, and afternoon ser-

vice in Eajawella store, Dumbera. The attendance at Deltotta

has not been large, owing to the uncomfoitable state of the Church.

There has been considerable delay in effecting the repairs, but it

is expected that these will be completed by the end of next month.

In six of my districts—viz., Elkaduwa, Kelebokka, Matale East,

Kangalla, Knuckles, and Nilambe, I intimated that I would dis-

pense the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, but in only the first

three have any communicants come forward. I intend giving

an opportunity to the inhabitants of the other districts to com-
municate, as soon as possible."

The Eev. C. W. Van der Wall, of the Dutch Presbyterian

Church at Matara, writes:—" 1, The Sunday-school, in spite of

losses by death, and removals to other towns, is in a satisfactory

condition. "We have between thirty and forty children in regular

attendance. 2, The congregational work is also on a satisfactory

footing. The momlDg service in English and the evening ser-

vice in the Portuguese language, are well attended," and in con-

nection especially vnth the evening service there have not been

wanting hopeful signs of spiritual impression, and of practical

fruits as the result of them.

The Rev. H. L. Mitchell, of Galle, has taken advantage of
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his title to leave of absence, and is now at home for his well-

merited furlough, his place at Galle being supplied by the Rev.

John Crawfokd, who has been released for that duty by the

arrival of the Eev. Hugh ]\Iair to take up the work of a mission-

ary minister in the Kandian provinces.

INDIA.

The Colonial Committee have very great satisfaction in referring

to the testimony, unsought by them, of a very competent witness,

to the " deepening sense of the high responsibilities of his post,"

which has marked the advancing ministry of the Eev. A. B. Watson
at Meerut, the " earnestness and^zeal for the Lord's work which

has roused the troops in the barracks, and brought many from

the English Church to attend his ministry when not present at

parade services." The significance of that fact will be best

appreciated by those who have been in India. " Any notice,

however, of Mr Watson and his work at Meerut would be in-

complete," says the Christian officer who volunteers the testi-

mony, " which failed to mention how much he has been helped

in his work by Mrs Watson ; and in venturing to allude to it,

it is only to place on record the gratitude of many in the barracks

who may have no other means of expressing it."

Reporting to the Committee the progress of his work, Mr
Watson says :

—

" The past year has been one of singular prosperity to us
;

whether judged by the increased outward strength of the Church,
or by the manifested increase in the strength of the inner spirit

and life of its members. We have much cause for rejoicing and
for thankfulness to God, as we are enabled to believe, to see even,
that His hand has been upon us for good. Night after night
the church is crowded. The Bible classes held in connection

with it were never so well attended. Two officers have come
forward, who each conducts a Bible class, or has devotional or

evangelistic meetings for soldiers on one evening, and sometimes
on two evenings in the week. They are co-operators in every
good word and work. For the last two or three months services

have been held in the soldiers' prayer room every evening, except

Monday, when the Good Templars meet, and Thursday, when
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there is week niglit service in our Church. The notable feature at

these Thursday services and at the Sabbath evening services is

the large increase in the numbers of the rank and file of the

army who attend. This is even now increasing so markedly, that

I hope when many regular attendants go up next month to the

hills we shall have a goodly gathering still. We have had nume-

rous additions to the roll of membership. At the two communions

celebrated this year we have had above eighty members parti-

cipating in the ordinance. Over 1000 rupees have been collected

during the first year, and about half of it in the church during

Sabbath services. The Army Scripture Readers' Society, the

Santhal Mission, the Baptist Mission at Delhi, and the North of

India Tract Society, have been severally aided by us, as well as

the Additional Clergy Society of the Church of Scotland, to whose

credit we paid 600 rupees."

In reply to a request made by the Convener, tliat he would

freely express his views of what is needed to be done in India,

and the best way of doing it, Mr Watson writes :

—

" Mhow, in the Bombay presidency, is a station which ought

to be permanently occupied by us. But the great point is, as

indeed your letter hints, that we should have a few travelling

ministers, working in the apostolic method. There are many

many places, where Christians are few, that are never, or seldom,

visited by a Christian minister; and there are many places scattered

here and there, upon or near to the lines of the railways, where our

countrymen live year after year unreached by the ordinances of

the Church in which they were reared. It would be out of the

question to consider the possibility of a settled ministry for them

severally. But they ought to be visited statedly, and not unfre-

quently, by any one whose movements were free, who was not

tied down to a particular station. There cannot be two opinions

as to the way in which the work you contemplate is to be done.

You must have itinerant pastors. They may make an important

station their headquarters, but for half the year at least they

must travel. Now the railway companies are very liberal in their

treatment of such persons. As a rule they will carry them any-

where upon their lines without any charge. The salary of two or

three travelling ministers (who ought to be single men) could surely

be met by the Church at home and out here. We are surely able

to support two or tla-ee more men out here, and we ought to have

them. If we don't do something, our countrymen will, if their

memories are not good, forget all about the Church of Scotland,

and, if their organ of veneration is not strong, they will certainly

be taught to lose respect for her."
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Negotiations have been reopened with the Colonial Committee

with a view to the building of a new church at Dalhousie. In

co-operation with the Committee on Foreign Missions the Colonial

Commiteee are invited to undertake an application to the Govern-

ment for a new site, and to contribute one half, the Foreign

Missions Committee contributing the other half, of what may

be required to build the church beyond the means available for

that purpose already on hand. The proposed co-operation has

been agreed to, and the necessary steps will, without delay, be

taken to secure the advantage of a comfortable church for use by

any of the ministers or missionaries of the Church of Scotland in

India, whose health may require a change of air during the hot

season.

The Colonial Committee hoped to have been able by this time

to report at least the beginning, in the Bombay Presidency, of

some effort at organisation to meet the Assembly's guarantee for

support of a chaplain at Mhow, in terms of the proposals to form

additional Clergy Societies in India, which emanated from Bombay

itself in 1872. On these proposals the General Assembly of that

same year recommended that " to secure simplicity of action there

he formed in each Presidency a Council or Board, who shall

address their representations to the Colonial Committee at Home
and the Colonial Committee will either deal with these directly

or obtain for them, when necessary, the attention of another Com-

mittee." The terms of the arrangement therefore imply, that,

while the Assembly undertake the guarantee, their undertaking

be met by the forming of "a Council or Board " in the Presidency

where the aid is needed, with whom the Committee of Assembly

may correspond on the subject. And the experience the Com-

mittee have had of the working of the plan in the case of Meerut,

confirms them in their opinion of the wisdom and necessity of that

arrangement. It is therefore with regret that the Committee

learn by their last letter from Bombay that, as yet, no steps have

been taken towards the forming of "a Council or Board," in

terms of the Assembly's recommendation. That is all that the

Assembly has asked of our brethren in Bombay. The Colonial

Committee have been ready at once to fulfil the Assembly's under-

taking to guarantee the stipend at Mhow, as soon as the churches

2k
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in the Bombay Presidency had fulfilled their part of the arrange-

ment by constituting themselves, as was done in Bengal, into a

Church of Scotland Additional Clergy Society. The Committee

do not think that the Assembly's recommendation is unreasonable.

Experience has convinced them that it is necessary ; and they do

not know why the recommendation should be relaxed in the case

of Bombay.

THE EUEOPEAN CONTINENT.

Erom Dkesden, the Rev. G. Laurie Eogo writes :

—

" A six years' tenure of office here has convinced me of the great

importance of keeping up, with all possible efficiency, our station

in this city. The majority of the English-speaking residents in

Dresden are just at that age when attachment to a special form of

worship is determined, and to lose hold of them during their stay

here is practically to lose them for life. Hence our Church here

has a strong claim on the sympathy and support of all who are

convinced of the worth and truth of Presbyterianism. The Scotch

Church in Dresden might be one of our most important outposts

;

and an efficient service here will always secure for us many ad-

herents." Mr Fogo adds, however, " For material support, we

must at all times be very dependent upon Scotland, for my congrega-

tion is not a rich one."

The Scotch Church in Paris, under the ministry of the Picv.

Charles E. Paterson, continues steadily to prosper. In the

month of July, when the excessive heat was in prospect as a serious

hindrance to the work, Mr Paterson wrote :

—

" But contrary to precedent, this summer, as last summer, I

mean to continue the afternoon services, even in the hottest

weather, however few should come. I should be sorry were any

one to come to our gate and find it shut. Yesterday afternoon I

was rewarded by three young men coming up and telling me at

the end of the service that they had enjoyed it more than anything

else in Paris. The ordinary tourists do not attend as they should.

Two Sundays ago there was a Cooks' Excursion from Glasgow in

Paris (it being the ' fair ' week), consisting of nearly 400 people.

Of these only about twenty were in church—mostly young men,

I am glad to say."

The same letter then details most interesting particulars of the

case of a poor Eoman Catholic Frenchwoman, who, in deepest
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remorse for sin, was on the way to the river to commit suicide,

when, passing the chapel of the Oeatoire, her eye rested on the

board announcing the Presbyterian minister's address. Knowing

a little English she read it, saying to herself, " Here is a stranger
;

I will apply to him as a last resource, to see if there be any way

of getting rid of this remorse." She wrote to Mr Paterson, who

arranged to see her, taking with him an experienced Christian

French lady to converse with her. Again and again was she thus

visited, and every effort made to help her to understand the Gos-

pel of a free pardon, while advice and encouragement were success-

fully employed to restore her to her parents. " Our little board,

humanly speaking," Mr Paterson adds, " saved her from suicide.

Let us hope that the truth it was the means of bringing her to

hear may also have saved her soul." Thus ready at every call to

Christian work, cordially co-operating in the Gospel with brethren

of all evangelical denominations, Mr Paterson is faithfully labour-

ing to fulfil his ministry, and worthily representing the Church

of Scotland in Paris.

Funds.

The Committee's income from all sources during the year end-

ing 31st December 1876, was £6581, 16s. 4d., upwards of £1800

being derived from legacies. The expenditure for the same

period, though no new field was entered on, was £8182, 7s, 9d.

—

the excess of expenditure over income being £1600, lis. 5d. In

these circumstances, the Committee have reason to be thankful

for balances at their bankers and in the hands of their Treasurer,

amounting to £2458, 13s. lOd., which enable them to await with

hope the return of the opportunity for a renewal of the liberal

support which the congregations of the Church of Scotland have

ever afforded to the Colonial Missions of the General Assembly.

For that liberal support the Committee renew their cordial

thanks ; and they appeal, in justification of their hopes for its

continuance, to the wide field and the great work they have on

hand, as indicated by the Report they now lay before the General

Assembly, with the documents in illustration of it contained by

the Appendix.

The claims of Canada alone are ample proof that in the great
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Colonies of the Empire the work of the Church in caring for the

spiritual welfare of emigrants from Scotland is by no means at an

end. It may be that by recent ecclesiastical changes in Canada

the relation of the Church of Scotland to one part of the field is

modified. To this extent it is so modified, that in aiding the

recently united Church in Canada (as in other colonies where

similar churches exist), the General Assembly stands side by side

with all the Presbyterian churches at home, to co-operate with

them in supporting a work which,ybr a time at least, must be

•aided. And that is co-operation in which the General Assembly

of the National Church will certainly desire to be creditably for-

ward. Unless all co-operation everywhere in Christian work is to

cease till everybody sees eye to eye about everything, there seems

to the Colonial Committee no reason why it should cease in

Canada. Strict neutrality as to the question which has divided

our brethren there does not seem to the Committee to necessarily

involve any impossibility in the way of co-operation in the work,

—as to which they are at one,—of promoting the religious interests

of Canadian immigrants who are our Presbyterian fellow-country-

men. Ever since 1871, when the General Assembly first declared

itself as to threatened ecclesiastical divisions in Canada, non-inter-

vention in the differences which divide the colony has always been

associated in the Assembly's resolutions on the subject with a

declared purpose to co-operate in the spiritual work of our

brethren there. The Assembly has persistently declined the right

to dictate to colonial churches as to what in regard to incorporating

unions ought to be their course ; and now that their several

courses are determined, the Assembly will not visit either side, or

both sides, with what would practically be a penalty for having

acted on the dictates of their consciences, by withdrawing from
co-operation with them, so long as it is necessary, in the great

work which the Lord has called them to in the mission-fields of

their adopted home. The time no doubt is probably approaching

when the co-operation, at present called for, shall be no longer

needed. Meanwhile, the claims on the aid of all the home
churches, pressed by appeals from New Zealand and Australia,

as well as from Canada, do undoubtedly demand the earnest

sympathy and liberal support of the Church of Scotland, and the
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Committee will not allow themselves to believe that for any reason

she shall fail in her support and sympathy.

But the Iveport, with its appendix, now laid before the General

Assembly, represents the efl'ort of the Church of Scotland to fulfil

her duty to our expatriated countrymen, far beyond the limits

merely of the great colonies of the British Empire. The history

of the Committee's work from the beginning fully illustrates the

design of their appointment to have been to follow, on behalf of

the Church, her spiritual children with anxiety as to their eternal

welfare, wherever they may become resident, in any place anywhere

abroad. Through the operations of the Colonial Committee, the

Church thus seeks, as to Scottish emigrants on every distant

shore at the very time when the need is greatest, on their first

settling down in their new home, to aid in providing for them

the ministrations of the Gospel, according to the Scriptural stand-

ards of faith, and the simple forms of worship of the Church of

their Fatherland ; and what effort could better become the char-

acter of a living Church whose Christian activities crave full ex-

pression in every field of missionary enterprise ? The Home and

Foreign fields have each their urgent claims to be equally respected

in the right discharge of our missionary duty. No living Church

healthfully exercising its Christian activities, will ever neglect the

one for the sake of the other. But claims just as urgent are pre-

sented by the field, distinct from both our Home and Foreign

Missions—as it were, between them, and partaking of the charac-

ter of both—where lies the work of the Church among our home-

bred Presbyterian emigrants to the colonies and residents in foreign

countries. And assuredly, wherever with reverence the Master's

voice is heard assorting the relations of all just claims on the sup-

port and sympathy of a living Church, His judgment as to what

we owe to our Home and Foreign Missions, and to our Missions

to Scottish emigrants abroad., will reach us in the solemn words

of the familiar sentence, " These ought ye to have done, and not

TO LEAVE THE OTHER UNDONE."

In name and by appointment of the Committee,

Robert H. Muir, Convener.

The Manse, Dalment, Edinburgh,
2\st May 1877.
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APPENDIX I.

Statement prepared on eeeialf of the Presbyterian Church

IN Canada, and forwarded to the Convener of the

Colonial Committee in order to be laid before the

Church at Home.

The territory over wliicli our Church extends is almost equal

in area to the continent of Europe. The Church has, therefore,

found it necessary to subdivide it into two sections—the eastern

and the western—and has subdivided the committees of its various

schemes accordingly. These sections, and the claims of each,

must be presented separately for your consideration.

I. Our Eastern field embraces the four provinces of New-
foundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New Bruns-

wick, together with the Bermudas. So far as work of a strictly

missionary character is concerned, the last-named may be omitted.

This colony belongs ecclesiastically to the Presbytery of Halifax,

Nova Scotia, and a minister has gone to it this year from Nova
Scotia ; but it has been little charge on our funds, and has made
scarcely any demand upon us for church extension or missionary

work on any of the islands that constitute the group.

The four provinces above named have a population of nearly

one million, one-fifth of whom are professedly Presbyterian. To .

meet the wants of this population we should have three hundred n,
ministers. It ought not to be forgotten that an average of one
thousand souls to a minister means immensely more of necessary

toil with us than in Scotland or the north of Ireland. We have
few cities. The great mass of the population is in the rural

districts. The country is almost everywhere sparsely settled,

and a handful of people may be dispersed among several stations

at great distances from each other ; while the Presbyterians,

except in two or three counties, are mingled among a more nume-
rous population of other denominations. Almost every settled

miiiister has, therefore, to do much home mission work, while

outside of the organised congregation is our great home mission
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field. In these four maritime provinces our actual strength as a
Church is 156 settled ministers, and 36 vacant charges

; from 10
to 12 missionaries on the list of our home mission board, and 30
catechists, who labour chiefly in the summer months. To sho\\^
the full strength of Presbyterianism in this field, it should be
added that in one county of Nova Scotia, settled chiefly by
Highlanders from the north of Scotland, are 10 ministers who
still retain a nominal connection with the Church of Scotland, and
in other counties 5 ministers of the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
The sphere of these bodies is necessarily local, and their respon-
sibilities are limited to their respective localities. On us as a
Church is the responsibility of caring for the spiritual necessi-
ties of the maritime provinces, and of supporting systematically
all the missions that a vigorous Church, co-extensive with the
land, must undertake.

In the province of Newfoundland we are weak. Before the
union, consummated in 1875, there was not even a Presbytery
there. One has been formed since the union, and in the spring
of this year the Home Mission Board sent to it a well-qualified
ordained missionary, who has been labouring at a district in the
island, hundreds of miles distant from St John's and Harbour
Grace, where are our only organised congregations.

In the provinces of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
lies our main strength. Had we to care for the spiritual interest
of these provinces only, there would be no need of appeal for
men or money from us to any other Church. In the province of
New Brunswick there is a very extensive home mission field,

and in no part of it is there a large homogeneous Presbyterian
population as in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Our congregations often consist of four, five, or more stations,
at considerable distances apart. In each station is a handful of
families composed of immigrants from New England, the north of
Slreland and Scotland, or the descendants of the original settlers, who
are struggling to maintain ordinances amid difficulties enough to
weary out any but the strongest faith and hope. In some districts

recent colonies from Scotland, Irelarid, Iceland, &c., have been
formed. These newly-arrived bands require every shilling they
bring with them to procure the bare necessaries of life. Our
Church must provide for them the ordinances of religion, or their
children must grow up as adherents of Churches less pure than
the Church of their fathers, or become, through neglect of ordi-

nances, ignorant of and careless about the Gospel altogether.

While we gladly welcome such immigrants to our shores, and as
a Church, do all in our power to follow them with the Gospel, we
doubt not that parent Churches will also acknowledge their claim,
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and will follow them with prayer and such ministrations as shall

meet their spiritual necessities most effectually.

What, then, is the work that our Church has to gird itself up

for over these maritime provinces ? All the interior and exterior

work that an independent Church in an independent field has to

undertake. We must train our young men for the ministry, and

to accomplish this we have to establish and equip suitable educa-

tional institutions. As the Government of Nova Scotia was not

in a position to endow a college without our co-operation, we

have had to raise a capital sum of about £15,000 for this purpose.

This has hitherto prevented us from concentrating our energies on

our Halifax Theological Hall. To maintain it in efiBciency, at

least £1300 a-year are required. We have also a bursary fund to

assist deserving students. While the estabhshment of an insti-

tution for the training of a native ministry is not so showy as

direct missionary work, it is indispensable to our existence. We
have, therefore, to acknowledge with special gratitude that the

Colonial Committee of the Church of Scotland pays the salary

of one of the professors. Not only for the supply of ministers

is the hall a necessity, but experience has shown that the best

catechists we can get are our divinity students, whom we employ

for six months of the year.

To carry on our home mission operations, and to supplement the

stipends of ministers in new settlements and weak congregations,

we require £2000 a-year. For the assistance in this work given

us in the past by the Irish Church, the Free Church of Scotland,

and the Established Church, we are most grateful. It is only

right to mention here that, though the necessities of our own field

are clamant, we do not shut our ears to the cry of the heathen

abroad. Our missionaries are to be found in the South Seas,

among the coolies of Trinidad and in India. And with regard to

our work at home, we are also establishing a Widows' and Orphans'

Fund, an Aged and Infirm Ministers' Fund, and are making
strenuous efforts for the evangelisation of our French Roman ^,
Catholic fellow - countrymen, besides aiding Bible Society and
general colportage work.

We have no lands, no endowments, no grants from the Govern-

ment, and we are a new Church, called upon to do everything

at once. Our organised congregations whose membership, on an

average, is about one-half or one-third of that of ordinary Scottish

congregations, have to do everything for themselves before they

can do anything for others. They are, however, a willing people,

and give according to their means liberally. StiU, on account of

many circumstances incident to a new state of society, many of

,our country ministers receive only from £80 to £120 a-year,
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though almost every one of them is obliged to keep a horse to

travel between the stations of his sparsely-settled and widely

-

extended parish. Some of these ministers are from Scotland or

Ireland — now aged men, who have toiled among their fellow-

countrymen in a strange land with but scant acknowledgment of

their life-long services. Others are sons of our soil, filled with

missionary zeal equal to that which sustains the men who go

as the Church's representatives to the heathen world.

If asked to specify how the Churches at home can best aid us,

we would, simply for the purpose of aiding your own considerations

of the subject, indicate the following ways, viz. :

—

(1) Assisting us to maintain a Divinity Hall.

(2) Assisting in our Home Mission and Supplementing work
;

and,

(3) Not least, by sending us men to supply our vacant congre-

gations.

From the day that one of your licentiates, duly commissioned by
you, lands on our shores, our Home Mission Board will be re-

sponsible for his board, lodging, and suflBcient remuneration for

his services. He can remain connected with the Home Mission

Board for five years ; but the great probability is that in less than

five months he will be duly called and settled.

II. The Western section of our Church includes the great

provinces of Quebec and Ontario, the provinces of Keewatin and

Manitoba, the north-west territory, and the province of British

Columbia. The last-named province is on the other side of the

Rocky Mountains, and the total population is small. One of our

ministers, and four of the Church of Scotland, minister to the

Presbyterians of the province. Our relations to these will be seen

by the following extract from a deliverance of our General Assem-

bly last June, viz. :

—

" The General Assembly, while preferring that all mission work
in British Columbia, as it is a part of the Dominion, were con-

ducted nominally in connection with this Church, and hoping that

matters may soon shape themselves in that direction, meanwhile

express their satisfaction at the liberal provision made for sustain-

ing ordinances in that province by the Church of Scotland. Mr
Jamieson, our missionary in that province, and his congregation,

are hereby allowed, if they see fit, to connect themselves with the

Presbytery of British Columbia in connection with the Church of

Scotland—the grant proposed by the Committee [i.e., our Home
Mission Committee] to be sanctioned and continued,"

That is, that there may be not even the appearance of collision,

our Church permits our only minister there to unite with the

2L
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existing Presbytery, at present unconnected with us, and not

organically connected with any Church, and continues to remit to

him $1200 a-year. Our object as a Church is to unify and con-

solidate Presbyterians all over this Dominion.

The population of the remaining provinces and territory is three

millions, of whom about one-seventh are professedly Presbyterian.

To supply their spiritual wants, and to be able to attend to the

increasing immigration which is pouring into the north-west, we
should have seven hundred ministers. Our total strength in this

western section is four hundred and sixty settled ministers, with

fully one hundred vacant charges, thirty-five to forty home mis-

sionaries, and more than one hundred catechists. The only other

Presbyterian ministers with charges in these provinces and terri-

tory are some fifteen or sixteen, who claim a nominal connection

either with the Church of Scotland, or the Free Church, or the

Keformed Presbyterian Church. In the province of Ontario, the

population of which is one and three-quarter milhons, our Church

is strong, and extending rapidly. In the province of Quebec, the

great bulk of the population consists of French-Canadian Eoman
Catholics, our efibrts for the evangelisation of whom have been

signally blessed by God, especially since our late union. Last

year, in the city of Montreal alone, and owing chiefly to the

labours of M. Chiniquy, between two and three thousand publicly

renounced connection with the Church of Kome and joined them-

selves to us. Our people gave last year to this scheme alone

between £3000 and £4000.

In these two provinces—Ontario and Quebec—in addition to

Morrin College in the city of Quebec, which has never made any
demand on the funds of the Church, we have a "Presbyterian

CoUege " or Divinity Hall in Montreal, " Queen's College and
University " in Kingston, and " Knox College " or Divinity Hall in

Toronto. These three colleges have been adopted and are being
maintained by our Church, their endowments being quite insuffi-

cient to meet their necessary expenses. The Church of Scotland
has given to Queen's College £550 a-year for many years past,

besides additional sums for catechists studying for the ministry.

New buildings have been recently erected by the friends of Knox
College, at a cost of nearly £30,000 ; and Montreal College is a
credit to the Church. The maintenance of these three institutions

is a heavy tax on our resources
; but it has been found impossible

to dispense with any one of them.

In these two provinces,—Ontario and Quebec,—our Home Mis-

sion and the supplementing of weak congregations, our Mission to

the Lumbermen—in one word, our whole " inner mission "—has to

be on a very large scale. We need for it £7000 a-year ; and for
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tlie aid given to us in tlie work by the Home Churches in the past,

Ave desire to extend our heartiest acknowledgments. Hero, too,

with so many home claims on them, our people have not wholly
forgotten the heathen. Among the Indians of our own north-
west, in the island of Formosa, and in India, our foreign mission-

aries are labouring with success.

West of Ontario begin the new provinces and territory, also

included in the western section of the Church. At all the im-
portant points along Lake Superior, and in the wilderness between
Ontario and Manitoba, our missionaries are to be found ; and in

Manitoba, where a few years ago we had but one minister, Ave

have now eleven. But in these vast regions, recently opened to

the immigrant, the expense of home missions is very great. Still,

the Church cannot hesitate. Its duty is clear. The foundations

of a great empire are being laid, and the character of our institu-

tions for all time will be determined by our present efforts. Where
immigrants go, there our missionaries must go too ; and in order

that Ave may have missionaries in sufficient numbers, and that our

Church may not be an exotic, but strike root firmly in every pro-

vince of the Dominion, we must take measures to train a native

ministry.

It is in aid of our work in these newly-opened regions that we
specially appeal to the mother Churches. The work is theirs, we
verily believe, as well as ours—not only on Christian, but on im-

perial and equitable grounds. Besides, our late auspicious union

giA'^ guarantees, never possessed before, of wise and economical

distribution of labour and administration of funds.

Our work in the north-west is of two kinds—missionary and
educational. The missionary work is like home mission work in

our other provinces ; but it must be borne in mind that the more
recent the settlement and the more sparse the population, the

harder is the work, and the greater the necessity for outside aid.

To meet the educational necessities, we have established the Col-

lege of Winnipeg, Manitoba—an institution which has to combine

in itself high school, boarding-school, college, and training-school

for the ministry. The following deliverance of the General

Assembly in June last is our authority for bringing its claims

specially before you. The Assembly decerned

—

" That the College is in a hopeful position ; that it is entitled to

the hearty support of the Church ; and that it should be main-

tained in efficiency in its various departments until the Govern-

ment of the province provide for higher education. Also, that

the parent Churches in Great Britain and Ireland be specially

solicited to make grants towards the maintenance of the institu-

tion
; and that the Committee appointed to coiTespond with the
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Colonial Committees of the parent Churches be instructed to

present this case in their correspondence as strongly as possible,"

If then, we are asked how the mother Churches can best aid

the western section of our Church, we would respectfully answer

—

(1) By assisting in our Home Mission and Supplementing

work ; or

(2) By contributing to our French Evangelisation Scheme

;

and,

(3) As perhaps of even more importance, by grants in aid of

our Mission Work in Manitoba, and in aid of the College at

Winnipeg.

With regard to sending us licentiates and ministers, the remarks

made with reference to the 'eastern section of the Cliurch might

be repeated here word for word.

We must apologise for the length of this statement, and also for

presenting the operations of our Church under the two sections

—

eastern and western—and pointing out the necessity of these being

recognised separately in any grants you may make. We have no

space left to give details as to specially interesting fields of labour

in either section. These have been given at different times before

;

and we shall send similar details hereafter from time to time as

you may desire, either for your own information or for publication

in your ' Record.'

The Presbyterian Church in Canada, with its 620 settled

ministers, has undertaken not only the necessary duty of sustenta--'

tion, and all that is implied nowadays in the organisation jai' a

great Church, but many onerous duties incidental to its p^esition

in a new country of vast extent, and where the Protestant popula-

tion is divided into two unequal parts by the intersection of the

French-speaking and Eoman Catholic province of Quebec. In
provinces where the thoughts of young men are naturally turned

to material things, we have to train a ministry not only to meet
recurring necessities and to supply 150 vacant charges, but also

to build up hundreds of little stations into congregations ; and,

taking the tide of immigration at the flood, go forward with it

along the line of the Canadian Pacific Eailway, and north and
south of that great highway which is now being surveyed and
constructed from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

In order to do this work, we have " forgotten the things which
' are behind," and, having consolidated our forces, are " reaching for-

ward to the things which are before." A few of our brethren here

and there have not seen fit to unite themselves with us ; but we
believe that their patriotic and Christian spirit will not sufifer

them to stand aloof long from the great current of Church-life in

the country they love, and from the great national and Christian

duties that the Church is called upon to discharge.

/

J
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We are ambitious to do for Canada what the mother Churches
have done in and for the mother lands. The past has shown us
that in this we can count upon their sympathy, their prayers, and
their willing assistance.

This statement would be incomplete if we did not refer more
particularly to the various methods in which tlie Clmrch of Scot-
land has hitherto sought to promote the interests of Scottish Pres-
byterians in the Dominion, and indicate how these might be
wound up without injury to any institution or injustice to any
individual, and how the Colonial Committee could most effectually

aid us in our altered circumstances.

I. The assistance given in the eastern section of our Church has
been of three kinds :

—

(1) The payment of the Rev. Professor Pollock's salary in the
Theological Hall, Halifax. In no way is it possible to aid us more
effectually than by continuing this, and increasing Dr Pollock's
salary to £400. However, inasmuch as the Colonial Committee
makes grants only from year to year, and also as our Board, that

superintends the Theological Hall, knows nothing officially as to

how his salary is paid, we submit for the consideration of the
Committee whether it would not be better that our Board should
draw this grant and assume the responsibility of the salary, instead
of Dr Pollock drawing it personally from the Colonial Committee.
In this case, the Board would always send a report of the Hall to

the Colonial Committee, as is done annually by Queen's College.

(2) Grants in supplement of stipend of individual ministers, and
grants to catechists studying for the ministry. We would suggest
that our Home Mission and Supplementing Board assume all the

responsibility, and that the Colonial Committee make an annual
grant to the Board. The amount of such annual grant could be
determined by the Colonial Committee from year to year.

(3) Outfit and passage-money of missionaries, together with a
guarantee of their salaries for three years. In future it will be
sufficient to pay outfit and passage-money, and our Home Mission
Board will guarantee them remuneration, about equivalent to the

£150 a-year that the Colonial Committee formerly guaranteed.

The minimum they will receive is board, lodging, special travel-

ling expenses, and ^8 per week, previous to their being called and
settled over congregations.

II. The assistance given in the western section of the Church
has been of five kinds :

—

(1) The grant of £550 a-year to Queen's College. Nowhere
could money be more usefully bestowed. The grant is still re-

quired to the full extent, and it will be found most convenient to

pay it as heretofore to Mr Ireland, the college treasurer.
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(2) Grants to certain guaranteed missionaries and catecbists.

There are only two of these missionaries (Messrs Barnhill & Craig)

now on the list, and their engagements will lapse in eighteen

months. Instead of making any new arrangements with regard to

these, Professor Mackerras might be still allowed to draw for them,

and so wind up this section.

(3) Grants supplementing the stipends of certain Ministers.

(4) Grants for Presbytery missions to certain Presbyteries.

(5) Church-building grants to certain localities.

Formerly a large proportion of the Colonial Committee's gener-

osity flowed to us in these three last-named channels, under the

superintendence of the Committee on Correspondence. And in a

small Church, where the ofiScials of the Synod knew the several

localities, and could discriminate intelligently on all applications

for aid, such methods were appropriate. But in a Church covering

the whole Dominion the circumstances are very different. Only

a representative Board can now attend to this work and do it

justly. Besides, uniformity and simplicity of administration are

now indispensable. If the old methods, however excellent pre-

viously, were continued, the money of the Church would be in a

manner frittered away, and its liberality would be too much local-

ised. £500 given to the General Home Mission and Supplement-

ing Fund, to be distributed through regular channels, would do

more good than twice the amount given to particular individuals

or localities—as much distinguished for promptness in making

applications and insistance on pushing them as for anything else.

Besides, the Colonial Committee's benefits would thus reach the

whole Church, and it would receive deserved credit for it from the

whole Church.

To sum up. In our opinion, the best way to aid the eastern

section of the Church is by continuing Professor Pollock's salary,

and by a grant in aid of our Home Mission and Supplementing

Fund.
The best way to aid the western section (after allowing Pro-

fessor Mackerras to wind up existing obligations towards mission-

aries and catechists) is to continue the grant to Queen's College

—

to assist the Home Mission and Supplementing Committee—and

more especially to give a grant for mission work and for the

College in Manitoba.

Both eastern and western sections woukl value men more than

money. We cannot at present enter in at half the doors which are

standing wide open for us. To every man of fair abilities and of

missionary spirit we offer abundant work and a cordial invitation

to come over and help us to lay the foundation and build the walls
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of a great state, and to cement them with those relig-ious principles

without which no state can endure.—We have the honour to re-

main yours always,

Geouge ]\r. Gkant, M.A., Convener of Eastern Section of Home
Mission Committee.

P. S. M'Gregor, D.D., Secretar}/- Treasurer of the Eastern
Section.

"William Cochrane, D.D., Convener of Western Section ofHome
Mission Committee.

J. H. Mackerras, M.A., late Convener of the Committee of
Sijnod in connection with the Church of Scotland.

October 20, 1876.

2.

Queen's College, Kingston, Ont., Dec 2, 1876.

My dear Mr Muir,—Your kind favour of the 15th ult. conveyed
very gratifying intelligence. I have no doubt the authorities of

the College will take a suitable opportunity of conveying to the

Colonial Committee an expression of gratitude for the continuation

of their wonted liberality. Meanwhile, on behalf of the General
Assembly's Committee, I have to thank you personallj'- for the

great promptness with which you submitted our communication to

your Committee, and also for your kindness in informing us so

promptly of your Committee's generous dealing towards Queen's
College.

We will be glad to learn in due time what action the Colonial

Committee took in regard to the other matters submitted in our
communication.

I know that the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in Canada, next June, will record with great cordiality their

thanks to the authorities of the Church of Scotland, for continuing

to Queen's the valuable and seasonable aid which they have so

long extended to this School of the Prophets.—With kind regards,

I am, yours ever faithfully, J. H. Mackerkas,

3.

The Trustees of Queen's University and College at
Kingston, Ontario, Canada,

To the Committee of the General Assembly of the CnuRCii of

Scotland for promoting the Religious Interests of Presby-

terians in the Colonies.

Dear Sirs,—We have pleasure in reporting that during the

present session, now near a close—the thirty-sixth since the founda-
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tion of the College in 1841,—the health of both professors and

students has been unusually good ; the work prescribed has been

well overtaken ; and the results of the University Examinations

about to begin will, it is hoped, prove to be correspondingly satis-

factory.

The changes adverted to somewhat in detail, in our last annual

letter, as having been introduced in the Arts Department, have not

in respect of advantages fallen short of the objects for which they

were proposed, or of the hopes with which they were instituted.

The standard of scholastic attainment is fully sustained. The

student of average abihty can satisfy the conditions of success

with improved opportunities for the exercise of his mental powers,

while superiority of talent and preliminary training have ample

scope for application. The principle kept steadily in view is, that

the first thing to be aimed at is the imparting of a sound, and, as

far as possible, complete education, and that the knowledge of

special subjects of study is a matter affecting only a few, yet

affecting these few so much that their case claims some considera-

tion in connection with arrangements specially suited to the

majority.

The four missionaries—Messrs Taylor, Love, Thomson, and /

Nairn—studying here this session under your auspices, continue (

to give the greatest satisfaction as respects diligence and progress
j

in their college work, and, by their general deportment, to add

strength to every ground of promise hitherto noticeable. Their

services in the mission field last summer were a new proof of their

fidelity to the holy cause to which they have consecrated them-

selves, and were so highly appreciated that both Presbyteries and

people would be glad to re-engage them for the approaching

vacation. As a rule, however, it is thought to be better that

students going out as missionaries should not be two successive

summers in the same field. They can devote more time to study

by changing their spheres of labour instead of returning to the

same locality.

Next to inadequate income, and as one of its principal ill effects,

is the inconvenience arising from insufficient accommodation. Our

class-rooms are, for present wants, as good as we require ; but the

contents of our library and museum are placed at a great disadvan-

tage, as regards serviceableness, by the limited space at command
for the proper arrangement of them. Various suggestions have

been made with a view to remedy this state of things, but all in-

volving so large an outlay as to render the adoption of any one of

them impracticable, especially at the present time of almost un-

paralleled commercial depression.

The Treasurer has recently received a bequest of $4000 by
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the late John Watkins, Esq., Kingston, for the use of the College,

and a further bequest from the same benefactor of ^1300 for

the endowment of a scholarship. During his lifetime Mr Watkins

was a warm friend of this institution, which for a long period has

annually shared his general liberality towards good objects. His

beneficence is all the more appreciated because of his being a

member of the Anglican Church. He has set an example which,

it is hoped, many will follow.

The ' Queen's College Journal,' conducted by a Committee of

the Alma Mater Society, is issued fortnightly during the session.

It is now in its fourth volume. It has been hitherto on the whole

well managed, and has proved itself to be of considerable use in

promoting the interests of tlie University in a variety of ways.

The number of students registered for attendance during the

present session is 85, being an increase of 15 over the number for

last session. Of these, 59 are undergraduates in Arts, and II

students of Theology. Of those attending classes in the Arts

Faculty, 24 have the ministry in view, making a total of 35 for the

Church.

We beg to offer you our cordial thanks for your usual annual

grant, which, we assure you, is of essential importance, and for all

the interest which you continue to take in the welfare of the insti-

tution under our charge.

All which is respectfully submitted in the name and behalf of

the Board of Trustees. W. Ieeland, Secretary.

Queen's College, Kingston,
Wi April 1877.

4.
Montreal, Nov. 22, 1876.

Rev. R. H. MuiR.

Rev. and dear Sir,—I am instructed by the Board of French

Evangelisation to acknowledge receipt of the draft for £200 ster-

ling, being grant in aid of our work from the Committee of which

you are Convener. The Board desire me to give expression to

their deep gratitude for this generous grant, and for the warm

interest it manifests in this very important department of our

Church's work. The draft arrived most timely,—our treasury

being about exhau-sted, and has enabled us to meet the payments

due the missionaries for the current month. The work of evan-

gelisation among the French Eoman Catholics continues, under

the direction of our Board, to make encouraging progress. We
now employ about thirty missionaries, colporteurs, &c., and, did

our finances admit of it, could easily increase this number, there

being new applications from destitute fields for missionary services

2 M
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before the Board from time to time. A few months since your

Committee, we observe, made a grant of £100 sterling to the

Synod of the French Protestant Church of Quebec, through the

Rev. L. Langel. I am glad to be able to inform you that Mr
Langel has applied to be received into our Church, and that he

and his congregation are now under the care of our Board. On
Sabbath last, a new church, erected at a cost of £2000 sterling, for

him and his pupils in the city of Quebec, was opened for public

worship under very favourable and encouraging circumstances.

To accommodate the rapidly-increasing number of French converts

from Romanism in this city of Montreal, our Board are at present

building a new church in the West End, to seat 600 persons, at an

expenditure of £2500 sterling.

To give permanence to the work this step was found necessary

;

and though we had no building fund, and could not afford to draw

upon the ordinary fund for French evangelisation, yet the Board

went forward in faith to erect this church in Montreal, as also three

others in destitute rural districts, believing that the Lord would

provide in some way the necessary funds. To meet this heavy

expenditure, we have thus far only received about £250 sterling,

and we are at present making an urgent appeal to the friends of

the mission for immediate help. We require to pay the contractors

nearly £1200 prior to the middle of January,

Did the funds at the disposal of your Committee permit of it, we
would most gratefully receive a grant towards the erection of

these churches.

There never has been such an opening for mission work among
the French Romanists of the province of Quebec as now. In the

estimation of many, the time to favour these people—even the set

time—has come. To take advantage of this opening is the great

aim of our Board. The severe and long-continued depression in

commercial circles has crippled our finances and somewhat inter-

fered with the progress of the work. Still, we go trustfully for-

ward, determined vigorously to continue the work among the mil-

lion French Catholics of this province, and those in the other
provinces of out Dominion.

Again expressing the hearty thanks of our Board for the gene-
rous donation of your Committee, and for the deep interest mani-
fested by yourself personally in our work, believe me, Eev. and
dear Sir, yours. faithfully,

Robert H. Warden, Secretary.
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5.

COPY LETTER, Rev. Gavin Lang, Convener of Correspon-
dence COAmiTTEE OF SyNOD IN CONNECTION WITH THE
Church of Scotland,

Montreal, 1st May 1877.

Eev. dear Sir,—As the time for the annual meeting of the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland is drawing near, the

Committee, appointed by the Presbyterian Church of Canada in

connection with the Church of Scotland to correspond with the

Colonial Committee of the mother Church, desire, in accordance

with the instructions of the Synod, to convey to the General

Assembly, through you, the humble and respectful, but hearty and

loyal greetings, of the members of the Church of Scotland in this

portion of the Dominion. It was the wish of the Synod to send

delegates to the ensuing General Assembly, but, in the expectation

that, before another meeting of that venerable Court comes round,

it will be able to report satisfactory progress in the work of re-con-

structing and further consolidating the machinery of our Church,

it was deemed best to defer the appointment of such a delegation,

and, as in some sort a substitute, to direct that the Correspondence

Committee " address the Colonial Committee on the present cir-

cumstances of the Church in Canada."

It will not be necessary to trouble your Committee with any

renewed reference to the circumstances attending the partial con-

summation of Presbyterian Union, which took place in Montreal

in June 1875. It wall be sufficient to indicate how the interests

and prospects of our Church have been affected by and since that

event.

Upon the departure of our brethren, on June 15, 1875, from

the meeting-place of the Synod to the Skating Rink, where the

different bodies of Presbyterians formed their new connection, the

thread, so to speak, of the history of the Church of Scotland in

Canada was at once taken up by the members of Synod who
remained behind, some of whom had taken the precaution, at the

previous part of the sederunt, to notarially protest their determi-

nation to do so. After a solemn and impressive prayer by the

Rev. Robert Dobie of Milton, who, as the oldest ex-Moderator

present, took the chair, the concluding business of that already

constituted diet was transacted, and the meeting of Synod there

and then formally adjourned.

On November 30, 1875, a meeting of Synod, called by requisi-

tion, and adjourned from that which ended on the memorable June

15 of that year, took place. At that meeting, in the altered
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sitaation of the Church, the boundaries of Presbyteries were

arranged anew, a Synodical Commission to prepare for future

action nominated, and the present Committee appointed to corre-

spond with your Committee. On June 13, 1876, the last regular

meeting of Synod was held within St Andrew's Church, Montreal,

under the Moderatorship of the Eev. David Watson of Thorah,

when business of the greatest importance was transacted.

The state in which the property of the Church of Scotland in

Canada now stands, by reason of questionable legislation, came up

for consideration, and measures had to be devised to enable the

Synod to resume its control over such property. An action at law

had been raised by friends of the Church of Scotland in Montreal and

elsewhere, comprising several of the most prominent public men in

Canada, with the object of securing to our Church her distinctive

rights and possessions. It was found, however, that this action

had not been taken in the name of the right parties, and, stripped

of legal phraseology, the judgment of the Courts was that the mere

individuals sviing could not, alone and by themselves, hold the

funds and property claimed. The discussion went no further than

preliminary pleas, and the vital point concerning the legality of

the Acts passed by the local legislatures was not reached. As a

result of the proceedings of last Synod, a new action has been

raised to test the constitutionality of those Acts. The Hon. J. J.

C. Abbott, Q.C., D.C.L., Thomas W. Eitchie, Esq., Q.C., the Crown
Prosecutor, and D. Macmaster, Esq., B.C.L., have been retained

on behalf of our Church ; and the past history of the Church of

Scotland in Canada, notably in the matter of the Clergy Eeserves,

convinces us that, even if we should be unsuccessful in the

courts of law in Canada, we cannot fail to get a judgment in our

favour from the House of Lords in London. Meanwhile, the

Scottish Churchmen, who are really the promoters of these pro-

ceedings, are among the wealthiest men in the Dominion, and
are in thorough earnest.

The next meeting of our Synod is to be held in London, Ontario,

on June 5, during the sittings of which the subject, brought up
by overture from the Presbytery of Montreal, of a Confederation of

the diflFerent Synods or Presbyteries in connection with the Church
of Scotland throughout the Dominion, will be discussed. At pre-

sent we have brethren in British Columbia, on the one hand, and
the lower provinces, including Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton,
Nova Scotia, &c., on the other hand, with whom, although closely

bound, like ourselves, to the mother Church, we have little or no
communion. It is thought by many among us that negotiations
might be entered into, which would bring us all more together in

puj-pose and aim than we now are. Other questions of moment,
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touching the revival of Home Mission eftbrt, will also be before the

Synod. The ' Landmark '—the organ of our Church, under the

able literary conduct of Mr Douglas Brymner of Ottawa, the for-

mer editor of the ' Presbyterian '—is every week drawing forth

communications from all parts of Canada, in which help is implored

in the way of providing or restoring ordinances and Church privi-

leges in connection with the Church of Scotland. It has been

hitherto impossible, in more than a tithe of these urgent cases, to

give more relief than an expression of sympathy and an assurance

of a good time coming. But now, something practical must be

accomplished, or our faithful adherents will either lapse or seek a

refuge in Episcopacy or Methodism.

We leave the prospects of our Church in God's hands, to whom
we have committed our cause. There is yet the nucleus of a

living and powerful Church in Canada ; and as we have elected to

abide by the time-honoured connection with the Church of our

fathers, we have no fear for the future. We remember, with

feelings of profoundest gratitude, the ever generous assistance your

Committee, and you yourself, have rendered our Church in past

years ; and it will encourage and rejoice us to receive such help as

you may still be pleased to give us. Relying even more upon the

promised aid of the Holy Spirit, we are determined to live and

labour as best we can, ever looking and waiting for times of re-

freshing from the presence of the Lord.—Believe me, Rev. dear

Sir, yours most faithfully,

Gavin Lang,

Convener of Correspondence Committee.

G.

PtEPORT OF Professor Pollok, D.D.

Halifax, 2Qth April 1877.

The Chair of Church History and Pastoral Theology compre-

hends two departments of study, and though they are closely

allied, their combination involves some difficulty in doing justice

to the work within the limits of a session, and with a due regard

to the claims of other classes. That portion of Mosheim extend-

ing from the beginning of the fifth to the end of the fourteenth

centuries has been studied during the past session. The examina-

tions upon this section of Church history have been minute, and

even the ordinary exercises of the class have partaken largely of

the character of written examinations. In addition to these, the

class has been subjected to written examinations upon the work of

each month. The period studied, it is well known, comprises events
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which continue to exert an influence upon the world. It ends

with the life and times of Wickliffe. An enumeration of the topics

discussed would show the nature of our studies during the past

session, and demonstrate that, within the small space allowed us,

we have not been idle.

Since the beginning of the session I have read fifty lectures.

These have been a continuation of those given during the previous

session upon the apostolic age. The plan is followed of adhering

in this part of the course to the same subject during the three

years of a student's term of study. We began this winter with

the third missionary journey of the Apostle Paul ; bringing before

us his first visit to Ephesus ; the difficult subjects of the time of

the writing of the epistle to the Galatians, and the chronology of

the Acts of the Apostles ; the first and second epistles to the Cor-

inthians and the epistle to the Romans ; and the many historical

references in these epistles, and their connections with the state of

the Church, its government, discipline, and the prevailing errors.

The plan has been carefully followed of showing as far as possible

the connection between the apostolic literature and the history.

This course of lectures ended in January with the apostle's first

Roman imprisonment.

In the month of February I began a course of lectures on pastoral

theology, in continuation of the course given during last session on

homiletics. In this part of our studies we have considered various

important matters in the practical part of ministerial work—the

pastoral office, its authority ; the argument for presbyters as the

Church rulers ; the personal and public vocation of the minister
;

creeds and confessions, their history and use
;
public worship, &c.

Many topics have been reserved for treatment during next session.

The efficiency of the college has been greatly promoted by the

holding of monthly examinations upon the whole work performed.

The ordinary examinations were thus reviewed each month. The
papers are regularly estimated by each professor, and an average

is struck at the close of the session upon the whole work of the
year. The liberality of the Colonial Committee, and others, has
enabled us to give nine prizes in the order of merit based upon
these examinations. The order and diligence of the students
during the past term show that a great benefit has been thus con-

ferred.

In addition to this regular work of the class, we have read all

the pastoral epistles in Greek. In reading these I have seldom
discussed questions of criticism—preferring to leave that subject

to Professor Currie—and have confined myself to the grammar, the
lexicon, and the exegesis. A very marked improvement in the

reading of the Greek Testament has manifested itself this session
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among our students. I have also heard and criticised fifteen dis-

courses.

I have to repeat my great satisfaction with the manner in whicli

the students, numbering seventeen in regular attendance, have
performed their work. An excellent spirit has prevailed. Six of

the number are ready for licence, and will soon be placed upon
trials. Messrs Gordon, Carruthers, and Stewart, who are assisted

by the Church of Scotland, hold a high place among their fellow-

students, and promise to become able and useful ministers. They
are to be employed as catechists during the summer—Mr Stewart

in Capo Breton, Mr Gordon in Earltown, and Mr Carruthers in

North River, near Truro.

A very enthusiastic meeting was held this week in St Andrew's
Church here, in connection with the closing of the Hall, when
prizes were distributed to the successful students of the session,

and addresses were given. The students, who, after having com-

pleted their course, were leaving the Hall, were specially addressed

by Professor Macknight; and one of their number, Mr D. S. Frasei-,

delivered the valedictory address in a very appropriate and effec-

tive manner. The effort to raise $100,000 for the erection of

college buildings and the endowment of the Hall is making very

satisfactory progress. Fifty thousand have already been subscribed

by about twenty congregations out of one hundred and sevent3\

One hundred and fifty remain yet to be canvassed for subscrip-

tions. This will be the work of the ensuing summer, and it is

expected that the whole subscription will be completed by
the autumn. I leave this week for Sherbrooke to take part in this

work, in which so much zeal has been manifested. I hope to be

able soon to report its farther advancement.

Respectfully submitted,

Allan Pollok.

APPENDIX II.

AN APPEAL in behalf of Presbyterian Chdrch Extension and
Evangelisation in Natal and the Dutch South African

States.

Accompanying will be found an extract minute of the Presbytery

of Natal, requesting me to bring under the notice of the home Pres-

byterian Churches the claims of Natal and the Dutch States of

South Africa on their Christian liberality and support. Natal is so
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far known that it is unnecessary to describe it at any great length.

Yet before explaining what aid the Presbyterian Church of Natal

desires from home, I may write a few words regarding the colony

for those not so acquainted with South Africa. Natal lies about as

far to the south of the line as the lower part of Egypt to the north

of it—the great difference, however, existing, that with dry, clear

winters, it enjoys plentiful rains in its hot summers. It is a well-

watered, salubrious country, with a good soil, about two-thirds of the

extent of Scotland, rising in successive plateaux from the sea, until,

on the west, at a distance of about 1'20 miles, it is bounded by

the lofty and steep range of the Drachenberg mountains. It is a

country in this aspect and in its fertility not unlike the ancient

and fruitful Cyrenaica of North Africa. It possesses thus various

climates, raising within its limited belt coffee, sugar, arrowroot,

pine-apples, mangoes, on the coast, with cereals of all kinds—
maize, hemp, and other European products—higher up the country.

Its soft and beautiful coast may remind the voyager of the Isle of

Wight, and its higher climate is not unlike that of southern Eng-

land. It is a country also, with the Transvaal lying to the north of

it, rich in minerals ; and when its railway system is completed, its

port, Durban, is likely to form the great coaling depot of Eastern

Africa, supplying perhaps also Western India. From the salubrity

of its port, it is even at present a great entrepot for supplying

the Dutch States with European produce. I write these facts as

certain to issue at no distant day in a vast increase in the number
and wealth of the colonists of Natal. At present these do not in

round numbers exceed 20,000. One very marked feature of Natal

as a colony is its very large KaflBr population. In no other British

colony is the native race so large in proportion to those of European
origin. Of course I do not include India, which is not a colony.

This has been partly owing to native increase, but still more to a

vast black immigration of Kaffirs, escaping the barbarism of their

own chiefs for the mild and equable rule they enjoy under the

British flag. I refer to this fact mainly because it will readily

be seen what an important bearing the religious character of the

whites must have, not only on their own wellbeing, but on the

progress of missions and the elevation of the Kaffir race—a people

now numbering some two millions, whose headquarters may be
said to be Natal, and whose future culture may have, at no distant

day, a powerful and beneficial influence on the destinies of all

Eastern Africa.

From what I have stated, it must be owned that it is still the

"day of small things" with Natal, compared with our great colonies

of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, &c.; but it is not on that

account " to be despised." It is such colonies in the stage Natal
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has reached, witli a certain future before them, but still struggling
with the difficulties of pioneer states, which especially need the
i'ostering care of the home country and the home Churches. And,
tlien, besides tlie field of Natal itself, where probably a third of the
colonists are of Scottisli origin, there stretch the wide fields of the

Orange State—the Diamond Fields, and the Transvaal with its

Gold Fields. For Natal the Presbyterian home Churches are at

present contributing nothing at all as regards the colonists, nor do
we ask any aid whatever even now for our existing charges. It

is for the country districts we solicit help, both on the coast and
liiglier up, where the want of Presbyterian ordinances is deeply
felt, and from year to year many Presbyterian families are lost to

the Church, especially among the rising generation. As regards
the adjoining States, I scarcely know if the voice of a Presbyterian
minister has ever been heard within their bounds. It is deeply to

be deplored that at the Diamond Fields, where so many thousands
of Scotchmen have been congregated, and where so many tempta-
tions to gambling and dissipation are to be found, no warning,
animating, directing counsels of a Presbyterian pastor have been

, addressed to those in search of worldly wealth, to point them to

/ the true riches. At present, too, in the Transvaal, a cruel war
I is raging close to the Gold Fields, where there are so many of

i our fellow-countrymen, whose property and lives are, by the last

1 accounts, in great peril ; and yet we have there also no Presby-
\ terian pastors. Again and again have I been asked to send some
V Christian labourer there, and been assured that he would receive

> the most hearty Christian welcome ; but we had in Natal neither

the man nor the means.

I may adduce another reason in favour of this appeal. While
the Presbyterian Churches have to a large extent overlooked the

colonial field in South Africa, other Churches are extremely

active. The South African Episcopal Church, which, as is well

known, is mainly, if not exclusively, ritualistic, is supported largely

by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and by the High
Church party generally in England, in its ecclesiastical and edu-

cational efforts. The ideal of this religious body seems to be to

establish a Church after the model of those of North Africa in the

third and fourth centuries, with a system of showy rites ami

ceremonies, under a rule of high sacerdotalism. How effete that

system was to meet Mohammedanism, history has shown, and

ritualistic missions still meet with little success ; but as regards

the colonists, unless evangelism make speedy and earnest efforts,

it seems destined to become the dominant Church of South Africa.

The Church of Rome is not less on the alert. It has lately intro-

duced a large number of well-educated nuns, far bevond its own
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educational needs ; and these have established first-class educa-

tional seminaries, drawing within their influence young ladies of

manv of our highest Protestant families. The fact also that we

have"^ in Maritzburg alone, the small capital of Natal, no less than

three bishops— Ritualist, Romish, and Rationalist— may suffi-

ciently indicate the efforts other religious bodies are making to get

a firm hold of the colony. The seeds of scepticism, we regret to

say, have been especially sown broadcast, and bitter fruits are

being gathered from them.

And now, to refer to what we particularly want as a Presbyterian

Church. I may say, in the first place, we ask for aid to establish

services in rising stations in the colony. We do not propose to

establish any such without local contributions, but only to supple-

ment such to a limited extent for three or five years, as may be

found most expedient. There are several stations eligible for such

extension, (m which the presbytery will fix as it has funds.

One of these, Richmond Natal, a station under my own pastoral

care, some twenty-five miles from Maritzburg, has been already

decided upon. The adherents there, though not large— some

eighty or ninety—are a growing body ; and beyond these there is

an Irish Presbyterian station, Dromore, which might be attached

to it. Many other Presbyterian families also are scattered over

the adjacent country. The Richmond adherents have themselves

offered the presbytery a guarantee of £150 a-year for five years,

and to build a church and a manse. Leading members have

assured me that if they get a suitable minister they will greatly

increase, if not double, this in two or three years. I mention this

case simply as an illustrative instance. With a supplement given

by the presbytery of £100 to £150 a-year, in three or at most five

years, there is every reason to think the charge would be self-

supporting. There is another station, Newcastle, in the centre of

the coal districts, 100 miles up country, where a service should be
organised. In a few years, with the railway completed, Newcastle
will become one of our most important centres. Outside of our
frontier there is, again, a rising township, Harrismith, in the
Orange State, where a majority of the Protestants are, I believe,

Presbyterians, many having belonged formerly to my own church.
On the coast similar stations could be pointed out. Apart from
stations, again, there is a large and important evangelistic field to

be occupied. Had we two colporteurs, one on the coast and the
other in the upper country, with two evangelists similarly distri-

buted, I cannot doubt but that, with the blessing of God, the
greatest benefits would accrue. We would not only guard our
people from dangerous errors, but we might be the means of re-

claiming many sunk in practical heathenism, or whose faith has
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been undermined by tlie sceptical reasonings so rife in tlie colony.
We can say from experience that wherever such eflbrts have been
made in tJie colony, a great door and effectual has been opened for

the preaching of the Gospel. Besides these agencies in Natal,
it would be of the greatest service to the cause of evangelical
Christianity if we had the means, from time to time, of sending
experienced pastors to break up fallow ground in these vast out-
lying regions to which we have referred. If a minister from the
home churches could be set free to visit South Africa on such an
evangelistic tour, the fruits might be of unspeakable value. A
more close Christian intercourse might be thus opened up also
with the Dutch Reformed churches, which in very large measure
still cling to their original Protestant evangelical faith. Perhaps,
indeed, the brightest hope for South Africa were a United Anglo-
Dutch Presbyterian Church, as a powerful bulwark against Roman-
ism, Ritualism, and Rationalism. Were it organised, it would form
at once the largest and most influential church of South Africa.

I include, of course, the Cape Colony. T may say that the Dutch
churches of Natal are quite prepared for this, and that overtures
have been made regarding it to us. As regards means, were the

; home churches to give xis what is often expended on one import-
/ ant station or mission at home—£6000 or £8000—it would be, I

believe, ample, so far as outward means are concerned, to place
our work on a satisfactory and stable footing.

There is just one other aspect in which I would refer to the
importance of evangelisation in a colony such as Natal. The
world and the Christian Churches are deeply interested in the dis-r

covery of those great Eastern Highlands of Africa, with their vast

plateaus stretching on, with scarcely a break, from the Drachen-
berg range to the mountains of Abyssinia. There is every reason

to hope and to pray that these may be yet christianised, civilised,

and colonised. Now, it is to South Africa we must mainly look

for this. Mr Von Merensky, the able superintendent of the Berlin

Mission in the Transvaal, has justly said, "We see in South Africa

the fortress from which a great part of this continent may be con-

quered to Christendom." It is colonisation in South Africa that

has, in large measure, given stability to our missions, which but

for it might have perished in the sanguinary feuds of predatory

tribes. It was thus, for instance, that Allison, one of the most
successful missionaries, in his later years in Natal, after having
achieved at an earlier period great results among the Barapoets of

the Transvaal, saw his mission perish, and was driven a fugitive

to Natal. There, in a well-settled colony, he founded Edendale,

one of the most thriving Christian Kaffir townships in South Africa,

with the stations also at Indaleni, Maritzburg, and Impolweni.
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These have owed their stability, under God, to colonial power.

In South Africa we have also races akin to those of Eastern

Central Afiica, which, trained in Christianity, may ])e powerful

instruments in'promoting the Gospel further north. I refer espe-

ciaUy to the Kaffirs, a race higher than the Negritic, allied to the

North African races, and who seem, indeed, to have descended, as

emigrants, by these higher ranges from North to South Africa. It

is interesting to find so many Scottish Christian gentlemen rally-

ing so nobly to this idea of utilising Southern African missions

for the evangelisation of its central regions. No nobler labour of

Christian enterprise remains, indeed, to the churches than to

reclaim these vast moral wastes of Africa, and to hasten on that

happy day when Ethiopia, with all its tribes, and missions, and

colonies, will stretch out its hands to God.

J. E. CARLYLE, Minister,

First Presbyterian Church, Maritzburg, Natal.

Glasgow, 19 Hillsborough Square, Hillhead.

[Copy].—Extract Minute of Presbytery of Natal.

PlETERlIARITZBDRQ, dd AugUSt 1876.

Inter aZta,—The Presbytery hope that Mr Carlyle, as a member of

Presbytery, and having the pastoral charge of the station at Rich-

mond, will, at home, in co-operation with the committee appointed

in Scotland and Ireland, seek to obtain additional labourers for the

colonial field in Natal, and to raise funds with that object. They

recommend him to consult with the various conveners of the

Colonial Committees of the Presbyterian churches, and to ask their

support. They add to the Home Committee appointed with these

objects the Rev. Dr Anderson, Moderator of the Presbyterian

Church of England. The Presbytery will also hail it as highly

advantageous if the services of probationers can be obtained to

labour, even for a limited period, in the colony, such as two or

three years. The Presbytery also recommend to the Christian

sympathies and support of all the Presbyterian churches the

claims of Natal and the South African colonies generally. The
importance of South Africa as a colonial field, and as fitted to con-

tribute powerfully to the civilisation of Central Africa, is felt more

by the world every day. Several of the churches of South Africa

are supported largely by the Home Churches in their educational

and church extension efforts. To these colonial objects the Pres-

byterian churches at home are contributing little— to Natal

nothing. The Natal Presbytery ask for such aid to enable them

to extend their evangelistic work to other parts of the colony, and
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to the adjacent districts of the Free State of Transvaal. Many
Scotchmen scattered all over these large provinces and territories

continue as deeply attached as ever to tlieir Christian ordinances

which they once enjoyed, but of which they and their children arc

at present here deprived.

Extracted from the records of the Presbyteiy of Natal.

(Signed) JOHN STALKER, Clerk.

APPENDIX III.

Wellington, New Zealand, Uh Feh-uary 1S77.

Rev. and Dear Sir,—I am instructed by a Committee of the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand to

communicate with you regarding the appointment made by our last

Assembly of a travelling agent for the Church. The proposal at

first was to make the appointment only for one year ; and the Home
Churches—that is, the Church of Scotland ; the Free Church ; the

United Presbyterian Church ; and the Irish Presbyterian Church

—promised to contribute each £150 toward the stipend. It was

found, however, that the appointment for one year only would not

be advisable. A minister suitable for the oflSce could not well be

so long absent from his congregation ; nor could he, in the time,

make the work of his new appointment effective and complete.

In a field so wide as this comparatively little could be done in one

year ; many things could only be attempted or simply begun ;
so

that the real advantages of such an agency would not be apparent.

The Assembly resolved, therefore, to make the office a permanent

one, and offered the appointment to the Rev. David Bruce, of St

Andrews, Auckland. He accepted the appointment, and in order

that he might do so, resigned his pastoral charge. Mr Bruce has

admirable quahfications for the ofiSce, and he possesses the

thorough confidence of the Church. As travelling agent his

work generally will be to visit the various parts of the colony, to

organise new charges in newly settled districts, to help in fostering

weak ones, and in promoting, in every way practicable, Church

Extension ; to aid in establishing a Sustentation Fund, and to

advocate the claims of the various schemes of the Church. In our

peculiar position as a young and widely scattered ecclesiastical

community, we need some such agency, and the Home Churches
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have recognised this in granting us aid even for one year. We
believe that Mr Bruce, from his great ability and experience, will

be able, in this new position, to render great service to the Church.

In making the appointment the Assembly agreed that the salary

should be £700 per annum; this to cover travelling expenses. And

they made this appointment and incurred this liability in the hope

that the Home Churches—who have ever shown a hearty willing-

ness to aid us in our Church Extension work, and who have

already approved of the principle of this appointment, and pro-

mised liberal aid for one year—will generously continue that aid

for three or four years longer.

I am instructed, therefore, to make this appeal to the Colonial

Committee of the Church of Scotland, and to ask that they would

continue the grant of £150, or at least of £100 per annum, for

three or four years towards the salary of travelling agent for the

New Zealand Presbyterian Church.— I am. Rev. and Dear Sir,

yours very respectfully,

James Paterson, Moderator.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, NEW ZEALAND.

Report of Church Extension Committee for 1876.

Your Committee report with much thankfulness that the Home
Churches continue their interest in the Church's efforts to supply

the colonists with religious ordinances, and give practical testimony

of that interest by their gifts to us both of men and money. The
Established Church of Scotland, besides her liberal donation of

£200 to the Church Extension Fund, adheres to the practice of

encouraging districts specially taken under her care by making
direct grants to the ministers labouring in them. The Free

Church of Scotland, while pursuing a similar course, has this year

increased her grant by £50 to the General Fund. The Presbyterian

Church of Ireland remits statedly her grant of £100 per annum to

that Fund, and during the past year has greatly augmented her

liberality towards her agents in the New Zealand Church, as also

increased their number; and the United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland has cordially voted the sum of £50 per annum to enable

the Rev. Mr Sidey more effectually to overtake the work of evan-

gelisation in the district of Hawke's Bay. Your Committee con-

sider that the gratitude of the Church is loyally due to the Home
Churches for all these acts of munificence on their part.

It is to be regretted that the Home Churches are not in a posi-

tion to aid us to the extent of their desire, in sending ministers

and preachers. In connection with the work of Church Extension,
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only four of such agents have been received from Home during
the past year—one from tlie Free Ctiurch of Scotland, two from
the EstabHshed Church of Scotland, and one from the Presbyterian

Church of Ireland—who however did not remain in New Zealand,

having been induced to accept a call given to him from some congre-

gation in Victoria. The conveners of all the Colonial Committees
complain of the difficulty, and in some instances the practical im-

possibility, of securing suitable men willing to turn their attention

to the Colonial field, and they all agree in urging upon the Church
the necessity of making definite arrangements for the training of a

native ministry as the only means of adequately meeting our
religious wants.

The scarcity of fully-equipped agents has induced the Committee
during the past year to adopt, on a larger and more systematic plan,

the idea alreadyto some extent acted on by the Church—that, namely,
of securing young men of piety and promising ability, either in the

colony or in the home countries, and employing them in districts

which are destitute of any of our agencies, who, in addition to

conducting services in sucli districts, should be required to prose-

cute their studies with a view to the full work of the ministry.

All the conveners of the Home Colonial Committees have been

communicated with on the subject, and from the answers already

received, as well as from the uniform desire at Home to aid the

Church in every possible way, your Committee anticipate a cordial

/ readiness on the part of them all to facilitate the carrying out of

\ this plan. Your Committee have also had their notice directed to

\ several young men in different parts of the Colony who are willing

\
to give themselves to the Church's work in the way indicated, and

\ there is reason to believe that the number of them would increase

/ if the plan were once in operation so as to attract public notice.

• There may be some difficulties in the way of carrying it out, but

--the Committee entertain no doubt of the ability of the Church to

overcome these. It would be necessary to invest these agents with

a certain ministerial standing, to prevent their usefulness, espe-

cially in remote districts, from being hampered and impaired. It

would also be necessary to arrange matters so that for some six

weeks each year, during the period of their probation, they should

attend some recognised functionary for theological training, in

addition to their ordinary training under the several Presbyteries,

As this subject will be brought under the notice of the Assembly

at the instance of some of the Presbyters of the Church, the Com-

mittee refrain from saying more regarding it, but they cannot for-

bear expressing the earnest hope that the Assembly will in its

wisdom adopt some decision in reference to it such as will meet

the crying necessities of the position.
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It will be observed by the Assembly that, as shown by the

Treasurer's Statement, the funds at the disposal of the Committee

are in a healthy condition. It is, however, a matter of sincere

reo-ret that this is owing to the circumstance that the Committee

have not been able to secure agents to set apart to the work en-

trusted to them. Had these been available to overtake the duties

in several of the numerous districts demanding a supply of Chris-

tian ordinances, the Committee would only have been too glad to

have seen the balance to their credit much smaller than it is ; and

they confidently anticipate that, through an increase of missionary

agents during the ensuing year, they will be able in their next

report to show a larger disbursement of the money which the liber-

ality of the Home Churches has placed at their disposal.

It will be gratifying to the Assembly to learn that over all the

field intrusted to their supervision the work of Church Extension

has during the past year been making satisfactory progress, and

such as on the whole to justify the grants made in favour of the

several districts, either by the Committee or directly by the Home
Churches.

Most of the districts referred to in last report continue much as

they were ; in others changes have occurred, while others still

have lisen into such importance as to require the special attention

of the Committee, and they will conclude this report by references

to the more outstanding circumstances connected with these dis-

tricts severally.

Auckland.—The pleasing settlement of the Eev. Mr Sommerville

at Whau, has been attended by a successful efi"ort to erect a manse

for the parish, and a gratifying increase of the Church's influence.

The charge of Ngaruawhia has made a successful eff"ort towards

erecting a church, and, so soon as the building is finished, endea-

vours will be made to secure the stated conducting of service

therein, as well as at other points in the district. The district of

Waikato West has, with the concurrence of parties, been trans-

ferred to your Committee from the Home Mission Committee of the

Auckland Presbytery, and a grant of £50 in aid was authorised.

A large number of Presbyterian families in the special settlement

of Kati Kati have been organised into a congregation under the

pastorate of the Rev. John Mark, a licentiate of the Presbyterian

Church of Ireland, and recently ordained by the Presbytery of

Auckland. A favourable opportunity has been presented for the

settlement of a clergyman at Tauranga to take the spiritual over-

sight of the members of the Church there residing, as also of those

residing at other points in the Bay of Plenty. To accomplish this

settlement a grant in aid of stipend fund will be necessary for

some time.
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Hawkes Bay.—The district of Waipukurau, so ably occupied
by the Kev. Mr Eraser at the beginning of the year, has disclosed
the necessity for appointing one if not two additional agents, and
the Committee have voted a grant of £50 for the purpose, which,
however, has not been operated on owing to the impossibility of
securing any man for the position. The present is a critical period
in the history of the Churcli's work in this expanding district, and
the Committee deem it their duty to ask the Assembly to declare
the determination of the Church fully and efficiently to make pro-
vision for the religious superintendence of all her people in that
quarter.

Wellington.—The extensive district of Patea, formerly supplied
by the Kev. Mr M'Callura, has been divided into two charges, the
more southerly of which, called Waverley, is now promisingly
occupied by the Eev. Mr Allsworth, formerly of Turakina, who,
the Assembly will be glad to learn, has, after a few years' service
in Victoria, returned to the colony of his first love ; while the more
northerly one is temporarily ministered to by the Rev. Mr Martin.
The large district of Wairarapa has also been divided into two
charges. The upper portion of the district, with Masterton as its
centre, remains under the spiritual oversight of the Rev. Mr M'Kee,
while the lower portion, with Greytown as its centre, has been
put in the care of the Rev. Mr Lindsay.
TamnaK—The increase of population by immigration renders

it necessary that as soon as possible a second minister should be
stationed in this province, to attend to the spiritual care of the
country districts.

Nelson.—In the provinces of Nelson and Marlborough the Eev.
Messrs

^

Calder and ShiriflFs continue to represent and overtake the
Church's work single-handed. The Committee have renewed their
efforts to secure at least an additional minister for each of these
wide fields, but again without success. They hope, however, in
the course of the next year, to meet the necessity by the employ-
ment of one or two students, or evangelists, who, while doing
missionary work under the direction of the local clergy, will also,
under their guidance, prosecute their studies with a view to the
ministerial office.

TFes^Zanc?.—Changes which the Assembly is familiar with have
occurred in the province of Westland ; but the Committee are
glad to report that in the settlement of the Rev. Mr Douglas
at Greymouth and of the Rev. Mr Morice at Hokitika, the
Church has a most satisfactory guarantee that the work of
Church extension on the west coast of the Middle Island will not
be lost sight of.

CAnsfc^urc/i.—Besides the several vacancies which have oc-

2o
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curred in this presbytery, there are the Church extension districts

of Gust and Malvern calling for supply. And these latter the

Committee of the Canterbury Church Extension Association are

doing their best to supply. The only agents available for the

purposes of the association are, so far as knovi^n to the Committee,

the Eevs. Joshua M'Intosh and Neil M'Callum,

Timaru.—The promising settlement of the Eev. George Lindsay

over the charge of Waimate took place in the early part of the

year, and has given welcome strength to the as yet small presby-

tery of the bounds.

Your Committee desire to conclude their Eeport with a recom-

mendation to the Assembly to take measures for the blending of

all the local efforts of the several presbyteries, and the formation

of one comprehensive and vigorous church extension scheme, em-

bracing the whole territory of the Church.

Commending the work to the Master's guidance, the Committee

lay their Keport on the Assembly's table.

Auckland, bth December 1876.

D. BKUCE, Convener.

APPENDIX IV.

JAMAICA.

EXTEACT LETTEE, Eev. J. PtADCLiFFE.

On the 8th of April I went down to Manchester, the parish (our

parishes here correspond to counties at home) of Manchester to open

a little church which Mrs Strachan has fitted up for the worship

of God according to the service of the Church of Scotland. The
service—I mean the whole matter of the opening service—was

extremely gratifying to us all ; and particularly to Mrs Strachan,

to whose loyalty and exertions is owing the existence of this little

church. To her we are thankful, and the whole Church at Home
should be thankful for the whole of this movement in the neigh-

bourhood of Manchester and St Elisabeth.

According to arrangement, I then went down to the neighbour-

hood of Black Eiver, in St Elisabeth, along with Mr Kinnison, and

with Mr Macpherson, from Kingston, one of the elders in Kingston.

Some time before, I had a very pressing invitation from the people

of that district, to which I went, as I said, last week, beseeching

me to do something for them. It is at a distance of some hundred
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miles from this— in other words, three clays' journey. I asked Mr
Kinnison, who is about some twenty miles and upwards, to go and
see the people. This he did, and gave them a short service, pro-

mising that I would soon be down and would see them. From
Manchester, as I said, Mr Kinnison and Mr Macpherson and my-
self went. The people came to meet me at the house and grounds
of Mr J. M. Cooper, with whom we stayed. I told them that I

came at their request—that I came not to interfere with any
Church, any property, or any man's work—that I was unable to

make any promise to them as to what would be done—and that in

fact I could have no negotiations with them, except on the positive

and express condition, that they were as a body of people entirely

separate from and unconnected with any Church. They assured

me that to a man they had not any connection, and wished to be

connected with the Church of Scotland. As such I received them,

and as such Mr Kinnison, at great personal labour, has promised

to give them a service once every fortnight, I think, the school-

master conducting a service—the form appointed by the Church
—on the intervening Sundays. Matters are so far, that a site for

the building of the church is selected and given by Mr Cooper

—

a hundred pounds promised by him for the building, and fifty by
Mr Coke, the custos of the parish [he is an Episcopalian), and a

plan drawn out by an engineer of a building to accommodate 300

persons, for four hundred pounds. This sum, I may add, will, I

think, be considerably decreased by free, or rather voluntary,

labour. I hope to have before this leaves an application from . the

people, which, if it comes, I shall send to you.

After this, and after remaining with Mr Cooper as his guests,

we then went up to lay the foundation-stone of a new church in

Accompong. Mrs Strachan, at much inconvenience and after much

\ fatigue, came from Manchester (parish) to do it. It was a scene

"vof excitement among the Maroons and their neighbours. Mr
Kinnison held a service, Mrs Strachan laid the stone, and I gave

an address.

What I wish to add is that this neighbourhood, which is called

Hodge's Land, is, as a Scotchman said to me to-day—he is a

doctor—a God-forsaken place. Great good can be done. Of

course we can ask no direct answer from you yet, but these people

are looking to you as others have done. They are intelligent,

interesting people for their position. You have now, you may say,

four churches down in that wide neighbourhood, all very distant

from each other, and all now ministered to by Mr Kinnison, who
is doing work that few could undertake. Little do people in Scot-

land know what it is to ride twenty or twenty-five miles in the sun

and then have a service. What is to be done ? These openings
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have in God's Providence turned np ; and it has come to this, that

either Mr Kinnison must have more help or they must be given

up—I mean Medina or Hodge's Land. The latter alternative I

would lament above all things, especially as now the Church of

Scotland is beginning to expand and to cast aside that character-

istic of which I have been so often ashamed, namely, that whilst

other Churches at great expense and toil were making their way,

she was solitary.

COPY PETITION, TO the Established Church of Scotland,

by care of Kev. J. Radcliffe.

Hodge's Land, Black Kivee, P. 0,

The humble petition of the people of Tabernacle showeth :

That we are a people numbering about three or four hundred

souls, wholly left to ourselves for these ten months past, without

any Sunday service or pastoral care.

Knowing and feeling the awful and dangerous spiritual position

we are in at present, and the Church to which we belonged will

not regard our right nor give us justice, neither does her care

extend to her poor and aged, we resolved as it were one man to

know her no more ; but to seek through God's providence and grace

to get help from the Established Church of Scotland. Therefore,

we throw ourselves, weak, faint, and hungry, at your door, begging

our God to incline your ear to hear, your spirit to sympathise, and

your heart and will to help us, while with one meaning voice we
loudly pray you to come, receive, feed, and care for us, and we
seek no other denomination but thee.

From a want of pecuniary aid we tremble to know how we
might manage the support of a minister should our forlorn condi-

tion dispose you to grant us one. We do feel our inability to say,

or guarantee a sum of money ; all we can, and are willing and do

promise to give, will be as our God shall enable or prosper us.

We will not be drones, but shall try to do our best in and out of

season for the support of God's cause, because we believe it a

loving duty, incumbent on all God's people, to support His cause.

And, permit us, Christian friends, to say, that although cast off,

reproached and forsaken for the time being, if taken up by you,

though a little we may become a thousand, and a seed, we may
soon become a power, through our God who speaks and it is done.

Humbly praying your help, we subscribe ourselves as follows :

—

{^Signed hy 115 individuals.)
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APPENDIX V.

WicKHAM Terrace Manse, Brisbane, Queensland,

21th February 1877.

Eev. R. H. MuiR, Convener.

My dear Sir,—I am requested to transmit to you the following

extract minute of the Home Mission and Church Extension Com-

mittee of the Presbyterian Church of Queensland. It contains the

deHberate reply of our Committee to the questions submitted to

them in your kind communication, which came to hand by the pre-

vious mail :

—

" The Committee resumed consideration of the subject of evan-

gelistic students, and of the points submitted by the Rev. R. H.

Muir, Convener^of the Colonial Scheme of the Church of Scotland,

and more especially as to the following queries, put by the re-

spected Convener to our Commitee here, namely

—

1. '"The standard of educational progress you would consider

necessary in young men offering themselves for student evangel-

ists in Queensland.

2. '"Are your arrangements for their training in studies pre-

liminary to their entering your divinity hall such as you can rely

upon in the case of uneducated men ?

3. "
' What can you do to provide for the case of young men

gifted as evangelists but deficient in literary qualifications ?

'

" After the most careful consideration, the Home Mission and

Church Extension Committee agreed to inform Mr Muir that,

under the circumstances, they think the young men coming out

with a view to the ministry in Queensland should possess qualifi-

cations similar to what are deemed necessary to young men before

entering the Hall at home, though these qualifications may not

necessarily have been acquired at the university
;

" And further, that they should bring with them certificate that

they had given satisfactory proof of capacity to address public

meetings eifectively.

" The Committee were unanimously of opinion that such young

men as above described are the only ones who would suit us in

the mean time ; and were any such sent out to Queensland, the

Committee would joyfully receive them into the divinity hall, give

them immediate employment as student evangelists, and arrange

for the carrying on of their studies and completing their theo-

logical training for the sacred ministry. The Convener was re-

quested to send an extract of this minute to the Rev. R. H. Muir,
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Convener of the General Assembly's Colonial Committee, without

delay.
" Extracted from the minutes of the Home Mission and

Church Extension Committee of the Presbyterian Church
of Queensland, by

" COLIN MCCULLOCH."

APPENDIX VI.

THE PEESBYTERIAE" CHUECH OF VICTOEIA.

The field of this Church is the colony of Victoria, one of the

five colonies on the mainland of Australia. The five colonies are

Western Australia, South Australia, Victoiia, New South Wales,

and Queensland ; and there are besides three insular colonies be-

longing to the Australian group—Tasmania, New Zealand, and
Fiji.

The colony of Victoria is about one thirty-third part of the

great island of Australia. It has an area equal to that of England
and Scotland put together. It is bounded on its south side by the

ocean. Its average temperature is about the same as that of the

north side of the Mediterranean. It is, upon the whole, well

wooded, and it has many varieties of soil and climate, as the

mother country has.

The population of the colony is approaching a million in num-
ber. Ninety-five per cent of all these are either immigrants from

other portions of the British Empire, or are native boru. There
are very few foreigners ; and one-half of the whole are natives of

the soil. Victorians are an intelligent, active, industrial, and law-

abiding people. The exports from the colony last year amounted
in value to fourteen millions sterling. Six millions sterling of money
came to Melbourne in one year for wool alone, and four millions

for gold. This was exclusive of the produce raised and consumed
in the colony. Life and property are as safe in Melbourne as in

Edinburgh.

The adherents of the Presbyterian Church of Victoria number
somewhat more than one-seventh of the whole. Every thousand
of these of all ages are able and willing to maintain a minister of

religion in their midst, and many ministers are supported in com-
fort by fewer people. The minimum stipend approved by the

Assembly is £300 a-year and a manse. The Church does not
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guarantee the stipends of ministers
; but Presbyteries deal witli

defaulting congregations, and weak causes are aided by the Sus-
tentatiou Fund. Stipends in Victoria range up to £1000 a-year,
with a manse.

The number of charges in the Presbyterian Church of Victoria
is 140, of which 22 are vacant—that is, one-seventh of the whole.
These 22 congregations requiring ministers may be classified as
follows :

—

Tow7is.—Clunes, Emeraldhill (Clarendon Street), North Carlton,
Prahran, Wangaratta.

Country Congregations.—Bairnsdale, Branxholme, Donnybrook,
Mansfield, Newstead, Penzhurst, Redesdale, Eushworth, Eosedale,'
Taradale, Toolamba.

Charges in the i?ws/i.—Jerilderie, Omeo, Eichardson, Swanhill,
Wentworth, Wimmera.

In addition to these vacancies, there are other places where
support could readily be got for suitable ministers, especially in
Eiverina, a large pastoral country on the northern boundary of the
colony. It should be stated also that the smaller Presbyterian
Churches in the -neighbouring colonies naturally look to the larger
Church in Victoria as a source of supply. Fully one-half of all
the Presbyterian ministers now labouring in Tasmania have been
drafted from Victoria ; and there are ministers now ofiBciating with
much acceptance in Adelaide, Sydney, and Dunedin (the chief
towns of South Australia, New South Wales, and New Zealand),
who were once ministers in Victoria.

With the changes incident to a new colony, and with the drain
from the neighbouring colonies, it is impossible for the Presby-
terian Church of Victoria to maintain her staff of preachers, and
much less to extend her organisation in accordance with the grow-
ing demands made on her, unless she receive a steady supply of
ministers from the home Churches. As a united Church, she cor-
dially welcomes any duly commissioned preacher who accepts her
standards

; and she offers work and maintenance to those who are
willing to cast in their lot with hers in winning those uttermost parts
of the earth for Christ. She specially appeals to young preachers of
high spirit and Christian aims to come to the help of the Lord, and
join those who are already at work in moulding a land of great
promise into a kingdom of righteousness and peace.

D. Macdonald.
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APPENDIX VII.

CEYLON.

Mattakelle, Lixdula, 22,d August 1870.

For the CoLONLii Committee.

Gentlemen,—I have to lay before you the draft Report of the

riaance Committee appointed at the last Annual General Meeting

of the Church Extension Society, in order that you may give your

opinion on the recommendations submitted, and suggest names of

those at home who would be willing to aid in collecting for the

proposed fund. An answer within the next ten days will oblige.

—Believe me, yours sincerely,

W. Smith, Convener of Committee.

John Clark, James Cantlay, H. G. Mackenzie, Charles Grant,

A. G. K. Borron, W. D. Gibbon, W. Urquhart, H. Listen, A. S.

Burnett, A. Ross, W. Bain, Esqs. ; Rev. J. R. MacLaren, Rev.

Charles McLean, and Rev. John Crawford.

Draft Report for approval of Finance Committee.

Your Committee has considered the scheme to raise a sum of

money, say Rs. 50,000, to be funded, the interest of which is to be

applied (1) to meet cases of sickness among the Society's clergy-

men or in their families, and (2) to grant allowances on leave to

the society's clergymen, after certain fixed periods of service in

the colony. The recommendations of your Committee are as

follows :

—

1. That this sum be raised by voluntary subscriptions among

the friends of the Presbyterian Church in the colony, and at

home.
2. That the Society should at once take steps to open subscrip-

tion-lists in the colony, and call on all well-disposed towards the

movement to come forward and give their contributions.

3. That as it might be more convenient for many to give their

subscriptions in three yearly instalments, subscribers should iiave

the option of this method of contributing, but that they be re-

quested to intimate the sums to be paid by them, as soon as they

can conveniently do so.

4. That the Colonial Committee be communicated with when a

beginning has been made, in order that their views on the subject
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may be ascertained, and that it should be represented to them
that the Fund would be a considerable relief to their expenditure
consequent on clergymen going home or returning from home, and
that the stability of the Society would be increased if they were
to give a libera] donation to the Fund.

5. That the aid from this Fund be on a fixed scale, to be settled

hereafter on more mature consideration.

6. That this Society should at once name a Committee at home,
consisting of Sir James D. Elphinstone, Bart, the Rev. G. W.
Sprott, North Berwick, and others, and enter into communication
with them on the subject.

7. That copies of the Society's resolutions be forwarded to gen-
tlemen at home and to the Colonial Committee.

Manses.

In reference to the remit regarding manses for the Society's

clergymen, your Committee considers that every group of districts

which is at once able and willing to provide a manse, should, be
urged to do so ; as we feel certain that such a desirable object
only wants an example to secure that the provision be fully made.

If it were found that any group of districts was not able to raise

a sufficient sum for providing a manse, then it would be for the

Society to call on other districts to lend their aid.

2p
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COLONIAL SCHEME.

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS,

FOR TEAR TO 31st DECEMBER 1876.

CHARGE.

1. Funds on hand at 31st December 1876

—

Per last Accouuts, . . . .

II. Income of the Scheme for the year 1876—
1. Collections and Contributions,—

£9,059 5 3

From Churches and Chapels,
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DISCHARGE.
I. Expenditure during the year 1876—

I. Payments to Missionaries and Catechists,—

1. Canada,—
Eev. David Camelon, London, Ontario,

Rev. William Bamhill, Toronto,

Rev. Malcolm M'Gilli\Tay, do. . . .

Rev. C. Innes Cameron, New Edinburgh, .

Rev. John L. Stuart, Montreal,

Rev. Robert John Craig, Kingston, .

Sum remitted to Queen's College, Kingston, on account of

Students, ......
Rev. Professor Pollock, Halifax,

Sum remitted to Rev. Geo. M. Grant to meet Committee
proportion of Salaries, ....

Mr Charles MacEachern, Pictou,

Rev. John M. Brooke, D.D., Frederickton, New Brunswick

2. British Columbia,—
Rev. S. M'Gregor, Victoria, . . . £200
Rev. A. B. Nicholson, do., . . . 300

Rev. George Murray, Nicola Valley, . 169

Rev. William Clyde, Nanaimo, . . 205 2

Rev. Alexander Dunn, Langley, . . 150

3. Ceylon,—
Rev. W. C. Vander Wall, Matara, . . £120
Rev. John R. M'Laren, Uva, . . 125

Rev. John Crawford, Dimbula, . . 83 6 8

4. New Zealand,

—

Rev. C. S. Ogg, Wellington, . . . £50
Rev. W. R. Root, St Andrew's Church, Gis-

borne. Poverty Bay, . . . 100

5. West Indies-
Rev. R. Monsalvatge, Kingston, Jamaica, . £162 10

Rev. John Kinnison, Accompong, Jamaica, 350

Rev. John Stuart, Kingston, Jamaica, . 104 3 4

6. Australia

—

Rev. David Watt, Walloon, Brisbane, Queensland,

7. Dresden,

—

Rev. G. Laurie Fogo, .....
8. Paris-

Rev. C. E. Paterson,......
Outfits, Passage Moneys, and Travelling Ex-

penses of Missionaries,

—

Rev. Peter Galbraith, sum allowed towards
expenses of his removal to West Branch,

East River, .....
Rev. John Rannie, Chatham, Ontario, allow-

ance for outfit and passage money for him-

self and family to Demerara,
Rev. D. Mackay, Stoer, sum allowed for out-

tit and passage money for himself and family

to Canada, . . . • •

Rev. James Lindsay, Woodlands, Caerlave-

rock, allowance for outfit to New Zealand,

and passage money for himself and wife to

Wellington, N.Z., .

£25
84 19 9
25
40
100
100

100
350

156
27 4 2
66 13 4

£1074 17 3

1024 2

£20

150

175

140

150

616 13 4

200

223 18 4

Carry forward, £485 £3667 17 7
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Brougrht forward.

Rev. George Murray, British Columbia, bal-

ance of outfit allowance and extra travel-

ling expenses, ....
Hev. P. S. Hay, allowance for outfit and pas-

sage money to New Zealand,

Rev. Robert Robertson, allowance for outfit

and p.assage money for hini.self and wife to
New South Wales, ....

Rev. Hugh Mair, allowance for outfit and
passage money to Galle,

Mr A. M. Wright, Chapel-of-Garioch, allow-
ance for outfit and passage money to New
Zealand, .....

Rev. W. C. Macdonald, allowance for outfit

and passage money to Melbourne, .

Rev. George Robb, allowance for outfit to
Demerara, .....

III. Grants voted by the Committee,

—

To Queen's College, Canada,—
Annual Grant to College,
Do. for Bursaries,

Do. for current expenses,

To additional Clergy Society, Calcutta,
To Church at Taranaki, New Plymouth,
For Missionary Work in Auckland, N.Z.,
two years, ....

To Presbyterian Church of Queensland,
To French Mission in Canada,
In supplement of stipends of Ministers

Presbytery of Pictou, Nova Scotia,
For Missionary purposes in Presbytery

Perth, Ontario,
For do. in Presbytery of Ottawa,
For do. in Presbytery of London, Ontario,
Towards building new Church at St Saviour's

Berbice, ....
Towards do. at St Thomas's, Georgetown
To Waipukurau Church, New Zealand,
To Mrs Mackie, widow of the late Rev. James
Mackie of St Mark's, Demerara,

IV. Expense of Distributing ' Missionary Record,'—
Share ofaccounts to Messrs Blackwood & Sons for
Records sent to Ministers and others at home.

Accounts to do. for ' Records ' sent to Ministers
in the Colonies, and Postage thereof,

v. Books, Printing. Advertising, and Stationery,—
1. Printing Report to General Assembly, in-

cluding copies for Volume of Reports, and
proportion of expense of binding volume, .

2. Expense of Printing and Despatching annual
Collection notices, ....

3. Books purchased for Queensland, chiefly with
money sent from Colony last year, .

4. Stationery, Advertising,' &c., . .

'.

VI. Share of Expenses of Schemes' Office,—
1. Salaries of Collector, Clerk, and Officer,

£485 £3607 17 7

25

123

176

118

75

100

50
1152

. £300
50
200



2. Taxes, Coals, Gas, &c.,

3. Books, Printing, and Stationery,

4. Postages and Incidents,

VII. Miscellaneous and Incidental Expenses,

-

1. Secretary's Postages, &c.,

2. Miscellaneous Expenses,

VIII. Expenses of Management,—
1. Salary to Secretary and Treasurer, .

3. Auditor and Accountant's Fee,
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Brought forward, . £46 14 5 £7,932 7 3£46 14
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Extract Deliverance of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the Thirtieth day of May, One thousand

eight hundred and seventy-seven,

—

The which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

being met and constituted, inter alia, the General Assembly called for

the Report of the Colonial Committee, which was given in by Mr Muir,

Dalmeny, Convener.
It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—The General Assembly

receive with lively satisfaction the assurance supplied by the Eeport of

the Colonial Committee, that by extensive operations during the past

year in all the great dependencies of the British empire, as well as to

some extent in foreign countries, the care of the Church has been
extended to promote the religious interests of Scottish Presbyterians

abroad.

The General Assembly recognise the claims on the aid of this Church,

pressed by appeals from New Zealand, Australia, and Canada, and they

encourage the Colonial Committee—so long as it is necessary and
wherever it is possible, with a due regard to efficient harmony of action

—to co-operate in the work of evangelization with the Presbyterian

Churches in these important colonies.

The Assembly regret to find that no further steps have been taken,

in terms of the Assembly's recommendation, to form an additional

Clergy Society in the Presidency of Bombay, and express the hope that

without delay the necessary steps will be taken to meet the Assembly's
undertaking to provide for an additional minister at the important

station of Mhow ; and, in general, the Assembly would press upon the

Presbyterian Church in India the duty of co-operation with the Church
of Scotland in providing for the spiritual wants of Presbyterian
Scotchmen, who are not in Government employment, scattered abroad
throughout all the presidencies of India.

The Assembly have heard with grateful interest the reports from all

the other stations in correspondence with the Committee, and anew
unite in commending their brethren in the ministry and their flocks

abroad to the protection and blessing of the great Head of the Church.
Reappoint the Committee—Mr Muir, Convener.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
\



R E P U T
BY THE

COMMITTEE FOR THE CONVERSION

OE THE JEWS

TO THE

GENEKAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

GIVEN IN AND READ BY

The Eev. HENEY WALLIS SMITH, Convener

MAY 1877
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Extract Deliverance of the General Assemhly of the Church of Scotland

on the following Report.

At Edinbiirgh, the second day of June One thousand eight

hundred and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being met

and constituted, inter alia,—
The General Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on the

Conversion of the Jews, "which was given in by ]\Ir Smith, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—The General Assembly approve

of the Report, and desire to express their gratitude to Almighty God for

the measure of success which has attended the labours of the Committee

and their agents during the past year.

They rejoice that notwithstanding the disturbed state of Turkey, the

work of the mission has been carried on at all their stations without inter-

ruption ; that the number of pupils in their schools has largely increased
;

and, in particular, that a greater number of Jewish pupils is reported than

in previous years.

The General Assembly have heard with much interest of the completion,

by the Rev. James Christie of Constantinople, of his new translation of the

whole Bible into Judeo-Spanish, and they congratulate him on having

furnished this invaluable contribution to the advance of mission work
among Spanish Jews.

The General Assembly record their high sense of the fidelity and self-

denial which their agent's have shown in the face of danger and discourage-

ments ; and while commending them to the care and protection of the God
of Israel, express their sympathy with them under their difficulties, and

their firm conviction of the- good service they have done for the cause of

Christ among Jews and Gentiles.

The General Assembly anew acknowledge the strong claims of this

mission on the sympathy and support of the Church, and earnestly trust

that the sums placed at the disposal of the Committee will be so increased

as to enable them not only to maintain but also to extend their operations

at the important stations they now occupy.

The General Assembly agree to record their thanks to the Convener and

Committee for their zeal and diligence, and reappoint the Committee, with

Mr Henry WalUs Smith as Convener, with power to sub-commit, to add to

their numbers, and other u^ual powers.

Extracted from the Records of the Gemral Asserahly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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GENEEAL COMMITTEE FOR 1S77-78.

The Moderator.
The Ministers of the Presbyteries of

Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen.

The Rev. H. W. Smith, Kirknewton,

Convener.

The Very Rev. Principal TULLOCH, St

Andrews.

Eev. Professor Birrell, St Andrews.

... Professor Charteris, Edinburgh.

... Professor Crombie, St Andrews.

... Professor Flint, Edinburgh.

... Professor Milligan, Aberdeen.

... Professor Mitchell, St Andrews.

... Professor Robertson, Glasgow.

... Professor Trail, Aberdeen.

... Dr BOTD, St Andrews.

... Dr Story, Rosneath.

... Dr Struthers, Prestonpans.

... J. Barclay, Linlithgow.

... W. M. Brown, Edinburgh.

... R. F. COLVIN, Kirkpatrick-Juxta.

... Henry Ddncan, Crichton.

... Robert Edgar, Newburgh.

... William Ferguson, Edinburgh.

... Andrew Gray, Dalkeith.

... R. S. Button, Cambusnethan.

... W. M. Imrie, Penicuik.

... J. R. Liddell, Kirkliston.

... Theodore Marshall, Caputh.

... J. Milne, Kirkurd.

... Robert Milne, Perth.

... Robert H. Muib, Dalmeny.

... David Plateair, Abercom.

Rev. James Rankin, Muthill.

... A. Stewart, Mains.

... Matthew Rodger, St Andrews.

... D. Stewart, Kennoway.

... Walter Tait, St Madoes.

... Stewart Wright, Blantyre.

Right Hon. Lord Balfour.

Lord Polwarth.
Hon. Major Baillie.

John M. Baillie, Esq., C.A.

Hugh Barclay, Esq., LL.D.

Edmund Baxter, Esq., W.S.
James A. Campbell, Esq.

John N. Cdthbertson, Esq.

Daniel Forbes, Esq.

Alex. M. Eraser, Esq.

Stuart Grace, Esq.

Thos. Gibson, Esq.

S. B. Hare, Esq. of Calderhall.

Alex. Kinloch, Esq.

D. M. Lang, Esq.

Wllliam Lindsay, Esq.

John T. Maclagan, Esq.

C. J. Pearson, Esq., Advocate.

Alex. Pringle, Esq. of Whytbank.
David Scott, Esq., C.A.

John Scott, Esq.

R. E. Scott, Esq., C.A.

David Smith, Esq., W.S.

John Smith, Esq., Dundee.

David Stevenson, Esq., C.E.

Archibald Stewart, Esq., Glasgow.

John Tawse, Esq., W.S.
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ACTING COMMITTEE,
18 7 7-78.

The Very Rev. Principal Tulloch, St

Andrews.

Rev. Professor Chabteris, Edinburgh.

Professor Crombie, St Andrews.

... Professor Mitchell, St Andrews.

... Professor MiLLiQAN, Aberdeen.

... Professor Robertson, Glasgow.

... Dr Gumming, Glasgow.

... Dr Gray, Edinburgh.

... Dr Macgbegor, Edinburgh.

... Dr Scott, Edinburgh.

... Dr Steuthers, Prestonpans.

... .John Alison, Edinburgh.

... J. Barclay, Linlithgow.

... W. M. Brown, Edinburgh.

... Henry Duncan, Crichton.

... Robert Edgar, Newburgh.

... WiLLLAM Ferguson, Edinburgh.

... R. G. Forrest, Edinburgh.

... A. Gray, Dalkeith.

... W. M. Imrie, Penicuik.

... George T. Jamieson, PortobeUo.

... J. R. Liddell, Kirkliston.

... NoBMAN Macleod, Edinburgh.

Rev. Robert Milne, Perth.

R. H. MuiR, Dalmeny.

David Playfair, Abercom.

T. Somerville, Glasgow.

A. Stewart, Mains.

Walter Tait, St Madoes.

John Webster, Edinburgh.

A. Williamson, Edinburgh.

George Wilson, Edinburgh.

Stewart Wright, Blantyre.

John M. Bati.lte, Esq., C.A.

J. A. Campbell, Esq., Glasgow.

Daniel Forbes, Esq., Glasgow.

Thomas Gibson, Esq. , Edinburgh,

S. B. Hare, Esq. of Calderhall.

Wiluam Lindsay, Esq. , Leith.

John T. Maclagan, Esq., Leith.

C. J. Pearson, Esq., Advocate.

Alexander Pringle, Esq. ofWhytbank.

David Scott, Esq., C.A.

John Scott, Esq.

R. E. Scott, Esq., C.A.

David Stevenson, Esq., C.E.

John Tawse, Esq., W.S.

Convener- Rev. H. W. SMITH, Kirknewton.

Secretary—JOB-N TAWSE, Esq., W.S., 23 York Place, Edinburgh.
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REPOKT

In order to diffuse information and increase interest with regard

to the Mission intrusted to the charge of your Committee, it

has been considered advisable to give merely a summary of the

Annual Keport of the missionaries, so as to provide space for a

brief history of the scheme, and a fuller statement of its claims.

History of the Mission.

The first Report of a Committee on the Conversion of the

Jews was presented to the General Assembly of 1838, who

"approve of the same, acknowledge the high importance of

using means for the conversion of God's ancient people, and

recommend the object to the attention of the Church, and that

the ministers in their preaching and public prayers more fully

avail themselves of opportunities of noticing the claims of the

Jews ; and without recommending a general collection, appoint

the following ministers and elders to be a Committee, the said

Committee to receive and prudently expend any contributions

which may voluntarily be made by individuals, associations, or

parishes towards this object. Appoint the Committee to collect

information respecting the Jews—their number, condition, and

character ; what means have hitherto been employed by the

Christian Church for their spiritual good, and with what

success ; whether there are any openings for a mission to their

nation, and where these are most promising ; and generally.
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with full power to take all prudent measures, both at home and

abroad, for the advancement of the cause, and to report to next

General Assembly."

One result of this deliverance was that in April 1839 Drs Black

and Keith, and Messrs Eobert Murray M'Cheyne and Andrew A.

Bonar, were sent out as a deputation from our Church to inquire

into the condition of the Jews in Palestine, Turkey, and the

Continent of Europe. They returned in November 1839, and

in May 1840 presented their Eeport to the General Assembly,

who having in 1839 given the Committee powers to take steps

to send out missionaries, and recommended that collections

should be made throughout the Church in aid of their opera-

tions, now adopted the Mission to the Jews as a fifth scheme of

the Church, for which an annual collection was to be made in

all the congregations throughout her bounds.

On the recommendation of the deputation, Jassy, Pesth, and

Constantinople were chosen as the stations of the new Mission.

But a declaration was at the same time made as to the import-

ance of keeping Palestine and the East in view, and of sending

missionaries there as soon as circumstances would permit. The

Presidency of Bombay was also noted as a point to be kept in

view.

In 1842 the General Assembly authorised the Committee, if

they should see cause, to establish a Jewish Mission in London,

and long negotiations with persons there took place, the result

being that they recommended that the Mission should rather

be carried on by a separate association that would unite all

parties. In consequence of this, the British Society for the

Conversion of the Jews was formed, and a Mission to the Jews

in London was established by them.

1. In 1843 the whole of the Agents of the Committee joined

the Free Church, and remained in the stations where they were

then placed. Having a regard to the special qualifications of the

men who offered their services as missionaries, and on the urgent

representations and advice of persons well acquainted with the

localities, the Committee in 1844 selected as stations Cochin, on

the Malabar coast, and Tunis. The former place was occupied

till 1857, when the urgent call for a missionary at Alexandria
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led the Committee to send Dr Yule to that city instead of to

Cochin, as was at first intended. The work at Tunis was car-

ried on till October 1848, when Mr Davis was compelled to

leave it, in consequence of the persecution to which he and his

inquirers and converts were exposed. This was reported to the

General Assembly of 1849, who, on consideration of all tlie cir-

cumstances, "concur in opinion with the Committee that it

would not be advisable to send back Mr Davis to Tunis under

present circumstances."

2. In 1846 the members of the Presbytery of London urged

the Committee to attempt a mission in London, and as the Lon-

don Society and British Society occupied the field in the East

of London, they recommended that a chapel should be rented in

the West End of London as a centre for the operations of the

Committee. Notwithstanding the views expressed in 1842, the

Committee, feeling it to be right to attend to the Jews in this

country, if any opening for special work among them could be

found, and relying on the opinions of those who they con-

sidered should be able to advise them, appointed an ordained

missionary, and rented a chapel. The result, however, was not

what they had been led to expect. The East End of London

seemed to be fully occupied by the two societies already named,

and the West of London was at too great a distance from the

Jewish quarter to be at all available. The chapel was given

up by the Mission in 1850, and the station itself was discon-

tinued in January 1854. The withdrawal of the missionary and

the discontinuance of the station were reported to the General

Assembly of 1854, and approved of by them.

3. In 1847 Mr Sutter, a tried and esteemed missionary of the

Basle Society in India, who had been obliged to leave that coun-

try on account of his health, having applied to be taken into the

service of your Committee, their attention was directed to the

large number of Jews congregated in various towns of Germany.

Accordingly, acting on strong recommendations, they estab-

lished a station at Karlsruhe, to which they appointed Mr Sutter,

and afterwards, in 1850 and 1851, they occupied Darmstadt,

Speyer, and Wurtzburg. After 1856, when the Turkish Mission

was established, the German Mission was gradually abandoned,
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vacancies caused by the death or resignation of agents not

bein<y filled up. This course was adopted chiefly with a view

to enable the Committee to carry out the instructions of the

General Assembly with regard to Turkey, their funds not being

large enough to occupy two distinct fields ; but it was also

taken on the advice and with the approval of old friends

of the Jewish cause in Germany well able to advise in such

matters.

4. In 1856, after the termination of the Crimean War, the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions having

felt it necessary to withdraw from the Jewish field at their

various stations in Turkey, so as to avail themselves as fully as

possible of the greater freedom they now enjoyed of carrying

on missionary work among the other races in that country, pro-

posed that the Church of Scotland should take up their Jewish

Missions. It was resolved at once to occupy Salonica and

Smyrna, and the whole matter was brought up by an elaborate

minute of the Committee before the General Assembly of 1856,

whose Deliverance was as follows :

—

" The General Assembly observe with much satisfaction the

measures taken by the Committee for the extension of their

exertions in seeking the salvation of the house of Israel, and

particularly in Turkey, and recommend to their special atten-

tion the taking advantage of any openings which God in His

providence may afford for carrying on the important work in-

trusted to them; and as in carrying on their mission to the

Jews in the dominions of the Sultan, opportunities may present

themselves to their missionaries of proclaiming the Gospel to

the Mohammedans as well as to the Jews, the General Assembly

grant permission to the Committee to take advantage of such

opportunities, and with a view to the consolidation of their

missions, and the occupation of Constantinople as one of their

stations, authorise the Committee to raise funds in order to

build a Presbyterian Church in that city in connection with

their mission."

Acting on the spirit of the recommendations of the General

Assembly, the missionaries at Salonica availed themselves of

an opening which soon presented itself for making known the
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truth to the Greeks, especially at Cassandra and the neighbour-
ing villages, and a lay missionary was placed there. This work
at Cassandra was specially brought under the notice of the
General Assembly of 1857, and their records bear that they
" view with satisfaction the extension of this mission, and the

success with which it has already been favoured, and enjoin the
Committee to take advantage, in so far as the funds placed at

their disposal will permit, of such openings as may in the pro-

vidence of God present themselves for the still further extension
of their labours."

Without entering in detail upon the history of the Mission in

more recent years, your Committee may state that they have
faithfully endeavoured to carry out the instructions as given by
the General Assembly. From the death of Mr Sutter of Karls-

ruhe in 1865, their efforts have been concentrated on Turkey
and Egypt, their stations having been occupied in the following

order: Salonica and Smyrna in 1856, Alexandria in 1858, Con-
stantinople in 1859, and Beyrout, the importance of which as a

missionary station had been repeatedly pressed on the Commit-
tee, in 1864. Prom 1861 to 1867 your Committee also carried

on a most interesting mission in Abyssinia among the Falashas,

or Jews, of that country. Their agents, Messrs Staiger and
Brandeis, had many converts among them, but were thrown
into prison along with the other Europeans in that country

by the Emperor Theodore. On their being brought back in

safety by the British army, they at once returned to mission

work. Mr Staiger having conducted the boys' school at Alex-

andria with much success, was in 1871 transferred to Beyrout.

Mr Brandeis, after having taught our school at Constantinople

with great zeal and energy, felt himself unable to resist a call

from the St Crischona Institution to return to Abyssinia, the

scene of his former labours and sufferings. He accordingly left

the service of the Committee in 1875, carrying with him their

best wishes for his welfare and success.

2 E
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WOKK DURING THE PAST YEAR.

In detailing as usual what has been done at the various

stations during the past year, your Committee desire to express

their sympathy with our agents under the difficulties and

anxieties which have so long beset them in consequence of

the disturbances in Turkey, and which have greatly increased

since the outbreak of war. They feel that our warmest grati-

tude is due to those who have worked so steadily and so faith-

fully—whose most earnest desire at present is that they should

still be in a position to labour on. Now that the eyes of all

men are turned to the East, your Committee trust that the

members of our Church will often think of our missionaries

—

that they will take an increasing interest in their work, and

remember them in their prayers.

I—CONSTANTINOPLE.

Sub- Committee in charge along with Convener and Secretary—
Eev. Alex. AVilliamson.

„ Wm. M. Brown.

J. M. Baillie, Esq., C.A. .

Ordained Missionary—Eev. Jajvies Christie.

Missionary Teacher—Mr Eaphael Segura.

Assisted by—Mrs Segura.

Miss Tucker.

Lay Agent—j\Ir Melitz.

"Work among the Jews.

Mr Christie thus describes our position at this station :

—

" The large Jewish population of Constantinople presents an
extensive field for missionary operations, which is occupied by
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the missions of the Church of England, and of the Free Church,

as well as by our own. The Mission of the Free Church is to

German and Italian Jews at Galata, while our efforts and those

of the Church of England are specially directed to the Sepha-

radim, or Spanish Jews, who are so-called as being the de-

scendants of those Jews who emigrated to Turkey when driven

forth from Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492. They are

very numerous in all the large cities, as well as in some of the

smaller towns of Turkey, and they take a keen, though not

always a very intelligent, interest in ' the question of the day.'

Although despised by both Mohammedans and Christians alike,

they manifest great sympathy with the Turks in their present

struggle; and .it is to their credit that they retain a grateful

remembrance of the hospitality which was extended to their

ancestors when the intolerant and persecuting spirit of nominal

Christians rendered it impossible for them to live in a country

which had been to them a second fatherland. They have also a

keen sense of the wrongs and indignities to which the members

of the Greek Church especially have subjected them when they

have had the power to do so, and it is not difficult therefore to

account for the sentiments which they now so strongly cherish,

and so fully express. The poor among the Jews, as among all

others, are suffering a great deal in consequence of the present

crisis, and scarcely a day passes when we are not appealed to

for help. A sum of £35 was some time ago placed at our dis-

posal by a committee of ladies in Glasgow, and it has been no

small satisfaction to us to be able to administer relief to the

necessitous, whether Jews or Greeks."

Mr Christie having been engaged with the work of transla-

tion, and having besides the charge of the Scottish congregation,

has been unable to visit much among the Jews. Mr Melitz and

Mr Segura, however, have had many opportunities of pressing

the Gospel on their attention. ISir Segura states that he has had

more intercourse with Jews than he had last year. He laments

the prevalence of infidelity among them. Services in Judaeo-

Spanish have, as formerly, been regularly held for the benefit

of Jews on Sunday afternoons, but the attendance is small

;

" and," Mr Christie adds, " it becomes more evident every year
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that in order to influence religions opinion among the Jews we

must avail ourselves of the help of the press." Now that the

translation of the Bible has been finished, Mr Christie hopes to

be able to devote himself more to directly evangelistic work.

1.—SCHOOL.

Notwithstanding an outbreak of sraall-pox, and the persever-

ing opposition of a Rabbi, the school has prospered, the num-

ber enrolled during the year being 200, of whom 184 are Jews,

39 boys and 145 girls—being an increase over last year in the

attendance of Jewish children of 15 boys and 57 girls. The

grand total is made up by 13 Greek and 3 Eoman Catholic chil-

dren. Mr Christie remarks :
" The Greek element is quite a

new one in our school, and helps to make us more independent

of the Eabbis." He states that the Jews are beginning to open

schools for girls, and that during the past year much has been done

in this way in Constantinople. The opposing Eabbi of whom

Mr Segura speaks is a violent fanatic, who lives in the neigh-

bourhood of the school, and became alarmed at seeing the in-

crease in the number of pupils. Having failed to gain the co-

operation of the other Rabbis, he was obliged to act independ-

ently, and by anathemas and threats of the descent of fire from

heaven on the school, he succeeded in a few cases in (to use his

own words) " snatching the innocent out of the mouth of the

lion." When Mr Christie wrote—in the end of April—the at-

tendance had been reduced to 60, of whom about 20 were

Greeks, but it was on the increase.

In the school the historical portions of the New Testament

were regularly read in Judseo-Spanish and Greek. The educa-

tion is throughout of a distinctively Christian character.

II.—BIBLE TKANSLATION.

Mr Christie reports the completion of his translation of the

New Testament into Judseo-Spanish, his version of the whole

Bible into that language being now published. The Committee

regard it as a high honour to our Church that one of her mis-
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sionaiies has, at the call of two different Bible societies, carried

out this great work, and so given a contribution, the value of

which can hardly be over-estimated, to the spread of Christian

truth among Spanish Jews.

Service for British Residents.

This service, which has now been maintained for upwards of

fifteen years, has since the departure of Mr Brown been con-

ducted by Mr Christie. He reports that owing to the continued

departure from Turkey of the engineers and mechanics employed

at the arsenal, who formed the British community at Hasskioy,

"there are now rarely more than 30 adults who assemble for public

worship on Sabbath morning." " No one here," he adds, " has

the slightest expectation that the number of British residents

will ever be larger than it is now." There can be no doubt,

however, of the importance of keeping up this service, especi-

ally at the present time of trouble and anxiety, when some of

our countrymen at Hasskioy have gone to sea in the Turkish

vessels of war, and others are under orders to hold themselves

in readiness to do so. And the Committee, looking back on

the history of a congregation which at one time numbered

about 130 communicants, find much satisfaction in the fact that

they have been the means of providing religious ordinances for

so many of their countrymen, and in helping them in a foreign

land to lead a consistent Christian life.
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II.—SMYRNA.

Sub-Commitiee—
Rev. Robert Edgak,

Alexa-NDER Piungle, Esq. of Whytbauk.

Ordained Missionary—Rev. David Beown Spence.

Missionary Teachers—Mr G. A. Spath and Mr Kynegos.

Superintendent of Girls' School—Mrs Spath.

Assisted hj—Miss Angelopoli and Miss Patrakis.

Lay Agent—Mr Philippo.

Work among Adult Jews.

Mr Spence reports—"Por several years we have enjoyed

comparatively free access to Jews in the cafes and places of

business, but for some time past, on account of the unsettled

state of the country, and the uncertainty as to the issue of

events, we have experienced much greater difficulty in securing

their attention to the all-important truths of the Gospel. This

distressed but never discouraged us, for we are well assured that

out of the manifold changes which have taken place of late, or

will yet happen in this most unhappy land, God will bring

lasting good to His ancient people, and also to His cause in

general.

" "With few exceptions the Saturday forenoon service was con-

tinued throughout the year, and many portions of the Old and

New Testament Scriptures were expounded to those who at-

tended. An opportunity was always given at the close for

putting questions, or soliciting further light upon the subject

of discourse, which some generally took advantage of. The

average attendance at these meetings was fourteen. During the

week, but chiefly on Saturday afternoons, we received visits

from Jews, and many interesting discussions took place on these

occasions.
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"A good many portions of Holy Scripture in Hebrew and
Judoeo-Spanish were sold, and a number of tracts distributed

—

most of which we have reason to believe were carefully read.
" Four Jewish converts were under our charge—all of them

members of our Mission congregation.

" The Jewish inquirer referred to in last year's report, page
273, continues to correspond with us. Family affairs and busi-

ness engagements, however, still prevent him from returning to

Smyrna for baptism, much to his regret."

Schools.

The number of pupils present in the two schools was 27G
boys—viz., 10 Jews, 11 Protestants (sons of proselytes), 240
Greeks, 10 Armenians, 5 Mohammedans; and 204 girls—viz.,

45 Jewesses, 138 Greeks, 18 Armenians, and 3 Protestants—in

all, 480 children. The greatest harmony and good-will pre-

vailed. Such a mixture of races and creeds in one institution,

is, Mr Spence observes, " of the utmost importance in a country

like Turkey, where the different nationalities naturally regard

each other with no friendly eye, and its beneficial effects upon
the minds of the children and their parents can hardly be over-

estimated." There is an increase on the whole of 73 over the

return for last year. There is a decrease of 5 boys and 11 girls

iu the number of Jewish children. "The Jews," Mr Spath

reports, " have two schools for boys at Smyrna, one for the poor

in which they teach only Hebrew and Judseo-Spanish, and one

for the boys of the better classes, established by the Alliance

Israelite of Paris, in which French, Turkish, Greek, and Hebrew

are taught. Into this school such children of the poor as dis-

tinguish themselves by diligence and good conduct are ad-

mitted gratis, and provided with clothes, books, &c. Last

autumn more than fifty boys were transferred from the poor

school to that of the Alliance. They also send every year a

number of poor boys to a school at Paris, where some are taught

a useful trade ; others who show great abilities are trained as

teachers and sent back to different parts of Turkey. The first

one who was sent to Paris was one of our former pupils. We
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hear from his parents that his teachers are very much pleased

with him. The Jews are now very proud of their own schools,

and very watchful lest any one should send a boy to ours. For

the o-irls they do not care so much, and therefore the number of

our Jewish girls is much larger than that of the boys."

As hitherto the missionary character of the school has been

maintained. Mr Spence thus writes :
" While we spared no

pains to give a thorough general education, our great object

was to impart religious instruction to Jew and Greek, and

special attention was paid to the daily reading and explanation

of both Old and New Testaments. We have sometimes been

told that too much time was devoted to the purely religious ele-

ment in our schools ; but we have perseveringly kept to our

plan, and, though a few children have been removed in conse-

quence, have no intention of departing from it. Our wish

is to make our schools not mere seminaries of secular learning,

but means of spiritual enlightenment and of moral and religious

improvement."

Sunday-school.

"Our Sunday-school," Mr Spath reports, "is getting much

more interesting. In general it is well attended. Sometimes a

number of grown up people come to hear the word of God read

in a language which they understand, and explained in a

simple way."

COLPORTAGE.

Mr Spence has continued to take charge of the British and

Foreign Bible Society's Colporteurs labouring in the neighbour-

hood of Smyrna. Considering the poverty, distress, and dis-

quiet which prevail, the sales effected were very encouraging.

The entire number of copies sold by them, and by our Mission

in Smyrna, was 2090—viz.:

Bibles, 221

New Testaments, . . . 384

Portions, .... 1485

In all, 2090 copies of the

Scriptures in whole or in part, in the following languages :

—
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Arabic.
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Stances of liis family, felt himself obliged in the spring of last

year to resign his office as a teacher at Alexandria, and to return

to America, where he has accepted the charge of a congregation

at Monee. The Committee gladly bear testimony to the high

qualities of Mr Hofheinz as a missionary, and to the zeal,

ability, and energy with which he has conducted the boys'

school at Alexandria. They have parted with him with much

regret, and cordially wish him happiness and success in his

ministry.

As his successor, the Committee have appointed Mr Drum-

mond, formerly of the Public School, Ardrishaig, a teacher to

whose qualifications in every way for the office they have strong

testimony. They trust that under him the school will fully

maintain its missionary character, and also take a foremost

place among the educational establishments of Alexandria. The

arrangements made for conducting the school during the vac-

ancy caused by the retirement of Mr Hofheinz were satis-

factory. The Eev. Mr Charteris acted as superintendent, and
" spent about four hours of each day in the school, either

teaching or supervising." The place of principal teacher was

taken by Mr Genta, the Italian master, a highly-educated gen-

tleman, who is a convert from the Church of Kome, and of

wjiose Christian character and qualifications as a teacher both

Dr Yule and Mr Charteris speak strongly. Mrs Charteris still

continues her valuable services as teacher of the girls' school,

which has been so often spoken of by Dr Yule and others in the

very highest terms.

In both of these schools an excellent and varied course of

education is given, but the Christian and missionary character

of the institutions is maintained. " The Holy Scriptures have

been taught in the school to Jews, Christians, and Mohamme-
dans—one day the Old Testament, one day the New. The
New Testament has been regularly read in Arabic, Italian,

French, and English. Very little difficulty has been felt in in-

ducing Jewish youths to receive instruction in the Christian re-

ligion." Mr Charteris, writing on the 22d January of this year,

says—** We have a good many Jewish boys. Lately some of

their parents, hard pressed by the rulers of the synagogue and
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others, came to ask me to allow their boys to absent themselves

from prayers and reading the Scriptures, and threatened to

withdraw their children if their request should not be granted.

I told them that we, as missionaries, taught the Scriptures on

principle
; that we were only continuing a system that had been

in existence for years ; that I could not on my own responsi-

bility change the character of the school; nor could I accede to

what might soon also be asked by Copts, Greeks, Catholics,

Mohammedans, &c. ; that of course they could withdraw their

children, but that I should be very sorry to see them act in

such a way after their boys had been so long in an institution

in which they had made so much progress in both scriptural

and secular knowledge. I have heard no more of the matter,

and the boys still attend."

The attendance of pupils has been smaller than last year

—

190 enrolled this year, against 231 in 1876. But while there

is a decrease of 15 in the number of Jewish girls, there is an in-

crease of 5 in the number of Jewish boys ; and in the report for

the last quarter of 1876, it is stated that of an average of 70 boys

in regular attendance, 30 were Jews ; of the others, 10 were Bri-

tish, the remaining 30 being Mohammedans, Greeks, Copts,

Maronites, &c.

The Committee have no doubt that the numbers in attend-

ance in both of our schools will be largely increased in con-

sequence of the additional accommodation now provided for the

girls' schools, and the increased attention to be paid to English

instruction in the boys' school—important both from a mission-

ary and an educational point of view—in consequence of the

appointment of Mr Drummond.

The buildings referred to in your Committee's Eeport for 1875

and 1876 have now been completed and occupied. Mr Charteris's

time has been so much engaged with work in the school, that

he could do but little in the way of visitation. He will now

be able to devote himself in greater measure to work among

adult Jews.
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II. WORK AMONG SEAMEN.

Mr Charteris reports, " Throughout the year, I am thankful

to report that neither rough weather nor ill-health has prevent-

ed my two visits a-week to the harbour—one on Saturday, to

go round the steamers and sailing vessels to converse with the

captains, engineers, and men, and to invite them to the service

on the Sabbath. We had only two blank days on which no

one came. On one occasion the wind rose suddenly and pre-

vented the crews leaving their ships ; on another there were no

sailing vessels in the harbour, the captains and crews of which

generally attend, and form a nucleus to draw a few from the

steamers. During the last quarter there has been some im-

provement in the attendance at the Bethel. We have given

five additional services—at one of which 32 were present, at

another 22, and the remainder varied from these higher figures

to only 5. Sometimes when there were only few, I had better

opportunities of conversing with them individually before or

after the service, and frequently had my own spirit refreshed

by the pious observations of decided Christian men." Like Mr
Crosbie, Mr Charteris speaks strongly of the frequency of the

practice, especially on board steamers, of loading and unloading

cargo on the Lord's Day.

III. SCOTTISH CONGREGATION.

The Scottish congregation still continues to prosper under the

charge of Dr Yule. The prayer - meetings and other services

have been regularly held. Dr Yule reports the total amount
raised in connection with the Mission at Alexandria durinf^ the

year 1876 as follows :

—

Collections and subscriptions, including Consular

Grant, ..... £397 14

School-fees, . . . . . 167 15

Subscription in aid of the Buildings, . , 173

Iq all, . . , £738 9
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Dr Yule's annual statement arrived as this Report was pass-

ing through the press. Your Committee give the following

extracts :

—

boys' school.

" The boys' school during the first part of the year was under

the superintendence of the Rev. Mr Hofheinz, who for the six

previous years had so ably conducted it ; under his manage-

ment the number of scholars had greatly increased, and their

progress in learning was very satisfactory. Mr Hofheinz was an

earnest, persevering, and useful agent of the Mission, and I

felt deep regret that he did not see it to be his duty to remain

with us.

" The school is now in charge of Mr Drummond, who seems

peculiarly well fitted for organising and conducting this part of

our work. From his ardent desire to be useful in making

known the truths of the Gospel, I have every hope that by

the divine blessing his efforts will be successful."

RELIGIOUS AND MORAL STATE OF ALEXANDRIA.

" To speak of the city generally, it is my firm conviction that

there is less religion amongst the population now than there was

nineteen years ago ; and that work for Christ is much more

difficult than it then was.

" As a rule, there is no ' day of rest ' in this place—there is no

intermission or diminution of toil on the Lord's Day ;
business

is carried on as on ordinary days, markets are held, shops are

open, railwsy-'traius are run, cotton -presses- are at work,

steamers are loaded asd unloaded in the harbour— in short,

every kind of work is carried on; and this not by Mohammedans,

whom we need not expect to keep holy the first day of the week,

but by Christians, and these not merely belonging to unreformed

Churches, but by Englishmen and Scotchmen, from whom better

things are expected.

" Then, Sunday is the great day for caf6 concerts and theatri-

cal performances, the latter in many instances being indelicate

in the extreme. The question arises. How is the Gospel to make

any way in the midst of all this wickedness ? How are Jews
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to be brought to believe in the truth of Christianity, when they

see the precepts of the Christian faith so daringly set aside by

those who profess to believe in it ? And yet this state of things,

so awfully sad, is but another reason for the urgent necessity

of having an evangelical Mission in this place."

IV.—BEYROUT.

Sub-Commiitee—Rev. John Milne.

„ James Robertson.

J. T. Maclagan, Esq.

Ordained Missionary—Rev. W. F. ScOTT.

Teacher of Boys' School—Mr William Staiger.

„ Girls' „ —Mrs Salt.

With a number of native Teachers.

Mr Scott entered on his duties at this station in October last,

having been ordained by the Presbytery of Edinburgh, and

solemnly commended to God at a meeting of friends interested

in the cause of missions, which was held in St Andrew's Church,

under the presidency of the Rev. Dr Stuart—Mr Scott's former

pastor.

I. WORK AMONG JEWS.

Mr Scott's first work as a missionary tiere is to -siak-e'Jiimself

master of the Arabic language, aniin this he is busily engaged.

Mr Staiger continues his visits among Jews. He has also been

frequently visited by them, and thus been enabled to talk with

them freely on religious subjects. In a letter dated 20th De-

cember last—a part of which was published in the * Record ' for

April—he mentions that one who had been under his instruc-

tions made public confession of his faith in Christ, and had

been received into the Church. Mr Staiger says, "As on

account of family ties he could not make this confession here,

he went to Jerusalem, where I had last year got his children
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placed in the Jewish Mission Institution. There he was bap-
tised, and as he found some work there, he established himself
in that town. Though he does not figure in the list of the
Jewish Mission of the Church of Scotland, still we may claim
him as a fruit of our work. However, that is a matter of
indifference

;
the chief thing is, that he has found the way of

salvation."

Schools.

Notwithstanding the persevering efforts of the Eoman Catho-
lic priests to draw away our pupils to their institution, the School
has had a larger attendance of pupils than in any previous year.

There were enrolled during the year 647 pupils, being an in-

crease of 55 over last year's return. Of Jewish children there
were 14 boys, 1 less than in last year's Eeport, and 72 girls,

being 50 more. The remainiug 473 boys and 88 girls were, as
formerly, of various races and creeds—Moslems, Greeks, Maron-
ites, Eoman Catholics, Druses, Armenians, and Syrians.

Both schools are distinctly missionary in their character.

Mr Staiger says, "In the schools we had children of nine dif-

ferent denominations, and aU without exception were instructed
in the Old and New Testaments." And again, "The New
Testament has been regularly read in school in the Arabic
language." Apart from the well-known zeal and devotion of

Mr Staiger, severely tested as that was during his residence in

Abyssinia, the strongest guarantees for the Christian spirit of

.^le education in our schools are afforded by the characters of

our teacirefS.- The head-master, Muallim Daood El Hajj, as

was stated in last year's Eeport, is both intellectually and mor-

ally admirably qualified for his post, and has much missionary

zeal. The French master, Selim Yazgy, is a man of superior

character, a true Protestant, and a good teacher. One of our

converts, Daood Harary, is also a teacher in the school.

The girls' school now occupies premises immediately behind

those used for the boys. The change is an improvement in every

respect. Mrs Salt has reason to congratulate herself on the in-

crease of the Jewish element in her school. She visits among

the parents of the children. Mr Scott reports, " Mrs Staiger has
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kindly undertaken the charge of a French class for the elder

girls for an hour in the forenoon. Many of the parents were

wont to complain that too little time was devoted to French—

a

language very useful to the girls here—and took their children

away from us, and placed them at one of the schools of the

French Sisters on this account. We trust now, however, to

keep our older girls longer with us than heretofore.

" I trust friends at home will enable us to supply school-books

gratis to those who are really poor, at least while the present

destitution lasts. The Eoman Catholics, I may mention, are

very liberal in this respect. The Committee will be gratified

to hear of the continued prosperity attending the schools.

Several of the youths from the senior English class were, at the

beginning of the present session, admitted into the American

College, after having passed the entrance examination,—a fact

which speaks volumes as to the quality of the instruction given

in them.
" I trust the Committee will keep in view the urgent need for

better school premises. The boys' school is overcrowded, and,

in hot weather, positively unhealthy. The acquisition of com-

modious premises would, I feel certain, tend to advance this

section of their work in Beyrout. I have not, of course, been

able to do much in the schools as yet, owing to my ignorance of

the language. I visit them almost daily, and listen to or con-

duct the recitation in one of the English classes.

" I have not yet met with many of the adult Jews. Mr
Staiger regularly visits the parents of our Jewish pupils (and

others), and Mrs Salt those of the Jewish girls. JCivg-rti 'is just

now much poverty among the Jews, as well as among the native
Christians and Moslems. The other week we had to help a
young man whom Mr Staiger found, with a wife and child, on
the brink of starvation. We sent him down to Haifa by the
Austrian steamer, as he hoped to get work throuo-h his father-

in-law, who resides there. It is a pity that there is not a little

fund at the disposal of the Mission agents here, to enable them
to give help in such a case. They cannot always afford to give
such help themselves

;
and it seems to me that a little assistance

given to a poor Jew in his hour of need, and a kindly word
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spoken in the name of Christ, will do more to make him look

with kindly eyes on the Gospel than perhaps years of doctrinal

discussion."

II. ENGLISH SERVICE.

As was explained in last year's report, the charge of the Anglo-

American congregation was intrusted during the first four months

of 1876 to the Eev. John Milne of Kirkurd, whose ministrations

—the Committee are assured—were very highly appreciated by

the members of the congregation. Mr ]\Iilne threw himself

heartily into the work of the station, taught regularly in the

school, and also in the British Syrian schools, and generally took

part in every work of Christian usefulness carried on by the

Protestant community.

This Committee and the Church of Scotland owe him a large

debt of gratitude for the generous manner in which he placed

his great ability and remarkable talents as a linguist at their

disposal during the vacancy at this station.

Mr Scott reports :

— " The weekly services in the Anglo-

American Church were conducted, after Mr Milne of Kirkurd

left for Scotland, by members of the American Mission, the

Eev. Mr Dennis being acting pastor. From July till the middle

of October the major part of the congregation were resident in

the mountains ; and services, under the charge of the Eev. Dr
Jessup, were conducted regularly in Shemlan—one of the vil-

lages in the Lebanon, about three hours from Beyrout—in the

church belonging to Mrs Watson. On my arrival, in October,

the service in the church here was resumed by me, and has since

been regularly continued.

" The weekly prayer-meeting in connection with the congre-

gation, conducted in turn by myself and the brethren of the

American Mission, has been held as usual, regularly, from

house to house, on Wednesday afternoons, except on the first

Wednesday of every month, when it is held in the evening,

for the convenience of those gentlemen whose engagements

prevent them attending it during the day.

" I have frequently an opportunity of addressing, on Sunday

2 T
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evenino'S, the girls iu the British Syrian Schools' Institution

—

an exercise very refreshing and pleasing to me."

The Committee are sure that the friends of Missions will

heartily wish our young missionary " God-speed " in the im-

portant field on which he has entered. Each year our work in

Beyrout grows in interest. The congregation is a remarkable

illustration of Christian union, combining, as it does, in a prac-

tical "Evangelical Alliance/' all the English-speaking Protest-

ants of Beyrout. The schools are yearly growing, and would

certainly take a yet higher position were they provided with

commodious premises, such as the Mission now possesses in

Constantinople, Smyrna, and Alexandria. And those who, from

local knowledge, are best able to judge, testify that Beyrout

is an excellent centre for missionary work among the Jews of

Syria and Palestine, from its considerable Jewish population,

its nearness to the Holy Land, its position as a seaport, and

the ready access it affords to other places where Jews abound

—such as Aleppo and Damascus.

v.—SALONICA.

Suh-Committee—T^.ey. Dr Scott.

David Scott, Esq., C.A.

Ordained Missionaries—Eev. Petek Ceosbie,

„ J. S. Dewar.

TeacJicrs of Girls School—Mts Tannoch.

Mrs Waddell.

1. Work among the Jews.

Mr Crosbie reports that the distress and anxiety caused

among the Jews by the present state of affairs in Turkey is a

new and serious obstacle in the way of his efforts for their con-

version. His Saturday meetings for Jews are regularly held,

but poorly attended. His schedules state the number present

at 15. He reports having "put into circulation about a thou-
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sand tracts and treatises—including, among others, 'Leslie's

Short and Easy Method with the Jews.'

"

On the return of Mr and Mrs Crosbie in the spring of 187G,

Mrs Crosbie resumed the charge of the school, which she con-

tinued to teach with her usual ability and energy, till ]Mrs Tan-
noch and Mrs Waddell, the ladies sent out as teachers by the

Committee of the Ladies' Auxiliary Association, were able to enter

on their work. Under them the school has greatly prospered

—

the attendance, 120 on the roll during the year, being the largest

ever returned. Both the Old and New Testaments are daily read

in French and Juda30-Spanish. Mr Crosbie regularly opens the

school with prayer, and sometimes a short exhortation in Judreo-

Spanish. He says, " The highest class read with me a chapter in

Hebrew, and a chapter in their mother tongue—Judseo-Spanish

—every morning. The second class use the text-books prepared

by Dr Thomson of Constantinople. I give them besides lessons in

sacred geography, based on White's ' Modern Geography.' Mrs
Crosbie simultaneously gives oral prelections in Scripture sub-

jects in Spanish to the junior class, numerically the largest."

Mrs Tannoch also mentions " that the children read the Bible

in French and English as well as in their own language with

:Mr Crosbie." The other branches taught are French, English,

Judffio-Spanish, reading, writing, arithmetic, &c. Mr Crosbie

says, "As far as I am able to judge, the attainments are fair

and creditable to all concerned. I have no hesitation in saying

that the school deserves the continued confidence and support

of the Church." Mr Crosbie speaks in high terms of the rapid

advance of Mrs Waddell in her study of Judseo-Spanish.

2. English Services.

These are regularly held for the benefit of the British resi-

dents, who may all be described as adherents to the Mission

congregation. The number of communicants is twenty-seven.

Mr Crosbie complains of the difficulty of inducing seamen to

attend his service, owing to the prevalence of the practice of

loading and unloading cargo on the Lord's day. As some of

Her Majesty's ships of war which lay in the port had no chap-
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lains, Mr Crosbie had occasional opportunities of holding service

on board at the request of the captains—the ships' cutters bring-

ing off the shore congregation.

3. COLPOKTAGE.

This branch of work, carried on by Christo, the colporteur

of the Scottish National Bible Society, under the superintend-

ence of Mr Crosbie, has suffered much from the disturbed state

of the country, the sales being smaller than in any previous

year. They were, however, larger than those of any of his fel-

low-labourers in the same field.

4. WOEK AMONG THE GREEKS.

This has been conducted with great energy by the Eev. Mr
Bewar, who, besides itinerating in the neighbourhood, visits,

holds meetings, conducts a regular Sunday afternoon service,

and has a Sunday-school. Owing to the opposition of the clergy,

and the disturbed state of the country, he has to complain of

many discouragements and difficulties. But the field he occu-

pies is one of undoubted importance and promise, and his own

zeal and special qualifications are unquestionable,

5. MONASTIR.

The labours of jMr Aristides, our evangelist, at this station,

are spoken of in the highest terms both by INIr Dewar and by

the members of the American Mission to the Bulgarians, who
are settled in this town. His services are well attended, and

he has been able to do much good both among Jews and Gen-

tiles.

In thus briefly reporting the work at this station, your Com-

mittee cannot forget the alarming outbreak of Mohammedan
fanaticism which resulted in the death of two of the consuls

resident at Salonica, and which rendered the position of Chris-

tian missionaries at that city one of no ordinary danger and

anxiety. Tranquillity had hardly been restored at the time

when Mrs Tannoch and Mrs Waddell arrived, and, as Mr Cros-
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bie truly says, " it demanded no small amount of nerve as well

as devotion to sit down amidst such distractions to the study of

a foreign language, and that one the acquisition of which is

especially difficult and irksome to the tyro." But the best help

to the new agents was the example which had been given by

Mv and Mrs Crosbie and Mr and Mrs Dewar, who, in the midst

of confusion and fear, had calmly and steadily continued their

work.

Ladies' Association,

The Committee have, as in former years, to express their

warmest thanks to the Ladies' Associations in Edinburgh and

Glasgow, for promoting the education of Jewish females. They

regret much that their efforts are not more liberally supported

by the Church. All our missionaries unite in testifying that

those difficulties which are so strongly felt in maintaining schools

for Jewish boys do not, at least in the same degree, stand in

the way of schools for Jewish girls. As a matter of fact, these

schools are well attended at all our stations, and number more

than a hundred pupils both at Constantinople and Salonica.

Their importance can hardly be overestimated, both as a means

of bringing under Gospel truth the future " mothers of Israel,"

and as aff'ording an opening for Christian ladies to visit among
Jewish women in their own homes. There is no doubt that the

key to the strong fortress of Judaism is to be found in the

home. If we can secure an entrance there, the heart of the Jew-

will be won for Christ. Your Committee trust that, side by side

with the Zenana Mission which is doing such good work in

India, there will be maintained an agency for spreading the

Gospel among Jewish women ; and for this the starting-point

is the girls' school.

Funds.

Collections on behalf of the funds of your Committee have

been made in 1062 churches and chapels. The amount thus

contributed is £3861, 4s. 9d, or £51, 17s. 4d. more than during

the previous year. From 235 churches no collections have
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been received. From parochial and missionary associations, and

from stations, the amount received has been £448, 2s. 2d., being

an increase of £51, 14s. 8d. over the sums received during the

former year. The sums contributed by individuals during the

year was £58, Os. 8d., or £54, 15s. 8d. less than in the previous

year, while the legacies received amount to £546, 12s. 9d.,

being a decrease of £1107, lis. 5d. on the amount received

during the former year.

The total funds for the ordinary purposes of the Mission, for

the year ending 31st December 1876, has been £4929, 3s. 5d.,

being £1106, 10s. less than the income for the former year ; and

the expenditure for the same period has been £5401, 18s. 5d.,

or £588, 15s. less than the expenditure for the previous year.

Conclusion.

In conclusion, your Committee earnestly appeal to the con-

gregations of the Church for the help which is needed to main-

tain and extend a Mission which they firmly believe to be of

special interest and importance.

Their agents are sent to fulfil the apostolic commission to

preach " to the Jciv first, and also to the Greek."

They are sent, and they go to the Jew first. They regularly

hold meetings for Jews, visit them, sell and distribute among

them the Scriptures, both of the Old and New Testaments, and

also books and tracts specially designed for their instruction in

the facts and doctrines of Christianity. Several of them take

an active part in the circulation of the Scriptures among Jews

and other races. Mr Christie of Constantinople, after long-

continued labour, has just finished his Judaeo-Spanish version of

the whole Bible, and, along with others of his brethren, will

engage, as soon as possible, in the work of translating Christian

tracts into the same language. They have been able to report

comparatively few baptisms, partly because of the special ob-

stacles in the way of the conversion of Spanish Jews, partly

because of the difficulty of inducing men to make the sacrifices

implied in the renunciation of their old religion, where no pro-

vision is made for the support of inquirers, or for the reception
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ot converts into an "industrial home." But in the course of

their labours in the East they have had many inquirers, several

of whom have been subsequently baptised by the missionaries

of other societies differently circumstanced. They have gained

the respect and confidence of the Jews among whom they labour,

and they report progress in the breaking down of opposition,

the awakening of a spirit of inquiry, the excitement of interest

with regard to Christianity, and of a sense of the strength of

its claims on the attention of Jews. They know that their

work must be emphatically one of faith and patience, and so they
labour on, believing that in due season we shall reap what they

have sown if we faint not.

But they also preach to the Gentiles. Placed as they are in

positions where there are the widest openings for evangelistic

work of all kinds, they try to do good to all as they have
opportunity. They preach to our Scottish engineers at Con-
stantinople ; to the merchants and sailors at Smyrna, Alexan-
dria, and Salonica ; to the whole English-speaking community
at Beyrout ; to the Greeks in Macedonia—to all, in short, to

whom "they can gain access. Thus, without interfering with
their special duties to the Jews, they refresh their o%vn spirit

by pastoral work among their fellow-Christians
; they promote

pure and undefiled religion among those who are strongly

tempted to neglect it, and nourish a missionary spirit among
our countrymen in the large cities of the Turkish empire ; they
do much to break down the superstition and error which have
so overclouded these lands.

Since its establishment in Turkey, their Mission has been
largely educational in its character. The attendance of pupils

at their six schools last year was the largest ever reported, the

total being 1723, an increase of 358 over the number for 1875.

Of these 525 were Jewish children—103 boys and 422 girls,

an increase over 1875 of 204—22 boys and 182 girls, and this

in spite of the Eabbis and of the provision which the Jews are

now making everywhere for the education of their children.

These schools are avowedly missionary and Christian in their

character. The pupils read the New Testament as well as the

Old, Jews and Gentiles reading and committing to memory the
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same passages and the same hymns, and receiving " precisely the

same religious instruction. Their attainments in religious know-

ledge have often been attested by competent witnesses.

The opposition of the Eabbis already referred to, has been

specially directed against our schools for boys. "While these

were open only to Jews, as was long the case both at Smyrna

and Constantinople, they were liable to the occasional loss of

the pupils en masse, in consequence of anathemas. But they

are now no longer liable to such interruptions, partly because

the parents are more and more anxious to avail themselves of

the excellent general education provided in our schools, in spite

of the opposition of their leaders, and partly because all our

schools are now open both to Jews and Gentiles.

This system of mixed schools has been found to serve import-

ant practical ends. Jews cannot object to the teaching of Cliris-

tianity in a school attended largely by Christians ; the schools

are maintained without interruption notwithstanding the op-

position of the Eabbis ; they are always open for the reception

of any children who, in consequence of such opposition, may

have been withdrawn ; and, as Mr Spence remarks in his report,

the very existence of schools where Jews, Mohammedans, and

Greeks meet harmoniously together, does much to break down

that war of races and creeds which is the special curse of Turkey.

The Committee desire gratefully to record their high sense of

the faithful work that has been done by their Agents in their

several spheres of labour. They conjfidently believe that the

value of the Mission under their charge will be more highly

appreciated the better its position is understood.

Unless the Jews are to be excepted from the benefits of the

command to the Church to preach the Gospel to all nations,

they must be the subject of a special mission, sending forth

men specially trained in the knowledge, not only of the neces-

sary languages, but of Jewish" literature and modes of thought.

Such a mission ought to be neglected by no Church, for the

special claim of the Jew to our gratitude and interest and pity

appeals to all Christians alike. Such a mission has been under-

taken by our Church, addressed especially to the Spanish Jews

—the class among them of all others to whom Christians owe
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most reparation for grievous wrongs in the past, and who have as

yet been most neglected. From the nature of the case this work
must be beset with difficulties : if God be true it cannot fail. "We

need only faith and patience to gain the success which in the

end must come. Meantime we have the satisfaction of know-
ing that we are occupying a most important position at a most

critical time, when Christians of all Churches are loudly called

on to do now what in them lies to comfort and help those suf-

fering under the horrors of war, and to be ready at once to avail

themselves of any fresh opportunities of preaching the Gospel

which may be afforded by the return of peace.

In name and hy ajjpointjjient of the Committee,

H. W. SMITH, Convener.

2U
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APPENDIX.

THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LADIES' ASSO-
CIATION FOR THE CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF JEW-
ISH FEMALES.

It is the duty of the Committee of " The Ladies' Association for the
Christian Education of Jewish Females," once more to bring before

their friends a report of their proceedings during the past year. And
in doing so, they desire to thank God that He has raised up teachers for

the vacant school at Salonica, and that He has preserved their

teachers in the midst of danger.

The Committee feel it is only necessary to give a brief summary
of the work carried on, as from letters and information given in the
' News of Female Missions ' their friends are acquainted with details.

In Germany, although our former agents. Miss Mittelbach and
Miss Huth, are no longer in the service of the Association, it is

believed they are continuing to visit in their neighbourhood, as their

health permits, among Jewish families,—scattering seed, it may be, in

hard and barren soil
;
yet, sown in faith and watered by prayer, it may

spring up many days hence.

At Smyrna the average attendance at the school during the past

year was 56. Mrs Spath, who so long and faithfully taught this school,

now only superintends it, having two assistants—one to instruct the

Greek children, and the other the Jewesses. A gentleman lately travel-

ling in the East visited this station, and gives the following favourable

opinion of it. After speaking of his satisfaction with the proficiency

of the children when they were examined, he says :
" With the in-

structors, male and female—with the clean and tidy appearance, and
bright, not to say handsome, looks of the boys and girls—with the

rooms where instruction was conducted—we were all much pleased.

Everything indicated a well-ordered establishment ; and the impression

left on our minds was, that good must be resulting, slowly, perhaps,

though still surely, in the case of many under instruction. The teachers

seem very devoted ; and one can believe this the more readily, con-

sidering that their duties are not without self-sacrifice."

Though this report is most satisfactory and encouraging, considering
the present state of affairs in the East, there is no small anxiety felt

by our agent, Mrs Spath. In a letter received lately, she says :
" We

are kept in constant excitement by the sad events which foUow each
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Other so rapidly in the Turkish empire. The sad accounts we get here

of the Turkish Avarfare in European Turkey, tell us only too plainly

what would be our lot if the Turks could do as they liked. They

are a barbarous race, incapable of being civilised. The Circassians,

who to this very day sell their own daughters to the Turks, are very

cruel ; their chief occupation consists in stealing and plundering. All

Christians should unite in prayer that this cruel war may soon cease."

The Committee, at Mrs Spath's suggestion, increased the salaries of

her two assistants ; and they hope the greater liberality of their friends

Avill enable them to meet this expense without curtailing the work

clsGwliGrG.

In last Report hopes were expressed that suitable teachers would soon

be found to relieve Mrs Crosbie of the charge of the school at Salonica.

They have been fortunate in securing the services of Mrs Tannoch, and

her daughter Mrs Waddell, who left this country in May last, and have

now entered on their duties in the school. The time of the arrival of

these ladies at Salonica was most unfortunate, being just at the outbreak

of war in the East. This, however, has not discouraged them. Having

devoted themselves to labour in this part of the Master's vineyard, they

have been steady to their resolve, resting in confidence on Him who
is a covert from the storm, a very present help in every time of_ need.

The disturbed state of the country caused a slight diminution in the

attendance at the school, as the children were afraid to go any great

distance from their homes. This, however, has been only temporary, as

by last accounts there was an attendance of eighty at the school.
_

The Committee would again record their thanks to Mrs Crosbie for

the service she has rendered to the Association in taking chgirge of the

school so long ; and they feel glad she will continue to give Mrs

Tannoch and Mrs Waddell the benefit of her long experience.

It is cause of deep regret that the funds will not yet permit the Com-

mittee to take Mrs Hannah's school at Calcutta under their charge
;

but they are glad that their friends have enabled them frequently to

send her substantial aid. As has been stated in former Reports, the

school is in a Jewish quarter of the town ; it was opened at the request

of Jews, and is largely attended by their children. It was lately

visited by a gentleman from Glasgow, who speaks highly in its favour,

and was not a little touched while there to hear verses from Isaiah and

Daniel in reference to Christ repeated by Jewish lips. May they soon

understand what they repeat, and acknowledge Him as their Lord and

Saviour

!

The school is now in such a state of proficiency as to receive Govern-

ment grants, which help very materially to support it, and so compara-

tively a small sum would be required from this country. Mrs Hannah
is most anxious to have her school in connection with the Church of

Scotland through your Association ; and, seeing it is a school estab-

lished with a staff of teachers, and in full working order, it seems sad

that we cannot at once enter this door already opened for us. Will

the friends of the Church of Scotland not help us to enter this open

door 1 Shall we let this promising field of labour among the Jews pass

into other hands 1

The Committee regret to have to report the resignation of Mrs

Scott, one of the Honorary Secretaries. They cannot allow her to retire
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from office without recording their deep sense of gratitude to her for
the services she has rendered to the Association, and of the great in-

terest she has taken in its affairs ; and expressing the hope that they
may long have the benefit of her advice and experience as a member of

Committee.
The Committee have also to regret the loss of one of their most

active members, and one of the originators of the Association : Mrs
Mackichan, in leaving this country, has their best wishes, and the
earnest desire that she may be long spared in a distant land to be a

comfort and blessing to many as she was at home.
As to funds, the receipts for the year have been £405, 2s. 2d.

—

this includes a balance from the previous year of £17, 12s. Id., and
a grant of £lOO from the General Assembly Committee ; and the
expenditure has been £378, 7s. 4d., leaving a balance of £'26, 14s. lod.

There has been considerable outlay for outfit and passage money ; but
we must look forward to a larger amount of salaries to be paid in future,

so that quite as much will require to be raised ; and, while thankful to

the Assembly's Committee for their kind help, we must endeavour by
our own exertions to extend our auxiliaries and increase our funds.

_
The Committee are very anxious that congregations, in forming mis-

sionary associations, would include this one in their scheme. They are
glad to report that several congregations have collected this year for

the first time ; and they most earnestly appeal to ministers to give their

people in some way an opportunity of contributing to this important
branch of mission work.
Such is a statement of what your Association has been doing during

the past year—not by any means what it ought or xoished to do, but all

that the funds warrant them to undertake. The Association was started
with the view of having a school for girls at every station where the
Assembly's Committee appointed a missionary and planted a school for

Jewish boys. This end has never been attained, because the means
have not been placed at their disposal : indeed, without help from the
Assembly's Committee, they -could not maintain the schools and teachers
they at present have ; and the Committee have, year after year, re-

gretted that they have not been able to report an increase of interest in

the cause of Jewish missions at home, and consequently an extension
of the work abroad. Surely in those days, when education is eagerly
sought hy women at home and /or women abroad, that boon should not
be withheld from the daughters of Israel ; not that the Jews, in send-
ing their daughters to our schools, desire Christian education for them,
but the very circumstance that our schools are preferred to others,

shows that there is not the determined objection there once was even
to come in contact with Christians.

There is not, we believe, the bitter feeling on the part of Christians
towards the Jews there was in days gone by—still there is coldness and
indiflference ; and to this day it seems as if the curse invoked by their

forefathers
—

" His blood be on us and on our children "—still rests on
them. Would it not be well that we followed our Master, and pray as

He did, " Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do " ?

They have much of the world's wealth in their hands, and we do not
scruple to make use of that when needed to help in our undertakings

;

should we withhold from them the greatest of all blessings, and not
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offer them the Pearl of great price, and strive to lead them to look to

Jesus, whom their fathers crucified, as their Lord and Saviour ?

As one of our missionaries has well remarked, " The Jewisli Mission

is one of faith and hope—a sowing time ; and therefore we must be

content if, by teaching, preaching, and spreading the Word of God, we

are able to do the work of John—viz., to prepare the way of the Lord.

We have the sure promise, that when the Lord's time comes, 'All Israel

shall be saved.'

"

Let the Association, then, in the coming year, obey the injunction of

the apostle to the ancient church of the Thessalonians, " Pray without

ceasing ;
" and take as their encouragement the promise to the ancient

church at Smyrna, " Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee

a crown of life."
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ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS,

For Year to Zlst December 187G.

CHARGE.

Funds ox uaxd at 31st December 1875, per last Account—
Amount, •••••..... ^£2118 ;> ^

Income of the Scheme for Year 1876—

1. Collections and Contributions

—

From Churches and Chapels, . . £3561 4 9

iVo«e.—Prom 235 Churches no Contributions
have been received.

From Associations

—

Lay Association, . . £117 8
Glasgow Ladies' Association

for Miss Ashley's School at
Alexandria, .

'
. . 80

Other Associations, . . 26 1

Y\'i 8 c

From Individuals, 58 8

„ T . £4036 14 1
2. Legacies, 546 12 9
3. Interest on Bank Account, . . . . 26 10
4. Consular Grant for Alexandria for 1875,

*
." 198 14 2

5. Sura received from Alexandria, being balance
of sums raised there, io5 9 6

6. Incidental Collections, . . . . .' 15 2 11
Total Income, 4929 3 5

Sum of the Charge, . . £7047 8 7
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DISCHARGE.

EXPEXDITUEE DURING 1876—

1. Payment on account of Missions

—

(1.) Salonica

—

Salary to Rev. Peter Crosbie, £350

Do. to Rev. J. S. Dewar, 250

Do. to Aristides at Monaster, 70

Do. to Female Teacher for 5 months at £80 a-year, . 33 6 8

School and General Expenses connected with the

Mission, 96 19 10

(2.) Smyrna

—

Salary to Rev. D. B. Spence, .

Do. to Mr Spath, ....
Do. to Mr Kynegos,

Do. to Mr Philippo,

School and general Expenses con-

nected with the Mission, including

£144, 16s. 6d., transferred to Build-

ing Fund in respect of outlay on

Mission premises,

(3.) Alexandria

—

Salarv to Rev. Dr Yule,

Do. to Rev. C. F. Hofheinz, to time of

his leaving the Committee's service.

Do. to Kev.'W. Charteris,

Do. to Mrs Charteris,

School and General Expenses con

nected with the Mission,

(4.) Constantinople

—

Salary to Rev. James Christie,

Do. to Mr Raphael Segura,

Do. to Israel Melitz,

Do. to Miss Tucker,

School and General Expenses con

nected with the Mission,

(5.) Beyrout

—

Salarv to Rev. W. F. Scott, .

Do. to Mr W. Staiger, .

Do. to Mrs Salt, ....
Do. to Davood El'hajj, .

Balance of £100 voted to Rev. John
Milne, Kirkurd, for services at

Beyrout and expenses,

School and General Expenses con-

nected with the Mission,

£800

£350
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Brought forward, £4015
Premiums of Insurance ou the lives of Missionaries, in so

far as paid by the Committee, jq
Travelling Expenses and expenses of outfit, &c., of Mission

-

^ -'iries, 334
Expenses of distributing ' Missionary Record '

—

1. Share of Accounts to Messrs IBlack-
wood & Sons for ' Records ' sent to
Ministers and others at home, . . £24 7 2

2. Accounts to do. for ' Records ' sent to
Missionaries,

r>. Printing, Advertising, &c.

—

1. Report to General Assembly, includ-
ing copies for annual volume of Re-
ports, and proportion of expense of
binding and distributing volume, .

2. Expense of printing and despatching
Annual Collection Notices,

3. General Expenses, ....

2 4

40 2

14 12

y 9

19 9

6 5

2G 11

6. Share of Expenses of Schemes' Office—
1

.

Salaries of Collector, Clerk, and Officer,
2. Taxes, Coals, Gas, &c.,

3. Books, Printing, and Stationery,
4. Postages and Incidents,

7. Expenses connected with the supplv of Mr
Milne's pulpit at Kirkurd during his
absence at Beyrout, . . . .

8. Miscellaneous and Incidental Expenses,

9. Expenses of Management

—

1. Salary to Secretary and Treasurer, .

2. Auditor and Accountant's fee for year
1875,

£46 14
• n 6

2 6

7 13

£80

19 2

9 9

II. Funds on hand at 31st December 1875—
Balance in British Linen Company Bank, £1639 12 II
Balance due by Secretary and Treasurer, . 6 9 9

£1646 2 8
Less Balance due to Rev. Mr Christie, 12 6

1645 10 2

Sum of the Dlscharge, equal to the Charge, £7047

Prepared and Submitted by

GEORGE MURRAY, Auditor.

42 Castle Street,
Edinburgh, April 187!
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE,

1877-78.

GENERAL COMMITTEE.

The MINISTERS in the PRESBYTERY of EDINBURGH.
The MINISTERS in the PRESBYTERY of GLASGOW.

Rev. Dr Botd, St Andrews. Rev,

,, J. A. BuRDON, Lasswade. ,,

,, Dr Charles, Kirkowen. ,,

,, Mr Dunn, Cardross. ,,

,, Dr ESDAILE, Rescobie. The
,, Archibald Fleming, Perth.

„ Mr Gordon, Abemethy. Rev

„ Mr Grant, Fordyce.
'

,,

,, Andrew Gray, Dalkeith. „
„ Dr Hutchison, Banchory-Teman. ,,

„ David Johnston, Harray. „
,, Dr Lees, Paisley.

„ Dr MACKENZlE,"Urquhart. ,,

,, Dr J. M'Leod, Morven. ,,

Mr MiDDLETON, Glenmuick,

Dr MiLLiGAN, Aberdeen.

Robert Milne, Perth.

Mr Murray, Balmaclellan.

Very Rev. Principal Pirie, Aber-

deen.
Dr George Ritchie, Edinburgh.

Dr Sellar, Aberlour.

Mr Stephen, Renfrew.

Robert Stevenson, Dairy.

Mr Underwood, Kirkpatrick-

Irongray.
David Webster, Fetlar.

Mr Young, Ellon.

Anstruther, Sir Robert, of Balcas-

kie, Bart., M.P.
Balfour of Burleigh, Lord.
Black, A. D. M., Esq., W.S.
Butter, Archibald, Esq. of Fask-

ally.

Blackwood, William, Esq., Banker,

Peebles.

Cook, John, Esq., W.S., 11 Great King
Street, Edinburgh.

Craig, Robert, Esq., Craigesk.

Douglas, Alex. Sholto, Esq., W.S.
Fergusson, Right Hon. Sir James, of

Kilkerran, Bart.

Forbes, Dan., Esq., Writer, Glasgow.

Gibson, Thomas, Esq., Palmerston PI.

Gordon, Lord, of Drumeam, 2 Ran-
dolph Crescent, Edinburgh.

Hannay, John, Esq., Conskie Bank,
Banff.

Houldsworth, James, Esq. of Coltness,

36 Queen's Gate, London, S.W.
Johnston, James, Esq. of Alva.

King, James, Esq. of Lcvemhohn.
Law, William, Esq., Hermitage, Mur-

rayfield.

Lothian, Maurice, Esq., 54 Queen
Street, Edinburgh.

Maclagan, Dr Douglas, 28 Heriot

Row.
Maxwell, Wellwood Herries, Esq.

of Munches.
Milne Home, David, Esq., LL.D., of

Wedderburn.
Mure, The Hon. Lord, 12 Ainslie Place,

Edinburgh.
Murray, Anthony, Esq. of Crieff, W.S.,

141 George Street.

Paton, Robert, Esq., W.S., Selkirk.

Philip, R. W., Esq., Writer, Arbroath.

Polwarth, Right, Hon. Lord.

Rhind, David, Esq., Architect, 54

Great King Street, Edinburgh.
Robertson, Andrew, Esq., M.D., of

Hopewell.
Seafield, The Right Hon. the Earl of.

Selkirk, The Right Hon. the Earl of.

Simpson, Alex., Esq., Advo., Aberdeen.

Stewart, R. S. H. Johnston, Esq. of

Straiton.

Wallace, D.\vid, Esq., 168 West
George Street, Glasgow.

Watson, Sir James, Glasgow.

White, William Logan, Esq. of Eel-

lerstain.

Yeats, William, Esq. of Aquharney.
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And the folloivinrj, who are also Members of the

ACTING SUB-COMMITTEE.

Alison, Rev. John, 22 West Mayfield.

Black, Rev. P. Cameron, Old Monk-
land.

Charteris, Rev. A. H., D.D., 4 Green-
hill Gardens.

Clark, Rev. Alex., Wick.
CuMMiNG, Rev. J. Elder, D.D., 8 Buck-

ingham Terrace, Glasgow.
DODDS, Rev. Jailes, 15 Sandyford Place,

Glasgow.
Forrest, Rev. R. G., 11 Osborne Ter-

race.

Gordon, Rev. Thomas, D.D., New-
battle.

Hamilton, Rev. H. M., Hamilton.
Jamieson, Rev. George T., Portobello.
Jamieson, Rev. W. C. E., 5 St Andrew's

Terrace.
Lang, Rev. Dr, 5 Woodlands Terrace,

Glasgow.
Liddell, Rev. J. R., Kirkliston.
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Crescent.
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M'Leod, Rev. Donald, D.D., 1 Wood- I
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Pagan, Rev. J., Bothwell. I

Phin, Rev. K. M., D.D., 22 Queen St.
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Rankin, Rev. James, Muthill. !

Riach, Rev. W. L., 19 Mayfield Terrace.
:

Scott, Rev. Archibald, D.D., 18
,
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|

Smith, Rev. H. W., Kirknewton.
|

Stevenson, Rev. R. H., D.D., 9 Oxford
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|

Stort, Rev. R. H., D.D., Rosneath.
TULLOCH, Principal, D.D., St Andrews. I

Williamson, Rev. Alex., 32 Blacket
Place.

I

Baillie, Hon. Major, Dryburgh Abbey.
Baillie, Sir Wm., of Polkemmet, Bart.

Baillie, John M., Esq., C.A., 15 North-

umberland Street.

Baxter, Edmund, Esq., 9 Rutland Sq.

Campbell, Alex., Esq., 6 Charlotte Sq.

Christie, John, Esq. of Cowden, 19

Buckingham Terrace.

Darling, James S., W.S., 64 Northum-
berland Street.

Drtsdale, William, Esq. , 3 Hart St.

Dunlop, Dr, R.N., 24 Blacket Place.

Grahame, James, Esq. of Auldhouse,
PoUokshaws.

Handyside, W., Esq., 11 Claremont
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The Committee lay this Eeport before the General Assembly

saddened by the removal of their Convener, Dr Smith, who had

for so long, and with so much devotion and ability, prosecuted

the objects of the scheme. Every member of the Committee re-

garded him as a personal friend, and every recollection of him is

associated with his genial, vigorous, and able conduct of all the

mass of business superintended and carried out by him. The

Committee feel that instead of further enlarging on what they

and the Church have lost in Dr Smith, they cannot do better

than avail themselves of the following admirable tribute to him

and his work which at their request was drawn up by Dr Char-

teris and embodied in their minute, February 22, 1877 :

—

" fT^HE Committee cannot put in words the sorrow and dismay

JL in which they meet for the first time without a Convener.

" Although as the months of winter passed over them, the hopes

" they cherished of Dr Smith's restoration to health became fewer

" and fainter
;
yet, even to the last, it seemed impossible that the

" end could be near. They were doing what they could to carry

" on the scheme as he would have carried it on, deeply conscious

" that they were only imperfectly fulfilling what he had long

" proposed as this year's work : and they hoped that though he

" could not take part in it, they might have the privilege of fur-
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" nishing tidings of progress to cheer him in his sick-room, if not

" at their own meeting. But it has seemed good to Him who
" knoweth best, whose love is ahnighty as His wisdom, to

" remove from the midst of abounding labours the strong frame

" and wise mind and warm heart that have so long been the centre

" of the Church of Scotland's Endowment Scheme : and it would

" ill beseem his colleagues to receive with murmurs the dispensa-

" tion which their honoured and beloved Convener met with the

" calm fortitude of assured faith.

" While the Committee cannot adequately express their sense of

" personal loss, they desire, in the spirit of him for whom they

" mourn, to remember with thankfulness, and here to record, as

" his most fitting memorial, what has been done during the sixteen

" years of his management of the scheme. When God called

" away the founder of the scheme, whose zeal and faith and power
" awoke first a few friends, and next the Church, and eventually

" the whole country, to the national importance and the entire

" practicabDity of extending the Church of Scotland by volun-

" tarily-provided endowment of new parishes, upwards of sixty

" new parishes had been added to the Church. There were also

" in existence pledges and promises of subscriptions, not wholly
" called up, which had been evoked by the project of endowing
" 100 new churches under the ' Provincial Endowment Scheme ;

'

" but in the time which had elapsed since these promises were
" given, many had lost their value. It was therefore, in the eyes

" of many, a hopeless task to attempt the completion of the under-

" taking ; but Dr Smith, who had been the colleague of Dr
" Eobertson's own choice, set himself, as his successor, to carry

" out the scheme. Vigorously supported for five years by the
" Vice-Convener, the late Mr Alexander Macduif of Bonhard, who
" devoted his rare business powers to the work of organising the

" numerous and scattered agencies, Dr Smith, after many delays

" and much toil, substantially accomplished what his friend had
" purposed

; and, with a self-abnegation that was easy and natural

" to him, regarded and described all he did as ' Dr Eobertson's
" ' Scheme.' This being done, 150 parishes had been added to the
" parochial establishment.

" But meanwhile new chapels had been built, and more were
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" needed where new populations M-ere springing up, and it was
•' obvious that whatever had been the necessity for an Endowment
" Scheme in 1845, there was even more in 1870. With a solid basis
" of fact in the statistics of new populations, and in the success of
" parishes already endowed, Dr Smith launched in 1871 a new
" scheme for the endowment of another hundred parishes.

" Powerfully aided by his friends in the west of Scotland, especi-

" ally by the munificence of the late j\lr Baird and the generous
" labour of still living men, Dr Smith succeeded in carrying out
" the endowment of all those contemplated, and thus there were
" added to the Church of Scotland 250 parishes, the total value of
" buildings, endowments, &c., being more than £1,666,000. It may
" be said that the Endowment Scheme owed its success in its first

" undertakings mainly to the landowners and the town and country
" congregations of the south and east of Scotland ; but the chief
" burden of the scheme of 1871 fell upon the mercantile classes

" and the people of the' west. In view of continued need, and
" trusting to the support of all the members and friends of

" the National Church, Dr Smith had announced in the Assembly
" of 1876 a project of endowing still another hundred. To
" the organising of this new scheme the last months of his life

" were given : and the few weeks of his autumn holiday were
" devoted to laborious correspondence, and numerous conferences

" with ministers. Presbyteries, and Synods in all parts of the
" country ; for lie longed to make a worthy beginning of the

" new scheme before next General Assembly. Amid those great

" and toilsome undertakings, the summons of the Master came to

" him, and he was able to bow his head and say, 'Father, Thy
" ' will be done.'

" When the Committee recall all that the Convener undertook
" and accomplished, they cannot be surprised that his work
" shortened his days. With a great church, full to overflowing,

" with a communion-roll of above 2200, and a parish containing

" 10,000 souls, he was unwearied as a pastor and parish minister,

" and powerful as a preacher. To have added to all this, and to

" the many public labours which his position and powers and
" readiness for all good work brought upon him, the conduct of

" the great Endowment Scheme, was more than any human
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" Strength could bear. By day and by night, sacrificing his

" needed rest, and much of that family life which was so congenial

" to him, believing that a necessity of working was laid upon him,

" even when his strength was shattered by sore bereavement, it is

" .sad but not surprising that his life, like his predecessor's, ended

" at the early age of fifty-seven. His colleagues and the Church

" of Scotland may sorrowfully feel that he was left uncomplaining

" to a task which no one man should ever have been allowed to

" perform.

" The Committee look back with affectionate sorrow to the

" intercourse of unbroken confidence which, for so many years,

" they have enjoyed with their departed chief. They remember

" the singular clearness of vision ; the unfailing tact and courtesy

;

" the genial interest in all that interested others ; the power of

" attracting helpers ; the gift of a warm heart, that made all

" acquaintances friends ; the endurance of fatigue at his desk and

" in manifold journeyings to distant places ; the buoyant hopeful-

" ness, and the deep Christian piety, that made the Convener in

" his own person the strength of the Committee. They believe

" that the mainspring of all his ecclesiastical work, and the central

" principle of his life, was the conviction that the Gospel of Jesus

" Christ is the only power that can raise fallen man, and that by

" Endowed Territorial work that Gospel is most efficiently pro-

" claimed to all classes, but especially to the poor : and they look

" back on his devoted life as that of a man who had no selfish

" ambition, but who sought for the love of Christ to serve his

" generation according to the wiU of God,

" The Committee desire the acting Convener to tender to Mrs
" Smith, along with this minute, the assurance of their prayerful

" sympathy with her in this time of deep sorrow."

The Committee have to report to the General Assembly that

during the year ending 15th April last, eighteen new parishes

have been erected. These are

—
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Presbytery.
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and was built by the Glasgow Church Extension Association to

meet the spiritual wants of a congregation originated through a

mission started by the Maxwell Church three or four years before.

The building, which is seated for 920, cost £4834 ; and, on its

erection into a parish church, an additional sum of £1260 was ap-

plied in redeeming the feu-duty. In March 1874 a minister was

inducted, and the numbers attending the church have been steadily

on the increase. Last year about 550 sittings were let, and the

communion-roll now numbers 695. There are two Sunday-schools,

with an attendance of 350 scholars and a stafi' of 36 teachers.

These children last year contributed for mission purposes £12,

Is. 7d. A missionary is employed, and there are Bible-classes

conducted by the minister and him. The minister and people,

aided by the kindness of the Glasgow Church Extension Associa-

tion and the Baird Trustees, have now accomplished the endow-

ment of Kinning Park Church. The population of the new parish

is about 7000.

III. Dean Park, Govan, Pkesbytery of Glasgow.—The dis-

trict for this church was taken partly from the parish of Govan

and partly from the new parish of Maxwell, itself formed out of

Govan. Perhaps no place in Scotland has increased so much in

population within the last ten years as the district immediately

connected with what was formerly the village of Govan. This

has been brought about partly by the shipbuilding trade, and

partly by the popularity of the district for suburban residences.

In 1870, the Parish Church of Govan was found too small for the

worshippers, and the kirk- session thereupon took steps for the

formation of another congregation. An old United Presbyterian

church, which had become the property of Messrs Napier & Son,

was by them placed at the disposal of the session as a temporary

place of worship, and a minister ordained. During the first year

upwards of 300 sittings were taken, and in 1872 operations for

the erection of a permanent edifice were commenced. The foun-

dation-stone was laid in September 1872 by John Napier, Esq.

of Sauchfield ; and in the same month of the following year the

new church—a handsome one, in the early decorated style, with

accommodation for 980, and costing about £4000—was opened
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for public worship. Thereafter, the congregation set themselves

to secure the endowment of the church by raising subscriptions,

monthly collections, &c., and obtained a very liberal grant from

the Baird Trust. The boundaries of the parish now formed in-

clude a population of about 4000. According to the Congrega-

tional Report for 1876, the church has Gil sittings let; a mem-
bership of 615 ; a Sunday-school of 275 ; and an adult Catechumen

class of 49 ; together with a Clothing Society, a Teachers' Society,

and various other territorial agencies, indicating a healthy activity.

lY. St Bernard's, Presbytery of Glasgow^—The existence

of this church, which is seated for more than 800, and cost about

£3000, is to be chiefly ascribed to the directors of the Glasgow

Sabbath-school Association in connection with the Church of

Scotland. The building was opened for public worship in October

1868; and in August 1869 a minister was ordained. Since that

time there has been a steady increase of the membership ; and

now every available sitting is let ; and there are more than

800 members. The population of the district is about 11,000.

Through the assistance of many kind friends and the liberality

of the Baird Trustees, the congregation, which made a noble

effort, accomplished endowment in June 1876.

V. Fairlie, Presbytery of Greenock.—The village of Fairlie,

in the parish of Largs, is situated about three miles from the

parish church, the road to which is along the seashore, and much

exposed to storms in winter. So long ago as ]836, a church was

erected at Fairlie, at the instance of George fourth Earl of Glas-

gow and several other gentlemen interested in the locality, which

is a favourite summer resort. Fairlie has now been endowed

;

and a small portion of the parish of West Kilbride, distant four

or five miles from that church, and contiguous to Fairlie, has been

included in the new parish, which thus contains an area of about

three miles by four and a half.

VI. Martyrs' Church, Presbytery of Glasgow.—Martyrs'

Church, which is situated in the Townhead of Glasgow, one of the

most populous districts of the city, was erected into a parish in
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the summer of 1876, the population of the district attached being

about 5300. The congregation is almost entirely of the working-

class, and the church, from its situation, in close proximity to

many large public works, is calculated to be of great benefit to

the neighbourhood. The number of sittings is 1000, and of

communicants 200. The Sabbath-school has an average at-

tendance of 120; and other agencies are being gradually intro-

duced.

VII. OvERTOWN, Presbytery of Hamilton.—The district of

Overtown is situated about two miles to the south-east of Wishaw,

and contains a population of 3000, partly agricultural, partly

mining. About eight years ago a mission was begun there ; and

in a short time the nucleus of a congregation formed. After-

wards, through the zeal of the congregation, and the kindness and

liberality of Mr Houldsworth of Coltness, Mr Hunter of Glenapp,

Mr Mackenzie of Morinish, and other gentlemen interested in

the locality, together with a large grant from the Home Mission

Committee, a church was erected. A scheme for the building

of a manse and the endowment of the church was then set afoot

;

and this also, with the generous aid of the Baird Trustees, was

completed in July last. The church, which is a plain but sub-

stantial and handsome structure, is seated for 600, and cost £2150.

There is a communion - roll of 212, with a flourishing Sabbath-

school, adult Bible-classes, and other religious agencies of various

kinds.

VIII. Buckie, Presbytery of Fordyce.—The. district for

this new parish has been taken from the parish of Eathven, Banff-

shire. Buckie contains a population of 4000, and was sup-

plied with a church in 1835. The resolution to erect it into a

parish, which was^ carried out by the Presbytery of Fordyce and
numerous friends, has told favourably on every form of church life.

The congregation has increased, and the communion-roll now
numbers 310. There is a Bible-class of 100 members, and a

Sabbath-school attended by 180 children. The congregation con-

template the erection of a more suitable church.
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IX. BmsAV, Presbytery of Cairston.—This case differs from
any of the preceding in being the endowment of one of two
hitherto united parishes, thus allowing in future a separate organi-

sation for each. The people of the Orkney Isles have long suf-

fered serious spiritual injury from there being in many cases only

one minister for several parishes, aggravated by these parishes

being different islands, separated by stormy seas. Fifty years ago

there were, besides the collegiate charges of Kirkwall, sixteen

ministerial charges, only four of which consisted of single par-

ishes. Each of the other twelve comprised a plurality of parishes

and parish churches, supplied alternately with public worship

either once a fortnight, or not so often. In 1832 Stromness and

Sandwick were disjoined quoad omnia, and more recently Deer-

ness and North Eonaldshay were erected into Parliamentary

parishes. But it was not till 1875, when St Mary's, South

Eonaldshay, was erected into a separate parish quoad sacra, that

the benefits of the Endowment Scheme were extended to the

Orkney Isles.

" Birsay," writes the minister of Harray, " occupies a prominent posi-

tion in the ancient history of Orkney. The fine old cathedral of St Mag-
nus—equalled by no place of worship in Scotland, unless the cathedral
of St Mungo in Glaagow—preserves to Kirkwall and to Orkney an
ancient prestige of which many cathedral cities have been deprived, and
testifies to the ecclesiastical grandeur of a bygone age. Though the
cathedral, in its magnificence, far excels every other building in Orkney,
yet in point of antiquity Birsay church is more ancient than Kirkwall
cathedral. Before Kirkwall had become distinguished, Birsay was the
seat of the chief or only Christian church in Orkney ; and the Brough
of Birsay still contains the remains of a chapel (57 feet by 21 ), supposed
to be a relic of the Culdees. Earl Thorfin, cousin to the Duncan of

Shakespeare's ' Macbeth,' after many years of sanguinary strife, made a
pilgrimage to Rome, and on his return erected at Birsay ' a stately

church,' which became the cathedral of the Bishop of Orkney, who for

many years resided there. The chancel of that interesting edifice is

now gone, yet vestiges of its extent and connections stiU remain. The
present parish church, renovated in 1760, and again in 1867, stands on
extensive foundations, and consists, in at least the lower portion of its

walls, of what constituted part of the ancient cathedral. The extensive

ruins of Birsay Palace are situated within a few yards of Birsay church.

The palace was occupied so long ago as the fourteenth century by the

St Glairs of Roslin ; and it was subsequently enlarged by Robert
Stewart, who placed over the gateway the notable inscription, ' Do-
minus Robertus Stuartus filius Jacobi quinti Rex Scotonim, hoc opus

instruxit,' and above his coat of arms the motto, * Sic fuit, est, et erit.'
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Thirty-seven years ago, when there was comparatively little dissent

in Harray and Birsay, the parishioners made a strenuous effort to

obtain a disiunction of the parishes quoad omnia ; and a relative peti-

tion of heritors, which was laid before the Presbytery of Cairston on

25th March 1840, contains the following among other statements :—
* In consequence of the two parishes being under the care of one in-

cumbent, the ordinances of religion are necessarily administered to

the parishioners in a very insufficient manner, and the sacrament of

the Lord's Supper has not in the memory of any man alive been dis-

pensed in the parish of Harray.'

"

The proposed disjunction was not then carried out; but in

1856 the residence of the parish minister was transferred from

Birsay to Harray by the erection of a new manse on the glebe of

Harray ; and Birsay became a Eoyal Bounty Mission Station. It

was afterwards thought desirable that each parish should be erected

into a complete parochial charge ; and this has now been accom-

plished. The parish of Birsay has a large territorial extent, with

a population of about 1200. The church is seated for 500. A
valuable glebe has been transferred from the united parishes to

Birsay, in terms of the United Parishes Act of 1876, and forms

part of the living of the new parish.

X. Sandbank, Peesbytery of Dunoon.—Sandbank, on the

shores of the Holy Loch, and in the united parishes of Dunoon and

Kilmun, has long been frequented by summer visitors to the

Clyde, and has also a considerable resident population. This,

in winter, amounts to about 570, but increases to 3000 during

the summer months. In 1864 a congregation began to worship

in a schoolroom, and in 1869 a church was erected, and has

now been endowed. It is seated for 340, while provision is made

for the erection, when necessary, of a gallery, with 100 additional

sittings. During winter the attendance at morning service is sel-

dom less than 160, and at evening service 120. In summer the

attendance is as large as can be comfortably accommodated. The

number on the communion-roll is 164.

XL Stanley, Presbytehy of Perth. —The village of Stanley

is situated in a detached part of the parish of Eedgorton, seven

miles from Perth, and has large mills driven by water-power from

the Tay. l^e. handsome church was erected in 1828, at the cost
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of upwards of £5000, by the then proprietors of the estate and
adjacent mills. For many years the incumbent, an ordained min-
ister, was supported by the congregation, with a grant from the

Home Mission. The church having been ultimately secured to

the National Church, was immediately endowed. The district

allotted to it is taken from the parishes of Eedgorton, Auchter-

gaven, and Kinclaven, and contains a considerable population, the

mills alone, when in full operation, having generally about 800

workpeople. The communion-roll numbers 280, and the Sunday-

school has 127 scholars.

XII. Abbotsford Church, Presbytery of Glasgow.—The
congregation of Abbotsford Church, Glasgow, was originally con-

nected with the Free Church, and was collected in a building known
as Maitland Free Church. The growth of the congregation was

progressive and healthy from the outset in 1862, the members being

mainly composed of those who formerly went to no place of wor-

ship. On an average, 102 joined the membership of the congre-

gation annually, and, in addition to a flourishing Sabbath-school,

there were every winter Bible-classes, with above 200 on the roll.

Owing to the want of hall accommodation for conducting the vari-

ous congregational agencies, it was found necessary to undertake the

erection of a new church in a populous district in the neighbour-

hood ; and arrangements were made by which Maitland Church

was retained for Territorial Mission work, and a number of the

congregation remained in it under an ordained minister. The

foundation-stone of the new church having been laid in the sum-

mer of 1875, in August 1876 the minister, the kirk-session,

deacons' court, and congregation unanimously resigned their

connection with the Free Church, and were received into the

communion of the Church of Scotland by the Presbytery of

Glasgow. There were 11 elders, 9 deacons, 402 members, and

142 adherents. No sooner did the change of ecclesiastical con-

nection take place than the price of Maitland Church—viz., £2800

—was voluntarily handed over to the Free Church, which was

thus fully repaid all its advances. By the munificence of the late

James Baird, Esq. of Auchmedden, and the usual grants from the

Home Mission and Endowment Committees and the Baird Trust,
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and a sum of £2000 promised by the congregation, Abbotsford

Church with its site was paid for, attached to the Church of

Scotland, and erected into a parish church on 22d January 1877.

It is seated for 850, has halls and vestry underneath, which

afford accommodation for fully 400, and is a beautiful edifice,

with a tower 90 feet high, and a large fine-toned bell. The whole

cost of the church and endowment, along with the redemption of

the feu-duty, is about £12,000. At present there are 4G8 com-

municants ; a Sabbath-school of 300 ; a minister's Bible-class, with

158 on the roll ; and other agencies in vigorous operation. The

district attached has a population of 6500. There is the pro-

spect of much good being done in the parish, as many of the

inhabitants have no Church connection.

XIII. Newlands Church (Calton), Glasgow, Presbytery

OF Glasgow.—The district attached to this church has a popula-

tion of 4500. The title to the site was taken in 1871 in favour of

the minister, who was then in connection with the Free Church.

Having received some advances through the Glasgow Free Church

Building Society, he, in 1873, conveyed the property to certain

directors of that society, in trust. Afterwards, however, he

repaid these advances, and obtained a reconveyance of the pro-

perty in his own favour from the trustees. The abolition of

patronage in August 1876 led him, with 114 members of his

congregation and 136 adherents, together forming three-fourths

of the whole congregation, to seek admission into the Church of

Scotland. Newlands Church, hall, session-house, and beadle's

house are substantial, commodious, and elegant buildings. The

church is seated for 1000, and the hall for 280. The estimated

cost, exclusive of the price of site, is £4)750, which will be

met by the usual grants from the funds available for church

building, and by subscriptions from friends of the Church of

Scotland, to which the property now belongs. The recent erection

of Newlands into a parish quoad sacra will, it is hoped, give a

fresh and steady impulse to the work of its minister and congre-

gation, and enable them to do much for the cause of Christ. They

have an ample sphere among a crowded and poor population.
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XIV. Wellpark, Glasgow, Presbytery of Glasgow.—
This church, situated in Ladywell Street, Glasgow, was built about

forty years since, and has been long known as a chapel-of-ease under

the name of Wellpark Church. It has now been erected into a

parish, with a district attached to it, taken from the parishes

of St Mungo and Springburn. The population of the new

parish is about 3700. The church contains 960 sittings, and

has a large congregation, aiad a communion-roll of 900.

XV. West Church, Fraserburgh, Presbytery of Deer.—
This church, which was opened for public worship in October

1876, contains 800 sittings, is a handsome specimen of church

architecture, and cost upwards of £4000. The population of the

town of Fraserburgh, owing to the success attending the herring

fishery there, has within the last ten years been nearly doubled.

During the fishery season (July, August, and September) it is

estimated that there is a periodical accession to the resident popu-

lation of about 10,000 persons. As the parish church contains

only 900 sittings, while the communion-roll was upwards of

1100, it became imperatively necessary to secure additional accom-

modation. In ] 874 the kirk-session, having resolved to move in

the matter, and Lord Saltoun having at their request agreed to

give a suitable site at a nominal feu-duty, a church was erected,

with the assistance of the Home Mission and the Baird Trust.

It was opened in the summer of 1876, and endowed and erect-

ed into a parish in March 1877. The local committee express

themselves as under a deep debt of gratitude to Alexander

Whitelaw, Esq., M.P., for his kindly encouragement and practical

sympathy. The district allotted to the church has a permanent

population of about 2000, greatly increased, as before mentioned,

for several months of each year.

XVI. East Church, Peterhead, Presbytery of Deer.—
This church was erected in 1870 to supply a want long felt, the

accommodation in the Parish Church at Peterhead being quite

insufficient. The district attached to the church contains a popu-

lation of about 2500. The church is seated for 600, the congre-

3a
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gation, which is increasing, numbers about 300, and there are 200

on the communion-roll.

XVII. RuBisLAW Church, Peesbyteey of Aberdeen.—This

is one of five new churches in Aberdeen, embraced in a scheme

of building and endowment which owes its dimensions to the

munificent encouragement of the late Mr James Baird. The cost

of erection exceeded £5300, excluding the tower and spire, which

are not yet built ; and there are 620 sittings, with provision for

increasing the accommodation to 800. The church was opened in

June 1875, and already contains a large congregation, 470 sittings

being let, and 250 communicants being on the roll. The attend-

ance at the Sabbath-school and Bible-class combined is over 160.

Eubislaw Church is situated in the extreme west end of the city,

and is intended to meet the wants of a rapidly increasing subur-

ban population, as well as of the adjacent country district, which

contains the well-known Rubislaw granite quarries. The parish,

which is 1^ miles in length by f of a mile in breadth, contains at

present a population of little more than 1 700 ; but under the

Auspices of a land association recently formed, building opera-

tions are being carried on with such vigour that in a few years

it is expected that the population will be doubled. There is no

other place of worship in the parish.

XVIII. Trinity Church, Aberdeen, Presbytery of Aber-

deen,—This church, like the last, is one of those in course of

erection and endowment by the Aberdeen Church Extension

Association. Prior to 1843 there was a Trinity Church with a

flourishing congregation, almost all of whom left it with their

minister. Service was continued in the church for a short time

by the Presbytery ; but the church was soon shut up and eventu-

ally sold for a sum which, after all claims were met, barely

exceeded £900. The building is now a music-hall. As the im-

mediate surroundings of the old church consisted mainly of shops

offices, public buildings, and a factory, the association, instead

of endeavouring to buy back the building, purchased, a little

further east, for £1100, a theatre, in the midst of a densely

populated district adjacent to the harbour ; and at an additional
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expense of nearly £2000 turned the theatre into a neat ecclesias-

tical-looking edifice, with accommodation for about 600. The

Trinity new church was opened in February of this year, and

from the first has been full at one diet of worship, and fairly

attended at the other. A minister is in course of being settled.

Thanks to the munificence of the late Mr Baird, who gave a

grant of £1500 towards its endowment, the church is endowed to

the amount of £150 per annum, exclusive of a yearly rental of £12

derived for cellars under the building. The district contains

between three and four thousand inhabitants, for the most part

belonging to the working classes.

The population of these 18 new parishes amounts in all to

66,000, giving to each parish an average of about 3660 inhabi-

tants. The total number of sittings in the eighteen churches is

12,220, the average in each being 680. Taking the average sum

required for endowment of these 18 churches at £3500 for each,

this gives a sum of £63,000 as provided during the year for

endowment, without reckoning the value of the churches.

In the report of 1876 the exact position of the Church of Scot-

land with regard to churches endowed and unendowed, and the

contrast between her position as to this matter in 1843 and 1876,

are set forth at length ; and, to prevent repetition, reference is

made to that report, with its appendices.

The Committee have been sometimes told that the rapidity with

which the Endowment Scheme is proceeding is calculated to injure

the Church by increasing and perpetuating the number of small

livings. If the stipends of the new parishes were never

to exceed the statutory amount of £100 with a manse, or

£120 without a manse, there might be considerable truth in this

statement. But the stipends actually received by many of the

ministers of these parishes are far beyond the minimum requisite

for endowment. The Committee, when seeking, in 1873, for in-

formation ordered by the General Assembly, included amongst

their queries one as to the stipends of the new parishes. 146

answers were received, and brought out the following facts,—the
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manse, when provided, being reckoned at tlie statutory value of

£20 per annum :

—

ishes remaining at £120, .
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100 parishes. It is deeply to be deplored that Dr Smith's valuable

life was cut short at the commencement of that scheme. He had
begun with his usual vigour, and had obtained several very hand-

some special subscriptions from the friends of the Church, when
he was laid aside from further work by the illness which proved

fatal.

The usual grant of the Endowment Committee is, as the

Assembly are aware, £1500 for each church—a similar sum re-

quiring to be raised in the locality, or from other sources. The
erection of the proposed 100 additional parishes will therefore

demand from the Committee £150,000 ; and the theory upon

which the last scheme for 1 00 new parishes proceeded was, that

two-thirds of the Committee's grants should be from special sub-

scriptions, and one-third from parochial collections. Thus the

150 new parishes will require £100,000 of special subscriptions.

The special subscriptions intimated up to 18th May amount to

£22,203.

The Committee must therefore ask the most strenuous exer-

tions on the part of the General Assembly, and of the Church

generally, to enable them not only to carry out what was re-

solved upon by the Assembly of 1876, but to meet the neces-

sities of chapels now in Court, and of others ready to enter it

for endowment, as soon as the Committee can pay the grants

which they have promised, subject to the contingency of their

being in funds. Of the new group of 100 churches 8 have been

endowed, and are included in the 18 now reported ; but in three

of these cases the promoters, in their anxiety not to lose the winter

session of the Teind Court, made temporary arrangements to obtain

the money, which the Committee were unable to pay. The funds

which have since accrued to the Committee have enabled them to

meet the amount required for two of these cases ; but this leaves

them with no funds as yet in hand for the endowment of 93

of Dr Smith's last 100 churches. It is perhaps unnecessary,

but, for the sake of distinctness, it may be stated that only

a small portion of the recent special subscriptions have been re-

ceived—the greater part coming in as churches are endowed, or

by annual payments. The Committee have promised grants, on the

contingency already specified, to 19 chapels; and there are 8
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further applications which have not yet been considered. Many

of these chapels would at once apply to the Court for erection,

if the Committee were able to give them the usual aid.

The Committee have thus stated, as simply and concisely as

possible, the precise position in which they stand. Though they

cannot but look with some apprehension to the task which is

before them, unaided by the powerful hand and head of their late

Convener, they are encouraged by the recollection that, when Dr

Smith, in 1870, started his proposal for the erection of an addi-

tional 1 00 parishes, lie contemplated the accomplishment of the en-

terprise in ten years, but the whole number was completed within six

years. Like Dr Smith, when reporting to the General Assembly

of 1861 the crushing stroke of Dr Eobertson's death, the Com-

mittee desire to " turn their thoughts from man, whose breath is in

his nostrils, to God, who liveth and abideth for ever. ' It is

better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in man ; it is

better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in princes.*

May the Lord Himself bless and prosper this work, and at last,

in His own good time and way, crown it with complete success."

In conclusion, the Committee have to ask the General Assembly

to fill up the vacancy caused by the death of their Convener.

They would suggest that, in conformity with the practice which

has been frequently followed in such cases, the General Assembly

should remit the matter to a small Committee, which shall confer

with the Endowment Committee, and bring up suggestions to a

future diet of this Assembly.

In name and hy appointment of the Committee,

T. G. MUEEAY. Vice-Convener.
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APPENDIX No. I.

ABSTEACT OF ACCOUNTS for the Year to 31st

December 187G.

CHARGE.

I. Funds due to the Scheme at 31st December 1875

—

Per Abstract of last year, £2,439 13 G^

II. Parochial Collections and other Contributions received

on account of the General Scheme for the year to 31st

December 1876—

From Churches and Chapels, . . £5,789 C 8

From which deduct

—

Collection entered below to particular

Church, 4 10

£5,784 IC 8
Note.—From 157 Churches no contribu-

tions have been received.

From Associations

—

Lay Association, . . £23 7 8
Other Associations, . . 41 1 1

64 8 9
From Individuals, . . . . 107 19 2
Legacies, . . . £5445 6

Deduct entered below to par-

ticular Churches, . 1300
4,145 6

10,102 10 7

III. Contributions received towards the Scheme for Endow-

ment of 100 additional Churches—.

Amount, 11,302 11 G

IV. Subscriptions, Donations, &c., received on account of

particular Churches

—

Amount, ...... . 6,949 17 9

Carry over, £30,794 13 4

J
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Brought over,

V. Price of Superiorities sold—

Amount, .....
VI. Surplus Feu-duties on hand

—

Amount, .....
VII. Loan from the Foreign Mission Committee-

Amount on 15th May 1876,

Sum of the CHARGE,

£30,794 13 4i

4,193 15 6

1,341 9 3

14,000

£50,329 18 li

DISCHAEGE.

I. Investments in purchase of Feu-duties

—

Amount, with expenses, .....
II. Subscriptions transferred or repaid

—

Amount, .......
III. Grants from the Central Fund

—

Amount, .... ...
IV. Interest paid

—

Amount, .......
V. Proportion payable by the Endowment Scheme of ex-

pense of ' Missionary Record ' for gratuitous circula-

tion among the Clergy, &c.

—

Amount, .......
VI. Schemes' Office—Proportion of Expenses

—

1. Collector's, Clerk's, and GflBcer's Salaries,

2. Taxes, Coals, Gas, &c., .

3. Printing, Books, and Stationery,

4. Postages and Incidents, .

£46 14 5

11 6 5
2 6
7 13 2

VII. Printing Reports, Schedules, Circulars, and Statements

relative to Additional Churches

—

Amount, ......
VIII. Expenses connected with Annual Collection

—

1. Printing and despatching Notices,

2. Postages, &c.

IX. Books, Stationery, and Advertising

—

Amount, ....
X. Law Expenses

—

Amount, ....

£33
13 3 11

£43,635 18 11

2,617 7 10

3,200

260 2 9

24 7 4

68

79 5 8

46 3 11

13 3 1

11 8 4

Carry over, £49,955 17 10
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Brought over, £49,955 17 10
XL Postages, Parcels, and Incidents

—

1. Postages and Incidents incurred in the general
manae-ement of the Scheme during the
past year, . . . . . £49 5 11

2. Outlays by Convener, . . . . 20
69 5 11

XII. Expenses of Management

—

1. Salaries to 31st December 1876-
To Treasurer and Secretary,
To Clerk,

2. Fee to Auditor and Accountant from 31st
December 1874 to 31st December 1875,

XIII. Balance due to the Scheme at 31st December 187G

1. Due by Bank, ....
2. Less due to Treasurer,

Sum of the DISCHARGE,

Edinburgh, Zlst March 1877.—Prepared and submitted by

GEORGE MURRAY, Auditor.

£150
122 10
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APPENDIX No. II.

Deliverance hy the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland on the

Report of the Committee on tlie Endowment of Chapels of Ease.

At Edinburgh, the Twenty-fifth day of May, Eighteen

hundred and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The General Assembly called for the Eeport of the Endowment
Committee, which was given in and read by T. G. Murray, Esq.,

Vice-Convener.
It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—That the General Assembly

record their hearty approval of the Report, and of the zeal and ability

with which the Committee, under the peculiarly distressing circum-

stances caused by the sickness and death of the lamented Convener,

have prosecuted their work.

The General Assembly are deeply sensible of the great loss sustained

by the death of Dr Smith, and desire submissively to bow to the

gracious Hand that has removed him, at a time when his work seemed

to be so much needed for the furtherance of Christ's cause in the land.

They most gratefully recognise the signal favour of Almighty God,

who has enabled the Church, by the free-will offerings of her members
during his Convenership, and that of his lamented predecessor, to add
250 to the list of her endowed Parishes, the total value of the buildings

and endowments being more than „£l,666,000, and to erect so many as

18 of these during the last disastrous year ; and believing that the best

monument which they can rear to the memory of those devoted men is

earnest furtherance of the scheme to which they gave their lives, the

General Assembly pledges itself to immediate and earnest prosecution

of the scheme inaugurated at last General Assembly, for the erection,

without delay, of at least another hundred Parishes, They instruct

the Committee, therefore, to take what steps they consider most advis-

able for promoting this object, and they earnestly entreat all their

faithfid ministers, elders, and people to do what in them lies to

encourage and support the Committee in work so vitally essential to

the usefulness and prosperity of the Church of Scotland.

The General Assembly enjoin all Kirk-sessions, Presbyteries, and
Synods of the Church to co-operate heartily with the Committee, to

the end that every Parish may join in contributing to carry out the

undertaking.
The ViCE-CoNVENEK further reported,—That the Endowment Com-

mittee, in conjunction with the Procurator and Principal and Depute
Clerks, had revised, adjusted, and approved of constitutions for the

following chapels, viz.:— !, Fairlie ; 2, St Bernard's, Glasgow; 3,

Buckie ; 4, Stanley ; 5, Birsay ; 6, Sandbank ; 7, Sauchie ; 8, Trinity,

Aberdeen; 9, Abbotsford, Glasgow; 10, Newlands, Glasgow; 11, St
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Vincent, Glasgow; 12, Wellpark, Glasgow; 13, West Church, Fraser-

burgh ; 14, South Church, Paisley; 15, Newmill, Keith; 16, llubis-

law, Aberdeen ; and he now specially reported these constitutions to

the General Assembly, in order that the same may be inserted in the

Records of the Church, and regular extracts thereof given in common
form.

The General Assembly approve of the Report, and instruct in terms

of it.

The Vice-Convener further reported,—That there were several

churches for which endowments have been provided, or are in progress,

the constitutions of which it may be necessary to prepare, alter, or re-

model before the meeting of the next General Assembly, with a view
to proceedings for having them erected by the Court of Teinds into

churches quoad sacra ; and he craved the Assembly to remit to the

Committee on the Endowment of Chapels of Ease, in conjunction with

the Procurator and the Principal or Depute Clerk, or either of them,
to prepare, alter, or remodel, adjust, and approve of the constitutions

of these churches, in conformity with the model deed approved of by
the Assembly, and in conformity with the requirements of the Act of

Parliament, 7 and 8 Vict., c. 44 ; and on such constitutions being so

prepared and adjusted, to authorise the Principal, whom failing, the

Depute Clerk of Assembly, to give certified copies thereof of the dates

of which they were approved, provided always that such constitutions

have been previously sanctioned and approved of by the Presbyteries

of the respective bounds, and that these constitutions shall be specially

reported to next General Assembly, so that they may be inserted in

the Records of the Church, and regular extracts thereof given out in

common form.

The General Assembly agreed to remit, and authorise as craved.

The General Assembly further appoint the following Committee to

confer with the Acting-Committee of the Endowment Committee as to

the appointment of a Convener, and to report as to this, and with any
other suggestions regarding the future management of the scheme, to a

future diet of the Assembly, with power to them to hold a meeting
during the sitting of the Assembly, viz. :—Professor Pirie, Principal

Tulloch, Dr Barclay, Dr Gray, Dr George Cook, Dr Hutchison, Dr
Flint, Dr Scott, Lord Balfour, Sir James Fergusson, Sir Robert
Anstruther, Dr Robertson, of Hopewell ; Daniel Forbes, James A.

Campbell, Dr Lee, Glasgow ; Charles Howatson, Esq., of Dornal—Dr
Scott, Convener.

Extracted from tJie Records of tJie General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.



REPORT

SPECIAL COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO CONFEK WITH

ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE

TO THE

GENEEAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHUECH OF SCOTLAl^D

Given in by Eev. Dr Scott, Convener,

31sT May 1877.

The Committee have had under consideration the remit of the

General Assembly ' as to the appointment of a Convener, and as

' to any other suggestion that may be offered as to the future

' management of the Scheme,' they have great pleasure in report-

ing to the General Assembly, that in the present Vice-Convener,

Mr Graham Murray, they have been able to secure the services of

a gentleman in every way qualified to be Convener in room of the

late lamented Dr Smith. Mr Murray has expressed his readiness

to accept the office, provided he be allowed the services of such

paid official or officials as may be deemed necessary by the En-

dowment Committee, and provided the General Assembly authorise

the Committee to carry out any reorganisation of the scheme which

the Endowment Committee may find advisable for the successful

prosecution of the work.

The Committee would recommend the Assembly to reappoint

the Committee, with Mr Murray as Convener, and authorise

them to make arrangements with regard to the appointment and
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remuneration of such paid officials as may, with due regard to

strict economy, best assist Mr Murray in furthering the various

operations of the Scheme.

Should reorganisation be found expedient, the Committee

recommend the General Assembly to instruct the Endowment
Committee to consider the propriety of carrying it out on the

basis of the Provincial Scheme, giving them power, if they see

fit, to appoint Provincial Committees, with Conveners, who may be

responsible for the prosecution of the Scheme in their respective

districts, but leaving the Committee at liberty to adopt this or

any other .system of redistribution as may seem to them best

fitted for lightening the labours of the Convener, and for carrying

on the work of the Scheme.

The Committee would further recommend the General Assembly

to instruct the Endowment Committee to afford every encourage-

ment to efforts to increase from the first the permanent endow-

ment beyond the amount required by the statute, and to authorise

them, in cases where the stipend from all sources falls short of £200

per annum, to use their discretion in making their grants con-

ditional upon the permanent endowment being increased to a

minimum of £150 per annum.

Your Committee would also recommend that parishes to be

endowed should contain a population of such an extent that the

minister, by wise organisation and faithful superintendence, may
be able to make provision for their spiritual necessities.

In name and hy appointment of Committee.

A. Scott, Convener.
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Deliverance by the General Assemhhj of the- Church of Scotland on the

foregoing Report of their Special Committee.

At Edinburgh, the Thirty-first day of May, One thou-

sand eight hundred and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The General Assembly called for the Keport of the Special Com-
mittee appointed to confer with the Endowment Committee. The
Report was given in by Dr Scott, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,— That the Assembly re-

appoint the Committee, with the usual powers, with Mr Murray as

Convener, and with power to appoint a Vice-Convener, and authorise

them to make arrangements with regard to the appointment and
remuneration of such paid officials as may, with due regard to strict

economy, best assist Mr Murray in furthering the various operations of

the Scheme.
The General Assembly instruct the Endowment Committee, should

reorganisation be found expedient, to consider the propriety of carry-

ing it out on the basis of the Provincial Scheme, giving them power, if

they see fit, to appoint Provincial Committees, with Conveners, who
may be responsible for the prosecution of the Scheme in their respec-

tive districts, but leaving the Committee at liberty to adopt this or

any other system of redistribution as may seem to them best fitted for

lightening the labours of the Convener, and for carrying on the work
of the Scheme.
The General Assembly further instruct the Endowment Committee

to afford every encouragement to efforts to increase from the first the
permanent Endowment beyond the amount required by the statute,

and to authorise them, in cases where the stipend from all sources falls

short of £200 per annum, to use their discretion in making their grants
conditional upon the permanent Endowment being increased to a
minimum of ;£150 per annum.
The General Assembly also recommend that Parishes to be endowed

should contain a population of such an extent that the minister, by
wise organisation and faithful superintendence, may be able to make
provision for their spiritual necessities.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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I—COXTINENTAL AND FOREIGN CHUECHES.

The political events of the past year have invested the work of

the Committee with peculiar interest. Continental affairs have

absorbed the attention of the country. Probably great changes

loom in the immediate future. And, whatever the issue of the

war declared between Eussia and Turkey may be, it is certain

that the condition of Christendom will be materially affected.

In these circumstances the relations of a National Church to other

Churches of Christendom form an element of importance for even

the statesman. Much more, to take the higher ground, is it

expedient to draw near to those who, in different lands and under

different forms of worship, hold the Head, even Christ, that the

watchmen on Zion's walls may see eye to eye, and the Church

may be more visibly united in the prayer, "Come, Lord Jesus."

If their operations have in any measure tended to promote sucli

intercourse, the Committee have not laboured in vain.

Truly it is the day of small things. Scanty are the funds to

administer ; comparatively meagre the results to record. One

end, however, is secured by the existence of the Committee,

and the call to present an annual statement. The Church, as

such, is brought into contact with communions nearly related in

government and faith—some numerically weak, but with possi-

bilities of development, and meanwhile claiming the sympathy and

support of Scottish Christians.

One of such communions is the Waldensian Church, whose

exchequer has, for many years, been aided by the gifts of the
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Church. With the most lively satisfaction, the Committee observed

the response given to the special appeal in its behalf made at last

Assembly. The usual donation of £200 was thus increased by

£150. It is earnestly to be hoped that this increase will prove to

have been not the result of a mere momentary enthusiasm, but

the token of greater liberality in years to come ; for the work

set before the Evangelisation Commission of theWaldenses is very

great, Italy—the entire peninsula—waits for the Gospel ;
and

every year makes it more manifest that the native agency on

which reliance can be laid is the Church of the Vaudois. Already

its extension is quite unique. Of what Church save itself can it

be said that its missionary staff more than trebles the number of its

pastors ? The facts are these : The original parishes in the three

Alpine valleys, 16 ; spread over Italy there are now 40 settled

congregations, 16 mission stations, and 50 localities visited more

or less frequently by evangelists ; the work thus represented being

done by 31 ordained ministers, 13 evangelists, 50 teachers, and 4

colporteurs. To fully 15,000 souls the Word of Life is declared.

Communicants are set down as 2278. Let it be remembered that

nearly all of these are converts from Eomanism or from infidelity,

and it will be seen that the progress of AValdensian missions.

during the few years of their existence, is such as to inspire with

thankfulness and courage. Add the Theological College at Flor-

ence for the training of pastors and evangelists, and the 59 day

schools and 39 Sabbath-schools, and it is evident that onerous

responsibilities rest on the Commis.sion which directs and is

charged with the maintenance of this manifold Gospel instru-

mentality.

The expense incurred, indeed, is beyond the pecuniary re-

sources of the Church. It is about £8000 per annum. For the

most part the adherents of the Waldensian Church are poor.

The amount collected in the congregations last year was only

£1072 ; and although it is expected that this sum will, in future,

be augmented, the utmost straining will yield an inadequate

income. Yet the enlargements of the work have been so provi-

dential, the call for the Gospel from different parts of the peninsula

has been so urgent, that the Commission feel they dare not refuse.

They entreat the assistance of their fellow Christians in Britain
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and America. And it deserves to be noted that, iu great straits,

they have been helped by the generous action of a banker of Turin,

who advanced sums of money, trusting that in due time he would be

repaid. It was to plead the cause of Italian missions, and to raise

funds for their support, that Signor Prochet visited Scotland during

the winter which has passed. His eloquent appeals will not soon

be forgotten. They have been most helpful in arousing interest in

the good work, and securing permanent contributions from con-

gregations. The Committee earnestly trust that the fruit of his

glowing oratory and his unremitting toil will remain.

The welfare of the old Church of the Huguenots can never cease

to interest. Is there not something noble in the devotion of its

pastors, cheerful, faithful to their vocation in the midst of great

poverty? The average of the French Church livings is smaller

than the smallest of Scotch livings. " The stipend of the country

pastor," writes the liev. Mr De Boinville, for 28 years a French

pastor, " including a sum for house-rent, is on an average £75 or

£76, varying from £70 to £80 with no fees. The great majority

are very poor. They are expected to clothe their children and

ijave them educated according to their station in life—that is, as

gentlemen. I have often admired their simple, patriarchal habits,

and their extreme frugality. Nor would I for a moment encourage

the slightest deviation from the good old beaten path of Huguenot

simplicity of manner and devotedness of life. But the marvel is

how many of these poor pastors live at all in the present day in a

country now very dear to live in." Our clergy, feeling severely

the res angusta domi, will keep a corner in their hearts for their

still poorer brethren in France,

The Committee have shared in the anxiety of all thoughtful

Churchmen as to the development and issue of the unhappy

division in the National Reformed Church. For months it has been

affirmed that a disruption is inevitable. All negotiations for the

reconciliation of the liberal or rationalistic minority with the evan-

gelical majority having failed, the hope may be expressed that

a way may yet be found by which, without the sacrifice of

essential truth, the brethren of the venerable Church may be

enabled to live together in unity.
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Good accounts of the Central Society, to which the grant of

£200 was made, have reached the Committee. The work of this

society, it is needless to say, is spread over a wide area. For its

purposes France is comprehended in twelve sections, in all of

which the ground of past years has been maintained, and in some

new conquests for the Gospel have been realised. One or two

notable examples it may be interesting to cite.

Six or seven years ago, a woman of the village of Troissy was

employed as a servant in the house of a pastor. There she realised

the power of the Gospel. When visiting her friends she com-

municated her impressions. They were filled with the desire to

hear the Gospel, and invited neighbouring pastors to visit them.

Ey little and little a community was formed, and, before many

months had elapsed, 52 persons were admitted to the holy com-

munion. This, in a town in which, previously, there was not one

Protestant.

A still more remarkable work is related at a town called Mont-

morin. A pastor, at some distance from it, was surprised by the

receipt of a petition, signed by 400 heads of families or inhabitants

of the town, headed by nine councillors, requesting him to come

and establish the reformed worship. In company with M.
Lorriaux, he visited the place. The people assembled in a ruined

chateau, belonging to a farmer sympathetic with the movement.

As the preacher proceeded, he was ever and again interrupted by

cries of " Tres bien !
" " Vive le ministre ! " Before the meeting

was dismissed, upwards of 1000 francs were subscribed for the

building of a school. Church and pastor will follow. The station

will cost 5000 francs.

These are examples, which might be multiplied, of the growth

from small beginnings of such Christian centres as it is the aim

of the Society to stimulate and organise. The report, whose proof

sheets have reached the Committee, witnesses for church building

and extension in several of the sections, and furnishes gratifying

proofs of goodwill, occasionally, on the part of the authorities, and

of real sacrifices cheerfully made by the people. At Maubeuge
the town council voted 3000 francs for the erection of a church, the

mayor showmg extreme goodwill and courtesy. The same good-

will was shown by the authorities at the settlement of a pastor in
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another town. Of gifts, there is recorded a sum of 10,000 francs

by an anonymous donor for a church at St Andelain. At a

meeting held in a French village, the question was put :
" "What

sacrifices are you ready to make ?
" A poor labourer rose :

" Pastor,"

lie said, " we are very poor ; but wx will do our utmost, because we

love you. I promise 50 centimes per month, and I think my

friends will do the same."

To meet the wants of its 230 evangelistic stations (including

Algeria, Guadaloupe, and Tahiti, 800), its 50 schools, its 110

afrents, its preparatory school of theology, the income of the

Society is reported as this year upwards of 214,000 fr., more

than 4000 fr. in advance of last year's income.

M. Lorriaux, the esteemed agent of the Society, will visit the

General Assembly as a deputy from the French Church. He will

be received doubtless with the affectionate welcome to which, for

his own, his work's, and his Church's sake, he is entitled.

At last meeting of Assembly, Pastor Ferdinand Cisar presented

his commission as a deputy of the Reformed Church of Moravia.

He was the first deputy ever formally commissioned. " I hope,"

he wrote on his return, "to get our Moderator to go to your

Assembly next year ; for I am very anxious that there should be

formed a permanent official connection between our Churches. The

Keforraed Church of Moravia has no connection with foreign sister

Churches as yet." Subsequent letters are expressive of the disap-

pointment experienced by our friend as to the place of worship

which he wishes to erect. "We need £1500. I hope to raise

one-half in Moravia, and chiefly in my parish, in the course of

five years." Alas ! at a later period he informs the Convener that

the Government had interfered, and commanded him not to ask

gifts from the people, lest he should render them unable to pay

their taxes. In sorrow he exclaims, " I sometimes lose all my

heart when I look out of my window at my dilapidated church !

"

One or two small sums in aid of M. Cisar's work have been re-

ceived. The Committee will gladly forward any contributions

towards the first extension of aid to the Church of John Huss

and Jerome of Prague.

The case of j\I. Cisar illustrates the difficulties under which our
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brethren on the Continent labour. Nothing can be done without

the permission of the State ; and there is the liability of being

interfered with, one way or another, in their work, by the State or

some local authority. This is painfully felt in France, Spain, and,

as is shown, in the Austro-Hungarian empire.

The Committee regret that they have been unable to establish

links of connection with many interesting Churches abroad. They

have no relations with Germany ; the constitution of the German

Churches renders it almost impossible to establish such relations.

The same may be said as to the Dutch and Scandinavian Churches,

All, like ourselves, have their " fight of affliction." In all, the same

incertitudes and soundings " on a dim perilous way." In all, the

same conflict with corrupt faith, and want of real faith in the

living God. But to us there has been given a vantage-ground.

" The Lord hath done great things for us." To bear the burden

of the weaker ; to say to our brethren, with their sorer battle

and feebler force, Be of good courage ! is at once the privilege and

the responsibility of our position.

The Committee had hoped that a deputation from the Church

of the United States of America would this year have been present

at the meeting of Assembly. Dr Adams, President of Union

College, N.Y., and the venerable Dr Hodge of Princeton, were

commissioned as delegates. But Dr Adams has intimated the

inability of the deputies to fulfil their appointment. "I shall

never forget," he writes, " my visit to your venerable body in

1871, and I would greatly delight were it in my power once more

to look upon the representatives of that old historic Church to

which the world owes so much. Your visit to our country in

] 872 is remembered with great pleasure, and the interchange of

visits by those who represent different Churches cannot but be

productive of great good."
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II.—CONTINENTAL STATIONS.

The Coramittee respectfully submit a brief report as to the four

stations whose oversight has been committed to them.

EOME.

The Eev. James Mitchell of South Leith ofiiciated as the Church

of Scotland minister in. the three months of this season, his Free

Church colleagues being the Rev. j\Ir Sloan, Aberdeen, and the

Eev. Dr Black, Inverness. The most fraternal feeling united the

representatives of the Churches ; and assurances have reached the

Committee as to the wholesome effect of such unity in the city of

the Pope, and the blessing which has been received through the

services. Mr Mitchell gives the following statement :

—

There have been fewer strangers than usual in Rome during the past

winter. In the early part of the season many Americans who were
travelling in Europe returned home to take part in the presidential elec-

tion ; while the prospect of war deterred many of our countrymen from
coming abroad, in consequence of the inconveniences to which they had
been subjected when the French and German war broke out. Most of

the hotels have had only half the number of visitors which they had
last season. Nevertheless, the attendance at the Presbyterian Church
has been most satisfactory. The church has generally been quite full

at the morning service, and the afternoon attendance has fallen but
little short of that of the morning. I have presided twice at the

monthly Communion, and the attendance on both occasions was far

larger than had ever been seen before in our church at Rome. The
week-day prayer-meeting has not been very numerously attended ; but
many of us at home, with congregations ten times the size of this,

would be thankful to see so many at our week-day meetings.

I have been most fortunate in my Free Church colleague—the Rev.

Mr Sloan of Aberdeen—to whose private intercourse and very able

pulpit services the outward success of this season's services has been in

large measure owing. He left in the end of March. He has been suc-

ceeded by Dr Black of Inverness, with whom my intercourse has been

of the most pleasant kind.

We have had many evidences of the good done by our Presbyterian

Church here, and I am persuaded that the joint occupancy of its pulpit

by ministers of the Church of Scotland and of the Free Church is of un-

speakable value in Rome, where, above all other cities, the substantial

unity, and not the accidental diversities, of Protestant Churches, ought
to be exhibited.

3d
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Geneva.

The Rev. Messrs Yoimg, of Monifieth, Duke, of St Vigeans, and

Kino', of New Kilpatrick, conducted the services in the old church

of Calvin. Mr King writes :

—

Our services in the venerable cathedral of St Pierre were attended in

increasing numbers to the last day of our sojourn—the last Sunday of

September. At the request of some resident families, following up the

earnest letter of a Scotch lady residing at Neuchatel, who had been

absent for years from Scotland, and presented a disjunction certificate

from the parish of Dairy, Ayrshire, I agreed to dispense the Lord's

Supper towards the close of my visit. M. Bossi, to whom your Chap-

lains and your Committee are deeply indebted for his personal services

in advertising and arranging for our services, acted as elder. Among
the twenty-five who encompassed the Communion-table in the chancel

were representatives of the English and American Presbyterian, the

Episcopalian, Independent, and Baptist Churches, in addition to our

own. All of us felt that it was indeed " a time of refreshing as from

the presence of the Lord ;
" and we rejoiced in the opportunity of com-

memorating our Redeemer's death in a strange land, after our Church

form, which approaches more the primitive custom than that of any

other Church—even that of Geneva, where the communicants receive

the symbols and partake standing.

M. Bossi was of opinion that the services would be equally well

attended during October. My experience leads me to agree, and even

to go further. If it were possible to continue them throughout the

year, many families residing there for education would hail with pleas-

ure the services of a resident Scotch minister. Failing this arrange-

ment, there are two ministers of the Swiss Church, who both speak

English fluently—M. Choisy and M. Barde—the former of whom re-

sided for some years as pastor of a Swiss congregation in London, and

might, with the sanction of your Committee, preach occasionally during

winter in our language, using the service of the Church of Scotland.

Last year, as your chaplain, I had invitations to the Annual Confer-

ence of" the Swiss Society for promoting the better observance of the

Lord's day, and to the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance of Switzer-

land, both of whom were holding their meetings at Geneva during the

first 'days of October. It was with much regret that, compelled by

home duties, I required reluctantly to decline.

M. Choisy and Professor of Lausanne have since my
return written, requesting to know if any prospect of employment in

teaching French, &c., could be held out to two gentlemen—one a licen-

tiate, the other a candidate in theology—who both desire to gain, by a

year's residence and study at one of our universities, acquaintance with

the theology and the ecclesiastical condition of Scotland.

Though applying in many quarters, I have not succeeded in doing

more than receiving the assurance of two of our professors that they

would do aU in their power to further their views. If the Committee

were empowered by the General Assembly to aid and encourage such

visitors, I believe much good would result to both Churches, and more
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correct notions of the real position of our Church would prevail among
the Reformed Churches of the Continent than at present.

I would like the Committee to send a minute of thanks to M. Bossi,
who for years has taken an amount of trouble in carrying out their
wishes, and doing efficiently what their agents could only do less effi-

ciently at best, and at great risk of blunder and failure. My personal
thanks are also due to M. le pasteur Choisy, Mr Vanderbyl, Mrs Prin-
sep, and others, who showed me much attention and countenance in
my work.

HOMBUEG.

This summer station was supplied by the Eev. Henry Cowan, of

Aberdeen, and the Eev. J. Barclay, of Linlithgow. Mr Barclay's

report is as follows :

—

During my five weeks at Homburg there were very few Presby-
terians amongst the visitors, and of these few scarcely any belonging
to the Church of Scotland—a circumstance which certainly seriously
affected the contributions, but did not interfere much with the attend-
ance. The services were gladly taken advantage of by many, and help
most willingly given both by residents and strangers. The numbers
varied from 30 to 109. The attendance at the evening services would
have been much larger had it not been that Mr Stevenson Blackwood
conducted evangelistic services at the same hour in the Kursaal.
Through the usual kindness of the Lutheran pastors, the services

were conducted in the Schlosskirche. The singing was led in the
morning by a young lady resident in Homburg, and to whom the Com-
mittee are greatly indebted. In the evening the English Church organ-
ist presided at the organ, and we had an excellent choir.

I had much pleasant intercourse and interesting conversation with
the pastors of the German Church in Homburg, and also with those of
the neighbouring parishes. They evinced a very' warm interest in the
history and prospects of the Church of Scotland, and made special
inquiry into the nature and working of our new patronage regulations,
as they are at present trying to devise some scheme of popular election
of- ministers.

Amongst the many benefits of our summer chaplaincies on the Con-
tinent, not the smallest is the bridge that it is forming between our
own and the German Protestant Church.

After a second experience of the station at Homburg, I am fully per-
suaded that the attendance at our services would be much larger were
the place in which they are held more conveniently situated. Not only
is it away from the hotels and lodging-houses, but it is very difficult to
find ; and "the good Scotch tongue in the head" is not very efi"ective

in Homburg. I would urge upon the Committee the wisdom of secur-
ing a more favourable place.

Mr Cowan writes :

—

My chaplaincy at Homburg lasted from the middle of June to the
end of July. The number of English-speaking visitors was not so
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large as usual, owing partly to the depression of trade, and partly, in

the case of Americans, to the Philadelphia Exhibition. The attend-

ance at our service was proportionately affected. Seventy was the

largest, twenty the smallest, number present at any one diet. The
congregation was composed mainly of Scotch Presbyterians, with a

sprinkling of Americans, and English Churchmen and Dissenters. The
collections averaged £4, Gs. 6d. each Sabbath. I made no secret of

the amount payable to me as chaplain, and was careful to express a

hope, both from the pulpit and in private, that by means of the col-

lections all the Committee's expenses would be refunded. I am per-

suaded this had a favourable effect upon the collections, and would
recommend that a general circular, indicating the cost of maintaining

the service, be placed regularly in the pews in Homburg and at the

other stations, in order to prevent the necessity of the chaplain per-

petually referring to the matter. I found, among those who attended

the services, a very grateful appreciation of the benefit conferred by
the Church of Scotland on the Presbyterian visitors through the

maintenance of the chaplaincy ; and I am convinced that, in many
cases, a strong temptation to neglect of public ordinances is thereby

removed.
Like former chaplains, I have to acknowledge, with gratitude, the

courtesy and kindness of the German clergy of Homburg, who not only

grant us the free use of their church, but in some measure modify their

own arrangements for our benefit. I would likewise gratefully record

our obligations to Dr Lewis, the resident English physician, who has

all along taken a deep interest in the service, and would willingly co-

operate with the Committee in raising money to build a church of our

own. To Dr Lewis's sister, also, and to the sister-in-law of the minister

of Lamington, I was much indebted for their kind assistance in the

service of praise.

Heidelberg.

The Eev. James Eankiii, of Muthill, officiated during July and

August. He gives his impressions in the following terms :

—

During the nine Sundays of July and August I held two services

weekly, at eleven o'clock and six o'clock, the average forenoon attend-

ance being 43, and the average evening attendance 37. We had the

use of the Providence Church, which is very convenientlj' situated in

the main thoroughfare and about the middle of the town—probably

the best situated church and most comfortable that we could have got.

Part of the congregation was stationary, and part changed every Sun-
day. There were five families of the former class, three of which were
from Scotland, one from England, and one from America. Usually we
had four or five students present, all Scottish—for of the 750 students

attending the University during the summer session, no fewer than 30

were British and 32 American. The variable part of our congregation

was considerably made up of Americans, who are exceedingly friendly

to our Scottish form of worship. On the last Sunday, as usual in pre-

vious years, I dispensed the communion with the aid of two elders, one
from a west-end church in Glasgow, and the other an Episcopalian
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churchwarden in Lanarkshire, both personally known to me. The
number of communicants was exactly 30, and they belonged to five or
six different branches of the Christian Church. At the close of the
service, both of the elders and myself were greatly gratified by the warm
expressions of approval on the part of several American gentlemen to
•whom our communion service was new. Two young ladies, resident
in Heidelberg for education, were prepared and received as young com-
municants, and tlie same afternoon I baptised a child belonging to a
resident Episcopalian family that regularly attended our service.

There was, during the last two weeks, a universal expression of re-

gret on the part of our congregation that the services were to be so
early closed, and a good many times the remark was made that if we
could supply ordinances all the year round we would have a better
attendance. Of this I am thoroughly satisfied myself, and I speak
from an acquaintance with Heidelberg reaching back through twenty
years, when I was first there as a student. Of late a great deal has
been done to make the town more attractive to visitors, especially by an
excellent supply of water, and a new and thorough system of drainage,
and smooth uniform foot-pavements along the chief streets. A hand-
some new bridge is being built across the Neckar, and near to it is one
of the most complete sets of hospital buildings perhaps in existence for

a town of only 20,000 inhabitants. The only regret I had on this visit

was to find the old steamer from Heidelberg to Heilbronn driven off

by the railway, for the view of the picturesque Neckar valley is far
finer from the middle of the river than from any other way. During
my stay I had much satisfaction in being present a number of times at

a prayer-meeting maintained every Sunday evening at eight o'clock by
certain American students. On one occasion, by request, I superin-
tended, and always when present was invited to take some part. It
was very pleasant to find so much simple, earnest devotion in the midst
of so much religious coldness and Sabbath desecration around. The
same young men were the prime movers in a Sunday-school for native
German children, meeting at two o'clock. I may add that I experi-
enced the greatest possible kindness and heartiness of welcome from
both of the town clergymen, with whom I had intercourse relative to
the use of the church and communion plate. Instead of slackening
efi'ort at Heidelberg or elsewhere, I hope to see our good work confirmed
and extended in coming years, so as more efiiciently to provide for our
own people abroad, and to make our Church a rallying point in Con-
tinental cities for all Christians who prefer a simple, earnest form of
worship in the English tongue.

So much for the stations whose charge the Committee under-

took in consequence of the express injunction of the Assembly.

The cost of maintaining ordinances during periods of two, three,

or four months at these stations is not great, and the benefit

realised is considerable. This branch of the Committee's opera-

tions was " earnestly recommended " by the Assembly of 1876

"to the liberal support of the Church.''
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III.—GENERAL PEESBYTEEIAX COUXCIL.

On receiving the report of the Delegates appointed by the

Assemby of 1875, last year's Assembly " remitted the draft-consti-

tution of the Council to the Continental and Foreign Churches

Committee, that its provisions might be maturely examined and

reported on to next General Assembly, and any amendments sug-

gested thereon that may seem likely to promote the great object

of the Council, or necessary to secure from interference the prin-

ciples of the Church ; also authorised the Delegates and the Com-

mittee to continue their negotiations with the Committees of

other Churches." In conformity with this Deliverance, the

Committee examined the draft-constitution ; and being satisfied

that the principles of the Church are duly protected, they trust

that the Assembly will take such action as shall secure the

efiicient representation of the Church at the Council.

It is proposed that the meeting of Council shall extend from

the evening of Monday the 2d to Tuesday the 10th July. The

opening sermon will be preached by Professor Flint—it is hoped

in the Old Church of St Giles. The subjects for conference will

include the principles, work, and missions of Presbyterianism
;

the unbelief of the day ; the use of the press and literature ; the

spiritual life, and its hindrances and helps. Besides the daily

meetings for consultation and discussion, there will be addresses,

religious services, and public meetings. At least ten countries

will be represented ; and the gathering together of some of the

ablest men of many Churches will form a feature of extraordinary

interest in the annals of Protestantism. May it be manifest that

'• God hath not given us the spirit of fear, but of power, and love,

and of a sound mind."

The Committee desire to state, that hitherto all negotiations

with other Committees have been most amicable and satisfactory.

Arrangements are, consequently, in a state of forwardness, no

hindering circumstance having occurred. Edinburgh will not

fail in extending a hearty welcome to those who are commis-

sioned to attend the Council ; and the members of the Church
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will, the Committee are sure, not be behind others in expressions

of goodwill and kindness.

According to the principle of representation adopted by the

Committees of the Churches, the Church of Scotland is entitled to

a representation at the Council of 24—ministers and elders in an

equal proportion. The Assembly are requested to take such

measures as may seem good towards nominating and appointing

the Delegates of the Church.

1Y._FUNDS.

The Committee have felt very much encouraged by the response

made to their last appeal for a collection, and to the appeals from

the floor of the General Assembly in 1S7G. The amount of sub-

scriptions and collections received during 1876 was £1205, 2s. 6d.

With this sum they have been able—besides making the usual

and extraordinary grants to Foreign Churches (already adverted

to), and paying the expenses of summer stations, expenses of man-
agement, &c.—to clear off £340 of their debt, which now stands

at £170, 4s. ofl. With this debt they began the year 1877, and
it is manifest that they must be placed in possession of funds to

meet the current year's expenditure. They therefore request the

Assembly to authorise a collection to be made early in 1S7S.

They trust that the result of this collection, if authorised, will

enable them to carry on all their operations for at least two years

to come. In order to this, the collection must be no less liberal

than that of 187G ; but the Committee appeal to the Church
with every confidence that their hopes will not be disappointed.

In name and hy appointment of the Committee,

JOHN MAESHALL LAXG, D.D., Convener.
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STATE of the Intromissions of the Secretary to the Com-

MiTTTEE of Assembly on Continental and Forek^n

Churches.

From 2,1st Dcceniber 1875 to Zlst December 1876.

CHARGE.

1. General Collections, Donations, &c., received, .

2. Collections at Velsen Mission,

3. Collections and Subscriptions at Stations, viz

1. Geneva : per M. Bossi,

2. Heidelberg, per Mr Rankin,

3. Homburg', viz. :— „,„ ,^ ^
Per Mr Barclay, . . .£10 19 2

Per Mr Cowan, . . . 30 4 2== 41 3 4

. £1196
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DisCHAUGE, continued— Whereof brought forward,

Allowances to Clergymkn officiating at Stations, viz. :—
1. Heidelberg, viz. :

—

Allowance to Rev. James Rankiue, £3t] ; local
expenses, i'5, 9s. 8d., . . £il 9 8

2. Homburg, viz. :
—

Allowance to Rev. Jame.s Barclay,
£•20 ; local expenses, £3, 4s. . 23 4

Do. to Rev. Henry Cowan, £24

;

local expenses and miscellaneous
outlay £6, 4s. 2d., 30 4 2

80 fi

Geneva, viz. :—
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Extract Deliverances of the General Assembhj of the Church of Scotland

on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the second day of June, Eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Continental

and Foreign Churches, which was laid on the table by Dr Charteris

for the Convener.
Pastor Obon Kirgalian appeared as a deputation from the Evangelical

Church in Armenia, and was heard.

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to the depu-

tation.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,

—

The General Assembly receive the Report, and approve of it. They
desire to express their satisfaction on account of the assurance given as

to the progress of the Societies which the Church has been privileged

to aid ; and they instruct the Committee to cultivate friendly relations

with the Reformed Churches of Europe and other continents.

The General Assembly regret that, owing to illness, M. Lorriaux has

not been able to attend as a deputy from the Central Society of France.

They have listened with pleasure to the letter sent by the Society, and
they instruct the Committee, in acknowledging this letter, to assure

the Society of their continued interest in the Evangelisation of France.

They have also been gratified with the evidence of the increased sym-
pathy of the members of the Church with the labours of the Waldensian
Church in Italy. They thank Pastor Obon Kirgalian from Armenia
for his address, and they trust that his efforts, and the efforts of the

Evangelical Church in Armenia, will be greatly blessed.

The General Assembly intrust the care of the Chaplaincies at Rome,
Geneva, Heidelberg, and Homburg to the Committee ; and they recom-

mend this branch of the Committee's operations to the generous sup-

port of the Church.
The General Assembly have learned with satisfaction that the Con-

ferences of the Committee with Committees of other Presbyterian

Churches have been marked by harmony of feeling, and that arrange-

ments for the General Council are advancing towards completeness.

Assured that, in terms of the constitution of the Council, there wUl be
no interference with the principles of the Church, or with its internal

order and external relations, they appoint the following delegates of

this Church :

—

The Right Rev. the Moderator ; Very Rev. Principal Tulloch ; Pro-
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fessors Milligan, Mitchell, Charteris, Lee, and Flint ; Rev. Dr Robert-

son, New Greyfriars ; Dr Herdman, Melrose ; Dr Gray, Lady Tester's

;

Dr Lang, Barony ; Dr Story, Rosneath ; Rev. R. H. Muir, G. W.
Sprott, J. M'Murtrie ; Right Hon. Lord Polwarth ; Right Hon. Lord

Balfour of Burleigh ; Sir Robert Anstruther, Bart., M.P. ; James A.

Campbell of Stracathro ; Alexander Pringle of Whytbank ; W. J.

Menzies, W.S. ; A. T. Niven, C.A. ; John T. Maclagan, Esq. ; Edmund
Baxter, W.S.
The General Assembly reappoint the Committee, with the usual

powers,—Dr Lang, convener ; and they authorise a Collection to be

made, and remit to the Joint-Committee on the Schemes to fix a con-

venient day for this purpose.

Extractedfrom the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland hi/

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Ecd. Scot.

At Edinburgh, the Fourth day of June, Eighteen hundred

and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,—
Leave was given to the Continental and Foreign Churches Committee

to complete the full complement of Delegates appointed to the General

Council, and to supply any vacancies that may occur in their number.

Extracted from the Records of the General AssemUy of

the Church of Scotland hy

JOHN TULLOCH, CI Eccl. Scot.
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GENERAL COMMITTEE FOR YEAR 1877-78.

The MoDKRATOR of the General As-

sembly.

Rev. Dr A. K. H. BOTD, St Andrews.

... Dr Cook, Borgue.

... J AS. Campbell, Balmerino.

... Dr CuMMiNG, Glasgow.

... Mr DoBLE, Ladykirk.

... Dr Flint, Edinburgh.

... Dr Gordon, Newbattle. ;

... Mr GiFFEN, Edinburgh.

... Dr GiLLAN, Inchinnan.

... Dr GraT, Edinburgh.

... George Greig, Slains.

... Dr Herdman, Melrose.

... Professor Lee, Glasgow.

... R. H. MuiR, Dalmeny.

... James Mitchell, South Leith.

... T. B. W. NiVEN, PoUokshields.

... Dr Phin, Edinburgh.

... Dr PIRIE, Aberdeen.

... J. M. Robertson, Stow.

... William Ross, Haddington.

... Dr Scott, Edinburgh.

... Dr Stevenson, Edinburgh.

... J. H. Tait, Aberlady.

... Dr Taylor, Mormngside.

... John Webster, Edinburgh.

Very Rev. Principal TuLLOCH.

Rev. A. Williamson.

Sir R. Anstruther, Bart., M.P.

Hon. Major Bailue.
Sir Willlam Baillie, Bart.

Lord Balfour, of Burleigh.

Dr Balfour, Leven.

Capt. W. C. Black, of Kailzic,

Sir Robert Christison, Bart.

H. W. Cornillon, Esq., S.S.C.

William Cooper, Esq.

James S. Darling, Esq., W.S.

Major-General Sir Jno. Douglas, K.C.B.

John DuNLOP, Esq., M.D., R.N.

Sir J. D. K. Elphinstone, Bart.

J. Orr Ewing, Esq.

Sir James Ferguson, of Kilkerran, Bart.

Sir William Gibson - Craig, Bart, of

Riccarton.

Lieut. -Colonel Grant, C.B., C.S.I., of

Houseliill.

Admiral Sir W. J. Hope Johnstone,
G.C.B.

Alexander Kinloch, Esq., yr. of Gil-

merton.

Maurice Lothian, Esq.

Sir A. Muir Mackenzie, Bart.

Professor Maclagan, M.D.

Colin G. Macrae, Esq., W.S.

Alex. T. Niven, Esq., C.A.

Robert Paton, Esq., W.S.
Lord Polwarth.
Earl of Seafield.

Earl of Selkirk.

Earl of Stair.

A. Campbell Swinton, Esq.

David Smith, Esq. W.S.
Sir Geo. Grant Suttie, Bart.

Dr Traill, Woodwick.

James W. Winchester, Esq., LL.D.

LIST OP ACTING COMMITTEE.

The Moderator of the General As-
sembly.

Rev. Professor Flint.
... Cornelius GiFFEN.
... Dr Gordon, Newbattle.
... Dr Gray, Edinburgh.
... Dr Herdman, Melrose.

... R. H. Muir, Dalmeny.

... T. B. W. NrvEN, PoUokshields.

... J. M. Robertson, Stow.

... Wm. Ross, Haddington.

... Dr Scott.

... Dr Stevenson.

... J. H. Tait, Aberlady.

... John Webster, Edinburgh.

... A. WiLLLAMSON, Edinburgh.
Lord Balfour, of Burleigh.

H. W. Cornillon, Esq.

Capt. W. C. BlacB, of Kailzle, Peebles.
James S. Darling, Esq., W.S.
Major-General Sir Jno. Douglas, K.C.B.
DrDuNLOP, R.N.
Sir James Ferguson, of Kilkerran, Bart.
Lieut. -Colonel Grant, C.B., C.S.I., of

Househill.

Admiral Sir W. J. Hope Johnstone,
G.C.B.

Alex. Kinloch, Esq.
Maurice Lothian, Esq.
Colin G. Macrae, Esq., W.S

I
Professor Maclagan, M.D.

j

Alex. T. Niven, Esq., C.A.
David Smith, Esq., W.S.

I James W. Winchester, Esq., LL.D.

Rev. Dr Phin, Convener.
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REPORT.

The Commissioned Presbyterian Chaplains to the Forces occupy

the same stations as at the date of last Eeport. The Rev. P.

Beaton is at Aldershot, the Eev. D. Arthur at Edinburgh, the

Rev. John Milne at Shorncliffe, the Rev. G. Kirkwood at London,

the Rev. J. M'Whinney at Dublin, and the Rev. James Spiers at

the Curragh. The two last named are ministers of the Irish Pres-

byterian Church.

There have been several changes among the officiating chap-

lains on the Committee's list. They were recently visited by the

Convener, and this Report is the result of what he then ascertained,

and of subsequent inquiries.

Dover Castle and Western Heights.

The Rev. J. M. Millar, with whom the Convener spent some

hours on the 7th and 8th ult., has, every Sabbath, a separate

service at each of his stations and a Sabbath school, while his

time throughout the week is occupied with the visitation of the

hospitals and prison, with religious instruction classes, and with

the other duties of an Army Chaplain. Till the end of last

autumn, the Presbyterian soldiers in Dover were very numerous,

but they are at present comparatively few, as the regiments now

stationed there chiefly consist of Episcopalians and Roman Catho-

lics. An early increase of Presbyterians is, however, anticipated.

It would afford the Committee very great pleasure to learn that
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Mr Millar had obtained a commission, as the reward of 13 years

assiduous and most useful labour in Dover garrison.

Portsmouth, Gosport, Haslar Hospital, and Forton

Military Prison.

The Eev. J. M'Taggart, who represents the Committee at these

stations, had, for a considerable portion of last year, nearly a thou-

sand Presbyterian soldiers, sailors, and marines under his charge.

They were so widely dispersed that it was requisite to have public

worship every Sabbath forenoon, in three separate places, to

which, though fixed upon as the most central and convenient,

many of the men had to march some distance. Besides these

three parade services, IVIr M'Taggart had a voluntary Sabbath

evening service in one of the barracks, and a Sabbath school, and

had often to obtain assistance in his work. During the

week he gave religious instruction to the young, visited the mili-

tary hospitals, made a round of the wards in the great naval

hospital at Haslar, and had a stated religious service for the

benefit of the convalescents, conducted a similar service in the

military prison, and visited the men in their quarters, as well as

their wives and families. For some time after the fearful explo-

sion on board H.M.S. Thunderer, he paid the sufferers daily visits,

which were highly appreciated. The Convener spent the 15th

ult. in Portsmouth, and preached for Mr M'Taggart in the com-

modious and comfortable hall of the Soldiers' Institute, where

there was a large and attentive naval and military congregation.

This place of worship, which fronts the garrison chapel, can ac-

commodate 700 sitters, and is attached to an admirably organised

Home for Officers and Men in H.M. service who are not provided

with quarters. If Scotch ministers when in Portsmouth would call

upon Mr M'Taggart and inspect his work, he would gladly escort

them over the grandest naval fortress in England, and they would

find excellent and very cheap accommodation in the Soldiers' In-

stitute, which cannot be too strongly commended to the Christian

liberality of all who desire the temporal and spiritual welfare of

those for whom it is specially designed.
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New Brompton, Chatham Garrison, and Convict Prison.

The Convener had an interview, on the 9th ult., with the Rev. G.

B. Watson, Presbyterian Chaplain in Chatham Garrison and Convict

Prison, and minister of the National Scotch Church, New Bromp-

ton, towards the erection of which the Committee contributed, as

it was chiefly designed for Scotchmen employed in the Dockyard.

Mr Watson's duties are to conduct public worship, every Sabbath

forenoon and evening, in the New Brompton Church, and to act

as pastor of its congregation ; to preach, every Sabbath morning,

in the garrison chapel, to the Presbyterian soldiers, whose average

number throughout the year is 200 ; to attend the Sabbath school

at the Eoyal Engineer barracks ; and to hold a religious service,

every Sabbath afternoon, in the Convict Prison. During the

week he is expected to have classes for the religious instruction

of the drummers and the soldiers' children, and to visit the men
in quarters, as well as two military prisons, and the convicts.

Shoeburyness.

On the 12th ult. the Convener conferred at Shoeburyness with

the Rev. H. Drennan, who has been the Committee's chaplain

there since the beginning of ] 876. This station became import-

ant about sixteen years ago as the school of gunnery for England.

The garrison consists of the Royal Artillery, with a few Royal

Engineers ; and the ordinary strength is about 700. Mr Drennan

has two diets of worship every Sabbath, the average congregation

being about 80. A Sabbath school of from 40 to 60 children, a

bi-weekly music-class, hospital work, and all the various duties of

his of&ce receive from him assiduous attention. Though Mr
Drennan had a most laborious career as an army chaplain, both

in the Crimea and in India, he is still in the prime of life, and

seems peculiarly fitted for ministering to soldiers.

Netley Hospital and Winchester.

Last autumn the Rev. P. Mathieson resigned the chaplaincy at

these places, before sailing for Madras as one of the Church's mis-
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sionaries. He had scarcely landed when he was cut off by cholera,

and it is now the melancholy province of the Committee to record

their sense of the fidelity and zeal which he displayed while on their

staff, their sorrow for his comparatively early death, and their

sympathy with his widow and other bereaved relatives. Immedi-

ately on his resignation, the Rev. G. F. Steven, an ordained minister,

was appointed to the chaplaincy. The Convener was with Mr
Steven, at Netley, on the 14th ult., and learned the details of his

work. Every Sabbath forenoon he preaches to the Presbyterians

in Winchester barracks, gives religious instruction to any Presby-

terian children who happen to be there, visits the men, and goes

through the hospital. In the afternoon he has public worship in

the chapel of Netley Hospital, and a Sabbath school ; after which

he ministers at the bedsides of patients whose condition is critical.

During last quarter the average attendance of soldiers at the two

stations was a hundred, while at Netley the Presbyterian worship

was also joined in by several civilians connected with the hospital.

The Netley congregation is constantly changing, as large numbers

of soldiers who have served out the time for which they enlisted,

and of invalids from every part of the world, are always coming

and going. There is likewise a perpetual succession of medical

students at the hospital, and many of them are Presbyterians.

The Netley chaplaincy thus affords such an opportunity of exten-

sive usefulness as the Committee indicated in their last Eeport.

COLCHESTEE AND WaRLEY.

The Rev. Mr Scott having been inducted into the parish of

Cromarty in September last, the chaplaincy at these stations was

entrusted to the Rev. John Morrison, an ordained minister from

Australia. The convener visited him at Colchester on the

10th ult. Mr Morrison's week-day work is light, as there are

only 80 or 90 Presbyterian soldiers at Colchester, and about 70 at

Warley, His Sabbath duties, however, are heavy, since the two

stations at which he has to preach are far apart. A change in

the regiments quartered at Colchester may speedily render the

Presbyterian element more prominent in that garrison ; and it is

one of those great military centres in which the Church of Scot-
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land should be always represented. The importance of maintain-

ing a Presbyterian chaplain at Warley is sufficiently shown by

the facts that Mr INIorrison's congregation there has been, with a

solitary exception, entirely composed of newly enlisted lads from

different parts of Scotland, who were imder drill before being

drafted into the Guards, and that three distinct sets of these lads

have passed through that process in little more than six months.

Thus the Warley chaplain may be instrumental in leading thou-

sands of Scotch soldiers into the right path, at the most critical

period in their lives.

Parkhurst.

The Presbyterians in Parkhurst camp are still too few to de-

mand a separate chaplain ; but their best interests are most

zealously promoted by the Eev. Mr Moister, who continues the

services described in the Committee's last Eeport. Every month

he transmits to the Committee a minute record of what has been

done among the Presbyterian soldiers, and an accurate enumera-

tion both of the men and of the attendance at public worship. In

token of their high estimate of his unwearied efforts for the social,

moral, and spiritual welfare of the Presbyterians at Parkhurst, the

Committee have repeated their honorarium of twenty-five guineas,

as he receives no Government allowance.

When the Convener was in England last month, he transacted

business for the Committee with the Naval and IVIilitary autho-

rities. Experience has proved the advantage of an occasional visit

from him to the War Office and the Admiralty, and a call on the

commandants at the stations occupied by the Committee's chap-

lains. Happily, during the past year, nothing has occurred to

threaten the slightest disagreement between the Committee and

those who administer the affairs of Her Majesty's Army and Navy.

The Committee began 1876 with £803 at their credit in the

bank. Before the close of the year that sum was reduced to

£349; and further expenditure has since brought it down to

£148. The Committee therefore earnestly trust that the ap-
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proaching collection will be liberal. Though £66 were volun-

tarily contributed during 1876, several years have elapsed since

a general collection was made by order of the Supreme Court of

the Church ; and if this appeal he widely and heartily responded

to, ANOTHER MAY BE DEFERRED FOR A SIMILAR TIME. The Com-

mittee believe that there is no religious enterprise prosecuted by

the Church which produces more good in proportion to its cost

than the scheme they manage. Grateful for past evidences of the

Church's appreciation of their work, they confidently anticipate

that her prayers and alms in behalf of it will continue to come up

for a memorial before God. In these days of wars and rumours of

wars, every Christian patriot, while pleading at the Throne of Grace

that our nation may not be constrained to draw the sword, should

do his utmost for the religious interests of those gallant men who

may be called to jeopard their lives in defence of their country

and Queen.

In name and by appointment of the Committee,

K. M. Phin, Convener.

Extract Deliverance of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the Twenty -fifth day of May, Eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven,

—

T^Tiich day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being met
and constituted, inter alia,—
The General Assembly called for the Report of the Army and Navy

Chaplains Committee, which was given in by Dr Phin, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—The General Assembly approve
of the Report and of the diligence of the Committee, to whom and to the

Convener they record their thanks ; reappoint the Committee, wth power
to add to their niunber, and with the instructions and powers committed to

them by former General Assemblies. Dr Phin, Moderator, Convener.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the Church

of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, a. Eccl. Scot.
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ABSTRACT of the Intromissions of the Secretary to the

General Assembly's CoMmTTEE ou Army and Navy
Chaplains, and for Correspondence with the Synod of
THE Church of Scotland in England,

From ^\st December 1875 to 2\si December 1876.

I.—AEMY AND XAVY CHAPLAINS BRANCH.

C H A B G £.

1. Balance DUE TO THE Committee at 31st December 1875, . . £803 4
2. Collections, &c., received during year, 66 5 (!

3. Interest on Bank Account for year to 1st November 1876, . 6 15 4

Sum of the Charge, . £876 1 2
Equalling the Discharge as below. —^—^^^^—

DISCHARGE.
1. Payments to Officiating Chaplains on Account op Salaries,

&c., over and above their Government Allowances, &c., £491 5 10
2. Miscellaneous Expenses, viz. :

—

1. Printing and Advertising, including Printing Report
for 1876, &c., £9 9 2

2. Extract of General Assembly's Deliverance, 1876, . 6

3. Auditor's Fee for year to 31st December 1875, . 2 2

4. Allowance to Secretary for Clerks, for year to 31st

December 1876, 21

5. Outlay by Secretary for Postages and incidental

expenses duriog the period of these Accounts, . 2 4 6-^^^^ 35 1 8
3. Balances due to and by the Committee at 31st December 1876,

viz. :

—

Balance in Bank, £402 1 7

Less Balance due to Secretary, . . . . 52 7 11—===^ 349 13 8

Sum of the Discharge, . £876 1 2

Equalling the Charge as above.

3g
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IL_CORRESPOXDENCE WITH ENGLISH SYNOD
BEANCH.

1. Balances in favour of Committee at 31st December 1875, . £82 1 1

•1. Interest received . 1 10 6

Sum of the Charge,
Equalling the Discharge as below.

DISCHARGE.

1. Payments in Supplement of Smaller Stipends of Ministers

IN English Synod, £82

2. Miscellaneous Expenses, including Fee for Extract of General

Assembly's Deliverance, Postages, &c., 1 11 7

Sum of the Discharge, . £83 11 7

Equalling the Charge as above.

Edinbuegh, IQtth May 1S77.— I have examined the Accounts of the Intromissions

of the Secretary to the General Assembly's Committee on Army and Navy Chaplains,

and for Correspondence with the Synod of the Church of Scotland in England, of

which the foregoing is an Abstract, and have found the same to be correctly stated

and properly vouched.

GEORGE MURRAY, Auditor.
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Extract Deliverance of the General AssemUy of the Church of Scotland

on the following Report.

At Edinburgh, the Fourth day of June Eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven :

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Psalmody
and Hymns,—which was given in by Dr Boyd, Convener.

It was moved and seconded,—Approve of the Report, and of the

diligence of the Committee, to whom and to the Conveners they record

their thanks,—Reappoint the Committee, with power to add to their

number, Dr Boyd and Mr Niven, Joint-Conveners ; and authorise them
to carry on the work entrusted to them, as set forth in the deliverances

of former General Assemblies.

It was moved and seconded, as an addition,—The General Assembly
direct the Committee to pay to the Finance Committee of the Church
the amount received by them as royalty on the 'Scottish Hymnal'
(without music), but under deduction of any expenses incurred by
them in connection with the publication of the Hymnal during said

year.

Another motion was made and seconded,—That a Committee be
appointed, as follows, to confer with the Committee on Psalmody and
Hymns, as to the future appropriation of the funds accruing annu-
ally from the sale of the Hymnal, and to report to next General
Assembly :—A. C. Swinton, James A. Campbell, A. T. Niven, Ed-
mund Baxter, J. S. Darling, A. D. M. Black, J. M. Baillie, Dr Gray,
Mr M'Murtrie, Mr A. N. Cuthbertson, and Professor Maclagan,—Dr
Gray, Convener.

After reasoning, the second motion was withdrawn, and the first

motion, with the addition of the resolution to appoint a Committee,
became the judgment of the Assembly.

Extrojctedfrom the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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GENERAL COMMITTEE, 1877-8.

Rev. \Vm. Robertson, D.D., Edin-
burgh.

... Professor Lee, Glasgow.

... David Flatfair, B.A.,Abercorn.

... R. H. MuiR, Dalmeay.
Very Rev. Principal Tdlloch, D.D.,

St Andrews.
Rev. Professor Mitchell, St Andrews.

... R. il. Story. D.D., Rosneath.

... Matthew Rodger, St Andrews.

... H. W. Smith, Kirknewton.
... A. K. H. Boyd, D. D. , St Andrews,

Joint Convener.
'... J. C. Lees, D.D., Abbey, Paisley.

... A. H. Charterxs, D.D., Edin-
burgh.

... R. H. Stevenson, D.D., Edin-
burgh.

... G. W. Sprott, B.A., North Ber-

wick.

... John M'Leod, B.A., Govan.

... J. Rankin, Muthill.

... P. L. Robertson, Glasgow.

... John M. Lanq, D.D., Glasgow.

... J. M'Mdrtrie, M.A., Edinburgh.

... J. Macgregor, D.D., Edinburgh.

... G. Hutchison, D.D., Banchory.
... J. Campbell, D.D., Balmerino.

... J. G. YooNG, Monifieth.

... Donald Macleod, D.D., Glasgow.

... J. R. M. Mitchell, B.A., Paisley.

... T. Leishman, D.D., Linton.

... T. P. Johnston, Carnbee.

... James Hillhouse, Elie.

... W. Dcke, M.A., St Vigeans.

... Alex. Williamson, Edinburgh.
... W. P. Rorison, Dalserf.

... J. H. Tait, Aberlady.

... John Alison, M.A., Edinburgh.

... G. S. Burns, D.D., Glasgow.

... Wm. C^sar, D.D., Tranent.

... Geo. Campbell, Eastwood.

... Jas. Dunn, Stonehouse.

... Robt. Gillan, D.D., Inchinnan.

... C. Giffen, Edinburgh.
... Andrew Gray, M.A., Dalkeith.

... R. K. D. HoRNE, Corstorphine.

... J.W.King, M.A., N. Kilpatrick.

... Roderick Lawson, Maybole.

... Jas. Mitchell, M.A., Leith.

.. R. C. H. Macduff, Edinburgh.
... Donald Macleod, M.A., Jed-

!
burgh.

, ... W. Mackintosh, D.D., Buch-
anan.

... R. Macpherson, Edinburgh.
... R. Buchanan, Dunbar.

Rev. Wm. Ross. Haddington.
... T. B. W. JSiyen, Pollokshields.

... K. M. Phin, D.D., Edinburgh.

... R. Stephen, I\LA., Renfrew.

... Douglas Stewart, Paisley.

... Dr Wright.

... A.Young, B.A., Westerkirk.

... R. W. Weir, M.A., Dumfries.

... David Strong, M.A., Glasgow.

... George Marjoribanks, B.D.,

Stenton.

... W. C. E. Jamieson, B.A., Edin-

burgh.

... Jas. Barclay, M.A., Linlithgow.

... John Barclay', Greenock.

... John Christie, D.D., Kilrenny.

... Thos. Dyke.s, D.D., Ayr.

... P. Mackenzie, D.D., Uniuhart.

... Wm. M'Lean, Penninghame.

... Professor Milligan, Aberdeen.

... Robert Milne, M.A., Perth.

... John Watt, B.D., Glasgow.

... Thomas Young, B.D., Ellon.

... M. L, Anderson, M.A., St An-
drews.

... T. S. Marjoribanks, B. D.,

Presronkirk.

... J. B. Lorraine, B.D., Peebles.

Hugh Barclay, Esq., LL.D., Perth.

A. Campbell Swinton, Esq. of Kini-

merghame.
J.. A. Campbell, Esq. of Stracathro.

Stuart Grace, Esq., St Andrews.
A. T. NiVEN, Esq., C.A.

—

Joint Con-
vener.

Sir R. Anstruther, Bart., M.P.
Alex. Kinloch, Esq., yr. of Gilmerton.

C. N. CowPER, Esq., S.S.C.

Professor Forbes, Aberdeen.
Professor Douglas Maclagan, M.D.
Hon. Major Baillie.

E. Baxter, Esq., W.S.
Sir Robt. Christison, Bart.

James Graham, Esq., Auld House,
Eastwood.

Jas. Hope, Esq., D.K.S.
Alexander Hamilton, Esq., W.S.
John Jack, juu., Esq.

Admiral Sir W. J. Hope Johnston,
K.C.B.

James Laing, Esq.

John M'Culloch, Esq.

i

David Scott, Esq., C.A.

I

WiLLiA.M Finlay, Esq., Scottisli

I

Equitable Assurance Society.

i Henry Dunn Smith, Esq., Inverarav.
' J. Hope Finlay, Esq., W.S.
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ACTING COMMITTEE, 1877-8.

Rev. John Alison, M.A., Edinburgh.

... M. L. Anderson, M.A., St Andrews.

... James Barclay, M.A., Linlithgow.

... John Barclay, Greenock.

... A. K, H, Boyd, D.D., St Andrews.

... Robert Buchanan, Dunbar.

... Wm. C^sar, D.D., Tranent.

... John Christie, D.D., Kilrenny.

... Thos, Dykes, D.D., Ayr.

... C. Giffen, Edinburgh.

... W. C. E. Jamieson, B.A., Edinburgh.

... J. C. Lees, D.D., Paisley.

... Thos. Leishman, D.D., Linton.

... J. B. Lorraine, B.D., Peebles.

... Geo. Marjoribanks, B.D., Stenton.

... T. S. Marjoribanks, B.D., Preston-

kirk.

... Professor Milliqan, Aberdeen.

... Robert Milne, M.A., Perth.

... J. R. M. Mitchell, B.A., Paisley.

... Jas. Macgreoor, D.D., Edinburgh.
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E E P R T.

Your Committee have the satisfaction of reporting continued and

encouraging success in their work, and they look forward with

every confidence to the result of its future development.

The sale of publications during the past year has been satisfac-

tory. The number of copies of the Anthem Book sold was 1561,

making in all 3335 copies since it was issued, while the number

of copies of the Prose Psalter sold, up to end of last return in

December, had reached 2522. 75,128 copies of the Hymnal

(without music) were sold during the year ; or, including those with

music, upwards of 78,000 copies. The copies of the Hymnal, with

and without music, sold since it was first issued, amount to up-

wards of 665,000. About 89,000 copies of the Committee's various

publications (exclusive of the Children's Hymnal) have been sold

during the past year. As regards the Children's Hymnal, the

number of copies sold during the year was 31,436 ; of the har-

monised edition, which was issued in autumn, 410 copies had

been sold up to the end of December.

The Committee renewed the arrangement under which con-

gregations and Sabbath-schools receive the benefit of a reduction

of a third of the published price on purchasing a certain number

of copies of their publications ; and it seems desirable to continue

the arrangement in the meantime.

The Committee have derived £456, 14s. Od. of royalty from the

sale of their publications during the past year.

With reference to their work in the promotion of Psalmody
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improvement and the Education of Precentors, your Committee

have to report that 34 Precentors mentioned in last Eeport as

havino- applied for supplemental grants from their funds, were

awarded grants amounting in aggregate to £209.* For this year

47 schedules of application have been lodged, which will be dealt

with as formerly in the course of the season.

During last year 32 candidates for the diploma came forward

at the usual half-yearly examinations, including 6 holding the

diploma second class who desired to pass first class,—of these 21

were successful. The number at present (spring 1877) in course

of being examined is 21.

Your Committee have to direct special attention to reports

which they have received on the results of examinations for the

Precentor's diploma, and on Congregational Psalmody, both of which

will be found reprinted in the Appendices to this Report, Nos. VII.

and VIII. The reports referred to have furnished the Committee

with valuable suggestive information, and have led them to see the

propriety of making certain new arrangements, detailed in Appen-

dices I., II., and III., but which may here be explained briefly as

follows:—(1) In addition to the existing diplomas, "first class"

and " second class," it is intended to institute two new grades of

diploma of superior value to the present. These will be distin-

guished as " first class with honours," and " first class with ad-

vanced honours
;

" (2) As regards requirements 7 and 8 of the

diploma, relating to ability to lead and ability to teach, it is pro-

posed that these shall not be held as having been fully tested

until the Committee's Inspector has had opportunity of doing so

satisfactorily on the occasion of his visit to the congregation in

which the Precentor holds office ; and (3) with the view of afford-

ing a more effectual test than hitherto of their knowledge and

practice in adapting tunes to words, Precentors applying for

grants are to be required to send in, along with the usual schedule,

a list setting forth their adaptations for a certain number of con-

secutive Sabbaths of the year preceding application.

With regard to classes for Precentors, your Committee believe

that, in addition to the one at Dunbar, mentioned in last Report,

* See page 423.
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there is probability of similar classes being formed in other pro-
vincial centres ere long, arrangements for which your Committee
are endeavouring to promote by every means in their power.

Apart from an exceptional grant of £200 to the Finance Com-
mittee of the Assembly, which was voted at a meeting of Com-
mittee, held 7th July 1876, in terms of a proposal made at last

Assembly, your Committee have to report an expenditure during
the past year of £519, 7s. 3d., being about £20 less than wa's

estimated. The balance at the Committee's credit at commence-
ment of the current year was about £800, and as their expen-
diture for 1877 may be estimated at £680, a balance may be ex-

pected at their credit at the end of the year amounting to about
£120, in addition to the royalty to be derived from sales during
the year.

Your Committee cannot close their present Eeport without
alluding to the encouraging nature of the communications they
have received from ministers and others throughout the Church,
who are evidently deeply interested in their work. Their corre-

spondence has been very large, but it has afforded most satis-

factory indication that the Committee's efforts in the direction of
Psalmody improvement are becoming thoroughly recognised and
appreciated. They therefore request the General Assembly to

favour them with a renewal of their confidence by reappointing

them, as in former years, with authority for the further prosecu-

tion of their labours.

In name and hj appointment of the Committee,

A. K. H. BOYD,A. K. H. BOYD,
\ r - r.

ALEX. T. i^TivEN, r^*"^-^^'"''''''^^-
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APPENDIX No. I.

PAYMENTS TO PRECENTORS.

Precentors of parish churches and chapels connected with the Church
of Scotland, holding the Committee's Diploma, are entitled to receive

annual payments or honoraria in supplement of their salaries, provided

they afford thorough and systematic instruction in Psalmody to the

congregations which they conduct. The payments or honoraria vary

from ^3 to £\% and are regulated by the Committee upon considera-

tion of the following among other circumstances—viz.

:

The class of Diploma held by the Precentor ; the population of the

parish ; the size of the congregation ; the number of classes and indi-

viduals under instruction ; the duration of classes per annum (classes

for young people, Sabbath-school children, &c., receive special encour-

agement) ; and the general result on the congregation.

Schedules are issued to qualified precentors, applying for them not

later than 1st January annually, and after being filled up and returned,

an Inspector appointed by the Committee visits the parish,—such visit

taking place not sooner than 1st February. He is directed to inquire

into the facts and circumstances set forth in the Schedules, and make
such examination of classes as may be necessary, reporting the result

to the Committee, one of whom, when possible, shall be present at each
inspection. The Committee shall thereupon decide upon the amount
of honorarium to be paid. The money value of the grants will be de-

termined, commencing with 1878, thus : Class 2, £2 to £8 ; Class 1,

.£4 to £9 ; Class 1 with honours, £b to £10 ; Class 1 with advanced
honours, £6 to £12.

The Church Psalm and Hymn Tune-Book must be used as the ordi-

nary and exclusive Tune-Book for congregational use in all churches

whose Precentors derive benefit, through payments to be made by the

Committee.
The Committee are prepared to offer facilities, as far as possible,

for the instruction of Precentors and others preparing to take their

Diploma.

In name of the Committee,

ALEX. T. NIVEN,
Edinburgh, May 1877. Juint-C'onvener.
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APPENDIX No. 11.

COPY OF THE COMMITTEE'S DIPLOMA.

€]^urc?j of Scotland.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY S COMMITTEE ON PSALMODY AND HYMNS.

PRECENTOR'S DIPLOMA.
I hereby certify that has been examined, and found

competent, in respect of musical knowledge and skill, for the duties of

a Precentor.

Eegistered, No. Class,

EcrXBURGH, 187

Piesult of examination of Mr

Convener.

Date,

The variojis der/rees of merit are described as folloivs—viz. : Bad, ;

Fair, Nos. up to 10 ; Good, Nos. up to 20 ; Very Good, Nos. up to 30.

The highest immher obtainable is 240. At least two-thirds of this number
(160) 7mist be obtained to secure the Diploma Second Class ; and at least

seven-eirjhtlis (210) /or First Class.

Numbers
obtained.

I. Adaptation of Tunes to "Words.
II. Singing at Sight.

III. Knowledge of Mtjsic.

IV. Ear Cultivation.
y. Quality of Voice.

VI. Style of Delivery.
VII. Ability to Lead.
VIII. Ability to Teach.

Total,

Convener.

Examiners.

^Messrs

and
Professional.

Chairman.

Note 1.—It has been resolved to institute a Diploma—First Class "with
honours," and another, First Class " with advanced honours." In the

3i
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meantime, Precentors taking or at present holding the Diploma First

Class, and holding Mr Curwen's Member's Certificate, will be entitled

to receive the former without further examination. In like manner,

Precentors taking or at present holding the Diploma, First Class, and

holding Mr Curwen's Advanced Certificate, will be entitled to receive

the latter without further examination. Precentors who hold neither

of the Certificates referred to, but who wish to take either of the two
higher grades of Diploma, will be required to subject themselves to an

examination, which will be more or less severe, according as they may-

desire to obtain the Diploma " with honours " or " with advanced
honours," *

Note 2.—Candidates for the Precentor's Diploma are requested to ob-

serve that in future the tests for requirements 7 and 8 will be applied as

follows : If 140 marks are obtained at the half-yearly examination apart

from these two requirements, the Candidate will be passed as a " Proba-

tioner," and will be entitled on 1st January following to send in sche-

dule of application for grant from the Committee's funds, with relative

list of Tunes. If, on the Inspector's visit, he is found entitled to a fair

number of marks for requirements 7 and 8, he will obtain the Diploma,

but not otherwise. Of course, in case of failure he will not obtain a

grant. If he fails for the time, and desires that his Classes and Con-

gregation be visited in following years, with a view to his then passing,

he must undertake to pay the expense attending should he then fail.

Special arrangements, as circumstances prove to be expedient, will be

made for behoof of Candidates not holding office as Precentors, for

testing their abilities under requirements Nos. 7 and 8.

* It should be explained that the Committee have no desire to identify themselves

exclusively with Mr Curwen's system. They simply desire to take advantage of

machinery which exists useful for their purpose. These advanced certificates, which
imply thorough knowledge of the ordinary notation, are taken advantage of because

they imply and insure the holder's musical culture up to a certain standard, which it

would be difificult without them to ascertain. Other certificates of proficiency may
yet be suggested to them, of which in like manner they will take advantage, if ap-

proved of.
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APPENDIX No. III.

COPY OF SCHEDULE TO BE FILLED UP BY
PEECENTORS APPLYING FOR GRANTS.

, 1S7 .

(Cljurcf) of Sccitlanti,

COMMITTEE ON PSALMODY AND HYMNS.

SCHEDULE "WITH EEFEEENCE TO PAYMENTS TO PRECENTOES.

To he filled up and forvmrded to A. T. NiVEN, Esq., C.A., Edinburgh, Joint-Con-

vener of the Committee, not later than 15th January of the year for which the

payment is desired.

1. Name of Parish Church or Chapel.

2. Name and Address of Precentor.

3. Date, No., and Class of Diploma.
A^.J5.—Exhibit Diploma on first occasion of applying for Grant,

or at any subsequent change in class of Diploma.

4. Does Precentor hold Mr Curwen's Member's or Advanced Certifi-

cate 1 If so, say -which.

JV.B.—The holding of the former of these Certificates, along

with the Diploma First Class, entitles to Diploma " with hon-

ours." The holding of the latter, similarly, entitles to Diploma
" with advanced honours." Certificate to be exhibited as

above.

5. Number of sittings in Church.

6. Approximate number of Congregation.

7. Approximate number of Congregation attending (1) Congrega-

tional Classes, (2) Choir Meetings, and (3) Classes for Sabbath-scholars

and others. How many such Classes 1 How long continued annually ?

Specify fully in detail.

8. Are any of Mr Curwen's Certificates, or other Certificates imply-

ing similar musical proficiency, held by members of the Congregation 1

Describe Certificates held, and state numbers respectively.

9. Is the Church of Scotland Psalm and Hymn Tune-book the ordi-

nary Tune-book in congregational use to the exclusion of all others 1

Are numbers of Tunes displayed, or intimated by minister, having

reference to this work 1

10. Produce list setting forth the numbers (Church of Scotland Psalm

and Hymn Tune-book) of the Tunes sung at Public Worship upon each

of twelve consecutive Sabbaths of last year—giving dates and references

to the words for which the Tunes may have been selected.

]^.£.—Precentors holding the Diploma are now required, when
making application for grants, to produce along with the usual
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schedules, lists setting forth the numbers (Church of Scotland

Psalm and Hymn Tune-book) of the Tunes sung at Public

Worship upon each of twelve consecutive Sabbaths of the year

preceding the application—the dates being given, and refer-

ences to the words for which the Tunes may have been se-

lected. Precentors appointed subsequently to 1st October

will be required to produce lists as above, applicable to all the

Sabbaths betwixt the date of their appointment and 1st Janu-

ary following. This has been found necessary, to afford a more

effectual test than can be supplied by the adaptations on the

single occasion of the Inspector's visit.

11. State time about which Inspection would be most convenient.

As far as possible the wishes of those locally interested will re-

ceive effect in this matter.

Signature of Precentor,

Counter-signature of Minister,

, 187 .

The Inspector will verify the answers to the first nine questions as

above, and will reply as to the following for the information of the

Committee by affixing marks implying value against the subjects re-

spectively. To do so satisfactorily, he will probably find it necessary

to be present in Church on a Sunday, as well as to examine the Con-

gregational Classes on a week-day. Marks to be, for bad, ; for fair,

numbers up to 10 ; for good, numbers up to 20 ; for very good, num-
bers up to 30.

1. Adaptation
2. Fulness of Voice in Congregation

3. Balancing of parts

4. Accentuation
5. Intonation

6. Expression

7. General result

Any remarks of Inspector to be added here.

Signature of Inspector,

Counter-signature of Member )

of Committee ifpresent, )

, 187 .
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APPENDIX No. lY.

COUKSE OF STUDY FOR PRECENTOES RECOMMENDED
IN CONNECTION WITH THE DIPLOMA EXAMINA-

TIONS.

OLD NOTATION.

N.B.—The Eight Heads correspond with the requirements of the Bijiloma.

I.

—

Adaptation.

1. The art of scanning verse, and apportioning appropriate musical

measures.

2. Emotional character of Tunes.

3. Emotional character of Psalms and Hymns used in the Church of

Scotland.

4. Historical and special associations of Words and Music.

II.—Sight Singing.

Singing at Sight in conjunction with words—tunes corresponding in

difficulty to those found in the " Church of Scotland p'salm and

Hymn Tune-book."

III.—Musical Knowledge.

Elementary.

1. Construction of Scales, Major.

2. Construction of Scales, Minor.

3. Key Signatures of Major Scales.

4. Key Signatures of Minor Scales.

5. Time Signatures.

0. Construction of Measures.

Intervals.

Diatonic and Chromatic, including the several varieties of the second,

third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh.
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Harmony.

1. Common Chords and their Inversions.

2. Chords of the 7th and their Inversions.

3. The Chord of the 4th on the Dominant and its Inversions.

4. Chords of the Diminished 7th and their Inversions.

Modulation.

1. i\Iodulating into the Relative Minor or Relative Major of the Prin-

cipal Key.
2. Modulating into the Dominant and Sub-Dominant of the Principal

Key.
3. Modulating into the Relative Minors or Relative Majors of the Do-

minant and Sub-Dominant of the Principal Key.

4. To distinguish Transitory from Extended Modulation.

Simple Chromatic Chords.

To distinguish Chromatic Chords from Chords of Modulation.

IV.—Ear Cultivation.

To be able to note a simple melody correctly on hearing the same sung

or played not oftener than three times.

V.

—

Voice.

1. Management of the Breath.

2. Production of Tone.

3. Mode of Attack.

4. The knowledge of Blending, and proper use of the various Registers.

5. Mode of producing the clear quality.

4. Mode of producing the sombre quality.

VI.

—

Style of Delivery.

1

.

Correct Pronunciation.

2. Correct Accentuation.

3. Correct Phrasing.

4. Mode of producing the Tone.

5. Skilful and tasteful use of the various degrees of Tone force or

loudness.

6. Phrasing of Melodies by breathing.

7. Phrasing of Melodies by varying the force.

8. Correct use of the clear and sombre qualities of voice, according to

the sentiment of the words.

VII.

—

Ability to Lead.

Leading a Congregation.

1. Pitching the Tunes to suit the voice of the Congregation.

2. Proper accentuation of the different parts of the Measure.
3. Proper accentuation of the words.
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4. The use of the clear and sombre qualities of the voice, as a mode of

expression.

5. Rate of movement to suit size of Congregation.
G. Mode of Attack.
7. How to maintain the Pitch.

8. Expression.

Conducting a Choir and Congregation.

1. Pitching of key tones
;
giving the Choir the key ; mode of beating

time
;
proper control of the Choir.

2. Control of the Choir in conjunction with Congregation.

3. Mode of conducting a Choir so as to produce the expression desired

by the Conductor.

VIII.

—

Alility to Teach.

Elementari/ Classes.

1. The elements of sight-singing in Time.
2. Tlie elements of sight-singing in Tune.
3. The elements of Rhythm.
4. Elementary instruction in voice cultivation.

5. Classification of voices.

{'). Elementary instruction in ear cultivation.

7. Elementary instruction in expression.

Choir Training.

1. Blending of voices.

2. Phrasing of music.

3. Phrasing of words.
4. Readiness in detecting and correcting wrong notes in the bass and

inner parts.

5. Special treatment of Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass voices.

Boohsfor Study.

Callcott's Grammar of Music, - price 2s. 6d.

Curwen's Standard Course, - „ 3s.

Curwen's How to observe Harmony, „ 2s.

Curwen's Guide of Staff Notation, „ Os. 6d.

Morell's English Grammar, - „ 2s.

A good Pronouncing Dictionary also recommended.
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APPENDIX No. y.

COURSE OF STUDY FOR PRECEJTTORS RECOMMENDED
IN CONNECTION WITH THE DIPLOMA EXAMINA-

TIONS.

TONIC SOL-FA METHOD.

N.B.— The Eiqlit Heads correspond ivith the requirements of the Diploma.

I.

—

Adaptation.

1. The art of scanning verse, and apportioning appropriate musical

measures,

2. Emotional character of Tunes.

3. Emotional character of Psalms and Hymns used in the Church of

Scotland.

4. Historical and special associations of Words and Music.

II.

—

Sight Singing.

Singing at Sight in conjunction with words—tunes corresponding in

difficulty to those found in the " Church of Scotland Psalm and

Hymn Tune-Book."

III.—Musical Knowledge.

Elementary.

1. Key relationship.

2. Mental effects of tones in key.

3. Structure of the Common Scale.

4. Structure of the Minor Mode and its changeable tones.

5. Accents, Pulse, Measures.

6. Rhythmic division of time and time names.

Intervals—Parsing.

1. The Common Intervals.

2. The Parsing of Melody.
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Ilarmoni/.

1. Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-Dominant Chords of the Major Mode.
2. Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-Dominant Chords of the Minor Mode.
3. The Chords of the Super-Tonic, Sub-Mediant, and Leading tone of

the Major Mode.
4. The Chords of the Super-Tonic, Sub-Mediant, and Leading tone of

the Minor Mode.
5. The full-pulse Dissonances most commonly used with the preceding

Chords.
G. The principal Cadences in both Modes.

Modulation and Transition.

1. Transition of the first Sharp remove.
2. Transition of the first Flat remove.
3. Distinguish between cadence, passing and extended transition.

4. Modulation to the Relative Major or Relative Minor.
5. Transitional Modulation of one Sharp and one Flat remove.
G. Distinguish between Chromatic and Transitional resolution of

Chords.

IV.

—

Ear Cultivation.

To be able to note a simple melody correctly on hearing the same sung
or played not oftener than three times.

v.—Voice.
1. Management of the Breath.

2. Production of Tone.
3. Mode of attack.

4. The knowledge of Blending, and proper use of the various Registers.
5. Mode of producing the clear quality.

G. Mode of producing the sombre quality.

VI.

—

Style of Delivery.

1. Correct Pronunciation.
2. Correct Accentuation.
3. Correct Phrasing.

4. Mode of producing the Tone.
5. Skilful and tasteful use of the various degrees of Tone force or

loudness.

6. Phrasing of Melodies by breathing.

7. Phrasing of Melodies by varying the force.

8. Correct use of the clear and sombre qualities of voice, according to
the sentiment of the words.

VII.

—

Ability to Lead.

Leadiuij a Co^igregaiion.

1. Pitching the tunes to suit the voice of the Congregation.
2. Proper accentuation of the different parts of the Measure.
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3. Proper accentuation of the words.

4. Tlie use of the clear and sombre qualities of the voice, as a mode of

expression.

5. Eate of movement to suit size of Congregation.

G. Mode of Attack.

7. How to maintain the Pitch.

8. Expression.

Conducting/ a Choir and Congregation.

1. Pitching of key-tones
;
giving the Choir the key ; mode of beating

time
;
proper control of the Choir.

2. Control of the Choir in conjunction with Congregation.

3. Mode of conducting a Choir so as to produce the expression desired

by the Conductor.

VIII.

—

Ability to Teach.

1. Describe the Six Steps of the Tonic Sol-Fa method of teaching Tune
and Time.

2. Point from memory on the Modulator one or more Tunes containing

Transition.

3. Show the use of the Hand Signs in teaching Tune.

4. Elementary instruction in voice cultivation.

5. Classification of voices.

(j. Elementary instruction in ear cultivation.

7. Elementary instruction in expression.

Choir Training.

1. Blending of voices.

2. Phrasing of music.

3. Phrasing of words.
4. Readiness in detecting and correcting wrong notes in the bass and

inner parts.

5. Special treatment of Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass voices.

Books for Study.

Calcott's Grammar,
Curwen's Standard Course,

Curwen's How to observe Harmony,
Curwen's Staff Notation,

MoreU's English Grammar,
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APPENDIX No. VI. .

NAMES OF rRECENTORS AND OTHERS WHO HAVE
TAKEN THE DIPLOMA DURING 1876.

Name and Address.

James Abbot, junior, Constitution Road, Dundee,
David Barclay, Mount Stewart, Carluke,

James Bruce, Reform Square, Campbeltown,
A. Bruce Chalmers, Philp's Institution, Kirkcaldy,

Matthew Dunn, Southbank House, Gavinton, Dunse,

H. O. Grieve, Kirkliston, .....
Charles Henderson, 2 Drumdryan Street, Edinburgh
Oliver Horton, 29 Union Street, Glasgow, .

William Houston, Caldervale, Airdrie,

David Inglis, 4 Castlegate, Lanark,
Alexander Johnstone, Douglas Street, Galashiels,

John Lillie, 36 Ronald Street, Glasgow,

John Miller, 295 Crown Street, Glasgow. .

John M'Donald, Levenford Place, Dumbarton, .

J. F. Ogilvie, 49 Buchanan Street, Glasgow,
William Paterson, 51 Dalmarnock Road, Glasgow,

Gavin Pettigrew, 349 Broad Street, Mile-end, Glasgow
John Riddell, 71 Abington Street, Glasgow,
George Ross, 13 Castle Place, Montrose,

James Sharpe, East Newport, Fife,

William Smith, 1 Mount Street, Aberdeen,

'' With advanced honours (Mr Curwen's " A.C.")

+ With honours (Mr Curwen's " M.C.")

Class of
Diploma.

Second
Second
First

First

First*

Second
First

Second
Second
First

Second
First

First

First

Second
First

First

Second
Firstt

First

Second
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APPENDIX No. VII.

EEPOPtT BY W. M. MILLEE, Esq., GLASGOW, WITH
EEFEEENCE TO EESULTS OF EXAMINATION FOE
PEECENTOE'S DIPLOMA.

5 Shaftesbury Terrace, Glasgoav,
20th December 1876.

A. T. NiVEN, Esq., C.A.

Dear Sir,—During the past year the candidates who came
forward to the examinations were, on the whole, better prepared

than those who came the year before ; consequently the passes

were more numerous, and the results more satisfactory to the can-

didates and the examiners.

At the first examination it was quite common to have candidates

who, before coming forward, had the idea that the whole affair was
either an empty form or something worse, and therefore no prepar-

ation was needed ; and certainly no preparation was given.

Again, a large proportion of the first candidates were ignorant

of the requirements of the diploma ; and although, in many cases,

much time and attention had evidently been given to certain de-

partments of musical study outside, and sometimes even beyond
those required, yet comparatively few of such succeeded in gaining

even the second class, because, although well up in many things

pertaining to music, they were sadly behind in some of the eight

essential requirements of the Precentor's Diploma.

Taking the requirements of the diploma seriatim, the results of

last year's examination show that most of the candidates mani-

fested considerable skill in adaptation and sight-singing, along

with a very fair knowledge of musical notation and harmony
analysis.

Nearly all gained the full number of marks for ear-cultivation,

the test being limited to taking down and naming the tones of

five simple phrases sung over three times, the key-tone being

given. Although for this test most of the candidates gained a

high percentage of marks, yet too high a value should not be
given to the figures, as certainly the cultivation had all been in

the direction of training the ear to hear and recognise but one tone

at a time, no matter how many were sounding together. 'Tis

hardly credible, nevertheless 'tis true, most of the candidates in
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handling the choir formed for the purpose of testing ability to lead,
were quite unable to detect wrong notes in the bass and inner
parts.

In all cases the candidates were told to listen to all the parts,
particularly the bass, and instantly on hearing anything not in ac-
cordance with the book, to stop the choir and explain what had
been sung and by whom. In order to draw the attention of the
conductors to the bass, the gentlemen singing this part frequently
sang wrong notes; but except in cases where something out-
rageously discordant was sung, the ear could only follow the
melody. In one instance a new and totally different bass was
substituted for the one in the book, and although the conductor
was told the bass was wrong, yet after hearing the tune sung over
three times, he candidly confessed that he could not say he had
heard anything amiss. This state of things is not the result of
defective ear, but of one-sided and defective training

; and as it is
important that men training and conducting choirs should hear
more than one part at a time, men aiming at the conductor's desk
should give much attention to chordal ear-cultivation, and the
Psalmody Committee would certainly do the conductors great good
were they to require considerable skill in this from such as hold
their highest diploma.

Quality of voice is not altogether a natural gift—much depends
on the mode of producing the tone and the proper management of
the breath. Most of the candidates have but a very superficial
knowledge of these points of vocal culture, and fail in making the
best of the voices they have.

The defects of voice most noticeable were want of attention to
the registers, and the forming of the tone far back in the mouth

;

the first giving to the upper tones of the voice a hard, forced, and
disagreeable quaUty—and the second giving tones comparatively
sweet, but feeble, limited in reach, and deficient in resonance.

I have noted these points particularly, because in many of the
church choirs I heard during the course of visitation, the want of
precise knowledge concerning the registers of the voice, classifica-
tion, and mode of producing the tone, was very apparent.

" Style of dehvery " was generally the requirement least under-
stood, and therefore the chief cause of failure. Frequently the
candidates came without any piece specially prepared, and trusted
to the ordinary precentor style of singing a simple Psalm-tune
as more than sufficient to carry them through this important
requirement.

So many things come under the phrase "style of delivery,"
such as mode of producing the tone, the correct phrasing of the
words, and appropriate expression, that much time and well-
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directed study must be given to the subject before any one can

reasonablv expect to pass successfully a fair examination in it

;

and the fact that many do attempt to pass the requirement without

preparation, indicates either a low estimate of the value and im-

portance of a good style of delivery, or strong confidence in, it may
be, real but untrained natural ability.

In reference to the last two requirements the examiners had

some difficulty in forming a fair estimate of the skill and experi-

ence of the candidates. There being no congregation to lead, no

opportunity was given of testing the nerve and skill of the singer

in the most trying circumstances. In this respect, everything was
in favour of the candidates. On the other hand, in conducting the

choir, most of the leaders were painfully conscious that the choir

was there to test skill, and not to receive instruction ; and there-

fore, probably most of the candidates would have displayed more

tact and greater firmness had they been handling a choir of their

own. In all cases the examiners made fair allowance for the

exceptional and rather trying relation in which the conductor

stood towards the choir. However, taking all things into consider-

ation, it must be said that a large proportion of the candidates

indicated but slender skill in the proper management of a choir.

The requirement bearing on ability to teach is one of great im-

portance, and the one most likely to help in making and main-

taining good congregational singing.

No matter the rank precentors may hold in artistic skill and

theoretical knowledge, they have little or no educational power if

they have not the art of teaching others.

Unfortunately many precentors think that music can be taught,

and taught successfully, without either experience or careful

training in the art of teaching. Is it any wonder, then, that every-

where precentors have the same story of opening congregational

classes and closing them in a week or two for lack of pupils ?

I don't think the present mode of testing " Ability to teach
"

a satisfactory one, and would like if some plan could be devised

by the Committee of testing real work done in a bojid fide class.

Would it not do to withhold the marks for teaching until the can-

didate was prepared to submit to inspection a class taught by
himself? Some properly qualified person living in the neighbour-

hood might be requested by the Psalmody Committee to call and

see the class, test it, hear the conductor give a short lesson, and

send a report to the Committee, who would then have data on

which to award marks. In some cases the Inspector of Psalmody,

in visiting the congregation, could hear and report on the

teaching.

With reference to the points in the Precentor's Diploma which
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the periodic examinations have shown the candidates to be weakest
in, probably, in the absence of classes for Precentors, the most
practicable course for the Committee would be the publishing of a

series of tracts which would at once be a cheap and ready mode
of supplying country precentors with much useful information on

things jiertaining to Psalmody.—I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

W. M. MILLER.

APPENDIX No. VIII.

EEPOET BY W. M. MILLEE, Esq., GLASGOW, WITH
EEFEPtENCE TO CONGEEGATIONAL PSALMODY.

.') Shaftesbury Terrace, Glasgow,
2Qth December 1876.

A. T. NiVEN, Esq., C.A.

Dear Sir,—In accordance with instructions received from you,

I have, during the course of the present year, visited thirty parish

churches, for the purpose of hearing the congregational singing and

examining the Precentor's classes.

Besides the special reports which I have forwarded to you

concerning each congregation, it appears to me that a general

report upon certain points would be of some service in helping

the Committee to come to a proper decision regarding the state of

Psalmody in the churches generally.

Adaptation.

In adapting tunes to words, most of the Precentors manifested

considerable care. To some extent the selection of the tunes was
influenced by the taste and musical ability of the congregation

;

but, on the whole, the adaptation was in keeping with the spirit,

and not unfrequently according to the letter, of that given in the
' Book of Psalms, Paraphrases, and Scottish Hymnal.' Taking full

notes, as I did, regarding the way in which each tune was sung,

I cannot help believing the Psalmody would have been more
thoroughly congregational had the Precentors, in selecting the

tunes, been guided more by the skill of the people, than by any
hard and fast theory of appropriate and special adaptation.
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Frequently I noticed great unevenness in the mode of rendering

the various tunes, some being sung with much fervour and great

volume of tone, and others being left almost entirely to the choir.

Of course it is necessary that new and appropriate tunes be

introduced into congregations, but, at the same time, this requires

to be done with discretion.

The tunes most frequently selected by the Precentors, and

which were sung most heartily by the people, were—Dunferm-

line, Olivet, Palestrina, Spohr, and Stephanos.

Of long metres, Duke Street was the tune I heard most

frequently, but the selection was not at all times the best that

could have been made.

It is a remarkable fact, that in no church but one did I hear

a minor tune. Surely it cannot be that the Precentors prefer

sentimental tunes like Evan and Glencaim to such melodies as

Elgin and St Neot's.

Church choirs may find the harmonies of the one class easier

to sing than those of the other ; but it will be a grievous blunder

if the one-sided and imperfect training of church choirs lead to

the neglect and ultimate disuse of minor melodies.

EuLNESs OF Voice.

Regarding fulness of voice in congregations, I regret my being

unable to give a uniformly favourable report.

In fully more than one-fifth of the churches visited the people

sano- with great heartiness and fervour, and with commendable

fulness of tone ; choir and congregation blended into one, and the

song of praise filled the sanctuary.

In three-fifths of the churches the volume of tone was fair, and

would have been greater had the tunes been better known ;
but in

the remaining fifth the singing was left entirely to the choir.

In these churches the people took no practical interest in the

praise, and the singing could in no sense be called congregational

Whatever may be the cause of such evident indifference, the

blame cannot in every case be laid at the door of the Precentors
;

because in one or two of the worst-singing congregations, the

conductors are above the average in musical skill, knowledge, and

teaching power. They train the choir well, produce excellent

results amongst the young; yet there is a wide gulf between

them and the people, and it is painfully evident that, as far as

congregational singing is concerned, the right men have got into

the wrong place.

In speaking thus concerning one or two exceptional men, T hope
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no Precentor who is doing nothing for the improvenaent of Congre-

gational Psalmody, will think my remarks apply to him, or that

they may be quoted in justification of those who give all their

attention to the training of the choir only.

Why is it that 'in many churches no heed is given by the

general congregation to the injunction, " Let us worship God " ?

Is it the result of inability ?

Is it true that fashion has pronounced it vulgar to sing in

church ?

Have the people no sympathy with certain tunes at present

deemed suitable for congregational purposes ? or,

Are church choirs a hindrance rather than a help and guide to

congregational singing ?

These are important and pertinent questions, and were they

gone into, the investigation would probably show that all of them

were in some measure helping to close the mouths of the people.

Balance of Parts.

In none of the churches, not even in those that sang best, was
there anything, apart from the choir, that could properly be called

four-part harmony.

In most of the churches I heard a few bass voices ; in some, one

or two tenors ; but I rarely heard a really good contralto. Of
course, in filling up the schedules, the balance of parts in all the

voluntary choirs was credited to the congregation.

I am not of the opinion that the absence of part-singing is alto-

gether due to inability. In many of the better-class congregations

it is, in great measure, due to the absence of music-books. Were
the tune-book in general use, I am confident that in a very short

space of time fair part-singing would be heard in most churches.

Until the people supply themselves with tune-books, little improve-

ment need be expected.

Speaking of tune-books, I am sorry to say I found in some choirs

two books in use, and one in which the tunes were selected from

three. When Precentors everywhere find it difficult to introduce

one book into the pews, how can they hope to succeed in intro-

ducing two or three ?
*

To all congregations sincerely desirous of improving the

Psalmody, I would recommend an abundant supply of music-

books as the first and by far the most important step.

* Of course the pfrant is withheld from the Precentors of all churches in which
the Committee's Tune-Book is not exchisively used.
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EXPKESSION.

Appropriate expression cannot be named as one of the chief

characteristics of our present congregational singing.

In all the choirs more or less attention was given to light and

shade, but the singing of the congregations was very much alike

all through. Exception, however, must be made in favour of one

of the Edinburgh churches, in which all the tunes were sung with

great taste. There was a tendency just to put too fine a point on

the expression, and consequently the singing was sometimes want-

ing in breadth and precision.

Whilst it is very desirable that congregational song should

be as attractive as possible in an artistic sense, yet Conductors of

church choirs ought to remember that good congregational singing

must necessarily be very different from that of a highly-trained

choir, and that everything, either in style or music, that prevents

the people taking part in the service is altogether out of place.

Church Choirs.

In twenty-eight of the thirty churches visited, the Psalmody

is led by a choir ; and as nearly all of them are voluntary, their

existence is good evidence of the progress of music amongst the

people generally. I had the pleasure of testing most of the

choirs, and found the majority of them very fair readers of music

at sight.

In reading power the male members of the various choirs were

very far in advance of the females. This seems strange when we

take into consideration the fact that a great deal more time and

an hundredfold more money is expended on the musical education

of the ladies than on that of the gentlemen. The truth is, of the

thousands of ladies who study instrumental music, very few acquire

the power of reading notes independently of the piano.

In almost every case the style of singing adopted by the choir

was well suited to lead and guide the congregation. The excep-

tion being in one or two instances a style of singing so fast that

the congregation could not keep pace with the choir.

Taking the choirs I heard as a fair sample of the whole, the

points requiring immediate and most careful attention are the

following :

—

Proper classification of the voices.

The articulation and correct phrasing of the words.
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With regard to the claBsification of the voices, I heard in

some of the choirs a peculiarly hard, forced quality in the soprano

that stood out and refused to blend with the other parts. In the

same choirs the contralto was generally so weak that it was at all

times difficult to hear. The hard quality of the soprano was in

some degree caused by good trebles using the wrong register, but

it was mainly due to contralto voices singing the wrong part, and,

lacking skill in the management of the upper register, forced the

voice in order to reach the higher notes. A widespread but very

erroneous notion that the contralto is a very iinimportant part, has

much to do in causing ladies to attempt what nature never intended

them to do; but Conductors are greatly at fault in selecting or allow-

ing strong, heavy, low-set voices to sing the treble on the ground

that they tell. Tell they certainly do, but at the cost of everything

else. Even where the voices are properly classified, Precentors

cannot be too strict in insisting on the right use of the registers.

Whilst the trebles have a tendency to force the lower register up,

the contraltos have a stronger tendency to neglect the use of the

lower register. W^hen this is the case, the contralto voice lacks that

roundness and sympathetic quality which ought to be its distinc-

tive characteristics. In speaking thus concerning one of the chief

defects of voluntary choirs, I am, at the same time, fully aware of

the difficulties which stand in the way of having the wrong put

right—difficulties arising from expediency, inexperience, and pre-

judice ; but as long as the voices in any choir are improperly

classified, good quality of tone and perfect blending need not be

looked for.

In all vocal music the articulation and correct phrasing of the

words is of highest importance. In this matter the choirs were

by no means uniformly excellent. In some choirs the words were

80 well articulated that I had no need to refer to the book in order

to make out what was being sung. In others, the articulation was

so imperfect I could hardly make out a single syllable.

With regard to correct phrasing so as to bring out the meaning

of the words, the construction of most hymns, and particularly of

our version of the Psalms, is so irregular, that it is hardly possible

for masses of singers to phrase them properly ;
therefore I fully

expected to meet with many instances of false phrasing arising

solely from the imperfect rhythms of the words ; but besides these,

there were many mistakes caused by giving too little attention to

important points which might easily have been attended to.

Too much care cannot be taken in selecting tunes that will

secure the correct phrasing of the words ; of course in all cases the

proper phrasing of the words is of more importance than the

correct phrasing of the tunes.
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Important as the correct phrasing of words undoubtedly is, the

examination for the Precentor's Diploma proves that many of

the candidates have a very imperfect knowledge of the subject.

Insteumental Music.

There were instruments used in two of the churches,—a har-

monium in one, and an organ in the other.

I cannot venture to say how much they helped or hindered,

because in one church the congregational singing was very bad,

and in the other it was very good.

Precentors' Classes.

As the improvement of Psalmody depends very much on what
Precentors are doing in the way of teaching and training the

people, I considered it of first importance to inquire after, and,

where possible, examine into, the work done in congregational

classes.

I was much surprised to find a number of Conductors who were

doing no congregational work whatever beyond the simple con-

ducting of the choir on Sundays. In every case some explanations

were given regarding the non-existence of congregational classes
;

but after carefully considering everything, I am forced to the con-

clusion that either the men are wanting in tact and teaching

power, or that they do not comprehend the responsibility of their

position.

The work done by Precentors apart from, but with the view of

improving the Sabbath services, may be classified as follows :

—

1. Choir-training only.

2. Choir-training, and the conducting of what are called Congre-

gational Musical Associations.

3. Congregational classes in which singing of Psalm-tunes is

taught by ear.

4. Congregational classes in which are taught the elements of

sight-singing.

With regard to the first of these classes, it is doubtful whether
the labour and time given helps or hinders congregational singing.

There is a strong tendency in all choirs to sing to, rather than

sing with the people ; and wherever a Conductor concerns himself

only with the few who lead, the chances are that few will follow.

Choir-singing there must be, but the choir ought to be made up
of the whole congregation.

In the larger towns, many of the Precentors besides training the

choir conduct congregational musical associations in which the
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members prepare pieces for public performance. The music

selected generally requires considerable skill on the part of the

singers. Where the members of such associations are really

members or adherents of the congregation, there can be no differ-

ence of opinion as to the kind of influence they may have on the

Psalmody ; but it is a curious fact that I had no opportunity given

me of hearing any of these musical associations sing. " Frequent

rehearsals for a corning concert/' always stood in the way of an

extra meeting ; thus I was, in every case, unable to supply the

Committee with satisfactory evidence regarding the teaching

power of the Conductor.

Of the classes in which the singing was taught by ear, I saw

nothing and heard of nothing but " failure." All had the same

story : A fair turn-out the first night ; fewer the second ; not so

many on the third ; and so on decreasing in numbers, until nobody

corning decided the fate of the class.

All Precentors who attempt to carry on classes for ear-singing

ought to know that they are at least twenty years behind the age,

and that people are quite justified in staying away from classes in

which nothing being taught, nothing can be learned.

I am glad to be able to report very favourably on all the classes

in which singing from notes was taught. The remarkable thing

about them all was the willingness on the part of the pupils to

come out at my request, and submit themselves to tests in sight-

singing and ear-cultivation.

I was frequently struck with the progress of the pupils, and the

patience, tact, and skill manifested by the teachers.

Were one or two of the special reports on the teaching classes

published and circulated amongst our Precentors, probably many
more might be induced to set about doing the right thing—in the

right way—at the right time—and in the right place.

Suggestions.

In testing several of the Precentor's children's classes, I found

the results so excellent that undoubtedly congregational singing

Avould be much improved were greater use made of children's

voices. All over the country day-school children are being taught

to sing, and yet nothing is done in the way of turning the musical

training of the children to practical account in the congregation.

The Psalmody Committee have provided a cheap edition of the

Scottish Hymnal, very useful for the young. I think it would be

well to issue a music-book containing the treble, and, if possible,

the contralto parts of all the tunes in the Psalm and Hymn Tune-

Book.
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Affain I would strongly recommend Precentors to do all in their

power to introduce boys' voices into the church choir. The rich,

round tones of soprano boys in combination with the lighter and

more brilliant tones of the female voice, gives a quality of tone

peculiarly rich and beautiful.

During the last two years each of the various sections of the

Glasgow Sabbath - School Union have given demonstrations of

Sabbath-school song. These gatherings have been well attended

by the public, and at all of them the children have sung magnifi-

cently in two parts. Might not, in all large towns, something of

the same thing be done with church song?

With regard to congregational singing generally, something is

needed in order to get the people to take greater practical interest

in the matter. I have conversed with many of the ministers on

the subject, and I find that most of them are of opinion that an

occasional lecture, by some one qualified to speak on Psalmody,

would be of service. I think it would, provided the Precentor

followed it up by forming congregational classes for instruction in

sight-singing.

Many Precentors, through inexperience, have considerable diflS-

culty in starting and in maintaining the interest in the class. In

the early days of my own teaching career, I was much benefited

and instructed by a lecture lesson which a minister gave on the

opening night of one of my first important engagements. The

success of a congregational class depends very much on the suc-

cess of the opening night ; and therefore, were the Committee

ready to give help when applied to for such occasions, they would

materially promote the object they have in view.—I am, dear Sir,

yours truly,

W. M. MILLEE.

p,S.—If the Psalmody Committee regret, as I believe they do,

the growing neglect of minor melodies, I earnestly suggest their

recommending the following tunes to the careful consideration of all

precentors and conductors of church choirs. Each tune is not

only melodious, but has a distinctive character of its own, which

renders it easily taught and easily remembered ;

—

Babylon Streams.

Burford.

Coleshill.

Coupar.

Crowle.

Dundee.

Elgin.

St Bride.

St Mary's.

St Neot's.

St Nicholas.

St Cross.

Old Saxony.

Vox Dilecti.
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APPENDIX No. IX.

SPECIMENS OF REPORTS BY INSPECTOR WITH REFER-

ENCE TO PRECENTORS' APPLICATIONS FOR GRANTS.

1. Adaptation, .
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II.

1. Adaptation, . .
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I enclose schedule with reference to the congregational singing in
the parish church of on Sabbath the 1876.
On the Saturday evening I attended a special meeting of the church

choir and of the children's singing class. There was a good turn out
of young people, and their singing was quite beyond my expectation.
Most of the children had several numbers of Curwen's ' Sacred Ballads,'

out of which they sung to me nine pieces in two-part harmony. I was
much pleased with the correctness of the intonation and the quality of

the tone. Learning from the Precentor that the class had not received
any instruction in transition, I confined the modulator exercises to the
centre column. The voluntary was well sung, and there is no doubt
about the children being quite prepared to go on to the study of transi-

tion and the minor mode. In order to test their skill in reading from
notes, I selected tunes, 189, 191, and 192 ; the notes were correctly

sung in tune, but the time was not quite perfect. " Time " is the weak
point in their training : I would therefore recommend the frequent use
of the black board. The children have been well drilled on the modu-
lator, and the voices have been carefully attended to ; and for these
the Precentor is deserving of praise. Training the ear to feel time will

make the training of the children most complete and satisfactory.

After the children had gone, the choir sung a number of psalm tunes

;

the tenor and bass was very fair in quality, the contralto weak, and the
soprano strong, but forced. The Precentor having placed the choir in

my hands, I thought it best to reclassify the female voices, the result

of which was that four out of seven ladies singing soprano were
found to have contralto voices of great depth and round quality. In
order to test the effect of the redistribution of the voices, we sung
several well-known tunes, and all the members of the choir were de-

lighted vnth the result ; even the ladies themselves were convinced that

the change was for the better ; but such is the waywardness of feminine
human nature, that I have little hope of the classification I made being
continued. The skill of the choir in reading from notes is very good,
and aU seem greatly interested in the work. I had no idea that so

large and enthusiastic a voluntary choir could have been formed in such
an out of the way village as

The singing of the congregation was much above the average. The
people generally joined in the service, and the various parts were heard
in different parts of the church.

From all that I have seen in connection with the psalmody of

church, I am convinced that the Precentor is doing his work
wisely and well.

W. M. MiLLEE.

3 M N
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APPENDIX No. X.

ABSTPtACT of the Intromissions of the Joint-Conveneu

of the Committee of the General Assembly on Psalmody

AND Hymns.

Frovi 2>lst December 1875 to ?>lst December 187G.

CHARGE.

I. Balances due to Committee as at 31st December 1^1^—viz.

:

Balance in Commercial Bank,.... £645 13 11

Do. due hy Messrs Blackwood, . . . 384 19 3

Do. in Lands of Joint-Convener, . . . 17 11 10

£1048 5

Deduct : Fees received from Precentors who have not yet

been examined ..... 2 10

£1045 15

II. Royalty received during year—viz.

:

1. On " Scottish Hymnal," for year to

31st December 1876, . . £325 11 4

2. On do. with Music for do., . 18 4 3

3. On Combined Book for do., . 74 10 1

4. On Music for Psalms and Hymns for do., 5 14 10

5. On Psalms and Tunes for do., . 10 4

6. On Music for Psalms for do.

,

. 3 4

7. On Psalter for do., . . . 8 5 6

8. On Anthem Books for do., . . 24 8 11

£457 18 7

Deduct : Sum repaid Mr Wm. Ritchie,

being Royalty over received from him

at last settlement, . . • 1 3 10

III. Examination Fee.s received from Precentors—viz.

:

Fees received from 33 Candidates for

Precentor's Diploma examined during

year, . . • • £16 10

Deduct : Repaid one half of fees to 23

who passed, . . • • 5 15

456 14 9

jV^ote—Four Candidates holding 2d Class Diploma failed to

obtain the 1st Class. Six Candidates failed entirely.

IV. Interest on Bank Account for year to 1st November 1876,

10 15

Sum of the Charge, £1518 14 4

Equalling the Discharge as on page 424.
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DISCHARGE.
I. GiiAXT TO Finance Committee voted at meeting on 7t]i

July lS7ti, paid T. G. Murray, Esq., W.S., on 19tli

July, per receipt, .....
11. Extra Discouxt allowed by Publishers to Purchasers of

the Committee's Publications, under the " Keduced
Price Arrangement," for which they were reimbursed
by the Committee as follows

—

On Sales by Messrs Nelson, . £19 10 9
On Sales by Messrs Blackwood, . 2 19 7

III.

Note.—Vnaer this Arrangement Purchasers of 25 or more
copies of any Edition, obtained a deduction of one-third.

Expenses connected with Examination of Precentors—viz.

1. Fees to Examiners, . . . £34 2 6

Note.—T\\e Fees for examining 33 Candidates
would amount to £34, 13s. Mr Miller, how-
ever, restricted the amount of his fees by
10s. 6d.

2. Travelling Expenses incurred by Ex-
aminers, . . . .

3. Miscellaneous Expenses,
2 15 11

15

IV. Grants to Precentors holding the Diploma,
penses connected therewith—viz.

:

1. Grants to Precentors, . . £i
2. Fees for examining and reporting

on Music in Parish Churches,
3. Travelling Expenses, &c., .

and Ex-

V. Accounts to Publishers for Tune-Books and Hymnals
for Presentation, &c.—viz.,

Accounts paid during year, . . £12 9 4

Accounts paid during years 1869-

73, for copies of the Commit-
tee's publications, which were
retained on sale by the Joint-

Convener, . . . £11 6 8

Less : sums received during same
period for copies sold, . 7 3 7

VI. Miscellaneous Payments—viz.,

1. Accounts for Printing, Stationery and
Advertising, &c.,

2. Members' Travelling and other Expenses,
3. G. A. Deliverance, .

4. Auditor's Fees for Accounts to 31st

December 1875,

5. Allowance to Joint-Convener to cover
outlay for Clerks, for year to 31st

December 1876, .

6. Outlay byMr Niven, Joint-Convener,
for Postages, &c. , .

£48 15

16 2

6

6 6

42

Carried forward,

£200

22 10 4

16 12 5

£719 7 3
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DiSCH AKGE continued, Whereof brought forward, £719 7 3

VII. Balances due to and ey Committee—viz.:

Balance in Commercial Bank, . . £504 12 6

Do : due by Messrs Blackwood, . 343 15 7

iV^ot«.—Since the close of the Accounts £171,
5s. 3d. has been received. The balance
wiD be paid as usual at 30th June next.

Deduct

:

Balance due to Mr Niven, £47 11 (•

Fees received from Pre-

centors who have not

yet been examined, . 1 10

799

Sum of the Discharge, £1518 14 4

Equalling the Charge as on page 422.

Edinburgh, 10th May 1877.—I have examined the foregoing Account of the

Intromissions of Mr A. T. Niven, C.A., as Joint-Convener and Secretary to the

General Assembly's Committee on Psalmody and Hymns ; assuming the accuracy

of the rates of Royalty paid by the Publishers, I have found the Account to be

correctly stated and properly vouched, it closes with a balance of forty-seven

pounds, eleven shillings (£47, lis.) due to Mr Niven.

GEORGE MURRAY, Auditor.
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E E P E T.

The period having arrived when, by the Acts of Parliament re-

gulating the Widows' Fund, a further addition could competently

be made to the annuities of the widows and children, the Trus-

tees instructed Mr James Meikle, actuary, to make an investi-

gation into the present position and prospects of the Fimd, with

the view of ascertaining if any augmentation of the annuities

could now be made consistently with the safe and proper man-

agement of the Fund. Mr Meikle prepared an exhaustive report

on the subject, which he submitted to the Trustees, and which

will be laid on the table of the Assembly along with this Ee-

port ; copies will also be supplied to contributors.* After care-

ful and anxious consideration of the actuary's report, the Trus-

tees have resolved that an additional payment of £2 per annum,

as recommended by the actuary, should be made to each annui-

tant entitled to participate in the surplus revenue of the Fund.

* See Actuary's Report, page 461.
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This addition will commence on 26tli May current, and will

continue to be paid until the statutory period shall arrive for

another investigation into the state of the Fund.

The Trustees hope that what has been done by them in re-

ference to this matter will meet with the approval of the

Assembly.

[T.
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The Trustees further report,—That from the Annual Reports

from Presbyteries and Universities respecting the 133d year of

the Fund, they did, on the 20th day of March last, prepare lists

of widows and children entitled to annuities on the 26th of this

month, and of children entitled to provisions on the 13th day of

August next ; and that, in terms of the Act of Parliament of

1814, they appoint the following additions to be made to each of

the widows' annuities, payable on the 2()th May current :

—

Number of different

Annuities.
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receiving annuities; eight families, whose fathers died without

leavino" widows, entitled to provisions ; and that the sums due to

these annuitants and children are as follow :

—

1. Annuities payable to Widows :

—

To Widows previously on the Fund,.... £18,560

To Widows who come upon the Fund for the first time, . 636

Total Annuities to Widows, £19,196

2. Annuities payable to three families of Children under eighteen

years of age, in consequence of their Fathers having died

without leaving Widows, viz. :

—

1
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Brougbt forward, £19,2:37 10

3. Provisions of the first order to Children whose Fathers died

without leavins: Widows :

—

o
1 Date of

'^
1

Death.
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APPENDICES.

I. ABSTEACT STATES of the ACCOUNTS of ALEXA^-DER

THOMAS NIVEN, C.A., COLLECTOE of the MINIS-

TEES' WIDOWS' FUND, for the Year 1875-76,

CONSISTING of

PAGE

1. Abstract of the Collector's Intromissions, on account

of the Old Fund, for Year ending 31st October 187G, 444

2. Ditto, on account of the New Fund, for Year ending 22d

November 1876, ..... 448

3. Ditto, on account of the Supplementary Orphan Fund,

for Year ending ditto, . . . .450

II. EXPLANATOEY STATEMENT as to OBLIGATIONS

imposed on CONTEIBUTOES, &c., and of BENEFITS to

WIDOWS AND CHILDEEN, . . .452
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APPE:N'DIX No. I.—(1.) ABSTEACT of the INTEOMISSIONS of

OLD FUND, For the Year

CHAKGE.

I. Fund at 31st October 1875, viz. :

1. Sums lent on Heritable Security, &c., .... £116,816 5 10

2. Arrears outstanding at 31st October 1875, viz. :

Arrears due by, or on account of, Contributors holding, or who
died holding. Benefices or Chairs, . . £542 8 9

Arrears due by, or on account of, Contributors on
ligned List, .....

5,208 10 10

Balance due by the Collector at 31st October 1875, . . . 1,868 15 8

Thus—
In Bank, .

Less : due to collector, .

Sum as above, £1,

. 4,666
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THE GE^^ERAL COLLECTOIi or RECEIVEE, ox account of the
ending ^\st October 187G.

DISCHARGE.
Annuities and Trovisions ordered for the year, as reported to the
General Assembly, 1S76, Report, page 17, . . . £19,
Add :

Annuities payable to widow of the late Rev. James G. Wood, late
Renfrew, for years 1870 to 1875, inclusive, . . £233

j\'ote.—See explanation of the above in Report
1876, footnotes paores 11 and 12.

Annuity payable to widow of the late Professor Ander-
son, late Chemistry, Glasgow, for half-year eudiufj
26th May 1875, . . . . . 16

Note.—The death of Professor Anderson was
not reported at the proper time to the
Trustees. ^—

Expenses of Management, viz. :

1. Salaries, viz. :

Proportion of Collector's Salary for year, chargeable acrainst the
Old Fund, in terms of the Act of Parliament, . £155

Proportion of Salary to Clerk to Trustees, do., . 55

2. Proportion of Allowance to Collector for Incidental
Outlay, chargeable against the Old Fund, in terms of

the Act of Parliament, ....
3. Expense of Printing, kc. Contributors' and Annui-

tants' Receipts, Certificates, &c., including stamps
for Receipts, .....

4. Landlord's Taxes. Feu-duty, and Insurance on Office,

No. 6 North St David Street,

5. Expenses incurred in connection with Memorial to
Counsel regarding increase of annuities, &,c..

5 11

III. Fund at 31st October 1876, viz.

:

1. Sums lent on Heritable Security, &c.,
2. Arrears outstanding at 31st October 1876, viz. :

Arrears due by, or on account of.

Contributors holding, or who died
holding, Benefices or Chairs, . £531 15

Arrears due by, or on account of.

Contributors on Resigned List, . 4,661 9
Arrears due on account of University
Vacant Offices, . . . 6 4

£116,816 5 10

Balance due by the Collector at 31st October 1876,
Thus—

In Bank, .... £493 11 2

In hand, . . . , 9 5 5

Sum as above, £502 16 7

£122,521 11

£19,821 lu

£210

100

343

£20,167 13 1

Carried forward, £122,521 11 2 £20,167 13 1

3Q
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ABSTEACT op the INTEOMISSIONS of the

CHARGE—continued. Whereof brought forward, £117,000

II. Gross Produce of the 132nd year of the Fund

:

Brought forward, £14,358 8 6

III. Sum transferred from the New Fund, viz. :

1. Proportion ofAnnuities ordered for the year, charge-

able against the New Fund, in terms of the Act of

Parliament,.... £3,616
2. Amount further received from the New

Fund, being the additional Sum ne-

cessary, after paying Annuities, &c.,

to restore the Old Fund capital to

£117,000, in terms of the Act of Par-

liament, .... 2,193 4 7
- 5,809 4 7

- 20,167 13 1

£137,167 13 1

At Ediuburgh, the twenty-eighth day of November, Eighteen hundred and seventy-si.\,

Widows and Children of the Ministers of the Church and Professors in the Universities of

General Collector or Receiver of the said Fund, with the particular vouchers relative

of November, Eighteen hundred and seventy-six, do find the same rightly stated, calcu-

The said Trustee3 do therefore hereby discharge the said Alexander Thomas Niven, and

ember current, excepting the balance of Five hundred and two pounds sixteen shil-
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GENERAL COLLECTOR or TJLCETVEIi—conflm'ed.

DISCHARGE—coHa';»(ecZ. Wliereof brought forward, £20,167 13 1

III. Fund at 31st October 187G. Brought forward, £122,52111 2

Deduct

—

Sums due to Widows and Children, being Pro-

visions and Annuities unpaid, at 31st October

1876, . . .
_
£5,399 17 9

Income-tax retained from Annui-
ties paj'able to Government, less

Income-tax deducted from Inter-

ests, &c., received, . . 121 13 5_^== 5,521 11 2

^=^=^ 117,000

£137,167 13 1

the Trustees of the Fund established by Acts of Parliament for a Provision to the

Scotland, having examined the above account of "the said Alexander Thomas Niven,

thereto, from the first day of November, Eighteen hundred and seventy-five, to the first day

lated, and summed, and the particular items thereof sufficiently vouched and instructed,

his sureties, of all their Intromissions with the said Fund, preceding the first day of Nov-

lings and sevenpence sterling, appearing from said accounts to be due by the Collector.

(Signed) WILLIAM LOCKHAET, Preses.
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(2.)—ABSTRACT of the INTEOMISSIOXS of the GENERAL
For the Year endhu/

CHABGE.

I. FvsD at 22d November 1S75, viz. :

1. Sums lent on Heritable Securities, &c.,.... £202,620 11 4

2 Heritable Property, No. 6 North St David Street, belonging to the

Trustees, purchased in 1834 for 1,200

3. Arrears outstanding: at 22d November 1875, viz.

:

L Vacant Stipends, and balances thereof, . . £73 6 5

2. Contributions from Intrants, . . . 166 18 5

4. Income-tax paid to be recovered from Government, viz. : On
Interests and Vacant Stipends received,

Deduct—Balance due to Royal Bank, . . 791 10

Supplementary Orphan Fund Capital held in loan, 2,944 16

240 4 10

79 18 G

£204,140 14 8

3,736 7 1

£200,404 7 7

Revextje for the year, viz. :

1. Contributionsfromlntrants, payable 2d February 1876, £450

2. Amount of Vacant Stipends accrued during the year, 3,809 7 2

3. Interest on Sums lent on Heritable Security, &c.,

on Arrears of Contributions and Vacant Stipends

recovered, less Bank Interest, . £8,236 9 6

From which deduct — Interest on
Capital of the Supplementary Or-
phan Fund, held in Loan by this

Fund, , . . . 117 16_j== 8.118 13 6
'

12,378 8

£212,782 8 3

At Edinburgh, the twenty-eighth day of November Eighteen hundred 'and seventy-sis,

Widows and Children of the Ministers of the Church and Professors in the Universities of

General Collector or Receiver of the said Fund, with the particular vouchers relative

the twenty-second day of November, Eighteen hundred and seventy-six, do find the same

vouched and instructed : and that a balance of Eleven hundred and seventy-five pounds

on account current with them, and that the Capital of the Supplementary Orphan Fxind,

ten pounds two shillings and fivepence sterling. The said Trustees do therefore hereby

with the said Fund, preceding the twenty-second day of November current, as appear-
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COLLECTOE or EECEIYER, on account of the XEW FUND,
22(1 November 187G.

DISCHARGE.
1. Taxes payalile out of Vacant Stipknijs to the Old Fund, . £11112

II. Sum transferred to the Old Fund, viz. :

Proportion of Annuities for the year, jjayable by the New Fund,
in terms of tlie Act of Parliament, . . £3,616

Sum further payable to the Old Fund, being the

amount reqinred to maintain its Capital at £117,000,
in terms of the Act of Parliament, . . 2.193 4 7

- 5,809 4 7

III. Expenses of M.\nagement, viz. :

1. Expensesattending the Collection of Vacant Stipends, £92 10 5

2. Salaries, viz. :

Salarv to Collector and allowance for his Clerk,

for'year endin? 31st October 1S76, £450
Salary to the Clerk to the Trustees

for'year ending Martinmas 187*3, 200

£650
From which deduct — Amount
charged against the Old Fund,
in terms of the Act of Parlia-

ment, as in preceding Account, 210
44a

3. Proportion ofAllowance to Collector for Incidental
Outlay, chargeable against the New Fund, in

terms of the Act of Parliament, . . 25
557 10

IV. FuNi5 at 22d Novemlier 1876, viz. :

1. Sun7s lent on Heritable Securities, &c., . . £208,620 11 4

2. Heritable Property. No. 6 North St David Street,

belonging' to the Trustees, purchased in 1834 for 1,200

3. Arrears outstanding at 22d November 1876, viz. :

1. Vacant Stipends, and Balances
thereof, . . . £99 7 1

2. Contributions from Intrants, . 154 18 10
_,- 254 5 11

4. Income-tax paid, to be recovered from Govern-
ment, viz., on Interests and Vacant Stipends

received, ...... 115 2 10

£6,478

£210,190 1

Deduct

—

Balance due to Royal Bank, £1,175 16
Supplementary Orphan Fund Capi-

tal held in loan, . . . 2.710 2
3,885 18 10

206,304 1 3

£212.782 8 3

the Trustees of the Fund established by Acts of Parliament for a Provision to the

Scotland, having examined the above account of the said Alexander Thomas Niven,

thereto, from the twenty-second day of November, Eighteen hundred and seventy-five, to

rightly stated, calculated, and summed, and the particular items thereof sufficiently

sixteen shillings and fivepence sterling appears to be due by the Fund to the Royal Bank

held in loan by the said Fund, amounts to the sum of Two thousand seven hundred and

discharge the said Alexander Thomas Niven and his sureties of all their intromissions

ing from said account.
(Signed) WILLIAM LOCKHART, Preses.
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(3).—AESTEACT op the I]N^TE0MISSI0NS of the

THE SUPPLEMENTARY

For the Year ending

CHARGE.
FuxD at 22tl November 1875, viz.

:

Sum lent to the New Fund, ...... £2,944 16 5
Deduct : Amount due to the Family of the late Rev. Dr Leish-
man, . . . . . . . . 250
Note.—The above Provision paid during tlie currency of this account.

£2,694 16 5

Revenue for the Year, viz. :

—

Subscriptions and Donations received, . . £17 10
Interest on the Capital of this Fund, held in Loan
bv the New Fund, for year ending 22d November
1876, 117 16

135 6

Edinhurcjli, 28th November 1876.

—
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GEN'EEAL COLLECTOK or EECEIVEIi, ox account of

ORPHAN FUND.

22d November 187G.

DISCHARGE.
I. Provision to the Family of the late Kev. Dr Griersoii, late Errol, £15o

A'o^c—One-fiftli of this sum (£30) beiiif; the share falling to one of the
members of Dr Griersou's family has not yet been paid. (See be-
low. Branch 2).

!I. Fund at 22d November 1S76, viz. :—
Sum lent to the New Fund, .... £2,710 2 5
Deduct amount due to one of the Family of the

late Eev. Dr Grierson, not yet called for, . . 30—
,

2,680 2 5

•£2,830 2 5

Examined and found correct.

(Signed) WILLIAM LOCKHAET, Prescs
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APPENDIX No, II.

—

Statement Ptelative to the Duties and

Obligations imposed on Contributors, &c., by the Statutes

regulating the Fund, and the benefits arising therefrom to

Widows and Children.

I. The Trustees of the Fund.

_ ^.. ,. AU ministers holding benefices within the bounds of the Pres-

///. c. 20. bytery of Edinburgh, along with the Principal and Professors hold-

ing offices in the University of Edinburgh, are appointed to be the

ordinary and stated trustees of the Fund.

It is, however, competent for every minister admitted to any

office in the Universities of St Andrews, Glasgow, and Aberdeen,

or to a benefice in any Presbytery seat (excepting Edinburgh),

to become a trustee upon his signifying his desire to that effect,

by a writing under his hand to the clerk of the trustees, within

twelve calendar months after his admission. Such ministers con-

tinue to be trustees so long as they hold said offices or benefices.

It is likewise in the power of every Presbytery annually to elect

one of their number to be a trustee for one year, commencing from

the first day of May yearly ; and it is competent for each of the

Universities of St Andrews, Glasgow, and Aberdeen, annually to

elect two of their number, not being ministers, to be trustees for

one year, commencing from the first day of May. Intimation of

such elections must be reported to the clerk of the tnistees.

The annual trustees elected by Presbyteries and Universities

may refuse to accept, or to act, provided such refusal be notified to

the respective Presbyteries or Universities at the time of election,

if the trustees-elect be present, or at the next meeting of the Pres-

bytery or University respectively, after the election shall come to

his or their knowledge.

The trustees are bound to attend four annual stated meetings,

to be held in Edinburgh on the third Tuesday in each of the

months of February, March, and May, and on the fourth Tuesday

of November, at one o'clock afternoon, under a penalty of 2s. 6d.

for absence from each meeting, unless they shall show sufficient

cause for such absence.

II. Duties Imposed upon Presdyteries and Universities.

Every Presbytery and University is required annually, after 22d
November, to make up and transmit to the trustees of the Fund
a Report, applicable to the year preceding that date, setting forth
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the admission of ministers or professors to benefices or ofiices,

and their respective ages—the marriages and deaths of contri-

butors—the changes that have occurred through translations,

resignations, or deprivations—vacancies in benefices and ofiices

—the names of widows and children becoming entitled to an-

nuities and provisions, and other facts bearing on the Fund. A
printed form of this Report, containing full instructions for filling

it up, is forwarded yearly to every presbytery and university by
the clerk to the Trustees.

There is also an important duty laid on moderators of presby-

teries by the statute 54 Geo. III., cap. 169, in regard to vacant

stipends. By that statute it was declared that the Fund should

have right to all vacant stipends which were formerly applicable

by patrons to pious uses ; and it has been decided by the Court

of Session that parishes erected quoad sacra^ under the provisions

of the Act 7 & 8 Vict., cap. 44, are parishes in the sense of the chqmc v.

Widows' Fund Acts, and that their vacant stipends belong to the Cook, 20th

Fund. It is enacted by the 54th Geo. III.,. cap. 169, that when- "^"'^ISCS.

ever a vacant stipend occurs in any parish, the moderator of the *

presbytery within whose bounds such parish is situated shall,

within three months, or, if the parish is situated in the Western
or Northern Isles, within six months after the terms of Whitsunday
or Michaelmas at which such vacant stipend becomes due, give

written intimation thereof to the collector of the Fund, and at same
time furnish him with a list of the heritors or others liable in payment

of the vacant stipend, and the amounts payable by them respectively ;

and he is also thereby directed to give written notice to the several

heritors and others by whom the same is due, to pay it to the collector ;

and it is declared that if the moderator shall fail to give such in-

timations, he and the other members of presbytery shall pay and

make good to the collector the whole of such vacant stipend at

their own expense.

Moderators and clerks of presbyteries are requested to keep in

view, in the case of a vacancy occurring through the death of a

minister, that if the minister dies between the terms of Whitsun-

day and Michaelmas, there can be no vacant stipend unless the

benefice be still vacant at Whitsunday following the death ; and

that if he dies between Michaelmas and Whitsunday, there will

be no vacant stipend unless the benefice be still vacant at the fol-

lowing Michaelmas. The half-year's stipend legally due at the

term of Whitsunday or Michaelmas occurring next immediately

after the death of a minister belongs to his representatives in

name of ann.

Clerks of presbyteries are also requested to note that, in the case

of translations, the date of the vacancy is not that of the intimation

3 R
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to the presbytery of the minister having received a presentation to

another parish, but the date of the presentee's induction into that

other parish.

III. Duties and Privileges op Contributors.

The parties entitled and bound to become contributors to the Fund
are all ministers possessed of benefices in the Church of Scotland,

and all principals and professors in the Scottish universities. The
ministers of Government or Parliamentary Churches, established

under the Act 1824, though possessed of permanent benefices, are

not entitled or bound to be contributors. But when these churches
are erected by the Court of Teinds into parishes quoad sacra,

under the statute 7 & 8 Vict. , cap. 44, all ministers inducted thereto,

after such erection, are entitled and bound to be contributors ; and
ministers of all other churches or parishes quoad sacra, erected

under the statute last referred to, are entitled and bound to be con-

tributors, provided the erection shall have taken place before their ad-
mission to their cures, but not otherwise.

Assistants and successors become contributors only on their suc-

ceeding to the full enjoyment of their respective benefices or offices.

A minister of a parish holding also a professorship is liable to

one rate only in respect of both offices.

When a minister or professor has been once admitted to a bene-
fice or office entitling or obhging him to become a contributor, he
is bound to continue a contributor for the remainder of his life,

although he should cease to hold a benefice or office.

rV. Annual Eates and other Payments.

There are four several annual rates to the Fund—viz., £3, 3s,,

£4, 14s. 6d., £6, 6s., and £7, 17s. 6d. It is enacted by the
statutes regulating the Fund, that every minister having a benefice
in the Western and Northern Isles must signify his election of one
or other of the above annual rates on or before 26th January that
shall first happen after he has had right to his benefice for one
year ;

and every other minister, on or before the 26th of January,
after he has had right to his benefice for one half-year ; and every
professor in any of the universities, on or before the 26th of Jan-
uary, after he has held his office four calendar months ; and if any
minister or professor neglect to do so, by a writing under his hand,
delivered to the collector at his office in Edinburgh within the

Gordon v. period so specified, he shaU be adjudged to have made his election

mdow/ °^ *^° ''"''''^^ '''^^ "^ ^^' ^^^- ^'^•' ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ l^a^le *o pay tlie

Fund,l6th same during his life. The trustees have no power, after the ex-
Nov. 1836. piry of the stated period, to relax this provision in any way.
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The following is a form of the notification to be made by a

minister or professor of his election of annual rate, and it mnst bo

written and signed by the minister or professor makin;^ it, and all

blanks should be fdled up in writing at full length, and no figures

used :

—

" I admitted upon the

day of One thousand eight hundred and

years, Minister of in tlie

Presbytery of [or Professor of in the

University of ], do hereby, in terms of the statutes

regulating the Fund for a provision for the Widovv^s and Children

of the ]\Iinisters of the Church, and Professors in the Universities,

of Scotland, give notice to the Trustees of said Fund that I make

choice of, and do subject myself to, the annual rate of

In witness whereof, I have written

and subscribed these presents, at

the day of One

thousand eight hundred and years."

(To be signed hy minister or professor.)

When the contributor has been an ordained assistant and suc-

cessor, the notification should run thus :

—

" I admitted upon the day

of assistant and successor

to Mr late minister of

in the Presbytery of and

who came to the full possession of the said benefice at the term of

One thousand eight liundred

and in consequence of the death of

the said Mr on the day of

preceding, do hereby, in terms of," &c. {as in preceding form.)

Each contributor is liable for a rate or half rate, as it may be,

for each year or half-year during which he may have been entitled

to his benefice or office, or would have been entitled if he had

continued to hold the same. Stipends are held to be due for half

years, at the terms of Whitsunday and Michaelmas, and the rates

are imposed accordingly,

A half rate is exigible out of the ann^ or where no ann is competent,

from the heirs and executors of the deceased contributor, for the half-

year during which he died, and according to the rate to which he

was subject.

The annual rates are payable at Candlemas for the year ending at

Michaelmas preceding, and if not paid -s^^ithin eleven days thereafter
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that is, on or before the 13th February—they bear interest at

the rate of 5 per cent, which the trustees have no power to abate.

Each contributor is bound to pay £10 as contribution or entry-

money, in two equal instalments of £5 each, along with the first

two payments of his annual rate.

A marriage-tax is exigible from every contributor who is mar-

ried at his admission to a benefice or office, or who marries there-

after. The tax is a sum equal to the contributor's annual rate,

and it is payable at the first term of Candlemas happening one full

year after the date of the marriage, or after the contributor's ad-

mission to a benefice or office, if he was previously married. The

payment of the tax must be repeated on each subsequent marriage,

excepting in the case of a contributor marrying the widow of a

former contributor.

Contributors who are forty years of age and upwards at their

admission, if then married, or, being widowers, having a child or chil-

dren, are chargeable with a tax equal to two and a-half of the

annual rates to which they are respectively subject, and this over

and above the ordinary marriage-tax. The same tax is chargeable

upon such of this class of contributors as may marry after their

admission. It is payable by new intrants married, or widowers

with children, at the first term of Candlemas after the expiry of the

time limited for their choice of a rate, and by those marrying after

admission to a benefice or office, at the first Candlemas happening

one full year after the marriage. This additional marriage-tax,

once paid, does not fall to be repeated on a subsequent marriage.

Interest is chargeable on contributions at entry, and on ordinary

and additional marriage-taxes in arrear, as in the case of annual

rates.

By the statutes regulating the Fund, it is enacted that the full

expenses which may be incurred by the collector, or his deputies,

in recovering annual rates and other payments from the debtors

therein, or out of their effects, through their default in not making

regular payment of the same when they fall due, shall be recovered

out of their respective estates without any taxation, abatement, or

mitigation, any law or practice to the contrary notwithstanding.

The statutes also declare, that the whole rates and payments

thereby established, " together with the interest thereof, shall be

privileged debts, and preferable to all other debts of the said minis-

ters, heads, principals, and masters, not only upon their benefices

and salaries respectively, but also upon their whole other personal

estate."
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V. Benefits accruing to Widows and Children.

1. Widows.—The annuities to widows are regulated by the

amount of the annual rates which were payable by their deceased

husbands, and are at present as follows :

—

If the annual rate be £3 3 the annuity is £2G
4 14 6 „ 34
6 6 „ 42
7 17 6 ,, 50

The annuities run from the 26th May or 22d November wliich

first occurs after the deatli of the husbands, and are payable annu-

ally on 26th May for the preceding year or half-year, as the case

may be.

These annuities may be increased at certain intervals prescribed

by the statutes, according to the state of the Fund, and an equal

increase is made to each class. Annuities are forfeited by the

annuitants' marriage, except in the event of their marrying con-

tributors ; in which case, if the annuitant be the survivor, the first

annuity ceases upon her becoming entitled to the annuity proper

to the rate to which her last husband was subject. If, however,

the former husband of a widow marrying a contributor left chil-

dren, who, at the time of her marriage, are under sixteen years of

age, and if she has not drawn ten years' annuity, then the annuity

ceases at her marriage, and such children are entitled to the rever-

sion of ten years' annuity in the manner to be afterwards explained.

The annuities to widows form no part of the estates of their

deceased husbands, and are payable to the annuitants, free from

responsibility for their husbands' debts (other than what may be

owing on their account to the Fund, which must be fully paid up,

with interest, before any annuities can be paid to the widows), and

are declared by the statutes to be free from arrestment by any MacTccvzk

party. It has also been decided that an assignation by an annul- v.
^^SV"!.'

tant of her annuity before the term of payment is invalid. 'j^ '

j.jpj_

Before a widow can obtain payment of her annuity, she requires

to produce at the OflSce of the Fund a certificate by a clergyman of

the Church of Scotland or England, or by a Justice of the Peace,

setting forth that she has remained unmarried since the death of

her late husband. The certificate must be dated on or after the

26th May, when the annuity is payable. Printed forms of this

certificate are issued to annuitants by the clerk to the trustees.

2. Children— (1.) When a contributor dies, being a widower,

his child or children are entitled, irrespective of age, and, if more

than one, equally among them, to a provision in one sum of £100,

£150, £200, or £250, according to the class of annual rate to which

the contributor was subject. This is termed a provision of the
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first order, and is payable on 13th August next following the 22d

November after the father's death. These provisions never vary

in amount, any increase arising on the Fund being applied exclu-

Bively towards the augmentation of annuities.

(2.) In the event of the widow of a contributor dying, or entering

into another marriage, whether with a contributor or not, before

having become entitled to an annuity for ten years, such of the

children of her former husband, if any, as may then he under 1 6 years

of age, are entitled to receive the difference between what she has

drawn and a sum equal to ten years of her annuity, and this pay-

ment to children is called a provision of the second order. If the

children are all above 16 years of age at the death or marriage of

the annuitant, nothing is payable to them.

The amount of this provision is calculated with reference to the

original annuities of £10, £15, £20, and £25, which were fixed by
the first Act of Parliament (1743) regulating the Fund, and not

to the present amount of the annuities : so that if a widow who
is entitled to an annuity of the lowest class should marry or die

after becoming entitled to one year's annuity, the provision payable

to the children under 16 years of age would be £90, and so on
proportionally, according to the class of annuity, and the number
of years the widow may have been upon the Fund. Tliis provision

is payable on 13th August next following the 22d November after

the widow's marriage or death.

(3.) If a contributor dies leaving a widow, who survives him for so

short a time as not to become entitled to any annuity, a provision to the

children is payable, if one ormore of them are under 16 years of age,

hut not otherwise; and the amount is £100, £150, £200, or £250, ac-

cording as the annual rate which was payable by the husband was

£3, 3s., £4, 148. 6d., £6, 6s., or £7, 17s. 6d. It is due to those of

the family under 16 years of age only, and is payable at the same
terra as a provision of the first order would be payable.

(4.) In addition to the above provision of the first order, in the

case of a contributor dying a widower, leaving a child or children

under 18 years of age, such child or children are entitled to an

annuity of £12, £14, £15, or £17, according to the class of annual

rate to which the contributor was subject; and this annuity will

fall to be increased by the same amount which may hereafter be

added to the annuities of widows. This annuity to children is

payable on 26th May annually, and commences to run from 26th

May or 22d November next ensuing the contributor's death. It is

due to the child or children under 18 years of age, and (if more
than one) share and share alike. "When one child attains that age,

he or she ceases to have any right to the annuity, and the others

receive the whole sum among them, and so till all have attained

the age of 18 years.
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The provisions and annuities to cliildren form no part of the de-

ceased parent's estate, and are not liable for his debts (other than

his debt to the Fund, which must, with interest thereon, be paid

out of the provisions and annuities), and are declared by the statutes

not to be arrestable.

In the event of children entitled to provisions or annuities being

under age, and having no tutors or curators, it is provided by the

statutes that payment shall be made to such person or persons as

shall be authorised for that purpose by an act of the presbytery or

university respectively of which the children's father was last a

member.

YI. Supplementary Orphan Fund.

The objects of this Fund vfere—first, To procure the means of

making the same provision for the children, though above 16 years

of age, of contributors leaving widows, who should never become
entitled to any annuity, to which such children would have been
entitled if no Avidow had been left ; and after this object should have
been attained, secondly, To provide for the payment to all families,

where the widow shall draw annuity for less than ten years, of the

difference between what she may draw and ten years' annuity (com-

puted according to the original annuities of £10, £15, £20, and

£25), instead of such provisions being restricted to families one or

more members of which are under 16 years of age.

The Fund having reached the amount of capital (£2000) which
had been advised by actuaries to be sufficient to authorise its being

brought into operation as regarded its first object, it was determined

in 1857 to apply it to this extent ; while, at the same time, a con-

fident hope was expressed that there would be such a gradual accu-

mulation as, aided by further subscriptions, would ere long warrant

the bringing also into operation of the second object of the scheme.
This requires a capital of £10,000, and the call on the Church to

contribute towards the raising of this necessary capital has not

hitherto been responded to. The Fund was committed to the man-
agement, under the Assembly, of the trustees of the Widows' Fund,
and their collector, who agreed to act gratuitously. The funds

were given in loan to the trustees on the understanding that they
should allow the same interest they should receive on their invest-

ments for the time being.

Only the children of contributors to the Widows^ Fund can receive

benefit from the Supplementary Fund, and from these contributors a
subscription {not annually, but once for all) of not less than £l. Is. is

required, as a condition of the scheme, in order to their children

participating in its benefits.

The Fund amounted in November last (1876) to £2680, 2s. 5d.,

but since it cauie into operation several provisions have been paid.
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Extract Deliveraiice of the General Assevibly of the Church of Scotland

on tJie foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the First day of June One Thousand eight

hundred and seventy-seven :

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, int^r alia—
The Assembly called for the Report of the Widows' Fund, which was

given in by A. T. Niven, Esq., collector.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—That the Assembly receive

the Report, express their gratification at the increase in the annual

allowances made to widows, record their thanks to the collector, and

express their sense of the ability, fidelity and courtesy which he shows

in the management of the fund.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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EEPOKT

In terms of the 23d Section of the Act of Parliament oi Geo.

III. cap. 169, for regulating the administration of the Fund for

Widows and Children of the Ministers of the Church of Scotland

and of the Heads, Principals, and Masters of the Universities, it

is enacted that all additions to the annuities shall be made at such

intervals as the Trustees shall judge expedient, being not less

than every fourteen years. As the last Investigation into the

position of the Fund, for determining its ability to meet any addi-

tion to the benefits, was made on 21st November 1861, the next

Investigation for the same purpose fell to be made as at 22d

November 1875 ; and accordingly, at a meeting of the Trustees,

held on 21st March 1876, it was remitted to the Reporter "to

make the necessary Investigation for ascertaining and advising

the Trustees whether any, and if so what, addition can safely be

made to the annuities of widows and orphan families, in terms of

the statute."

To enable the Reporter to make the Investigation referred to,

it was necessary to obtain certain information relative to the age

and status of the contributories and beneficiaries of the Fund,

which the Collector was unable, from the records in his possession,

to supply ; and accordingly, there were issued to the contributors

and the widows certain schedules, requesting them to provide the

necessary information. These inquiries, the Reporter is happy to

state, have, with trifling exceptions, been cordially responded to.

In a few cases, where information was wanted in regard to con-

tributors or widows who had entered the Fund and died within

the past fourteen years, and of whom no information as to age
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could be procured in the same manner, the ReiJorter has, with the

assistance of the Collector, made such assumptions as were con-

sidered to be the most probable—after, in some cases, consulting

the records of the Registrar- General. The schedules have been

returned to the Collector for preservation.

The Objects of the Fund are to provide—
I. An Annuity to the Widows of the Contributors to the

Fund, payable at yearly intervals on 26th Llay, during

widowhood.

In the event of " becoming a widow " between 26th

May and 22d November in any year, the first payment

for the half-year from 22d November to 26th May will

fall due on the first 26th of May after contributor's

death.

In the event of becoming a widow between 22d No-

vember and 26th May, the first payment of annuity will

be for the year from 26th May following to the 26th

May in the succeeding year, and will fall due on the

second 26th of May after contributor's death.

The annuity terminates at the 26th May or 22d

November preceding death or marriage. Thus, if the

widow die or remarry between 26th May and 22d

November, having drawn the annuity due at 26th May,

nothing further is payable ; if between 22d November

and 26th May, a half-year's annuity will become due on

the 26th May following, for the full half-year she sur-

vived, or remained a widow.

The amount of the annuity is regulated by the class to

which the husband contributed.

Widows of Contributors to Class I. are receiving £24 per annum.

XL .. 32

III. .. 40

IV. M 48

The annuities were originally £10, £15, £20, and £25,

but have at various intervals been increased to the above

sums.
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II. Benefits payable to the Children of Contributors :

—

These are given in three different forms.

1. In the event of contributor dying a widower, a capital

sum is given equal to 10 years of the amount of

the annuity originally payable to widows—viz.,

Children of Contributors to Class I. receive 10 x £10 = £100

II. n 10 X 15= 150

III. n 10 X 20= 200

IV. „ 10 X 25= 250

payable on the 18th of August following the first

22d November after the contributor's death.

2. In addition to the foregoing provision, an annuity is

payable to the family until the youngest is 18 years

of age, of £10, £12, £13, or £15, according to the

class to which the father contributed, and is payable

annually on 26th May. These annuities are equal

to the additions which have from time to time been

made to the widow's annuities, after the " Old Fund "

had been constituted at £117,000. The children

thus receive further additions equally with the

widows.

3. In the event of the widow dying or marrying before

she has become entitled to 10 years' annuities, and

leaving children under 16 years of age, they receive

in one sum the balance of 10 years' annuities of the

original amount, payable on the first I3th of August

which shall follow the first 22d November after the

mother's death or remarriage.

Note.—In addition to these benefits, a scheme was impro-

vised, termed the " Supplementary Orphan Fund," for

providing to the children of widows who die so shortly

after their husbands that they have not become entitled

to any annuity, and who leave children over 16 years of

age, the same provisions to which the children would

have been otherwise entitled if no widow had been left,

or if there had been children under age 16. This scheme

forms a separate and independent fund. The contribu-

tion to this fund is a single payment of £1, Is,
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Amount of Fund.

Amount of "Old Fund " at 1st November

1861, after deducting amount of out-

standing annuities and provisions not

called for and of old standing, per Col-

lector's Report, .... £117,320 111^
Amount of " New Fund " at 22d Novem-

ber 1801, per do., .... 155,919 7 2

Sum, . £273,245 9 IJ

The amount of the Supplementary Or-

phan Fund at the same date, per the

Collector's Report, is £1801, 8s. 7d.,

but it is not included in these funds,

as it belongs to a different series of

obligations.

Add—price of property in St David

Street, not previously valued, and

not included in stock till November

1869, 1,200

Sum- . £274,445 9 l^

Deduct—amount written off in 1862

as irrecoverable, and other sums

erroneously taken credit for in No-

vember 1861 (£622, 19s. 9^d.,

£124, 7s.), 747 6 91

Total amount of Funds in

November 1861,
£273,698 2 4

Number of Contributors.

1. The number on the lists at 22d November 1861 was, per

the Collector's Report of that date, 1313 ; but deducting

those who were subsequently ascertained to be dead, the

net number of contributors alive at 22d November 1861

was 1308.
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Number of Widows.

2. The number on the lists at November 1861, per the Col-

lector's Report of that date, after giving effect to several

who were not drawing Annuities, and who were thought

to be dead, was stated to be 360 ; but after the lists had

been thoroughly purged of all those who had died or

married, the number then alive was only 355.

The corresponding position of the Fund at 2 2d November 1875

was

—

Amount of Fund.

1. Amount of " Old Fund " at 31st October

1875, per Collector's Report, . . £117,000

2. Amount of " New Fund" at 22d Novem-

ber 1875, per do., .... 200,404 7 7

Sum, . £317,404 7 7

Number of Contributors.

Number on the roll at 22d November 1875, per Col-

lector's Report,

Deduct—ascertained to have been dead previous to

making up lists, 2

Net number of living contributors at

November 1875, .

1320

1318

Number of Widows.

Number on the roll, per Report, .... 448

Less two (Ross and Lockhart) who died shortly

before lists completed, 2

Net number of living widows at}

November 1875, . . . j

It thus appears that the Funds have increased by £43,706,

OS. 3d., or 15^ per cent of their amount in 1801—that is, an

average of 1,^ per cent per annum during the 14 years.
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The contributors have only increased by 10, owing to circum-
stances to be afterwards referred to.

The widows have increased by 91, being equal to 25,1; per cent
on the number in 1861. This increase is attributable to the

widows of the body of clergymen who seceded in 1843, and those

of the very considerable number of clergymen who have acceded to

the Church through the Endowment Scheme during the last thirty

years.

The position of the Fund, and of the contributors and widows,

at the beginning and termination of the 1-i years, having been

stated, the intermediate receipts and disbursements during these

years will be best understood from the following

Consolidated Revenue Account for the 14 Years

ending 22d Nov. 1875.

1861.

Xov. 22. Funds at this

date, . £273,698 2 4

Entry-moneys, 5,725

Annual rates, 107,753 3 2

Marriage-taxes, 3,7S7 1 9

Interest, . 168,696 5 9

Vacantstipends, 27,918 18 8

£587,578 11 8

1875.

Nov. 22. Annuities and

provisions, £255,299 10

Expenses of

management, 14,874 14 1

Amount of

funds at end

of period, . 317,404 7 7

£587,578 11 8

The foregoing account has been prepared from the Collectors'

lieports, as submitted to the General Assemblies during the 14
years.

It shows that the total amount received has been . £313,880 9 4

And that the total amount paid has been . . 270,17441

So that the net increase has been (as before stated) £43,706 5 3

Being 13.924 per cent of the receipts.

The amount paid to the beneficiaries of the Fund in annuities

to the widows and provisions to the children (£255,299, 10s.) is

81.337 per cent of the receipts. The expenses (£14,874, 14s. Id.)

are only 4.739 per cent of the receipts. In all, therefore, 95| per

3t
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cent of the income during the 14 years has either been paid to

the beneficiaries, or has formed an increase to the Fund, from

which they will in future derive further benefit ; and only 4J per

cent has been expended in the collection of the revenue, and in

the careful superintendence and administration of all the depart-

ments of the Fund,

The amount received from interest on the invested funds is the

sum of £168,696, 5s. 9d., and is equal to 53.746 per cent of the

total revenue. Besides the interest on the invested funds, there

was received from vacant stipends the sum of £27,918, 18s. 8d.,

being 8.895 per cent of the income. In all, therefore, 62^ per

cent of the revenue has been derived from indirect sources, and

only the balance (£117,265, 4s. lid.), or 37^ per cent of the

revenue, has been derived from the direct payments of the con-

tributors, in the form of entry-moneys, annual rates, and marriage-

taxes.

On the assumption that the medium between the amount of

funds at the beginning and the amount at the termination of the

14 years represents the average amount of fund invested during

the whole period—viz.

:

The amount of the Fund at the beginning ) ^^73 698 2 4

of the period was . . . i

The amount of the Fimd at the end of the ) „-, „ , ^ , ^ r.

t 31/,404 t i

period was

Sum, £591,102 9 11

Medium—assumed to be constant during ) £295 551 4 11
the whole period, . . . i

'

On this average amount of funds there has been derived from

interest the sum of £168,696, 5s. 9d., or 57.079 per cent thereof.

That is, each £1 00 has yielded £57 from the benefits of accumu-

lated interest during the whole period—the average yield for each

year being £4, Is. 6d. per cent.

The rate of interest at which the funds have improved is too

important a calculation to be settled in this way. The above is

only a very rough approximation, the steps of which can be

readily followed, but the result does not materially differ from

that of the more minute calculation based upon the medium
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amount of funds in each year of the 14, and the interest realised
thereupon. This result is £4, Is. Id. per cent per annum

; and as
4 per cent was the basis of the original calculations at the founda-
tion of the scheme, it shows that up to this date, now 131 years,
the funds still realise the rate of improvement contemplated by
the founders.

An examination, however, of the progress of the various rates
of improvement during the 14 years, and of the average rate from
18G1 to the end of each year of the 14, points out that there is a
tendency in the rate to fall, and therefore that it may be antici-
pated that, during the ensuing series of years, the rate will still

suffer a further decrement, though perhaps it may still be a few
years ere the average of a period of investigation falls below the
basis of 4 per cent.

The following are the results :

—

Kate of Interest realised in each
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Statistical Progress of the Contributors.

The total number of contributors at 22d Nov. 1861 was 1308

Aged from 21 to 85.

Of these there died during the 14 years, . . . 556

And there remained alive at November 1875, 752

In quinquennial groups of ages, the following are the

details of these numbers :

—

Ages.







50...

49...

48...

47...

46...

46...

44...

43...

42...

41...

40...

39...

21..

20..

19..

18..

17..

16..

15..

14..

13..

12..

11..

10..

9..

8...

7..

6...

5,.,

4...

8...

2...

1...

0...

NOVEMBER 18G1,

AD AT NOVEMBER 1875.

f represents the Survivons in November 1875—



NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTORS AT EACH AGE IN NOVEMBER 18G1,

AND TUE NUMBER SURVIVINO AND THE NUMBER DEAD AT NOVEMBER 1875.

riie full length of the c
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who remained alive in 1875. The darker-coloured por-

tion shows those who have died during the 14 years.

In the course of the 14 years there entered the Fund

—

Clergymen, .... 543
Professors and masters of uni-

versities, . , . .55
In all, . 598 (or 42-iV yearly)

And of these there died, . 32

Number remaining alive of the new entrants, . . 5GG
So that the total number remaining on the Fund at

22d November 1875 was . . . . . 1318

If the total members at each age in ]861 and in 1875 be com-
pared, it will be perceived that the members in 1801 greatly ex-

ceeded those in 1875 between the ages of 50 and 62 ; while

between the ages of 36 and 48, and 66 and 80, the members in

1875 considerably exceed those at the same ages in 1861.

The average age at entry of the 598 new contributors was 32/^
Of the 543 clergymen the average age was 32jV
And of the 55 professors, &c., „ 38

J\;

The average age of all contributors at 22d November 1801

was Sly^o^

And at 26th November 1875, 5lj\r

It thus appears that the general body of contributors has in-

creased in age by only one month during the past ] 4 years.

Of the 543 clergymen entrants, the num-
bers enrolled on tlie various

classes of annuity were .

And of the 55 professors, &c., .

598 The totals being . . 191 198 Gl 148

The ratio per 1000 entrants

being .... 320 331 102 247

Or per cent, . . 32 33 10 25

m". The average annuity pro^dded for being £34, 4s. 5d.

Class of Annuity. ;
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It is worthy of remark that the new entrants

who were married at entry have selected an-

nuities averaging .... £37 34

And the average annuity of those who were un-

married at entry, but have married subse-

quently, up to November 1875, is . . 34 4

And of those who are still unmarried, the aver-

age is 32 2

It is also worthy of note that the older entrants have selected

the higher annuity.

The average annuity selected by the

42 contributors entering under age 25 was = .£31

210 r. between 25 and 30 n = 33
158 .. n 30 „ 35 ., = 34
101 „ .- 35 n 40 .. = 34

87 n M 40 & upwards = 37

10
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Or in the ratio, per 1000, of S3, 330, 121, 4GG.

The ratio of the total contributors within the

14 years being stated at 1000, the num-

bers in each class would be 183, 344,

101, 372

And the corresponding proportion for 588 of

them would be . . .108 202 59 219

So that by this simple comparison it would

appear that there had been an excess of

deaths in classes III. and TV. of 12 5-3

And a c^f^cfz' in classes I. and II. of , 59 8

When measured in this simple way, it would appear that there

have \)QQU fewer deaths than might have been looked for in classes

I. and II., and more in classes III. and lY. The mortality has

thus fallen more heavily among the members of classes III. and
lY., and correspondingly less in classes I. and II., than the mere

numbers in the several classes would lead one to expect. This

point is more carefully examined on pages 23 and 24.

Statistics of Widows.

The number of widows on the roU at 22d November 1861 was 355

Add number who had become widows during the past 1 4 years 357

^Number on the roll in the course of the 14 years, . .712
The number of widows who died during the 14 years

was . . . . . . .249
The number of widows who married, . . 19

Of whom, however, married to " contributors," 2

266

Note.—The annuity is continued to Andows, having no cliildren

under 16, who marry contributors to the Fund.

Number remaining on roll at 22d IS'ovember 1875 . . 446

Number on roll, per Collectors' lists, . . . 448

Less number subsequently ascertained to have died

previous to date of his Eeport (Nos. 27 and 161), 2

Leaving the number on the roll as above, . . 446

*^ —
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Mortality of Widows.

The number of widows passing through each year of life has

been very carefully computed. It will be seen from the foregoing

that there have been 712 widows on the roll during the course of

the 14 years ; and if the number of those who passed through

each year of age be ascertained, those of them who were widows

at the beginning of the 14 years, and who survived to the end of

that period, would thus pass through 14 years of life—those who

died would only be reckoned as passing through those years of

life up to the end of the year in which they died—and those who

married would only be reckoned as passing through those years of

life up to date of marriage, and thus exposed to mortality up

to that date. The sum of these years of life would represent

what is technically called the " number exposed to mortality," and

would form the denominator of the fraction which expresses the

probability of dying in one year—the numerator being the num-

ber who died. This " number exposed " has been calculated for

the exact number of years and months of each life, so that there

has been no necessity for any of the usual adjustments for those

who enter and leave the field of observation. The only assump-

tion made was the very ordinary one of considering a life exposed

for, say, one month, to be the same as the twelfth part of a life

exposed for an entire year.

The whole number of years of life exposed to mortality was

5829f , and as 249 widows died, the average rate of mortality was

4.271 per cent.

"When the number exposed to mortality is calculated in this

way, it is possible to make comparisons of the actual number of

deaths with the estimated number according to any other tables

of observations. Thus the number exposed at age 59 is 176. If

176 be multiplied by the probability of dying in one year, by, say,

the Carlisle Table of Mortality, and if similar calculations be

made for other ages, a comparison will be obtained of the actual

with the estimated mortality according to that Table. Such com-

parisons have been made according to several tables.
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It appears from the foregoing comparison, that the widows on

the Fund during the past 1 4 years have suffered less mortality

than the estimate of the Carlisle Table by 40 lives, and greater

than the estimate of the Government Table of Observations of

Female Annuitants by 29 lives. Accordingly, it is assumed that

neither of these Tables would accurately measure their future

lifetime : the one would show too short an estimate, and the other

too long an estimate, of their probable lifetime.

It has sometimes been held that an addition of 5 per cent to the

money-value of an annuity, according to the Carlisle Table, would

cover any greater length of life thought to belong to females over

males. In the present instance, this method of protecting the

Fund from greater longevity than the estimate of the Carlisle

Table has not been resorted to ; it has rather been deemed more

correct to calculate from the Society's own experience the probable

length of the widow's life, and to value the engagements of the

Society wrought out from that mortality experience, as well as

from the remarriage experience of the widows during the past 14

years.

The Table thus deduced proceeds upon a radix of 100,000 lives,

aged 30, and shows the number of them who, according to the

experience, will die in each year of life thereafter.

Table
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Table deduced from the Mortality experience of the

Widows during 14 Years.
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In order to prove, if proof were necessary, that this Table fairly

measures the mortality when tested in the same way as the Car-

lisle Table, and as the table derived from the experience of Govern-

ment female annuitants, a computation of the probable number of

deaths arising out of the number passing through each year of life

had been made, from which it appears that the total estimated

number coincides exactly with the actual number of deaths.

Estimated Mortality of the Widows according to their

own experience.

Ages.
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as on the other, and are probably caused by the process of gradua-

tion through which the rough facts have passed, in order to their

preparation for the purposes of the valuation.

Remarriage of Widows.

It has already been stated that several of the widows remarried,

and as the annuity then terminates, it is necessary to give effect

to the remarriage of widows in estimating the liabilities of the

Fund. The number of widows passing through each quinquen-

nium of life, and the number of remarriages, were as follows :

—

Ages.
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The number of remarriages which might have been looked for in

a similar number of the population is thus four times the actual

number, so that by reckoning upon a rate of remarriage during

future years similar to that experienced in the past 14 years, the

liability of the Society will not be underestimated from that

source ; and accordingly, if the rate of remarriage be combined

with the rate of mortality, the table which will exhibit the number

of widows alive and unmarried at each year of life will be as

follows :

—

Table
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It is from this table that the estimate of the value of the an-

nuities to the existing widows has been prepared.

The estimate of liability, as hereafter explained, has also been

prepared upon the assumption that remarriage is excluded, so as

to ascertain the extent of the diminished liability on account of

the probable remarriage of widows. This estimate has been pre-

pared from the table showing the law of mortality of widows,

given on page 480—the rates of mortality being the same in both

tables.

Mortality of Contributors.

Accurate statistics of the mortality of the contributors is of the

greatest importance in forming a trustworthy estimate of the

value of the liability of the Fund to provide the annuities which

may, on their decease, become payable to widows. If the stand-

ard of the contributors' longevity be too great, the liability will

be underestimated. It is very desirable, therefore, that the basis

be as near an approach to the truth as possible. Unless there are

special reasons to the contrary, the past experience is undoubtedly

the best guide to the most trustworthy estimate for the future. It

is also very desirable to compare the experience, which is to form

that estimate, with other collateral experiences, and thus duly to

weigh the value of the estimate.

As is well known, the fundamental calculations for this Fund

were based upon one of the earliest known tables of mortality

—

viz., that by Dr Edmund Halley, from the statistics of Breslau,

the capital of Silesia. The words of the document titled " Calcu-

lations" showing the Pdse and Progress of the Fund (1748) are—
" Breslau is so situated that the degrees of mortality in that city

seem most proper for a standard, and the table of mortality framed

from the births and funerals in that city is generally thought to

give a more just idea of the state and condition of mankind than

anything yet extant." It will be a curious commentary upon this

statement to give a comparison of the actual mortality of the

members during the past 14 years with the estimated mortality

according to that standard.
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Gompanson of the Mortality of Contributors with the

Breslau Table.

Ages.
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. The detailed results of the calculations by these tables are here

given :

—
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Sundry comparisons have been made of the actual mortality

results with the estimates according to the Carlisle Table—partly

because of its wider application to similar calculations, and partly

because it is better understood ; and calculations based thereupon

may be better weighed than by any other table. For instance, the

relative mortality—actual and expected—of the contributors form-

ing the Fund in 1861, and of those who entered during the four-

teen years, may be exhibited as follows :

—

Comparison
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The merabers of 18G1 thus exhibit 11 per cent heavier mor-

tality, and the new members 30 per cent lighter mortality, than

the Carlisle estimate. The numbers in the latter case are not large

—3962 being the number exposed—and the result of a single

observation may not be of great importance, but it indicates that

there may not be so great loss as might have been anticipated

from the non-selection of the lives, and that the greater weight of

the mortality belongs to the general body of the members. The

number exposed among these was 14,690, and the observation

is thus nearly four times more weighty than among the new mem-
bers. Over the whole members the mortality is 7^ per cent

greater than the Carlisle estimate—the lives under -to showing

less mortality, and above 45, greater. The mortality among the

married and unmarried has not been separated, but it may be

assumed that about 25 to 30 widows have come on the Fund in

excess of the provisions or estimates of the CarHsle Table.

"When the members of any society have an option, either in the

mode of contribution or in the character of the benefit, it is not

. unfrequently observed that the selection is made in favour of the

N. member, and detrimental to the Fund. For instance, in assurance

companies the healthiest members naturally prefer to contribute

by a single or by a short term of payment, or they select that

system which distributes its greatest benefits to those who live

longest, and so on.

In this Society it may likewise be expected that the less healthy

members would select the higher scale of benefit, that is, the larger

annuity. With one exception, this power of selection has been ex-

ercised against the Fund. It has also been shown that the married

members have selected a higher rate of annuity than the unmarried,

and that the older the entrant the larger the amount of annuity

chosen. The entrants of age 40 and upwards selected annuities ex-

ceeding by 20 per cent the average amount taken by entrants under

25. The mortality among members selecting the lowest class ex-

hibits the lightest mortality. The members selecting the second

class exhibits a heavier mortality ; and the members selecting the

third class a still heavier mortality. In the fourth class, however,

the same results do not hold. The following are the results accord-

ing to the Carlisle estimate :

—
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The results of this elassificatiou point out that there is a favour-
able deviation from the Carlisle estimates among the members
who have selected the smallest rate of annuity, to the extent of
about 16 per cent. All the other classes are unfavourable.

The members in Class II. are unfavourable to the extent of U per cent.

I^^ \ „

Overhead, the unfavourable deviation is about 7i per cent on
546 lives; or the number of deaths in excess of "the Carlisle
estimate is 41.

The Actuary begs to submit the corresponding calculation of
the estimated mortality of the four classes of contributors, according
to the adjusted probabilities of life derived from the aggregate
experience of the contributors during the last 14 years, hereafter
more specially referred to (see page 508). From the result it will
be seen that the deviations of the several classes now brought out
are quite in harmony with those shown with reference "to the
Carlisle Table. Those in Class I., however, do not show so great
an extent of favourable deviation, and those in Classes II., III.,
and IV. are not so unfavourable.

Comparison

3 Y
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The very slight deviations on either side during the quinquen-

nial periods of life finally neutralise each other, and the total

estimated number of deaths is exactly equal to the total actual

number.

The Actuary has thought it would be interesting to the contri-

butors to exhibit the corresponding probable mortality, according

to two well-known tables of healthy lives—the one being the ex-

perience of male lives in some districts of England, which are

acknowledged to be more healthy than the others, and which have

accordingly been separated and denominated " Healthy Districts ;

"

the other table being the experience of clergymen in the Church

of England, collected and published by Dr Hodgson. The mor-

tality of the contributors to this Fund exceeds those estimates by

20 per cent.

Table
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The difference between the experience of the contributors and of
these classes of lives is thus shown to be airainst the contributors
in all the quinquenniunis between ages 40 and 90. The con-
tributors have, however, been shown to be better lives than the
population by about 3 per cent— though not so good as the
healthy assured lives by about 2 per cent. They have suffered
heavier mortality than the Carlisle Table by about 7 per cent,
and than the male population of the selected healthy districts of
England, and also of English clergymen, by about 20 per cent.
Taking into account all the circumstances, the Actuary is oi
opinion that the experience of the past 14 years is the proper
basis for the valuation of the liabilities which depend upon the
lives of the contributors

; and he has accordingly prepared the
Table of RIortality, and graduated it in such a manner as to pre-
serve the exact features of the original statistics.

\

Table
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Table showing the Law of Mortality of the Contributors,

derived from the experience, 1861-1875.
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Valuation of Annuities to present Widows.

The rates of mortality and of remarriage of wido^\s have already-

been referred to on page 484', from which the present value of

annuities of £1, payable during the lives of widows, has been

computed, both upon the supposition that the annuity would

terminate at the death of the widow, and also upon the supposi-

tion that the annuity would terminate with the death or remar-

riage of the widow. In this way the effect of remarriage upon

the engagements of the Fund has been ascertained. In order to

confirm these valuations, the same annuities have also been valued

by the Table known as the Carlisle Table, with precisely the same

adjustments in respect of the date and of the terms of payment of

the annuities, but without in that case giving any effect to the

value of remarriage.

The following are the results :

—

Table
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From the foregoing abstract valuation, it will be seen that the

estimate of the liability of the Fund for the amounts of annuities

now payable to the widows, when based upon their own ex-

perience, giving efi'ect to the probability of the annuities termi-

nating at remarriage, is greater by £6391 than the estimate

according to the Carlisle Table, and which value is £10,740 less

than the estimate by the widows "Own Experience" Table, when
no allowance is made for effect of remarriage. The value of

remarriage is thus £4349, or about 21 per cent. The adjustment

to be made to the Carlisle valuation for the greater longevity of

widows is thus seen to require an addition of 6 per cent ; while,

on the other hand, the adjustment for the remarriage of widows

requires a diminution of 2xV per cent. The ultimate adjustment

thus requiring only o^ per cent. The sum of £185,446, 2s. 3d.

has been carried to the Abstract Valuation on page 538,

Value of Benefits to future Widows.

From the statistics showing the rates of mortality and of re-

marriage of the widows, there has been prepared a table showing

the present value of an annuity of £1, payable in terms of the

regulations of the Fund ; and it not only becomes interesting and

instructive to know the value of the benefits which have been

derived by the widows during the past 14 years, but the calcula-

tion forms a very important step in the valuation of the engage-

ments of the Fund for those widows who may be left by the

present contributors.

Of the 588 deceased contributors during the past 14 years,

there belonged to the four several classes of annuities :

—

Class I., . . . . 49

IL, .... 194

III 71

lY., .... 274

588

and of these, only 356 left widows, of whom there belonged to

3z
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And accordingly, if, from the experience of the past 14 years,
there be ascertained the rate of leaving widows, and if the value
of the benefit left be also ascertained, taken, for the purpose of
securing a more sure average, as that of an annuity of £1, it will
form the very best basis for determining the value of the benefits
which will become payable to those who may be left widows of
the present members.

The ratios of leaving widows, of leaving families, and of leaving
neither, have been remarkably constant from the formation of the
Fund. The original ratios were, that out of SO deaths of con-
tributors

—

20 would leave widows (with or without children).

6 II children without widows.
4 II neither widows nor children.

That is—

The original ratios were— And the ratios of the past 14
years' experience are

—

66.7 per cent. Widows, 60.5 per cent.

20-0 " Children, 17.7 .,

1^-3 " Neither, 21.8 ..

m. ioT

The following shows the corresponding ratios among the de-
ceased contributors since 1 757 :

—

Table
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The experience of "leaving widows" during the past 14 years

is thus greater than in any of the above quinquennial or other

periods since 1807 ; and the detailed experience, of which the

above is the aggregate, seems to exhibit a very well-grounded and

constant basis for determining the liability of the Fund to meet

the annuities which may become payable at the death of the con-

tributors. An abstract of that experience, arranged according to

the age of the contributors, is annexed. A diagram is also given,

showing, out of 100 deaths of contributors at each age, the pro-

portion who leave widows (with or without children)—who leave

children (without widows)—and the proportion who died leaving

no claim on the Fund. It seems unnecessary to describe this

diagram more minutely.

Eatio
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PROPORTION OF CONTiaBUTORS DYING AT EAQII AGE LEAVING WIDOWi^ AND CHILDREN
Tlio total column reprof ents 100 dcatiis of Contributors.

The portion of the ;ohinin in the darkest shade represents tlie number leaviuy W;Jow8 (with or without Children).
The portion in red ropvesenta those leaving Children without Widows ; and
The portion in blue roprosents those leaving neither Widows nor Children.
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Upon this table, taking advantage of the elements thereof in

their more detailed form, the obligations of the Society for the

present members have been computed, whether depending upon
leaving widows entitled to annuities, or of leaving children entitled

to the capital sums payable as provisions of the first order.

It will be seen from the series of numbers exhibiting the ratios

of leaving widows or children that they follow a very fair order

of regularity and progressiveness. Though the ratio of leaving

widows is at one period—40-45—as high as 86 per cent of the

contributors dying in the same quinquennium, yet under the pro-

cess of graduation this number disappears when combined with
its contiguous ratios of 20 and 71 per cent. The highest ratio

in the graduated table is 80 per cent, and it is apparent that the

ratio gradually falls from that point in earlier and later quin-

quenniums, until, in the latter case, no contributor dying above

90 is supposed to leave a widow. Following a different law, it

is apparent that the probability of a contributor leaving a family

gradually increases with his age at death. If the calculations had
been based upon a larger number of facts, the ratios would have
exhibited greater regularity and steadiness ; but these, in the

Actuary's opinion, are sufficiently steady as a basis for determin-

ing the value of the liabilities to the widows and children of the

contributors. They have been carefully graduated and formed
into tables for the purposes of the valuation. Looking at the

graduated results, it would have been better, perhaps, to have
given them a somewhat more artificial arrangement in order to

delete the paucity of facts in the quinquenniums 40 to 45 and
50 to 55.

Table
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From the table, page 508, showing the law of mortality of con-

tributors, there is obtained the total number of deaths at each

year of age, and from the foregoing table there is given the pro-

portions thereof who die leaving widows ; consequently there is

rriven the number of widows who come upon the Fund at each

year of the contributors' age ; and from the statistics there is also

given the value of the annuities of £1 left by each deceased con-

tributor. By combining these two elements there is obtained the

value of an annuity of £1 to the widows of the contributors. It

is evident that this method of estimating the value of the engage-

ments is much more contracted than the ordinary one of finding

the values of the annuities to those presently married, with the

value of a similar annuity to their probable second or subsequent

wives ; and the values of annuities to the widows of those pre-

sently bachelors or widowers, &c. The present method gathers

up all these probabilities in one calculation, and concisely presents

them as having a direct relation to the contributor's present age,

without the necessity of inquiring or assuming the ages of the

wives of the members. These elements furnish all the necessary

data for determining the engagements of the Fund to the future

widows, and render unnecessary any inquiry as to the ages of the

wives of those presently married, and of any estimates being made

of the probable number who may hereafter marry. The all-im-

portant point is the leaving a widow ; and it is of no importance

to the Fund whether that widow be the first, second, or third wife

of the contributor. In the same way with the leaving of children.

The Actuary has not inquired into the number of children of the

ministers,—the important point being the number of contributors

who at their death left children to draw provisions from the Fund,

and the average value of the benefits left. These numbers being

given for one series of contributors, and the results formed into a

law or probability depending upon the contributor's present age,

it is presumed that the same law or probability will obtain with

any other series of contributors. The present observations may

be corrected at next investigation, and the calculations then made

may proceed upon a wider basis ; but it is not to be supposed

that they will differ from the present in any very material degree.

Note.—The Actuary would suggest that the evidence of each contributor's age

be produced on entering the Fund, and also that of his wife at marriage.
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The value of an annuity to the widow having been derived

from the data of the Fund, it only remains to reapply that value

to the contributors now living, according to the class of annuity

to which each belongs, and as that value is a function of the

whole contributors, it is not necessary to separate them into the

usual sections of bachelors, husbands, and widowers. The follow-

ing exhibits the value of the annuities to the widows who may be

left by the preseiit contributors :

—

Yalues
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Statistics of Provisions to Children.

This branch of the Fund consists in providing a sum equal to

ten years of the original amount of annuity, payable to the fami-

lies of those contributors who die leaving children without leaving

widows.

During the past 14 years, 104 contributors died leaving fami-

lies without leaving widows. A tabular abstract of these, arranged

according to the contributor's age at death, is given on page 508.

It is evident that the engagement for such a provision consists

in determining, as at the present age of any contributor, the pre-

sent value of the sum which will become payable at the death of

each contributor, in accordance with the law derived from the

past experience.

The payments to the families depend upon the class to which

the member has contributed.

If Class I., the payments = 10 times £10 = ,£100

II., „ 10 n 15= 150

III., ., 10 ., 20= 200

IV., .1 10 .. 25= 250

For the preliminary purposes of calculation, it will be better to

find the present value of a benefit of £1, payable at each contri-

butor's death,—to be afterwards adjusted according to the class

of annuity to which each contributor belongs.

An examination of the table on page 508 will show that £5 will

become payable on the death of the 751 contributors who die at

age 32-33
; £12 on death of the 792 who die at age 33-34, &c.

&c.

That is, taking the stand-point at age 32

—

£.0 will become due in 1 year.

12 Ml 2 years.

36 M 3 ,.

&c. &c.

The sum of these will be the present value of all the provisions

of £1 for the families of 91,017 contributors of age 32.
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In this way the present value of £1, to be paid at the death of

those contributors who will leave families without leaving widows,

was determined.

The total value of the benefit for the contributors in

—

Class I. being . . . £2,436 13 2

11. M . . . 7,639 13

III. n . . . 2,617 10 10

IV. n . . . 15,241 1

Total value carried to Abstract, p. 539, £27,934 18

The ratio of leaving widows has been shown (p. 506) to be

remarkably steady in the four classes. The greatest fluctuation

between the lowest and the highest being 8| per cent. It is to

be noticed, however, that the greatest ratio (62.i) is in the class

with the largest number of contributors.

It has also been shown that the ratio of leaving families without

widows has equalled 17.7 over the four classes. But no doubt,

owing to the fluctuations attributable to small numbers, the largest

benefit has fallen to the families in the higher classes.

The total amount of the provisions emerged during the past 14

years was £22,350—viz. :

£200

4,200

2,200

15,750

2 in
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the slight alterations made in graduating the completed table).

The estimated numbers in each class being :

—

In Class I.,

II.,

„ III.,

lA^,

106.1SC

Or, arranged according to the age of the contributor :-

Estimated
Number.
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The Estimated Amount of the

Claims being—
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made to the widows' annuities subsequently to the consolidation

of the old Fund. At November 1861 there were eight such

annuities in course of payment. These have terminated, the

total sura paid them being £627. During the past 14 years 20

similar claims have become exigible, of which 14 have terminated,

and 6 remain current at November 1 875. The amount which has

been paid is £11 35, and £194, 10s. remains to be paid if the chil-

dren all survive age 18. The total claims which have arisen

during the 14 years thus amount to £1329, 10s., the present

value of which at the date of their fathers' death, calculating

their value as annuities which would certainly become payable,

was £1098, Os. 7d.

The average duration of these 20 annuities was 4f years, and
the average value of an annuity of £1 was £3.948. If these claims

be exhibited as a function of the contributor's age at death, the

following will be an epitome of the results :

—

Age of Father
at Death.
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82 years of age, and the duration of the annuity was only for half

a year. The second column of the above table shows that the

number of such claims first increase with the contributor's age

—

the greatest number falling to contributors dying between 60

and 70—and thereafter diminish with his age at death. This

provision may accordingly be computed on the principle of being

a function of the contributor's age, as follows :

—

Age.
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£10 to families of contributors in Class L, - .£227.044

12 „ „ = 368.046

13 „ „ = 101.163

15 „ „ = 387.711

Value of benefit carried to Abstract, p. 539, = £1083.964

Children s Provisions of Second Order.

The children's provisions of the first order, whether as capital

sums or as annuities, are evidently functions of the contributor's

age—that is, their value depends upon his age as one of the

important elements in the calculation. The provisions of the

second order are not so obviously a fuuction of the contributor's

age, but will be seen to be so after slight consideration. If a con-

tributor's widow marry or die before she has drawn ten years'

annuities, and if she leave children under 16 years of age, they

receive the reversion of the first ten years' annuities, and the trans-

action terminates. The original amounts of annuity form the

the data of the calculation, and not any increased amount which

may have become payable. Tor this purpose, therefore, the annui-

ties of the four classes are £1 0, £1 5, £20, and £25.

During the past 14 years, 18 claims under this order have

become eligible: 11, by the death of the widow, amounting to

£1412, 10s. ; and 7, by the remarriage of the widow, for £472, IDs.,

—or in all, £1885 : a larger proportion falling to those under the

two higher classes of annuities. These claims, depending upon the

death or remarriage of the widow, must in reality become claims

within the first ten years after the contributor's death, and, on an

average, will become claims within five years after his death. The

11 claims arising by the death of the widow were made within a

cumulated term of 43 years and 11 months, or an average of 4

years ; and the 7 claims by marriage, within a cumulated interval

of 40 years and 6 months, or an average of 5 years and 9 months.

The general average interval between death of contributor and

date of claim is thus 4 years and 8 months—say 4 years.

If these 18 claims be arranged according to the age of the con-

tributor at death, they will appear as follows :

—
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Age of

Contributor at

Death.
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benefit payable at his death ought to be less than the annual

equivalent for a similar benefit payable at the death of a person

of greater age. All the insurance offices exact their contributions

according to these principles ; the age and other circumstances of

each individual entrant are the principal data for determining the

equivalents for the benefits to be derived from their Funds. In

this Fund, however, many of the individual characteristics of each

entrant are not weighed for the purpose of determining the equi-

valent annual payment for the claims which may emerge at his

death. All contributors to the same class of annuity pay the

same sums annually during their lives irrespective of their ages

at entry. The entry-moneys to each class are alike, and those

who ultimately bring no claim may have contributed no less than

those who do bring a claim on the Fund. Apart from these con-

siderations, it is essential to the stability of the Fund that the

contributions be sufficient to meet the claims ; or, in other words,

tliat the present value of all the contributions, as at the date of

entering the Fund, be equivalent to the present value of all the

claims which may be made upon the Fund. Or if the point be

reduced to its lowest level, it is necessary that the value of the

contributions of the " average entrant " be equal to the present

value of his probable claims. This equation should hold with

each of the four classes of entrants. There are, however, no means

of influencing entrants to the Fund at younger or at older ages.

The law of entry is allowed to find its own natural level accord-

ing to the demand and supply of clergymen for the vacant bene-

fices of the Church. The past experience, therefore, can alone

determine the value of the contributions and the value of the

claims of the " average entrant."

Keeping the marriage-taxes out of view, the values of the con-

tributions and benefits of entrants at each age, into each of the

four classes of annuity, are now compared. In addition to the

direct payments by the contributor, the Actuary has allocated to

each entrant a share of the revenue from vacant stipends, accord-

ing to the following principle.

The total amount received during the past 14 years from vacant

stipends (see Consolidated Revenue Account, page 469), was the
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Amount.
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ns shown in the table given on page .527. If 100 ministers entered

the Fund at age 28, the value of their contributions would be

about ...... £13,000

while the value of their probable claims would be ^ q ^^^
only about . . . , .

)

'

Benefit to the Fund, about £4,0(10

It will thus be seen that extension of the Church affects the

Fund favourably, while non-extension, or a cessation of the pre-

sent extension, would affect the Fund unfavourably. If, however,

the extension of the Church involved the appointment of ministers

of greater age than 35, the Fund would be affected in the opposite

direction. It may be stated that the amount received during the

year ending in November 1876, for "crop and year" ending

Michaelmas 1875, was the sum of £3809, 7s. 2d., and the

amount for following crop is estimated to yield £3700. The

Actuary has taken the average of £2000 as the basis of his calcu-

lations for the future. He has assumed that this sum will be

received yearly, and has viewed it as in supplement of the rates

payable by the contributors, for the purpose of securing the

benefits to be derived from the Fund. The total amount- of the

annuities contracted for by the Contributors is £47,712

—

Viz., 300
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The total beiBg—

£10 2 ( = 24x041916) = £301 16

1 6 10 ( = 32x041916) = 619 13 9

120 ,- 1 13 6 ( = 40x041916) = 201 3 11

436 „ 2 3 ( = 48x041916) = • 876 15 7

300 at

462

Sum, £2000 nearly.

The total contribution by the

Entrant to Class May thus be assumed to be

I. £3 3 +£1 2 =£4 3 2

II. 4 14 6 + 1 6 10 = 6 1 4

IIL 6 6 0+113 6=7 19 6

lY. 7 17 6 + 2 3 = 9 17 9

These sums have accordingly been valued as annual rates pay-

able during the lives of the present contributors, basing the esti-

mate of their longevity upon the probabilities of life, derived from

the experience of the Fund during the past 14< years, and reckoning

interest at the rate of 3^ per cent, as hereafter referred to (see

page 535).

The total present value of the revenue from the vacant stipends,

in which the present contributors may be held to possess an

interest, amounts to only about 12yV years' purchase, or the sum

of £25,884, 6s.—viz.

:

Contributors in Class I.,

II.,

,
M IIL, . . .

i „ IV.,

The foregoing method of estimating the value of the revenue

from vacant stipends for the present contributors is to a certain

extent arbitrary. Every method must to a certain extent be

arbitrary ; but perhaps one method may be better than another.

The foregoing method gives a larger percentage addition to the

contributions in the lower classes of annuity.

£4,590 14

8,312 12

2,677 6

10,303 14
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Viz., 32 per cent to the rate of . . . £3 3

28 .- M . ^ . . 4 14 6

26 n .1 .'..660
25 >, M ... 7 17 6

And objections may in consequence be taken to the method.

"Were the addition an equal percentage (r) to the contributions,

so that

—

{
300 X 3.15 + 462 X 4.725 + 120 x 6.3 + 436 x 7.875 V -2000

the percentage would be 27.207. That is to say, the contributors

in

Class I. would be supposed to share .861 in place of l.ooe

„ II. II 1.291 ir 1.341

,1 III. II 1.722 II 1.676

I, IV. II 2.152 II 12.012

And the present value of that additional revenue, during the

several lifetimes of the 1318 contributors to the Fund would be

£25,705, IDs.—viz.

:

Class I., . . . . =£3,928 18

11 II., .... 8,004 2

M III., .... 2,749 12

M IV., . . . . 11,022 18

£25,705 10

Thus this second method sets a smaller present value on the

life interests of the 1318 contributors by only about £180, and

moreover does not affect the position of the Fund.

It would be obviously inequitable to allot to each contributor

an equal share of the vacant stipend revenue, without reference to

the extent of his interest in the Fund, thus :

—

If: = -- = - - ^

Even in this view the present value of the revenue would be

£26,523, 16s., which is only about £800 greater than the result

of the first method. Thus it does not appear that any method in

4 c
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the least degree approaching to equity makes much difference in

the total estimate of the present contributors' interest in this

source of revenue. The first method, resulting in a value of

£25,884, 6s., gives as fair an estimate as any other—viz., in pro-

portion to the annuities, and neither equally to each contributor,

nor in proportion to the amount of the rates.

Proceeding upon this method of viewing this source of income,

there is now given a table showing at each age of entry the values

of the total payments by the contributors,—the entry-moneys,

the annual contributions, and the annual allocation from vacant

stipends,—and of the values of the annuities to the widows, and

of the provisions to children, in each of the four classes or sec-

tions of annuities.

The last column in each class of the annexed table is also shown

in diagram.

This table and its diagram present the values of contributions

and benefits in rather an exaggerated light. The loss is really

much smaller than the table would lead one to suppose. The

profit or the loss must be viewed in connection with the number

of contributors joining the Fund at the various ages of entry, and

in that view a second table and diagram have been prepared.

Value









RELATION OF THE VALUE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO VALUE OF BENEFITS AT ENTRY.

Tlius—AtTb 25 at entry. Tbe Contributions exceed tlie Benefits in Class I. by 40 per cent {shown in darkest shwle)
;

and in Class IV. by 54 jier cent (sftoicn in Uf/htest shade).

Age 40 at entry. The Benefits exceed tUo Coutributions in Class I. by liJ per ceot ; and iu Class IV, by 8 per cent.
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VALUE OF CONTHIBUTIONS AND BENEFITS AT ENTRY FOR TOTAL ENTRANTS
AT EACH AGE, FROM 1861 TO 1875.
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It will be noticed that the value of the contributions at the

younger ages is greatly in excess of the value of the benefits.

The table, however, only shows the effect for one entrant at each

age. If effect be given to the actual number of entrants at each

age in each class, taking the number of entrants under each class

during the past 14 years as the basis of the calculation, it may
be shown that the value of the contributions exceeds the value of

the benefits in

Class I. by . . . 14.778 per cent.

11. ..... 22.532 „

III. ..... 9.425 „

IV. ..... 12.345 .,

and over the four classes the margin of excess in the value of the

contributions over the value of the benefits is 13.420 per cent.

The following are the details of these calculations :

—

Value ,/y
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Before comiDg to any conclusion as to the amount of annuity

which these contributions will provide, the Actuary is strongly of

opinion that, in a fund of the nature of the Ministers' Widows'

Fund, where so many conflicting elements of an opposite nature

are suffered to balance themselves, and to be arranged according

to circumstances which the Trustees have no power of mitigating

or controlling—where a higher age at entry in future years would

work out adversely to the prosperity of the Fund—where the

larger portion of the increased prosperity is obtained by valuing

the increased revenue from vacant stipends, &c.—and other points

which do not require to be stated,—there should be a special re-

serve for the purpose of providing against possible adverse fluc-

tuations. The present calculations, it must be remembered, have

not been leaning either to the one side or to the other (except in

the matter of interest, referred to on page 53 G), but have been

based upon the mortality experience of the past 14 years, and

have not been departed from by one single hair's-breadth to make

the Fund either better or worse than what the experience has

indicated. But it is highly desirable in such circumstances that

the Fund should be supported in its possible oscillations from

this accurately determined line by a small guarantee ; and that in

all future investigations the same or some similar percentage be

reserved before stating the amount of the annuity which either the

contributions or the surplus may be able to afford ; and in the

event of this supporting fund not being broken in upon—that is,

in the event of the mortality experience of the members or of

their widows, not manifesting results adverse to the scheme, so

as to require the assistance of this additional fund— then the

interest thereupon, along with other possible favourable deviations,

wiU furnish the means for providing further increase to the

annuities. The amount of this guarantee fund should be deter-

mined after an examination of the relation of the contributions

to the benefits of the " average entrant," based upon fresh data,

as well as after a valuation of the contributions and benefits for

the then existing contributors and widows.
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\/alue of Contributions payable by present Members.

The contributions payable directly by the members are exigible

during the whole of their lives, and are not subject to discontinu-

ance if they should resign their benefices and leave the Church
;

it will therefore be unnecessary to make any diminution from their

full value for any loss which might in other circumstances be

sustained by forfeiture, withdrawal, or resignation. The contri-

butions are due from stipends which vest on 29th September

yearly, and are payable on 2d February thereafter, but received

without interest till 13th February following. Practically, there-

fore, the future contributions may be reckoned upon as payable

on 13tli February yearly— the first becoming due in, say, three

months, from 22d November 1875.

The estimate of the contributors' longevity is that which has

been obtained from the experience of the Fund during the past

14 years, as detailed on page 501, and the estimate of the accumu-

lation of money at 3^ per cent. On these data the present value

of the rates payable during the lifetime of the 1318 contributors

is the sum of £93,983.678.

Being for Class I., 300 at £3 3 = X14,374.840

II., 462 at 4 14 6 29,284.804

III., 120 at 6 6 9,996.895

IV., 436 at 7 17 6 40,327.139

1318 £93,983.678

Besides these annual rates, there are the ordinary marriage-

taxes (equal to an additional annual rate), payable at all the

future marriages, and the additional or extraordinary marriage-

taxes (equal to two and one-half of the contributor's annual rates),

payable by those who entered at age 40 or upwards. These,

though formidable in appearance, exhibit a small present value.

The whole sum received during the past 14 years was only

£3279, 3s., or only about £235 per annum
; and of this sum by

far the larger portion would be paid by the new entrants, and

only about £687, 14s. (or say £700) by those who were contri-

butors in 1861. The Actuary is disposed to place no value upon

4d
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this revenue for the purpose of meeting the benefits, but rather to

view all such irregular revenue as applicable towards the expenses

of management (see page 536).

A reference to the Consolidated Eevenue Account on page 469

shows that the only other source of income is that derived from

vacant stipends, and that it amounted during the 14 years to the

sum of £27,918, 18s. 8d., equalling nearly one-fourth of the

revenue from the rates of the contributors. The half-year's

stipend, which becomes due at the term of Whitsunday or

Michaelmas immediately following the death of the Minister,

belongs to his representatives, and is termed the " ann." The

half-years' stipends which become due thereafter belong to the

Fund, while the benefice is vacant. The sums derived in each of

the 14 years have already been given on page 522. The average

future revenue from this source was assumed in 1861 at the sum

of £1716, 4s. lOd., which sum, if it only had been realised, would

have produced £1716 4 10 x 14= £24,027 7 8

whereas the amount actually realised was . 27,918 18 8

So that, besides interest, there has been a profit during the past

14 years of nearly £4000 over the assumption of 1861.

The Actuary is, however, of opinion, that it would not be

prudent to found upon any larger return from this source than

what appears to be the average at the present date. He is unable

to foresee the effects of the recent changes in the means to be

followed for the selection of clergymen to supply the vacant

charges, although he is rather of opinion that the revenue will

increase.

The average revenue from vacant stipends

during the past 14 years was

And during the past 10

II 7

n 5

3

It 2

1

But in 1876 the amount was

And in 1877 the estimate is

£2000

20G7

2407

2241

2002

1958

1499

3809

3700
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Tlie appearance of the foregoing series of averages, in conjunc-

tion with the revenues of 187G and 1877, supports the main-

tenance of the average of £2000 at least ; but the Actuary con-

siders that it would be more prudent to place a moderate estimate

upon the revenue from this source, and rather to leave room for

favourable deviations during the ensuing 14 years. In any event,

the valuation of the revenue cannot extend to a longer term than

the lifetime of the present members,—the reversion of the revenue

being left unappropriated for the widows and children of future

members.

Assuming, however, that the average revenue is estimated at

£2000, and that each member's share thereof is measured in pro-

portion to his annuity, as previously set forth—viz.,

In Class I.,

II.,

Ill,

.. IV.,

then the present value of these payments, considered as annuities,

during each member's life, will be

—

In Class Value.

£301 16 £4,590 U
619 13 9 8,312 12

201 3 11 2,677 6

876 15 7 10,303 14

£1
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rate than 4 per cent. Considerable sums may have been on

deposit in bank at a smaller rate of interest waiting for an invest-

ment ;
but, upon the whole, it has not been a matter of very

great difficulty to realise the rate of 4 per cent upon the net sum

required to meet the benefits. That difficulty may have been

increasing during recent years ; but, after consultation with the

Collector, it is thought that any new investments which may be

made at a lower rate than 4 per cent will have no greater effect

upon the average gross rate than one quarter per cent during a

long series of years. While, therefore, there is not much room for

questioning the former rate of £4, Is. Id., it is thought to be

leaning to the safe side to make the basis of calculation not

greater than £3, 10s., excluding the 5s. 4d. per cent required for

expenses ; making in all a gross rate of £3, 15s. 4d. as the mini-

mum basis of accumulation, being 5s. 9d. less than the average

experience during the past 14 years. The calculations have accord-

ingly all proceeded upon the basis of 3| per cent.

. Provision for Future Expenses.

In making provision for defraying the expense of collecting the

contributions and disbursing the benefits of an annuity fund such

as the present, it is essential to bear in mind that the sources for

that purpose should continue so long as expenditure is being

incurred. In an assurance company, where the benefit is a capital

sum, payable at death, the expense revenue will be most suitably

derived from a percentage, or other addition to the contributions,

which terminate with the life of the assured. In the present

Fund, however, the contributions terminate with the contributor's

life, but the expense of distributing the benefit to the widow and

family remains after his death. The revenue for the purpose of

defraying the expenses should therefore be partly during the life-

time of the contributor, and partly during the lifetime of his

widow.

The Consolidated Revenue Account shows that the expense of

the 14 years amounted to £14,874, 14s. Id. This sum may be

considered either as having relation to the contributions, or to the

interest, or to the entry-money and taxes, or as partly to the one
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and partly to the other. If viewed in relation to the interest, it

will be seen that £14,875 is 8.817 per cent on £1G8,696 ; and as

£108,696 has been shown to be equal to an average rate of £4,

Is. Id. on the accumulated fund, it follows that about 7s. 2d. per

cent per annum on the amount invested would have defrayed the

expenses. That is to say, the estimates for the purpose of meeting

the liabilities of the Fund may be based upon the assumption that

money will be accumulated at £3, 13s. lid. per cent, and if 7s. 2d.

per cent be required for expenses, the gross rate of accumulation

would thus be £4, Is. Id. per cent, as has been experienced during

the past 14 years. Or, if the expense be viewed as to be borne

entirely by some percentage on the contributions, it may be shown

that they would require 12.685 per cent thereof. In this view the

funds would accumulate at the total rate of £4, Is. Id., and the

estimates would proceed upon that basis ; but, as shown above,

the revenue for the expenses would cease with the contributor,

while expense would be continued during the life of his widow.

Or, if the irregular income derived from the marriage-taxes be

applied to defray the expenses, there would remain £11,088 to

be defrayed from a portion of the interest. This sum would

require 5s. 4d. of the rate of interest during the life of the con-

tributor and his widow, leaving £3, 15s. 9d. as the basis of future

accumulation. That is to say, the expenses may be viewed as

defrayed during the contributor's lifetime by all the marriage-

taxes, and other incidental revenue, and by a rate of 5s. 4d. per

cent on the invested fund, and as defrayed during the lifetime of

his widow by the same rate of 5s. 4d. per cent on the funds

invested on her behalf.

If, therefore, the calculations be based upon £3, 10s. per cent,

it is to be understood that £3, 15s. 4d. will be expected to be

realised, but that 5s. 4d. thereof will, with the incidental income

from taxes, be required for the expenses, leaving £3, 10s. as the

fundamental basis of accumulation for meeting the annuities and

other provisions of the Fund.

The Actuary now begs to submit the Abstract of the Valuation

which has been detailed in the foregoing pages.
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Abstract of Valuation.

I. Assets.

1. Amount of Funds at 22d November 1875,

per Collector's Report, thus :

—

1. Amount of " Old Fund " at 31st October

1875, per volume of Assembly's Eeport,

page 431, .... £117,000

2. Amount of " New Fund " at 22d Novem-

ber 1875, per do., page 433, . . 200,404 7 7

£317,404 7 7

Add interest accrued to 22d Novem-

ber 1875, . . . 3,140

Present value of rates to be received from

the present contributors, per Eeport, page

533, ..... 93,983 13 6

Present value of revenue from vacant sti-

pends during the lives of the present con-

tributors, per Report, page 535, . 25,884 6

Amount of Assets, . . £440,412 7 1

II. Liabilities.

1. Present value of the annuities payable to

widows presently on the roll of annuitants,

per Report, page 501, . £185,446 2 3

2. Present value of the annui-

ties which will become

payable to the widows

who may be left by the

present contributors, per

Report, page 512, . 186,026 17 2

3

.

Present value of provisions

to children

—

Carry forward, . £371,472 19 5 £440,412 7 1
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Brought forward, . £371,472 19 5 £440,412 7 1

1. Of the first order

—

1. To those presently on

the roll, . . 181 2 2

2. To those who may-

come on the roll

from the present

contributors

—

1. Of capital sums on

death of widowers, 27,934 1 8

2. Of annuities to

families under 18

years of age, whose

fathers die without

leaving widows, . 1,083 19 4

2. Of the second order.

Present value of the re-

version of 10 years' an-

nuities of the original

amounts, payable in

event of death or re-

marriage, and provided

the widows leave chil-

dren under 16 years of

age, inclusive of what

may emerge from the

present widows, . 1,594 6 1

Amount of Liabilities, . . 402,267 5

Surplus, . . £38,145 2 1

Disposal of the Surplus.

The proper disposal of the surplus is regulated by the provi-

sions of the Act. Section xxii. of 54 George III. cap. 169, has

been understood to signify that only two-thirds of the interest on

the surplus shall form the total yearly addition to the aggregate
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amount of annuities payable, and that the share to each annuitant

shall be of equal amount, irrespective of the class of annuity to

which the contributor may have belonged.

Two-thirds of the interest at 4 per cent on £38,145 = £1017

And as there are at present 446 viddows and 6 orphan

families drawing annuities—in all, 452 annuitants

—£2 to each would require the annual sum of . 904

Leaving unappropriated, . . . . £113

Or it may be held that the wording of the Act implies that two-

thirds of the interest on the " surplus revenue "—that is, the in-

crease of the Fund during the 14 years, should be divisible among

the annuitants. As stated on page 469, the surplus revenue is

£43,706, 5s. 3d., and two-thirds of the interest thereon would

produce the free divisible sum of £1166, or £2, 10s. to each an-

nuitant. But as the Act stipulates (section 21) that fractions of

£1 are not to be given, the utmost increase is thus shown to be

£2.

This view of the disposal of the surplus is given because it may

be considered to be the interpretation of the Act ; but it must be

borne in mind that it is quite possible for the Fund to bear profit

without showing any surplus revenue. If the outgo should

exceed the income, there would of course be no surplus revenue.

The fimds would be retrograding ; but in these circumstances the

opportunities of realising "profit" from other sources are not

closed. The interest or the mortality of widows may be greater

than the expectation.

The Actuary would desire to place the matter on a different

though equivalent footing. As stated in the Eeport, page 532, he

thinks it desirable that a small guarantee fund on the value of the

W7iemerged claims should be reserved from the amount of the

gross surplus. If this amount be taken at 7^ per cent on (the

sum of £216,640, Os. 7d.) the value of the claims still contingent

on the death of the contributors, and equal to the sum of £16,248,

the balance of the surplus of £38,145 free for distribution will be

the sum of £21,897 ; and as the present value of an annuity of
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£1 to all the present widows and orphan families, and to the

widows and orphan families who may be left by the present con-

tributors, is the sum of £9850, and of £2 the sum of £19,700,

the divisible surplus of £21,897 will be fully able to meet the £2

additional annuity brought out above, leaving the further sum of

£2197 unappropriated.

The Actuary, accordingly, confidently but respectfully advises

the Trustees that the Fund will afford an increase of £2 to each

annuitant presently on the roll, as well as to those who may come

on the roll from the present contributors.

It only remains to show that the present rates and stipends out

of vacancies will afford the same increase to the widows of those

who may become contributors in future years. This point was

referred to at some length on pages 520 to 531, and it will therefore

only be necessary to renew the comparison of the contributions

with the proposed increased benefits.

Value of Contributions and of increased Benefits for

future Entrants based upon the Numbers entering

at eac/i Age in the Four Classes during the H
Years, 1861-75.

1
1 ;

M„^>,n.„fl Value of Entry- !
Value of Benefits,

Class. ^pS'JL^tftf 1
moneys, Rates, and 1

including the Value
Entrants.

. Vacant Stipends. ' of the additional £2.
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the widows' and orphans' annuities, with a surplus margin of

91 per cent on the value of the increased benefits.

Ratio of Widows to Contributors, and of Income to

Expenditure.

The Actuary intended to have entered fully upon the interest-

in c' and ever-recurring question of the relation which ought to

subsist between the number of widows and the number of con-

tributors on the Fund at the same time, but the subject is very

intricate, and results cannot be obtained without much laborious

calculation. The further question, also often referred to in the

history of this Fund, when that time may be expected to arrive at

which the interest on the invested assets, along with the incoming

rates and revenue from vacant stipends, will meet the annuities to

the widows and provisions to the children, it was also the

Actuary's desire to have entered upon, but he has only had time

to give it a passing thought. This subject is especially difficult,

and to do it satisfactorily would involve a very considerable

amount of calculation.

7. Ratio of Number of Members Dying each Year to the (dumber

of Members Surviving.

If an equal number of persons enter a fund each year con-

tinuously at age 33—the average age at entry—the number dying

each year, after the lapse of 69 years, will equal the number

entering the fund. The roll of members will then be said to have

attained its maximum. The surviving members will then be

about 31.83 times the number of deaths. In the present Fund

the average number of deaths is \\^ =42, and 31.83 x 42 = 1337.

The actual number surviving is 1318. The calculated results and

the actual results are thus very close.
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2. Ratio of the total Number who have become Widows to the

total Number of Deceased Contributors.

In the same way the total number who have become widows

will bear ratio in the following order to the total number ol' con-

tributors who have died.

At the end of 10 years of the hypothetical scheme the total

widows should equal 413.321 per cent of the total deaths of contri-

butors ; or, to put the matter in tabular form

—

the end of

years.
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8. Ratio of Widows on the Fund to the Number of

Contributors on the Fund.

If an attempt be made to exhibit the ratio of surviving widows

to surviving contributors at the end of any number of years, the

labour becomes much greater. At the end of 80 years from the

origin of such a scheme, it will be found that the ratio of surviv-

ing widows to surviving contributors will have reached its maxi-

mum of 38J per cent. This calculation does not exclude those

who may have remarried. If the number of entrants be taken at

100, the following wiU exhibit the number of widows and con-

tributors alive at the end of each period of 1 years, and the ratio

which obtains between them :

—

Ratio of Widows to Contributors.

After years.
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consequently, the number of widows in a few years was very con-

siderable. In the course of the first 20 years the number of

widows surviving was about 243, while the contributors were

only about 924—the ratio being 26 per cent ;
whereas, if the

Society had progressed in accordance with the hypothesis of an

equal number annually, the ratio should only have been 5^ per

cent. The second disturbance of a similar kind was in 1844 and

subsequent years, when between 300 and 400 clergymen acceded to

the Church, and to the present Fund, and disturbed the gradual

ebb and flow which alone would naturally affect the ratio of

widows to contributors.

The numbers who entered the Fund during the past 30 years

have also assisted in disturbing its natural progress. The new

entrants have not only supplied the vacancies in the Church, but

have also maintained the vacancies in the Fund arising from the

deaths among the contributors who seceded from the Church in

1843, so that the number in the Fund has almost been constant

during recent years. In the course of time, however, the effect

of these abnormal accessions will disappear, and if the places of

deceased contributors are only filled up by entrants of the average

age, the ratio of widows to contributors would be according to

ultimate ratio of the foregoing table—viz., 38-^ per cent. At the

present time the widows number 446, and the contributors 1318.

The existing ratio is thus 33/^. It is to be looked for, therefore,

that the ratio of widows living to contributors living may still

become slightly greater, though to be properly computed would

require a very considerable amount of further calculation,

giving effect to the actual ages at entry and not to an assumed

average age.

4. Ratio of Benefits to Revenue in any one Year.

Following up this subject, and taking advantage of the materials

now obtained, it has been interesting to trace the progress of a

hypothetical society, initiated and maintained by a constant yearly

accession of a uniform number of members contributing yearly

£3, 3s. of rates, augmented by £1, Os. 2d. from other sources, and

applied in payment of annuities to their widows and families in
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terms of the scheme of this Fund. If these be properly equated

to each other, it will be found that the scheme will not attain to

a maximum until about 50 or 55 years from its commencement.

The following shows the ratio of the amount of the benefits paid

to the amount of the revenue from interest and rates, &c., in each

fifth year of the scheme :

—
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5. Ratio of Funds and of Value of Income in Perpetuity to

the Value of Outgo in Perpetuity.

In conclusion, it appccars to the Actuary that a very short test

may be applied to the stability of the Fund in the following way,

and was probably present to the minds of those who were its

original promoters. Keeping entirely out of sight all relations to

life and longevity, death and mortality, let the Fund be viewed

as an " incorporation " which can never die. When any of the

present contributors die, their places will be supplied by new ac-

ceders to the scheme, and thus the revenue from entry-moneys

and annual rates will be continued. When any of the present

widows die, their places may be supposed to be filled up by new
widows, and thus the number of widows will be maintained, and

the present amount payable be continued. The revenue from

vacant stipends may likewise be viewed as to continue in

perpetuity.

In this view, the following would exhibit the position of the

society :

—

1. Funds and accrued interest at 22d Novem-

ber 1875, .... £320,544

2. Value in perpetuity of a revenue of X420
from entry-moneys, . . £12,000

£7,317, 9s. from rates, 214,558

M £2,000 from vacant stipends, 57,143

283,701

Sum, £604,245

3. Value in perpetuity of £18,200 to widows, £520,000

And say 1,600 to famUies, 45,715

565,715

Difference, £38,530

This result so far confirms and corroborates that obtained by

the more accurate, though more laborious, process developed in

this lieport. It is that which would obtain and might be acted

upon were the Society in a fixed maximum state, neither acceler-
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atino- nor retrograding, and free from any of those disturbing

forces which have been shown to be in operation. It is no doubt

the one which was looked forward to by the promoters of this

scheme. Indeed, many of the expressions in the Act of Parlia-

ment seem to receive more trustworthy interpretation from con-

siderations generated by this rough method of viewing the Fund.

If the widows' annuities were increased by £2, the remaining

surplus in this view would become £13,300.

The foregoing Report,

Is respectfulbj suhmittcd to the Trustees of the Fund by

JAMES MEIKLE,
Aduarij.

Edinburgh, 6 St Andkew Squark,

March 1877.
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REPORT.

The General Assembly, on 22d May 187G, reappointed your

Committee to continue their labours, recognised the importance

of further inquiries, as indicated in the Report (of 1876), in regard

to work done by others than ministers and probationers ; author-

ised the Committee to send deputations, as in former years, to

those parishes where they are asked for ; and commended to the

liberality of the Church the Committee's fund, from which the

expenses of deputies are defrayed. Seven days afterwards (May

29, 1876) the General Assembly called for the Queries proposed

to be submitted to the ministers of the Church by the Committee
;

and Queries relating to three subjects—viz., (1) Lay-workers, (2)

Bible Knowledge, (3) Intemperance—were accordingly given in

and read : whereupon the General Assembly came to the following

finding :

—

" The General Assembly approve of the Queries proposed ; author-

ise the Committee to send them down to Presbyteries, and appoint the

-answers to be given in, considered, and reported on by the Presbyteries

of the bounds, and to be by them transmitted to the General As-

sembly's Committee, not later than the end of January 1877."

From this narrative it appears that the Assembly approved

of the new Query on Lay-workers, in the expectation that as a

Query framed in accordance with the indications of last year's

Eeport, it would bring out fuller information on that important

subject. The indications referred to are contained in the follow-

ing extract from last year's Report :

—
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" It -would be of advantage to obtain still fuller and more definite

information on several matters not particularised in the Queries hitherto

issued—such as the position (whether communicants or not) of par-

ochial workers ; the extent of education and culture they possess
;

the amount of training, if any, already provided ; the modes of

training which seem most practicable ; the degree of superintendence

exercised ; the precise nature of the ' meetings ' conducted by ' lay-

preachers,' &c. (kc. It is also important that, in any future Queries

that may be sent down, the term ' loy-worker ' should be more accu-

rately defined, in order to obviate the ambiguity which pervades a

considerable number of the replies."

In obedience to the Assembly's instructions, the Committee sent

down the Queries through Presbyteries, and received 920 returns

—being the largest number received in any year, with the excep-

tion of the last. The only Presbyteries from which no schedules

have been received are those of Mull and Uist. Special reports

—

some of them of great value—were also sent by the Presbyteries

of Edinburgh, Chirnside, Ayr, Irvine, Kirkcaldy, Dundee, Brechin,

Garioch, and Deer. Operating on all these materials, the Com-

mittee have endeavoured to furnish the Assembly with the infor-

mation required, in as condensed a form as was consistent with

utility, and in the order of the three Queries. They believe that,

with regard to all the subjects, they have obtained information not

hitherto accessible to the Assembly ; they have striven after accur-

acy by bringing out results which are absolutely true for those

parishes and chapels which have furnished explicit returns, though

only approximately true for the whole Church ; and in particular,

they would express their opinion that the Query on Lay-workers

has proved to be so nearly exhaustive of the subject that more

information need not be sought, at any rate through this channel,

as a preliminary to any action which the Assembly may be disposed

to take.

QUERY I.

Lay-wokkers {Probationers not included).

A.

—

Paid workers.

The following table exhibits the total number of such paid

workers shown in the returns. Detailed tables showing the

results for each Presbytery are in possession of the Committee,
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but it has not been thought necessary to incur the expense of

printing them :

—

Students in Divinitj-, .

Other University Students,
Other Lay Missionaries (Male), .

Bible-Women, ....
Other Female Missionaries,

Singers (Male : including Precentor)
Singers (Female),
Organists,
Catechists,

Paid Sabbath-school Teachei-, .

Colporteur, ....
Matron of Orphanage,

Number of
each.

Number who are
Communicants.

Number wlio
give Addresses
at Rehgious
Meetings.

914

(a.) How are those wlio give addresses qualified in respect of

(1) Education and general culture t

(2) BiUe knoiuledge and theological training ?

In considering the replies to these and to the succeeding ques-

tions respecting paid lay persons who give addresses at meetings,

it is to be remembered that, so far as has been reported to the

Committee, there are only 79 such workers in the Church of

Scotland, and that in several cases more than one of these are

employed under the same minister.

The returns give the opinion of 45 ministers on the former of

these points :—viz., Education and General Culture. And of

these, 28 consider that such persons are ivcll qualified, 12 that

they are fairly qualified, 4 that they are moderately qualified,

and 1 expresses dissatisfaction with the person to whom his

return refers.

On the question of BiUe Knowledge and Theological Training,

40 opinions are given in the returns—39 of which are favourable

and 1 unfavourable.

It thus appears that in the opinion of those under whom they

act, the large majority of the paid workers of the Church who

give addresses are well, or at least fairly, qualified for their duties,

both in respect of general education and Bible knowledge.
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(h.) What supervision, if any, is exercised over them ?

Under this head, the information supplied by the returns is,

that in 11 cases the minister exercises supervision ; in 20, such

supervision is exercised by the kirk-sessions ; in 2, by the Eoyal

Bounty Committee ; and 1 minister reports that the amount of

supervision exercised consists merely in " sympathy and free com-

mendation."

(c.) What is the precise natiire of the meetings addressed ?

The returns under this query show that the meetings addressed

are, generally speaking, what are described as cottage and village

prayer-meetings. Only 2 report their meetings as Sunday services,

and only 1 as held in church. A few describe them as gospel

meetings, meetings for non-churchgoers, mothers' meetings,

miners' meetings, parochial mission meetings, and meetings for the

old and infirm.

(fZ.) What results have you seen ?

It is matter of regret that so little decided information has

been supplied on this point. Only 15 ministers report on the

point at all. One of them says that he has seen little permanent

good result from such work. Another (in the west of Scotland)

testifies to the fact that through this influence people have been

brought to church who never went before. The rest report in

various terms that generally beneficial results have followed from

such labours.

(e.) Have yon any suggestions to offer as to the more efficient

training of paid workers ?

Not many have availed themselves of the opportunity of ex-

pressing views in answer to this query which might be useful to

the Church. The following quotations embrace nearly all that

has reached the Committee on the subject :

—
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" There might with advantage be classes for lay missionaries and Bible-

women (separately), in which a systematic course of Scripture reading

and exposition might be gone over, and the members trained to explain

a passage simply and clearly. Any minister of fair ability could, with

a little trouble, conduct such classes if they would only submit to be

taught."—(A minister in Aberdeenshire.)

A minister in the west suggests a training college and society

of deaconesses ; another recommends examination by a committee

of presbytery, and higher salaries to those duly qualified, as likely

to bring a higher class of men to the work. He adds, "ignorant

and narrow-minded lay-workers do an incalculable amount of

harm." Another in the south of Scotland writes :

—

" Those who have occasionally been employed here seem to me as a

rule to enter upon their work of addressing meetings without knowing

their own defects or their need of instruction. Some training, say in an

institute, seems to be imperatively required."

The subject has been gone into with great care by the Presby-

tery of Edinburgh, and the discussion has been made public.

Seven returns contain suggestions, three of which are as follows :

(a) " It would be an immense advantage to themselves and to the

Church, if all such workers could attend some classes, for instruction in

proper exposition of Scripture, principles of Protestant theology, and,

say, physiology, or laws of health. As a rule, they all need something

to enlarge their aims and modes of working."

(6)
" That some scheme should be organised for the education and em-

ployment of lay-workers seems absolutely necessary for the prosperity

of the Church. Many men become desirous of devoting their lives to

missionary labour, at an age too advanced to admit of their entering upon

the lengthened course of study, necessarily demanded by the Church of

candidates for the ministry. To men of some culture and ability, a two-

years' course of systematic instruction in theology, and in the theory and

practice of mission work, would not form an insuperable barrier.
_
Such

a scheme as this would at once utilise much missionary zeal, which at

present is obliged to find a sphere for its exercise without the pale of

the National Church, and at the same time would supply a clamant

need. For surely many mission stations (especially in districts where

the parish minister could exercise direct personal supervision) might be

intrusted to laymen, provided thoroughly qualified workers could be

obtained. If so, less would be heard of the lack of probationers, of

whom there seems to be a sufficient supply for all vacancies in consti-

tuted parochial charges."

(c) " The method of training might be something like the following :

—That the minister of the parish should look out in his congregation

for suitable young men and women, who might be trained as Scripture-
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readers Bible-women, and parochial nurses. He might then—say for

a year—guide them in a course of Scriptural history, geography, anti-

quities, and Biblical theology, and at the same time take them regularly

with him in the visitation of his parish at such times as they could go

with him. At the end of this year of preliminary study they would be

examined under the auspices of the Home Mission Comniittee, when

those found unsuitable would remain at their former avocations without

loss of any kind ; and those found gifted for the work in view would

be put under a more severe training. This would necessitate residence,

say in Edinburgh, where special lectures would be delivered by com-

petent ministers on theology (systematic and pastoral), the history and

methods of missions, &c. During this time of training they would con-

tinue to do a little practical work under the superintendence of a parish

minister. After two years of such training, they would be examined

under the auspices of the Home Mission Committee, and be certified as

competent lay-workers. There can be no doubt that there would be a

great demand for their labours, and that they would do good work by

staying for two or three years in one populous parish and then remov-

ing to another. In most cases it would be unwise to keep them more

than two or three years in one place, because from the want of thorough

education, their resources would of necessity soon exhaust themselves.

One thinks that the money for such an object would be gladly subscribed

by the Church, and the amount needed would not be large."

These and the others, almost without exception, recommend a

course of training in classes or by lectures, to be followed by an

€xamination and certificate of competency. The time pointed at

seems to be at least two years, and the subjects suggested are

theology (systematic, pastoral, Protestant) ; church history ; the

history, theory, and methods of missions—with practical work

under the superintendence of parish ministers
;
physiology—laws

of health, &c. The Home Mission Committee is indicated as the

examining and certifying body.

On the whole, it appears that nearly all those ministers who

afford evidence by answering these queries that they have given

earnest attention to the subject, are of opinion that the time has

come when action of the nature indicated above should be taken

^vith regard to the training of our paid lay-workers. Your Com-

mittee have no power under the remit to them to initiate or even

propose such action, but they would fail in their duty if they did

not draw the attention of the Assembly to the consensus of opinion

thus indicated.
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T,.— Unpaid Workers. Total Returns, 920.

Designation.

Elders, .

Deacons, .

Sabbath-School
Teachers (male),

Sabbath-School
Teachers (fem.).

Visitors (male),

Visitors (fem. j.

Singers in Choir

Singers in Choir
(female).

Collectors

(male), .

Collectors
(female),

Tract Distribu-
tors,

Managers or
Trustees,

Conductors of
Mothers' or

Dorcas' Meet-
ings,

Organists,
Miscellaneous

—

e.g., Evangel-
ists, Conduct-
ors of Chil-

dren's services,

Saving.s-banks,

Parish libra-

ries, &c. &;c.,

Nnniber ex-

lilicitly re-

turned as
Communi-
cants or

not.

Number of ' Numher of
Oomnmni

cants.

277

Numlier
who take
])art in

conducting

nmnicants. ^-^.^ j^^,;.

gious Ad-
I

dresses in
I Public.

4905
398
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Oil the north-east coasts, where there is an extensive fishing

population, we find a large proportion of elders who take some

part in conducting meetings ; and in the northern districts the

proportion in some cases rises to 30 per cent.

Out of 398 deacons 48 take part in meetings, of whom 16 give

addresses. It is worthy of remark how very few returns give any

deacons.

The meetings referred to are of a public or semi-public nature.

With regard to Sabbath-school teachers only two points need

be noted here: first, as to the sexes—of 11,304 teachers, 5055

are males and 6249 are females ; second, as to the proportion of

communicants—setting aside those returns which are not explicit

on this point, we find that out of 4329 male teachers, 3780 are

communicants, and 549 are non-communicants. Of 5290 females,

4609 are communicants and 681 are non-communicants. In

each case about one- eighth only of the teachers are non-communi-

cants.

The number of female district visitors is nearly double that of

the males, and in both cases nearly all are communicants.

The number of unpaid choir singers is very large—3635 male,

and 4251 female. Nearly 29 per cent of the males, and rather

more than 28 per cent of the females, are non-communicants. In

addition to these, one minister reports a choir of about 100 boys.

{a) What is the total number of such unpaid workers, and how

many of them are communicants {not reckoning any per-

son more than once, though he may hold several offices)?

Only 699 returns explicitly answer this question, and the

result is

—

11,761 males, of whom 10,015 are communicants.
10,598 females, of whom 8,377 are communicants.

Total, 22,359 18,392

being an average of about 17 males and 15 females—together,

32 to each parish or congregation. 85 per cent of the males and

79 per cent of the females are communicants.
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(b.) IFJiat is your opinion rcgardiny the eficicncy of your

Sabbath-school teachers? What means do you use for

training them ?

Three-fourths of the ministers who distinctly answer the first

of these questions, report their Sunday-school teachers as " effi-

cient," or " very efficient," or " eminently efficient," or " most effi-

cient," or " first-rate," or " excellent," or " well-qualified," and in

one case the efficiency is stated as " perfection." A number esti-

mate their teachers' qualification as " fair," or " fairly efficient," or

" fair, considering the classes from which Sunday-school teachers

are selected," or " fair, considering the want of methodical train-

ing," or " fair, considering the difficulty of getting Sunday-school

teachers," or "fair, considering that most of the Sunday-school

teachers are young." Others, while reporting general efficiency,

state that a certain number of their teachers are " incompetent,"

—

some from " want of knowledge," and some from " want of aptitude

in teaching;" some from " want of experience," some from " want

of the power of discipline," and some from a " want of earnest-

ness and spiritual life." A few report in general terms that their

teachers are " inefficient," or " not up to a moderate standard," or

" not well-qualified," or " not accurately educated," or " not equal

to the present necessities of religious education."

The minister of a northern town says :

—

" I believe my teachers well fitted for their work. They are all

either well-educated ladies or gentlemen, or else, where education is not
so liberal, they are all highly experienced in Sunday-school work."

The minister of a large city charge in the west says that his

teachers are satisfactory as things are :

—

" But I consider that our whole Sabbath-school system needs
revision."

The experience of another minister in the same city is this :

—

" Our Sabbath-school teachers are all that could be desired, as re-

gards zeal and earnestness. My first complaint is, that many of them
lack experience, in the widest sense of that word. Many of them are

too young for the work. It is difficult to get the right material ; but
it ought not to be so. Why -will not those of mature growth in the
Christian life, and Church members of the best social rank, and of the
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greatest general culture, assist more readily than they do in this excel-

lent work 1
"

In answer to the question—" What means do you use for train-

ino- them ?
" a great variety of answers have been returned.

Many report weekly meetings with or without the minister,

when the lesson for the following Sunday is gone over. Others

report the use of notes to schemes of lessons, circulated through

special tracts or books, or through a parish magazine. A number

report monthly meetings, some exclusively for the study of the

lesson.s, others including a discussion of the whole of Sunday-

school machinery. A number find the minister's Bible-class an

excellent institution for the training of teachers, and others look

to young men's Christian fellowship associations for workers in

the Sunday-school. Some ministers find lecturing on the Sun-

day-school lessons at the weekly prayer-meeting succeed well.

Others have classes for specimen teaching. Others, again, endea-

vour to secure the services of professional teachers in their par-

ishes. Many ministers have adopted, with satisfactory results, the

method of frequent public examination of the Sunday-school,

through which the qualifications of the respective teachers are

discovered, and those needing special help are aided privately by

the minister. In a few cases, ministers report having failed in

attempts at getting up training-classes for Sunday-school teachers.

There are not many practical suggestions for the future in the

returns, but they are all in the one direction of having special

lectures embracing the whole subject of Sunday-school work,

instituted wherever such lectures are possible.

The following are extracts illustrating the methods by which

Sunday-school teachers are at present trained and supervised :

—

A minister in a town in the south says :

—

"Owing to the circumstances of my parish, I cannot assemble my
teachers for the purpose of training them, but I have arranged to com-
mence a local Sunday-school magazine at the beginning of 1S77, in

which will be special notes for my Sabbath-school teachers."

Another minister in the same town writes :

—

" Some of the teachers meet together every Sunday after the morn-
ing service, to talk over the lesson for the day, and to join in prayer.

On the days when there is ' service ' in the school—about once a-
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month—they meet for prayer only. These meetings are nut largely

attended, but those who do attend are very regular in their attendance.
They have been kept up about two years, and they have done much
good in raising the standard of teaching. Monthly meetings of the

teachers are also held, where all matters connected with the school are

discussed, and opinions regarding the same are freely exchanged."

The minister of a large parish in the west says :

—

" There is a meeting every Tuesday evening, at which the lesson for

the next Sunday is considered. One of the teachers (occasionally the

minister, the assistant, and an elder) opens up the lesson, and a con-

versation follows. A class is in attendance, so that the lesson may be
imparted through teaching. Provision for further training in Sabbath
school work, as in all Christian work, is to be much desired. The diffi-

culty is in securing attendance at training lessons or lectures on the

part of a voluntary body, many of whom are engaged in hard and con-

stant work."

A city minister in the east writes :

—

" I examine the Sunday-school every month, and have monthly
meetings with the teachers. Each teacher receives a copy of Eugene
Stock's ' Lessons on the Life of Our Lord.' The further training and
supervision of our Sunday-school teachers are greatly to be desired.

It would be of advantage to have in such places as Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Aberdeen, a set of public lectures for Sunday-school teachers, in

which the whole sphere of their work could be patiently gone over,

and on which the teachers should be examined."

From the opinions and suggestions in the returns on the eflSci-

ency and training of Sunday-school teachers it is evident :

—

1. That there is no uniform standard of qualification applied to

Sunday-school teachers, and that the Church has done

nothing to provide such a standard.

2. That the present Sunday-school teachers are, in very many
cases, young men and young women, and that the mem-
bers of the church who have experience and matured

information, are largely keeping apart from the important

work of Sunday-schools.

3. That about one-eighth of the teachers are non-communi-

cants.

(c) What method of district visiting can you recommend

from experience ?

This question in a large number of cases seems to have been

misapprehended, and instead of its being answered with reference
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to unpaid workers, it is answered as applying to the minister.

But there is so much interesting material in the widely varying

methods of visitation which the returns recommend, that the

Committee have not thought it right to withhold the information.

The plans suggested differ on the one hand according to the

<;ircumstances of the parishes, and on the other, according to the

views of the ministers. In estimating the value of any suggestion

made under this head, due regard must be had to the nature of

the parish and the social circumstances and occupation of the

people. A system of visiting which is attended with good results

in a poor district, may prove quite unsuitable for a wealthy one
;

.and a method employed with success in a country parish may

altogether fail in the town. There is a great difference in the

number and nature of the agents employed—from the parish

where the minister alone visits to that which has a large and

regularly organised "missionary association, composed of the

workers from all the branches of congregational effort." In

addition to ministers, there are paid missionaries, elders, deacons,

Sunday-school teachers, and volimteers, both ladies and gentlemen

taking part in this important work. Alike as to the usefulness

and as to the duties of these assistant-visitors, the views of those

who have answered this query differ. One thinks " the minister is

the only efficient visitor." Another "places most dependence on

regularly paid missionary visitation." A third thinks "ordinary

visitors should not speak of rehgion." Some insist on strict regard

being paid to the quaUfications of such visitors, that they should be

-" persons of principle, sense, and tact." A minister of a country

town in the south advises that " all houses should be visited first

by the minister, and then assigned by him to the other visitors."

The duties expected of, and discharged by, these visitors are very

varied; gathering information respecting the families in their

district and reporting to the minister, distribution of communion

cards (this by the elders), distribution of tracts, and in many

cases of charity, encouragement of sanitary reforms, reading and

praying, "discouraging of laziness and voluntary pauperism.'

These are all aspects of visitors' work testified to by the returns.

There appears on the whole to be a pretty general concurrence of

opinion that the Church largely benefits by, and should make full
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use of, the services offered and rendered in this branch of her
work by members of our congregations. Some ministers receive
monthly reports regarding the whole of their parish ; in one parish
cases of sickness are reported by the elders every Sabbath ; whilst
in another " the districts are of such a size that they are over-
taken in three hours, and the visitation leads up to service

attended by the people in their working-clothes."

The returns vary considerably in their suggestions with regard
to the most suitable and successful time for visiting ; also with
regard to the amount, the sphere, and the method of visitation.

T^mc.—^\hilst the general plan appears to be to visit during
the day, many, especially in town parishes, earnestly advocate the
evening hours when the men are at home as the most advan-
tageous time, one minister saying "that the success attending
this method amply compensates for the inconvenience and dis°

comfort attending it." One or two suggest the mid-day hours,
the interval between forenoon and afternoon work—a plan which
may answer where the interval is two hours. Several returns
speak of the success of Sunday visiting, especially visitino- at
farms on Sunday evenings.

Amount'of visitation.—The following are fair specimens of the
recommendations given on this point. " The minister twice a-
year and the elders occasionally," " visit every house once a-year,
note careless and nou-churchgoing, and visit them repeatedly,''

"repeated visitation of careless;," "each house four times in the year."
Sphere of visitation.—Whilst in most of the country parishes

the parochial system is fully recognised, and house-to-house visita-

tion adopted, it seems to be very general in town parishes for min-
isters to confine themselves to purely congregational work, their
time being fully occupied with the pastoral charge of their own
people, a state of matters which sadly interferes with the proper
carrying out of the territorial principle, and which clearly points
to the desirability of having smaller churches and smaller parishes.

There are a few who make a distinction in their vi.sits. They
have only religious service in the houses of their own people, and
make their visit to the dissenters a " friendly " one, a plan which
one minister recommends "as doing much to break down sec-
tarian feeling."
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Method of visitation.— The visits are of varied character.

Several ministers recommend visiting, as a general rule, to be

"friendly," and only official when desired. Some make their

stated visits ministerial, and their occasional visits "friendly."

Intimated visitation is recommended by some, whilst unexpected

visits are preferred by others. Perhaps a combination of the two

methods is most successful,— the intimated visit securing the

attendance of the people, the unexpected visit giving the minister

a better insight into their character and habits. The ministerial

visit is variously conducted, consisting, in some parishes, of a

short prayer; iu others of "reading and prayer;" in others of

" a short service, and examination of the children in the Old and

New Testaments and Shorter Catechism."

It is apparent from the returns that the old system of catechis-

ing is almost entirely confined to the north, and even there is on

the decline. The religious services connected with ministerial

visitation are held by many ministers in every house ; by others

in one house, where several families are gathered together. This

latter plan is strongly discouraged by two ministers, one of whom,

speaking from long experience, pronounces it impracticable and

unproductive of good results. Others, again, visit a district, and

at the close of the visitation hold a service in a school-house or

other convenient building ; whilst one or two recommend, as very

successful, special district-meetings for the non-churchgoing.

The very difficult question of establishing and maintaining a reli-

o'ious influence over the migratory class of farm-servants is dis-

cussed in a few of the returns. Visiting immediately before and

after the terms, and visiting and holding meetings at the farms on

Sunday evenings, are plans specially recommended. These farm-

servants are, as a rule, careless, and are growing yearly more so
;

and their religious welfare is a very interesting and difficult problem.

The regular and ministerial visitation of the rich is also a ques-

tion of much importance. It is alluded to in one or two of the

returns,—one minister earnestly asking suggestions as to how

best to conduct such visitation, and another detailing his experi-

ence of a first effort in this direction.

The following extracts will give interesting information on

several of the above-mentioned points :

—
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(a) The method of the undersigned for many years has been to inti-

mate from the pulpit, for each farm and the cottages connected there-

with, a meeting for prayer and reading and exposition of the Scripture.

The various houses in the place are visited separately before the time
intimated for the meeting, which is held in any one of the houses that
may be most convenient—often in the kitchen of the farm-house. The
meetings are held in the evening, and usually at two different places
each week. The only drawback—and a serious one—is, that those who,
from old age or other causes, cannot well attend church, are not always
the most forward to avail themselves of the facilities afforded. Families
leaving or entering the parish at Whitsunday are generally called upon
by the minister,

(b) Visiting from house to house, and once or twice a-week gather-

ing all the families that have been visited together into a barn or

kitchen, and addressing them in a plain and simple way,—this is the
only way that I have found it possible to reach the farm-servants, who
are fast lapsing from church-going habits, and few of whom become
members of the Church till they are married.

(c) Let the parish be divided into districts of due size. Addresses
might be given in each district at certain intervals of time on Sunday
or some week-day evening. Let the young be catechised at least once
a-year in the visitations of the districts ; and persons suitable for be-

coming communicants should be spoken to on the subject. Thus all

would see that one was interested in them, in their religious welfare
and advantage.

(d) Personal contact alone will ever excavate or reclaim in our
large cities. The labour, when honestly done, is very hard ; still, from
personal experience, I know that many people can be got to attend
church if they are sought out.

(e) The best is the visitation of the parish minister from door to

door. I have, for the first time, commenced it in my own parish—

a

west end parish, and one which apparently scarcely required it—and
the results have been surprising. District visitors should be both male
and female. The latter are excellent for personal influence ; but in

poor districts I have found gentlemen taking up sanitary and suchlike

questions with an effect that has proved highly beneficial.

In the last extract there is a transition to the proper subject of

this inquiry—viz., visiting a parish in districts by the agency of

unpaid workers, to which also the following belong :

—

(a) The parish has a very extensive area. It is divided into sec-

tions. Each house is visited at least once a-month, and a report is

given to me as to the result of said visitations, so that I learn where a

personal visit may be necessary. We have boxes, made after the fashion

of the National Life-boat Institution ones seen in railway stations,

which the visitors carry with them from door to door—all contribu-

tions being for the schemes of the Church — Dissenters heartily

putting in their mite. From these boxes we gathered nearly ;£30

this year.

(6) Volunteer district visitors have definite portions of the parish

assigned to them, which they are expected to visit, and collect the

4h
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necessary facts about the inhabitants. Such cases as appear hopeful

are thereupon handed over to the minister and his assistant. The

difficulty of the gravest nature that has appeared hitherto arises

from a total want of understanding with other mission agencies in

the same field ; and our operations are at present at a standstill, in

the hope that we shall come to some understanding with these agencies,

so as to stop the actual demoralisation of many poor people that is

going on through want of regular communication among the various

agencies.

A city minister says :

—

" The following are the features which experience has proved to be

most valuable in a large association of ladies for district visiting :

—

" 1. To have no visitors, however good their social position, who do

not show aptitude for the work and interest in it.

" 2. Not more than from ten to fifteen families to be assigned to

each visitor.

" 3. The visitor undertakes to visit each family at least once a-month,

and oftener in sickness, &c.
" 4. The giving of assistance is altogether a subordinate aim, and is

guarded by various restrictions.

" 5. The visitor is a recognised medium of communication between

the congregation and the minister, and is thus welcomed in

many families far removed from poverty."

Another in the same city writes :

—

" The method of district visiting which one recommends is, that the

visitor go over the district not less than once a fortnight, keeping a

note of every visit, and reporting in detail to a meeting of all visitors,

presided over by the minister, once a fortnight. At this meeting special

cases are considered, and the minister has the opportunity of expound-

ing or illustrating principles and methods. It is also of the utmost

importance that the minister go as frequently as possible over the

district ; and it is of the very last importance that the visitor, while

taking care to avoid partiality of attention, should concentrate effort

for a time on some special family or person showing signs of improve-

ment, and proving a desire after better things. This, of course, applies

only to work among those who attend no church. The time of visiting

should be according to the kind of population visited ; but in districts

where working men reside, it is absolutely necessary that at least a

part of the visiting should be done in the evening."

{d) "In regard to those (unpaid persons) wlio give religious

addresses at public or semi-public meetings,"

we have information from 75 ministers who have such workers ir

their congregations.
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(\) Do they expound the Scriptures?

Of CI who answer this question, 30 say Yes, and 11 others
give a more or less qualified affirmative, as, "not formally," "some
do," &c.; only 4 say No, and ] says. Not that I know of In the
few remaining cases, a general address seems to be given, or a
religious story told, or a sermon read which has been approved
by the minister.

Exposition of the Scriptures on the part of those unpaid lay
persons who give addresses at public meetings is undoubtedly the
rule.

(2) Do they address meetings elsewhere than in your parish or

congregation ?

Fifty-seven answer this question,—33 of them, or more than
one-half, say No

; 23 say Yes ; but in 1 ] cases with some qualifi-

cation, such as, "occasionally," or "not often," or the explanation
of two Edinburgh ministers that they refer to divinity students
who give addresses in various places in the interests of the Uni-
versity Missionary Association. One doubtful answer illustrates

the diflflculties of a reporting committee—" I can't say they do
"

—which may mean either that to the best of the minister's know-
ledge they don't, or that he rather thinks they do, but does not
feel entitled to say so.

On the whole, it appears to be the practice of those unpaid lay

persons who give public religious addresses to limit theii- services

to their own parish or congregation, while, at the same time, the
exceptions are sufficiently numerous to call for full consideration

of the peculiar position and work of such persons, when the ques-
tion of recognition and regulation comes before the Church for

decision.

(3) What are their socicd position, education, and general culture ?

This important question is answered by 55 ministers represent-

ing all parts of Scotland. As to social position, 18 say " good," or
" very good," or " high," or " superior," or " middle class ;

" 4 say
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" fair," or " respectable
;

" 1 says " varied
;
persons of influence

in their own sphere." None of these now referred to specify the

occupation ; but teachers are mentioned in 5 returns, clerks in o,

divinity students in 3, and doctors, farmers, commercial travellers,

booksellers, postmasters, shopkeepers, shopmen, fishermen, lead-

miners, are all mentioned once. Three returns say " tradesmen,"

and 9 returns say " working men " or " working class,"

As to education and general culture, which may be conveniently

considered together, if we look in the first place to those in good

social position, including those who have had imiversity training,

and the teachers, 29 returns may be set down as saying " satis-

factory," "When we look next to those whose social position does

not necessarily imply education and culture, we find 14 instances

in which the minister has expressed no opinion, and a series of

replies more or less favourable, but passing gradually into others

which imply disapprobation. From two large manufacturing

towns, and from a Highland parish, and from a populous district

of a large city, the answers are " fairly educated," or " fair." The

other answers (each from one minister only) are "working men

with fair education," " working men of fair general culture,"

" miners of good education and very fair general culture," '• me-

chanic well versed in religious truth," " intelligent tradesmen,"

" respectable working class," In one large town these lay-workers

are clerks and tradesmen of "plain education and good moral

conduct," In a mining district, where the meetings are " unde-

nominational," the minister says, " Not much social position or

education, but all of very good character," The minister of a

country town says, " education and culture poor
;

" and the

minister of an insular parish finds these lay-workers " poor and

uneducated."

From the above analysis it appears (1 ) that the (unpaid) lay-

persons (not extremely numerous) who give public religious ad-

dresses are distributed in something like uniform proportion

among the higher, the middle, and (if we except the insular

parish last spoken of) the upper section of the working classes
; (2)

iJiat the education and general culture of such as belong to the

lower-middle, and the working classes, are almost always good for

their station in life, but frequently short of what is requisite for the
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important and difficult task of giving addi-esses at public meetings

on the subject of religion.

(4) Have you found that they arc sufficiently instructed in the

Scriptures, and that their teaching is in accordance with

the standards of the Church ?

There are 64- answers—in no fewer than 52 of which the answer

is simply Yes. In other 6 the answer is practically the same, or

stronger :

—"I believe so/' "always," "perfectly so," "well quali-

fied and sound in the faith." Another who answers that his lay-

speakers (who are of the working class) are converted men, appears

to mean the same thing. This leaves only five answers to account

for. One says " fairly instructed ;

" another, " they differ widely;"

another, " know Bibles, but not Church standards ;
'"'

another,

" many well acquainted with the Scriptures : others not so, but

improving
;
" the last, " addresses limited in range, but interest

their own class, who appreciate them."

It is remarkable that these replies are all but unanimous. Only

3 or 4 can be construed to mean that the speakers are insufficiently

instructed in the Scriptures, and no minister has charged any of

them with teaching unsound doctrine.

(5) To what extent arc tlicy supervised, and by whom ?

There are 52 replies. 38 say that the sole supervision is by
the minister, 2 of them that the supervision is general or occa-

sional, 2 that the addresses are given in the minister's presence,

and 1 that the minister's supervision extends even to the details

of their work. Other 4 say " minister and session ;
" a fifth says

" minister, assistant, and session ;
" a sixth, " missionary, elder, or

minister present." In a district in the old town of Edinburgh
where 13 students of divinity are thus engaged, the supervision

is by the minister of another parish, who is Honorary President

of the University Missionary Association, Thus the minister is

a supervisor of the work in 44 instances.

In one case in the north, supervision is by the presbytery.

In the remaining 7 cases there is either no formal superintend-

ence, or no superintendence at all. In one of the parishes it
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seems to be considered sufficient that the workers are " connected

with the church." In another parish the only worker of this

kind is himself an elder. In the parish already referred to as

having undenominational meetings, the minister co-operates, but

does not attempt supervision.

The Committee may add that several who say they do not

superintend at all are ministers who have been very successful in

organising Christian work in their parishes, and whose indirect

influence is probably equivalent to formal supervision.

Thus, so far as the 52 replies are concerned, the minister's

appears to be the chief, and, practically, almost the sole supervision.

23 other parishes or congregations are known to possess workers

of the kind under consideration, but with regard to these we do

not know whether or by whom the workers are supervised. It

is, however, a probable inference that the result now reached could

not be greatly altered by such information.

And the Committee may add that, one case excepted, no arrange-

ments exist anywhere for putting under the superintendence of a

presbytery, or other court higher than a kirk-session, those lay-

persons who give religious addresses at public meetings beyond

the bounds of their own parishes.

C.— Workers, paid and unpaid, who give religious addresses at

public or semi-puhlic meetings.

(a.) Should such work he forbidden, let alone, or

regulated ?

(b.) If you consider it should be regulated, then what

training, examination, recognition, or super-

vision, would you recommend ?

It is a somewhat remarkable feature of the present returns that

a very large proportion of those sent in contain no answer to these

queries. The Committee believe that this is to be accounted for

by the extent to which the subject was dealt with last year, and

that it does not arise from a decreasing interest in the question of

lay agency itself. Probably also in country parishes many min-

isters never have had the subject practically forced upon them

;

indeed, many say so.
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Of those who have answered the queries, a few (13) think such

lay work should be forbidden. A much larger number (55) think

it should be let alone. And by far the largest number (218) think

it should be regulated.

Of those who think it should heforbidden, few state any reason

for their opinion. The following, from one of the oldest ministers

of the Church, probably expresses pretty correctly the views of

those who maintain this position.

" In my opinion such style of work should, if possible, be forbidden

as unscriptural. As I have no power to forbid, I let alone."

The same minister adds :

—

" In every parish there is constitutional lay-help in the eldership,

who are ordained and consecrated by prayer in the name of God to_ be

spiritual assistants to the minister in every Christian work in the parish.

If every minister had prayerful elders whose heart was in the work, no

other lay assistance is required. It has surprised me very much
that so many questions should be asked as to the work of ministers and

lay-helpers, and never any questions as to the work of the elders. Their

office and duties seem to be completely ignored. I have been fifty-three

years an ordained minister of the Church of Scotland, and my opinion

is that the greatest hindrance to its prosperity is the general inefficiency

of the eldership, especially in country districts."

A minister in the west writes :

—

" I greatly disapprove of lay agencies, believing them to be indefen-

sible, and would reckon no amount of training sufficient to warrant

their employment as ' paid workers.' The natural tendency of this kind

of work and teaching by half-informed persons, however well meaning,

is to bring the ordinary means of religious instruction into discredit

and neglect."

In the case of those who think such work should be let alone,

the feeling seems to arise more from a sense of the difl5culty of

securing effective control than from any conviction that such

control is not desirable.

The most important, as well as the most numerous of the returns,

have regard to the amount and nature of the regulation which the

Church should attempt in dealing with such workers. A wide

distinction is generally drawn between paid and unpaid work, the

feeling being general that in the case of paid workers stringent

control of some sort should be exercised, while in the case of un-

paid work the supervision should be as indirect and informal as
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possible. The simplest form of regulation suggested is, as in the

next extract, that which would subject the worker only to the

private influence of the parish minister.

" In my opinion it is quite sufficient that all lay-workers of this

description should be recognised and supervised by the minister. And
the method of this supervision should be left to each individual minister

to act in such a way as he may deem best for the Church's interests.

Generally speaking, it will be sufficient that he be present as frequently

as possible at those meetings where the workers connected with his

own congregation are to take part, and afterwards give them in private

and in a friendly way any suggestions he may consider they stand in

need of."

A minister in Midlothian considers that such supervision is

sufficient where the worker confines his operations to the parish

in which he lives. But that where a wider range of work is

claimed, the courts of the Church should take cognisance of his

proceedings. A good many of those who have expressed them-

selves generally in favour of regulation feel that the amount and

nature of that regulation must depend upon circumstances. One

minister in the south of Scotland writes :

—

" Very difficult to make a rule applicable for every case, when the
circumstances must vary so greatly. Probably the difficulty might be
best met by the Church Courts'granting a ' license ' to all who are willing

and able to pass an examination, making this a voluntary examination
and not a sine qud non. The better class of these ' evangelists ' would
probably pass this examination, and, though many would not, the very

fact of there being such an examination would raise the standard of

qualification among all."

A minister in Fife recommends that all who address meetings

should accept the office of the eldership :

—

" As I believe the Church of Christ to be a church of order, I would
make it an indispensable condition of all recognition of paid or unpaid
workers of the class now under consideration, that those who feel they
can do most good by publicly addressing their fellow-men on religious

matters should accept the office of elders, unless indeed the creation of

a new body of men—viz., evangelists, be contemplated ; in which case
the ablest (not the weakest) of our students should be asked to volunteer
for the work, and receive a training accordingly, with the assurance that

when sent forth to do the work of evangelists they shall be remunerated
as highly as the best of our parish ministers."

Several, especially in Glasgow, recommend the establishment of

an institute for the training of lay workers :

—
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" If lay-workers are unpaid they should be let alone. Every Christian
is entitled to use his gifts and talents in the way he thinks best
calculated to promote the wellbeing of those around him. If workers
are paid, then this implies that they are recognised by those employing
them._ It is quite sufficient, in my opinion, that they be supervised by
the kirk-session of the parish in which they labour. I would suggest
that an institute, somewhat resembling normal schools for training
teachers, should be established for training those wht) are to be employed
as missionaries and paid by the Church, and that none be so employed
by the Home Mission Committee but such as have received a certificate
that they possess the requisite qualifications. As proof that something
of this kind is required, I find that the Home Mission Committee in
their report for last year state that they have appointed a sub-committee
to examine those who are unlicensed as to their fitness for acting in the
capacity of missionaries."

One in Perthshire expresses himself as afraid that any attempt
at too specific a training might result in difficulty to the Church :

—

" The regulation, I think, should be by the parish minister, either
alone or aided by his session—the minister being the responsible person
in the eye of the Church for all teaching and preaching in a given parish.
No specific training or examination, I think, should be fixed, else we
may get into confusion with a second order of preachers by-and-by. If
a parish minister cannot be trusted to use only sensible, intelligent, and
devout lay-preachers (or whatever they may be called), then such a
i^arish minister is himself incompetent. More harm may be done by
ovi-^r regulation than by too little. Any regulation on this matter should
be i.u the form of suggestions and not rules."

Th>s following from Glasgow gives the practical experience of

the mi nister of a very large parish as to the value and working of

a system of very close and thorough supervision :

—

"As to paid lay-workers, my lay-missionary has not received any
formal training, but he is a man fully instructed in the way of the Lord,
of great shrewdness and power of dealing with men. The female
missionary is also a devoted Christian woman. I have besides these
mentioned a lay-missionary who devotes himself entirely to the sick
and infirm in the congregation.

"The missionaries act directly under the superintendence of the kirk-
session. They, with my assistant and other workers, meet me every
Monday morning, when the results of the past week are surveyed, and
the work of the week ensuing is arranged. Two members of session
visit by special appointment the mission premises each month and
report to the session. In addition to these ways of supervision there is

a meeting of the parish mission committee of session which the mission-
aries attend and give an account of their work.

" In regard to the question whether Mork by lay-workers—such as
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addressing religious meetings—should be forbidden, let alone, or regu-

lated, I should think him a very foolish man who would answer
' forbid.' I should think him a very timid man who would say ' let

alone.' To regulate the work seems the part of wisdom no less than the

suggestion of Christian feeling."

A city minister says :

—

" Might it not be enough that ministers, before employing a paid lay-

agent, male or female, should be required to obtain the authority of the

Presbytery of the bounds to do so ; and that the Presbytery be required

to examine such persons, as to their knowledge of Christian truth and

their ability to perform such duties as may be assigned to them, care

being always taken that their duties are clearly defined, and of such a

nature that they may confidently be intrusted to lay-agents. The

Presbytery would thus be informed as to the number and qualifications

of all lay-agents within its bounds, which of course could be under the

direct supervision of the several kirk-sessions. This seems a less ob-

jectionable method than requiring candidates for such appointments to

appear before a central committee, and then giving them a sort of gen-

eral licence. It would be of advantage if there was some sort of ' In-

stitute ' for the training of Sabbath-school teachers, lay-missionaries,

Bible-women, ifec. Short courses of doctrinal and practical instruction

might be given. What Normal Schools are to teachers, such an insti-

tution might be made to Christian workers. The whole subject of lay-

work is beset with many perils, and while some action is undoubtedly

called for, great caution must be exercised."

These extracts are closed with one from a minister of Ir.irge

experience in Ayrshire, who has found it necessary to modify liis

views on the subject under consideration.

" I was at one time favourable to religious addresses by st rangers,

and considered that regulations and restrictions were unn(3cessary.

But a recent invasion by Plymouth brethren, calling themselves evan-
gelists, has greatly modified my views. Strangers coming thus into
country districts ought to carry distinct credentials with th em from
their churches ; and the churches ought to be very careful about whom
they authorise so to act, otherwise error and dissatisfaction and disaffec-

tion wUl be spread before either minister or people are fully aware of
what is being done. I do not know any more difficult question which
at present presses on the Church than the right and safe direction of
the religious zeal of young and inexperienced converts. To repress
would be wrong. To leave it undirected would be dangerous. To
organise, examine, register, and give some kind of commission seems to

be necessarj'."

The preponderating opinion expressed in the returns is that

lay-workers, both paid and unpaid, are needed in the Church, and
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that some measure of regulation of their work is urgently required.

Your Committee have no instructions under their remit to propose

any such measure ; but they think it right to draw the Assembly's

attention to the general and decided feeling which prevails on the

subject.

QUERY II.

Bible Knowledge.

A.

—

Do you find a satisfactory amount of Bible knowledge on the

part of young peojde of your congregation, especially

young communicants ?

Opinions have been expressed by 559 ministers on this subject

;

their tenor may be gathered from the following classification :

—

Satisfactory, . . . 377

Doubtful, ... 77

Deficient, . . . 105

Those returned " Satisfactory," include various^ degrees of

attainment in Bible knowledge from "highly efficient " to "fair."

It is apparent that different ministers judge by different standards.

The difficulty of making a precise classification is obvious. Still

the foregoing may be relied on as indicating in general terms the

balance of opinion on this question.

Various explanations are attached to the answers. One reports

that, "With young communicants there is more knowledge of the

way than experience of the truth." Another says, " Satisfac-

tory, but not sufficiently theological "—presumably meaning that

Bible knowledge is insufficiently system atised. Not a few remark

on deficiency in certain classes. In several cases the report is

that "young women are better informed than young men,"

while one reports " Young male communicants more satisfac-

tory in knowledge than young women." From numerous locali-

ties complaints are made of ignorance on the part of farm-ser-

vants, generally attributed to their migratory habits. Bothy lads

are particularly specified. From various districts complaints are
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made of defective knowledge oa the part of fishermen. From

one large fishing community it is reported :

—

" In the case of young men the amount of Bible knowledge is fre-

quently unsatisfactory. Their occupation as fishermen accounts for

this. At the age of about fifteen they are doing a man's work and

earning his wages. Many of them seem to think it unmanly to con-

tinue members of Sabbath-schools or Bible-classes ; and by the time

they come forward as communicants, much of their Bible knowledge

has been forgotten."

Similar complaints and explanations are not infrequent. De-

fective Bible knowledge is reported also from several manufacturing

districts. One minister says :

—

" The amount of Biblical knowledge is very deficient, especially in

the manufacturing district of my parish, where the children are sent

to the mill at a very early age as half-timers. Young communicants,

as a rule, are pretty familiar with the Bible, and answer intelligently

most of the questions put to them, although I sometimes meet with

cases of great ignorance."

Another says :

—

" Biblical knowledge among the young of the congregation is, for the

most part, satisfactory, although there are certainly many exceptions.

A great many of our young people are factory workers, who are sent to

work at a very early period ; but, notwithstanding this, they will com-

pare favourably with any congregation of a similar character."

Comparatively few advert to the influence of the recent Educa-

tion Act on the religious instruction of the young. One states

that

"Bible knowledge is better than before the Education Act was

i Another probably alludes to its influence when he reports :

—

" Bible knowledge appears to be as extensive and accurate as for-

merly. Although less time and attention appear to be bestowed on

the subject, yet from a more developed capacity for apprehending

ideas and acquiring knowledge, the young people are on the whole

better informed than they used to be."

On the other hand a minister in a large town says :

—

" Young communicants as a rule I have found pretty well acquain-

ted with their Bibles. Amongst young people generally I do not

find either any extensive or very accurate knowledge of Scripture
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history and doctrine. Parents, I fear, are to blame ; and as there is

only one school in town, so far as I know, in which the children are
examined on religious knowledge by an inspector, the Education Act,
I am afraid, has also something to answer for. Our Sabbath-schools
need to be made more efficient, and I am strongly of opinion that the
minister should be able to devote one of the diets of public worship
exclusively to the young, or that a body of men and women, acting
under him, should be specially trained for Sabbath-school work, and be
paid for it."

B.— What means, public or private, do you find most effective for

inducing a continuous study of the Bible in your congrega-

tion and parish ?

Many and various replies have been given to this query

—

which it is difficult to classify. Some answer the query with

reference to the congregation as a whole ; others with more

special reference to the younger members. So far as the replies

are capable of classification, they may be roughly arranged as

follows :

—

1.

—

Continuous exposition of the Bible.

This is expressed in many forms, and with different degrees

of fulness ; but in some shape or other by upwards of forty

ministers. One says :

—

" I find that the exposition of continuous and considerable portions

of Scripture, either as part of the Sabbath-day services, or as a special

service, has an excellent effect in producing an intelligent interest and
continuous study of the Bible on the part of the congregation."

Another says :

—

" An eflfective means of interesting the people in the reading of the

Scripture during public worship has been found in the announcing
before the Bible reading begins the special subject of it, and illustra-

ting the subject by a more than usually numerous selection of passages

of Scripture bearing upon it. A continuous study of the Holy Scrip-

tures has been promoted by the suggestion of plans for reading through

the whole Book in a given time."

Another says more fully on the latter point :

—

"I enclose specimens of a print which I distribute through my
parish, renewing it quarterly, in order to stimulate regular family

reading of the Bible. The idea occurred to me as fitting at

the close of a mission week here in June last : I found the
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consciences of the people stirred in regard to this duty, and I

thought the gap between intending and doing might in many cases

be bridged over by such a set of selections for daily reading, printed

expressly for the people here, having the name of the parish at the

top of it, and carrying the readers through the Bible yearly.
_

I take

care to make frequent reference from the pulpit to v?hat is being

read in the families at the time, and try to add to the interest and

profit by now and then giving short accounts of the Scripture books

and writers. Another minister has this year joined me for his parish,

and the expenses are thus divided. In another place the print is used

without local heading."

Another says :

—

" I believe in expository preaching from the pulpit. I encourage in

every possible way the comparing of Scripture with Scripture."

A city minister says :

—

" It is specially necessary that the preaching should not consist of

mere treatment of isolated texts, but should be systematic."

Another in the same city says :

—

" The practice of taking a text as a motto, instead of preaching upon
what the text actually means, is most hurtful."

Some general and special means may be added, such as Lec-

tures on the Life of Christ, on Bible characters

—

ejj., Patri-

archs, Apostles, &c. ; the taking up of certain grouped sub-

jects as, "Prisoners of the Bible," "Mountain incidents in the

Bible."

A country minister, objecting strongly to the haphazard way of

many popular preachers, who select and deal with texts without

the slightest critical regard to the special book of Scripture from

which they are taken, or even to the real historic meaning of the

words, says :

—

" More attention to continuous lecturing and exposition (such as led

Calvin to the substance of his various commentaries in his Wednesday
services at Geneva, and which were transplanted into Scotland at the

Reformation under the name of the Weekly Exercise) would lead con-

gregations to better Bible study. In proportion as a minister in preach-

ing resembles a telescope or a microscope, rather than a^kaleidoscope,^

will his people incline to steady Bible reading."

II. Bihie-classes are the means used by a very large number.

Upwards of thirty specify these in one fern or other.
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The minister of a town charge in the south says :

—

" I often direct attention from the pulpit to the advantage of con-

tinuous and systematic study of the Bible. I conduct personally a

class of young men every Sunday morning. We take up in rotation

books of the Old and New Testament. A passage from each is read,

explained, and expounded, and questions answered."

The minister of a collegiate charge reports :—

" Bible-classes are held, at which a very large number of the young

people attend. We go regularly through the books of the Old and New
Testament, one minister taking the Old Testament, and the other

the New."

The minister of a populous parish says :

—

" During my ministry in I have taught a Bible-class for

eight months every year. After many experiments, I have found that

the hour immediately after forenoon service secures the largest attend-

ance. During that hour, while my assistant superintends the Sabbath-

school, I teach in the church hall a class averaging 130 to_ 150. I

esteem this one of the most useful parts of my work, and specially pre-

pare for it. I admit young people at 1 6 years of age, expect them to

attend three years, and generally find them attend longer. Those who
have passed through my hands in the class I find the most satis-

factory catechumens ; and I believe that the teaching the members

of the class receive induces a real study of the Bible and acquaintance

with it."

One minister says, " I wish I could treat the whole congrega-

tion as a Bible-class." Another " prescribes questions, and gets

written answers from the congregation." One minister speaks

despondingly of Sabbath-schools and Bible-classes, and depends

chiefly on " the encouraging of religious instruction in the day-

school, without which Sabbath-school results must in most cases

be very desultory and ineffective."

III. Catechising is employed by several as a means of promot-

ing attention to the Scriptures. One minister says :

—

" Some weeks prior to catechetical examinations I prescribe certain

books of Scripture as subjects of examination, which in many cases, I

believe, leads to careful perusal of these books. This system continues

from year to year. New books being each year prescribed would no

doubt lead to an increase of Scriptural knowledge among the people."
.

Not a few report the advantage of catechising " after the old

method," in promoting Scripture study.
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Various means of a more directly practical nature are used or

recommended for the encouragement of Bible study,—such as

" carefully conducted prayer-meetings, continuous visitation, and

the manifestation of real sympathy in their troubles, together with

private exhortation." " Circulation of Bibles, and their supply at

a cheap rate ; " one adding, " in good type and handy form ;

"

" lending books ;
" " Sabbath-school library ; " " good cheap read-

ing ; " " Edgar's Bible lessons ;
" " practice of family worship, with

reading morning and evening." Admonition from the pulpit, and

in private to parents and others, is frequently reported as the

chief means used.

One reports, on the other hand, that " appeals from the pulpit

have little effect ;
" and another, that " Bible-classes and prayer-

meetings are sad failures."

C.

—

Have you any suggestion to make as to the higher religious

training of the young, from the age of 15 to the age of 25 ?

Comparatively few explicit answers have been returned to this

query. Very many ministers ask rather than give suggestions.

The difficulty of solving the problem satisfactorily is very generally

admitted. One minister says,

—

" This question evidently applies to the young in towns. In the

country parishes it is not the higher religious training we have the dif-

ficulty with, but the training in keeping alive what has been got, and

also of course the progressing, one of the most difficult problems I

know."

As might have been expected, the most natural suggestion is

that of Bible-classes, specially under the charge of the minister

;

and accordingly a large majority of the answers return this in some

form or other. " Junior and senior classes " are suggested ; and

two answers are to the effect that "Bible-classes form a step-

ping-stone between the Sabbath-school and joining the Church."

One thinks that the attendance should be at least three years, and

carries it out. Another says :

—

" The plan which I would like to adopt is a five-sessions' course of

study,—consisting of Life of Christ, occupying two sessions ; the lead-

ing doctrines of the Church, two sessions ; and the history of the

Reformation, with a short sketch of the history of the Church of Scot-

land, one session."
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Another has " separate classes weekly in the manse, for males

and females." One says, " Absorb them in the Bible-class."

Another suggests that Sabbath-school teachers " keep their eye

upon the scholars, till they get them to the minister's Bible-class."

One makes a distinction between town and country, recommending

a Bible-class in the former, and a course of lectures in the latter.

Some treat of the manner and matter of teaching,—such as " ad-

vanced classes, not for facts of Scripture merely, but for their

bearing on the difficulties of everyday life." One describes his

method of spending the Bible-class hour, thus :

—

" I spend half an hour with question and answer on some portion of

Scripture, and the other half I fill up with readings from books which
the young people do not have. For example : this winter, Farrar's
' Marlborough Discourses ' have been used by me ; and I have not hesi-

tated to read suitable portions from books so varied as Spurgeon's
' John Ploughman,' Stanley's ' Church of Scotland,' Trench's ' Hulsean,'

and Rogers's ' Congregational Lectures.'
"

Meetings in various forms are also recommended. One minis-

ter says :

—

" The best plan for this purpose would be, where practicable, the

holding of a special religious diet in the Church on Sundays adapted
to the young, and devoted specially to advanced religious instruction.

Such diets might be open to all who chose to attend, and be conducted
chiefly, if not entirely, by the minister, very much after the manner of

a university professor's mode of conducting his class, both by lecture

and by free general examination."

Another recommends

—

" Occasional lectures on the Bible, showing definitely the teaching

of each book and the characteristics of each writer. Lectures on the
great devotional books, and on the highest characters, might be
beneficial."

One recommends, at considerable length, the reading of Scrip-

ture in the ordinary public worship, as capable of being turned to

advantage for promoting the higher religious training of the

young. He says :

—

" There is not a better time for the public instruction of those be-

tween 15 and 25 than the ordinary forenoon diet of public worship.

Speaking generally, a greater number of the class referred to can be
brought together at this time than at any other, and at this time the

mind is fresher for attending instruction than on week-day evenings

after a hard day's work. Those who most need instruction are shy of

4k
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attending classes for fear of exposing their ignorance. What is wanted

is that at least a part of the service should be specially adapted to the

class in question. While a carefully-composed sermon suits a certain

class, it seems unreasonable that another part of the service should not

be adapted to a class which in many congregations forms the majority.

It is the practice at present to read a passage from the Old Testament

and another from the New at each diet of public worship, and to do so

without remark or comment. In regard to many passages of Scripture,

the best way to bring out their meaning is to read them without re-

mark ; but I believe that in regard to many portions of Sacred Writ,

a hint or a remark, either by way of introduction or thrown out in the

course of the reading, is useful for exciting and maintaiiiing attention,

and for bringing the mind of the hearer into contact with the sense of

the passage read. While the portion of Scripture is being read in the

ordinary way, some of the congregation, especially the more ignorant,

are in all probability not thinking of the service at aU, but have their

ears occupied simply with a monotonous sound ; others may be feeling

that they understand what is read very imperfectly, and may have a

desire for further light. They have in the pulpit one who has under-

gone a long course of education, with the view of qualifying him to

expound Scripture, and they find themselves in the presence of such a

one, not after they have been fagged by a hard day's work, and when
they are more inclined to sleep than to think, but on a day and at an

hour when their minds are fresher and more vigorous than at any other

time; but owing to the usage of the Church the clergyman reads

the passages without any attempt to excite the interest which it_ is

to be presumed he feels, or to communicate the knowledge of which

he is in possession. It appears to me there is something unnatural

in this."

"With reference to week-day meetings, one minister says :

—

" In addition to Bible-classes of the ordinary description, there is a

meeting every Saturday evening for reading the Bible, conversation,

and prayer. The meeting is presided over by myself. All the men
present take part,—suggesting parallel passages, or offering remarks, or

leading the meeting in prayer, the devotional element being made as

pervading as possible. It is scarcely possible to overestimate the use-

fulness and importance of such a meeting."

The want of suitable accommodation for meetings is felt by

one, who says, "Every large parish should have a comfortable

hall, where the young may be gathered together." Mutual im-

provement societies are recommended by some, one adding the

word " religious," and another " directed by the minister." Simi-

lar to this is the recommendation of "fellowship associations,"

one thinking that societies of this class should " grow up from

the Bible class."

One "writes lectures and prints questions;" another recommends
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" explanation of the Shorter Catechism ; " others suggest " sys-

tematic lecturing on the Bible," " use of text-book along with the

Scriptures," "lectures on the manners and customs of the East,"

"examination on the sermons of the day in the Sabbath-school."

Of the more private modes are the following
—

" Get them in-

terested, and encourage them to go on in knowing the Lord
;

"

"conversation with, and interest in them by, the minister." Visi-

tation is recommended by two— also " exhortation leading to

home teaching ;
" " the revival of family worship ;

" and " parents

requiring their children to read a chapter daily." One desires

the Church to sanction a "lectionary for Sabbath and weekly

reading ;
" another regrets the " want of a deliverance of the Church

upon the subject."

The multiplicity of means suggested and recommended .suffi-

ciently indicates the complexity of the problem how best to pro-

mote the religious training of the young over fifteen years of age.

It is satisfactory to observe the great interest manifested in this

most desirable object, and the earnest efforts made in many ways

for its successful accomplishment. Nothing is more obvious than

that the means must be adapted to the circumstances of the parish

or congregation ; and the foregoing gleanings from the Keturns

may not only give some idea of the state of opinion, but also fur-

nish useful hints to those who have the religious training of the

young at heart.

QUEKY III.

Intemperance.

At a time when the question of intemperance is engaging a large

amount of public attention, when its evils are constantly enlarged

on, and many remedies are being devised and advocated, your

Committee are glad to be able to present a report on the subject

which is gathered from the recorded experience of many ministers,

and which they venture to hope presents a fair and moderate

view of a grave and perplexing problem.
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j^ j'q i(;Jiat extent do you regard intemperance as an evil iyifiu-

cnee on the social and sjnritual life of your parish or

district ?

The extent of the evil is undoubtedly great, and wherever it

exists, its disastrous influence is wofully apparent ;
but it seems

doubtful if it be so widespread as some would have us believe.

There is certainly no ground in the returns for such sweeping asser-

tions as that the whole country is steeped in drunkenness, and that

the nation is drinking itself to death. Nor can it be said to be

the only or the chief parent of licentiousness, because we find that

as a rule it is not a prominent vice among the agricultural popu-

lation, even where the high rate of illegitimacy is most deplorable.

It is, however, a very saddening fact that in large cities and

mining districts the sin of intemperance is widely prevalent,

forming a strong barrier to Christian work, and exercising a

most ruinous influence upon the social and spiritual life of the

people. " Intemperance in Glasgow," says a city minister, " is

the curse of curses." " There is no need of dwelling on it as an

evil influence," is the emphatic testimony of another Glasgow

minister ; " it is THE evil influence— certainly in our cities."

Throughout all that district, with its teeming population, scarcely

one minister can speak of the evil as being of small extent, the

almost invariable reply being, " it is one of the great evils I

have to contend with." Corroborative evidence of this is fur-

nished, from the same locality, in a return mentioning that

Sheriff Birnie (Airdrie) stated in a public meeting in the end of

last year, that within a small fraction of two-thirds of all the

criminal cases that had come before him in eleven months were

directly due to drink.

The minister of a country town reports thus :
—

" The vice pre-

vails here to a most alarming extent. It is bringing poverty and

wretchedness into many a home, and, I have no doubt, is seriously

affecting the attendance at our churches, and causing many to

live in the total neglect of all religious ordinances."

From a country parish in the south-west there is the follow-

ing :—
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" Intemperance destroys family religion ; leads men away from
regular attendance at church ; neutralises our efforts with the young

;

makes young men ashamed to meet the minister, and disinclined for

the services of religion. All these things it does in this parish, perhaps

to a greater extent than 1 am aware of."

Ministers in the neighbourhood of large towns complain much

of the influx by rail and steamer of visitors who indulge in dissi-

pation.

But whilst the evils of intemperance are thus in many quarters

sorely felt and deplored, the reports from rural districts are, as a

rule, much more encouraging, and the picture presented a great

deal brighter. " Hardly such a thing in this parish," is frequently

reported ; and this reply is generally associated with the signifi-

cant fact that there is no public-house. " Since I came to the

parish I have not met with an instance of intemperance," is the

reply from a minister in the north. " I have not seen a drunk

person since I came to the parish about three and a half years

ago," is the testimony of another. " To my knowledge there is

not a drunkard in my parish," is the assertion of a third. And

from Shetland the returns are very much in the same terms as the

following :
—

" Intemperance is almost unknown here ; there being

no sale of intoxicating drink, every temptation to a great evil is

happily removed."

The above extracts are only samples of a great mass of valuable

information which the Committee has received ; and the conclu-

sion suggested by them seems evidently this, that whilst wher-

ever it exists intemperance is always the greatest hindrance to

Christian work, there are many parts of the country remarkably

free from this debasing vice; and that in these parts it is not

against intemperance in drink that the ministry of the Gospel

has to direct its chief efforts.

B.

—

Has intemperance increased or decreased in your parish or

district during the last ten years 1 To what do you attri-

lute such change ?

Of 586 returns which reply to this query, 298 say that intem-

perance is diminishing, 168 that it is stationary, and 70 that it
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is increasing. Several of those which report intemperance as

increasing have the qualifying statement, that whilst it is in-

creasing with one class—the poorest—it is diminishing with the

better class. A very noticeable feature is the locality of the in-

crease. It is almost entirely confined to towns and mining dis-

tricts. The causes that have produced this unhappy state of mat-

ters may be classed thus :

—

(a.) Increased wages. (&.) Increased

facilities for obtaining intoxicating drink through the granting new
licences to grocers and public-houses, (c.) Want of education,

whereby many of the working-classes are unable to employ their lei-

sure time in reading or some other profitable occupation, (d.) Less

home discipline, leaving young lads too much to the freedom of

their own wills, and the hurtful influence of bad companions.

(c.) Lack of rational amusements to fill up the spare time of work-

ing-people.

It is a matter of thankfulness to find that in a large majority

of parishes the sin of drunkenness is reported as diminishing.

The change may be traced to a variety of causes. Chief among

these may be reckoned a growing self-respect, and the develop-

ment of a higher moral sentiment among all classes of the people.

There are, however, many subordinate reasons well worthy of

notice, (a.) In all the returns that refer to the point (and the

number of these is very considerable) there is a unanimous testi-

mony to the fact that the reduction of licences has a most benefi-

cial effect. " I regard it as an unspeakable blessing that we have

no^public-house in the parish," a minister in Dumfriesshire

reports. Another minister from East Lothian says :
" At one

time there were two public-houses in the parish, and as a conse-

quence intemperance prevailed to a considerable extent among

the working-classes. Fifteen years ago, through the influence of

the kirk-session, these houses were suppressed, and ever since

cases of intemperance are extremely rare
;

" and from all parts of

the country the diminution of intemperance is partly accounted

for in the same way—" reduction of public-houses from six to

two "—" closing of a public-house in the village "—" abolition of

two public-houses." (b.) Increased comfort in the way of better

house-accommodation, and greater opportunities for recreation and

amusement, have in many cases been found to be a powerful coun-
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teractive to over-indulgence in drink, (c.) The efforts of the
Good Templars and other total abstinence agencies are frequently

mentioned with approval, (d.) A less creditable explanation fur-

nished by some reports is, that a decrease in wages has lessened

drunkenness. A minister from a mining district writes thus :—

*' During the last two years intemperance has wonderfully decreased
on account of the low wages. I can say this on undoubted authority.
When the labourers began to be so well paid in mining districts, in one
district the money expended on drink rose at the rate of a hundred per
cent

;
but when wages fell, the decrease on drink has only been fifty

per cent—a great reduction, but still showing that a habit once acquired
IS not easily conquered."

From a careful examination of all the returns there seems some
ground to hope that the power of this giant vice is in process of
being weakened. The sin and shame of it are being more truly

realised
;
public opinion is against it ; and if there be some statis-

tics that would rather lead to an opposite conclusion, there are in-

fluences evidently at work which cannot be tabulated, but which, if

fostered, must certainly mitigate what is still a great social curse.

C.— What means have you used to counteract intemperance, and
vnth what result ? What further means would you re-

commend ?

The Eeturns show that a large variety of means are being em-
ployed to counteract the evils of intemperance.

(a.) It is frequently referred to in the pulpit, perhaps not very
much by way of special discourse, but rather as opportunity may
offer. Ministers in private warn those who have been guilty of
excess; but it does not appear, save in extreme cases, that
offenders are made amenable to Church discipline.

(5.) The providing of counter attractions has, in many cases,
been tried with very considerable success. Working-men's clubs
have proved most useful, and are deserving of all encouragement.
In such clubs there is generally a newspaper-room, a library, and
a room for such amusements as chess, draughts, &c. In small
vUlages, where such an institution could hardly be kept up, week-
night lectures and musical entertainments have had an excellent
effect. Some ministers have taken an active part in promoting
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out-of-door sports and recreations. Wherever such plans for pro-

vidino- counter attractions have been heartily carried out, the re-

sults have been of the happiest and most encouraging kind.

(c.) Temperance Societies and Good Templar Lodges are almost

invariably declared to effect a great amount of good
;
and Bands

of Hope are recommended as a means of interesting the young

in the good cause. When exception is taken to such agencies it

is on the ground that they divert the energies of the Church " from

seeking for the sin of drunkenness the only effectual remedy in

the regeneration of the drunkard by the faith of the gospel."

In the way of recommendation :

—

(a.) Many urge that ministers should raise the tone of public

opinion by preaching strongly and often against the sin. One

says :

—

" I recommend the preaching of the Gospel. I know no cure for sin

but the Gospel."

He implies, and others state, that there is need to point out the

New. Testament denunciation of this sin.

(h.) Some suggest that there should be legislative enactment to

meet the case of habitual drunkards.

(c.) The reduction of licences is very urgently advocated in

many returns. "There ought to be some limit to Christian

magistrates opening doors of temptation to their fellow-men," is

the strongly-expressed feeling of one minister. " I would diminish

the number of public-houses in a district to the lowest possible

minimum," is the statement of another. " Grocers, I believe,

require attention particularly," is the evidence of another.

" Recognising the impracticability of abolishing the liquor traffic, I

would unhesitatingly recommend that, mean time, the privilege of

grocers, in respect of selling spirituous liquors, should be withdrawn,

and given to houses in which nothing else is allowed to be sold, or

any public office held—for example, the post office—or any other trade

or profession exercised which is calculated to afford an excuse or

reason for visiting the house."

(d.) Personal abstinence on the part of ministers is not unfre-

quently suggested. One writes :

—

" In this parish the ministers are abstainers ; and in my church here

all my session are abstainers, and my church officer."

" I would recommend that all members, and especially all office-
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bearers, in the Church of Scotland should, as a testimony to the society

of our time, adopt and practise personal abstinence from all intoxicants,

as the first step and true foundation of all effective effort against in-

temperance,"

says a minister near Glasgow. And from the extreme north of

the country we have the following :

—

" I do not expect to see the intemperance of the country effectually

checked till the members of the Church are prepared to make a sacri-

fice, and become abstainers."

The foregoing are suggestions from those on whom circum-

stances have pressed the conviction that some one remedy is of

special importance. The following represents the views of a larger

number who would use every means that can be made available.

It summarises pretty fully the various efforts that are being put

forth :—

" The means of curing the vice must be manifold, even as the influ-

ences leading to it are manifold. Spiritual influences must always hold

the highest place in checking it. In addition to this, temperance asso-

ciations, a considerable diminution of public-houses and grocers' licences,

the establishment of working-men's temperance clubs, of large means
of mental improvement, and of well-regulated amusements, of temper-

ance tents in markets, and a variety of other means, might all help in

considerably lessening the tendency of this vice and its terrible

effects."

DEPUTATIONS.

A good deal has been done in this way during the past year,

both among Gaelic and English-speaking populations. Gaelic ser-

vices were conducted for some months at Wick and Fraserburgh,

where thousands of Highlanders from the west, who for the most

part can only receive religious instruction in their own language,

are gathered together every autumn for the herring-fishing. These

services were highly appreciated by the people, and have the

entire approval of the parish ministers, who desire that they

should be continued. Peterhead should also be visited in the

same way. Gaelic and English services were conducted at Stor-

noway. At Strathpeffer, by arrangement with the Home Mission

Committee and with the approval of the parish minister, services

were conducted for the English-speaking visitors, for five weeks,

the parish church of Fodderty being at a considerable distance

4 L
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from the Well. These services were very largely attended. The

ministers who formed these various deputations were the Eev.

Norman Macleod, Edinburgh ; Rev. John G. Levack, Saddell

;

Rev. James Dewar, Arrocher ; Rev. Donald Cameron, Kilmoni-

vaig ; Rev. Roderick Morison, Tarbert ; Rev. James Langwill,

Currie ; Rev. Henry Cowan, Aberdeen ; Rev. John Ferries, Edin-

killie ; Rev. John Milne, Kirkurd ; Rev. John M'Murtrie, Edin-

burgh ; and Rev. Donald Macleod, Jedburgh.

CERTIFICATES OF TRANSFERENCE.

The Committee are glad to learn that the forms of Transfer

Certificate prepared under their instructions, and published three

years ago by Messrs Blackwood and Sons, are now in exten-

sive use throughout the Church. The special feature of them

is that they are not merely certificates of " disjunction," but

rather letters of introduction and commendation ; and in order

to facilitate the transference of communicants from the pastoral

care of one minister to that of another, the forms consist of

(1) a certificate to be given to the communicant's own charge

;

(2) a duplicate, to be sent direct to the minister in whose

parish the communicant intends to reside; and (3), a coun-

terfoil, to be retained, with a note not only of the name of the

communicant and the date of his removal, but also of the parish

to which he is transferred. There is also provision made for a

register of the names of the children or other members of the

household, so that the new minister may have some knowledge

of his parishioners at the very outset.

A similar form has been prepared for adherents, by which term

is understood not only those specially qualified under th6 Patronage

regulations, but all who are connected with the Church, though

not communicants ; and as a considerable proportion of young

people leave their parents' house at an early age, there is a very

large class of persons to whom a friendly introduction from one

minister to another is of the greatest importance. In too many

cases such young persons, through the absence of proper care for

their welfare, lose their Church connection, and, especially in large

towns, fall into the ranks of the lapsed masses. The use of the
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transference certificates will in many cases obviate this evil ; and

when such persons are going to a large town—especially when

they are uncertain what congregation they are likely to join

—

they should be encouraged to put themselves in communication

with the Strangers' Committee, wherever one has been established.

Committees have been formed in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and

Greenock, as well as London and Liverpool, and the names of

the Secretaries are from time to time published in the ' Mis-

sionary Record.'

Conclusion.

The Committee, in carrying out the instructions of the General

Assembly, have been careful not to exceed their commission, and,

in reading and arranging the information of the schedules, they

have spared neither time nor labour to make their Report im-

partially representative of the returns, and practically useful to

the Church. They believe that, in the above Report, the courts of

the Church will find both useful information and varied opinion

to guide them in their deliberations. The Committee also believe

that the facts and opinions of their Report will be helpful to

individual ministers, and generally to the Christian workers in the

Church. The young minister who is brought for the first time to

face the difficulties of a parochial charge, may be encouraged by

starting with a knowledge of the agencies and methods which

experience has proved to be successful in similar circumstances
;

or he may be saved much labour and sorrow by the timely warn-

ing of a reported failure. In the Report there are questions

dealt with which may bring the ministers of city charges and the

ministers of country parishes nearer each other in sympathy, and

through which they may give to each other useful suggestions.

And the Committee believe that the hearts of all Christian workers

in the Church may be cheered and their hands strengthened by

the results of the earnest efforts and matured experience of the

brethren being placed within their reach.

The Committee refer with special pleasure and gratitude to the

prevailing spirit and tone of the schedules. The schedules indi-

cate not only abundant labours and a desire for effective parochial
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organisation, but a resolute Christian purpose, a spirit of faith

and prayer, and a steady adherence to the great ends of a Chris-

tian worker's life, in the instruction of the ignorant, the reclaim-

ing of the erring, the conversion of souls to God, and the edifica-

tion of the body of Christ. There are of necessity differences of

opinion on the details of the work of the Church, arising partly

from variety of gift and habit of mind, and partly from the many-

sidedness of truth and life ; but there is gratifying evidence in

the schedules that the ministers, elders, and Christian workers in

the Church of Scotland are faithfully acting to bring the people

under the spiritual power of the Gospel of peace. And this

spiritual life is cheering and hopeful, because it indicates an

aspiration after a higher level and a fuller attainment. There is

life for which to thank God, and from which to hope ; but there

is coldness and death enough to bring the Church in earnest prayer

before the Lord, that He would pour out the Holy Spirit to

quicken the hearts and stir up the gifts of His children. Many

are braced with new courage in the work of temperance ; but all

acknowledge that the drunkenness which still abounds is calling

for the exercise of every wise reformatory measure. Crime and

impurity are still large factors in our national life, and ought to

stimulate the Church in preaching and obeying the Gospel of

self-denial and holiness. The membership of the Church is

increasing with a rapidity that may cause the unwary to boast

;

but it must be admitted that the fact of thousands still living

churchless and degraded lives is enough to suppress boasting, and

to inspire humility, prayer, and renewed effort. The Committee

believe that there is a work being done in the Church that no

Keport can adequately detail, and that there is a spiritual life

sustaining that work which they do not attempt to estimate ; and

they close by expressing their confidence that the Church will

devote herself to the faithful fulfilling of her divine commission in

the extension and perfecting of the Kedeemer's kingdom.
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Deliverance on Report of Christian Life and Work Committee.

At Edinburgh, the Twenty-ninth day of May, Eighteen

hundred and seventy-seven :

—

The General Assembly receive the Report, thank the Committee for their

labours, and reappoint them, with instructions to continue their inquiries

—Dr Gharteris, Convener,

The General Assembly are glad to have so much information on the

work of the Church, and to hear that there are so many fruits of spiritual

life manifested. They are glad to have from the Committee, in obedience

to the instructions of last Assembly, carefully arranged statements, under

various headings, of the number of members of the Chiirch engaged in

active Christian work. These statements, though not absolutely complete,

put before the General Assembly a fair view of the present position of lay

agency in the Church.

In regard to the amount of Bible knowledge possessed by applicants for

admission to the Lord's Table for the first time, the General Assembly are

glad to be assured by so many ministers that they are fairly satisfied, and

to have information from so many more as to the means they have found

to be specially effective in inducing a continuous study of the Bible in their

congregations and parishes, and commend to ministers the consideration of

that information with a view to its being useful in their o^vn work. The

Assembly observe and commend to all ministers the general satisfaction

which those who have tried to promote higher scriptural training of the

young by Bible-classes, express regarding the results of that agency.

The General Assembly deplore that intemperance exercises in many
places so much evil influence on the social and spiritual life of the people.

They are thankful to be assured that, in a large majority of parishes from

which reports were received, drunkenness is decreasing ; but they note with

sorrow that in the most populous districts this does not seem to be the

case ; and they earnestly recommend to ministers and others to use aU wise .

and prudent means to diminish the temptations to intemperance, and to

increase the pure enjoyment and enlightenment of the people ; but above

all, so to teach them the Gospel of Jesus Christ in its bearing on purity

of heart and life, that they may abstain from drunkenness and every other

vice whereby the temple of God is defiled.

The General Assembly, convinced that much good results from deputa-

tions going to various parts of the coimtry, commend to ministers who may
desire them to apply to the Committee, and commend the funds of the

Committee to the liberality of the Church.

The General Assembly direct the Committee to bring up a proposed

list of new queries to a future diet of the Assembly to be considered.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the Church

of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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At Edinburgh, tlie Fourth day of June, Eighteen hun-

dred and seventy-seven :

—

The Assembly called for tlie Queries proposed to be transmitted

to the ministers of the Church by the Committee on Christian Life

and Work.

The General Assembly approve of the following Queries for

1877-78 :—

I. CHRISTIAN ORDINANCES.

What means do you consider, from experience, best fitted to recover

those who neglect, wholly or to a large extent, the ordinances of

the Church of Christ ; with special reference to—(«) Church

attendance; (h) Baptism; (c) the Lord's Supper?

IL MISSIONS ABROAD.

^Miat means would you suggest to increase the interest of your peo-

ple in Missions ; with special regard to

—

(a) Knowledge of and

sympathy with the subject
;

(h) Liberality
;

(c) Supply of Mis-

sionaries 1

III. LICENTIOUSNESS.

To what extent is your parish or chapel district affected by this vice '/

(a) What do you consider the chief causes and fostering circum-

stances of this vice, both as to language and conduct 1

(h) What practical measures do you suggest for increasing purity

in language and conduct ?

It was agreed to add the names of Mr Blair, St Columba ; Mr
Robertson, Whitsom ; Mr Jas. Donald, KeithhaU ; Mr T. S. Marjori-

banks, Prestonkirk ; and Mr Jamieson, to the Committee.

Extracted from the Records of the General Asscmhhi of

the Cliurch of Scotland hy

JOHN TULLOCn, CI. Ecd. Scot.
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EEPORT.

This is the first year that the Committee have to report special

temperance operations under the sanction of the Church. Hitherto

the Committee have merely laid before the General Assembly

evidence of the extent to which intemperance prevails in the

country, and of the many and dire evils resulting therefrom ;
and

also the means employed by organisations outside the Church to

deal with this national vice. But last year the General Assembly

unanimously approved of the newly-formed association called the

Church of Scotland Temperance Association, and recommended it

to the favourable consideration of the Church.

Before, however, referring to the work of this Association, the

Committee, following the course adopted in former years, would

call the attention of the General Assembly to some facts brought

out during the past year, showing the extent to which intemperance

prevails, and to the remedies used or suggested during the year,

and to the prospect which the occurrences of the past year hold

out that intemperance will ere long be greatly diminished.

I.

The Extent to which Intemperance prevails.

It is disputed whether an increased consumption of intoxicating

liquor in the couHtry implies an increased amount of drunkenness.

Still, so long as our national bill for drink is increasing, it seems

unreasonable to expect a decrease in the drunkenness of the
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country. And the following statement, drawn up from official

sources by the well-known statistician, Mr William Hoyle, of the

steady increase in the amount of money spent upon intoxicating

drink by the British nation during the last ten years, is calculated

to excite the gravest fears :

—

In the year 1S67 the amount spent was ^I10,12i

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

113,464

112,885

118,836

118,906

131,601

140,014

141,342

142,876

147,288

266
874
603
,284

,066

490
,712

997
669
,750

Turning to police statistics, the Committee do not consider that

much importance is to be attached to such statistics as showing

the increase or decrease of drunkenness in the country. The

police arrangements vary in different places and at different

times ; and the strictness of the police frequently depends upon

the state of public opinion in the locality. At the same time,

although these statistics cannot be taken to prove an increase or

decrease of drunkenness over the country, yet they undoubtedly

prove the alarming extent to which it prevails.

The Committee are led to believe that in Edinburgh there has

been no difference for many years either in the police arrange-

ments or in the strictness with which the police have dealt with

cases of drunkenness seen on the streets ; and accordingly the Com-

mittee lay before the General Assembly the police statistics of Edin-

burgh, leaving it for the General Assembly to judge whether the

state of Edinburgh may be taken as representative of the state

of the other large towns in Scotland. At the end of last year the

Presbytery of Edinburgh appointed a Committee to inquire into

the alleged Intemperance of the city, and the Committee reported

that " during the past five years the cases of drunkenness among

women had increased 86 per cent, among men 38 per cent
;

" and

having given the police statistics for the year 1875, they say " the

number charged with crime, and drunk when apprehended, was

greater than at any former period in the history of the city."
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This is a startling fact ; but a more startliug fact lias yet to be

stated. The police statistics for 1876 have lately been published,

and from these it appears that while the number of drunken

cases in 1875 was G824, the number in 1876 had risen to 7114;

and it is a fact more startling still that the number is going on

increasing, for during the first two months of this year there is an

increase over the corresponding period of 1876 of 181 cases of

drunkenness, and this notwithstanding all the efforts which the

ministers of the Gospel and other philanthropic citizens are

making to raise the social condition of the city.

An influential Committee, appointed at a large Conference of

ministers of all denominations, magistrates, medical men, man-

agers of public institutions, and others, to investigate into the

social state of Edinburgh, say in their Report, with reference to

this increase in the cases of drunkenness brought before the police

courts, that it cannot be accounted for by the increase of the

population, for while " the population has increased 6 per cent in

the last 6 years, the commitments for drunkenness have increased

81 per cent." They also say :
" Illicit traffic is known by the

police to be carried on in at least 108 places. These ' shebeens'

are not found to arise on refusal of licences, as has been said.

They abound where licences abound." As prostitution is uni-

versally admitted to be, to a large extent, the fruit of the liquor

traffic, it is worthy of note, as stated in the same Report, that

" 1300 cases connected with this vice were dealt with at the

pohce bar in 1876."

The following table shows the increase in female drunkenness

during the last five years :

—
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is on the increase, and that in all classes of society. The Report

of the Convocation of York, published in 1874, thus summarises

the evidence laid before the Committee :
" It is an alarming

feature of the age that female drunkenness is greatly on the

increase." The Report of the Convocation of Canterbury thus sum-

marises the returns on which it is drawn up :
" It would also appear

that the vice of intemperance is spreading to an alarming extent

among women." The well-known medical journal the ' Lancet,' of

May 3, 1877, appeals to the medical profession to protest against

the grocers licences, which do so much harm " by placing intoxi-

cating drink within the reach of women and children ; " and says

that " the social mischief wrought by this licence (that is, amongst

women and children) is so notorious that no argument can be

needed to bring the matter home to the profession." And the

following statement was made at a meeting of the Church of

England Temperance Society on the 24th of April 1877 (see

' Alliance News,' p. 300) :
" In illustration of the increase of

drinking amongst women, it was stated that about ten months

ago a devoted lady had given the whole of her fortune for the

establishment in London of a home for reclaiming intemperate

women among all classes in society. Although there was but

room for 30 women, yet during these ten months there had been

no less than 500 applications, 42 of which were from niemlcrs of

titled families."

These facts and figures are alarming, as they indicate wide-

spread social degradation and misery. And whether it be the

case that intemperance is increasing or decreasing, at all events it

is undeniable that it is an evil of gigantic proportions. And on

the universal evidence of judges, magistrates, ministers, medical

men, governors and chaplains of jails and poorhouses, it is the

cause of the larger proportion of the crime, disease, poverty, and

social misery that exist in the land.

Intemperance a Hindrance to Missions.

The hindrance which intemperance presents to the work of the

Church at home is known to every Christian worker, and has

frequently been brought before the General Assembly, especially
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in the Annual Eeports on Christian Life and Work. But your

Committee desire to draw the attention of the General Assembly

to the obstacle which intemperance presents to the success of the

Gospel abroad.

The Report on Intemperance of the Convocation of York thus

summarises the returns received from the missionary clergy in

foreign countries, and the statement has during the last year been

corroborated by testimonies from various quarters :
" In India and

China the native mind, seeing that it is the same nation which

offers both Christianity and strong drink, classes the two things

in the same category, and regards the Gospel as sanctioning

drunkenness ; and the manifest evils of the latter lead the most

intelligent amongst the natives to wish to get rid at once of

missionaries, opium, and rum."

II.

Remedies.

(1) Legislation.

The opinion that drunkenness is in proportion to the facilities

afforded for drinking, seems to be very generally held. And the

desire to diminish these facilities—a desire which has frequently

been expressed in the deliverances of the General Assembly—has

led to the introduction into Parliament, during this and the

preceding session, of many measures having this end in view.

Since last General Assembly, a Bill, introduced into Parliament

by Dr Cameron, M.P. for Glasgow, has become law, the chief

effect of which is to give to the magistrates of burghs the absolute

power to prevent an increase in the number of licences. The Bill

also abolishes what are called " hard ale " licences, which were a

fruitful source of evil.

During the present session Sir Robert Anstruther, a distin-

guished member of your venerable House, reintroduced into Par-

liament the " Intoxicating Liquors Bill," in favour of which the

General Assembly last year unanimously petitioned. The object

of that Bill was to suspend the power to grant new licences until
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the number sliould be reduced to 1 in every 500 of the popula-

tion ; and also to provide for the gradual extinction of grocers'

licences. This piece of legislation, however, which the General

Assembly considered would have been a great boon to the cause

of sobriety and good order in Scotland, unfortunately failed. But

the efforts of Sir Robert Anstruther have done much to arouse

attention- to the effect which the grocers' licences are producing

upon the intemperance of the country.

Another attempt at legislation deserves to be mentioned, espe-

cially as it is gaining favour in Scotland—the Bill commonly

known as Sir Wilfrid Lawson's Permissive Bill. This Bill pro-

poses to give to the ratepayers of a locality the right of saying

whether intoxicating liquor shall be sold in the locality. The

favour with which this Bill is regarded by the people of Scotland

may be judged of when we remember that the majority of the

members of Parliament for Scotland, who voted in the last divi-

sion upon it, voted in its favour—that its supporters are exercis-

ing an increasing influence at every Parliamentary election for

Scotland—and that, at the late election of a member of Parlia-

ment for the Glasgow and Aberdeen Universities, the Lord Advo-

cate supported the principle of the Bill, saying that, " being favour-

able to the principle of giving ratepayers a voice in the determin-

ing the number of licences to be granted in particular districts, he

would not oppose the second reading of the Bill, in order that it

might be fully discussed in Committee." The Committee think that

the Church ought not to overlook the importance of the movement

in favour of this Bill, especially as the General Assembly has again

and again, in recent years, expressed the opinion that there ought

to be a large diminution in the number of public-house licences.

And in connection with this matter,.the Committee would remind

the General Assembly that, so far back as the year 184-9, the Com-
mittee (Rev. Mr Muir, Dalmeny, Convener) appointed to inquire

into the causes of intemperance, state in their report that they

had received returns from 478 parishes. And " these returns

clearly prove that the intemperance of any neighbourhood is uni-

formly proportioned to the number of spirit-houses ; so that, where

there are no public-houses, nor any shops for selling spirits, there

ceases to be any intoxication."
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It is also worthy of note that, in the province of Canterbury, in

England, there are 1400 parishes in which there are no public-

houses, and in these there is no intoxication ; and the Convoca-

tion of Canterbury say in their report (p. 15), that "a legal power

of restraining the issue or renewal of licences should be placed in

the hands of the persons most deeply interested and affected—viz.,

the inhabitants themselves, who are entitled to protection from the

injurious consequences of the present system."

Passing from legislative measures, which have for their object

the prevention of intemperance by diminishing the facilities for

obtaining intoxicating liquor, the Committee would bring under

the notice of the General Assembly another important measure

—

the Habitual Drunkards' Bill—now before the House of Com-
mons, which has for its object the reformation of the victims of

intemperance. This measure is deserving of the special attention

of the Church, inasmuch as it is promoted by the British Medical

Association—an association representing the medical profession in

all parts of the United Kingdom. It is unnecessary to recapitu-

late the various steps taken by members of the medical profession

—and notably by the late Dr Donald Dalrymple, M.P.—to secure

the passing into law of this measure. It is sufficient to mention

that, in July 1875, a Committee on Habitual Drunkards was ap-

pointed by the Council of the British Medical Association ; that,

at the annual meeting of the Association, held in Edinburgh in

the same year, the Association, on the motion of Sir Eobert Chris-

tison, passed a resolution, declaring the necessity for legal provi-

sion being made to restrain the habitual drunkard until cured of

the drink craving ; and that, at the annual meeting of the Associa-

tion, the Committee on Habitual Drunkards brought up a report,

which was almost unanimously adopted. In their report the Com-
mittee state that they had sought and obtained the co-operation

of the Social Science Association, and that they are desirous that

petitions in favour of the object aimed at should be presented to

Parliament from as many influential quarters as possible. As the

objects of, and the necessity for, such a measure are contained in

the form of petition drawn up by the Association's Committee,

your Committee quote it entire :

—

4 N
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" Unto the Honourable the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland

in Parliament assembled, the humble petition of the undersigned

showeth,—That habitual drunkenness prevails extensively among both

sexes and all classes of society ; is one of the most fruitful sources of

domestic misery, of disease, pauperism, and crime, and calls loudly for

the adoption of some remedial measures. That the right of the State

to deprive of their liberty, and even to subject to fine and imprison-

ment, not only the ' drunk and disorderly,' but the ' drunk and in-

capable,' has been long recognised by law, and is continually exercised

throughout the realm ; while more recently the Licensing Act, 1872,

gives power to the police to take proceedings against persons found
drunk, although neither incapable nor disorderly. That the merely
penal treatment of drunkenness, by committal to prison for short

periods, far from influencing for the better the habitual drunkard, is

shown by the evidence taken before the Select Committee of the House
of Commons, 1872, to be 'worse than useless,' confirms him in his evil

ways, by utterly destroying his self-respect and rendering him reckless

of consequences, and thus runs counter to the whole tendency of recent

legislation, which aims at the reformation as well as the correction of

the offender. That your petitioners fail to perceive any valid reason

why this right of State interference with his personal liberty, so long

recognised and so constantly put in force, should not be exercised for

the reformation of the habitual drunkard. That strong testimony was
given in 1872, before the Select Committee of the House of Commons,
that the treatment of habitual drunkards in reformatory institutions

has been followed, both in this country and the United States of

America, by the recovery of a large percentage of those subjected to

it. That the power of compulsory committal and detention for a term
not exceeding a year, as recommended by the Select Committee of

1872, was, by the evidence taken before the Committee, shown to be

in operation in various parts of the United States of America, and to

be unattended by any evil consequences, the silent influence of the law

inducing many voluntarily to submit themselves to the salutary dis-

cipline of the reformatory institutions for the time required to effect a

cuse. May it therefore please your honourable House to take this im-

portant subject into your careful consideration, and to pass into a law
a measure for the control and cure of habitual drunkards."

As the medical profession consider that enforced restraint for

a lengthened period is necessary in order to the reformation of

habitual drunkards, and as it is well known that the number of

such in the country is large, your Committee have brought the

subject before the General Assembly, that you may consider

whether it is not the duty of the Church to unite with the

medical profession, and the Social Science Association, and others,

in the endeavour to secure the passing of a law which shall make

it possible for the victims of intemperance to be reclaimed.
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(2.) Coimtcr-Attractions to the Public-House.

The Committee believe that many persons—especially youncr
men—begin to frequent public-houses from having no other place
where they can meet their friends and spend the evening, and
they would press upon the General Assembly the importance of
the Church using its influence to secure the establishment of
places where innocent amusement and recreation can be enjoyed
without the temptation to drink intoxicating liquor. The Com-
mittee have pleasure in mentioning that in Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and other towns, public-houses without intoxicating drink" are
being opened

;
and as these houses are being started as a com-

mercial enterprise, and not as charitable institutions, there is

every prospect that they will be made as attractive as possible, and
thus counteract the baleful influence of the ordinary public-house.
The reports as to the success of those houses without intoxicating
drink already opened are very encouragino-.

(3.) Total Ahstimncc.

It is now aU but universally acknowledged that total abstinence
is a necessity in the case of those who have given way to habits
of intemperance, if they are to be permanently reformed. In the
Report on Intemperance recently adopted by the Presbytery of
Edinburgh, the following paragraph occurs—"They (the Com-
mittee) have no hesitation in saying that the societies of abstainers
are entitled to credit and thanks for the work which they have
done, and the success which has attended their efforts. For the
rcclairfiing of drunkards there seems in most cases to be no inter-
mediate method." The Convocation of Canterbury, in their
report on intemperance, say—" It is the almost universal testi-
mony of those connected with our criminal jurisprudence and the
control of workhouses, and indeed of aU who have looked deeply
into the subject, that in the case of persons addicted to intemper-
ance, total abstinence from intoxicating drink is under God the
only effectual remedy." The Report of the Convocation of York
says that the returns on which it is founded confirm the above
statement of the Southern Convocation. At the annual meeting
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of the British Medical Association, held at Sheffield on the 3d

August 1876, Dr Carpenter, convener of the Association's Com-

mittee on Habitual Drunkards, said
—

" I am not a teetotaller, and

yet I am satisfied that with regard to the cure of a certain class of

disease that is induced by alcohol, there is hut one remedy, and

that is teetotalism as long as the person lives." With such testi-

monies to the necessity of total abstinence for the reclamation of

the drunkard, the Committee think that a Church which is seek-

ing to fulfil the great object of its existence—the saving of souls

—and which desires to make provision for the reclamation of

drunkards, as of every other class of sinners, is bound to recog-

nise and adopt total abstinence as one of its agencies. And they

rejoice that the General Assembly, by approving of the Church of

Scotland Temperance Association, one of the sections of which is

composed of total abstainers, has approved of total abstinence as

one of the means to be employed by the Christian Church for the

prevention and cure of drunkenness.

(4.) Total Abstinence among the Young.

It seems to be very generally admitted that the young

ought to be trained in habits of total abstinence. And the

importance of their being so will be seen when it is remem-

bered that there is a very general impression prevailing that

intemperance is increasing amongst the young. At the sea-

son of the New Year some of the newspapers have for a year

or two called special attention to the number of young people

seen on the streets in a state of intoxication. The Eeport

of the Convocation of Canterbury (page 2) says " That intemper-

ance is spreading to an alarming degree among the young." The

Eeport of the Convocation of York says (page 2), " Your Com-

mittee have observed also " (that is, from the evidence laid before

them), " with deep regret, that habits of intoxication are not con-

fined to adults, but that young children, in increasing numbers,

are being led into them." The police authorities and others hav-

ing opportunities of judging agree in stating (see Convocation

Eeports) that the habit of intemperance is generally contracted

between the a^es of 14 and 18, or even earlier. The above facts
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ought to lead the Church to encourage total abstinence amongst

the young, so as to protect them from temptation to drunkenness

at the age at which they are most likely to be led astray. On

the other hand, the advantage of training the young in habits of

total abstinence is brought out in a carefully-prepared paper on

the relation of Bands of Hope to the number of young people

joining the Church, read at a conference of the Bradford Sabbath-

school Union. The following extract from it is worthy of atten-

tive consideration :

—

" In the ten schools in our union having no Bands of Hope which

give the greatest number of scholars to the churches during the last

four years, an average of 3l| in the 1000 per annum are reported as join-

ing the churches. In the ten schools having Bands of Hope from which

the greatest number join the churches in the same period, an average

of 49J in the 1000 of scholars per annum are reported. In the ten

schools not having Bands of Hope which have the greatest number of

scholars, an average of 12j in the 1000 per annum during the last six

years have joined the churches. In the ten schools with Bands of Hope

.

having the greatest number of scholars, in the same period, 22^ in the

1000 per annum have joined the churches. In every single year, in

both sections, the schools having Bands of Hope show by far the great-

est results. We will now proceed to consider the whole of the schools

in our union within the borough. These figures also embrace the whole

of the last six years, which I will give consecutively :

—

Schools with no Band of Hope.

No. of
I

No. of
Schools. I Scholars.

1871
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comparison still. We think that none will deny that these auxiliaries

have proved great blessings to the schools with which they have been

connected. If this is granted, it follows that the schools not having

them have suffered as the result."

III.

Chuech of Scotland Temperance Association.

This Association, which received the sanction of the last Gene-

ral Assembly, is yet only in its infancy, but it is making steady

though slow progress throughout the Church. Meetings in con-

nection with the Association, which were well attended, have

been held in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Greenock, Dumbarton, and

Airdrie. The most influential ministers and members of the

Church in the district took part in these meetings, and local

committees were appointed to form District Temperance Asso-

ciations, and generally to carry out the objects of the Association.

The Presbytery of Edinburgh in a formal deliverance recom-

mended the establishment of Temperance Societies in all the

parishes within its bounds. And though definite information has

not been received by the Committee, it is understood that one or

two other Presbyteries have favourably received the Association.

The principal object of the Association is to form Parochial Tem-

perance Societies, that the causes and occasions of intemperance

in every parish may be dealt with. But the Committee regret

that they are unable to report the number of Parochial Societies

which have been formed. A very large number of ministers

have written for copies of the " Constitution and Pailes " of the

Association, and intimated their intention of forming Temperance

Societies in their parishes, but many have not intimated the

actual formation of the societies. The Committee think it right

to say that they have learned that previous to the formation

of the Association, Total Abstinence Societies existed in a num-

ber of parishes, and also Juvenile Temperance Societies. Some

of these Juvenile Temperance Societies were the usual Bands

of Hope ; others were societies in which the children were en-

couraged to practise total abstinence till they reached a certain

age, it being believed that though the children, when grown
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up, might cease to practise total abstinence, they were not so

likely to become victims of intemperance as if they had been

accustomed in their earlier years to partake of intoxicating drink.

IV.

Other facts, showing the temperance feeling of the country,

which have transpired since the last meeting of the General

Assembly, or shortly before it, and which have not been reported :

(1.) A memorial signed by 13,584? of the clergy of the Church
of England was last summer presented to the Bishops with a

view to their using their influence as members of the House of

Lords to secure further legislation in regard to the liquor traflac.

And in the memorial the attention of the Bishops was speci-

ally called to that part of the Report of the Convocation of Can-

terbury already referred to, which says that " a legal power of

restraining the issue or renewal of licences should be placed in

the hands of the persons most deeply interested and affected

—

viz., the inhabitants themselves, who are entitled to protection

from the injurious consequences of the present system." The
Archbishop of Canterbury accordingly called the attention of the

House of Lords to the subject, and the result was the appoint-

ment of a Committee of their Lordships' House to take evidence

in regard to the intemperance of the country. It may also be

stated that the Archbishop of York, the Bishops of Exeter, Lich-

field, and Gloucester, and, it is said, one in seven of the clergy

of the Church of England, are total abstainers. The vast political

as well as social and moral influence in the country possessed by
the Church of England must cause its attitude towards the in-

temperance of the country to be regarded with interest by all

who are seeking the removal of this national vice.

(2.) The second fact of importance which your Committee
would bring before your venerable House is, that the last General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland recommended its

members to practise total abstinence from the use of iutoxicatino-

liquor. The following is the resolution unanimously agreed to by

the General Assembly :
—

" That as the Assembly has already given
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instructions to train up the young in the habit of abstaining from

intoxicating drink, by enrolling them in Bands of Hope, we can-

not but recommend the action of those who would lead them to

continue, in after-life, in the practice in which they have been

trained ; and as no less than twenty-one Presbyteries have declared

in favour of abstinence from drinking customs or from intoxicating

drink as ordinary beverages, we feel constrained to commend such

abstinence to the consideration and adoption of our people."

(3.) But the most suggestive fact, and probably one which will

lead to the most important results, is the attitude of the medical

profession towards the use of intoxicating drink as a beverage.

The well-known declarations published in the years 1837 and

1847, signed by the most distinguished medical men of the day

—

the latter declaration by upwards of 2000—show that the medical

profession have all along been against the common use of intoxi-

cating drink as a beverage ; but of late years, and especially dur-

ing last year, leading medical men (see, for example, the proceed-

ings at Annual Meeting of British Medical Association, and Ee-

port of Medical Conference at Oxford, October 1876) and leading

medical journals have frequently and strongly discouraged the use

of intoxicating liquor as a beverage. The ' Lancet ' of February

3, 1877, in the course of a leading article, says
—"Meantime let

there be no mistake about the voice of medical practitioners, and

authorities on this matter. It is on the side of temperance—of

extreme temperance."

The 'British Medical Journal' of February 10, 1877, in a

leadino" article on " The Eelation of Alcohol to Medicine," says :

" It may also now be taken for proved that the hardest work,

physical and intellectual, in the most depressing cold, and in the

most intense and enervating heat, has been performed, not only

without the use of alcohol, but has been performed better without

it than with its use. . . . If we were asked to summarise

the results of this Conference {i.e., the Oxford Medical Confer-

ence)—and we believe there may be gathered from it almost all

that can be said on the subject—we should say that the evidence

justifies the following conclusions." These conclusions relate to

the action of alcohol in the human body. We quote the last of

them, omitting that part which speaks of the use of alcohol as a
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medicine :
" 6. It follows, therefore, tliat the wise physician will

dissuade his patients from having recourse to the use of alcohol in

health, and from habitually using it in any circumstances."

In concluding their Picport, your Committee desire to say that

th(3y have confined themselves to a statement of bare facts. It is

for the General Assembly to determine what, in view of these

facts, is the course which the Church ought to recommend. The
Committee think it desirable that the Churcli of Scotland should

take the same leading part in the temperance movement in this

part of the kingdom as the National Church is doing in England.

And they think it worthy of note that this Church, while doing

nothing to imply that the use of intoxicating liquor is unlawful in

a Christian, has, by sanctioning the Church of Scotland Temper-

ance Association, one of the sections of which is composed of total

abstainers, been the first of the larger denominations in Scotland

to recognise, by a deliverance of its Supreme Court, total abstinence

as one of the methods to be employed by the Christian Church

for the prevention and cure of intemperance. As the Church of

Scotland Temperance Association desires merely to be the instru-

ment in carrying out the temperance views of the Church, your

Committee earnestly hope that the General Assembly will take

the whole subject of our national intemperance into its serious

consideration, and give such a deliverance as will guide your Com-
mittee and the Association in their work during the coming year.

In name, and hy a2^2^ointinent of the Committee,

JAMES STEWAET, Co.nvener.

GEO. T. JAMIESON, Vice-Convener.

Extract Deliverance of the General Assembly of the Chvrc.h of
Scotland on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the fourth day of June, One thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven,

—

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia,

The Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Intem-
perance, which was given in by Mr Jamieson, Convener.

4 o
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It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—The General Assembly

approve of the Eeport, express satisfaction at the progress of the

Church of Scotland Temperance Association, and anew commend it

to the favourable consideration of the ministers and members of the

Church.
The General Assembly rejoice to hear of the efforts being made

by the medical profession to stem the tide of Intemperance ; and

desirincT to co-operate with them in their endeavour to secure the

means considered necessary for the reclamation of the habitual

drunkard, resolve to petition Parliament in favour of the principle of

the Habitual Drunkards' Bill now before it.

The General Assembly express its satisfaction at hearing of the

establishment, in various towns, of public-houses without intoxicating

drink, and other places of innocent amusement and recreation, and

urge ministers and others having influence, to exert their influence to

establish in their parishes such places of resort where these are not

already provided.

The General Assembly having frequently had its attention called

to the comparative absence of drunkenness in those parishes where

there are no public-houses, and having frequently expressed a desire

for a large reduction in the number of public-houses, sympathise

with those who desire to prevent public-houses being planted in their

neighbourhood, and record its opinion that a legal power of restrain-

inc the issue or renewal of licences should be placed in the hands of

the ratepayers, as being the persons most deeply interested and

afl'ected.

The General Assembly renew its recommendations of former years,

that ministers should frequently warn their congregations against the

sin of drunkenness, and urge upon them their duty as Christians to

use all lawful efforts for the prevention of Intemperance, and the

reformation of those unhappily addicted to it, and specially recom-

mend that ministers should do this on the last Sabbath of December,

Avith particular reference to the temptations of that season.

The General Assembly being informed that the Eev. Mr Stewart

of Peterhead desires to withdraw from the Convenership of the

Committee, record its grateful sense of his past services, and re-

appoint the Committee with the usual powers, Mr Jamieson of Porto-

bello to be Convener.

It was also moved, seconded, and agreed to,—That the following

addition be made to the deliverance of the Committee,—The General

Assembly further instruct the Committee to discourage, by all pru-

dent means, the agitation in regard to the wine used in the admin-

istration of the Lord's Supper. And the deliverance, with this

addition, became the judgment of the Assembly.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland h>j

JOHN TULLOCH, C7. Ecd. Scot.
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REPORT.
In accordance with the instructions of last General Assembly " to

take steps to procure full information respecting collections and
contributions for religious, charitable, and educational purposes,"
your Committee in November last issued, through Presbytery
clerks, to the minister of every parish, chapel, and preaching
station, within the bounds of the Church, a Schedule for Report
of collections and contributions for the year ending 31st De-
cember 187G, accompanied by a request that it should be sent
in to the Presbytery not later than loth January. Towards
the end of March about 350 circulars were sent outto ministers
who had not, up to that time, responded to the request, and a
third appeal, in ivriting, was made in the course of April to
nearly 100 who had still failed to send in any return. The result
is that the information asked has been procured from 1248 out of
1333 churches, chapels, and stations. This is a larger number
of returns than the Committee have received in any previous year,
and it is hoped that next year a further improvement may take
place. Even in the case of a vacancy there should be no diffi-

culty in making a return, although that circumstance has, in
some instances, been pleaded as an excuse.

In the Presbytery of Glasgow, with 87 charges, there is only
one schedule awanting, and complete returns have been received
from the Presbyteries of Ayr, with 42 charges, Dumbarton, with
31, Dundee and Aberdeen, each with 30, Linlithgow, with 27,
Kirkcaldy and Deer, each with 22, Greenock, Dalkeith, and
Irvine, each with 21—while Hamilton with 3.5, Paisley with 24,
and St Andrews with 23, need only two, and Perth with 27,
only one, to make them complete.

It is worthy of remark that in the Synods of Galloway and
Shetland, and in the large Synods of Moray, Aberdeen, and
Angus & Mearns, there is not a single unreported church or
station, while no fewer than 53 Presbyteries are complete, the
names of Avhich your Committee deem it right to subjoin :

—

Fordyce,
Strathbogie,

Abernethy,
Aberlour,

Forres,

Elgin,

Inverness,
Nairn.

Caithness,
Kirkwall,
Cairston,

Lerwick,
Burravoe,
Olnafirth.

Linlithgow.
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Along with the schedules there were sent ovit in November
three copies of a form of Abstract, containing columns corre-

sponding with the items of the schedule, in which the returns

for each Presbytery might be tabulated, one of which forms was for

local use, another was meant to be prepared for the Synod, while

the third was intended to be filled up and returned to the Com-
mittee. The Committee have pleasure in here acknowledging
the valuable aid afforded by many Presbytery Clerks and others

who have co-operated most heartily in bringing about the result

now reported. Your Committee are glad to find that some
Presbyteries appoint one of their number to receive, tabulate,

and report on the information collected from individual churches,
and that these Abstracts are submitted to the Provincial Synods
at the half-yearly meetings in spring.

In the Report submitted last year, the Committee included

the whole amounts received by the General Collector for the

Six Schemes of the Church, as well as the incomes of Associa-

tions connected with the Church as far as the same could be ascer-

tained, instead of the amounts for those purposes reported by
parishes, and this course has again been adopted this year.

The statistics show a gratifying increase over the amounts re-

ported last year. For the sake of comparison, the two years'

reports are now shown together :

—

1876. 1877.

1

.

Ordinary Church-door Collections,

including Collections at Com-
munions, . . £55,339 18 6 £61,282 17 10

2. Seat Rents (reported from 398
Chui'ches), . . . 44,658 3 7 49,540 14 2

3. Parish or Local Mission, . 19,175 14 11 21,706 14 6

4. Week-day and Sabbath-schools,

exclusive of School Kate, . 9,010 8 9,341 17 5

5. Church or Manse Building or Ee-
pairs, or Church Extension, ex-

clusive of Heritors' Assessment, 72,227 2 62,756 1

6. Six Missionary and Educational
Schemes of the Church, . 33,372 14 11 40,156 19 3

7. Legacies for the Schemes, . 20,706 9 11 18,142 12 6
8. Other objects recommended by

the General Assembly (e.r/.,

Army and Navy Cliaplains, Pat-

ronage Compensation, Continen-
tal Churches, itc), . . 3,006 13 11 2,552 2 1

9. Collections in Sabbath-schools for

Missions, &c., . . . 1,541 16 10 1,838 3 1

Carryforward, £259,039 2 7 £267,318 Oil
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Brought forward, £259,039 2 7 £2G7,318 Oil
10. Endowment of Chapels

—

(1) Subscriptions towards iS'ew ^

Scheme, . . . (
_

(2) Subscriptions towards Local p 2' '"^^^
^ ^ 56,922 9 3

Efforts, . . J
11. Association for Augmenting the

Smaller Livings of the Clergy, . 5,822 3 11 7,305 12 4
12. Supplementary Stipends not con-

tributed through the Association, 5,090 6 9 7,506 19 10
13. Associations for Female Education

in India, Education of Jewish
Females, &c., . . . 3,302 10 3,826 2

14. Other objects connected with
Church and Charitable Work,
(including Collections for In-

firmaries, itc.,) and Legacies

therefor, . . . 34,995 3 7 41,829 8 4

£350,621 8 1 i'384,768 12 8

It will be seen that there is an increase in most of the items
—notably so under Nos. 10 and 14, and also under No. 6 ; while,
on the other hand, a considerable decrease will be observed under
No. 5.

The Committee propose to publish, in the ' Missionary Re-
cord ' for August, the name of every Church or Station to which a
schedule was sent, and the total amount reported from each,
and along therewith the amounts contributed by kirk-sessions
towards the expenses of the Committee. These expenses being,
of necessity, considerable, and the contributions received from
Sessions comparatively small, the Committee appeal to indi-
vidual members of the Church for continued subscriptions to
enable them to carry on this enquiry.
The Committee acknowledge, with thanks, the response made

to their appeal for subscriptions last year. These subscriptions
have been acknowledged in the ' Missionary Record.' A State-
ment of the Accounts of the Committee for the past year is

In name of the Committee,

JAS. ALEX. CAMPBELL, Convener.
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ABSTRACT of RETURNS made to the Committee.

PRESBYTERIES.

Edinburgh, -
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SYNODS—Continued.

Brought forward, ;i^224,672 12 o
Perth & Stirling, ...... 17,015 9 6
Fife 11,632 o 7
Angus & Mearns, ---... 2-'843
Aberdeen, -----.. 23,'983
Moray,--...... g^j^^Q
Ross, .......
Sutherland & Caithness, - - . .

^^^'f'^'S, y^. .. 3
Orkney, 752 o 6

950 I 2

1,551 6 8

942 r. 5

Shetland 641 14

Total reported by Returns, ^'312,655

The difference between the above and the sum mentioned in
the Committee's Report arises from the latter inckidino- the
ivhole amounts (1) of legacies, collections, and donations', &c.,
received during the past year by the General Collector for the
Six Schemes of the Church

; (2) of subscriptions paid during the
same period for the endowment of chapels; and (3) of subscrip-
tions and legacies received by the respective treasurers of the
Associations for Augmenting the Smaller Livings of the Clergy,
for Female Education in India, and for Education of Jewish
Females. The sum above specified includes only the amounts
returned to this Committee by the 1248 Churches and Stations
comprehended in the Report.

ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for Year

ending 11th November 187G.

Receipts.
| Expenditure.

To amount of Subscriptions by By Balance from last year due
individuals,

- - ^100 iS 6' to the Secretary, . /4110 4
„ Do. from kirk -Sessions „ Printing reports, scheduk^,

orlanshes, - 31 14 6
j

circulars, &c., - - 12 o 6
;

„ Postages, - . . 13 15 o

j

,, Sundry small expenses, i (6 9
„ Secretary's salary, 2 years, 50 o o

j

,, Balance due by ilic Sccre-

^^'"T- • 13 10 5

/; 1 3- '3
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EXTRACT DELIVERANCE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND ON THE FOREGOING REPORT.

At Edinburgh, • the Twenty-sixth day of May, Eighteen

Hundred and .Seventy-seven,

—

Wliich day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia, the Assembly called for the Re-

port of the Committee on Statistics of Christian Liberality, which

was given in by Mr James A. Campbell, the Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to—The General Assembly

approve of the Report, re-appoint the Committee, with the usual

powers, and instruct them to take steps to procm-e full information

respecting collections and contributions in connection with the Church

of Scotland, for religious, charitable, and educational purposes. The

Assembly enjoin Presbyteries to co-operate with the Committee in

obtaining returns from all Parishes, Chapels, and Stations within

their bounds.

Extracted from the Records • of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl Scot

MOULD AND TOD, PRINTERS,

; AND 4, ST JAMES' SQUARE. EDINBURGH
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K E P K T.

I.

In submitting their annual Report, your Committee congratulate

the Assembly on the generally satisfactory condition of the mem-

bers of the Church of Scotland's staff of chaplains on her Ma-

jesty's Indian establishment.

The Rev. Malcolm M. Ross, who, as was noticed in last year's

Report, came home on a two years' furlough, is still in this country.

The Rev. C M. Manson, who lately paid a short visit to this

country, has returned in good health to his duty with her Ma-

jesty's 92d Highlanders. Mr Manson has devoted himself zeal-

ously, and with much acceptance, to his Indian duties, and your

Committee trust that he may derive much refreshment from his

short visit to Scotland whilst the 9 2d were on their long march

to the station they now occupy, where Mr Manson expects to re-

sume his labours amongst them.

Your Committee learn that the Rev. James Lillie, chaplain at

Sealkote, has applied for a short leave on furlough, and is now on

his way to this country.

Your Committee learn with sincere regret that the health of

the Rev. James Lang has been impaired by a somewhat long resi-

dence in India, and that he, in consequence, contemplates an early

application for leave to Europe, from which your Committee trust

that he may derive permanent benefit. With the above exception,

your Committee are happy to report favourably, as far as known

to them, on the health of the chaplains of our Church in India.
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II.

One subject of regret falls again to be noticed in connection

with the inadequacy of our Church's Indian ecclesiastical estab-

lishment, to fulfil all the important duties devolving on them in

their wide sphere of labour. The inadequacy is felt, not only in

important stations being without the services of chaplains of our

Church, or enjoying these only rarely and at distant and often un-

certain intervals ; but also in the severe strain laid on the chaplains

in consequence of the great difiiculty—in fact, too often the impos-

sibility—of their obtaining the benefit of privilege-leave, to which

they are entitled, and which is so essential to the maintenance of

health and vigour in the trying climate of India.

When, through uninterrupted labour for a length of time, a

chaplain is compelled to seek a change, this can rarely be obtained

without some important station being for a time deprived of a

chaplain's services—a state of matters most injurious, not only to

the spiritual interests of individuals, but to our Church in India,

and weU worthy of serious consideration on the part of the Indian

authorities.

A short and clear statement in reference to what your Com-

mittee have, in general terms, touched on, has been forwarded to

the Convener by the Eev. J, M'A. Thomson, senior chaplain, Cal-

cutta, placing the matter in a very striking point of view.

Mr Thomson's statement, which is in a tabular form, shows how

inadequate to the number and spiritual wants of Presbyterians in

Bengal, the N.W. Provinces, Punjab, &c., is the existing strength

of our Chaplains' Establishment ; and that, were it not for the

occasional aid of missionaries of other bodies, many important sta-

tions would be destitute of the services of ministers of the Presby-

terian persuasion.

They would also remind your venerable House that the aid so

generously afforded by missionaries, and even laymen engaged in

their own proper work, can very inadequately overtake the wide

and varied range of duty at all large stations, demanding the un-

divided time and strength of a regularly officiating minister. The
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state of matters submitted in reference to Bengal, the N.W, Pro-

vinces, &c., holds equally, in proportion to the extent of territory,

in the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay. It is desirable that

details as to the extent to which the Church of Scotland is at pre-

sent represented in these Presidencies were furnished, similar to

those given above.

Your Committee can, indeed, hardly hope for an adequate addi-

tion to the regular staff' of our chaplains in India. They are, how-

ever, sanguine that were a case as strong as undoubtedly might be

made out, submitted to the Indian authorities, prompt aid to the

efforts of the Church, through her Colonial Committee, to supply,

so far, the deficiency in the number of chaplains, would be ex-

tended by Government. In such an event the Church would of

course look to a considerable amount of local effort in India.

III.

The case, however, is not exhausted in reference to the military

and civil services. There is a large and increasing body of our

countrymen in India, only indirectly or not connected with Gov-

ernment, whose spiritual interests have been brought frequently

before your venerable House, and deserve very serious and favour-

able consideration at the hands of the authorities, on account of

the many important issues bound up in the welfare of the classes

alluded to. Hitherto little has been done to meet their spiritual

wants ; and it may be confidently stated that no small amount of

what must be regretted, and may well excite anxious thought for

the future, has resulted.

Your Committee would fain hope that, were the matter taken

up vigorously by the Church through her Colonial Committee, and

• on strong representations from India, Government would be in-

duced to extend such assistance as has been already conferred in

the case of assistant ministers of our Church labouring amongst

the servants of Government at stations for which the services of a

chaplain were not available.
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Funds.

Your Committee, in referring to the want of funds at their

disposal for the discharge of the duties devolving on them, would

respectfully suggest that some permanent provision be made for

meeting their very moderate expenses. At present there is a

balance due to the Convener.

In name and hi/ authoritj/ of the Committee,

G. COOK, D.D., Convener.

Extract Deliverance of the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland on tlie foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the Twenty-fifth day of May, One thousand

eight hundred and seventy-seven.

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituted, inter alia, the General Assembly called for the

Report of the Committee on Indian Churches, which was given in by

Dr George Cook, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to,—The General Assembly

adopt the Report, re-appoint the Committee with powers as before,

enjoin the Committee, in co-operation with the Chaplains and mem-
bers of our Church in India, to endeavour by all available means to

obtain the assistance of the Indian authorities with the Church towards

procuring additional ministers for such stations as are beyond the reach

of ministrations by the regular Chaplains ; and towards supply of the

spiritual wants of our countrymen in India unconnected with Govern-

ment.

Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of

the Church of IScotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI Eccl. Scot.
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REPOllT.

YouK Committee was appointed by tlie General Assembly in

1875 after an Overture from tlie Presbytery of Auchterarder on

the rearrangement of the Schemes had been considered, the

deliverance of the Assembly being "that the Overture he re-

" mitted to a Special Committee appointed to revise the icorkinr]

" of all the Schemes, and to maJce suggestions for their improve-
" ment and increased efficiency.'' In the Assembly of 1876 the

Committee, having given in an interim report, was reappointed,

with the same powers. The Overture referred to was as fol-

lows :

—

" It i.s humbly overtured by the Presbytery of Auchterarder that the

" General Assembly take into consideration the whole Schemes of the

" Church, with a view to their rearrangement and reform, so as to bring

" them into harmony with the altered circumstances and sympathies of

" the people."

The commission thus given to your Committee seems to be a

sufficiently wide one, but there is some ambiguity in the mean-

ing of the word " scheme." By use and wont it is restricted to

the six principal schemes, or at most to those on behalf of which

collections are recorded in i\\Q Missionary Record,a.udi are audited

in the general accounts of the Church. In addition to them

there are various Committees at work, whose operations, however,

are not usually characterised as " schemes." Although various

points of interest in the working of those last suggested them-

selves to members of the Committee, it has been thought best to

abstain from including them in this Eeport, lest, on the one
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liand, the Committee should seem to be straining its powers, and,

on the otlier liand, attention be distracted from what was un-

doubtedly the primary object of the deliverance of the Assembly.

The schemes, therefore, under the consideration of the Com-

mittee have been Home Missions, Endowment, Educatioji,

.Foreign Missions, Colonial, Jewish, Army and Navy Chaplains,

Foreign Correspondence, and Finance.

After the Committee had carefully considered the subject

remitted to it, circulars containing the following queries were

addressed to all the conveners and secretaries connected with

the principal Schemes of the Church :

—

"
I. Date and terms of original institution of Scheme ?

" 2. Specify any changes in locality or nature of operations since institu-

" tion. "When did the chief of those (if any) take piace i

" 3. Are there any departments of worli which you think your Scheme
" should be relieved from, or any new branches which might- with pro-

" priety be added ?

" 4. Can you suggest any other changes in the sphere or character of

" outside operations of your Scheme as likely to promote efficiency ?

"
5. What part of your operations do you believe to attract most

" strongly the support of the members of the Church ?

" 6. Looking to the plan suggested by some, that the Schemes and
" Committees should be consolidated, what other (if any), larger or smaller,

" do you think your own could best unite or co-operate with ?

" 7. Have you any suggestions to make on such matters as appointment
" of members of Committee, or part payment of their travelling expenses ?

"

In reply, the Committee received various interesting com-

munications, leading in almost every case to further correspon-

dence on matters of detail, or on questions suggested by the •

replies, so that it is now possible to .submit both facts and

principles to the consideration of your Venerable House. The

following pages are written after consideration of the experience

and suggestions of the several Committees, as well as of this

Committee. It is impossible to make even this statement

-without expressing our sense of the deep obligation under which

the whole Church lies to those Conveners for their untiring

labours. Our acquaintance with their work enables us to speak

strongly ; but we do not wish to enlarge. Wliat has to be said in
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detail may be best taken up under the heading of the six prin-

cipal schemes, in the first instance beginning with those whose

sphere is in our own country. We begin, therefore, with

THE HOME MISSION.

Tlie Home Mission Committee may be regarded as beginning

in 1828 with the appointment by the General Assembly of

a Committee to provide increased "church accommodation."

Up to 1834 this Committee was engaged in a fruitless attempt

to obtain Government grants for the extension of the Church.

But in 1834 the " Church Extension" Committee was appointed,

with Dr. Chalmers at its head; and it is needless to recount

how his powerful advocacy added, by voluntary contributions,

more than 200 chapels to the places of worship in connection

with the Church.

By an Act of Assembly passed in the year 1842, a general com-

mittee was nominated with power to take charge of the objects

formerly carried out by separate committees, under the names of

the Church Extension Committee, the Committee forAiding Con-

gregations already established, the Committee for the Employ-

ment of Probationers, and the Committee for the Encouragement

of Young Men to the Office of the Ministry. Erom this Act

dates the name of " Home Mission Committee," under it being

a separate standing committee for each of the special objects

previously under the charge of an independent committee.

The branch of Church Extension now known as Endowment

was erected into a separate scheme in the year 1845. Tlie

work of the Home Mission Committee having been at all times

under the eye of the Church, has, under the management of its

various Conveners, been brought to a high state of perfection.

And we cannot but crave leave to remark upon the great pro-

gress which has been made since the present Convener devoted

his disinterested energies to this noble work. The vigour of

his administration, and the thoroughness of his inspection and

experience, have done much to secure the confidence of tlie
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members of the Church. It is not surprising that the ordi-

nary income of the Home Mission Committee during the past

year amounted to ^^T 11,780, being almost up to the unpre-

cedented figure of 1875. The Home Mission Committee was

for many years after 1843 mainly occupied in supplying

ordinances in chapels already existing; but of late it has

been increasingly engaged in developing Church extension

through the erection of new places of worship. For this

branch of the scheme alone grants to the amount of £1^,24'/

were voted during 1876. For the payment of salaries in

stations and chapels, grants to the amount of £642$ Avere

paid. "With regard to the "Employment of probationers,"

in the sense in which that was indicated in 1842— viz.,

" in adding to the provision made locally for missionaries in

"particular parishes and districts"—the Home Mission Com-

mittee liave done a great deal in a wise and vigorous way. The

lemainiiig object of the Committee—namely, the "Encourage-

" ment of young men to undertake the office of the ministiy"

—has not, we believe, been recently much attended to ; and

the only suggestion concerning tlae Home Mission which we

have to make is, that the attention of Dr. Pliin and his col-

leagues might be specially drawn to the importance of this

object in the present time. AVith the largely increased and

still rapidly increasing number of churches and chapels in our

National Establishment, it is obvious, to a large proportion of

your Committee, that we need an increasing supply of com-

petent probationers to provide for the pulpits, but instead of an

increase there is a considerable diminution. If we take the

whole number of students of divinity in the four Divinity

Halls, and consider how many are licensed each year for the

ministry of the Church of Scotland, it is clear that even if

every licentiate were competent to fill any one of the vacancies

— a supposition which cannot be made of the clerical any

more than of any other profession—we should still lack num-

bers for our needs. The confidence which all the Church

has in the Home Mission Committee and its Convener Avould

have naturally marked out this Committee for the important
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functions thus indicated, even were it not tlie case that these

objects fall under the original commission of that Committee,

and may therefore be fittingly renewed in our own time. The

words of the Act of 1842 may be quoted :

—

"And in regard to the encouragement of young men for the ministry,

" the attention of the Committee in charge of that object shall be very

" much devoted to seeking out and encouraging those having the Gaelic

'• language ; and the Committee shall bestow particular attention in fram-

'• ing a system of regulations for conducting the object intrusted to them,

" in such a way as to secure all the advantages and avoid the evils incident

' to a scheme of this nature."'

Our suggestion does not necessarily imply giving grants of

money.

To some of your Committee, however, it does not appear that

this branch of the original commission in 1842 is in our day at

all practicable or desirable.

THE ENDOWMENT COMMITTEE.

The whole Church sympathises with this Committee in the

great calamity which has befallen it in the loss of its Convener.

But it is not because that calamity might have made suggestions

a matter of some delicacy that your Committee has so little to

suggest. Every one is prepared to liear that the working of the

Endowment Committee has been as thorough and efficient, in

every private detail, as it has been in those parts of its operations

which were fully in the view of the country. The enormous

magnitude of its financial transactions might, under less skil-

ful guidance, have been a source of uneasiness to the Church,

but the eminent ministers M'ho have presided over its work

have been aided by the disinterested counsel and labours of

many elders who have given to our endowment investments

an amount of attention and care that it is almost impossible

to overvalue. Your Committee would suggest that, when prac-

ticable, new parishes ought not to be erected with populations

of more than 3000—larger populations not giving a fair chance

to the parochial system. They would also suggest that every
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encourafrement should be given to efforts to increase from the

first the permanent endowment ; the statutory amount {£120

or £100 and a manse) being inadequate in our day. The

statute further allows the contributor of any portion of the

endowment to stipulate that from the extra revenue of the

church {i.e., after the statutory stipend and all necessary

church expenses have been paid), the whole or part of his con-

tribution shall be repaid. It is understood that the insertion of

this condition has hardly ever been insisted on. But the Com-

mittee believe that there are cases where promises have been

privately made as to repayment from the surplus revenue after

statutory obligations have been fulfilled ; or that monej' has been

advanced by banks on the personal security of individuals who

expect to be relieved from that surplus. This state of things,

when ascertained, should be discouraged in the strongest way
;

and in all cases where there is a competition for a first place

on the endowment list, it should be held as a drawback that

any claim for repayment to a contributor is contemplated.

The chief remaining scheme on the Home list is the oldest

—

namely,

THE EDUCATION SCHEME,

It was instituted in 1824 " for increasing the means of educa-

" tion and of religious instruction throughout Scotland in gene-

" ral, where it may be needed, but particularly in the Highlands

" and Islands, and in large populous cities and towns." It was

carried out so thoroughly as in a great measure to meet the

deficiency of education existing in the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland ; and had sufficient means been afforded, there can be

little doubt that it would have served its purpose equally well

in large towns. The new Education Act of 1872 has not only

rendered a large number of the General Assembly's schools

unnecessary, so far as regards elementary secular education,

but it has in a great measure dried up the source from which

the fuuds of the Committee were derived, as may be seen by

the rapid decrease in the annual collection. The Education

Committee accordingly have been gradually withdrawing aid
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from their schools, and only continue to support a comparatively

small number, chiefly in the Highlands and Islands, where the

Act of Parliament has not yet been brought into full operation,

or where it was not desirable to withdraw at once from the

occupancy of buildings which are the property of the Church.

Of 300 schools, only 43 remained in May 1 876 ; and the num-
ber is now 34. The expenditure upon these schools was, in

the report for 1876, estimated at ^450, and the excellent object

of pensioning superannuated teachers, who had been long in the

Committee's service, was said to require about ;^i8o per annum
in addition. Your Committee cannot but approve of tlie course

taken by the Education Committee in withdrawing its aid from

those schools which ought to be supported under the legal

statute, and they trust that the process Avill be completed as

soon as possible. (See Report for 1876, p. 25.)

The question therefore arises, What is proposed as the future

policy of the Education Committee of the Church of Scotland ?

(i) There is, first of all, a strong desire to maintain three

Normal Schools in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. It is

fairly argued that in this way the Church will confer no small

benefit upon the general education of the country both by
training teachers in the practice of their future profession, and

by securing that they shall have an adequate amount of religious

knowledge before being commissioned to instruct the children

of the land. It has been further suggested that the Church of

Scotland, which has always been careful of the interests of

higher education, should secure in its Normal Schools a much
larger amount of instruction in classical literature and in

mathematics than has been given in recent years to embr3'o

schoolmasters. For generations the parish schools of Scotland

have not been " primary schools " in the sense that only elemen-

tary education was given in them. They were primary schools

in the sense that much elementary education was conveyed, and

that they were the basis of the M'hole national system. It

may be that the building and endowment of many grammar
schools in various districts of the country will be the result,

ere long, of contemporary agitation of the question, but at least
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until that time, and probably even after it, it cannot be of small

moment that the teachers of the ordinary schools of Scotland

should themselves acquire, and be in some measure able to com-

municate to fitting pupils, some knowledge of the elements of

a liberal education. Those who pass from the Normal Schools

at present to the ranks of the public teachers of Scotland with

Government warrant for their efficiency may be totally ignorant

of the Greek letters, and not know the elements of Latin. Latin

is taught in Normal Scliools, but it is not required for a Govern-

ment certificate. Your Committee await with much interest the

result of a regulation (see Eeport for 1 876) whereby, under article

102 of the Scotch Code, Normal School students may combine

attendance on classes in the University with their course in the

Normal School. Your Committee are not quite clear why some-

what more liberal arrangements with the students are not made,

so as to allow them, if qualified, to attend at an earlier period than

the last months of their second year, which alone seems to be

contemplated. It is true that most of them are not at present

qualified, but with the prospect of this reward for qualification,

some might be expected to prepare themselves in previous years.

The efficiency of the Normal Schools is amply attested. These

institutions at present not only do not cost money, but are

actually productive of some revenue, though not much, to the

funds of the Education Committee ; and to maintain them in

at least their present efficiency would not require an annual

collection.

But (2) the Education Committee has of late taken up another

branch of work, namely, to promote by inspection the religious

instruction in the ordinary schools of the young. It is obvious

that the Church of Scotland can no longer compel attention

to this subject in the National Schools, and what the Committee

has actually done—so far as Public Schools are concerned—is to

offer gratis to the School Boards in all the parishes the services

of a Church of Scotland Inspector of religious knowledge

whose certificate shall inform the Boards of the actual efficiency

of their schools in this department. Only thirty-four Boards

responded to the invitation, and 5 1 schools were examined, in
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1875. An increase of the nnniber to 72 took place in 1876, but

it is obvious that this is not such a response to the pro-

posal as to v.-arrant its continuance. If the Committee had

been able to offer not only gratuitous inspection but a grant

when the result of the inspection was satisfactory, it is at first

sight probable that many more Boards would have applied to

the Committee. But on the other hand a proposal by any one

religious denomination to offer grants to the public schools would

in all probability raise many sectarian animosities, and the

well-meant offer might do more harm than good. Any arrange-

ment for grants to schools under the head of religious teaching

would apparently require to be made by a combination of deno-

minations, and even then it is doubtful whether it would be

largely taken advantage of. The fact is that the people of

Scotland do not yet believe that up till now any essential

change in the use and wont of religious teaching has taken

place since the passing of the Education Act, and unless the

popular conviction is strong that there is an actual need for

special grants with a view to the encouragement of religious

teaching, no Church will find itself in possession of the neces-

sary funds to undertake the expenditure. Even if it were

possible to prevail upon Boards to accept the money, it does

not seem to iis that it would be possible at present to induce

congregations to give it. Any attempt, therefore, to meet the

large liabilities which a general offer of money for religious

teaching in public schools would involve would be sure to fail

in present circumstances. And, besides, any proceeding on the

part of any Churcli which seemed to foster the idea that it is

not the duty of the School Boards themselves to provide religious

instruction for the children attending their schools, might easily

be productive of evil.

Putting aside the idea of offering grants for religious teaching

in all public schools, what alternative course remains ? The

Education Committee, as appears from the published accounts

of the Church, gave ;^i 164 in grants for religious instruction

during 1876, and spent in salaries and travelling expenses of

the Inspectors ;^764. It is evident from his Eeport that the
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Committee have in Mr. Macquarrie a painstaking and vigorous

Inspector. We do not know all tlie details for 1876, but from

the previous year's reports we learn that those grants were made

to Sessional Schools, to Schools of the Society for Propagating

Christian Knowledge, to Public Works Schools, and to General

Assembly's Schools. The schools examined were 346 in number.

Those grants are made to schools (with a small and diminishing

number of exceptions) over which the General Assembly has no

direct power, but which are, in the very essence of their consti-

tution, schools for religious education. It humbly appears to your

Committee that the Cliurch can scarcely be asked to make a

collection for the continuance of such grants. It appears that

in 1876 the Education Committee received from the Baird

Trustees £800 ; from the Society for Propagating Christian

Knowledge, ;^200; from the Lay Association, ^32, 12s. 8d. ; and

from other Associations, ;^i 5, 19s. 8d.—a total of £ 1048, 12s. 4d.

They also received ;^I534 from legacies. We cannot but

believe that from some or all of those sources, and, if the

cause be good, from an increased number of individual sub-

scriptions—a source from which the Education Committee

drew ;^262, 15s. last year—a .sufi&cient sum might be raised to

continue religious inspection of those schools if it should be

desired, without making the annual collection from the congre-

gations of the Church directly responsible.

In short, it does not appear to your Committee that the

General Assembly is called upon to appeal to the body of the

Church for a general collection in aid of the Education Com-

mittee. On the other hand, we do not recommend the discon-

tinuance of that Committee. It is by no act of her own that

the Church of Scotland has been extruded from the concerns of

national education, and, to be faithful to her own principles, it

is right that she should continue to do her utmost in the good

cause that was so long her own. The Education Committee
" might still, therefore, be nominated to represent tlie General

Assembly in taking charge of the Normal Schools, in admini-

stering whatever funds from donations or legacies might accrue,

iu attending to the action of the Legislature and the Privy
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Council on Education, and particularly in co-operating with

those interested in securing competent and impartial inspection

in religious knowledge.

It is to be remembered that the Committee has a capital

fund of ii'16,593 ; and after writing off (for reasons suggested in

the report for 1876, page 17) upwards of ;^5000, there is still

in hands, in one form or anotlier, upwards of /"i 1,000. The

ordinary expenses and responsibilities of the Committee are

sufficiently provided for by this sum, and in any emergency

special efforts could be made.

It is not to be supposed that we suggest an alienation of the

Church from the cause of religious education. On the contrary,

we are convinced that, whether by a development of the

Sabbath-school system (at present in its infancy, and un-

doubtedly open to much practical improvement, with a view to

efficiency), or by some other special effort under the sanction of

the Church, the Church must teach religion to the young.

Without attempting to give an exhaustive recapitulation

of the suggestions which ,have been made, we may say in

a word, that they all spring from a consciousness that the

Christian Church in Scotland has long delegated to the public

schoolmaster much that is naturally the work of the parents

and the pastor. The connection between Church and school

naturally enough led to this, but now that the connection is

severed, no one can expect the work to be done as hitherto.

After the public teacher has done his best—and it must always

be remembered that, when the Code does not pay for religion,

there is great temptation to devote as little time as possible to

it—there will be ample room for higher work at home and in

the Church. Parents must be reminded of the inalienable

obligation resting on them; and many will benefit by pre-

paring themselves to teach their children. The Church has

not given due prominence to the great privilege of feeding the

lambs of the Eedeemer's flock ; and it seems to us that children

.

ought to have a regular portion of the public services of the

Church adapted to them. Even if facts are conveyed by

a teacher, it is often left to the minister to make a religious

impression. It appears, therefore, that there is a necessity for
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more reo-ular, continuous, and skilful use of the power of the

pulpit on Sundays for teaching and impressing Scripture on

the voung. Perhaps the arrangement of the Synod of Dort for

two diets every Lord's Day—one for preaching and one for

catechising—might he revived. The old practice of the mini-

ster catechising on the occasion of his annual visitation of the

flock may probahly require to be resumed where practicable.

Presbyteries, which are now relieved from the examination of

week-day schools, might examine Sunday-schools, and so adapt

tlieir functions of supervision to our changed times.

These suggestions are only thrown out for consideration, and

with a view to elicit discussion. If it should come to be found

that any such development of religious education requires the

formation of a general Church Fund to be sanctioned by the

Assembly, we have no doubt that such a fund will be readily

provided when the necessity of the case is clear. In the mean-

time, your Committee suggest that the Education Committee

should be requested to confer with the Sabbath School Com-

mittee in order to a detailed statement of the necessities and

responsibilities of the case being laid before next General

Assembly by those most familiar with the circumstances.*

rOEEIGN SCHEMES.

Turning now to the Foreign Schemes, we begin with the oldest

—the Foreign Mission Committee. This Mission originated in a

motion of Dr. Ingiis in 1824, and was subsequently carried into

practical operation in conformity with the report of his com-

mittee in 1825, and his powerful pastoral address of 1826. It

is well known to owe its first efficiency and much of its influ-

ence to the unrivalled pre-eminence among Indian missionaries

of Dr. Alexander Duff, who was ordained to the Mission in 1829.

The report of the Committee of 1825 may be here quoted:

—

" That, in the first instance, at least, it would be desirable to

" make one or other of the British provinces in India the field

" of labour ; that it would be desirable to establish, in the first

" instance, one central seminary of education, with branch

* The Rev. John Pagan disaentB from pp. 10-14 of the Report.
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" schools ill the surrounding couutry, for behoof of the children
" of the native population, under the charge of a head-master,
" who ought to be an ordained minister of our National Church,
" and not less than two additional teachers from this country,
" together with a certain number of additional teachers to be
" selected by the head-master from those natives who had pre-

" viously received the requisite education ; that the head-master
" ought to embrace opportunities, as they occur, to recommend
" the Gospel of Christ to the faith and acceptance of those to

" whom he finds access ; that with this view he ought to court
" the society of those natives more especially who have already
" received a liberal education, and, if encouraged by them, ought
" to put into their hands such tracts illustrative of the import,

" the evidences, and the history of the Christian faith as may be
" sent to him for that purpose under the authority of the Gene-
" ral Assembly, and ought also to preach from time to time in
" the hearing of such persons, or others who may be induced to

" attend him, either in the hall of the seminary over which he
" presides, or in such other convenient place as may be afforded

" him." The original instructions to Dr. Duff were—" TJiat

" while, besides the direct preaching of the Word, it was resolved
" that an educational seminary should be founded, especially for

" the training of native teachers and preachers, everything con-
" nected with the mode and manner of its organisation and the
" system of tuition and discipline—the modifications and adap-
" tations of the original rudimental scheme to existing circum-
" stances—and all other details whatever, would be left solely to

" the missionary
; and that in other respects the most boundless

" liberty would be conceded in resorting to whatever means he
" might see most expedient for the profitable dissemination of

" Divine truth." The result was the formation of the Calcutta

Institution. The Bomhay Institution dates from 1835, the mis-

sionaries therein having originally belonged to the Scottish

Missionary Society, and being transferred to the General Assem-
bly's scheme at that date. The Madras Mission was originated

in 1836. These institutions have continued from that time till

now to maintain a high place among the general educational
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a""encies of India. The success of the teachers is tested by the

standing of their pupils iu the university examinations, and it is

remarkable that our representatives can hold their own at these

examinations, which bear solely on secular subjects, inasmuch

as their pupils have to spend part of their time in acquiring

religious knowledge, while the pupils from the Government

schools with whom they compete have their whole time free for

secular studies.

The Punjaub Mission was originated in 1856, and was meant

to be less of an educational, and more of an evangelising and

vernacular. Mission than those of the Presidency towns. There

are stations of the Punjaub Mission at Sealkote, Goojrat, and

"Wazirabad.

In i860 a rural branch was opened in Bengal. Its original

centre was Gya. In 1870 it was transferred to Darjeeling,

because of that place affording a sphere among the hill tribes or

aborigines. The operations here are well known to the Church

from the zealous letters of Mr. Macfarlane, and the appeals of

the University Missionary Associations which have interested

themselves in this part of the foreign field.

In 1873, the field which had been entered and occupied by

Mr. Ferguson at CJiumha, in such interesting circumstances, was

adopted by the General Assembly on his retirement because of

the state of his health,. A medical labourer is at work there,

and a lay evangelist, and the Native Church is self-managing

and self-supporting. There is no Scotch minister at this station.

The Churcb has been often divided by a controversy as to the

value of our educational institutions in the Presidency towns.

Into the vexed controversy your Committee do not feel

called upon to enter. Again and again the General Assembly

has decided to maintain the Institutions, but the question

may be fairly raised whether they could not be partly

turned to other than the present uses. Is it not possible to

use some part of them as a training college for missionaries,

English as well as native ? Is it not advisable that a young

missionary, on going out from this country, should reside for

some time in or near those Institutions, acquiring knowledge of
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the great systems of Indian thought and of the feelings of the
people ? It is some time before he can be of much use in
preaching; and until he can preach his life at a lonely station
must often be tedious in the extreme. Doubtless, in some
cases, the necessity laid on him of acquiring the particular
language or dialect which it will be his future duty to usem preaching on the scene of his own labours, may cause some
difficulty in working out this arrangement, and yet we believe
that difficulty might be overcome, either by his acquiring in
the great Presidency towns a cognate dialect or fundame°ntal
language, or even by his obtaining competent teachers to in-
struct him in the very terms that he will afterwards need to use.
Indeed, it might be further suggested, that only after he has
been tried and tested there, so that his qualifications are known,
should any missionary be appointed to a distant sphere of labour!A system somewhat similar to the foregoing is adopted by
Government both in civil and medical work, and the Churches
might do well to adopt it with a few modifications.
Your Committee are also of opinion that it would be well for

our Church to consider with the Free Church the expediency of
our ceasing to have competing or rival Institutions or Missions
either in the Presidency towns or anywhere else in India'
Granting the necessity of each Church maintaining some Insti-
tutions, it is a matter for consideration whether they are all to
be retained.

Your Committee note with satisfaction that our distinguished
missionary in Calcutta, Dr. Jardine, instituted a series °of lec-
tures and religious addresses to English-speaking youno- men
in the hall of our Institution. He records, however, that none
save our own and Free Church students attended. Both the
success and the limitation of the attempt seem to suggest the
importance of the Church providing instruction by sermons and
lectures for the largely increasing class of English-speakincr
young men in India. Drs. Macleod and Watson, on their return
from their tour of inspection, reported strongly in favour of
some of the most eminent preachers and teachers of the Church
at home being sent out for a short time to India to interest and

4 s
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instruct this rapidly increasing class. We are told that it is

not Hindoo philosophy but English scepticism that furnishes

the chief stumbling-block in the way of the Christianisation of

the thoughtful youth of India. Our modern literature is read

with avidity, especially those works which bear on the great ques-

tions of religion and revelation. Christian missionaries in Presi-

dency towns, therefore, need to be something more than teachers

of the ignorant or indiflferent. We note with pleasure that Dr.

Jardine has issued several books whose aim is to instruct the

intelligent Indians in the characteristic excellences of the

Christian religion. We desiderate full information as to the

need and the supply of such literature, and the Foreign Mission

Committee will doubtless be able to furnish details as to its use.

The appointment of the Eev. J. Eraser Campbell by the

Canadian Church, in co-operation with our own, to enter upon

evangelistic work among the English-speaking natives in Madras

is another hopeful and important sign of the times. We be-

lieve that the increasing difficulty of competing with Govern-

ment schools in providing ordinary education in the great

cities will make it desirable that such of our Institutions as we

retain shall be put to use, not only in teaching the young,

but also in endeavouring to influence the intelligent, whether

young or old, even though they be not pupils.

The want of suitable men as Indian missionaries has been

long felt, and is indeed far from creditable to our Church.

We believe that far too much attention had been paid to the

scale of salaries adopted by other Churches, and too little

to the relation of the minister's salary in India to what the

same man might have expected to obtain in home service. We
therefore hail with great satisfaction the recent minute of the

India Mission Committee raising the salaries of our missionaries

to a more adequate figure, beginning at £SS0 and rising to ^600
during the term of full service, with an extra allowance for

those who reside in Presidency towns or are sent on itinerant

duty. The details will be found in the Eeport of the India

Mission Committee. Doubtless it must be from higher than

pecuniary considerations that a true missionary will be induced
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to give his life to foreign missions; there' is much 'need for

the whole Church to give itself to earnest and importunate

prayer to the Lord of the harvest that He would send forth

labourers to the great harvest-field; hut still it ill becomes

those at home to forget the claims of wife and children

upon their devoted representative in a distant clime, and when
a sacrifice for Christ's sake is the Church's dut}^ to ask

the expatriated missionary to make it all. We believe that

a new era in our India Mission will now begin ; and that

not only, or even chiefly, because of the higher salary,

but still more because of the greater zeal on the part of the

Home Church which the new offers betoken, we may expect a

much larger number of men of the highest class. We can now
look around us and expect that ardent young ministers will

volunteer for the foreign service in the Church as readily as brave

young officers do in the British army. The Convener of the India

Mission Committee informs us that on several recent occasions

intending missionaries have withdrawn from half-made engage-

ments owing to the unwillingness of fathers and mothers to let

them go. There is a field for pulpit-teaching in showing to

Scottish parents the greatness, we would even say the glory, of

preaching the Gospel to the perishing heathen. It seems strange

that while mothers eagerly send their sons to competition for a

place in secular work, and while rice-planting and regimental ser-

vice never lack the flower of British youth, the highest service of

all, the ministry of our Saviour, should scare mothers and sons

in our Christian congregations. Our probationers never fail to

ofi'er themselves as candidates for parishes at home, but few in-

deed can be persuaded to go among the foreign heathen. Aber-

deen University has an honourable pre-eminence in the number
of able missionaries it has sent to the India Mission in recent

years. But we cannot expect that many missionaries will come
from a listless Church ; and no one can deny that something

like liiBtlessness has characterised for a considerable time the

general attitude of the Church of Scotland in relation to

Foreign ^Missions, We may say this the more frankly that a

better (iay is obviously dawning ; an awakening and increasing
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interest is everywhere showing itself. An increasing revenue,

the eaf^er search for new fields, and the expressed desire for

fuller information, show that the body of the people are becoming

alive to the importance of the issues at stake. It may be hoped

that in future, when a missionary has actually gone to the

foreign field, the members of the Church at large will follow

his footsteps with greater interest and more constant prayer

than we can now believe that they do. The lack of missionary in-

formation or interest in missionary matters in the Home Church

is still very great, and startling proof of it might be obtained

by asking any ordinary company of members of the Church the

number and names of our missionaries at any Indian station.

It is to be hoped, on the other hand, that missionaries will

exert themselves to write such letters as will interest us

in their work. If a missionary would write occasional let-

ters full of his own personality—such letters as enable one

friend to understand the life of another—we are persuaded that

the Church would gratify him with proofs of interest which at

present he has little cause even to imagine. If he would tell

us what it is in heathenism which most stirs his own heart, and

show how its hopelessness in some cases, its delusions in others,

its debasement of man in almost every aspect, prove the un-

speakable need of the blessed Gospel, he would make his con-

tributions to the Missionary Record a power in the country.

And if he would, like the great Apostle of the Gentiles, enable

us to know by his letters the names and services of his subor-

dinates and helpers, our home circles would be knit to the brave

band that is round him as he works. A letter in an Appendix

to the Report of the Foreign Mission Committee sometimes

gives a graphic account of a particular convert, who is left in a

critical position when the Eeport is printed, but of whom we

hear nothing next year or afterwards. This we say in the in-

terest of the work to which our faithful missionaries are giving

their lives ; and we say it because we believe that, although our

suggestion might increase the labour of their letter-wi.iting, it

would lighten by its results all the work they do, and brighten

their life of hardship.
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We cannot pass without special notice the new field—we
might almost say the new world—that is opened for mission-
ary work in the Indian zenanas. It is impossible to exaggerate

the importance of occupying this field, and it is pleasing to

hear that in various parts of Scotland great and growing local

efforts are made worthily to sustain it. It would seem that we
may soon have not only the country Sabbath-school with its

special " orphan " in the Indian Orphanage, but also each great
city or district, or perhaps even congregation, with its own
peculiar branch of the common work, which it supports witli

pride and pleasure as its own. We cannot fail, however,
to note a tendency to select fields of labour without due
provision for all the branches of missionary work goinn- on
at the same time. Thus at Poonah there appears to be a
vigorous zenana mission, to which also a medical missionary is

soon to be sent, and much credit is due to the Ladies' Associa-
tions which show so much faith and zeal, but there is no ordained
minister at the station. A chaplain, we understand, seldom
knows enough of the vernacular to officiate at a native baptism,
or to give any help to the zenana labourers in speaking to the
people in their own tongue ; and it seems to us that the Foreign
Mission Committee would do well to provide that no new branch
of missionary labour should be encouraged without an attempt
to fully equip the general Mission at that spot. We know how
there may be at some particular time no ordained minister at

a long-established station, or only one when two are needed

;

because when death or retirement caused a vacancy, the utmost
efforts of the Foreign Mission Committee could not prevail on
any man to go and supply it. The analogy of our parishes at

home enables us to realise the evil which comes from this.

The mere occurrence of a complete vacancy is enough to undo
the work of previous years ; and to supply it with a missionary

who will be unable to speak to the people for two years after

his arrival is to prolong it for that time. In this way the want
of a sufficient supply of missionaries paralyses the Mission. It

is a pleasure to add, that the letters of our representatives in

India show that they are able and zealous men, of whom any
Church may be proud. But they are far too few,
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What has been said refers to the original branch of the Foreign

Mission ; but within the last two years a mission to Africa has

been opened, apparently with great prospects of success. It is

obvious that the people of Scotland are ready to provide funds

for extending the operations of our Foreign Mission. Let us

hope that some minister will volunteer to remove the discredit of

our haviug no ordained missionary in Central Africa. Another

new field is contemplated in China. There can be little doubt

that when a choice of spheres is offered to young missionaries, we

shall have a larger number volunteering their services than we

have hitherto been able to obtain.

We next come to speak of what has been long known as

THE COLONIAL SCHEME.

The Colonial Committee of the General Assembly dates from

the year 1 831, and Colonial Missions were adopted as one of

the Schemes of the Church in 1836. Several important changes

in the instructions to the Committee and in the definition of its

sphere have taken place within the forty years of its existence.

In 1 840 the Committee were empowered by the General Assem-

bly to attend to the spiritual interests of Scottish Presbyterians

settled in foreign countries (not only in colonies), and in 1857

the General Assembly intrusted to the Colonial Committee the

care of the Presbyterians in the army. In later times, two other

Committees—the Continental Committee and the Committee on

Navy and Army Chaplains—relieved the Colonial Scheme oftwo

of those branches ; but in 1872 the Colonial Committee again

resumed the charge of providing resident pastors among Scot-

tish Presbyterians permanently located in foreign countries,

leaving to the Continental Churches Committee the supply of

ordinances to temporary residents on the Continent. After

various approaches to such a proceeding, the operations of the

Colonial Committee were, in 1870, formally extended to Scot-

tish Presbyterians in India, for whom no provision can be made

by the chaplains on the Indian Establishment.
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The recent unions of Presbyterian Churches in Australia, New
Zealand, and Canada, have led to important modifications of the

work of the Colonial Committee of the Church of Scotland. The
Committee has no longer a direct connection with a Presbyterian

Church in each of those Colonies, but it has opportunities of

co-operating with the other British Presbyterian Churches in pro-

moting the religious interests of Presbyterian colonists. Each of

the Home Churches has been earnestly implored to send out pro-

bationers or ministers to the aid of each of the Colonial Churches.

In every case the Colonial Church is endeavouring to train

ministers from among its own sons, but it will be many years

ere the results can be such as to supply the need. Their cry

for ministers comes still home. But probably all our Home
Churches lack ministers for their own charges ; certainly the

Church of Scotland does. This scarcity at home has caused

the Colonial Committee to respond to the invitation of some
Colonial Churches to send out young men who have received

the foundation of a good education, in order that they may be
trained for the ministry amid the scenes of their future labours,

and under the direction of ministers who have had experience

of the field and of the work in it.

These outlines are submitted in order that the General
Assembly may see the present position of the Colonial Com-
mittee. It has not its old field in the principal British Colonies.

The action of the Churches in those Colonies has excluded
it. We are now in the relation, not of a parent, but of a

sister Church, privileged to co-operate, but not called upon to

maintain. There are still, however, in the newly opened fields

of Fiji, in Ceylon, in La Plata, in British Guiana, in Jamaica,

and on the Continent of Europe, as well as in India, scattered

stations to which the attention and support of the Colonial

Committee have been drawn. And this is a most valuable

department of the Church's work. There is a certain real

interest, as well as romantic sentiment, commending this

scheme to the sympathies of our congregations throughout the

whole of Scotland. Indeed, it may be doubted if there is

any scheme which appeals more powerfully to the sympathies
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of a cono-regation than that which proposes to follow expa-

triated kindred to remote and scattered settlements with the

ordinances of the Gospel according to the forms they left at

home. There is no special reason why settlers in India should

not be the objects of the Committee's care as well as settlers

say in Ceylon or Fiji ; but it is possible that the term " Colonial

"

is no longer applicable, and that a new title would be less liable

to misapprehension. " To supply ordinances to Scotchmen

fiirth of Scotland" is a periphrasis clumsily expressing what

we mean ; and without attempting to fix a title, we might indi-

cate that it is in this direction the chief change should take

place. A wide and very varied field would be open to the

Committee—a field from each portion of which their success

would always in the end expel them, but at the same time with

new openings presenting themselves elsewhere. It may be

their duty to assist a young settlement or community or con-

gregation, and equally their duty to leave it when its growing

strength entitles them to let it stand alone. But still the one

object would remain unchanged, and the same sympathy would

support the Committee amid all the alterations of the particular

sphere.

Objections have been taken to the Church of Scotland attempt-

ing to supply ordinances in such places as Dresden and Paris,

even to permanent residents. With this objection your Com-

mittee cannot sympathise. Young students and governesses,

domestic servants and craftsmen, and boys and girls at school,

or whole families resident in foreign capitals for the sake

of the education of their children, make up the bulk of our

congregations in those Continental cities ; and your Committee

can scarcely imagine a field more worthy of being cultivated, or

one from which retreat would be more disastrous and disgraceful.

There must be other places besides the capitals of France and

Saxony where our Church could find good work to do, and

where she is needed to do it. We would further suggest

that temporary residents on the Continent at health-resorts

furnish fitting cases for the supply of ordinances by such

a Committee. Other Churches find it to their advantage to
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occupy these fields, aud there is therefore apriviafacie case for

our doing the same—not in opposition to them, but in such co-

operation with them as would leave each denomination in sole

possession of such particular places as may be agreed upon be-
tween the representative committees. The Church of Scotland has
suffered not a little in the estimation of Foreign Churches by her
slackness in establishing such temporary stations, and she has
suffered still more in tlie estimation of our wandering children
wlio find themselves obliged to sue for ordinances from other
Churches. At the same time, we believe that in most cases

with the exercise of proper vigour on the part of our repre-

sentative ministers, it would be possible to make those stations

self-supporting, or nearly so, and, at all events, a much smaller
strain on the funds of the Committee than they are now.
The success of a minister in this respect might well be made an
element in the consideration of the Committee when making up
their list of preachers in future years.

We are enabled to state that the Convener of the Continental
Churches Committee cordially concurs in the idea of absorbinf^
his Committee in what is now known as the Colonial Committee!
There remains, however, one branch of the work of the Conti-
nental Churches Committee, known as Foreign Correspondence,
which is more difficult to deal with. The object of this, as is well
known, is to give grants to the poor Churches of European
Christendom, with the view of aiding them in their mission-
work at home. The Waldenses, the National Church of France,
the Churches in Spain, Bohemia, and Hungary, are amongst the
recipients of the Church of Scotland's freewill offerings of sym-
pathy. We cannot sever ourselves from our brethren that have
need

;
it rather becomes us to increase very greatly our dona-

tions for their behoof. But this object, too, might be combined
with that of the Colonial Committee rather than maintain a
scheme and recommend a collection every second or third year
for the purpose, as is now done. The title of the Committee
would require some further change so as to embrace this Con-
tinental work.

In regard to Canada, we liave, after much anxious delibera-
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tion, to suggest that no fresh grant of money be made for

the general purposes of either branch of the Church in that

Dominion. We do not counsel any precipitate step ;
we believe

that not only fair notice must be given, but that liberal con-

sideration must be exercised. Still neutrality seems to us to

mean non-interference. The General Assembly has maintained

an attitude of neutrality in regard to the dissensions in that land,

and while we would not shut the door against an application on

behalf of a special case, we should certainly think it a mistake

if our neutrality led us to make payments to each of the divi-

sions of the Canadian Church, or to each of the divisions of any

part of it. On the whole subject of the payments in Canada

we need detailed information, but we understand that some

of the payments noted in the accounts of the Colonial Com-

mittee are in fulfilment of old obligations, and that many

of those obligations have now ceased. All obligations must

of course be met in a fair, nay more, in a liberal spirit,

but it seems unadvisable to contract any more. The Pres-

bytery of Pictou adheres to the old position of connection

with, the Church of Scotland, and it Avould be interesting to

have a report from the Colonial Committee on the circum-

stances of this Presbytery. The Presbyterian Church in

British Columbia also adheres to us; and a similar report

regarding it is to be desired. But ministers and colleges now

belonging to the United Church in Canada cannot have any

abiding claim on grants from the Church of Scotland ; and,

on the other hand, to continue grants to the individuals of the

minority in any Presbytery, or in the Dominion as a whole, is

really to take part against the United Church, to which our best

wishes have been conveyed.

Under the head of " Army and Navy Chaplains " Committees,

your Committee have afterwards to make a suggestion, which

may concern the Colonial Committee.
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JEWISH MISSION,

Your Committee have had much correspondence with the

Committee for the Conversion of the Jews ; and in addition to

the queries printed at the beginning of this Eeport, drew up

other queries of a more special kind, bearing on the work done

at the Mission Stations under the charge of that Committee.

They have printed those queries and the replies to them in an

Appendix to this Report. They frankly say that this was done

because some members were doubtful as to the nature and good

results of the work done among the Jews. Those who did not

share those doubts believed that special and pointed inquiry was

the best way to elicit the truth, and that it was our duty, in

obedience to the instructions of the General Assembly, to siit

thoroughly the circumstances of the case. It is not known to

your Committee that there exists any difficulty in the mind of

any member to which they did not give form and shape iu

those special queries.

Your Committee did not indeed direct their inquiries with a

view to those who do not believe that it is the duty and the

privilege of the Christian Church to labour for the conversion of

Israel. That Christ's kinsmen according to the flesh are excluded

from the benefits of Christ's Gospel is in itself too monstrous a

proposition to be maintained ; and moreover, the special pro-

mises which connect the fulness of the glory of the Eedeemer's

kingdom with the ingathering of Israel are sufficiently clear to

stimulate the disciples of the Redeemer to resolute and hopeful

exertion in a " Mission for the Conversion of the Jews."

But, on the other hand, it is necessary to see that the best and

wisest means of gaining a desired end are actually used. And
your Committee asked for a history of the operations of the

Jewish Mission Committee, in order that it might be made clear

why different fields of labour have at different periods been

successively taken up and abandoned, until now the whole

operations of the Church of Scotland's missionaries are within

the dominions of the Sultan, and on the seaboard of the
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Mediterranean. The historical sketch which theJewish Mission

Committee drew up gave fall informatioa on those points, and

we understand that they have acted on a suggestion to print

the substance of it in the beginning of their Eeport to the

Assembly. Eeferring to it for details, we may simply note here

that the first act of the Church was (1838) to send a deputation

to the East to inquire into the condition of the Jews in

Palestine, Turkey, and the Continent of Europe ; and that the

result of the inquiries of that deputation was the establish-

ment of Mission Stations in Jassy, Pesth, and Constantinople.

The missionaries to the Jews all joined the Free Church in

1843, and remaining at their posts, continued their work.

Erom that time the Eree Church has had the stations of its

Jewish Mission in great towns in the east and north-east of

Europe.

Since that time the Committee attempted to establish sta-

tions at Tunis, from which they were driven (1848) by per-

secution ; in London (1846), from which they retired in 1854,

because they could not work without hindering the operations

of other Christian societies having the same object ; in Western

Germany (1847), from which they began to withdraw in 1856,

because (i) Turkey seemed a better field, and (2) German Pro-

testant Churches began to do the work which naturally falls to

them to do. Einally, when the close of the Crimean War
seemed to invite special attention to Turkey, and when religious

toleration was proclaimed, so as to open a wide door to mis-

sionaries, it was thought desirable to establish Missions to those

Jews who had long found a home under the rule of the Sultan.

On the withdrawal of the American Missions (in 1856) from

their work among the Jews in Salonica and Smyrna, the Gene-

ral Assembly adopied those stations, and (1859) added Con-

stantinople, in the vast population of which it seemed possible

to find a field without interferiug in the work of the Free Church

or other Protestant Christians. In 1859, the Mission to Jews

in Alexandria was taken up on the withdrawal of a Glasgow

Society from it ; and in 1 864, Beyroul was added, mainly be-

cause its nearness to the Holy Land makes it a suitable centre
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of missionary work among the Jews of Syria and Palestine. The
Jewish Mission Committee have erected commodious and valu-

able buildings in Constantinople, Smyrna, and Alexandria.

At all the stations the missionaries minister to Englisli-

speaking Presbyterians—in Beyrout to all the English-speaking

population,—and have in their schools Greek and Turkish

children along with the Jewish. At all the stations there are

teachers for the schools under the supervision of the ordained

missionaries. At Salonica., one of ,the two missionaries was
appointed (1874) "with the special object of working among
" the Greek population." At Monastir, a subordinate branch of

the Salonica mission, under the charge of Mr. Aristides (a Greek
converted under the teacliing of our missionaries), is carried on,

but in recent reports no details as to its nature are given.

Your Committee are satisfied that the missionaries of our
Church to the Jews are men of exceptionally high ability and
culture, and devoted to their work. That one of them (Pev. J.

Christie) should have been selected by two Bible Societies for

executing a new translation of the Bible into Judseo-Spanish is

matter of congratulation to the Church. And of the respect in

which all of them are held by their fellow-citizens there is ample
proof. Your Committee are further satisfied that the mixture
of races in the schools is itself a great gain to Christian charity,

and directly useful in softening the prejudices of the Jews,
besides enabling the missionaries to keep the schools open when,
from some sudden panic, or after some special anathema by the

Rabbis, the Jewish children are withdrawn. They come easily

back in twos and threes to the school that is still open. The
total number of pupils at the Mission schools during 1876 was

1723, and 526 of that number were Jewish— 103 being boys,

and 423 girls. Some have supposed that schools thus fre-

quented by Jewish children cannot be distinctly Christian

schools ; but we have abundant testimony, from your excellent

missionaries themselves, from the Committee, and from many
well-known ministers and members of the Church, that this

supposition is entirely unfounded. The JSTew Testament is

-taught regularly and thoroughly, as well as the Old Testament
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from a Christian point of view ; and your Committee are assured

that the Jewish pupils in your Llission schools will be found to

be well acquainted with the facts and precepts of the New
Testament. It is quite true that the Eabbis denounce our Chris-

tian schools, and open schools for Jewish children, in some of

which they even try to induce attendance by giving food and

clothing ; but still the children come to us, or, if they leave,

come back again. It appears that a few months ago the Jews

in Alexandria threatened to withdraw their children if Chris-

tianity was taught, but the missionary was firm, and the children

are in the school still.

The missionaries have not made much way among adult Jews

in so far as direct results are concerned. They explain that the

" Spanish Jews," among whom all our missionaries are placed,

are more bigoted than Polish and other Jews, having inherited

hatred of Christians from the bygone centuries of oppression.

There are 14 Jewish converts in connection with our mission-con-

gregations— I at Beyrout, 9 at Constantinople, and 4 at Smyrna.

Avowed conversion is ruin to a Jew who lives by his trade

;

and until an Industrial Home in connection with the Mission

is established, the poverty and shame which would follow

Christian baptism will always deter all but a very resolute few.

(See Eeport for 1875, p. 389.) There can be little doubt that

the more our Mission can succeed with Greeks and Turks, the

easier will it be to find personal and social support to sustain

the individual Jew who comes over to Christianity. The solitary

convert is an outlaw, but if there were a native Christian con-

gregation of converts, he would find friends in his new estate. At

Smyrna 14 is the average number of adult Jews who attend the

meeting our missionary (Mr. Spence) has with adult Jews on

Saturdays. In the Eeport for 1876, particulars are given of the

case of an interesting enquirer in Smyrna, p. 273, and of another

at Beyrout, p. 284; of both of whom we hope to hear in the

Eeport for 1877. The names are not given. At the other sta-

tions it is not stated how many attend ; at Constantinople it is

said the meetings are " pretty well attended
;

" but we do not find

either in 1875 or 1876 any particulars save in the report from
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Smyrna. It appears to be possible to reach Jews through the

use of suitable literature ; the Juda}o-Spanish New Testament,

with marginal references to the Old Testament, is expected to be

a powerful means of enlightening them ; and the complaint made

by one of the missionaries (Keport, 1875, p. 381) that there is

great " want of really good tracts," will probably be supplied by

Mr. Christie, now that his work on the translation of the New
Testament is completed.

It is only right to remark, that although the direct results of

our Mission are few, the indirect results are very great. The

Jews now believe in the kindness of Christians, and show

respect to the Saviour's name and the convictions of His

disciples, instead of showing scorn and hatred, as was usual

among them twenty years ago. This is true even of the adults,

and, as might be expected, those who have been trained in the

Mission schools have the most friendly feelings (see Eeport for

1876, p. 281).

In conclusion, your Committee, as stated already, are satisfied

of the ability of your missionaries, of the Christian character of

your schools, of the propriety of having children of other

nationalities in the same school with the Jewish pupils, and

of the additional interest which is given to the life of your

missionary, and the additional social influence which belongs

to him, when he ministers to the Presbyterian congregation in

tlie city to which he is sent. They are satisfied that valuable

indirect results have already followed from the Mission, and

that these must, from the nature of the case, rapidly increase

;

and that the Jewish Mission Committee is doing a work which

has a well-founded claim on the sympathy, the contributions,

and the prayers of the members of the Church of Scotland.

Further, they believe that Constantinople and Smyrna are as

good stations as could be found anywhere ; that Salonica is

probably in the same category ; but that it is doubtful whether,

on the present footing of these stations, Alexandria and Eeyrout

furnish a sufficient field for the distinctive work of the Jewish

Mission. They are thoroughly persuaded that the Church of

Scotland should withdraw from neither post ; that her represen-
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tatives at both are and have been men of very high qualifications
;

but they have some difficulty in regarding either as specially

Jewish Mission work. In Alexandria the ministration to the

English congregation and the Bethel-ship must largely occupy the

time of the missionaries. In Beyrout the pastorate of the con-

gregation of all English-speaking nationalities must be all but as

much as a man can undertake. It is not easier to prepare for the

pulpit in Beyrout or Alexandria than at home. And your Com-

mittee would suggest that the Colonial Committee, under its new

name, might at least share with the Jewish the cost of main-

taining each of those stations ; so that the representative of

the Jewish Mission might do Jewish work in Alexandria, and

the representative at Beyrout might be free for the itineracy in

Palestine, the facilities for which furnish the chief arguments

for the existence of the station. "We suggest that the two

Committees should be instructed to confer together before next

meeting of the General Assembly.

With the funds thus set free it is worthy of the consideration

of the Jewish Mission Committee whether another station could

not be found among Jews less prejudiced than those among

whom they now labour. The growing confidence of the Church

in this Mission would grow still more quickly if the stimulus of

success among adults were applied to it. It is true that all

missions to the Jews are carried on by faith rather than by

sight; but still, if there be any tribes of Jews less prejudiced

than the Spanish, a field free from other workers might be

sought out among them.

The Jewish Mission stations are not far off, and it would

bring their case home to the knowledge and sympathy of the

Church if the Convener or some other trusted member of the

Committee visited them from time to time.

We would also suggest that if an Industrial Home is needed

(see Report for 1875, p. 389), the Committee Avould do well to

consider how and where they can best establish it.
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We next take up some of the less important schemes, the first

and second being Home scliemes, the third Foreign, and the
fourth British, tliough not Scottish.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

This Committee is in an exceptional position. It provides
all the funds which are available for the general purposes of
the Church. When the General Assembly appoints a Com-
mittee for a special purpose, it is necessary to have some means
of defraying the expense which is unavoidably incurred. It

often happens that Bills in Parliament require some steps on the

part of the Cliurch for the protection of her interests ; and the

Committee on Finance must provide the funds required for

printing information, &c. Indeed, this Committee is the only one
with funds available for the Church as a corporation ; and in

those days, when enemies are attempting to put her on her
defence, this Committee, when it appeals to tire membership,
must not appeal in vain.

COMMITTEE ON PATRONAGE COMPENSATION.

By the recent Act abolishing Patronage it was provided
that a Patron who chose to give notice within a year from the
passing of the Act should be entitled to the estimated value
of iiis Patronage in four equal instalments, paid from the stipend
received during tlie first four years of his incumbency by the
minister first appointed under the Act. The Patrons have thus
the security of the stipend ; but it was quite understood that
the members of the Church would not allow the young ministers
to pay from their scanty funds the price thus exacted from them
for the great boon conferred on the whole Church, Only 120
Patrons asserted their claims (for 242 livings) ; and it is calcu-

lated that a yearly sum of ^2500 will suffice to meet them as

they occur. During twenty or twenty-five years to come pay-
ments may be expected to be required, and for the first four years

4T
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in increasing amount. This Committee's appeals are commended

to the liberality of the Church.

COMxMITTEE ON CORRESPONDENCE WITH FOREIGN CHURCHES AND

CONTINENTAL MISSIONS.

Of this Committee and its work it has been found convenient

to speak under the head " Colonial Mission," page 25. The Com-

mittee has for many years made grants of i^200 each to the Wal-

densiau and French National Churches; and others of £100 or

£$0 to the Spanish, Bohemian, and other Churches on the

Continent. Those grants have been received with gratitude,

and an interesting feature in the proceedings of the General

Assembly is the reception of the delegates from those foreign

Churches, sent to tell us how our brethren prosper in their

work.

The summer chaplaincies are regarded as a special branch, and

in that department there appears to be a debt of ;!^25o.

ARMY AND NAVY CHAPLAINS.

The expenditure under this head amounts to about ^^400 a

year. The object is interesting, and the success with which it

has been prosecuted is most encouraging. The National Church

can never abandon the effort to make provision for the spiritual

needs of our soldiers and sailors. The outlay is small when the

work of seven chaplaincies is considered. Nevertheless, the sum

requisite for that outlay must be provided. And how ? Your

Committee believe that the occurrence of triennial collections for

this and other similar schemes tends to distract and bewilder the

congregations of the Church, to suggest to ministers and con-

gregations a possibility of not collecting when the Assembly

enjoins, and altogether to impair the efhciency of our general

collecting agencies. We therefore recommend that the Army
and Navy Chaplains' Fund be in future provided by the

Colonial Committee, and that the present Convener of the
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Home Mission Committee be requested to continue as Con-

vener of the Army and Navy Chaplains' Committee, that Com-

mittee (though as a sub-committee of the larger body which

supports it with money) being still maintained with a view to

communication with Government. The two Committees might

be instructed to confer on the subject, with a view to materials

for a decision being laid before next Assembly.

GENERAL PROPOSALS.

Many and varied suggestions have been made with a view to

grouping the present schemes under different heads, or to recon-

stituting our missionary operations under new forms and new

names. A member of the Committee, and a minister of great

experience, suggests that in future we should have four schemes

— I. Present Home Mission ; 2. The Endowment Scheme
; 3. Mis-

sions to Foreign Christian Countries ; and 4. Missions to Foreign

Heathen Countries. His suggestion implies that all our work

in the Christian countries on the Continent of Europe should be

under one head, while our Jewish Mission, for example, as being

in Turkey, and our scattered Missions in South America, should

be under another. There is some difficulty in assigning to India

its place in either, as the governing power is Christian and the

population is heathen. This seems to the Committee to attempt

a division for the sake of theoretical uniformity. It would

diminish the amount received. It would leave no place for any

change in the field of the Jewish Mission; and they cannot

adopt it.

Another proposal which has been made is that we should

in future have two great Committees, one for Home and one

for Foreign operations ; that each of these again should be

divided, for purposes of management, into sub-committees,

somewhat corresponding to the committees of our present

schemes ; but that there should be only one secretary and

one treasurer for each of the large groups, those officials to be

liberally paid, so that they might be men who could advocate the

interests of the schemes when required. Others suggest that
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two ministers should be released from their charges, and be

liberally paid as Conveners. Your Committee have some diffi-

culty in pronouncing practically upon either form of this arrange-

ment, which is in the abstract so desirable. They are not quite

sure that the present transition state of our schemes is such

as to make it possible to enter upon a combination of manage-

ment. They are not sure that it would either diminish expense

or increase efficiency, in the present circumstances of the Church.

And at all events, consideration of this part of the project cannot

precede a decision on the other important matters we have

brought before the Assembly.

But there are some practical suggestions which we think

might even now be attended to. The times of committee

meetings might certainly be arranged with a view to the con-

venience of members at a distance. The meetings of the various

Committees might be so arranged, at suitable hours on consecu-

tive days, that a member coming from a distance would be able,

in say two days or three, to attend them all.

Again, in looking over the lists of the Committees of the

Church, the occurrence of the same names in all or many of

them must strike every one. It is quite clear that no minister

at a distance can, with any due regard to his time or his purse,

statedly attend the meetings of those several Committees of

which he is a nominal member ; and unless attendance is regular,

the usefulness of a member of Committee amounts to very little.

"We therefore suggest that the large General Committees should

be abolished, that the Acting Committees should be much smaller

in number, and that no one should allow himself to be appointed

without an honourable understanding that he shall regularly

attend ; and that the travelling expenses of these members of

Committees should be paid, for if a man gives his time and

attention to the work of the Church, it is rather too much in

addition to mulct him of his pecuniary outlay.* On the other

hand, as it has been said that there is some advantage in call-

ing together a General Committee when a special emergency

The Jewish and Foreign Mission Committees pay the travelling expenses in-

curred by members at a distance.
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arises, we would suggest that a consulting Committee might be
nominated, the members of which could be summoned on such an
emergency to consider a special case, and of course would have
their expenses paid for the occasion. A suggestion has been
made that it would be well in ordinary cases to change frequently

some of the members of every Committee, thereby diffusing a

general interest throughout the Church. A change of the Con-
vener every fourth or fifth year, except in extraordinary cases,

would be, we believe, a gain of efficiency, by interesting more
men and new districts of the country in the work of the scheme,
and by lightening the load which, as experience has taught us,

falls often too heavily on those who have yielded to the call of

the Church that they should continue to sustain it.

We further remark that the present system, whereby the
deliverance of the Assembly on the report of a Committee is

practically prepared by the Committee itself, and brought up
in elaborate and lengthened manuscript form to be read at the
table, and heard for the first time by the members of the
Assembly, does not conduce to such deliberate consideration of

its terms as is often necessary. We suggest, therefore, that
all deliverances should be printed and circulated forty-eight

hours before the report is read in your House, unless a report

come up on the first Friday. We think also that a call might
be made on those who have amendments to propose, that they
in like manner have them printed twenty-four hours before. It

is iu the experience of members of your Committee that unex-
pected deliverances have been proposed by Committees, and on
the other hand equally unexpected motions of censure have
suddenly been read on the floor, or insertions made on the
minute which neither in grammar nor purport could be easily

reconciled with the original motion.

Finally, your Committee have not believed it to be within the
compass of their commission to consider the propriety of sub-
stituting any other annual collection for that for the Education
Scheme. They are assured that the state of the Small Livings
Fund is far from creditable to the Church. The Fund for be-

hoof of Aged and Infirm Ministers has also been pressed on
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them by many. On tlie absolute or comparative claims of these

obiects they do not pronounce anyopinion ; but they maybe

permitted to say that the General Assembly, by abandoning

biennial or triennial collections for smaller schemes, reserving

of course the power of making a special collection at any time

for any object, might well add either or both of those to the pre-

sent list. The people are little likely to refuse their support to

any well-considered scheme of Christian beneficence which is

fairly brought before them.

Your Committee have done their best to discharge to your

satisfaction the very delicate and difficult task intrusted to

them. They have sought to furnish materials for consideration
;

and they pray God to direct the deliberations of the General

Assembly to those conclusions which will best promote the

interests of the Eedeemer's kingdom.
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THE FOLLOWING MAY BE TAKEN AS A SUMMARY
OF THE CHIEF SUGGESTIONS.

(A.) Special Suggestions.

Home Mission. — That the department, " Encouragement of Young
Men to undertake the Office of the Ministry," be

brought into operation. This does not neces-

sarily imply beginning to give grants of money.

Endowment.—That 3000 be, where practicable, the maximum popula-

tion of new parish ; and that grants should be

withheld where there exists any private obligation

or promise of repayment.

Education.—That the Committee be continued to superintend Nor-

mal Schools, (kc, but that no church-door collec-

tions for its funds be authorised ; and that the

Education Committee and the Sabbath School

Committee confer and report on future plans for

the religious education of the young.

Foreign Missions.—That missionaries be connected with the Institu-

tion in a Presidency town before going to the

scene of their future labours ; that some Scottish

ministers be deputed from time to time to preach

to the English - speaking population of India,

British and native ; that ministers • point out in

public and private to promising j'oung men the

claims of the Foreign Mission field ; that means be

taken, both at home and abroad, to promote intel-

ligent interest in the work of foreign mission-

aries ; that zenana and other special work be con-

nected with the general work of a fully-equipped

Mission station.

Colonial.—That the name be changed, so as to designate an enlarged

field ; that Continental Missions, permanent and

temporary, and Army and Navy Chaplains, and

Foreign Correspondence, be under its charge ; that

grants to the general purposes of the branches of

the Church in Canada should cease as soon as pos-
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sible, and that special reports be obtained as to the

circumstances of Pictou and British Columbia.

Jewish Mission.—That the present mode of operations among Jews

be continued where the present stations are ; that

Alexandria and Beyrout be not regarded as exclu-

sively Jewish Mission stations ; that a new station

among other than Spanish Jews be sought for

;

that the stations be visited ; and that the possibi-

lity of having an Industrial Home be considered.

Patronage - Compensation and Finance.—To be continued and

vigorously supported.

Foreign Correspondence and Army and Navy Chaplains.—To

be branches of what is at present called the " Colo-

nial " scheme.

(B.) General Suggestions,

Committees to be smaller, members (and conveners) changed at inter-

vals ; travelling expenses to be paid ; meetings to be arranged

so as to suit distant members ; motions suggesting a deliver-

jnce by the Assembly on a report to be printed before

being submitted.
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APPENDIX.
(BEING SPECIAL QUERIES PUT TO THE JEWISH MISSION COMMITTEE,

WITH THE REPLIES OF THAT COMMITTEE.)

Q. I. (a) What is the number of hours devoted daily to teaching the

Scripture in your schools ]

A. I. (a) The custom is to devote an hour at least daily to direct

religious instruction both in the Old and New Testament Scriptures.

But, in addition to this, the New Testament is the ordinary reading-

book in many of the classes, and the whole instruction during the day

is based on and pervaded by Christian principles.

Q. (b) Is any religious text-book besides the Bible in use 1

A. (b) Besides the Scriptures, various Catechisms and translations, or

compilations in the vernacular tongues, prepared by missionaries of

different societies, with a direct reference to Christian instruction, are

used as religious handbooks, and, indeed, as ordinary class-books.

List of Books used in Mission Schools

—

Watt's Catechism.

Brown's do.

Assembly's do.

Old Testament Stories.

New do. do.

Line upon Line.

Peep of Day.

The Ladder of Learning : Lessons in Morals and Religion.

Pilgrim's Progress.

Q. IL (a) Are there any books or tracts on the subject of Christianity

for Jews sold, circulated, or used in meetings by your missionaries 1

A. IL (a) Various books and tracts, prepared with the view to present

before the Jews the facts and doctrines of Christianity, are circulated

by our own as by other Jewish Missions.

A list of a few of these is also now sent.
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Tracts in circulation

—

1. Tlie Old Paths.

2. Tlae Doctrine and Interpretation of the 53rd Chapter of Isaiah

Considered.

3. Proofs that Jesus of Nazareth is the Son of David.

4. Proofs that the Messiah, the Son of David, is also the Son of God.

5. Scripture Compared with Scripture.

6. The Prophecies concerning the Messiah Fulfilled in Jesus of

Nazareth.

7. The City of Ptefuge.

8. The Destruction of Jerusalem.

9. General Assembly's Letter to the Children of Israel.

10. Alexander's Evidences of Christianity.

11. Keith's Evidences of Prophecy.

12. Convincing Proofs of the Divinity of Christ.

Q. (b) Is the New Testament ever bought or accepted by a Jew 1

A. (b) Instances occasionally occur in which the New Testament is

bought by Jews, and many in which it has been accepted by them.

Q. III. (a) Are Jewish children always present exactly like the others

when the New Testament is taught 1

A. III. (a) The schools are all conducted as distinctively Christian

schools, and the Jewish children, with all the others, are always pre-

sent during the reading of the New Testament, and take part in it.

Q. (6) Do they usually commit portions of it to memory along with

the other pupils 1

A. (6) In the same way the Jewish children, along with the others,

commit to memory many passages both of the Old and New Testaments.

Q. (c) Are the passages to which their attention is drawn usually,

as in the case of adults, from the Old Testament, such as Messianic

prophecies ?

A. (c) As already stated, the facts and doctrines of the Christian

religion are taught both from the Old and New Testaments.

Q. (d) In short, are Jewish pupils in your schools taught the life of

Christ as contained in the Gospels ; or are they taught the Old Testa-

ment from a Christian point of view 1

A. {(1) The Jewish and all other pupils in the schools are taught

the life of Christ as contained in the Gospels, and they are also taught

the Christian reference of their own Scriptures. In short, they are

taught Christianity both from the Old and New Testaments.

Q. IV. How do you account for the Piabbis or the parents allowing

Jewish children to attend distinctively Christian schools 1
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1

A. IV. The Rabbis have done all they could to oppose our schools,

especially our schools for boys. The parents, however, for the sake

of a good education for their children, are willing to run the risk of

their reading the Scriptures and being taught the truth, and the Rabbis

find that they cannot stand against a growing public opinion on the

part of those from whom their support is derived.

As an example of this, some parents, a few months ago, hard pressed

by the rulers of the Synagogue, asked that their boys should absent

themselves from prayers and reading of the Scriptures, and threatened

to withdraw them if this were not granted. The reply was simple and

direct, that the missionaries taught the Scriptures on principle, and

could not change the character of the school. The children have not

been withdrawn.

Q. V. Have you found the mixing of Jews, Greeks, and Turks in

your schools a practical advantage for your missionary objects 1

A. V. After an experience, both of specially Jewish and mixed

schools, the Committee are satisfied that, on the whole, the mixture of

children of various races is advantageous :

—

1. As preventing any objection which might be brought by Jews to

the teaching of Christianity in the schools.

2. As assisting to break down the feelings of animosity subsisting

between different races in Turkey.

3. As enabling our agents to carry on their schools in the face of

the anathemas of the Rabbis, and of facilitating the return of Jewish

children who have been withdrawn from the schools, these being now
always open.

Q. VI. How many converts are connected as members with your

Mission congregations]

A. VI. The total number reported for this year is fourteen; viz.,

one at Beyrout, nine at Constantinople, and four at Smyrna.

There are several Greeks and Armenians connected with our Mission

congregation at Smyrna. Mr. Aristides, our respected agent at Mon-

astir, is a Greek who, with his family, was brought under serious

impressions through the preaching of our missionaries at Salonica.

Where native congregations exist, the converts of our Mission most

naturally worship in them.

Q. VII. Can you tell us what results have, since the Crimean War,

followed your operations in (1.) Conversion of Jews, adult or young;

(2.) Conversion of Mohammedans; (3.) Conversion of Greeks?

A. VII. Conversions as shown by baptisms have not been numerous,
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our missionaries having invariably exercised great caution in the recep-

tion of candidates for this ordinance. It has often been pointed out

in the reports, that if our missionaries had an Industrial Home, or

employed other means at the disposal of other societies, they would be

able to retain longer under their instructions many more catechumens,

not a few of whom, after being for a time instructed by our mission-

aries, have been baptized by the agents of other societies. But this

Committee, after repeated and careful study, have not seen their way

to adopt this plan.

It is well known that conversions among Mohammedans are rare in

the experience of all missionary societies. It is only now that this

class of the population is becoming accessible.

The principal work among the Greeks was at Salonica, especially in

the peninsular district of Cassandra, where a congregation was formed

of Christians who had been brought under serious impressions by means

of the preaching of our missionaries. It was broken up in conse-

quence of the opposition of the clergy of the Greek Church, and Mr.

Aristides, who had lately presided over it, was transferred to Monastir.

But the Committee has never measured its success by the number of

conversions or baptisms reported by its agents, nor do they suppose

this test would be accepted anywhere at home or abroad. It is still

less applicable to a mission to Jews—especially to Spanish Jews.

This is emphatically a work of faith and patience, in which the mis-

sionary has to contend against deep-rooted prejudice, national feeling,

and the memory of grievous wrongs inflicted by Christians, and

in which he has to ask the inquirer to sacrifice everything and break

up all his national and domestic ties. But even under these diffi-

culties our missionaries report progress in the breaking down of oppo-

sition, the awakening of a spirit of inquiry, the excitement of inte-

rest with regard to Christianity, and of a sense of the strength of its

claims on the attention of Jews.

Q. VIIL Have you any suggestions to make in answer to our

former queries III. and IV. 1

A. VIIL As to questions III. and IV. the Committee are satis-

fied with the ample deliverance of 1856. They do not see any reason

at present for abandoning any of the operations carried on by them,

nor do they know of any Committee to whose charge any of these ope-

rations could be more naturally committed. They trust that the re-

sult of the Report of the Committee on the Schemes will be to call

forth such an increase of liberality as will enable this Committee more
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fully to meet the demands of the various branches of the work in which

they are engaged. At the present time especially it seems to the Cum-

mittee that the Church ought to recommend the claims of this scheme

to the hearty support of her members, since in all likelihood the result

of the war now raging will be to open up new fields of usefulness

among all the races subject to the Ottoman rule.

Extract Deliverance of the General Assemhhj of the Church of Scotland

on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the Fourth day of June, Eighteen hundred aud

seventy-seven

:

Which day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland being

met and constituteJ,

—

Inter alia.

The Assembly took up the Report of the Committee on the Schemes laid

on the table on Saturday the 26th.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to—Receive the Report, and without

pronouncing any deliverance upon its proposals, direct the Committee to

send it to the Committees on the Schemes, that each of those Committees

may consider and report to next General Assembly upon the portions

thereof bearing on its own operations ; further, direct those Committees in

whose cases some amalgamation or transference of duty is proposed, to

confer together before reporting to the Assembly.

Extracted from the Record of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland by

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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REPORT ON SABBATH SCHOOLS.

1876-77.

The General Assembly's Committee on Sabbath Schools now

submit their Twenty-seventh Annual Eeport, to which there is

subjoined an Abstract* showing? the Statistics as furnished by

the S. S. Conveners of Synods. Your Committee have always

to regret that, under existing arrangements—which perhaps

cannot be easily altered— it is not possible to prepare the present

statement with that deliberation and care which its importance

requires. The facts on which the Keport must be founded

never reach the Convener of the General Committee until

within a few days of the meeting of the Assembly, when the

Keport has not only to be Avritten, but printed, and a sufficient

number of copies lodged for circulation among the members of

Assembly at the commencement of its proceedings. The diffi-

culties Avith which Conveners of Presbyteries and Synods have

to contend in making up their returns, and their natural anxiety

to make them as complete as possible, are well known, but

some method should be devised for obtaining earlier informa-

tion, in order to render the annual statement more complete

and satisfactory. To do justice to it under existing circum-

stances is not possible, and of this the present writer has long

been conscious, and he trusts that he will have the assistance of

all his esteemed and valued correspondents in Presbyteries and

b\ynods in at least endeavouring to introduce an improved

system of obtaining returns.

On referring to tiie General Abstract at page 724 it will be

seen that the Report this year is on the whole of a highly sati;-;-

factory character. In the first twelve Synods on the list, with

the exception of Argyll, every Presbytery within the bounds has

responded to the inquiries addressed to them, and so far the

Statistics are complete. In the Synod of Argyle, the Presbytery

of Islay and Jura is blank, while the returns from Mull are in-

* See pages 724, 725.
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complete, and were sent in so late that they would seem not to

have been before the Synod at all. In Synod No. 13, the Synod

of Sutherland and Caithness, the Presbytery of Tongue has

remained quite silent, and given no response to the inquiries

either of tlie Convener of the Synod, or of the General Assembly.

Last year only one Parish in this Presbytery, Durness, sent any

return. On this occasion even Durness is not represented.

In the Synod of Glenelg, there is some improvement since

last year, but there are still 29 non-reporting Parishes, and 14

without Sabbath Schools. Ofthe 23 non-reporting parishes, lOare

in the Presbytery of Lochcarron, 7 in Skye, 4 in Lewis, while the

Presbytery of Uist as formerly makes no sign, and is quite unre-

presented in the Sabbath School Keport. It is believed that

many of the 29 non-reporting parishes within the Synod of

Glenelg have Schools numerously attended and well taught ; it

is therefore submitted to the A ssembly that their silence under

such circumstances, notwithstanding the injunctions of the

Supreme Court, is far from being satisfactory. It is surely of

consequence that the position of the Church in its north-

western division, should not be suffered to appear considerably

worse than it really is.

There is a great apparent decrease in the returns fi-om the

Synod of Shetland. It is there this year that the greatest fall-

ing off is reported. Only one Presbytery in the bounds of the

Synod, Olnafirth, is represented ; the other two, Burravoe and

Lerwick, notwithstanding the directions of the General Assembly

last year, and the letters written by the Convener of the

Assembly's Committee, have as yet returned no answers to the

inquiries sent to them, and therefore their place is blank in the

Eeport.* This is the more to be regretted, as the increase of

this year would under all heads of these statistics have been

much more considerable, had the two Presbyteries noted above

communicated with the Convener.

To one or two of the more prominent features of the

statistics now submitted the attention of the Assembly is now

directed. First of all, it will be noted that the Synod of Glas-

* The Ketum for Lerwick has been received since the Report was submitted to the

Assembly, and is given along with the other Returns.
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«,^ow and Ayr is i'liv in front of all the other Synods of the

Church in numbers ; and while one or two of the eastern Synods

are in proportion not inferior, in one point the superiority of

the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr is incontestable, and at once

apparent. More than one half of the amount collected for

Missions in all the Sabbath Schools of the Church has been

obtained within its bounds.

Again, those who study this Eeport will perhaps be inclined

to concede the first place in point of efficiency under all the

lieads of inquiry,—so far as this point can be determined by

statistics,—to the Synod of Angus and Mearns. There is not

one non-reporting parish, and only two without Sabbath

Schools in this Synod. It is also thii'd in the amount collected

for Missions, third in the contribution to the Committee's

Funds, and fourth under all the other heads of inquiry, though

inferior to some other Synods in extent and population. The

Sabbath School Committee originated within the bounds of the

Synod of Angus and Mearns, and it is satisfactory to be able to

note that the system is there maintained in the highest state of

efficiency.

In Aberdeen, Fife, and Moray, the returns are not only, as

usual, most complete, there is a decided advance, of a very

gratifying kind.

The attention of the Assembly is specially directed to the

column No. 12, amount collected for Missions. Twenty years

ago the whole amount collected in Sabbath Schools for Missions

was £281 13s 2d. For some years thereafter the enquiries on

tliis point were suspended, and only resumed in the schedules of

1864. Since that date the sum each year has gradually in-

creased till it now amounts to £1759 2s 3d. This is not only a

clear gain to the Church, it seems to show the fostering and

stimulating influence which has been exercised by the Com-
mittee. Nor is the sum contributed for Missions, considerable

as it is, to be estimated only at its money value ; thus early

accustomed to contribute to missionary enterprise, far greater

results may be anticipated from tlie development of the habit

of Christian liberality when those young persons now attending

our schools and classes have grown up to be men and women.
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Much has been done ia this dh-ection, but far more remains to

be accomplished. What is ^1800 from 211,749 persons ? One

shilling a year from each would yield £10,557 9s ;
sixpence

would give £5,278 14s 6d ; even threepence would give

£2639 7s 3d. Why should there not be a resolution, or at

least a common understanding, that next year every Minister or

Superintendent of a Sunday School would engage that each

scholar and teacher shall be represented by the minimum sum

here mentioned—threepence—as a contribution to Missionary

enterprise This would cause the greatest increase in column

No. 12 hitherto known. It is a result so obviously within

reach that a very little united exertion is all that is needful

to realise it

The Committee take this opportunity of directing attention

to the importance of giving greater attention than ever to the

religious education of the young. The new method of instruc-

tion in Public Schools is clearly unfavourable to any adequate

attention being paid to the communication of religious know-

ledge. Payment by results is not only a great strain on

any teacher's energies ; where no payment is given for the

communication of religious knowledge, and when such teaching

is thus practically ignored and discouraged, the temptation is

great to encroach upon the time which is allotted by School

Boards, according to use and wont, to such teaching, or to im-

part it in a lifeless and indifferent way. Your Committee beUeve

that the disadvantage at wliich instruction in sacred knowledge

is placed by recent changes in our educational system is be-

ginning to tell, and that every year the results will become

more painfully conspicuous. And while it is far from the mind

of the Committee to declare that Sabbath Schools, or adult

classes, can ever replace or compensate for systematic daily in-

struction formerly given under the old Parochial School system,

recent changes, and the result of these changes, may fairly be

adduced as a reason why the system of Sabbath Schools and

Bible classes should be more generally adopted, more warmly

supported, and more liberally encouraged. It has often

been said that one of the great difficulties under the Sabbath

School system is to oi3tain properly qualified teachers,
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and while the thanks and gratitude of the Church and

the pubhc are justly due to the 16,134 teachers, shown by

this Keport to be engaged in the good work of helping the

young to know the Lord, the better instructed and more highly

educated members of the community should be seriously ex-

horted not to stand aloof, as too many of them do, but to devote

to this great field of usefulness some part of their time, and to

bring to bear on its better cultivation their superior influence

and abilities. Our Church not only admits but proclaims that

every man has a ministry, that all knowledge, and more especially

the knowledge of God, and Christ whom God hath sent, is given

not to be absorbed by the individual, but to be diffused among the

masses, nottobetreasuredup in the solitudesof our ownhearts, but

to be as assiduously communicated to others as it has been freely

bestowed on ourselves. We call that man a miser who accumu-

lates money, and we regard him with mingled contempt and

pity. lu another sense, how many around us have accumulated

unsearchable riches, which they have never striven to share

with their poorer brethren, though in the attempt to do so they

would enrich othejs, without being impoverished themselves.

This is a kind of Christian liberaUty we greatly need. It blesses

him that gives and him that takes. This is a fountain not only

springing up to everlasting life, but which grows more copious

as we draw forth from it, breaks forth into a thousand streams,

and diffuses everywhere happiness and content. The growing

necessity for the communication of religious knowledge can

never be more nobly met, than by a general recognition on the

part of the better instructed members of the community of their

responsibility and their mission as instructors of all with whom
they may be brought into contact, or over whom they exercise any

influence. In speaking thus, that most obvious but too often

neglected truth that the Christian Parent is the natural instructor

of the Christian child, and that affection is the best and most

legitimate channel of religious truth and religious impression, is

not overlooked, but all along assumed and taken for granted.

The object of all other teaching is, not to supplant parental

instruction, but to encourage and promote it ; not to relieve

fathers and mothers of their duties, or to lead them to think that
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the religious education of their children is now perfectly under-

taken for them, but to aid, to strengthen, and to guide them in

the discliai'ge of their most solemn and responsible duties.

This ycai- the Committee have received more applications

for grants to assist in the formation of Libraries tlian with

their very limited resources they have been able to meet.

Kotwithstandiog all that has been done during many jeavs in

this direction, the Committee know from the annual returns

that there are about 500 parishes still without Libraries,

and such is their experience, and the testimony they have

received from many quarters, of the good accomplished by

this expenditure of their funds, that they propose to con-

tinue giving as they are able. Last year a most generous

donation—which has been all expended—was sent to the Con-

vener, the first of the kind he ever received, though if some ol

the friends of the Church were to follow the example, they

might be assured the money would be well laid out. The Com-

mittee do not of course give assistance to all parishes. Many

are quite able to form Libraries without any external assistance,

and can and do contribute to assist others. It is for Mission

Stations, Chapels, or Parishes, where, from local circumstances,

it is not easy to raise funds, that the aid of the Committee is

intended and reserved.

Twelve years ago your Committee suggested the idea of a

general meeting of the various Sabbath School Associations and

Unions throughout Scotland, in order to cultivate a closer fellow-

ship, and to act if possible on some common plan.* The sug-

gestion was repeated in subsequent reports. In the Report of

1867 it was said, " The Convener throws out the suggestion that

it would be a step in the right direction to arrange annual meet-

ings in such parts of Scotland as might be fixed upon, under

the direction of the General Assembly's Committee. Hitherto

there have been various annual congregational and union meet-

ings, but no meeting of the kind indicated is known to have

taken place. It would be a meeting not of children, but of

ministers, teachers, and representatives of Unions for conference

and discussion as to the best methods of increasing the effi-

* Report to General Assembly, 1865, page G.
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c.iency and cnlai'i;iug the sphere of Sabbath Schools. A meet-

ing of this description might easily be arranged in some part of

Scotknd for the coming year."* This suggestion, tlms repeated,

was again passed over by tlie Churcli without any notice, but it

was taken up and acted out ably and vigorously by others, and

in October next, the tenth " National Sabbath School Con-

vention" meets in Glasgow, constituted in the manner above

noted, the great purpose of all its discussion being to " increase

the efficiency and enlarge the sphere of Sabbath Schools." Vour

Committee rejoice in the good which they believe has been

accomplished by these Conventions, while at the same time

they regret that the suggestion of them, whicli first occurred

in their Annual Eeports, was passed over by the Church of

Scotland without receiving that attention which its importance

deserved.

It has been noticed that two other Committees of tlie Church
repeat some of the questions which the Committee on Sabbath

Schools have long been authorised to propose, and which they

naturally consider to fall within their particular province. In

particular the " Committee on Christian Life and Work " have

once and again gone over the ground previously occupied, and

have repeated the questions with v/hich it is the obvious

duty of the Committee on Sabbath Schools to deal, and with

which they are more competent to deal than their friendly

and valued auxiliary. The results of this co-operation have

not been satisfactory, and the proof of this lies in the last

Report of the " Committee on Christian Life and Work." In

their Report of last year it is stated that the number of Sab-

bath School Teachers is 11,706, and in a small foot note it

is added,t "The number of Sabbath School Teachers as re-

ported last year by the Committee on Sabbath Schools is

14,916;" and though this could not at the time be stated, the

number reported by the Committee on Sabbath Schools, the

same year the Committee on Christian Life and Work reported

11,706, was 15,336. Surely this error of 3,630 is enough to

demonstrate that the Special Committee is the more competent

* Heport lo Assembly of ]8G7, page 13,

t See Volume of Eeports, p. 448.
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to deal with their own peculiar subject, and that its details

might be safely left with them. To ask the same questions not

once or twice, but three times over, is surely not necessary, and

can only en 1 in contradiction and confusion.

With regard to the formation of a Sclieme of Lessons which

might be adopted by the three great divisions of the Presby-

terian Church in Scotland,' your Committee have to report,

that at least in the meantime, owing to various circumstances,

with an account of which they will not detain the Assembly,

they have been obliged to surrender the hope which they once

cherished of framing such a Scheme in conference with their

brethren of the Free and United Presbyterian Churches. One

great obstacle to a common system was the existing Scheme of

Lessons published and extensively circulated by the Sabbath

School Unions of Edinburgh and Glasgow ; and now, owing to

the general adoption by the Teachers and others connected with

the Free Church of the Illustrated International System of

Lessons, published by the Messrs Nelson, Edinburgh, the hope

of a common system seems more remote than it was. Per-

haps, however, the end which all admit to be desirable, might

be attained by seriously considering whether the Illustrated

Lessons above referred to might net ultimately form the basis

of a common system. The great objection to them is, that

while more attractive and useful than any others known to

your Committee, they are also more expensive, and may be

found to be beyond the reach of many Schools, but they

fulfil conditions often impressed on the Church in these

Reports, the cultivation of the eye as well as the ear, with the

view of bringing home religious truth, and impressing young

minds in the infancy of their existence. The time, it is

believed, is near when the Committee entrusted with the pre-

paration of these International Lessons will meet to draw out a

new series extending over a period of several years, and if the

Church of Scotland would take measures to be represented on

this Committee, the results might prove eminently useful to the

children within her communion and to the cause of Sabbath

School instruction throughout the world. To this suggestion

which the Committee now submit, the Church alone, through
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the deliv^erance of her Supreme Court, can hope to give

effect.

With regard to the Communicants' Manual, which your

Committee received authority to print, it is now in proof, and

has been submitted by the Convener to the Members of the

Genrvnl Assembly's Acting Committee on Sabbath Schools,

The uuiicip^i lions expressed last year as to the results of the

question put by the Committee on Christian Life and Work

under the head of " Young Communicants/' " Do you use, and

can you recommend any Text Book?' have been realised with

tolerable accuracy.*

In answer to communications from correspondents, it is here

stated that at the requests of many Ministers and others

interested, the Eeport on Schools was included in the " Volume

of l^eports on the Schemes of the Church of Scotland," and that

this, so far from diminishing the expenditure for printing and

circulation, has caused an additional charge, as will be seen from

the financial statement at the end of the Report. The whole

cost has been borne by the Committee, though, as is well

known, their income is very limited.

The Convener cannot close this Report without expressing

to his correspondents in Presbyteries and Synods the deep sense

which he entertains of obligations to them for their able and

faithful services, which alone have enabled him to prepare and

submit to the General Assembly the present Report.

J. G. YOUNG.
MoNiFiETH, 21st May, 1877.

* See Etport on '* Christian Life and Work," p. 473.
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"When the above Keport was given in and read to the Vener-

able The General Assembly, the following deliverance was

moved, seconded, and unanimously adopted :

—

" At Edinburgh, the Thii-ty-fivst Day of May, Eighteen

Hundred and Seventy-Seven,

" Which day the General Assembly of the Ch\n-ch of Scotland

being met and constituted, inter alia,

" The Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Sab-

bath Schools, which was given in by Mr Young, Convener.

" It was moved, seconded, and agi-eed to :—Approve of the

Report ; renew in all its parts the injunctions to Synods, Presby-

teries, and Ministers of Parishes. Further, the Assembly, consider-

ing that it has been reported to them that there is still a want of

hi<yhly qualified Sabbath School Teachers, seriously exhort the better

instructed and more highly-educated Members of the Chiu-ch to

devote to the rehgious education of the young some part of their

time, and to bring to bear on this great field of Christian usefulness

their superior influence and abilities.

" The General Assembly approve of what has been done with the

view of framing a uniform Scheme of Lessons, and remit to the

Committee to continue their labours in this direction, either by

themselves or in union with other denominations.

" The Assembly also approve of the diligence of their Committee

in framing a Communicants' Manual.

"The Assembly record their thanks to the Convener and his

Committee—re-appoint Mr Young to be Convener.

" Extracted from the Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland, by

" JOHN TULLOCH, CI Eccl Scot"



STATISTICS

THE RETURNS

VARIOUS PRESBYTERIES AND SYNODS
DURING THE PAST YEAR.

The f5r.st column gives tbe number of Schools ; the second, the Scholars on the Roll • thehird, the average attendance of Scholars ; the fourth, the number of Teachers ; the fifththe number of Sabbath School Libraries
; the .si.xth, the number who attend Bible Classes on

Sr 5li?sion.^.
"" '

"'' ''''"''' ^'°"''ibutions
;
and tl>e eighth, the amount coHec ted

I. SYNOD OF LOTHIAN AND TWEEDDALE.
Rev. PI. M. M'GiLL, North £sk, Convener.

]
. Presbytery of Edinburgh

.

Rev. John Young Scott, Buccleuch Church, Convener.

Parishes.
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Parishes.
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Parishes.
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a « 3 >>

Dalkeith, East,

Dalkeith, West,

Fala and Soutra,

Glencross,

Heriot,

Inveresk,
Lasswade, .

Newbattle,
Newton,
Morthesk,
Ormiston,
Penicuik,

RoseweU,
Roslin,

StobhiU,

Temple, .

i II
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II. SYNOD OF MERSE AND TEVIOTDALE.

Rev. M. H. Graham, Maxton, Convener.

8. Preabytery of Dunse.

Rev. R. F. Pboudfoot, B.A., Fogo, Convener.

Parishes.
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11. Presbytery of Jedburgh.

Rev. John Stevenson, Bedrule, Convener.

\?. S^^^
Parishes.
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III. SYNOD OF DUMFRIES.
Kev. David Landale, Applegarth, Convener.

14. Presbytery of Lochnaben.

Kcv. James Prophit, ILA., St Mungo, Convener.

Applegartli,
Dalton, .

Dryfesdale, .

Hutton and Corrie.
Johnstone, ,

Kirkmiehael, .

Kirkpatrick-Juxta,
Lochmaben,
Moffat,

Mouswald,
St Mungo, .

Tundergarth, .

Wamphray,

1
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Parishes.
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IV. SYNOD OP GALLOWAY.
Rev. Thomas Nicol, B.D., Kell?, Convener.

19. Presbytery of Stranraer.

Rev. Robert Sharp Wakren, M.A., Stranraer, Convener.
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Carsphairn,

Castle. Douglas,

Coraock,
Crosamichael,

Dairy,
Girthon, .

Kells, .

Kelton, .

Kirkcudbright,
Parton,

E,errick,

Tongland,
Twynholm, .

Schools.
Scholars

on

Roll.
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Parishes.
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Parishes.
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Parishes.
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Dalreocb,
Drymen, .

Dumbarton,
Fintry,
Garelochbead,
Helensburgh, .

West Church,
Jamestown,
Killearn,

Kilmaronock, •

Kilpatrick, Mew,
Kilpatrick, Old,

Duntocher, .

Luss, .

Milngavie,
Renton,
Koseneath,
Kilcreggan Chapel.

Row,
Strathblane,

121

62

284
54

162

No
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Parishes.
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Amount Collected for Mijslond.
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VI. SYNOD OP ARGYLL.
Kev, Neil M 'Michael, Craignish, Convener.

30. Preshytery of Inveraray.

Rev. Neil M'Michael, Convener.

705

Parishes.
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33. Presbytery of Isla and Jura.

Eev, Lachlan Mackenzie, Jura, Convener.

No Eetxirn.

34. Presbytery of Lorn.

Rev. Hdgh M'Lachlan, Ardchatan, Convener.

Parishes.
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Parishes.
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Parishes.
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PaxL«hes.

Bucklyvie,
CallaDder,

Dunblane,
Gartmore,
Kilmadock,
Kincardine,

Norriston,

Kippen, .

Lecropt,

Logic,

Port of Menteith,
Tillicoultry,

Trossachs,

TuUiallan,

1
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44. Presbytery of Kirkcaldy.

Rev, J. W. Gibson, M.A., Dysart, Convener.
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40. Presbytery of St Andrews.

Rev. David Thomson, M.A., Forgan, Convener.

Parishes.
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48. Presbytery of Forfar.

Eev. Robert Torneb, Kinnettles, Convener.

o .-; '

Aherlemno,
Clova,

Cortachy,
Dunuichen,
Forfar, .

Do. St James's,

Glamis, .

Inverarity, .

Kinnettles,

Kirriemuir, .

Do. South Church,
Glenprosen, .

Oathlaw,
Rescobie,

Tannadice,

I?
w o

53
20
57

2
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50. Fresbytery of Brechin.

Kev. William K. Fiuser, M.A., Mai^ton, Convener,

Parishes.
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Paribhes.
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64. Preshytcri) of Kincardine O^Neil.

Eev. Andrew Kitchie, M.A., Coull, Convener.

Aboyne,
Dinnet,

Banchory-Ternan,
Birse,

Finzean Chapel,
Cluny, .

CouU,
Crathie,

Braemar,
Echt,
Glengairn, .

Glenmuick,
Kiucardine-O'Neil,

Logic Coldstone,

Lumphanan,
Midmar,
Strachau,
Tarland,

Torphins,

90
31

224
128

<<

80
28

200

Pteturn included in Birse.

105
54
47
32

120
20

120

120
42
65

112
30

84
42
36
25
100
15

105
60
36
105
33
50
70
25

ZP5:

15

£ 8. d.

2 10

1 9
10

54

12

2

2 6 2 5

2 6 11 8

Pariah Library is accessible.

o5. Presbytery of A Iford.

Rev. Robert Milne, M.A., Towie, Convener.

Alford, .
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iis^ 2

Parishes.
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59. Presbytery of Turriff.

Rev. A. J. Milne, LL.D., Fyvie, Convener.

Parishes.

Alvah,
Auchterless,

,

Drurablade,
Forgleu,

Forgue,
Fyvie,

St Mary's,
Gamrie,

Gardenstoion,

loverkeithny, .

King Edward,
Macduff,
WiUbrex, .

Monquhitter, .

New iiyth, .

Turriff,

Ytlian Wells,

For

1
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Parishes.
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G5. Presbytery of Elgin.

Rev. James Mackie, LL.D., Alves, Convener.

Parishes.
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C9. Preshijiery of Dingwall.

Kev. John W. Tolmie, M.A., Contin, Convener.

Parishes.
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72. Presbytery of Tongue.

Rev. J. Stewart Miller, Thurso, Convener.

No Return.

73. Presbytery of Caithness.

Rev. J. Stewart Miller, Thurso, Convener.

Parishes.
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75. Presbytery of Ahertarff.

Rev. Patrick Gordon, M.A., Duncansburgh, Convener.

Parishes.
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80. Presbytery of Cairston.

Rev. T. D. "WiNGATE, Stromness, Convener.

Birsay,

Firth,

Harray,
Hoy & Graemsay,
Orphir,

Sandwick,
Stennes,

Stromness,

WaUs and Flotta,

Scliolars

on

Roll.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Dr.

1875-76.

Contributions for 1870-76, per

Report of 1876, page 61, . £86 16

Balance from ditto per ditto, 121 4

Ijiterest, . . . • 2 7

Bv Accounts for Printing Re-
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COMMITTEE ON PATRONAGE COMPENSATION

GENEEAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND

GIVEN IN BY ;

THOMAS GEAHAM MUREAY, Convenek.

MAY 1877. ^
.

(

5 a
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COMMITTEE 1876-77.

T. G. MUKRAY, 11 Randolph Crescent, Convener.

The Moderator.

Dr Clouston.

Dr Hamilton.

Dr Gordon.

Dr Ritchie.

Dr Dickson.

Dr Story.

Principal Tulloch.

Dr Watson.
Dr Trail.

Dr PiME.

Dr Struthers.
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REPORT.

Your Committee were appointed by the General Assembly of

1875, the minutes of which bear: "That the General Assembly

appoint a Committee with instructions to raise a Fund to relieve

Ministers from claims which may be made by Patrons for com-

pensation out of the Teinds of the Parish, and instruct the Com-

mittee to apply to the Joint-Committee to recommend a day for

a collection for this purpose. The Assembly further authorise

the Committee to pay out of the Fund thus arising the debt

incurred by the Patronage Committee in the course of their

operations."

The General Assembly of 1876, on receiving the Report, recom-

mended the scheme to the most favourable consideration of the

Church, and appointed collections for its benefit to be made m
the 3d Sabbath of December 1876 and the 3d Sabbath of Novem-

ber 1877. ;
The accounts of the Committee for 1876, an abstract of which

is appended, show the payments made to ministers during the

year, amounting in all to £503, 5s. 2d. And as the patron is only

entitled to payment by four annual instalments, the payments for

1876, the first year in which the provisions of the Act^cg^'lnto

operation, represent only one-fourth of the annual-sum required.

In point of fact, the payments are not equal to one-fourth of the

sums due the patrons, as in some of the cases the claim only

applies to one-half of the stipend. The whole amount of com-

pensation payable to the patrons of the twelve parishes men-

tioned in the Eeport is £2630, 4s., one-fourth of which is

£657, lis., while the sum actually paid is £503, 5s. 2d.

"'The^Sai required for 1877 may be estimated at £1200. This

it is estimated, will be increased in 1878 (o £1800, and in 1879 to

£2400, which may be assumed as the amount required annually

thereafter for some years.
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The Accounts show that at 31st December last the Committee

had a balance on hand of £1627, 18s. 3d. That sum is therefore

sufficient to enable them to meet the estimated payments for

1877 ; but the Committee cannot but view with apprehension the

position of the Fund thereafter, unless a more vigorous effort is

made on the part of the Church.

The total amount of the Parochial Collections received in 1876

was, £851 19 8

And since the accounts for 1876 were closed there

has been received towards the collections of this

year, . . . .
-

. . 140

Making the collection for 1876, . . £991 19 8

This is less than one-half of the sum which will be annually

: required to meet the demands on the Committee. The causes are

not far to seek ; the collections are only made in about one-fourth

•of the Parishes, and are in many instances very small in amount.

',The Committee would ask the General Assembly to impress upon

^ministers the duty of making some exertion to meet a claim to

which the honour of the Church is so distinctly committed.

.•/'By direction of last General Assembly, which fixed the collec-

tion for two years, that for this year is appointed for 18th

November, and the Committee trust that in their next Eeport

they may have a more satisfactory result to record.

H In name and by appointment of the Committee,

i T. G. MUEEAY, Convener.

:?^f»^
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AnsTRACT of the Accounts of the Patronage Compensation
Committee of the Church of Scotland,

From '6lst December 1875 to 31st December 1876.

Charge.

1. Funds on hand at 31st December 1875, . . £2002
2. Income during 1876 :

—

1. Parocliial Collections, . £851 19 8
2. Subscriptions from individuals :

—

From James A. Campbell, Esq.

yr. of Stracathro, £100
From sundries, . 9 15

— 109 15
3. Interest on Bank account, . 12 1 4

973 16

Sum of the Charge, £2976 1 7

Discharge.

1. Expenses incurred in connection with the old Patronan-e Com-
mittee, paid by this Committee in terms of General Assembly's
deliverance, 27th May 1875, . . . £753 3 i

2, Compensation paid :

—
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Brought forward, £1266

3. Printing, &c.

—

Account to* Blackwood for printing Com-

mittee's Eeport to Assembly, &c., £5 6 10

Expense of printing and despatching

Collection Notices, . 41 5 2

4. Management and Incidental Expenses

—

Fee to General Collector for taking charge of

the collection in 1875, . £10 10

Fees to Auditor :

—

For auditing Collector's book

and tabulating subscriptions

for publication in Missionary

Eearrd, . .£660
For auditing Secretary's

Account for 1875, and

preparing Abstract

thereof, . .110
Allowance to Clerks,

Miscellaneous expenses, including

Honorary Secretary's outlays,

&c.,.... 11 1 1

47 12

84 3 1

Sum of the Discharge, £1348

'•The-sum of the Charge is as on page 731,

The surnl^ the Discharge is as above, .

£2976 1 7

1348 3 4

£1627 18 3Balance of Funds at 31st Dec. 1876,

Composed of :—

Sum in British Linen Com-

pany Bank, . . £1643 10 10

Less Balance due to Mr
Menzies, . . . 15 12 7^:-'^'?>.»

£1627 1« 3

Edinburgh, 2bth May 1877.—I have examined the Accounts
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of the Patronage Compensation Committee of the Church of Scot-
land for year to 31st December 1876, and have found the same
correct, and—with this qualification, that several of the receipts
by Miaisters for the instalments of compensation paid them are
unstamped—sufficiently vouched and instructed, closing with a
balance of One thousand six hundred and forty-three pounds teu
shillings and tenpence (£1643, 10s. lOd.) in Bank, and a balance
of Fifteen pounds twelve shillings and sixpence (£15, 12s. 6d.) due
to the Secretary.

I have prepared the foregoing Abstract.

GEORGE MUERAY, Auditor.
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Abstract Deliverance of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

on the foregoing Report.

At Edinburgh, the First day of June, One thousand eight hundred

and seventy-seven, Sess. 12, the which day, the General Assembly

of the Church of Scotland being met and constituted. Inter

alia,—
The Assembly called for the Eeport of the Committee on Patronage

Compensation, which was given in by Mr T. G. Murray, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to—The General Assembly

receive the Eeport, record their thanks to the Committee, direct the

Joint-Committee on the Schemes to arrange a suitable day for a collec-

tion for the funds of the Committee in 1878. Eecommend the subject

to the hearty support of the Congregations of the Church. Eeappoint

the Committee—Mr Murray, Convener.

Extracted from the Eecords of the General Assembly of the Church

of Scotland.

JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Eccl. Scot.
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PLURALITIES,

BETTEE ENDOWMENT OF THEOLOGICAL CHAIRS,

GIVEN IN AND READ BY

Efa-. Dr STEVENSON, Convener.

COMMITTEE.
Dr Stevenson, Convener.
Dr Dickson.
Dr Phin.
Dr Ross.
Dr MiLLIGAN.
Mr D. M'Laren, Hunibie.
Mr D. Johnston.
The Procurator.
Mr D. Smith.
Principal TuLLOCH.
Mr C. SwiNTON.

Lord POLWARTH.
Sir W. Baillie, Bart.

Mr T. G. Murray.
The Lord Advocate,
Mr D. Milne Home.
Mr J. A. Campbell.
Lord Balfour.
Mr Maxwell, Broomholm.
I\Ir HowATSON, Dornel.

Mr J. M. Baillie.

Professor Lee.

With the view of enabling the Assembly to see how the ciue|t;iro'

of a plurality of offices in the Church of Scotland hata^lSeen dealt

with in recent years, the Committee have to state that in the year

1847 the General Assembly, by a majority of 149.'to 64, approved

of overtures to the following eflfect—viz., " That a Clergyman shall

not hold a Professorship in a University, and at the same time a

parochial charge or the office of pastor in a Chapel of Ease, but

deemfit inexpedient and of dangerous consequence ,to transmit an

overture to Presbyteries in terms of the said overtures until effect-

ual measures shall Save been taken to recover adequate endow-

ments for our Theological Chairs."

The Committee beg to call the attention of the General Assem-
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bly to the nature of the counter-motion on that occasion, the

supporters of which were a minority of 64. The only difference

between it and the one which was carried was, that it proposed the

immediate prohibition of all pluralities in the Church, whereas the

other contemplated an Act to effect that object only when ade-

quate endowments had been secured for certain Theological

Chairs, the emoluments attached to which were considered to be

too small to command the services of properly qualified Pro-

fessors.

The General Assembly of 1852 reaffirmed the principle of the

overtures of 1847, and this they did without a vote.

In the year 1873 the General Assembly transmitted to the

Presbyteries of the Church " an overture anent pluralities," in the

following terms— viz., " That the General Assembly enact and

ordain that the union of the office of a Principal or a Professor of

a College with that of a parochial charge be henceforth in all

cases prohibited ; and that the exception made respecting cities

which are the seats of Universities with their suburbs, in the Act

of 1817, be annidled." This overture was unanimously agreed to,

and appears at full length as No. XIII. among the Acts of

1873. To this overture 66 Presbyteries made returns to the

General Assembly of 1874 ; and of these returns 39 approved of

the overture, 1 approved 'partially, and 26 disapproved. Three

additional returns favourable to the principle of the overture, or, if

we reject the return which was only partially favourable, four

more would have enabled the Assembly to convert the overture

^&^a standing law of the Church. In these circumstances, the

AssemblyTlid^ot retransmit the overture, but " referred the mat-

ter to a Committee to consider the subject in all it3 bearings."

Before the time arrived for the meeting of the next General

Assembly, the Convener of the Committee, the lamented Dr

Cook, had been removed by death, and so there was no Eeport

in 1875.

A verbal Eeport was made to the Assembly of 1876; ind in

consideration that the better jendowmenjb of certain Theological

Chairs had been repeatedly declared by the^neral Assembly to

be a preliminary to any enactment of the Church prohibiting

pluralities, the Assembly altered the title of the Committee, and
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made it what it now is, with the view of more accurately indi-

cating the objects for which it was appointed,

From the narrative now given, it appears, 1st, that for the

last thirty years the general mind of the Church has been de-

cidedly opposed to the continuance of a plurality of offices in

the person of one and the same minister or professor ; and 2d,

that the only obstacle to the prohibition of all such pluralities in

the Church was the inadequacy of the endowments of some of

the Theological Chairs.

In the year 1 84?7, the General Assembly appointed a committee

to use their utmost efforts to procure from Government, or from

other sources, such grants or donations of money as would place

all the Theological Chairs on a satisfactory footing ; but nothing

effectual has as yet been done.

The Committee have been making inquiries, both as to the

number of the Chairs whose emoluments are insufficient, and also

as to the amount of money which may be required to place those

Chairs on a satisfactory footing ; and they have come to the con-

clusion that a capital sura of not less than thirty thousand (£30,000)

will be necessary for this purpose. This is a large sum ; but the

Committee feel confident that, when the vast importance of the two

objects in view is duly weighed—viz., the attraction to our Theo-

logical Chairs of men eminently qualified for their offices, and
the leaving of our ministers, unfettered by other work, " to give

themselves continually to prayer and the ministry of the Word " f

—the enlightened and liberal members of the Church will speediljps,

supply the necessary funds. ^f„a».^^
The Committee have also had under consideration both the

method of raising the necessary funds and the principle on which

they should be appropriated ; and they are of opinion that the

method employed by the Association for augmenting the incomes

of the smaller livings should be adopted by this Committee—that

is, that donations should be asked for the formation of a large

fund,4hB interest of which should be applied annually to the

augmentation of insufficient salaries ; and also that annual sub-

scriptions should be obtained, the whole of which should be ap-

plied to the same purpose, until the endowments in each case be

raised to the sum hereinafter mentioned—it being always under-
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Stood that no professor who holds a parochial or ministerial charge

shall receive, or have any claim to, any share of the funds which

may thus be raised.

It was not without some difficulty that the Committee have

fixed the amount to which they would recommend that the en-

dowments of the Chairs should be raised ; but after consultation

both with professors and several members of the Church who

may reasonably be expected to contribute to the object in view,

they have come to the conclusion that to each Chair there should

be attached an endowment of £550, and this without including

the value of any house or residence which may belong to any

Chair, or the fees which may be payable by the students.

t.i^d:o- i^:d : R. H. STEVENSON, D.D., Convener.

> ^^ At Edinburgh, the fourth day of June, Eighteen hundred
"•''^ and seventy-seven,

—

vS" *The whicli'day the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

\ being met and constituted, hiter alia,—
^ '"The Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Pluralities

and the better Endowment of Theological Chairs, which was given in

• by Dr Stevenson, Convener.

It was moved, seconded, and agreed to, that the General Assembly
^ approve of the "Eeport, reappoint the Committee, Dr Stevenson, Con-

vener, and authorise them to adopt such means as they may deem most

'likely to accomplish the object specially aimed at by the better en-

- (Jh&ment of these Theological Chairs where emoluments are admittedly

in^equftte ; with power to the Committee to appoint a Secretary and

Treasurer; a2ti«appoint them to report progress to next General Assem- •

bly. The Asser^ly further added the following members to the Com-
mittee—viz., Lord Balfour, Professor Lee, Mr Maxwell of Broomholm,

Mr Howatson of Dornel, and Mr J. M. Baillie.

Extractedfrom tlie Records of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland hy

'2^y ..-„' / , r*. JOHN TULLOCH, CI. Ecck^t.
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